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EDITOR'S PREFACE

TO THE SEVENTH EDITION.

npHE First Edition of Mr. Fearne's Essay
-*- ON THE Learning of Contingent
Remainders and Executory Devises,

was published in the year 1772, and consisted

of 98 pages ; the second was pubhshed in 177S,

and consisted of 178 pages ; the third was

pubhshed in 1776, and consisted of 450 pages :

the 65 first pages of the first edition, the

126 first pages of the second edition, and the

296 first pages of the third edition, were

assigned to the subject of Contingent Re-

mainders ; the remaining pages of each edition

were assigned to the subject of Executory

Devises.—In 1791? Mr. Fearne pubhshed in

one volume, consisting of 558 pages, that

part of the work, which treats of Contingent

Remainders. In consequence of an expres-

sion which had fallen from Lord Mansfield on

an opinion, which Mr. Fearne had mentioned,

in the third edition of his Essay, to have been

delivered by his Lordship, when counsel, on

the will, which was the subject of the case of

Perrin v. Blake, Mr. Fearne published the

copies of the opinions of his Lordship, and

a 3 other
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oth^^r eminent counsel on that will, with a

prefatory address to his Lordship. These he

re-published, in 1791) and inserted them in

the volume of his Essay which he published

in that year. He lived only to complete a few

pages of the portion of the work which treats

of Executory Devises : those sheets, and the

remainder of the work, as it stood in the

third edition, were edited by Mr. Powell,

in 1795, with copious notes.—The volume

published by Mr. Fearne in his life-time, being

that part of the work, which treats of Contingent

Remainders, and that published after his de-

cease, which treats of Executory Devises, form

the fourth edition of the work. The first of

those volumes was reprinted in 1801, and is the

fifth edition of that part of it.

After Mr. Fearne's decease, Mr. Mitchell

Shad well, who had been his pupil, selected,

from his manuscripts, a Readmg on the Sta-

tute of Iiirollments ;

—

Arguments in the Case

of General Stanwlv ;—and a Collection of Mr.

Fearne s Professional Opinions ; and published

them in one volume, under the title of his Post-

humous Works. The case of General Stanwix

arose from the following circumstances :—The

General and his Daughter, an only child, had

sailed, in the same vessel, from Ireland ; the?

vessel was cast away ; not a single person on

board was saved, and there was not the least

evidence whether the General or his Daughter

was the longer liver. The personal repre-

sentative
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sentative of the General was not the same

person as the personal representative of the

Daughter, in case she survived the father.

Their respective representatives brought for-

ward their claims in the Court of Chancery

:

the cause was heard, and the Court finding

the arguments on each side equally ingenious,

and equally inconclusive, recommended a com-

promise, to which the several claimants agreed.

Mr. Fearne composed an argument for each

of the two claimants ; it was merely a work

of amusement*.

It is observable, that the Code de Napo-

leon, (Art. 720, 721 & 722), provides for such

cases, by declaring (720), " that, if two or

" more persons, heirs to one another, perish in

" the same event, without its being discover-

" able which of them died first, the presump-

" tion of survivorship is to be determined by
" the circumstances of the case, and for want
'' of those, bv the circumstances of ao;e and sex.

" (721) If all the persons shall be under the

" age of 15 years, the eldest shall be presumed

" to have survived ; if all of them shall be
*' above the age of60 years, the youngestshallbe

" presumed to have survived; if some of them
" shall be under the age of 15 years, and others

" above the age of 60 years, the former shall be

" presumed to have survived the latter. (722) If

," all

* See Mason v. Mason, i Meriv. 308.

a 4
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" all ofthem shall be above the age of 15 years,

*' and under the age of 60 years, the males

" shall be presumed to have survived, in case

" the ages are equal, or the difference in them
" does not exceed one year. If they are all of

" the same sex, that presumption of survivor-

" ship which regulates the succession in the

" order of nature shall be admitted ; the

" younger, therefore, shall, in that case, be

*' presumed to have survived the elder."

The only other work, with which Mr. Fearne

favoured the public, is an " Historical Legi-

" graphical Chart of landed property in Eng^
" land,from the time of the Saxons to the pre-

" sent cera, displaijiug the tenures, mode of
" descent, and power of alienation of lands

" in England, at all times, during that period."

It is engraved and printed on a broad sheet,

and coloured :—it was first pubhshed in 1769,

and afterwards in 1791- A person acquainted

with the subject, or who uses it as a kind

of Analytical Table to an approved author,

whose work he is perusing, will find it a per-

formance of great ingenuity and most minute

accuracy.

A new edition of both parts of the work

being called for, the present Editor undertook

to furnish it, with some new references, and some

annotations. This constituted what may be

termed the sixth edition, though it is in fact,

the fifth edition only of that part of it, which

treats of Executory Devises.

The
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The text of it was published without the least

literal variation. To the first and second editions,

Mr. Fearne prefixed an Analytical Index, but

omitted it in his 3d and 4th editions. The Editor

a nexed such an index to the sixth edition:

—

An index also of cases was prefixed to it; and a

table subjoined to the Analytical Index, which

showed the correspondence of the pages of the

3d, 4th, and 5th editions.

No work, perhaps, on any branch of science

affords a more beautiful instance of analysis:

but it is not immediately perceivable by any

person, to whom both the subject and the work

are not familiar. This is principally owing to

the want of subdivisions of the text. From

the want of those, it frequently happens that

persons, to whom the subject or even the work

is not familiar, and particularly students, to

whom both are new, pass inadvertently .

from one position to another, without ob-

serving the point of their separation. An
attention to it, however, is absolutely neces-

sary to the understanding of the work :—to

make it more sensibly felt, the Editor left

in the text of the fifth, a blank space of a line,

between each distinct proposition, expressed in

it, and successively numbered the positions,

with Roman numerals, and gave a reference,

after the numeral, to a note, introduced at the

bottom of the page, in which an outline of the

principle immediately under discussion in the

text, was expressed briefly, and as near to

Mr.
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Mr. Fearne's language as possible. But the

Editor found it necessary to break the first

chapter into sections, on account of the great

proportion of that chapter which treats of

the rule in Shelley's case. It is introduced,

by way of exception from one of the classes

of Contingent Remainders ; and, therefore,

according to the general system of the ar-

rangement, would have stood in a secondary

place : but the importance and extent of the

subject unavoidably make it appear a prin-

cipal position.—An Appendix to it was added.

It contains among other articles a full report of

the case of Jones v. Morgan, so far as respects the

great point in it, which arose on the residuary

devise in the will of General Morgan. Several

circumstances induced him to give it at that

length :—the point, on which the case turned,

is of great importance ; it frequently occurs in

practice, and the doctrine upon it is far from

being completely settled : the arguments in

favour of Mrs. Jones's claim were prepared by

Mr. Fearne, and settled by Mr. Booth with

great attention ; without a full statement of

the will, they cannot be understood, and nei-

ther the cases in the House of Lords, nor

Mr. Brown's collection of them, are often

found in the libraries of individuals, which

are confined to books of immediate use.

The seventh edition of the work is now pre-

sented to the reader by the Editor of the last.

The notes have been carefully revised, some

additions
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additions to them made, and some new notes

inserted. The text and the paging are the same ;

but sometimes, when the additional matter in

the annotation exceeded the actual space, the

number of the page is repeated on the top of

the page, and the number in the margin denotes

the word with which, after this extension, the

new page commences. The Appendix has tht

addition of a vahaable opinion given by Mr.

Fearne on a case, which afterwards came before

the court of King's Bench, under the name of

Heneage v. Heneage, and is reported 4 Durn.

and East, page 13. Mr. Fearne's opinion upon

it will be found to coincide with that delivered

by the Court. The Editor was particularly

induced to insert this opinion, by his having

found that the propriety of the judicial decision

on the case was questioned by some gentlemen

of great eminence in the profession : He there-

fore thought it would be acceptable to his

readers, to be informed of Mr. Fearne's opinion

upon it.

In the sixth edition of this work, it was

professed to give such only of the recent deter-

minations as were particularly applicable to the

doctrines discussed by Mr. Fearne. A wish to

see all the cases immediately or remotely re-

ferrible to them, and to be supplied with an

ample index to the work, having been generally

expressed, the public has now at the request

of the Editor been furnished with both, by
Mr. Thomas Canning, of Lincoln's-Inn,

whose
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whose professional labours in the last edition of

Coke Littleton, have been so favourably re-

ceived : To this gentleman the present edition

is indebted for all the references and obser-

vations printed in Italics.

In page 336, of this edition, the reader will

find a note on the doctrine of trusts for accu-

mulation, which he will certainly consider an

important acquisition to the work. Mr. Preston

favoured the Editor with it, and with his leave

to publish it.

Among the few pleasures attached to the

situation of an author, one is that of dedi-

cating his work to a person whom he highly

regards and esteems, and of distinguished emi-

nence in their common profession. Of late,

Editors have, without reprehension, assumed

this privilege :—To his friend Mr. Presion, the

present Editor therefore, begs leave to dedicate

his present as he did his last labours on this

work.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

TO JAMES BOOTH,

Of lincoln's-inn, esquire.*

Sir,

YOUR great eminence in that branch of the

profession which the subject of the following

sheets particularly concerns, necessarily makes

the sanction of your name a considerable object

ofthe author's ambition.—At the same time that

the partiality he experiences in the honour of

your intimacy, good opinion, and friendship, for-

bids him to descend into a formal apology for the

freedom to which that ambition has impelled

him.

* This Address was originally prefixed to the Third Edition of

the present Essay , and though the continuing it after Mr,

Booth's decease, may possibly subject the Author to some impu-

tation of vanity, yet, that is a price he willingly pays for the

gratification of preserving this public testimony of his respect for

that gentleman's name. Note by Fearne.
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him, in this Address ; which he hopes, Siiv

you will accept as a public testimony of his

unfeigned respect for your great professional

character and abilities, and of his wishes to

acknowledge the particular obligations he is

under to your good opinion and friendship.

Such an indulgence, Sir, he begs leave to assure

you, will be no unimportant addition to the

favours already felt b}^,

Sir,

Your most respectful,

Most obliged, and

Obedient Servant,

CHARLES FEARNE.



THE AUTHOR'S

ADDRESS TO THE READER.

PREFIXED TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

UNDER the approbation with which the pro-

fession have honoured the author's attempts, in the

former editions of the Essay on Contingent Remain-

ders and Executory Devises, he is proud in feeling

himself above the call for any apologetic or recom-

mendatory introduction to the improved edition he is

now submitting to that candour, which has already

afforded him so much reason for exultation. He
shall, therefore, trouble his readers with no further

prefatory address on the present occasion, than just

to prepare them with some convenient information

relative to this new edition. In respect to which he

has to observe, first, that the accumulation of (what

he hopes will be found useful) matter, since the last

publication of his book, has expanded it into two

volumes ; of which, that now offered to their atten-

tion embraces the doctrine of Contingent Remainders,

leaving the distinct title of Executoiy Devises for the

entire subject of the volume which is to follow.

Secondly, that the variety of references in late books

to the pages of the last edition of the Essay, has in-

duced the preservation of those pages, so far as prac-

ticable, by a marginal registry of them in the present

edition. And though the alterations now introduced

have,
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have, in some instances, prevented the perfect adhe-

rence to this plan
; yet, the author flatters himself, it

is effected to a degree sufficient to answer his end, of

leading the reader, with little trouble, to the places

referred to by the pages of the third edition. And
lastly, that the marginal references in the present

edition, to the pages infra and supra, are always to

the pages registered (from the last edition) in the mar-

gin. The impossibility of foreseeing in what pages of

the new edition the places referred to in the sequel

would fall, left no alternative to this mode in pro-

spective references; and to have adopted a different

mode in the retrospective direction, would have been

rather inconsistent, and productive of confusion.

With these observations, the author cheerfully

commits himself to the Reader's benignity for ex-

cusing any errors which have escaped the- limits of

bis knowledge, or the powers of his attention, on a

subject of so much intricate and abstruse learning as

that which occupies the ensuing sheets. Whatever

may be his defects of ability, his industry claims the

recognition of a classical thesis

—

Est quodam prodire

tenus, si non datur ultra.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WORK.

liUroduction

:

Pa^e

General division of estates, into those whicli ate vested, and

those which are contingent ------ i

CHAPTER THE FIRST.

A Cojit'mgent Remainder defined, and iLs several

kinds distinguished " " - 3

I. Definition of a contingent remainder - - - - 3

A contingent remainder is a remainder limited so as to de-

pend on an event or condition, which may never happen

or be performed, or which may not happen or be per-

formed till after the determination of the previous estate - 3

II. There are four sorts of them ----- 5

1. Those, which depend entirely on a contingent deter-

mination of the preceding estate itself - . - ;i_

2. Those^ where the contingency, on which the remainder

is to take effect, is independent of the determination of

the preceding estate ------ 6

3. Those, where the remainder is limited to take effect

upon an event, which though it certainly must happen

some time or other, yet may not happen till after the

determination of the particular estate - - - 8

4. And those, where a remainder is limited to a person

not ascertained, or not in being at the time, when »uch

limitation is made -,_-_-
(^

III. Contingent remainders of the first sort should be distin-

guished from conditional limitations.—Differences between

them --------- Q
IV. Fronjthe third sort of contingent remainders, those must

be excepted, where land is limited to a person for a term

of years, if he shall so long live, and after his decease to

another, and the term of years is of so long duration, that

I)y common possibility the party cannot survive it - - -20

V. And, from the fourth class of contingent remainders, those

cases must be excpptfd where land is limiled to a person
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Ibi his lile, and alter his decease to his heirs, or to the heirs

of his body ; in such cases, by a rule of law of great antiquity,

commonly called the rule in Shelley's case, the inheritance

is held to be immediately executed in the ancestor, and

therefore not to be in contingency or suspense
,

- - 28

Here is considered the effect of this rule on cases,

1. Where the estate of freehold limited to the ancestor,

is determinable on an event which may happen m his

life-time 3°

2. Where the limitation to the heirs, or heirs of the body

of the ancestor, is contingent - - ' - 34

3. Where the ancestor's estate of freehold is limited to

him in trust for some other person, or to answer some

paiticular purpose ...--- to.

4. Where there is a joint limitation of the freehold to

several, followed by a joint limitation to them of the

inheritance--------35
5. Where the limitation of the freehold is to two persons,

or more, successively, remainder to the heirs of their

bodies ..-.----to.
6. Where contingent limitations intervene between the

preceding freehold and the subsequent limitation to

the heirs --------36
7. Where a limitation to the wife for life, is followed by

a remainder to the heirs of the body of husband and

wife --------- o'7

8. When the freehold results to the ancestor by impli-

cation __------ 40

9. Where the estate limited to the ancestor is equitable,

and the limitation to his heirs carries the legal estate - 52

10. Where the estate limited to the ancestor is legal,

and the estate limited to the heirs is equitable - - 58

1 1

.

Where the land, of which such limitations are made,

is copyhold __----- 60

1 2. Where limitations of copyhold land to the heirs of

the surrenderor are preceded by no limitation to the

surrenderer himself ------ 66

13. Where there is a limitation to a person's heirs by one

deed, and he acquires the freehold by another - - 7^

14. Where there is a limitation to a person for life by one

deed, arid the estate is afterwards limited to the heirs

of
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of his body, under an execution of a power of appoint-

ment contained in that deed ----- 74

15. Explanation of the expression, " words of pur-

chase," as distinguished from that of " words of limi-

tation," in the cases to which the rule in Shelley's case

is considered to apply ------ 77

j6. Efilect of the words, "heirs male of the body," Sec.

when they operate as words of purchase - - - 8q

17. On the supposed origin of the rule in Shelley's case 83

18. On the effect of the rule in Shelley's case on equi-

table limitations, where they are contained in marriage

articles 9°

Particular examination of such of these limitations as

seem to fall under the 1 1 Henry 8th, ch. 20 - - 94

19. When they are contained in other instruments than

marriage articles;—consideration of a supposed differ-

ence between trusts executory and trusts executed - 114

«o. That, before the judgment of the court of King's

Bench in Perrin v. Blake, in 1769, there was no de-

cided case, where a perfect legal limitation in a deed or

will to the heirs, or the heirs of the body in the plural

number, unquahfied by any concomitant limitation to

sons, daughters or children, preceded by a limitation of

the legal estate for life to the ancestor, in the same

deed or will, had been held not to attach in that ances-

tor, but to go to the heir by purchase - - - 1 48

21. Discussion of the propriety of the determination of

the court of King's Bench, in the case of Perrin v.

Blake - 155

92. Discussion of the cases anterior to that of Perrin v.

Blake, on limitations literally falling under the rule in

Shelley's case - - - - - - -157

23. Discussion of the arguments generally used in support

of the determination of the court of King's Bench, in

the case of Perrin v. Blake - - - - - 166

24. Discussion of the cases subsequent to that of Perrin

V. Blake, on limitations literally falling within the rule

io Shelley's case -------173
35. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where there is a

limitation to the ancestor for his life, and a subsequent

limitation to the heir of his body, in the singular

;)Hmber, v^ithout words of hmitation superadded - 178

b 2 ?6- EHkc?^
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26. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where, after a

limitation to the ancestor for life, and a subsequent

limitation to the heirs of his body, in the plural

number, words of limitation are superadded - - 181

27. Present extent and prevalence of the rule in Shelley's

case, in the construction of limitations contained in

deeds and marriage articles - - - - - 185

«8. Present extent and prevalence of the rule in Shel-

ley's case, in the construction of limitations contained

in wills;—sentiments on this point, of - - - 186

Sir William Blackstone 187

!Mr. Ilargravc - - - - - - -188

Mr. Butler - - - - - - - 189

Lord Thurlow 194

And of the Author - - - - - -201

VL 1. From the fourth class of contingent remainders, those

should be excepted where a devise to the heir special

of a person living has been held a sufficient designation

of the person for the remainder to vest, notwithstanding

the general rule, nemo est hccves vhentis - - - 209

2. Observation on the supposed necessity, that, under a

limitation to the heirs male of a person operating as

words of purchase, the person taking under that de-

scription must be general heir, as well as male heir - 213

VII. 1 . The uncertainty which makes a remainder contingent,

is not the uncertainty of its ever taking effect in possession,

but its being originally limited on a dubious event, or to a

dubious person, <\n<\ the event or the person's being yet in

suspense - - - - - - -- -215
2. Application of this doctrine to the usual limitation to

trustees for preserving contingent remaindei's - - 217

V'lII. The effect of contingent remainders intervening be-

tween the particular estate and the remainders over, in

making them contingent or not

:

1. Where such contingent remainders are in fee simple 222

2. Where they are not in fee simple - - . - 225

IX. Where estates are subjected to a general power of ap-

pointment, the power does not suspend the effect of the

limitations subject to it, but the limitations vest subject to

be divested by a subsequent execution of the power - - 226

X. Here, those cases come for consideration, where a condition

annexed to a prpcedinc estate is, or is not, to !)e lonsideipd as

H oondilioii
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a condition precedent to give ell'ect to the ulterior limita-

tions - - - - 233

1. Limitations after a preceding estate, vvhich is made to

depend on a contingency that never takes effect - 234

2. Limitations over upon a conditional contingent deter-

mination of a preceding estate where such preceding

estate never takes efiect -..-._ 237

3. Limitations over upon the determination of a pre-

ceding estate by a contingency, which, though such

preceding estate takes effect, never happens - - 238

Instances in which a remainder is limited in words which

apparently, but not in reality, import a contingency ;

either because they mean no more than would be im-

plied without them, or because they do not amount to

a condition precedent, but only denote the time when

they are to vest in possession - _ _ . 341

Instances where the contingency, upon which an estate is

limited, has been considered as a condition subsequent,

not precedent ; and the estate has therefore been held

to be immediately vested, subject to be divested by the

condition, when it happens . _ _ _ . 247

CHAPTER THE SECOND.

On the Nature of the Contingency upon which

a Remainder may be limited - - - 248

I. Objection to the legal validity of a remainder from its being

limited on a contingency depending on an illegal event - 249;

II. Or from the remote possibility on which it is limited - 250

III. Or because the condition on which it is limited is repug-

nant to some rule of law, or contrariant in itself, or incon-

sistent with the quality or nature of the preceding estate - 252

IV\ Observation on the rule of law, that certain incidents anc'

qualities are so annexed to and inherent in certain estates, as

to be incapable of being restrained or prohibited by any pro-

viso, condition or limitation, such as the right of a tenant in

tail to levy a fine or suffer a recovery - - - - 256

V. On the distinction between those cases where, upon the

happening of an event, an estate previously limited is, be-

fore its natural expiration, made to cease, and those wlien,

b ., up.tm-
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upr»n the happening of an event, a remainder is to vest in

the party, but not to be executed in possession till the ex-

piration of the estate first limited----- 262

"\'I. On the efiect of a limitation to the grantee or devisee of

a particular estate, which enlarges it, on a given event, to

a greater estate - - - - - - - -264
VII. On the distinction between those cases where a subse-

quent estate at common law is limited to take effect upon

a condition v;hich is to defeat the preceding estate, and

those cases, where the preceding estate is limited, subject to

a condition, but the remainder is limited without any re-

lation to or dependence upon that condition - - - 270

"\'III. On the limitation of shifting or secondary uses in sur-

renders of copyhold estates ------ 27(3

IX. Observations on limitations of a particular estate to a per-

son, with a condition, that on a given event he shall have a

greater estate - - - - - - - '279

CHAPTER THE THIRD.

On the Estate necessary to support a Contingent

Remainder.

I. It is a general rule that, whenever an estate in contin-

gent remainder amounts to a freehold, some vested estate of

freehold must precede it - - - - - -281

II. Whether the estates arise on limitations of uses, or are

executed in possession at common law - - - - 284

III. But there does not appear to be any necessity for a pre-

ceding freehold to support a contingent remainder for years 285

l\ . It is sufficient for the preservation of a contingent re-

mainder, that there subsists a right to the preceding estate

at the time the remainder should vest, provided such right

be a right of entry, and not a right of action - - - 286

V. But it must be a present right, and actually existing when

the contingency happens .-_-_- 289

W. Wliere the estates are limited by way of use, and are

afterwards divested and turned to a right, it has been held

requisite to the execution of the subsequent contingent uses,

that eitlier the cestui que use under some preceding vested

Bse, or that the feoffees or their heirs should enter in order

to revest the estates ; but this doctrine should not be hastily

ndmitted ^ .---.--- 290

Vn. The
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VII. The estate supporting, and the remainder supported,

should both be created by the same deed or instrument - 302

VIII. But, when the legal fee is devised to or vested in trus-

tees in trust, there is no necessity for any preceding particu-

lar estate of freehold to support contingent limitations - 303

IX. If rent were granted to A. for the life of another, with re-

mainder over, though the grantee die during the life of the

cestui que vie, yet inasmuch as the terre-tenant during this

time holds the land discharged, it has been held sufficient

to support the remainder ------ 305

CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

Ofthe time when a Contingent Remainder should vest.

I., It is necessary that some preceding freehold estate should

subsist and endure until the time when the contingent re-

mainder vests -------- 307

II. But the remainder may be so limited as not to vest till the

very instant at which the preceding estate determines -310

III. Wherever a preceding estate is in several persons in com-

mon or in severalty, a remainder limited upon it in contin-

gency may fail as to one part, and take effect as to another,

as the particular tenant of one part may die before the con-

tingency, and the particular tenant of another part may sur-

vive it
--------- ?&.

iV. Where a contingent remainder is limited to the use of

several, who do not all become capable at the same time,

notwithstanding it vests in the person first becoming capa-

ble, yet it shall divest as to the proportions of the persons

afterwards becoming capable, before the determination of

the preceding estate - - -- - - -312

CHAPTER THE FIFTH.

Hoxv Contingent Remainders are deslroyedy or pre-

vented taking effect.

I. Every such determination of the preceding estate before the

contingency happens as leaves no right of entry, must effec-

tually destroy the contingent remainder depending upon it - 316

II. As the forfeiture or surrender of the tenant for life of a

freehold estate - - 3^7

b 4 III. The
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III. The surrender of a copyhold will not destroy a contingent

remainder -.- - 319

I\'. But, if copyhold land be surrendered to the use of a person

during liis life, remainder in contingency and the tenant

for lile die before the contingency happens, the remainder

fails
---------- 320

V. Cestui que trust for life cannot by feofihient, or otlicr con-

veyance, destroy a contingent remainder - - - 321

"\T. If there be tenant for life, with a contingent remainder

thereon depending, a bargain and sale, or lease and release

by him, will not destroy the contingent remainder - - ilf.

VU. Some acts by tenant for life, though they give a re-

mainder-man title to enter for a forfeiture, yet do not destroy

a contingent remainder, unless advantage is taken of the,

forfeiture by any subsequent vested remainder-man - - 3^3

VIII. Whether a contingent remainder is created by a con-

veyance at common law, or limited by way of use, the

same rule holds in respect to its capacity of being destroyed 324

IX. The legal subjection of contingent remainders to the

power of the preceding tenant of the freehold has introduced

the estate and trust usually inserted in deeds and wills for

preserving contingent remainders ----- 325

X. If trustees for preserving contingent remainders join in a

conveyance to destroy them, a court of equity will consider

it a breach of trust ------- 32G

XI. But it is no breach of trust in a tenant for life himself to

destioytheni -------- 329

XII. And, under particular circumstances, courts of equity

have directed trustees to concur in the destruction of contin-

gent remainders - - - - - - - "331

XllF. Yet equity views tiie destruction of contingent re-

mainders by tenant for life in the light of a wrong, or tort,

which it is anxious to prevent ----- 337

X H'. The alteration in the particular estate which will destroy

a contingent remainder must amount to an alteration in

its quantity -------- 338

X^. Where the union or coalition of the particular estate and

the inheritance, (except the circumstance of its being

created by, or arising under, the same instrument or deed as

tlie particular estate), happens by the conveyance or act of

the parties, the intermediate contingent remainders depend-

ing o;; such [lailicular estate are destroyed - - -340

XVI. Where
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X V'l. Where the descent of the inheritance is immediate from

the person by whose will the particular estate and contin-

gent remainders are limited, the descent of the inheritance

does not merge the contingent remainders ; but, where those

estates are not created by the will of tke ancestor, from

whom the inheritance descends on the particular estate,

the descent merges the contingent remainders - - - 341

XVII. Wheie a particular estate is limited with a con-

tingent remainder over, and afterwards the inheritance is

subjoined to the particular estate by the same conveyance,

the contingent remainder is, generally speaking, not de-

stroyed ; where the accession of the inheritance is by a

conveyance, accident or circumstance, distinct from that

„^, conveyance which created the particular estate, the contin-

gent remainder is, generally speaking, destroyed - - 345
XVIII. On the effect of a feoffment upon condition, by a

tenant for life, in destroying contingent remainders - - 349

CHAPTER THE SIXTH. \

Other Properties of Contingent Remainders,

I. Where a remainder of inheritance is limited in contingency

by way of use, or by devise, the inheritance in the mean

time, if not otherwise disposed of, remains in the grantor

and his heirs, or in the heirs of the testator until the con-

tingency happens to take it out of them - - - - 351

II. On the effect of a devise of lands to trustees and the sur-

vivor of them, and the heirs of the survivor in trust to sell 357

III. The inheritance continues in the grantor, when a contin-

gent remainder of inheritance is created in conveyances

at common law -------- 3/^c)

IV. A contingent remainder of inheritance is transmissible to

the heirs of the person to whom it is limited, if such per-

son chance to die before the contingency happens, except

the existence of the devisee of the contingent interest at

some particular time, may by implication enter and make
a part of the contingency itself, upon which such interest is

intended to take effect ------- 364
V. A contingent remainder may before it vests be passed by

fine by way of estoppel, so as to bind the interest which

shall afterwards accrue by the contingency - - _ 365
VI. Contingent remainders appear formerly to have been

held not devisable by the person entitled thereto ; but

recent
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cent determinations, particularly Doe v. Jones, i Black.

Rep. Com. PI. 30, seem to have established the power of

testamentar}' disposition of contingent and executory estates

and possibilities, accompanied with an interest ; and of such

as would be descendible to the heir of the object of them

d}nng before the contingency or event on which the vesting

or acquisition of the estate depended - - - - 366

MI. A fee cannot, at common law, be mounted upon a fee,

yet two or more several contingent fees m.ay be limited as

substitutes or alternatives one for the other - - - 372

EXECUTORY DEVISES.

CHAPTER THE FIRST.

An executory devise defined, and its several kinds distin

guished - - - - - - - - -3^1

I. An executory devise is strictly such a limitation of a future

estate or interest in lands or chattels, though in the case of

chattels personal, it is more properly an executory bequest,

as the law admits in the case of a will, though contrary to

the rules of limitation in conveyances at common law 381-5

II. If a particular estate of freehold is first devised, capable in

its own nature of supporting a remainder, followed by a

limitation, which is not immediately connected with, or does

not immediately commence from, tlie expiration of the par-

ticular estate of freehold, the latter limitation is incapable

of taking effect as a remainder, but may operate as an exe-

cutory devise, if confined to the requisite limits of time - 397

HI. Executory devises have generally been distinguished into

three kinds, two relative to real, and the third relative to

personal estate only : the first sort is, where the devisor de-

parts with the whole fee simple, but upon some contingency,

qualifies that disposition, and limits an estate on that contin-

gency. The second is, where the devisor does not depart

with the immediate fee, but permits it to descend to his

heir, and on the happening of a ftiture event devises it to

another persdn -------- 399

IV. The
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tV. The third sort of executory devises, comprising all that

relates to chattels, is, where a term, or any personal estate,

is bequeathed to one for life, or otherwise, and after the

decease of the devisee or legatee for life, or some other

contingency or period, is given over to another person - 401

V. Observations on some circumstances relative to the degree

or quality of the property acquired by persons taking a

limited or restricted interest for life in chattels, under testa-

mentary dispositions or limitations of trusts - - - 407

CHAPTER THE SECOND.

Gemral qualities of E.xecutory Devises.

I. An executory devise differs from a contingent remainder

:

1st. Because an executory devise is admitted only in last

Wills and testaments ; 2dly. Because an executory devise

respects personal estates as well as real ;
3dly. Because an

executory devise requires no preceding estate to support it

;

4thly. Because, when any estate precedes an executory

devise, it is not necessary that the executory devise should

vest, when such preceding estate determines ; and 5thly,

(which is considered to be the great and essential difference),

because an executory devise cannot be prevented, or de-

stroyed by any alteration whatsoever in the estate, out of

which or after which it is limited - - - - -416

II. Exemplification of the last position by the case of a

limitation to T. in fee-simple, and if T. should die without

issue, living W., to W. and his heirs, in this case, T. can-

not bar the limitation over to W. - - - - - 419

III. Executory devises or bequests in chattels are equally

secure as on real estates, against the disposition of the first

d-evisees or legatees - - - - - - -421

IV. But a release, from the person decidedly entitled to the

future executory interest, to the first taker entitled to and

in the possession of the antecedent limited interest, will

discharge that future executory interest - - - - \h,

V. A recovery by a tenant in fee-simple will not bar an exe-

cutory limitation subsequently limited ; but, when an estate-

tail is first limited, and then an executory or conditional

iiiij^tation is Hiade upon th^t estate, a recovery sutfered by

the
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the tenant in (.ail will bar such executory or conditional

limitation --------- 423

Vl. And this privilege of executory devises, which exempts

them from being barred or destroyed, is the foundation of an

invariable rule, that the contingency on which an estate of

this sort is permitted to take eftect is such as must happen

within a short space of time, such as a life in being, and a

few years after -------- 429

CHAPTER THE THHID.

Of Ei'eculori/ Estates limited upon a Failure of

Heirs or Issue.

I. Wherever an executory devise is limited to take eftect after

a dying without heirs, or without issue, subject to no other

restriction, the limitation is void ----- 444

n. And the like rule holds in the limitation of a term or

personal estate __.----- 460

HI. The limitation of a personal estate to one in tail vests

the whole in him _-----.. 463

W. But, though a devise over after a dying without heirs, is

in general void, this rule is not without exception ; for if the

person to whom the limitation over is made be a relation

of, and capable of being collateral heir to, the first devisee,

the first devisee takes only an estate-tail - - - - 466

V. And if a devise to one and his heirs be followed by an exe-

cutoiy devise over, limited to take place on an event which

must happen within the compass of a life in being, the

executory devi;se over is good _ - _ - _ 468

Yl. And, on the same principle, where the dying without

issue is restrained to the period of a life in being, an

executory devise limited thereon will be good - - - ib.

\U. In these instances, an executory devise of a term, and

the limitations of the trusts of a term, are governed by the

same rules--------- 470

\TII. By the foregoing principle, an executory devise over

to take eftect on the decease of the first devisee without

issue is good, if the dying without issue be confined to the

compass of 21 years after the period of a life in being - ib.

IX. In executory devises of terms for years or other per-

sonal esteites, the court «f chancery has very much inclined

to'
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to lay hold of any words in the will to tie up the generality

of the expression of dying without issue, and confine it to

dying without issue living at the time of the person's

decease - - - - - - - - "471

X. But in the case of a real estate, it seems, the construction

is generally otherwise - 476

XI. In cases of personal estates, where such restrictive circum-

stances as have been mentioned appear, it matters not

whether the term or other personal estate be limited to the

first devisee or legatee indefinitely, or for life expressly, or

to him and his heirs, or the heirs of his body, or to his issue

or children, as the restriction is equally valid under any of

these circumstances, and gives effect to the limitatation

over _._------ 478

XII. And in the construction of these cases the general rule

appears to be, that, although in the limitation of personal

estate, after a dying without issue, the words " dying with-

out issue" shall not, without the concurrence of any other

circumstance of intention, signify a dying without issue

then living, even though the limitation is in the nature of

an estate-tail by implication only, yet on the other hand

they shall not, where there is any other circumstance of

intention, import an indefinite failure of issue, even though

the limitation is in the nature of an express estate-tail - ib.

XIII. With respect to the validity of the limitation over, it

is the same thing in devises of personal estate whether the

first devise be to one for life expressly, and if he die without

issue, remainder over ; or to one indefinitely, and if he

die without issue, remainder over.—If there be any dif-

ference in the cases, it may be, that though in the latter

case, where there are no restrictive circumstances to confine

it to a devise without issue then living, the whole vests in

the first devisee, yet in the former, it might, perhaps, in

some instances at least, be considered as returning to the

executors or personal representatives of the testator, after

the death of the tenant for life ___-.- 486

XIV". Though an executory devise in tail or in fee to one

in esse after a dying without issue is void, yet an executory

devise for life to one in esse, to take place after a dying

without issue, may be good - - - - - -488
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CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

Of other Matters relating to Executory Devises.
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I. If a term be devised to one for life, and afterwards to the

heirs of his body, these words are generally words of limi-

tation, and the whole vests in the first taker ; but if there

appears any other circumstance or clause in the will, to

sliow the intention that these words should be words of

purchase, and not of limitation, the ancestor takes for life

only, and his heir v/ill take by purchase - - . ^go

II. An executory devise to a person not in esse, if confined to

take effect within the limits before expressed, is now held to

be good. 495

III. Limitations of an estate pur auter tie, in such a manner

as would give an estate-tail in lands of inheritance, do not

confer an estate-tail properly so called, or operate by way of

executory devise, but convey to the party an estate of free*

hold descendible to the heirs of his body ; and a limitation

over, to take effect on failure of such heirs, is a good remainder.

Any person entitled for the time being under the first limi-

tation, may dispose of the whole, and bar both the issue and

the remainders over by deed, surrender, or even articles ; if he

make no such disposition of the land, the person in remainder

will be entitled to it on the expiration of the first estate - ih.

IV. Any limitation in future, or by way of remainder, of lands

of inheritance, which in its nature tends to a perpetuity,

even although there be a preceding vested freehold, so as to

take it out of the description of an executory devise, is by

our courts considered void in its creation - - . go2

V. Whenever one limitation of a devise is taken to be execu-

tory, all subsequent limitations must likewise be so taken - 503
VI. Notwithstanding the rule that, if one limitation be exe-

cutory, every subsequent one must be so likewise
; yet a

preceding executory limitation may be uncertain and con-

tingent, when a subsequent limitation, though it be to take

effect in future, may not be uncertain or conditional (other-

wise than in respect of the possibility of its expiration before

the former vests or fails), but may be so limited as to take

effect either in default of the preceding limitation taking

effect at all, or by way of remainder after it, jf that should

take effect ,,.,,.,, 506

VIL When
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VII. When a devise is made after a preceding executory or

contingent limitation, or upon a condition annexed to a

preceding estate, then, though that preceding Umitation or

estate should never take effect or arise, the remainder over,

speaking generally, will nevertheless take place - - 508

VIII. Whatever number of limitations there may be after the

first executory devise of the whole interest, any one of them

which is so limited that it must take effect, if at all, within

21 years after the period of a life then in being, may be good

in event, if no one of the preceding executory limitations,

which would carry the whole interest, happens to vest : but

if the preceding executory limitation does not carry the

whole interest, a subsequent one does not necessarily fail,

if the preceding limitation takes effect - - - - 5^4

IX. When there is a preceding vested limitation, and a future

estate or interest is limited to take effect at too remote a

period,—or where there is no preceding limitation, and a

future estate or interest is immediately limited to take effect

at too remote a period, the future limitation is void in its

creation, and no subsequent accident can make it good - 523

X. When an estate of freehold is limited, with a Hmitation

over by way of remainder over in contingency, and the

estate of freehold (as by the death of the devisee in the tes-

tator's life time), becomes incapable of taking effect, and the

limitation over is in contingency at the testator's decease,

that limitation will have effect as an executory devise 524-5

XI. Though a condition to determine an estate-tail as to a

particular person only, is void, it has been held that a rent

may be granted on a condition to cease during the non-age

of any heir of the grantee ------ 526

XII. A rent de novo may be granted to commence in futuro;

and offices and dignities may be granted by the king, to

commence in futuro - - - - - - -529

XIII. Estates shall not cease as to part, and vest and revest - 530

XIV. It was formerly held, that, when an executory devise

is made^er verba de jprcesenti,—that is, when the devisee is

mentioned as a person in present existence,—and the com-

mencement of the estate was not expressly deferred to a

future period, there the devisee must be a person capable at

the death of the devisor, or otherwise the devise will be

void;—but this doctrine is now generally exploded - - 532

XV. Whenever there is an executory devise of a real estate,

and the freehold is not in the mean time disposed of, the

freehold and inheritance descend to the heir - - - 537

XVI. Bi,t
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XVI. But a devise of all the rest and residue of the real estate

will pass the profits as well from the testator's decease, up to

the time of the estate's vesting, as from the determination of

the first estate to the vesting of a subsequent one - - 544
XVII. Where there is no residuary devise, or other particular

disposition of them, the profits of personal estate between

the death of the testator and the vesting of an executory

estate, or between the determination of the lirst limitation,

and the vesting of a subsequent one, will accumulate for

the benefit of the person next to take by virtue of the

limitations d*)
-------- r^^r-j

X\'III. But, when an absolute property in lands is given,

and a particular interest in the mean time, till the devisee

comes of age, the estate vests in him immediately, subject

to the particular interest ----- . r^^^

XIX. Possibilities of personal estates are devisable and assign-

able in equity -._-.--. 548

XX. And an executory interest, whether in real or personal

estate, is transmissible to the representatives of the devisee,

when such devisee dies before the contingency happens - 552
XXI. In cases of contingent or executory interests, the court

of chancery will interfere in behalf of the persons entitled to

such interests to prevent unreasonable waste being com-

mitted by the tenants in possession . _ - - 562

(•) The rule is so expressed 1)3' Mr. Fearne. But see Wyndham v. Wyndham,

3 Bro. Cb. Ca, 58; and Slwice v. Cifn/i^e, 4 Bro. Cli.Ca. 144; and Mr. Roper's

TreatUe on Legacies, 2 vol. 200.
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( 1 )

INTRODUCTION.

WHEN we consider estates v/ith regard tp the cer-

tainty and the time of the enjoyment of them,

we may distinguish them into

'in possession,

Reversions, vested Remain-
vestedC ders, such Executory De-

vises, Future Uses, Con-
ditional Limitations, and
other future Interests as

are not referred to, ormade
to depend on, a Period or

Event that is uncertain.Estates

(a).

in Interest, as

contingent, as

Contingent Remainders, and
such Executory Devises,
Future Uses, Conditional
Limitations, and other
future Interests as are re-

ferred to, or made to de-
pend on, an Event that is

uncertain.

An

[a) From the manner, in which this distinction is expressed, it

might be inferred, that Mr. Fearne considered that, under a con-

ditional limitation or executory devise, depending on a certain

event, the cestuique use or devisee takes a vested estate, while the

event, on which it depends, is in suspense : but it seems evident,

that, as in all these cases, the whole fee eiinple is either in the

person from whom the land moves, or in his heirs, or is included in

the actual limitations, tlie person taking under the conditional

limitation or executory devise, cannot, while the suspense con-

tinues, in the proper sense of that word, have any estate, though

the event, on which it depends, is certain of happening,

A. conveys land by lease and release to B. and his heirs, to the

use of C. and his heirs, from the 1st day of the foUoMing January
;

or devises land to C. and his heirs, from the ist day of January

next after the testator's decease :—In the firr^t case, the fee re-.

B Tnains,



( 2 )

An estate is vested, when there is an immediate fixed

right of present or futm'e enjoyment.

An estate is vested in possession, when there exists a right

of present enjoyment.

An estate is vested in interest, when there is a present fixed

right of future enjoyment.

An estate is contingent, when a right of enjoyment is to

accrue, on an event which is dubious and uncertain (^ft^.

Contingent remainders, and executoiy devises, are the

professed subjects of the ensuing work ; in which, how-
ever, other future interests are occasionally considered

under their respective relations to the more immediate

subjects of these two titles.

mains in A. ; in the second, it descends to the heir at law of A.,

till the day arrives, upon which C. is to be entitled to the land,

for an estate in fee simple in possession. In the mean-time, C.

has not an estate in possession, as he has not a right of present

enjoyment ; he has not an interest in remainder, as the limitation

to him depends on the estate in fee-simple, which, in the first

case, remains in A., and in the second, descends to ^.'s heir;

he has not a contingent interest, as he is a person in being and

ascertained, and the event, on which the limitation to him de-

pends, is certain ; and he has not a vested estate, as the whole

fc-a is vested in A. or his heirs.

He therefore has no estate ; the linn'tution is executory, and
confers on him and his heirs a certain fixed right to an estate in

possession at a future period.

{[)) To exemplify Mr. Fearne's positions,—If A. convey or

devise land to B. and his heirs, B.'s estate,—in the first case, on
the execution of the conveyance,—in the second, on the decease

of the testator,—is vested in him in possession :—If A. convey

or devise land to C. for life, and after Cs decease to B. and his

heirs, B.'s estate is vested in him in interest;— if A. convey or

devise land to C. for life, and if D. die in the life-time of C,
then, after Cs decease, to B. and his heirs, the interest limited to

B. is contingent. But, while the contingency exists, B., pro-

perly speaking, has not an estate in the land,—he rather has a

right to have an estate in the land, if the contingency takes

place.



CHAPTER THE FIRST.

A CONTINGENT REMAINDER DEFINED-
AND ITS SEVERAL KINDS DISTIN^

GUISHED, &;c.

I.

SECTION THE FIRST.

Definition of a Contingent Remainder.

A CONTINGENT REMAINDER is a remainder limited

so as to depend on an event or condition which may
never happen or be performed, or which may not happen

or be performed till after the determination of the preced-

ing estate
;

(c)—For if the preceding estate (unless it be a

mere

(c) It may not be improper to preraise in this place, somethino-

on the general nature of I'emaindcrs.

A remainder is defined by Lord Coke, i Inst, 143. a. to be '^a

" remnant of an estate in lands or tenements, expectant on a par-
*^ ticular estate, created together with the same at one time,"

1. As to the first part of the definition, which describes it to be

the remnant of an estate;—when a general power of alienation wa,s

allowed, it was understood that the tenant might alien either the

whole fee, or a partial estate or interest carved out of it. An estate

or interest thus carved cut of the fee, if it did not amount to an

estate of inheritance, was called a Particular Estate.

At the common law, two particular estates only could be

created by the act of the party, an estate for life, and an

estate for years; the statute de donis authorised him to create

an estate tail: so the law has continued. The statute of uses

introduced conditional limitations, which were unknown to the

common lawj but those limitations are not remainders, and the

JJ ? prevnous
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mere trust estate) determine before such event or condition

happens, the remainder will never take effect ; as will ap-

Vide infra pear, when I come to treat of the time when a contingent

p. 307. and remainder is to vest.

see Doe d.

Earl and
Countess of previous estates, on which those limitations depend, are not, in

Lnolmonde-
respect to them, particular estates, in the sense in which those

'•^ -A
^

. o"^' words are used in reference to remainders.
I2^«5r, 509. ,.,„.. „ ...
b'04. and -• The next part of Lord Coke s definition of a remainder is,

Phillips V. that it exists in lands and tenements. It may exist in lands held

Dcu/iin, foi- an estate of inheritance, and in lands held for an estate of

\ Mauleand fj^^ehold only. Therefore, if ^. be seised of land in fee simple,

' -' ' ^'H-
jjj^jj convey it to B. for life, and after his decease to C. and his

heirs; C. has a legal estate in fee simple in remainder expectant,

and to take effect in possession upon the decease of jB.; if A.he

seised of land for the lives of three persons, and the lives and life

of the survivors and survivor of them, and convey the land to B.

during the joint lives of B. and all the three cestui que vies, and

if jB. die in the life-time of all the three cestui que vies, then to

C. and his heirs during the lives of the three cestui que vies, and

the lives and life of the survivors and survivor ofthem, C. has a

leal estate of freehold descendible to him and his heirs, in re-

mainder expectant on the contingency of the decease of B. in

the life-time of all the three cestui que vies.

As to chattels real and chattels personal ;—a remainder, in the

legal sense of that word, cannot be limited in them after a dispo-

sition of them to one for life, or otherwise. It was once con-

sidered that they were incapable of an}' limitation over, after a

previous limitation of a partial interest ; it is now established

that they are susceptible of such limitations over.

3. T1k3 last part of Lord Coke's definition of a remainder is,

that it is created together with the particular estate. This

imports that the remainder must commence, or pass out of the

grantor at the time of the creation of the particular estate.

Thus, where an estate is conveyed to A. for life, remainder to B.

in fee ; B.'s remainder ih fee passes from the grantor at the same

time as A.'s life estate in possession.

4. The grantor may multiply the particular estates indefinitely
;

if he retain the ultimate remnant of the fee simple to himself,

it is called his Reversion. This must be distinguished from a

possibility of reverter and a right of entry for a condition broken,

each of which will be noticed in a future annotation.

SECTION
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SECTION THE SECOND.

Four Sorts of Contingent Ranainders.

UNDER this definition we may properly distinguish four

sorts of contingent remainders.

—

First, Where the re-

mainder depends entirely on a contingent determination

of the preceding estate itself.

—

Secondlij, Where the con-

tingency, on which the remainder is to take effect, is in-

dependent of the determination of the preceding estate.

—

Thirdly, Where the condition, upon which the remainder is

limited, is certain in event, but the determination of the

particular estate may happen before it.

—

Fourthli/, Where
the person, to whom the remainder is limited, is not yet

ascertained, or not yet in being.

II. 1. Where the remainder depends entirely on a con-

tingent determination of the preceding estate itself;

—

As if A. makes a feoffment to the use of jB. till C. returns 3 jtep. 20. a»

from Rome, and after such return of C. then to remain over

in fee ; here the particular estate is limited to determine on

the return of C, and only on that determination of it is the

remainder to take effect ; but that is an eyent which possibly

may never happen ; and therefore the remainder, which de-

pends entirely upon the determination ofthe preceding estate

by it, is dubious and contingent.—So where a fine was levied

to the use of A. and the heirs male of his body, until he Poph. 07,

the said A. should do such a thing ; and after such a thing Arton v.

done by the said A. to the use of B. in tail : A. died with- H^^e, and

out issue, and without performing the condition; and it -^^^

was adjudged the remainder was contingent, and never

took place {d).

II. 2. Where

(c?) The first sort of contingent remainders, is, where the

remainder depends entirely on a contingent determination of the

preceding estate.—-Or, in other words,,when the particular estate

is originally so limited, that it may expire on more than one event,

or at more than one time, and the remainder limited upon it is

to become vested if the particular estate determine on one of the

events, or at one of the times, and is not to vest, if the particular

estate determine on another event or at another time.

But, it must be particularly observed, that, the contingency

^'hich brings a remainder within the first class, must be such as

B 3 makes
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II. -2. "Where some uncertain event, unconnected with,

and collateral to the determination of the preceding estate, is,

by the nature of the limitation, to precede the remainder 5

—

As

makes it uncertain, not only whether the event, on which it de-

pends for becoming vested, determines the preceding estate, but

M'hether that event wih ever liappen.—Consequently, all cases in

vhich the contingency depends on the determination of the par-

ticular estate by the death of the party, (that being an event

which must certainly happen at some time or other), are excluded

from the first class.

It has been shewn that a particular estate must be an estate

for years, or an estate for life, or an estate tail. When it is

limited without qualification, an estate for years determines on

the expiration of the years for which the terpi is granted ; an

estate for life, by the death df the party ; and an estate tail, by

a total failure of issue inheritable under the estate tail.

But each of these estates may be circumscribed in its original

creation, by being limited so as not to endure beyond a particu-

lar event, which may or may not happen during the period for

which it would exist, if it were not so originally circumscribed.

Thus, in respect to an estate for years ;—if land be given to

A. for S21 yeary, if B. shall so long remain at Rome; and, if

he quit Rome during the term, to C. in fee ; A. takes an estate

for years, which will expire either by its efHuxion in B.'s life-

time, or by the previous return of B, In the case proposed,

it is intended, that, if the term expire by the return of B., C. shall

have the land ; but, that if the term expire by the effluxion of the

years, C. shall not have the land. Now, whil^ both B.'s resi-

dence at Rome and the term continue, it is uncertain in which of

these modes the preceding estate will expire ; the remainder

therefore, evidently depends on a contingent determination of

the preceding estate.

It is the same in respect to a life estate;— if there be a feoff-

ment to A. till B. returns from Rome, and on B.'s return from

Rome, to C. in fee, A. takes an estate which will expire on his

own decease, or B.'s return from Rome, which shall first happen.

In tlie case proposed, it is intended, that if A.'s estate expire by

B.'s return from Rome, C. shall have the land, but that if A.'s

estate expire by his decease, C. shall not have the land. Now,

while both A.'s life and B.'s residence at Rome continue, it is

uncertain in which of these modes the preceding estate will ex-

pire, the remainder therefore evidently depends on a contingent

determination of the preceding estate.

It
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As if a lease be made to A. for life, remainder to 7i. for 3 Rep. 20. a.

life, and if B. die before A. remainder to C. for life ; liere ^" l^^P* ^5-

the event of B.'s dying before A. does not in the least affect ^' ' * *^'
°

the determination of the particular estate, nevertheless it

must

It is also the same in respect to an estate tail :—an estate tall

expires, whenever there is a failure of issue inheritable to it

;

now, that failure of issue may take place at one particular tune or

another; if therefore land be limited to A. and the heirs of his

body, and if ^. die without leaving issue of his body living at his

decease, to C. in fee, the failure of issue of A. may take place

either on the death of ^., or at a subsequent time. In the pro-

posed case, it is intended that, if the estate tail expire in con-

sequence of there being no issue inheritable to it at ^.'s decease,

C. shall have the land ; but that, if it expire in consequence of

such issue's being alive at the decease of A., and afterwards

failing, C. shall not have the land. Now, daring /i.'s life, it is

uncertain in which of these modes the estate tail will expire;

the remainder therefore, evidently depends on a contingent de-

termination of the preceding estate.

Two observations may be added ;

1st. A case frequently occurs in practice, where a testator

devises " to his wife for her life, if she shall so long continue

" his widow ; and in case she marry, to A. in fee :"—apparently, Vide

in this case, thei'e is ground to contend that yl.'s remainder is Foster v.

contingent, as the estate of the wife may end in one of two ^c>ra Rom-

ways, her death or her marriage, and the remainder to A. is •^' '

expressed to take effect onlj-^ on her marriage ; but the courts

have determined that it is merely an inaccuracy of expression,

and that the intention of the testator is, that A. shall take, in either

event. They have therefore decided that A., shall take equally on

the second marriage of the wife, and on her death without being

married a second time. Luxford v. Cheeke, 3 Lev. 125,

Raym. 427, and Lady Ann Fry's case, 1 Vent. 199.

sdly. At first view, it may appear that the usual limitation to

trustees for preserving contingent remainders is a contingent

remainder of the sort first mentioned by Mr. Fearne. In cases

of this description, the estate is conveyed to the use of A.

for life ; and after the determination of that estate by for-

feiture or otherwise, in his life-time, to the use of B. and his

heirs during the life of A., in trust for A., and to preserve the

contingent remainders ; and, after the decease of A., to the

use of the first and other sons of A. successively in tail male^

Here the preceding estate may determine by one of two modes,

B 4 -4.'s
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must precede and give effect to C.'s remainder ; but such

event is dubious, it may or may not happen, and the re-

4 Leon. 237. mainder depending on it is therefore contingent.—So if*

pl- 503- lands be given to A. in tail, and if B. come to Westminstei*
^' '

jj.^ii g^^p]^ ^ ^.j^y^ j-Q jj jjj ^gp. j^g,.g j^
'g coming to West-

minster hall has no connection with the determination ofJ..'s

estate ; but as it is an uncertain event, and the remainder

to B. is not to take place unless it should happen^ such

remainder is therefore a contingent remainder (e).

II. 3* Where a remainder is limited to take effect upon

an event, vi'hich, though it certainly must happen some time

or other, yet may not happen till after the determination

of the particular estate ;

—

3 Kep. 20. ^ s if a lease be made to J. S. for Ufe, and after the death

of ./. D. the lands to remain to another in fee ; nov;^ it is

A.'s forfeiture of his life estate, or ^.'s decease ; the estate of

the trustees is to take effect, in the first event, and is not to take

elTect in the second. The remainder to the trustees may there-

fore appear to be of that sort which is contingent, from its

uepeuding on the preceding estate's determining ia a particular

manner.

This point was fully considered in the case of Smith d.

Dormer v. Parkhurst, 18 Viner 413, 4 Bro* Cas. Par. p. 353.

7-7 ride I" that casn, the judges determined that the remainder to the

3 Atk. I3j. trustees was not a contingent, but a vested remainder. They

held that, in every case, where an estate is given to A. for life,

the grantor has an interest remaining in him to enter upon the

estate, if it should detcrniinc by any act of the tenant amounting

to a forfeiture ; that this right is inherent in the grantor, from

the nature of th6 estate itself, and may be conveyed to the

trustees ; and that, when it is conveyed to them, it becomes a

lesal estate in remainder, and vests in them as such. On this

ground, the usual limitation to trustees for preserving con-

tingent remainders is held to confer on. them a vested estate.

—

The nature of this limitation will be further . explained, in

page 221, n. c.

(e) In the contingent remainders which fall under this dis-

tinction, the event which makes them contingent does not, in

any respect, depend on the manner in which A.'s estate de-

termines, as, whether it determine in one manner or another,

the remainder may take place equally. This distinguishes them

from the sort of contingent remainders first mentioned by

Mr. Fcarne.

certain
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certain that /. D. must die some time or other, but his

»(eath may not happen till after the determination of the

particular estate by the death of/. S., and therefore such

remainder is contingent.—So in case of a lease for life to

A., and after the death of A. and M., the remainder to

B. in fee, this is a contingent remainder ; for the particular Pollexf. 57.

estate being only for the life of A., and the remainder not in the case of

to commence till after the death of A. and M., if A. die ^^^^^ and
xjOwer.

before M. the particular estate will end before the re-

mainder can commence ; which is very possible, and

therefore such remainder is contingent.—So if a feoffment

be to the use of A, for 21 years if he shall so long live,

and after his death to the use of B. in fee ; here A. 3 Rep. 20.

may survive the 21 years; if he should, the particular

estate would determine before the remainder could com-

mence, and therefore such remainder is contingent ; and

being so, is void, for want of a preceding freehold to sup- Vide infra,

port it, as will appear hereafter (f). p. 23, 281.

11. 4. Where a remainder is limited to a person not as- '-°-'

certained, or not in being at the time when such limitation

is made ;

—

As if a lease be made to one for life, remainder to the

tio-ht heirs of J. S. : now there can be no snch person as the ^
right heir of J. S., until the death of J. S., (for tiemo est Qq^ Li'tf-ror

(/") In the two former classes of contingent remainders, the

events on which the remainders were supposed to be limited

were such as might never happen : in the class of remainders

considered by Mr. Feai'ne in this place, the events, on which

the remainders are limited, are such as must happen at some

time or other. This distinguishes them from the two preceding

classes. Now it is a rule of law, fully discussed in that part of

this essay which treats of the destruction of contingent re-

mainders, that the remainder must vest either during the con-

tinuance of the preceding estate, or at the very instant of its

determination ; so that, if the event do not thus happen during

the continuance of the preceding estate, the remainder be-

comes wholly void. This gives rise to Mr, Fearne's third class

of contingent remainders. The events, on which thej'^ are

limited, are certain to happen ; but their happening, during the

continuance of the preceding estate, is uncertain ; and this

xmcertainty makes the remainder depending on them con-

tingent.

hares
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hccres viventis), which may not happen till after the determi-

nation of the particular estate by the death of tenant for

1 Veutr. 306. life, therefore such remainder is contingent.—So where a

lemainder is limited to the first son of B., who has no son

then born ; here B. may never have a son, or if he should,

the particular estate may determine before the birth of such

son, therefore this remainder is contingent.—So ifan estate

Cro. Car. be limited to two for life, remainder to the survivor of them
102. in fee, the remainder is contingent, for it is uncertain who

will be the survivor {g).

SECTION THE THIRD.

Distinction between Contingent Remainders ofthejirst Sortj

and Conditional Limitations.

CONTINGENT REMAINDERS appear to have been

generally distributed into three kinds only; namely, the three

r -
-|

last specified in the above division of them. But I think it

obvious that the first sort above noticed cannot be brought

(o-) Otlier sorts of contingent remainders might, perhaps, be

enumerated ; but all contingent remainders appear to be so far

reducible under one head, that they depend for their vesting on

the happening of an event, wln'ch, by possibility, may not hap-

pen during tlie continuance of the preceding estate, or at the

instant of its determination.

It is observable, that a remainder over may be so limited as

to depend for its vesting, on the happening of every kind of

event constituting the i'our sorts of remainders mentioned by

Mr. Fearne.

—

Asa limitation to A. until B. returns from Rome, and, after

the return of B. and C. from Rome, and the death of D., to the

son of i4. in tail male who shall first or alone attain the age of 21

years :—In this case, the remainder to the son of A., so far as it

depends on j5.'s return from Rome, partakes of the nature of the

first Bort of contingent remainders ; so far as it depends on C.'s

rotdm from Rome, partakes of the nature of the second class of

contingent remainders ; so far as it depends on the decease of Z>.,

partakes of the nature of the third class of contingent remain-

ders ; and so far as it depends on A.'s having a son who first or

alone shall attain the age of 21 years, partakes of the nature of

the fourth class of contingent remainders.

within
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Viithiii any one of the other three descriptions, from the

connection of the contingent event with the determination

of the preceding estate itself.—But perhaps the instances

adduced of this first kind of contingent remainders, may at

the first glance appear to be cases of conditional or contin-

gent limitations, not strictly falling within the definition of

a remainder ; it may therefore be proper to obviate any

doubt of this nature, by shewing that the cases I have

cited, as instances of the first ofthe four classes, into which

I have distinguished contingent remainders, are remainders

in the most strict technical sense of that word (/«).

III. 1. A

{h ) The nature and effect of conditional limitations will be

more fully discussed in note i, page 381 ; the following obser-

vations on the general difference between conditional limitations

and contingent remainders, particularly the first sort of remain-

ders mentioned by Mr. Fearne, with which conditional limitations

are sometimes confounded, seem proper in this place.

As to the general difference between contingent remainders

and conditional limitations,—it is essential to an estate in re-

mainder, that it should wait the regular expiration of the parti-

cular estate, and should not take effect in possession till that

expiration. Thus, if land be limited to A. for life, and after his

decease, to B. and his heirs, B. has a vested estate in fee-simple

in remainder. During ^.'s life, it is expectant upon and waits

the expiration of A.'s life estate ; at A-s decease, his life estate

regularly expires, and then ^.'s remainder regularly vests in B.
in possession. In the same manner, if land be limited to A. for

life, and if C. should die in ^.'s life-time, then, after A.'s decease,

to B. and his heirs, B. during the joint lives of A. and C. has a

contingent remainder ; on the death of C. in ^.'s life-time, it

becomes a vested remainder in B. ; the vesting of it, howe\ier,

does not affect ^.'s life estate. During AJs life, 5.'s remainder

contiimes a vested remainder, and, on ^.'s decease, it vests in

B. in possession.

But if land be limited to ^. for his life, with a proviso, that

if C. depart this life in the life-time of A., the life estate of A.

shall cease, and the land immediately vest in B. and his heirs
;

then, during the joint lives of A. and C, B. has a contingent

right, but has not a contingent remainder. For, we have seen

that it is essential to a remainder to vest in possession on the

regular expiration of the estate previously limited ; but, in the

proposed
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III. 1. A remainder is defined by Lord Coke, i Inst,

143. a. to be "a remnant of an estate in lands or tene-

" ments,

proposed case, an event is fixed for vesting the estate in pos-

session during the continuance of the estate previously limited

to A. If that event happen, the conditional limitation neces-

sarily puts an end to the life estate of A., and vests the land in

B. : this shews a marked and substantial distinction between

conditional limitations and contingent remainders.

But, between the first sort of remainders mentioned by Mr.

Fearnc, and conditional limitations, something of an agreement,

on account of the determining quality annexed to the particular

estate on which that sort of remainder is limited, has been

thought discoverable ;
yet, between conditional limitations and

that sort of remainders, the difference is as great as exists be-

tv/een conditional limitations and any other remainders.

To understand this, it may be proper to observe, that the

original limitation of an estate may be said to be absolute, when

nothing is incorporated into it, which may operate to determine

it before the period, at which, without such an incorporation, it

would have expired. Thus, limitations to A. for his own or

another's life, or to A . and the heirs of his body, standing singly,

are independent and absolute limitations ; but limitations to A.

for his life, if he shall so long continue single, or to A. and the

heirs of his body, if he and they shall so long continue lords

of the manor of Dale, are, in their original limitations, said to

be determinable estates, as by the original limitation, ^.'s sup-

posed estate for life will expire on his marriage ; and his sup-

posed estate tail will expire on his or liis issue's ceasing to be

lords of the manor of Dale.

Still the determining qualities introduced by tliese expressions

into the original limitations, are considered not to be extrinsic or

collateral to tliose limitations, but to be incorporated into and

to make a part of them, and to form, with them, their original

measure. On this account, whether the determining event do

not happen, so that the first estate endures to the period at

whicli, if no such determining quality had been introduced into

the limitation, that estate would have expired, or the determining

event do happen, so that the first estate ceases before the period

at wliich, without the introduction of such determining quality,

it would have expired, still it is equally supposed to have filled

its original measure, and to expire at a term originally fixed for

its
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" ments, expectant on a particular estate, created together

^' with the same at one time." It follows from this defini-

tion, that wherever the whole fee is first limited, there can

be no remainder in the strict sense of that word ; for the

whole being first disposed of, no remnant exists to limit

over. Therefore, if I limit an estate to the use of A. and his

heirs till C. returns from Rome, and after the return ofC
to the use of B. in fee; here the whole fee being first

limited to the use of -4., there is no remnant left to limit

over; and consequently the limitation to JB. cannot be a

remainder within the foregoing definition.

But where I limit an estate to the use of J., until C returns [13]

from Rome, and after the return of C to the use of B. in

fee ; here I do not limit the whole fee to the use of ^4., (as

in the former case), but only a particular estate to endure till

its expiration. On this ground, in the cases proposed, whether

^.*s supposed life estate expire by his death or his marriage, or

his supposed estate tail expire by failure of issue of his body
or his or their ceasing to be lords of the manor of Dale, the

estate is considered in law to expire equally at the period fixed

for its term by the original limitation.

Thus the second limitation, in the two last proposed cases, has

all the properties of u remainder, and consequently is a remain-

der, and not a conditional limitation.

But, if the lands had been limited to A, for life, with a pro-

viso, that, if he married, his estate for life should cease, or if the

lands had been limited to A. in tail, with a proviso that, on A. or

his issue's ceasing to be lords of the manor of Dale, ^.'s estate

tail should cease, the case would be wholly different, the events

for the cesser of the estates not being inserted in, and therefore

making no part of the original limitations; but being introduced

subsequently into, and therefore being wholly dictinct and sepa-

rate from them. It is this different manner of framing the limita-

tions which gives them their different nature and effect. Perhaps

the difference is artificial, and such as common sense alone would

not teach ; but, in legal construction, and in several legal con-

sequences of great importance to the interests of the parties

claiming under such limitations, the distinction is established.

—

On this ground, between conditional limitations and the first class

of contingent remainders mentioned by INIr. Fearne, there is

the same difference as between those Hmitations and other con-

tingent remainders.

the
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tlie retiuoi of C, which being an uncertain period, sucIj

particiilar estate is a freehold ; having- therefore hmited only

a particular estate, extending in its first creation no further

than to C.'s return, the residue of the estate after C.'s re-

turn, is a remnant of the whole estate in the lands, expect-

ant on that particular estate ; and if I at the same time

limit this remnant to the use of B. and his heirs, it is a

remainder within the express words of the above defi-

nition.

So if I limit an estate to the use of A. and the heirs of

his body, until C. returns from Rome, and after C.'s return,

to the use of B. in fee ; here, again, I do not limit the

whole fee to A., but only a portion of it, that is, an estate

tail, determinable on C.'s return from Rome ; and having

limited no estate beyond C.'s return, the residue of the

estate, after C.'s return, is a remnant expectant on the par-

ticular estate limited to the use of A., which if I at the

same time limit to the use of B. and his heirs, it comes

precisely within the above definition of a remai'nder. In

these cases, the remainder is not limited to take effect at

all events, but only on the contingency of the particular

estate's determining according to its limitation, on C.'s

return from Rome ;" which return being an uncertain event,

that may or may not happen, the remainder, which de-

pends on its happening, is of course contingent (A*).

The

Ch*J In tlie fir.st case proposed by Mr, Fearne in this section,

the estate being limited to A. and his Jieirs until C, returns from

Rome, A. takes an estate in fee simple of that sort which is called

determinable. On the death of C. without returning from Rome,

it loses its determinable quality, and becomes absolute ; on C.'s

return from Rome, it ceases by its original limitation. Notwith-

standing the determinable quality originally incorporated into

t^e limitation, the law considers it a grant of the whole fee, and

that there is no remnant ofthe fee left for the grantor to limit over,

—In the next case put by Mr. Fearne, the estate being limited to

A. generally till C.'s return from Rome, without words of inherit-

ance, A. takes an estate during his life, but originally determin-

able on C.'s return from Home. Consequently the whole fef,

except A.'s determinable life estate, remains in the grantor to be

granted over wholly or partially, at he thinks proper. Mr, Fearne

states
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The true point of distinction, as I take it, between such

conditional hmitations over as are, and such as are not

remainders, in the strict sense of that word, lies here ; the

former are limited to commence where the first estate is,

by the very nature and extent of its original limitation, to

expire or determine ; whereas the latter are limited so as

to be independent ofthe measure or extent originally given

to the first estate, and to take effect in possession, upon

an event which may happen before the regular determi-

nation, to which that first estate is hable from the nature

of its original limitation, and so as to rescind it. And in

this latter case, I apprehend, it is the same thing, whether

the whole fee is disposed of in the first limitation, or not.

Thus, if I limit an estate to the use of A. for life, or to vide infra,

the use of A. indefinitely, provided that when C. return p. 262.

from Rome it shall thenceforth immediately be to the use

of B. in fee ; here the first estate is an estate for the life

of A., (not an estate limited only till C.'s return, as in the

former cases), the remnant therefore of the whole fee in

this case is, what remains expectant on the determination

of A.'s life estate, by such events as a life estate is liable

to be determined by ; and therefore, when after such a

limitation to A., I limit the use to B. from C.'s return [15]

to Rome, and so take up and make such new estate to

commence and take effect in possession, not from any

regular determination of the estate before limited to A.,

(his estate being for life, and not merely until C.'s return

from Rome, as in the former cases), but from an event

v.hich may happen sooner, it is evident this limitation to

the use of B. is not confined to the remnant of the estate

expectant on the particular estate before given to A., but

states the remainder over to be limited to B. on the event of C. 's

return from Rome ; it is therefore a contingent remainder, and

vests in B. in possession, if C. return from Rome, but fails on

C.'s decease without having returned from Rome. If it had been

limited to A. till C.'s return from Rome, and after A.'s decease,

or C.'s return, to remain over, the remainder would, on either

event, have taken place, and would therefore be a vested, not a

contingent remainder; this case Mr. Fearne puts and exemplifies

at the end of the section.

may
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may eventually interfere with, and in part repeal and defeat

that first estate, instead of awaiting its regular expiration

and vide in- or determination; and therefore it does not fall within the

fra, p. 2G, 27. above definition of a remainder. But hmitations of this

nature are properly termed conditional limitations, to dis-

tinguish them on the one hand from conditions, of which

only the grantor or his heir can take advantage, and on

the other from remainders, in the strict and proper sense

Vide infra, of the word as above defined : And though these con-
p.'26i to 278. ditional Hmitations are not valid in conveyances at common

law, yet, within certain limits, they are good in wills and

conveyances to uses.

The distinction I have above stated, between what I have

stiled such conditional limitations as are, and such as are

not remainders, in the strict sense of that word, having

been the subject of some notice, in a work, for which the

profession cannot but feel great obligations to the accuracy,

professional ability, and judgment of its author, I think it

incumbent on me to make some observations on the

Dougl. Rep. grounds of that animadversion. Mr. Douglas, in a note
fol. 727. or yj^ |.}^g p^gg Qf Goodtitle v. Billington, observes, that all

note f 1 )
^^^^ definitions (meaning of a remainder) in that case cited

Infra, '2(J6. and relied on, point only at this essential quality of a re-

mainder, that it must be so limited, as that it may by

possibility be capable ofvesting in possession, at the latest,

at the regular or natural determination of the particular

estate—that it does not cease to be a remainder, because

it may vest in possession on an event, which from the

terms, or from the legal nature of the original limitation,

shall defeat the particular estate before its natural or

regular determination :—And he instances the determina-

tion of an estate for life by forfeiture before its natural

expiration, by death of a tenant for life.

[16] Now it is remarkable, that of the four quotations in the

case of Goodtitle ?;. Billington referred to as definitions,

only two of them affect to define or describe what a re-

mainder is ; the other two merely lay down a rule as to the

time when a remainder must vest, without attempting a

definition of it. One of the two definitions is Lord Coke's,

which I have above referred to ; in which he calls it a

remnant of an estate in lands, 8cc. expectant upon a par-

«^ tiQV.lo.v
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ticular estate, &c. ; the other is from Noy's Maxims, which

stiles it the residue of an estate at the time appointed over,

aad that must be grounded on some particular estate.

Surely remnant and residue in those two definitions are

synonimous; and being referred to a particular estate before

limited, seem confined to what is not before included in

that particular estate. If that be admitted, can it be said

they only point out that it must be limited, so as to be by

possibility capable of vesting in possession at farthest on

the regular determination of the particular estate ? Do
not they regularly import, that it must not abrogate, or

abridge the particular estate, on any event, in which, from

the nature and extent given it by its original limitation, it

was not determinable ? If the limitation over may take

effect in possession in defeasance or exclusion of any part

of the particular estate in any event, which is not a deter-

mination of such particular estate in its own nature, can

that, in strictness, answer the description of a remnant or

residue only expectant on, or appointed over after such

particular estate ? How can we annul or repeal the very

object or ground of reference, without, in strictness, abo-

lishing the reference itself ? As to the instance of a remain-

der coming into possession by forfeiture of tenant for life,

I am not aware of its force upon the question ; because

forfeiture is one of the regular modes of determination

incident to an estate for life, and to which its nature is

subject in its original limitation.

Mr, Douglas proceeds to observe, that some have been

inclined to consider conditional limitations after particular

estates, (as for instance, after an estate for life), but

limited to vest in possession on an event that may happen
before the death of tenant for life, as not being remainders,

which he considers as too great a refinement; and says, [i^y]

that no decided cases, that he was aware of, have ever

considered this last sort of limitations as not being re-

mainders ; that they had all the legal incidents and

attributes of remainders, and might be barred in the

same manner. He refers to the case, to which his note

is subjoined, in support of his sentiments; and concludes

with treating the distinction as merely verbal, and

observing, (I think very justly), that all conditional limi-

C tations
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tations in wills seem reducible either to the head of exe-

cutory devises, or of contingent remainders.

However specious may be the arguments for considering

the distinction, at this day, as too refined, or merely verbal,

I think, that its flowing from the terms of the most au-

thentic definitions of a remainder, its having been repeatedly

adopted and recognised in j udicial arguments and inferences,

as well as proceeded on as the ground of actual decision

in a court of justice, gives it some claim to the attention

of those for whom these sheets are calculated ; I therefore

thought it a proper subject of notice in the former edition

of this book, and think I should not have stood excused,

if I had not attended to the further call for extending that

notice in the present edition.

III. 2. As to the definitions of a remainder affording the

distinction in question, I think it unnecessary to add any

thing to my preceding observation to evince it.—That the

distinction has been adopted and recognised in judicial

Vide infra. arguments and inferences, appears from the authorities

26i,etseq. referred to in the sequel of this essay, respecting the

incapacity of a remainder's taking effect at common law

in defeasance or abridgment of the particular estate.

And that a decided case has actually considered the sort

of Hmitations in question as not being remainders, but

denied their validity as such, may be seen in a reported

Vide Cogan decision, which I shall notice in its proper place, that

V. Cogan. seems to go the whole lensrth of that position. It will
Cro Eliz. ... -

Qq'
pj jj^"fj,g

follow, that buch limitations have not ail the legal incidents

263. and attributes of remainders. The instances wherein they

ha\*e been barred in the same manner are, I believe, re-

ducible to limitations on a vested estate tail, in which

predicament a recovery by tenant in tail bars every exe-

[ig] cutory limitation, as well as a remainder; or else to such

contingent limitations, as upon examination appear con-

formable to the definition of a remainder ; as that which

has given occasion to the observations I am now consider-

lufra, 266. ing, will, I think, appear to be, when analyzed in a future

page of these sheets.

Suppose an estate devised to A. for life, remainder to

B. in fee, provided that if A. should refuse to take the

•^ testator's
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testator's surname within a short hmited time, or certain

other lands should descend to him, then his estate should

cease, and the lands go immediately to the remainder man
or his heirs—or a hmitation to A. for life, remainder to B.

for life, remainder to C. and the heirs of his body, re-

mainder to D. in fee, with a proviso that upon the accruer

of certain other lands to A. or to B. or to C, or his issue,

the estate limited by the will to the person to whom such

other lands should so accrue, should thereupon cease,

and the devised lands go immediately to the next in re-

mainder, according to the will; or, suppose a devise to A,

for life, provided that if the testator's son should return

from the East Indies within two years after the testator's

death, the estate of A. should thereupon cease, and the

lands should go to the son for life, or in tail, would such

limitations be contingent remainders barrable by the first

tenant for life as such? If so, the tenant for life would

have nothing more to do than to make a demise for 99
years in trust for himself, and then levy a fine, or make a

feoffment, to get entirely rid of them. But if the decided

case I have referred to be law, the limitations I have put

are conditional limitations, which, though void in con-

veyances at common law, are admitted to operate in a will

as executory devises, and consequently are not barrable

as contingent remainders. And if this be true, the doc-

trine which blends with remainders, limitations to take

effect on an event that is to determine the particular

estate, (even supposing it only for life), independently of ^^^^l vide

the determination to which it is liable in the nature or
j^ , ^.^_

'^

extent of its original limitation, seems to require some tinctions no

qualification ; and, to ascertain that quahfication, we must less refined

attend to the distinction, however refined or verbal, which Ugj^^g^^jj^ji

the books present us with, between conditional fimitations ^or^s term

that are, and such as are not strictly remainders. That [19]

such limitations, when created by will, are reducible, in and time, or

effect, to contingent remainders, or executory devises,
^^^^^

°
q^

seems pretty clear; but that several of them, which, if j^-^ gnj |,e-

we discard the distinction I have been treating of, might tween heirs

rank as remainders, are not so, and have not the legal
of and on the

• , 111- Dody, inrra,

incidents or attributes of remainders, nor are barrable m
,^3

c 2 ^^^-
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the same manner, I think the cases I have put and have

referred to, leave no room to deny.

It may here be observed, that the contingency of the

remainder in ca'ses falhng under the first of the above de-

scriptions, arises entirely from its depending on the deter-

mination of the particular estate on a contingency only

;

for if the remainder be so limited as to depend on the

determination of the particular estate, whether such

contingency happen or not, it is then a vested instead of

H continsfent remainder. As if the limitation had been

to the use of B. till C. return from Rome, and from and

after such return of C, or the death of B., then to remain

over, here as B.'s estate could not in any event exceed

his life for want of words to limit the inheritance, and

being therefore in its utmost extent only an estate for his

life, and the remainder being limited to take effect either

on its determination by C.'s return from Rome, or by JB.'s

death, that is, on its determination in all events, it would

be vested and not depend on the uncertain event of C.'s

return in jB.'s life-time.

Lord Vaux's Thus, where one levied a fine to the use of himself for

case, Cro. life, remainder to his two daughters, till A. his son re--

Lliz. abg. turned from beyond sea, and should come to the age of
1 Leon. 243. ,. , • , 1 , , %. , , p 1 ,

Co Lit 22^ 21, or die, which should first happen, and alter the return

a. of A., and his age of 21 years, or death, which should

first happen, to the said A. in tail. A. returned under 21
;

and the question was, v/hether the remainder was good,

and would take eflfect before he attained 21. And it was

held good; for though his attaining 21 and return were

uncertain, yet his deaih was certain, and therefore the

remainder did not merely depend on uncertainties. And
the chief justice observed, that the disjunctive expression

or die, in the end of the sentence, made the copulatives

before to be disjunctives ; so that the remainder was to

[20] vest (which must mean in possession, as it did not depend

on uncertainties) upon the accomplishment of either of

the events. And that the daughters had estates for life

conditionally, that is, (we must understand), if neither of

the said events quoiisque the lands were limited to them
determined their estates before their deaths. And ac-

cordingly
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cordinoly Lord Coke says, that it was adjudged the prior Co. Lit. 225.

use ceased on either of the events of coming from beyond ^'

sea or attaining full asre.

SECTION THE FOURTH.

Exceptionfrom the Third Class of Contingent Remainders.

EVERY species of contingent remainders may, I appre-

hend, be reduced to one or other of the four descriptions

under which I have arranged them ; but although every

one of those descriptions seems necessary, in order to

comprise in our general distribution every known instance

of a contingent remainder
;
yet we must remember, that

several cases which fall literally under one or other of the

two last of those four descriptions, are nevertheless ranked

among vested estates, (i)

(i) We have seen that the third class of contingent re-

mainders mentioned by Mr. Fearne, comprises those which are

contingent, from their depending on an event certain of hap-

pening at some time, but uncertain of happening before the

determination of the preceding estate.

Every case in which land is limited to a person for a term

of years if he shall so long live, with a remainder over on his

decease is evidently of this description, for the event, on which

the remainder depends, is the decease of the party ; and that

event, though certain of happening at some time, may not

happen till after the determination of the preceding estate, as

the term which constitutes the preceding estate, may expire by

the effluxion of its period in the life of the party. Literally

speaking, therefore, all such remainders apparently fall within

those of the third class.

But, in the common course of things, a term for years may
be of such long duration, as to make it beyond calculation, that

the party should outlive it; in all such cases, limiting a remainder

to commence after the decease of the party, is virtually limiting

it to commence after the determination of the term ; this being

admitted, the only circumstance, supposed to make the con-

tingency, is put beyond calculation, and the remainder must
necessarily be considered to be vested. This makes the cases

now spoken of by Mr. Fearne, exceptions from his third class

of contingent remainders.

c 3 To
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To begin with those cases which are exceptions to the

third of the foregoing descriptions, I must observe, tliat

in some cases of a hmitation for a long term of years, as

80 or upwards, determinable on the hfe of a person then

in being, with remainder over on the death of that person,

to a person in esse (as a Hmitation to A. for 80 years, if

B. so long live, with remainder over after the death of B.

to C. in fee), it has been held, that notwithstanding the

remainder over is in this case limited to take effect on an

event (viz. the death of B.) which possibly may not hap-

pen till after the expiration of the preceding estate for 80

years, yet as the chance against such event's happening

before the expiration of the preceding term is exceedingly

small, such remainder shall be considered as vested ; and

that the mere possibility that a life in being may endure for

80 years to come, does not amount to a degree of uncer-

tainty sufficient to constitute a contingent remainder.

Hutt. 118. Thus, in the case of Napper and Sanders, where A.
Napper v. made a feoffment to the use of herself for life, and after

to the use of the feoffees for 80 years, if B. and C. his

wife should so long live, and if C. survived B., then to

the use of her for life, and after the decease of C to the

use of D. in tail, with other remainders over; the ques-

tion was, whether the remainders subsequent to the re-

mainder for life of C. were contingent or vested? Now
this question, we are to observe, must have depended on

two points ; first, Whether the contingency upon which

the estate for life of C was limited to depend, viz. her sur-

viving her husband, should extend to all the subsequent

remainders, and their taking effect depend likewise on that

foo] contingency ; and secondly, Supposing the subsequent re-

mainders were not to depend on the contingency of C.'s

surviving her husband, but to take place at her decease,

let her survive him or not, then, whether such remainders

were not to be deemed contingent, in regard of the possi-

bility of the determination of the preceding estates before

the event should happen, on which these remainders were

to take effect, viz. the death of C; which possibility con-

sisted in this, that C. and her husband might both outUve

the term of 80 years, and then (supposing A. to be dead)

it is obvious, there would be no preceding estate subsist-

ing,
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ing, nor that period yet arrived at which the remainders

were limited to take effect.

But, however, it was resolved by all the court, that

these remainders were not contingent, but vested pre-

sently ; though it was agreed that C.'s estate for life was

contingent on the event of her surviving her husband.

And the case of Lord Derby was cited, where a feoffment

was made to the use of E. in tail, with remainder to the

use of the feoffee for 80 years, if li. should so long live, Vid. Lit.

and after his decease to the use of F. in tail, with remain- Rep. 370.

der to the use of Lord Derby ; and it was adjudged, that

the remainder vested presently, and that the possibility that

H. might have overlived the 80 years, would not make the

remainders contingent.

So it was said by Hale C. J., in the case of Weale and Pollexf 67,

Lower, that if a feoffment be made to the use of A. for 99
years, if he shall so long live, and after his death to the use

of jB. in fee, this shall not be contingent, but it shall be

presumed his life will not exceed 99 years ; but that it

had been otherwise, if it had been made but for 21

years.

In a case of this nature in Chancery, where A. devised

lands to B. his eldest son, for the term of 60 years, if he Beverley v.

should so long live, and from and after his decease to his Beverley,

grandson D. (son of the said B.) in tail. B. and D. suf- ^ ^^™- ^^^'

fered a recovery ; an objection was taken to the recovery,

for that the devise to B. being only for 60 years, if he

should so long live, and after his decease to D., the free-

hold during the life of jB. was in abeyance. It was argued

that the limitation of the estate tail was good, expectant

on the term of 60 years ; and Lord Derby's case was cited,

as in point, that the devise over, from and immediately [23]

after the decease of B., ought to be intended of his dying

within the term ; which was highly presumable, B. being-

then upwards of 40 years of age. But the court said it

would be hard to make such construction on the words of

the will, as to say, where land is limited to a man for 60

years, if he shall so long live, and from and after his de-

cease to another, that it must be meant from and after his

decease within the term ; for suppose he out-lived the n, b. There

term, should the remainder-man take in the life-time of the was a decree

c 4 £j.g^ in favour of
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the recovery first devisee ? That would be a construction contrary to

upon another ^j^g words and intention of the testator.
1^°'"^'

In this last case, no objection was taken to the validity

of the subsequent limitation to D., on the ground of its

being a freehold to commence infutiiro ; for this, we are

to observe, was the case of a will, where the limitation

of a freehold, to commence in fuiaro, is allowed to take

Vide infra, effect under certain restrictions, as will appear, when we'

p. 381 Sz seq. come to treat of executory devises.

But m this sort of limitations, (when not by will, or by

way of use), if the term of years is so short, as to leave

a common possibility that the life on which it is determin-

able may exceed it, there should be a present vested free-

hold estate to prevent the limitation over being void, as a

Vide p. 21, freehold to commence wfuturo. Indeed, in both the cases,

I'Z. supra. of Napper v. Sanders and Lord Derby, above cited, a pre-

ceding freehold being limited to the feoffor, left no room

for this objection. But the case above cited, as put by

Lord Hale, stands independent of any preceding freehold
;

and though it seems capable of being supported upon the

principle of a preceding freehold arising by implication,

agreeable to the cases of Penhay and Hurrell, and Pybus

Vide infra, v- Mitford cited below, yet there seems to be no sort of oc-

p. -1^, 41. casionfor such resort. Because the allowed improbability

of the life's exceeding the term of years determinable

thereon, appears sufficient to take such remainders, as

those in Napper v. Sanders, and Lord Derby, and the case

put by Hale, out of the description of freeholds to

commence infutiiro.

It is generally true, that in the case of a limitation to A.

for '21 years, if he shall so long hve, and after his death

[.1 4] to Jj. in fee, the remainder to B. is void, as being a free-

3 Rep. 20. hold to commence infutiiro, viz. after the decease of A.,

no freehold having been limited so as to take effect before

that period. Because, in this case, it is very possible that

the period limited for the remuinder to take effect from,

viz. the decease of A., may not happen till after the deter-

mination of the preceding estate, viz. the term of yearsj

in which event the remainder could not take effect at all,

Vide n 3^c4 ^^ ^ ^^^^ already observed in a preceding page. Its taking

supra. eflcct is therefore uncertain_, in regard of this possibility

of
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of the preceding estate's determining before the event

happens, from whence the remainder is to commence
;

and should it take effect at all, it must be in fiituro ; that

is, after the event is decided on which its taking^ effect

depends. Here, then, being no preceding freehold limited,

this remainder (which must take effect at some future pe-

riod, if at all) is strictly nothing else than a freehold

limited to commence infutaro.

It is the allowed common possibility of the life's ex-

ceeding the term, which creates such a contingency in

respect to the remainder's taking effect, as brings that

remainder within the description of a freehold limited to

commence infuturo, and consequently, within the direct

application of the rule which denies any effect to limita-

tions of that kind.

But where we do not admit such a degree of possibihty

of the life's exceeding the term, as is supposed sufficient

to create a contingency in the remainder, there, I appre-

hend, the remainder cannot fall within the description of

a freehold to commence infuturo. For when we suppose

the remainder to be vested, we of consequence admit that

it passes immediately, subject to and expectant on the

preceding term; for otherwise it cannot be vested; and
then it is a freehold commencing in prasenti, and not in

futuro. If the life cannot exceed the term, and the term

must determine with the life, the limiting an estate to

commence from the expiration of the life, is, in effect,

limiting it to commence from the determination of the

term ; in which latter mode of limitation there could exist

no doubt of the remainder's passing immediately and being

vested. And upon these principles alone, without recur-

ring to any other, I think the case put, and distinction [25]
taken, by C. J. Hale, above cited, may be admitted as Supra, 12.

law.

But here, perhaps, the case of Penhay and Hurrell (It), Penhay v.

may

(A) Mr. Raithby, in a note to this case, in his valuable edition

of Mr. Vernon's reports, has favoured us with an account of

it, extracted from the Register's book, whicli materially differs

from Mr. Vernon's.

In

Hurrell.

2 Vern. 370.
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may, if not considered with some degree of attention, be

[-.-,0] mistaken as an authority against this doctrine. That case,

as stated by Vernon, was a conveyance by A. to the use

of trustees for 70 years, if A. should so long live, re-

mainder to trustees for 3000 years, and from and after

the death of A. to B. his son for life, with divers re-

mainders over. The objection was, that the limitation

to jB., together with the remainders over, were void, being

Vid. App. I'^ '^^ ^^6 ^f Evans on the demise of Burtenshaw v. Weston,

post. 5^0. Nicholas Newenden, by indentures of the 23d and 24th of July

1706, (being the settlement executed on his intended marriage

with Mary Calverley), conveyed lands to the use of himself and

his assigns for 99 years, if he should so long live ; and from and

after his decease, to the use of trustees and their heirs during

his hfe, for preserving the contingent remainders therein-after

limited; and from and after his decease, to the use of Mary
Calverley for her life ; and after the decease of the survivor of

them, to the use of their sons successively in tail male, with

remainder to the use of the heirs female of the body of Nicholas

Newenden, and for want of such issue to the use of the right

heirs of Nicholas Newenden. There was issue of the marriajje

three sons and six daughters ; Nicholas, the eldest son, had issue

a son, (wha afterwards died without issue), and a daughter,

who married James Fuller, and they conveyed to Burtenshaw.

The two younger sons and five of the daughters died without

issue ; the remaining daughter married Weston. Several points

arose in the cause ; that, on which it was decided, was, whe-

ther the trustees took a vested estate in remainder. It came

before the court of King's Bench in -772, in a case reserved in

an ejectment, in which Mr. Burtenshaw was defendant. It was

argued three times, and the judges agreed in opinion, that the

trustees took a vested remainder. The case was afterwards de-

termined in the same manner in the Coiut of Exchequer, on a

special verdict. From a MS. report in the editor's possession, of

Lord Mansfield's argument in pronouncing the judgment of the

Court of King's Bench, it should seem that the court was of

opinion that in the clauses, introducing the remainder to the

trustees, the words " his decease," should be rejected as

nonsensical and repugnant ; and that the words " from and

after " should be referred to the term itself.

This appears to be a strong authority in favour ofMr. Fearne's

doctrine in the present paragraph.

an
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an estate of freehold to commence infuturo ; for the first

freehold estate was limited to JB., which was not to arise

until the death of A., and no estate for life was limited

to A., unless an estate for life should be supposed to result

back to him. After solemn argument upon the point, and

a case stated to the judges, it was decreed, that an estate

for life resulted to A.^ which supported the hmitation

over. Now the question may be asked, why, if the

doctrine just now treated of had been admitted, there

could be any occasion to recur to that of resulting uses,

in order to support these limitations over, seeing they were

preceded by two successive terms, of 70 and of 3000 years,

which it could not be supposed the life of A. could pos-

sibly exceed?

In answer to which, we are to observe, it is very true,

that in this case there was no room for any contingency

in the limitation to B., on the score of any supposed pos-

sibility of the preceding estate's determining before the

period when that limitation was to take effect, viz. the

death of JL.; it was therefore not to any such contingency,

that this limitation owed the quality of a freehold to

commence in futuro, but to a cause of a very different

nature. The truth is, this limitation to B. was not pro-

perly a remainder, because it was not limited to commence
or take effect when the preceding estates were to de-

termine ; there was a preceding term of 3000 years,

which Was not determinable on the life of A., at whose

death the limitation to B. was to take effect ; and there-

fore this limitation to B., which was to take effect

without regard to, and at a period different from the

determination of the preceding estates, could not be a

remainder, within that definition of a remainder whicli

I have considered in a former page.

Now if this limitation to B. did not pass a remainder Vide p. 7 &
expectant on the preceding estates, it could pass no vested 8, supra,

interest previous to the decease of ^. ; for the preceding [27]
limitations left no interest or estate which could pass

immediately, but by way of remainder expectant on their

determination ; consequently, the limitation to B.^ passing

no vested interest previous to the decease oi A., must
therefore have been considered as a freehold, not passing

immediately
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immediately by way of remainder, as in the former cases,

but to commence infuturo, viz. after the death of A.,

imless a preceding freehold during the life of A., had

resulted to fill up the chasm, and prevent any interruption

or abeyance of the freehold, by connecting itself with

the limitation to jB. as a preceding estate with a re-

mainder.

Had the term of 3000 years been made determinable

on A.'s life, as the term of 70 years was, this case would

Supra, 21, have fallen within the reason of the resolutions in the
-'-• cases of Napper and Sanders, and of Lord Derby ; for

then as A.'& death must have determined both the terms,

(and there could be no supposed possibly of his life's

exceeding them), an estate to commence at his death

would have been the same as an estate to commence

from the determination of those terms, and would con-

sequently have amounted to a vested remainder, expectant

on those terms.

I hope, I have now sufficiently explained the nature of

the exception I have been treating of; and shall therefore

pass to those cases which are to be excepted from the

literal extent of the last of the foregoing descriptions.

These will be found to be much more numerous, as they

depend, on one hand, on a general rule of law respecting

limitations to the heirs general or special, where the

ancestor takes an estate of freehold in the same convey-

ance ; and on the other, upon the respect which is paid

to the intent of a testator, where it can be plainly collected

from his will, that he used the words heirs of the body, &c.

as a descriptio persona.

[28]
SECTION THE FIFTH.

Exception from the Fourth Class of Contingent

Remainders (/).

2 Roll. Abr. UPON the first ofthese grounds we are to observe, that

417' wherever the ancestor takes an estate of freehold, or frank

^ ^«P- 104- tenement,

(Z) Where land is limited to a person for his life, and after

hie decease, to his heirs, or to the heirs of his body, the second

limitation
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tenement, and an immediate remainder is thereon limited in See also Doe
the same conveyance to his heirs, or heirs in tail, such re- d. Earl of

mainder is immediately executed in possession in the ances-
^'"^d&ey v.

tor so taking the freehold, and therefore is not contingent jj £^5/' ^4.7

or

limitation might be thought to have an appearance of giving the

heir an estate by purchase, or an original estate, primarily

rested in himself, and not claimed by him derivatively through

his ancestor. For, as the land is expressly limited to the an-

cestor for his life, it might seem contrary both to the expression

of the deed and the intention of the grantor, that the ancestor

should take a larger estate ; and as no person can have an heir

during his life, the heir being the individual on whom the law-

casts the succession at the instant of the ancestor's decease, it

might be thought that, where an estate is limited to a person

expressly for his life, and after his decease, to his heirs, the

limitation to the heirs must necessarily be contingent during the

ancestor's life.
'

In either supposition, there would be ground to contend that

the heirs should take an estate of inheritance by purchase
;

and the limitation to the heirs would then fall within Mr.
Fearne's fourth class of contingent remainders, being a limi-

tation in remainder to a person not in being or not ascertained.

But by a rule of law of early antiquity, it is settled that, in

all these cases, the remainder to the heirs is immediately exe-

cuted in the ancestor, and therefore is not contingent or in

abeyance.

These limitations, therefore, are exceptions to Mr. Fearne's

fourth class of contingent remainders, within which literally they

appear to fall. It is generally called the rule in Shelley's case,

reported 1 Co. 93, and by contemporary reporters. In that case,

it was not a subject for the determination of the court, or even

a subject of discussion ; but it is expressed in the arguments in

clear terms, as an acknowledged rule of law, and has thence

received its appellation.

Mr. Fearne's discussion of it may be divided into three heads

;

the first, beginning with the present section and ending with the

seventeenth paragraph, treats of it, as applied to legal limita-

tions in deeds ; the second, beginning with the eighteenth and
ending with the nineteenth paragraph, treats of it, as applied to

equitable limitations in deeds and wills ; the third, which carries

the discussion to the end of the section, treats of it as applied to

legal limitations in wills. Since the fourth edition of Mr.

Fearne's
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417.
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Sec. pi. 11.
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40.
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Vide infra,
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Co. Litt.
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Si infra, 45.
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or ift abeyance: as an estate for life to A. remainder to the

heirs of his body ; this is not a contingent remainder to the

heir of the body of A. but an immediate estate tail in A.

So likewise, wherever the ancestor by any gift or convey-

ance takes an estate of freehold, and there is afterwards in

the same gift or conveyance a limitation to his right heirs,

or heirs in tail, after some other estate for life or in tail inter-

posed between his freehold and such limitation to his heirs,

this remainder to his heirs vests in the ancestor as a remain-

der, and shall not be in contingency or abeyance. As a

lease for life with divers remainders over, remainder to the

right heirs of first lessee for life, this is a remainder in fee

vested in the first lessee for life ; and after his death, and the

determination of the mean remainders, his heir shall be in as

heir, and not as purchaser. So where land is given to A. for

life, remainder to B. for life, remainder to the heirs male of

the body of A. who has two sons, the eldest has issue a

daughter, and dies, A. and B. die, the youngest son shall

have the land as heir male ; which proves that he takes by

descent, and not by purchase, and consequently the estate

tail vested in the father; for had the younger son taken by

purchase, he must, according to the old doctrine, have been

complete heir general as well as heir male, which two

characters could not be united in him during the life of the

eldest son's daughter.

V. 1 . (m) RoUe indeed takes a distinction, by saying,

that where the frank-tenement is so limited to the ancestor,

and a mediate remainder to his right heirs, that all the

intermediate estates between that and the limitation to his

heirs, as well as his own estate, may determine during his

Fearne's work, which was published in his life time, the public

has been favoured by Mr. Preston, with his " succinct view of

the rule in Shelley's case, exhibiting, by negative and affirmative

propositions, the instances in which several limitations, one to

the ancestor, the other to the heirs, the heirs of the body, or

issue of the body of that person, do and do not give the inhc'

ritance to the ancestor."

(m) V. 1 . Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where the estate

of freehold limited to the ancestor is determinable on an event

which may happen in his life-time, as to one man during the life

of another, or to a woman during coverture.

life,
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lifcj in that case the Umitation to his heirs is in abeyance

;

because he can have no heir to take the remainder ; as if

a feoffment be made to the use of A. and B. during their

joint Hves, and, after the death of either of them, to the

use of C. for Ufe, remainder to the heirs of the body of

B. this remainder, he says, does not attach in B. but is

in abeyance ; because if A. and C. die in the life-time of

B. the estate to B. is determined, and the remainder to C.

endtd, and yet the remainder to the heirs of B. cannot

take effect, because he cannot have an heir during his

life. And some cases have been put arguendo of the

heir's taking by purchase, because of the impossibility of

the remainder's vestins; and unitins^ with the freehold in

the ancestor's hfe-time ; as of a limitation to A. for life, Vide Ltt.

remainder to B. for life, and if A. dies before B. then to I^^p. 1258.

the right heirs of A. Or a lease to A. and B. and if A.

dies, Living B. the remainder to the heirs of -4. But this

doctrine is directly contradicted by the authority of lord 1 Inst. 378.

Coke, where he says, if land be given to A. and jB. so ^'

long as they jointly together live, the remainder to the

right heirs of him that dieth first, and warrant the land

in forma pradictd, A. dieth, his heir shall have the war-

ranty ; and yet the remainder vested not during the life of

A., for the death of A. must precede the remainder; and

yet shall the heir of A. have the land by descent. And
consequently it operates as a contingent remainder in A.

himself, and not a remainder to his heirs by purchase,

although it cannot possibly vest in the life-time of A.

And with respect to the distinction taken by Rolle, I [31]

am to observe that he cites no authority at all for it ; and

I find it is, opposed by two authorities, which are expressly

to the contrary : The first is in Perkins ; if lands be leased

V7ito A. and B. for the Ufe of C. the remainder unto the Perk. s. 337.

right heirs of A., and A^ takes a wife, and C. dieth living

A. and B., and A. dieth living B., the wife of A. shall be

endowed ; because that cestui que vie (C) dieth, living

A. the husband, so as thefreehold and inheritance arejoined in

the husband during tJie coverture. Here we see the freehold

was limited to A. and B. only during the life of C, so that

it very probably might, (and as the case is put, did) deter-

mine before the death of A., but notwithstanding he could

have
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have no heir at the time when his freehold so determined

by the death of C, yet the freehold and inheritance, it

seems, became miited to him at the death of C, conse-

quently the remainder to his right heirs was completely

executed in himself by the death of C. and therefore that

limitation must have been a vested remainder in its crea-

tion ; for had it been a contingent estate to the heir of A.

the inheritance could never have been executed or vested

in A.

Keb 888 Consonant to this is the other case, which is in Keble

:

Merrill v. an estate was limited to husband and icife during theirjoint

Ramsey. H^gs ; and after the decease of either of them, remainder

S'd^ "f
'" "' ^^ ^^® ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^°^y °^ ^^^ ^^^^ begotten by the hus-

and see Co. band, remainder to the wife for life. Upon a dispute be-

Litt. 20. Sf tween the children and the wife, after the death of the
ij'id.n.s.and husband, whether this was an estate tail in the wife, or a

V. Hallett contingent remainder in the children ;
Keeling conceived

1 Maule 8^ it an estate tail, executed suh modo, not presently by se-

^elwt/n, 124. verance of the jointure, as it would be by a several con-

veyance, but upon the death of him whose Hfe kept the

estates asunder, they were united and executed ; and the

court agreed there was no contingency either in estate or

person, and that an estate to a woman durante viduitate,

remainder to the heirs of her body, is an estate tail in the

woman. In this case likewise, we observe, that the free-

hold which the wife took by the limitation was only for

the joint lives of herself and husband, and consequently

[32] must determine in her life-time, if her husband should die

before her ; and then she could have no heir of her body

when it determined : the case actually so happened
;
yet

we find it was adjudged an estate tail in the wife. The

like observation may be made as to an estate to a woman
durante viduitate, remainder to the heirs of her body : her

freehold may determine before she may have any heir of

her body ; nevertheless the court held such a limitation

to .be an estate tail. In the case put by Rolle, there is an

intermediate remainder to C. for life ; but the only dif-

ference to be inferred on that account, (if we reason by

analogy to the cases where the ancestor takes the freehold

for his own life,) is, that the limitation £rt,taches in the

ancestor as a remainder, instead of being executed in

possession.
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possession, as it was in the latter cases which I have

cited. And Brook speaking of the opinion, that if land Brook Es-

be given to A. B. pur auter vie, the remainder to the heirs ^^^^^) 7^«

of his body begotten, he shall have only a term (Vauter vie

during the life of cestuique vie, says, ta)nen clicitur quod

non est lex.

Indeed the cases where the freehold, though it may de-

termine in the ancestor's life-time, is not constrained to

do so, seem in some measure referrible to the principle

resorted to by Brook in the common case of a lease to

one far life, with divers remainders over, remainder to the

right heirs of first tenant for life ; where he says, that if Brook Done

all die, the heir shall be in as heir, for by possibility his ^^^^^."^j^'"^
s

father might have had the possession. By which we must

linderstand the possession unsevered from the limitation

to his heirs ; for the possession so severed he had before

;

and in this sense of the principle it seems by no means

foreign to the case of a freehold, which, though it may
determine in the ancestor's life, may also be commensur

rate with it, and eventually continue unsevered from the

inheritance. The principle resorted to by Brook is r^cog-

isised in what is said in Shelley's case, that if the heir is i Co. Rep.

to take any thing which might have vested in the ancestor, 9^- ^•

- . 1 vide 1 Co
trie heir shall b^'in by descent. And in cases where an

j^ g ^^

estate is to arise to the ancestor and his heirs on a con- qq, a. 8 Co.

dition precedent, the performance of it after the ancestor's B-ep. 76, a.

decease (in whom no estate at all therefore vested) will en- •^^"'^- J-ent.

240. pi. 40.
title his heir as by descent. To which we may add, the

rule respecting the transmissible quality of contingent re- [33)

riainders or executory devises, to the representatives of Vide infra,

the ancestor dying before the estate vests. And the case P« 364- 55"^'

cited by lord Coke, of the lease to two for their joint lives,

remainder to the right heirs of the one who dies first,

estabhshes the union of the two limitations, notwithstand-

ing the contingency of the latter, and its absolute impos-

sibility of vesting in the ancestor. These grounds, in con-

junction with the cases I have referred to, upon the question

arising on the determinable state of the freehold in the

ancestor's life-time, seem to overweigh the authority in

Rolle, and warrant the rule in Shelley's case, to the whole

extent of its general terms.

D Upon
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Upon the whole therefore, the better conclusion seems

to be, that the possibility of the freehold's determining in

the life of the ancestor who takes it, does not keep the

subsequent limitation to his heirs from attaching in himself;

and that we may consider it as a general rule, that when-

soever the ancestor takes any estate of freehold, whether

it be or be not such as may determine in his hfe-time, and

there is afterwards, in the same conveyance, an uncondi-

tional limitation to his right heirs or heirs in tail (either

immediately, without the intervention of any mean estate

of freehold between his freehold and the subsequent

limitation to his heirs, or m.ediately, that is, with the inter-

position of some such mean estate) there such subsequent

limitation to the heirs, or heirs in tail, vests immediately

in the ancestor, and does not remain in contingency or

abeyance ; with this distinction, that where such subse-

quent limitation is immediate, it then becomes executed in

the ancestor, forming, by its union with his particular

freehold, one estate of inheritance in possession; but

where such limitation is mediate, it is then a remainder

vested in the ancestor who takes the freehold, not to be

executed in possession till the determination of the pre-

ceding mean estates.—As if there be an estate to A. for

his life, or during the life of C or any other sole estate of

freehold, remainder to the heirs of the body of ^. this is an

estate tail executed in possession in il.; but if there be an

estate to ^. for his life, or during the life of C. or any other

estate of freehold, remainder to jB. for life, remainder to

the heirs of the body of A. this is only a present freehold m
[34] -^* yA'Ca a vested remainder to him in tail, to take effect in

possession after the determination of JS's estate.

V. 2. (m) And where the subsequent limitation to the

heirs, or to the heirs of the body of any ancestor taking

the preceding freehold, is contingent, according to the

above-cited case, of the gift to two for their joint lives,

remainder to the heirs of the one dying first ; as the heir

(w) V. 2, Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where the

limitation to the heirs, or heirs of the body of the ancestor

taking the preceding freehold, is contingent.

still
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still takes by descent, it seems to follow, that if the con-

tino-ency on which the vesting is to depend happen in the

life-time ofthe ancestor, the remainder in tail will then vest

in him; and that in case of its not so happening, still it

attaches in him as a contingent remainder, which his heir

can only take by descent.

And upon the same principle, a limitation to husband

and v/ife for their Uves successively, remainder to the heirs

of the body of the one dying first, 'Operates as a contingent

remainder in tail, barrable even by fine, though supported Vide lo Co.

by a trust, because fines of land in anywise intailed to the ^P- 30«

persons levying them, are a bar to the issue by stat, 32

H. 8. And accordingly ahmitation of that nature has, in a

settlement of customary estates, been held to put the

estate in the power of the parents in a case hereafter to Vide High-

be noticed ; and which serves to confirm the doctrine in way u. Ban-

Ihe case put by lord Coke, that the impossibiUty of the ^^^' '"'^ '

limitation to the heirs, &.c. vesting in the life-time of the

ancestor, is no obstacle to its attaching as a contingent

remainder in him («).

V. 3. (0) Here it is to be observed, that cases may

arise, where the estate of freehold hmited to the ancestor

may be so limited to him, in trust for some other person,

or as a security for some charge, or to answer some other l3o]

particular purpose, and no usufructuary benefit be intended

to the ancestor by such limitation. As a limitation to the

use of^. during the life of B. in trust for B. or to pay her

the rents and profits during her life, remainder to the use

of the heirs of the body of 7I.; and some other cases which

might be put, and which, though I do not recollect to have

met with in our books, have occasionally occurred to me

in the course of practice. Now these are cases v/hich, I do

not see, how we are to consider as falling within the extent

(n) The observations of Mr, Preston, (p. 93—99), on the

effect of the limitations considered by Mr. Fearne, in this part

of his essay, are particularly important.

(0) V. 3. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, when the ances-

tor's estate of freehold is limited to him in trust for some other

person, or to answer some particular purpose.

D 2 or
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or application of the rule I have been treating of; because

it seems absurd and inconsistent with any possible rule of

law or common sense, to create or raise an estate tail to

a man upon the ground of a limitation (viz. the freehold

limited in trust) by which no beneficial interest at all was

intended him (p).

V. 4. (q) When there is a joint limitation of the free-

hold to several, followed by a joint limitation of the

inheritance in fee simple to them, as an estate to A. and

Vide 1 In^t. -B. or for their Hves, or in tail, and afterwards to their

383 b. 184. heirs, so that both limitations are of the same quality,

that is, both joint, it seems the fee vests in them jointly.

And so if the limitation of the freehold be to baron and

Btook Es- feme jointly, remainder to the heirs of their bodies, it is

tate, pi. 75. an estate tail executed in them, as they are capable of

issue, to whom such joint inheritance can descend.

V. 5. (r) But if the limitation of the freehold be not

[3^] joint, but successively, as to one for life, remainder to

a Lev. 36. the other for life, remainder to the heirs of their bodies

;

aym. 3 . ^j^gre it seems the ultimate limitation is not executed in
Stephens u. . , .

,
. . • , • -, * ,

Britridge. possession, but gives them a joint remamaer m tail. And
if the limitation of the inheritance be to several men, or

to several women in tail, instead of fee simple, though

1 Inst. 182— the freehold be to them jointly, they take several estates

184. aadsee of inheritance ; because they cannot have issue between or
Doe a. Gio-p •:

a j ^i

i> Bradleu ^^^^^o them, as a man and woman may. And the same

36/ia^, 399. —
hitt. s. 283, (p) With deference to Mr. Fearne,— as courts of law cannot
aiia 'ord^

j^j^g notice of any trusts charged on legal estates, the trusts or

^
, f/

^^ " Durroses for which the ancestor's estate of freehold, in the
Ttient t/iereon. ^ ^ .,,.., , , , . r- 1 •

JDop d. Term c^cs proposed by nim, is charged, cannot be a subject 01 their

'. . Collier, 11 consideration. Courts of law, therefore, must treat the case

Jiast, 376, 8^ merely as a limitation of a legal freehold to the ancestor, and a
Jjiftl.n.l. Co.

lifnitation of the legal fee to the heirs of his body, and of course

„/^' •^' hold it to be a legal estate tail under the rule in Shelley's case.

JioroDcU V. (?) ^- 4" ^^^^^ of the rule in Shelley's case, where there is

Abcj/, 1 M. a joint limitation of the freehold to several, followed hy a joint

4' 'S'. 4'28. limitation to them cf the inheritance in fee simple.

(r) V. 5. EfFejt ot the rule in Shelley's case, where the limi-

tation of the freehold, is ngi joint, but successive,

rule
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rule extends to other cases, where the relative situations

of the grantees, render the possibility of issue between

or among them more remote, than what is termed a simple

or common possibility, or else is inconsistent with the

laws of marriage.

If the particular estate be to A. and B. for their lives, i Inst. 182 h.

and after their deaths to the heirs of B. ; or to husband ^ Co. Rep.

and wife, and the heirs of the body of the husband; or to p '

'-oy

two men, and the heirs of their two bodies, or the heirs of 470.

the body of one of them; the estates in tail or in fee are Dy. g. pi. 12.

said to be executed sub modo ; that is, to some purposes, ^^ * ^*^^^'

though not to all. For though they are so far executed Merrill v.

in, or blended with the possession, as not to be grantable Rumsey, su-

away from or without the freehold by way of remainder; P"^^' ""'• 3i-

yet they are not so executed in possession as to sever the

jointure, or entitle the wife of the person so taking the

inheritance to dower; and in the said case of a limitation

to husband and wife, and the heirs of the body of the 3 Co. Rep. 5.

husband, his wife having a joint estate offrceheld with Moor, 210,

him, and there being no moieties between them, a recovery n"^^^
^

against him with single voucher will not bar the issue or

remainder; though his estate tail has been held to be so Kino;t,. Ed-
executed in possession, that his feoffment was a discon- wards, Cro,

tinuance. ^^'^' 3^°-

V. 6. (s) Tlie general rule of law, respecting the subse-

quent limitation to the heirs of the body, &c. vesting in the

ancestor, where he takes a preceding freehold by the same

conveyance, does not operate so as absolutely to merge the

particular estate of freehold, where the hmitations interven- [37]

ing between the preceding freehold, and such subsequent

limitation to the heirs, &c. are contingent; because that

would destroy such intervening limitations ; but the two limi-

tations are united and executed in the ancestor, only until

such time as the intervening limitations become vested, and

then open and become separated, in order to admit such in-

tervening limitations as they arise. Thus, where there was an Rep. 80,

Lewis
Bowles's

(5) V. 6. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where contingent Case.

limitations intervene between the preceding freehold, and the

subsequent limitation to the heirs.

D 2 limitation
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Vide Roe d.

Aistrop V.

Aistrop, in-

fra, p. 64.

Supra, 35.

Vide Stone
V. Sutton,

infra, p. 63.

limitation to baron and feme for their lives, remainder to the

first and other sons of the marriage successively in tail^

remainder to the heirs-male of the bodies of the baron and
feme ; the court resolved that it was an estate tail executed

in the baron and feme, sub modo ; that is, so as not to

merge the estates for life absolutely, but executed ordy

till the birth of the first son; and that then the estates

should become divided by operation of law, and the baron

and feme become tenants for their lives, with remainder

to their first and other sons, remainder to baron and feme

in tail.

In this last case, we observe that the limitation of the

fi'eehold was a joint limitation to husband and wife; and

the subsequent limitation to the heirs of their bodies be-

came united to it, and quodam modo executed in them

jointly; because that subsequent limitation was of the same

quality with the first, that is, a joint limitation : just as

the above noticed case of a hmitation to baron and feme

for their lives and the life of the survivor of them, and

afterwards to the heirs of their bodies, is an estate tail

executed in them ; both limitations being joint, and there-

fore essentially different from the case where the limitation

was to baron for life, remainder to wife for life, remainder

to the heirs of their bodies ; in which the limitation to their

heirs being a joint limitation to them, did not correspond

with the quality of their estates for life, which were distinct

and successive, and consequently gave them several estates

for life, with a joint remainder in tail.

2 Roll. Abr.

[38]

P.417H.
pi. 1,2.

•Dy- 90- 64.

1 Leon. 102.

V. 7. {t) If there be a limitation to the feme for life,

remainder to the heirs of the body of baron and feme, this

is no remainder in the feme, for the freehold is limited to

her alone; and as the person who is to take in remainder

must be heir of both their bodies, if the feme should die

before the baron, there can be no one to answer that de-

scription when the particular estate determines, because

the baron cannot have an heir during his life, nor could it

( /
) V. 7. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where a limitation

to the feme for life is followed by a remainder to the heirs of the

body of the baron and feme.

be
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be involved or flow into the limitation to the feme herself,

as not'being confined to her own heirs ; therefore the re-

mainder is in contingency. And the same doctrine pre- Vide Lane v.

vailed in two other cases, that I shall take occasion to cite J^annel, and

more particularly by and by, in which it was held, that a
^'^S"i^''ton

sr J J ^

'

>
V. W harrey,

similar limitation was a contmgent remainder to the heirs infra, G5.

of both the bodies of husband and wife.

So in the case of Gossage v. Taylor, where an estate Stiles' Rep.
for life was limited (but Q? and consider the case) to -S'. 325- Gossage

wife of i. remainder to the heirs to be begotten upon the v" i v 1'

body of ^. by L. her husband, no estate being previously joj,

limited to the husband himself; it was held that the v.'ord

heirs related to both their bodies, and consequently did

not create an estate tail in -S.

We are to distinguish between cases of the last-men-

tioned class, and those above noticed, where the limitation

to the heirs, 8cc. is held to vest, notwithstandino- the an-

cestor's freehold may determine in his life-time ; the limi-

tation there is to the heirs of the body of the ancestor only,

but here it is to the heirs of the body of the ancestor and
of her baron ; and though every person may so far be sup-

posed to carry his own heirs, See. in himself during his life. Vide Co. Lit.

as that a limitation to them where he takes a preceding 22, b.

freehold may vest in himself; yet no person can be supposed

to include in himself the heirs, See. of himselfand ofsome-

body else.

The reference of the word heirs, in the last noticed case,

to the bodies of both the husband and wife, corresponds

with the decision in a very late case ; where upon the mar- Denn d.

riage the husband covenanted to stand seised of lands to Trickett v.

the use of himself and his intended wife for their lives, and Gillot, 2.

the life of the longer liver, remainder to the use ofthe heirs £„^j ji

on the body of his said intended wife by him lawfully to 431.

be begotten, remainder to the use of his own right heirs. [39]

The husband having survived the wife, levied a fine of the

lands"; and after his decease, a question arose upon the

operation of this fine ; which depended on the point, whe-
ther the words, to the use of the heirs on the body of the

wife by the husband to be begotten, gave an estate tail only

to the wife, or a joint estate tail to both. And it was de-

cided, that the limitation gave an estate tail to both upon

D 4 tlie
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Co. Lit. iC.

Vide Co. Lit.

26.

Kupps V.

l^onhain,

Yelv. 131.

and vltie Lit.

sec. 26, 27,

•-8, If).

^'itlc Harg.

note 3- Co-

Liu 2G b.

2 Rol. Ahi:

417. pi. ti.

[40J

Roed.
^Nightingale

V. Quartley,
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the aulhorily of the last above cited case, and others h^re'

after noticed, as well as of the case cited by lord Coke, from

3 Ed. 3. c. 32. where, upon a gift to J. and M. uxori ejus

ct hccndibus quos idem J. de corpore ipsius M. procrearet,

Sec. it was adjudged an estate tail in both, because the

estate was equally intailed to the heirs of the baron as to

tlie heirs of the wife.

We may observe, that in the two last cases the heirs were

nr)t expressed to be of the body of either parent; but

heirs upon or on the body of the one by the other, and

therefore applied equally to them both. And however

lio-ht or frivolous the distinction in these cases between

the word of, and the words on or by may now appear

;

yet it having originally, upon principles now obsolete,

obtained ground in judicial decisions, the court held them-

selves bound to observe it in the case last noticed. The

same distinction was particularly relied on in a case there

referred to ; where, upon a feoffment to the use of -R. and

his wife for their lives, remainder to the use of the first, se-

cond, and third son of the body of the wife, and after-

wards to the heirs of the body of the wife by R. to be

begotten, it was held that the inheritance was only in the

wife ; because the word heirs, which made the inheritance,

was annexed only to the body of the wife ; but that if it

had been to the heirs, which the husband should beget on

the body of the wife, it would have been an estate tail in

them. both.

In the case of a hmitation to A. for life, the remainder

to the right heirs of him and of B. (B. being alive at

the time), it was thought to be executed for a moiety ;
for

that if A. had not had a particular estate limited to him,

his right heir, and the heir of B. would have had it in

common ; and he should not have the whole, on account

of the other not being capable, as it was not limited to

him.

But here we are to notice a distinction, between a limi-

tation to the right heirs of husband and wife, who may-

have a common heir between them ; and one to the right

heirs of two other persons.

Thus in the case of a devise, in remainder to the right

heirs of W. and M. his wife for ever, without any ante-

cedent
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nedeiit estate to either of them, the wife died, leaving a 1 Durnf. and

daughter by PF. ; he married again, and left a daughter by ^^^^' ^^P'

his second wife; and upon a dispute between the two

daughters, it was argued that the description of right heirs

of W. and his wife must either mean the heirs of the sur-

vivor, or o'ive the estate in moieties between the heirs of

each. But the court held the devise to operate in the Vide infra,

same manner as if it had been to the right heir of the 310, etseq.

body of W. and M. That it was to be collected from

Co. Lit. 107. that a grant to husband and wife was not

considered in the same light as a grant to other persons

;

for that if a joint estate be made to husband and wife,

and a third person, the husband and wife have but one

moiety ; and the third person will have as much as them

both ; because the husband and wife are but one person

in law. If then they were but one person by reason of

the relation they stood in, a limitation to their heirs, with-

out any prior limitation to themselves, must naturally

mean heirs to them both, according to that relation, which

could only be children of them both.

A limitation to a woman and the heirs of her late hus-

band (then dead) on her body begotten, was adjudged to

give her no more than an estate for life. And it was held Mandevile's

that a fee tail vested in her son by her late husband ; and j ^^^'i"^*

that on his death, without issue, it descended on his sister

(daughter of the same parents) as heir of the body of

her father, performam doni (u).

V. 8. {x) It seems immaterial, with respect to the ope- And see Roe

ration of the general rule respecting the limitation to the "
^^"'"'(y

heirs. Sec. attaching in the ancestor, whether the ancestor [41]

takes the freehold by express limitation or by implication; v. VeriwnSf

in either case the subsequent remainder to the hers of his ^y*^^' 5 y^^^^

bedy, 8cc. equally unites with it {y). As in a case of fre- ^. Terru v.

quent Collier,— 1 1 Easty 375.

(m) See Mr, Preston's Observations, p. 80—93, on the Classes and Tenny d^

of Cases contained in this and the three preceding paragraphs. ^^«^ v-

^
(x) V. 8. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where the '-ff„.

' "

h-eenolcl results to the ancestor by implication.

Uj) In this paragraph, after shev/ing that the rule in Shelley's

case applies to those cases, where the freehold results to the

ancestor
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Pibus ;. qiient reference, where A. seised in fee, covenanted t«

Mitford, stand seised to the use of his heirs male begotten or to be
6"^ r. 3y'

. |jg2;otten on the body of his second wife ; it was, upon the

[42] principle laid down by lord Coke, 1 Inst. 23 a, that so

much of the use as the owner of the land does not dispose

of, remains in him, held by Hale C. J. and two other

judges, that A. took an estate for his own life by implica-

tion ; the use during his life being undisposed of. And
it was held, that the subsequent limitation to his

ancestor by implication, equally as to those in which he takes

it by express limitation, Mr. Fearne proceeds to enquire, in

what cases it is considered to result to the ancestor.—The au-

thorities he produces seem to establish the general rule, that,

where an use is limited, which cannot commence till after the

grantor's decease, and either no use is limited to take effect in

the grantor's life-time, or such uses being limited, they are not

commensurate with the grantor's life, the freehold will result to

him, unless an express use be limited to him inconsistent with

such an implication.

Among the cases, where the uses limited to the ancestor have

been thought inconsistent with such an implication, Mr. Fearne

cites those of Adams v. Savage, and Rawley v. Holland, in

each of wliich, a limitation of a term to the ancestor was thought

inconsistent with his taking the freehold by implication ; and

in each of wliich, a subsequent limitation to the heirs male of

the ancestor's own body was held to be a contingent remainder,

and, (on the ground discussed in a future part of the essay),

was held to be void for want of an estate of freehold to sup-

port it.

With great deference to these authorities, and Mr. Fearne's

conclusion from them, it must be considered, that, in each of

them, the freehold resulted to the ancestor, by a necessary con-

sequence of law. It is a rule of law, which admits of no ex-

ception, that the freehold cannot be in abeyance; it may, there-

fore, be enquired in whom, in the cited cases, it was considered

to reside. It is evident that it could only reside in the ancestor,

or in the taistees. Now, as the judges held the limitation to

the heirs of the ancestor's body to be void, they could not

consider the freehold to reside in the trustees. It must, there-

fore, be considered to be vested in the ancestor ; and it cannot

be a legal objection to this conclusion that it destroyed the

term.

heirs
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heirs male, 8cc. was executed on the estate for life which

he had by implication, and created an estate tail in A.

In Pibus V. Mitford there was no limitation of the use

during the covenantor's life. But there have been cases

containing an express limitation of the immediate use.

And where it has been limited away for years only,

and no use limited of the freehold till the grantor's death,

the use of the freehold, as undisposed of till that period,

seemed to fall within the doctrine of resulting interests.

And accordingly in the case of Penhay v. Hurrell, Vide p. 25,

cited in a former page, Lord Keeper, after much con- supra,

siderartion, and a case stated to the judges, gave his

opinion, that A. had an estate for life by implication:

and so all the limitations over were good, there being a

freehold to support them. Which determination appears

to have proceeded upon the sti'ength of lord Coke's

opinion, 1 Inst. 23, a. and the concurrent authority of

Lord Chief Justice Hale's opinion, in the case of Pibus v. Vide p. 41,
'

Mitford before cited, that as well in a fine or feoffment, as supra,

in a covenant to stand seised to uses, so much of the use

as a man does not limit away remains in him.

In a subsequent case where the use was limited to the Adams u.

grantor himself for 99 years, remainder to the use of the Tertenants

trustees for 25 years, remainder to (the use of) the heirs °
c ]K^^t'

male of his own body, remainder to his own right heirs,

the court held the limitation to the heirs male of the body And vide

to be void, because there was no preceding freehold Dyeriii.

limited to support it, and that it should not be implied con- ^" margin,

trary to the intent of the conveyance ; that there the estate

took effect by transmutation of possession out of the

seisin of the trustees, and not like Fenwick (should be

Pibus) and Mitford's case, where the owner covenanted

to stand seised to the use of the heirs of his body ; and
Powell Justice held that even in that case, if there had
been an express estate limited to the covenantor, it had
been different.

And so where A. by marriage settlement conveyed cer- [43]

tain lands to the use of himself for 99 years, if he so long Rawley Vo

lived, and after to the use of trustees for 200 years, re- Holland,

mainder to the use of the heirs male of his own body, ^^^'^'
^f' ,

• , , . . , , .

•'' p. log. pi. 11
iemaniaer to his own nght heirs, upon a case referred 2 Eq. Abr.

to 753-
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fo the judges of C. B. from the Court of Chancery, they

held the hmitation to the heirs male of the body of A.

void, no freehold being limited to any person precedent

to that estate; and that no estate of freehold could, result

to A. for his life by imphcation, because another estate, viz.

for 99 years if, Svc. was expressly hmited to him, which

would be inconsistent with a freehold by implication.

And where the use was expressly limited away during the

Ufe of the grantor instead of for years only, it has been

held, that the freehold cculd not result to him, so as to unite

with the subsequent limitation to the heirs of his body.

Tippin V. Thus where E. C. on his intended marriage, settled lands

Cosin.
|j j^gg^j ^^^ ^j^g |.Q ^^Q ygg Qf himself and his heirs till

Cartli """ ''

Mod.*^38o. ^^^ marriage, and afterwards to the use of his wife for

f s- r , , s Ufe, remainder to the use of the cognizees in the fine and
(x)intra (^1.) '

-r< ^
l^Ioor, 284. their heirs during the hfe of E. C. upon trust to permit

Quccrc,— him to receive the rents and profits, remainder to the sons

Af'^/^ "li
^^ ^^^ marriage .successively in tail male, and for want of

supra, 41 . '^^icb issue to the heirs of the body of the said E. C, and

Etvideinfra, for want of such issue to the said E. C. and his heirs, it

44,whereMr. ^^,^^ agreed that the case differed from that of Fenwick v.

f^^veTtht'f
Mitforth (x), for there, no use at all was limited for the life of

'•'
in Pihus the feoffor ( yy), which left a vacancy the law would supply

and Mitford, by imphcation ; but in the principal case there being an
the covenant-

g^press estate limited to the cognizees during the Ufe of
or fi aa not

,, ^, , 1 p, p i x- t> j
limited any ^- ^- there was no room leit tor any miphcation. Joesides

use at all du- that in Mitford's case (z), it was held to be no other than
ringjiis otvn

^^xe old reversion subsisting in the feoffor (a) ; but the

observe "that
Imitation in the principal case being of a new estate, viz.

in Feniiick x. an estate tail, could not be any part of the old estate, which

Mitforth, in- was a fee simple. And though it was contended, that

fra 51, a use
^^^ j^^^ would imply an estate for life in E. C. intermediate

durintrthe between the estate of the cognizees and that to the first

life q/'the co- son of the marriage, because it was possible that the cog-
nusor, VIZ. nizees might forfeit or surrender

;
yet the whole court was

xxiife for life,
clearly of opinion that the limitation to the heirs of the

[44] body of E. C. was a contingent remainder, and such as the

(7/) Qucere,— heir would take by purchase, and not by descent; and that

covenantor, the case differed from that of Fenwick v. Mitford for the

F '^h^' reasons before given. And judgment was given accord*

V. Mitforth, ingly.

zV''"; 5^- (fl) Q.U(Bre)^-conu5or. ^O
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-So where A. made a settlement to the use of himself for 1 p. W. 387.

•§9 years, if he should so long live, remainder to trustees Else v.

and their heirs during his life, &c. remainder to the use of

tlie heirs of his body ; remainder to himself in fee, lord

Chancellor Cooper held this limitation to the heirs of the

body to be plainly a contingent remainder.

And in a case where A. having two sons C. and D. Southcotv.

covenanted to stand seised to the use of C. and tlie heirs Stowell

male of his body on M. his wife to be begotten, and for
Jj^^

'
^'^ '

want of such issue to the heirs male of his (^.'s) own body, 3 Mod. 207.

and for want of such issue to his own right heirs for ever ; 211.

C. the eldest son died, leaving issue one son and several

daughters, A. died and then the son of C. died without issue.

The court held the limitation to the heirs of the body of

A. to be words of purchase, and to vest in the son of C.

upon the death of ^. as heir male of his body by pur-
Vide Man-

chase ; and that on the death of C.'s son it descended to devile's case,

his uncle D.. as heir male of the body of A.performam Co. Lit. 26.

fhni : and not by purchase as heir male of the body of ' ^"'P^^? ^ '

A. he not being heir, as his nieces were living. They

allowed no estate for life in 7I. by implication, and seemed

to doubt the doctrine in the case of Pibus and Mitford.

But tliis difference is observable between the two cases

;

in that of Pibus and Mitford the covenantor had not

limited any use at all during his own life ; whereas in South-

cot V. Stowell, the covenantor had limited a present use

to his son C. in tail.

But notwithstanding the disinclination of the court in

the .case of Southcot v. Stowell, to admit a resulting use

tx) the grantor, or allow a person to take as special heir

by purchase, if not alsQ complete heir; a contrary doctrine

has been since established in respect to both these points,

in a late case which has carried the implication of a rcr

suiting use to a grantor, a step beyond the limits of the supra, 41 &
question in the cases of Pibus and Mitford, and Penhay 25.

and Hurrell; though I jthink equally within the extent of

the same principle.

The case in substance was this : Archdale Palmer and his [45]

son John Palmer, upon the marriage of the son with A. set- Wills et al' .

tied certain lands to the use of Archdale and his heirs until 5^- ^^^""^^

tlie marriage ;
an 1 afterwards, as to part of the lands, to the

^ gi^ck.

use Kep. 687.
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uso of John Palmer for life, ai^d after intermediate remain-

ders, (to the use of his wife for life and of his sons by her

or any other woman successively in tail male,) to the use of

the heirs male of the body of the said Archdale Palmer, re-

mainder to the use of the heirs of the body of John Palmer,

remainder to the use of John Palmer his heirs and assigns
;

and as to the residue of the lands, to the use ofArchdale for

life, and after several intermediate limitations, (to the use of

John for life, and to his wife, in part, for life, and of the sons

of the marriaoe successively in tail male), to the use of John

and the heirs male of his body, remainder to the use of

Archdale, his heirs and assigns.

John died without issue male in the life-time of his father,"

leaving A. his A\idow and one daughter by her named Ann.

Archdale afterwards by his will, noticing that by the death

of his eldest son John without issue male, that part of his

estate then in his possession was, by the said marriage set-

tlement, vested in him in fee simple, devised the said estate

to his son William Palmer for life, with remainder to his

sons successively in tail male, and for want of such issue,

to the heirs male of his (testator's) body begotten, and for

want of such issue, to his own right heirs for ever.

Archdale died leaving his said grand-daughter Ann his

heir at law, and his son Wilham Palmer who (as well as

John his deceased brother) was the testator's issue by a first

wife, and also leaving Henry, an eldest son, and several other

children, by his second wife.

Afterwards William Palmer, who at his father's death

was heir male of his body, died, leaving a son, who died

leaving a son Henry John, who died an infant without issue;

and no recovery was suffered by William or his son.

Upon the death of Henry John, Henry the then eldest son

and heir male of the body of Archdale by his second wife,

entered upon that part of the estate which was by Arch-

dale's will devised to the heirs male of his body.

And afterwards upon the death of Ann the widow of

[46] John, Henry took possession, as heir male of the body of

Archdale, of the lands which she had held for her life under

the settlement.

Upon a Bill filed by Ann the daughter of John, and heir

general of Archdale and her husband, claiming in her right

as
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tis heir at law and heir of the body of John Pahiier, to be

entitled, on failure of issue male of the whole blood, to that

part of the estate which was limited by the settlement to

John Palmer in fee ; and also claiming in her right, as heir

at law of Archdale, to be entitled to the estates of which
the'reversion in fee was limited to him by the settlement, as

not devised by his will ; a case was made for the opinion of

thejudgesof the King's Bench upon the question.

Whether any and what estate passed by the settlement to

tlie defendant Henry Palmer, as heir male of the body of

Archdale Palmer the grantor ? And whether any and what
estate passed to the said defendant Henry Palmer, as heir

male of the body of the said Archdale Palmer, by his

will?

Upon which the judges certified they were of opinion,

tliat the defendant Henry Palmer, by the settlement, took

by descent as heir male of the body of Archdale Palmer the

grantor. That in case a third person had been the grantor,

they should have thought that Henry Palmer would have

taken an estate in tail male by purchase, under the descrip-

tion of heir male of Archdale Palmer.

And that they were of opinion, that an estate in tail male

passed to the defendant Henry Palmer, as heir male of the

body of Archdale Palmer by his will.

It is evident from the above question and certificate, that

it appeared as well to the court of King's Bench as of

Chancery, that Archdale Palmer was the grantor, or at

least to be considered in that light, both the question and

certificate stiling him such.

But there was no suspense of the express use in this case

till the decease of the grantor, any more than there was in

the case of Southcot v. Stoweli ; for it was limited to John

Palmer iiranediately from the marriage, and yet it was held

that Henry (who was the heir male of the body of the

grantor, at the decease of Ann the widow of John, when
the limitations preceding that to the heirs male of the body r^yi

of the grantor determined) took by descent, that is, in the

strict legal sense, by descent from Archdale Palmer the

grantor. This conclusion is fixed by the distinction taken

in the certificate itself, betwixt his taking, as it stated he

<iid, by descent, and his taking, as it stated he would have

done.

46
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done, by purchase, in case a third person had been tiie

grantor.

I advert to those words as fixing the sense of the word

descent, because, as Henry Pahner was not heir male of

the body of Archdale at the time of Archdale's decease,

the expression, that Henry took by descent, does not of

itself seem necessarily to decide that the hmitation in the

settlement operated to vest the estate tail in Archdale.

For supposing that limitation to have given the estate tail

to the heir male of the body of Archdale by purchase under

that description, it would have vested in William, who, at

Archdale's decease, was the heir male of his body; and

being not to determine till failure of heirs male of the

body of Archdale, possibly it might have been said to

descend upon failure of William's issue male to Henry,

then heir male of the body of Archdale, as heir performam

doni ; according to the principle on which the court

Vide supra, decided the case of Southcott v. Stowell, and the doctrine

40, 44., infra, in Mandevile's case cited above, where though the estate

8o- tail first vested in Robert as heir of the body of his father

by purchase, yet it devolved from hira to his sister Maud,

and in the formedon, under which she recovered, was said

Harg. note, to descend to her ; and, according to lord Hale, would
3. Co. Lit. equally have done so, though she had been of the half

" ' blood; for half blood is no impediment to the descent or

succession of an estate tail through a tenant in tail to his

collateral relation, answering the description of heir per

formam doni. And though such a devolution is not strictly

and vide the a descent, yet the allowed application of that word to it in

word 80 used pleading, might have left the application of it not quite

AT i^^^'^^'
^^^''tain, had not the distinction been noticed between

Henry's taking by descent as heir male of the body ofthe

grantor, and his taking by purchase in case a third person

had been the grantor; which clearly ascertains, that the

[48] word descent in the certificate was intended, in its strict

technical sense, and meant that Henry took by descent an

Vide infra estate first vested in Archdale. T^e opinion that Henry

p. 80. would have taken an estate tail male by purchase, if a

third person had been the grantor, affirms the doctrine

that a person may take as special heir by purchase, without

at the same time filling the character of heir general;

?<, which
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•vvhich is confirmed by the close of the certificate, that an Vide infra,

estate tail male passed to Henry, as heir male of the body 211.

of Archdale, by his will.

The limitation to the use of the heirs male of the body

of Archdale Palmer vesting an estate tail in himself, the

use must have resulted to or remained in himself for life

;

but this could not be an immediate estate for life, but an

estate in remainder, expectant on the determination of the

uses which preceded the limitation to the heirs male of his

body.

The cases of Pibus v. Mitford, and Penhay v. Hurrell,

admitted the immediate use to result to the grantor for

life by implication v^^here no use of the freehold was limited

to take effect till after his decease. The case of Wills v.

Palmer goes a step further on the same principle, and

implies the use for life in the grantor, in remainder, after

uses that commenced and might determine in his life-

time.

The inference, therefore, afforded by the several cases,,

seems to be, that when the use is not limited away during

the whole life of the grantor, and there is a use limited

which cannot commence till after his decease (as is the

case of a hmitation to the heirs of his body, taken by

itself).; whether that use be limited in the first instance, Supra, 41.

(as in Pibus v. Mitford), or be preceded by hmitations for

terms of years, (as in Penhay v. Hurrell), or by uses of the Supra, •j.t-

freehold or inheritance that may determine in the grantor's;

life-time, (as in Wills ?;. Palmer), the use results to the

grantor for life ; immediately in the first case, and in re-

mainder expectant on the preceding uses in the other;

where there is no express use limited to the grantor himself,

inconsistent with such an implication.

This conclusion, indeejil, flows from the above noticed

rule laid down by Lord Coke, that in a conveyance to uses

without valuable consideration, so much of the use as is

not disposed of remains in the grantor. For it is evident

that the use of the present freehold, where no use at all, [4(1 j

or a use for term of years only is limited to commence

before the grantor's decease, is not disposed of; and that

where the use is limited immediately, for estates that maj
determine in the grantor's life, followed by a limitation that

E cannot
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Supra, 43.

Supra, 42,

43. Vide

Goodright v

Cornish, 1

Salk. 226
;

and supra,

note to p. 41.

2 Salk. 675.

Davies v.

Speed,
Siiow. Cas.

Pari. 104.

Vide same
case, infra,

p. 284, with

some further

observations

upon it.

Vide 1 P. W.
25'J, Sir T.

[50]'

Tippin's case

the. cited,

and vide

Jenk. Cent.
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cannot take effect till after his decease, the intermediate

iise in remainder for his life, is not disposed of; for suppose

the preceding use to determine in his life-time, where

then is the use during his life, if not in himself?

There is nothing however in Lord Coke's position, nor

in the circumstances of the case of Wills v. Palmer that

applies to those cases, where the use is expressly limited

away for the grantor's life ; nor contravenes the doctrine

in Tippin v. Cosin above cited, or the opinion of the Lord

Chancellor Cowperin Elsoi'. Osborn.—And to extend the

principle to cases Avhere an express estate for years is

limited to the grantor, as in Adams v. Tertenants of Savage,

and Rawley v. Holland, though the use of the freehold is

not limited away till after the grantor's decease, would be

admitting or raising an estate by implication, in direct con-

tradiction to, and denial of, an express estate ; which is

not reconcileable to the idea of implication.

No estate for life can arise by implication, or by way of

resulting use, to a person who was not the owner of the

estate granted. As where husband and wife levied a fine of

the wife's land to the use of the heirs of the body of the

husband on the wife beo;otten, and for default of such issue

to the use of the right heirs of the husband ; they had

issue ; the wife died, then the issue died, and then the hus-

band died ; and the question was, whether the heir of the

husband or the heir of the wife should have the lands ?

And the court held, that no estate for life could arise to

the husband by implication, because the estate was the

wife's, to which he was a stranger ; therefore the limitation

to the heirs of the husband, &c. was void, for want of a

preceding freehold to support it. An implied estate in the

wife for her hfe would not do, as she died before her hus- •

band, and consequently before the remainder to his heir

could commence.

So where a marriage settlement was made by a third per-

son to the use of A. the husband for 99 years, remainder

to trustees duiing his life to support contingent remainders,

remainder to the wife for life, remainder to the first, &c.

son of the marriage, remainder to the heirs of the body of

-4., remainder to his right heirs; here the freehold during

A.'s life being limited to trustees, and he taking only a

term
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term of years,, and the estate not moving from him (for if

it had, the hmitation to hir, right heirs would have been the

old reversion) the remainder to his heirs was a contingent

remainder.

And in a case more fully cited in the sequel of this essay?

where lands were devised to C. for the term of 90 years Harris ik

if he should so long live, and afterwards to the heirs of Barnes, infra,

C.'s body, it was held that it vested in the heir by pur-
ff^'^"^

^^^^^'

chase.

Indeed, in a case where the testator devised in remainder

(after hmitations to his son W. and his heirs males) to

the heirs males of his brother A^.'s sons (who then had two Hayes d.

sons living;'! without any antecedent devise to those sons Foorde v.

themselves, and by a schedule annexed to the will and re- ?,, ?'xj* J
T r 1 1 2 Black Rep.

ferred to in it (and which the special verdict found to be ggg^

part of the will) purporting to be an account how the tes-

tator had disposed of his estates by his will, he said, and

for want of his son W.'s having sons, then to his brother

N.'s sons, and for want of sons, then over, upon the

question, whether one of the sons of N. took an estate

for life or in tail, the court of King's Bench in Ireland held

he took only for life. But on an appeal to the King's Bench

in England, Lord Mansfield in delivering the opinion of

the court, observed that the only doubt was, whether by

the words of the will, the sons of jV. took any estate by

implication ; that such doubt was removed by the schedule,

which expressly gave an estate to the sons of N., and

therefore the son of N. took an estate for life by imphca-

tion thus explained, which being conjoined with the estate

expressly given to his heirs males, by the will, would by

the known rule of law give him an estate in tail male.—
But this case turned on the operation of the schedule.

Again, in a case' cited in a preceding page, the devise Roe d.

to the right heirs of husband and wife was adjudged to Nightingale

operate as a devise to the person wl>o was heir of the hus-
l[3^^'^'^'^^'

band and wife as a purchaser, because there was no estate

at all limited to the husband or wife.

And wherever the ancestor takes only an estate for years, Vide Co. Llf.

another person being the grantor, the remainder to his 3i9> •5- and

heirs or heirs of his body, &c. will not vest in himself, [5O
but in the heirs by purchase. As in the case of a lease S"- T. Tsp-

^•^^.
pinsca^e,

^ ^ supra, 49,
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Ami Ilal. for vein's to -4. remainder to B. in tail, remainder to the

;, rioht heirs of A., the heirs take by purchase, if^. die
Har^. n. 4. ,'=' . , .,

"^ ^ '

Co. Lit. 2. b <i"''mg the estate tail.

But a limitation to the right heirs of the grantor, will

Fenwick v. continue in himself as the reversion in fee. As where a

Moor "Sj.
^'^^ ^^^^ levied to the use of the wife of the conusor for

1 Inat. 22, b. life, remainder to the use of B. in tail, remainder to the

] L-eon. 182. use of the right heirs of the conusor; it was adjudged that

tlie limitation of the use to the rio-ht heirs of the conusor

was void, for that the old use of the fee continued in him

as a reversion.

INIoor 718. So where A. infeoffed J. S. and J. N. in fee, to the use
Larl ot Bed- ^f himself for 40 years, without impeachment of waste

Vide ai^o during the life of ^. and afterwards to the use of C. second

Jeiik. Cent, son of A. in tail male, remainder to the use of the right

248. 2 Rep. heirs of A. for ever ; it was resolved, that the use limited

r-i-
'

^^'
1 to the rioht heirs of A. w^as the old use; that it was void

Hal.MSS. as a remainder, and was merely the reversion in A.
Harg. n. 3. And where A. seised in fee conveyed the lands to the use
Co. l,it.

Q^ J ^^^ j^£ ijjg ^yjfg^ ^Y\d of the heirs male of the body

of J. and afterwards to the use of the right heirs of the

j^/r
^' *"

^^"_ said A. ; upon a question, Avhether the remainder limited

Eriii'fton, to the use of the right heirs of A. in the lands in which
Cro. Eliz. he had no particular estate, was in him as his old reversion,
^^^'

or vested in his heir by purchase ; it was the clear resolu-

tion of the whole court, that this use so limited to A.'^i

right heirs, was the old use, and continued in ^. as tht

reversion.

It follows that an express limitation of the use away

during the life of the grantor, will not make his right heirs

purchasers, it being his old use undisposed of. Therefore

in the case of Sir T. Tippin before cited, though the first

limitation to the husband was only for years and then to

\"idc 1 P. \V. trustees during his life, yet, if the estate had moved from

'.iS'J- Sir T. him, the Hmitation to his right heirs would have been his
lippms

^j^ reversion, as stated in the report referred to. Conse-

quently, this difference is to be observed, between a sub-

sequent limitation to the use of the heirs special and one

'to the use of the heirs general, in cases where the freehold

is limited away from the grantor during his life ; the latter,

we have seen, leaves the old use in himself by way of

reversion

:

Ciiae.
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j-eversion ; but the former is a contingent remainder to his Vide Tippin

heirs special—That is, where the limitation is by way of "• Cosin, and

use : for by a conveyance at common law, the limitation ' ^^ '" ^^"

11- • 1 p 1 . Ill •, 1
born, supra,

to the heu's special or the grantor would be void ; because „. 43 ^^
a donor cannot make his own heir a purchaser, even of an yj^j j jj^gj.

estate tail, without departing with the whole fee. 22, b.

V. 9, (z) I shall now proceed to observe, that where

the estate limited to the ancestor, is merely an equitable Vid. Mo<ra-

or trust estate, and that to his heirs, &c. carries the legal ^- ^^gg,

estate ; they will not incorporate into an estate of inhe- l^aJ^^^^'

ritance in the ancestor ; as (in general) would have been

the case, if they bad been both of one quahty, that is, both

legal, or both equitable.

As in the case of Tippin v, Cosin, above cited, where Tippin v.

the estate was limited to the use of trustees and their Cosin, supra,

heirs, during the life of E. C. upon trust to permit and P' "^2-

suffer him to take the profits, remainder to the first and
other sons of the marriage. Sec. remainder to (the use of)

the heirs of the body of E. C, though it was contended,

that the limitation of the profits to E. C. during his life,

was an estate executed in him by the statute, yet, the court

denied that; and adjudged that the limitation to the

heirs of the body of E. C operated as a contingent re-

mainder.

And again, where a testatrix devised certain real estates

to trustees and their heirs, upon trust and in confidence,

in the first place, out of the rents and profits thereof to 1 Eq. ^br,
pay the several legacies, devises and bequests thereinafter- S^Sj c. 4.

mentioned, and then, (after giving several annuities for hfe,) Y^J^^ Z^''
°'

she appointed her trustees to pay all the rest and residue
f.^^

"j ^

'

of the rents and profits of the premises to the proper hands Lady Jones

of her daughter C. F. or as she by any writing, &c. should '"• -^^^'^ Say

appoint, for and during the term of her natural life ; and ^^^ "^-i / ,

after her (the said daughter's) decease, the trustees to Sai/ and Sele

stand seised of the premises to the use of the heirs of the v. Lady

body of her said daughter C. E. severally and successively
-^o"^^^ 3

^^''•

. 4/8.'

(c) V. 9. Effect ofthe rule in Shelley's case, where the estate

limited to the ancestor is equitable, and the limitation to his heirs

xiarries the legal estate.

E 3 as
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as they should happen to be in priority of birth and seni-

ority of age, and the heirs of their respective bodies in

tail general, subject to the payment of the several annui-

ties, and in case of failure of the issue of the body of her

said daughter C. F. then to the use of Lady J. After the

decease of the testatrix, C. F. and her husband suffered a

recovery of the lands, and she afterwards died without

issue ; upon her decease Lady J. claimed the lands under

the will, by virtue of the remainder thereby limited- to

lier.

It was contended for the plaintiff (Lady J.) that C. F.

took only a trust estate for hfe by the will, with a con-

tingent remainder to the heirs of her body in tail

general ; that the direction to the trustees to pay the re-

sidue of the rents, &c. to the proper hands of C. F.

who was a married woman, gave her a mere trust, and

not a use executed by the statute. It was a trust

for her separate use, and to construe it an use executed,

would be to subject it to the power and controul of her

husband- That the subsequent limitation to the heirs of her

body severally, &c. was a use executed by the statute,

and could not be consolidated with the precedent trust

limited to C. F. for life, so as to create an estate tail in her.

That the subsequent words, in case of failure of issue of

the body of C. F. then to Lady J., &.c. did not create an

estate tail in C. F. by implication, nor enlarge the prece-

dent estate, because no legal estate vested in C. F.—On
the other side, it was contended, that the legal estate

passed to the trustees and their heirs ; and if it passed in

fee, then all the subsequent uses were uses upon a use,

and consequently trusts not executed by the statute ; and

if the estate given to C. F. for life, and the subsequent

limitation to the heirs of her body, were both trusts, they

might be consohdated together, and create an equitable

estate tail ; and that in this case, either both the estates

were executed, or neither.

But Lord Chancellor King was of opinion, that by the

words of the will the use was executed in the trustees

and their heirs during the life of C. F. and that she had

only a trust in the surplus of the rents and profits during

her life ; but that by the subsequent words, viz, that the

trustees
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trustees should stand seised to the use of the heirs of tKe

body of C. F. subject to the payment ofthe annuities, &c.

the use was executed in the persons entitled to take by

virtue thereof, chargeable with the payment of the an- [54l

nuities ; arid therefore there being only a trust estate in.

the ancestor, and an use executed in the heirs of her body,

those different interests could not unite, so as to create

an estate tail by operation of law in the ancestor; and he

decreed accordingly for the plaintiff (a).

There was another case before Lord Hardwicke, which Vide i Mer^

from its alliance to the above in respect of the construe- ^^^' ^o"?*

tion upon a trust, for what is stiled the separate use of a r ^^. p^^^^

feme covert, may, I think, without impropriety be intro- ton.

duced in this place ; though otherwise I should rather

arrange it in that class of cases, wherein the Court of

Chancery has assumed a latitude of construction in the

execution of trusts, beyond the limits generally ad-

mitted in other cases ; and held the rule, that unites the Vide infra,

estate of freehold in the ancestor with the subsequent p. 90. &. secj,

limitation to the heirs of the body controlable by argu-

ments of intention, that would not have been allowed the

Same effect in respect to legal estates. Of which cases

I shall have occasion to treat hereafter.

(a) A point said to have been decided in the case ofLady Jones yi^^ Lord
•V. Lord Say and Sale, one of the authorities cited by Mr. Fearne Say 8f Sele

in support of the position expressed by him in the text, seems 'y- Lady

questionable. In that case, a testatrix devised land to trustees '-f^neSfS Bro^

and their heirs, in trust out of the rents and profits of it to pay ^9^ jj
'

certain legacies and life annuities, and the residue of the rents ^^^ ^ Har^
and profits to her daughter for her separate use for her life; and, ton, 7 T. R^
after her daughter's decease, to stand seised of the land to the use 652. Doe d.

of the heirs of her daughter's body. The court is said to have y^^^^^^ '^''

decided, that the use was executed in the trustees and their heirs, ' ^ .
° '

dui'ing the life of the daughter, and no longer. But, as this Doe d!White
construction did not give the trustees such an estate as enabled v. Simpson,

them fo execute the general trust reposed in tliem for the pay- 5 East, 162.

ment of the testatrix's bequests and annuities, the propriety of ^(^^^^^^on u.

the decision seems to admit of doubt. In practice, certainly,
-^^^nd Smith

no reliance can be placed on it, as an authority for confining ^. Dennison
the estate of trustees, under such a devise, to the life of the v. King and

tenant for life. Dumford,

E4 The i6£a.#,283.
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Roberts r. The case I am now speaking of, was a devise to trus«

Dixwcll,
^^,^g ^^ convey to the use of the testator's daughter, for

1 Atk. Lk);.
^j^^ ^^^,^^^ ^^ l^p^, natural hfe, and so as she alone or such

person as she should appoint, should take and receive

r--] the rents and profits thereof, and so as her husband was

not to intermeddle therewith ; and from and after her de-

cease, in trust for the heirs of the body of the said daugh-

ter for ever.

Vide (Jarth The principal question is stated to have been, whether

V. Baldwai, the trust was executed or executory? for that if executed
mtra, IJ5.

^j^^ daughter was then tenant in tail and her husband

entitled by the curtesy ; the contrary if executory only.

Lord Hardwicke considered the trust as executory, that

the whole direction fell upon the court, and they were to di-

rect how the parties w^ere to convey. That the court had

taken much greater liberties in the construction ofexecutory

trusts than where the trusts were actually executed, and

the point which had governed them had been the intention

of the testator. That if the wife had been entitled to an es-

tate tail, the husband must have been entitled to be tenant

Vide Pitt r. by the curtesy. Notwithstanding the court by their autho-

Jackson,
^.j^^ might have prevented the husband from meddling with

mlra, 56; j;.
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ profits during the life of the wife. That as

^t was plainly the intention of the testator that the hus-

band should have no manner of benefit from the estate

either in the hfe-time of the wife or after her decease,

(for immediately upon the decease of the wife it was to be

conveyed in tiust for the heirs of her body) the husband

of consequence was absolutely excluded ;
for a tenancy

by the curtesy depended absolutely on an estate tail. And

he therefore decreed the estate to be conveyed to the

eldest son of the daughter and the heirs of his body, with

remainder to the second son and the heirs of his body.

In the last noticed case both limitations, as well that to

the daughter for life as that to the heirs of her body, were

mere trusts, the legal estate being devised to the trustees

in trust, to convey, 8cc. which precluded all room for con-

sidering the limitation to the heirs of the body a use exe-

cuted, as in the preceding cases ; and consequently there

did not exist that difference in the qualities of the two

';:tates, to prevent their union, which governed the deci-

sions
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Pions in those cases. It is true the same rule of union

generally operates in equity, where both the limitations

are of the equitable estate, (as I shall have occasion to vide infra,

shew by and by,) except in cases where circumstances 124, &seq

indicative of a contrary or incompatible intention are ad-

mitted to vary the construction ; of which number Lord [56]

Hardwicke considered the case I have been mentioning.

From the two last cases it appears, that a trust for the

separate use of a feme covert for her life, does not so

specifically differ from a general trust for her for life, as to

prevent its union with a subsequent trust for the heirs of

her body ; otherwise the court would have had no occasion

for any resort to the freehold's being a mere trust and the

inheritance an use executed in the first case, or the in-

tended exclusion of the husband from all benefit after his

wife's decease in the last case, as the ground of decision.

And this conclusion seems well founded ; for where both are

equitable estates, how can they fall within the application

of a doctrine founded wholly on the different natures of a

legal and an equitable estate (b) ?

It may also be inferred, from what Lord Hardwicke

said in the said case of Roberts v. Dixwell, of the husband

being tenant by the curtesy if the wife had been entitled

in tail, notwithstanding the court, by their authority, might

have prevented the husband from meddling with the rents

and profits during the life of the wife ; that an equitable

estate tail in the wife is not inconsistent with a trust for her

separate use during her life ; nor such separate trust of the

{bj Mr. Fearne's posthumous works, page 330, contain an opi-

nion given by him on a case, in which the whole legal fee of a

real estate appears to have been executed in trustees and their

heirs, in trust to pay the rents to a married woman for her separate

use, during her life, and, after her decease, in trust for a person

in tail, with remainders over. Consistently with the sentiments

expressed by hira in the text, he delivers his opinion in that ease,

that " the estate tail and remainders over, being all equitable,

" might be barred by an equitable recovery; that is, against an
'' equitable tenant to the prcecipe, which the husband and wife

'' and the tenant in tail might, he conceived, without the con-

" currence of the trustees, make by lea^e and release and a
' i'lnc."

freehold
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freeliold absorbed or merged in the general trust of the

inheritance.

And accordingly, in a case where upon an appointment

of lands to be purchased with trust money to the use of

testator's daughter during her life, for her sole and sepa-

rate and pecuhar use, remainder to her children, &c. it

being held that, in order to effectuate the testator's gene-

ral intention, it should be considered to vest an estate tail

in her in the lands directed to be purchased ; the court

directed that the money should be laid out in lands, and be

settled to the use of trustees in trust for her and the heirs

of her body, she to have the rents, &.c. to her separate use.

In another case, where upon a devise in trust to pay the

rents and profits to a feme covert, for her separate use

during her natural life, and after her decease to the use

and behoof of the heirs of her body, &.c. it was observed

in the argument, that the mother took no legal estate, her

heirs must therefore take as purchasers, which was not

denied nor any question made upon it. But in that case

there were other w ords that more immediately directed the

construction.

And where a testator devised lands to trustees upon

trust, that they, their heirs and assigns, should yearly, by

equal quarterly payments by and out ofthe rents and profits

of the premises, after deducting rates, taxes, repairs and

expences, pay such clear sum as should then remain to his

brother C S. and his assigns, during his natural life, and

after his decease to the use and behoof of the heirs male of

the body of the said C S. lawfully to be begotten, as they

should be in priority of birth ; and in default of such issue,

remainder. over; though Baron Eyre and Master Holford,

thought that the estate for life was executed in C S. yet Mas-

ter Hett differed. And upon a re-hearing, Lord Chancellor

Thurlow expressed his opinion, that the trustees being to

pay the taxes and repairs, must have an interest in the pre-

mises ; and therefore that the legal estate for the life of

C. S. was in them ; and that C. S. had only an equitable

estate for hfe, and the subsequent estate being executed

could not unite ; and of course that a recovery suffered by

C S. was void. But if it were only doubtful, he would

not, he said, oblige the purchaser to take such title.

And
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And in a case in the King's Bench, of a devise to tmstees Silvester cl.

and their heirs npon trust, to stand seised of the lands Law v.

during the term of the natural life of testator's son J, [58]

to such use and behoof as after mentioned, viz. that the Wilson

trustees should yearly, and every year, during the natm-al 2 Durnford

life of the said J. take and receive the rents, issues, and ^^" ^^^^ ^

yearly profits of the premises 5 and the testator ordered that ^ '

^
'

'^'^'^'

such rents, issues, and yearly profits, should be applied for

the subsistence and maintenance of the said J. durino- hiso
natural life ; and immediately from and after his decease

he devised the same premises unto the heirs of the body of

the said J. lawfully to be begotten, and for default of

such issue then to his own right heirs, the court held

that tlie use was not executed in the testator's son, but in

the tmstees during his life, from the nature of the trust to

receive and pay over the profits, and the application directed

for the subsistence and maintenance of the son, by which

the testator seemed to invest the trustees with some degree

of discretionaiy power in that respect. And there being

nothing in the nature of the trust to prevent the limitation

to the heirs of his body from being a use executed, they

held the two limitations did not unite so as to give J. an

estate tail.

V. 10. (f) It may be observed, in the above noticed

cases, which turned on the different qualities of the limi-

tations of the freehold and of the inheritance, the ancestor's

estate for life was an equitable estate, and the limitation to

the heirs, &.c. carried the legal estate. I do not recollect

any decided case where those qualities were transposed, viz.

the freehold a legal estate, and that to the heirs, &c. an

equitable estate ; as in the case of a devise to one for life,

and after his decease to the use oftrustees, in trust for the

heirs of his body. In the decided cases, it seems to have

been the difference between the natures of the two estates,

abstracted entirely from the order of their limitation, that

prevented their flowing into one. Where the limitations

Cc) V. 10. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where the estate

hmited to the ancestor is legal, and the estate limited to the heir

is equitable.

are
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are both legal, the estate tail arises by legal constructioh or

[59] a rule of law ; and when the limitations are both equitable,

(without other ingredients in the case to controul the con-

struction), a similar rule is adopted by equity, to preserve

a uniformity in construction. But when both the estates

are not legal, the application of a legal construction or

operation of a rule of law, which must equally affect both,

seems to be excluded, by one of the objects of that con-

struction not being a subject oflegal cognizance. So when

both are not equitable estates, their combination seems to

be out of the reach of an equitable construction, to which

one of the estates is not adapted. A construction that

should unite the two dissimilar estates, and blend them

into one, seems to belong to. a court having jurisdiction to

give an equitable estate all the qualities or properties of a

legal one, or of reducing a legal estate to the qualities and

properties of a mere equitable one ; or in other words, of

annihilating their difference, and converting an equitable

into a legal, or a legal into an equitable estate ; which

seems to be the province neither of a court of law, nor of

a court of equity. It would be difricult, perhaps, to de-

scribe the result of sucli an heterogeneous compound.

Would it be a legal estate tail? surely not, the legal inhe-

ritance not being included in it. Would it be an equitable

estate tail ? That would be inconsistent with the ancestor's

lepal estate. If it be suggested, that the legal estate in the

ancestor includes the beneficial interest in him, to Avhich

the equitable inheritance might attach, the question is,

how, or upon what principle of law or equity, are we to

separate this supposed beneficial interest from the legal

estate in the ancestor, so as to consider him seised of an

equitable estate? His estate for life is one entire estate for

his own benefit, not cloaked or connected with any trust,

upon which to ground any distinction between the legal

and beneficial interest. How are we to deem a man a

trustee for himself, where no trust at all ever existed, or

affected the estate vested in him ? (d)

V. 11.

id) The position in the preceding paragraph, that, where the

ancestor's estate is merely equitable, a limitation of the legal fee
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v. 11. (e) It appears, that this rule of the subsequent Vide Gilb.

'limitation to the heirs, &c. vesting in the ancestor when he Ten. 254.

takes

to the heirs of his body will not bring the limitations within the

rule in Shelley's case, appears to be settled. The position in the

present paragraph, that by parity of reason, where the legal free-

Jiold is limited to the ancestor, and the equitable fee to the heirs

of his body, the estates will not fall within that rule, is discussed

b}^ Mr. Fearne with his usual ability ; and among his opinions,

in his posthumous works, there is one, p. 3(10, of great merit in

support of the same doctrine. He does not, however, either in

the present work, or in his printed opinions, cite any decided

case in support of the position.

. But the late case of Venables and Wife v. Morris, 7 Durnford Vicl. But!.

and East, 342 and 438, is a strong authority in support of Mr. ^^•^-
§,
^JU-

pearne's conclusion. In that case, an estate was limited to the ^^ //
*^^°'

husband for his life, remainder to trustees and their heirs during ffarton v
his Jife, in trust to preserve contingent remainders; remainder to Harton,
tlie .wife for life; remainder to trustees and their heirs, (not 7 T.R.6^2.

during her life), in trust tosupport the contingent remainders -^^^ ^- ^^^

thereinafter limited ; remainder to their first and other sons sue- ^^^^P^^^ '^'

J~llCnS
cessiyely in tail ; remainder to the wife in tail ; remainder to such >7 T R ao^
uses as she should by deed or will appoint. The wife, by her will, Doe d. Leach
appointed to the heirs of her husband. Three points came before v. MicKlem,

the court for determination ; the first, whether the limitation ^ East, 48(),

to Jthe.trustees and their heirs, subsequent to the limitation to Mrs. '^^°'
^l"

CClii€S tfl€7'C

Morris during her life, gave them an estate of freehold descendible //g^.

to them and their heirs, during Mrs. Morris's life, or an estate

in fee simple. 2dly, If it gave them a descendible freehold,

whether Mrs, Morris's appointment to the right heirs of her

liusband, which on that supposition would be a limitation of the

legal inheritance, incorporated with his estate for life under the

settlement ; and 3dly, On the supposition that the limitation to

the trustees gave them a legal estate in fee simple, whether Mrs.

Morris's appointment to the right heirs of her husband, vested

in him the equitable fee. The judges held that the limitation to

the trustees gave them an estate in fee simple, in remainder ex-

pectant on the wife's decease, so that all the subsequent limita-

tions were trust estates ; this disposed of the first and second

(e) V. 11. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case in hmitations

npcn sLU-rrender§ of copyhold.

poinU
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takes a preceding' freehold, prevails equally in limitations

upon smrenders of copyholds. For where a man surrenders

to

points of die case. On die third, they Iield that the wife's appoint-

ment to tlie use of the right heirs of lier husband, did not unite

with his antecedent life estate, under the settlement ; and could

only give an equitable estate in fee to tlie person, who, at the

time of the husband's decease, should answer the description of

his heir at law. Now, admitting the doctrine laid down in a

subsequent part of this section, that, when a person takes under

an exercise of a power, he takes under the deed creating the

power, and supposing it to apply to the point under consideration,

the case of Venables and Wife v. Morris, seems a decisive au-

thority in support of Mr. Fearne's opinion, that an equitable

limitation of the fee to a person having the legal freehold,

under a previous limitation in the same deed, will not unite

with it.

Connected with this doctrine, is a point which comes for con-

sideration in a case, with whicli titles arc frequently perplexed,

and a decision upon which is very desirable. It frequently hap-

pens that the whole legal inheritance in fee simple is vested in

trustees ; that the equitable fee is limited to a person in tail,

with equitable remainders over ; that the equitable tenant in tail

makes an equitable conveyance to a person and his heirs by way

of mortgage, or upon such trusts as leave the ultimate beneftcial

ownership in himself, and then suffers a recovery, without the

concurrence of the mortgagee or trustee in the conveyance to

the tenant to the prcecipe. It is admitted, that, where the estate

tail and remainders over are equitable, the recovery of the

equitable tenant in tail has the same effect in barring the entail

and remainders over in equity, as the recovery of a legal tenant

in tail has in barring them at law ; it is therefore contended that,

as in the proposed case, the grantor, after the alienation, conti-

nues equitable tenant in tail of the equity of redemption in the

case of a mortgage, and of tlie ultimate beneficial ownership

where such a trust as has been mentioned is created, his recovery

has all the requisites essential to a good equitable recovery. But

it is objected, 1st, that, as in cases where a legal tenant in tail

aliens in fee, and afterwards suffers a recovery without the concur-

rence of the alienee, the courts of lav/ consider the recovery to

be void in law for want of a legal tenant to the pracipe, so

where an equitable tenant in tail aliens in fee, and afterwards

suffers
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to the use of himself for Hfe, remainder to another in tail, Vide Case of

remainder to the right heirs of the surrenderor ; there his Allen & Pal-

heirs shall have it by descent, per Coke. And where A., ^^^' ^ Leon,

seised of a copyhold in fee, surrendered it to the use of his

will, and afterwards devised it to B. for life, the remainder 2 Roll. Abi'.

to his heir of his body begotten forever ; it was adjudged, 794, p- 6.

that the heir of B. took by descent, and not by purchase, ^ty'^' 249,

So where A. surrendered a copyhold estate to the use of
^, Lowdall

his will, and then devised it to B. for life, and after his andvid.Gilb.

decease to the heirs of his body, B. died in testator's life- Ten. 254.

time after making the will, and it was held the heir of his /^"^ ^ j^'

body could take nothing, (f) for it was a devise in tail to 1 Strange

(y) Vide similar point in freeholds in Goodright v. Wright, ^^^*

infra, fol. 165. Hodgson v. Ambrose, infra, 174. and vide Warner

d. White V. White in the House of Lords in 1782, and 1 Brown.

Rep. Chanc. aig in the note. Note hy Mr. Fearne.

suffers a recovery, without the concurrence of the alienee, courts

of equity, to preserve the analogy which is always wished to be

kept up between legal and equitable estates and assurances,

should consider the recovery to be void in equity, for want of

a good equitable tenant to the prcscipe : 2dly, That the tenant in

tail, has, by his alienation, interposed an equitable estate of free-

hold between the legal fee of the mortgagee or trustee, and his

own equitable freehold, and therefore removed his own equitable

freehold to a degree lower than that of the persons in remainder.

To the first of these objections it is answered, that the analogy

between the effect of the alienation of a legal tenant in tail, and

the alienation of an equitable tenant in tail, cannot hold in

the proposed case, as, after the alienation of the legal tenant

in tail, nothing of a legal estate remains in him, so that he

has no legal freehold vested in him, which he can convey to ^^^- Wylc-

the tenant to the prt^cipe ; but that, after such an alienation, j" '^'

o^y^^'
as has been mentioned, of the equitable tenant in tail, an A\n- and
equitable estate of freehold actually remains in him which he Wvkham v.-

can convey to the tenant to the prcscipe.—To the second of these Wykham,

objections it is answered, 1st. that degrees of equitable estates ^^ East,

are unknown to courts of equity ; and ^dly, that in the view of 1^ .j
^"

equity, the equitable inheritance is in cases like the present, con- o Taunt.
'

sidered to remain in the tenant in tail, bis former alienations ^\6. and vide
being, in the view of equity, mere charges upon his estate, and Mr. Pres-

not conveyances of the estate itself.—Upon this point great tons Treatise

opinions have differed and still continue to differ.
^" Convey-

„ , ancmg,vol. 1.

B., and ^. 24.
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B., and the words, " heirs of his body," were words of

limitation ; and that its being copyhold, where the devisee

was living at the time of the surrender, made no difference.

2 Atkyns, In a case noticed by Atkyns, upon a surrender of a
101. copyhold to the use of the husband for life, then of the

wife for life, and of the heirs of the bodies of the husband

and wife, remainder in fee to the use of the survivor, it is

said, the limitation did not vest an absolute estate tail in

the wife who survived, but only gave her an estate tail after,

possibility of issue extinct, and that the estate tail vested

in the person who was heir of the bodies of both husband

and wife. The reasons for this opinion are not men-

tioned; indeed it is not stated that it was the resolution

of the court, nor does it appear whether that point entered

the question then befove the court ; and I must cpnfess^

I think it is no easy matter to account for such an,

opinion.

The limitation to the heirs of the bodies of the baron

and feme, must either have been executed in the baron-

and feme jointly as an estate tail in possession, or have

vested in them jointly as a remainder, unless it could have

been held a contingent Umitation to the heir of both their

bodies. In neither of the two first cases could the wife

be tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct, so long

as any issue of her body by her deceased husband was

Vid. 1 Inst, hving ; and if there was any such issue then living, it

27> b.. could not vest in such issue till her death. In the thir^

case she could take no estate tail at all, and consequently

could not be tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct.

The only cases in which she could be tenant in tail after

possibility of issue extinct, were those two, in which it

was impossible there should then be any such person, as the

heir of both their bodies. The question being upon a

surrender of a copyhold, made no difference in the con-

struction; as it was agreed in the same case, that surren-

ders of copyholds should be construed in the same manner

as conveyances at common law. Now under a similar

Vide supra, limitation at common law, I apprehend, the husband and

P; 36- -wife taking distinct and successive estates for hfe, the

KdFridpe
''^'

J°^^^ limitation to the heirs of their bodies would not have

been executed in them in possession, but would have been

Si. vested

Britridge.
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vested in them jointly, as a remainder in tail; that this

remainder surviving to the wife upon the decease of her

husband, vv^ould have merged her estate for life, so as to

make her tenant in tail in possession ; but she having had

no issue by her deceased husband, or such issue being

then extinct, would thereby have become only tenant in

tail after possibility of issue extinct.

In a later case of a settlement by the husband previous Roe d.

to marriage, of his freehold estates to the use of himself Aistrop v.

and his intended wife for their lives, and the life of the
Riank'st.

survivor; and after their decease, to the heirs of the body Rep. 1228

of the settler on the body of his intended wife to be be-

gotten, with remainder to his own right heirs ; in which he

covenanted to surrender his copyhold (which was of in-

heritance descendible by the custom of the manor to the

youngest son) to the use of himself and his intended wife,

and the heirs of their two bodies to be begotten, in like

manner and to the same uses, as the freehold lands and

tenements therein-before mentioned, were settled and

conveyed ; and after the marriage surrendered the copy-

hold to the use of himself and wife for their lives, and the

life of the survivor of them, and after their several deceases,

to the use of the heirs of their two bodies ; and for want

of such issue, to the use of himself in fee ; De Grey Chief

Justice, said it was a mighty clear case. That there was

reason indeed to suppose, the parties might not mean the

two estates to go in a different channel. But that was

only supposition, and if certain, still as this was a legal

estate, it was not in the power of the parties to alter the

legal course of descent. That it was an estate executed,

and seemed to be an estate tail in the father and mother

;

that, had it been executory, and upon articles, then, ac-

cording to Lord Hardwicke's doctrine in Roberts v. Dix- Supra, 54.

well, the court might have considered the word heir as a

word of purchase ; but that in the principal case it was

impossible.—And Blackstone Justice, held the freehold

clearly vested in the father only, in special tail, and the

copyhold in both father and mother ; and that the words

in like manner only meant that both estates should be

entailed.

It is observable, that this was the case of an actual legal

F settlement
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settlement before marriage, in respect to the freeholcis
;

m-] and therefore the hmitation of those lands was not open

to the construction of articles to be carried into strict

settlement. And tlie settlement of the copyhold, though

resting in the covenant for surrender, seemed intimately

blended with that of the freehold, as part of one and the

same settlement ; besides that the limitations of the sur-

render agreed upon, were expressly referred to the same

manner and uses as the freeholds were settled ; and there-

fore could not, consistently with the express terms of such

a stipulation, be limited in strict settlement, on the issue

as purchasers, when the settlement of the freehold gave

an estate tail to the parent. And there was no other

construction by which the descent of the lands to the

youngest son, could be avoided. This takes it out of the

infra, 90, &: authorities of the cases hereafter treated of, where mar-
^^^' riage articles are carried into execution by way of strict

settlement, and accounts for the distinction, by the Chief

Justice, between this case as of an estate executed, and

one executory on articles.

And where an estate for life is limited either to the father

or mother only, and the subsequent limitation is to the

heirs of both their bodies, the construction is the same in

regard to copyholds, as we have before found it to be in

Videp. 37, & the case of freeholds; viz. the subsequent limitation does
38, supra.

j^Q^ ygg^ jj^ ^}^g ancestor taking the estate for life, but is a

contingent remainder to the heirs of the bodies of both

father and mother.

Lane v- Pan- Thus where A. seised of copyhold lands in fee, surren-
ncl, 1 Roll. jgj.gj j.j^gj^^ ^Q ^^^ j^gg ^f J) g^^j ^f ^1^^ ^jfg Qf j^ f^j. ^i^gij.

^i-' 438.' lives, and afterwards to the use of the heirs of the bodies

of A. and his wife ; upon a question in ejectment, whether

this subsequent limitation to the heirs of the body of A.

and his wife vested an estate tail in tha\vife of -4. it was

held that it did not, but was a contingent remainder to the

heirs of both their bodies.

Frogmorton So again in a much later case, where J. S. being seised
on demise of

^^ fgg ^f copyhold lands according to the custom of the

\yf^3^j.^ manor, surrendered the same to the use of M. his then

.•^ Wils. 125, intended wife, and the heirs of their two bodies lawfully to

^+4- be begotten, and for default of such issue, to the use of

the
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the right heirs of the said J. S. The marriage took effect, sBlack. Ren.
and afterwards M. was admitted tenant to the lands ac- 728.

cording to the surrender.

Upon a trial in ejectment, the question was, what estate [66]
the wife took under the surrender ? It was contended for

the plaintiff in the cause, that this was an estate in special

tail executed in M. the wife. On the defendant's side it

"was insisted, that M. only took an estate for hfe, with

contingent remainder to the heirs of the bodies of the

husband and ^\-ife. And upon a case stated for the opinion

of the court of Common Pleas, that court, after hearing

two arguments, and taking time t© consider, determined in

favour of the defendant.

V. 12. (g) But here, it may be observed, a distinction

was taken by Coke, between a limitation upon a surrender

by a copyholder in fee to his own heirs general, where he

takes a preceding estate of freehold himself, and the

like limitation where he takes no preceding freehold estate

;

a distinction which certainly has no place in respect to Vide p. 51.

freehold lands. In freeholds we have seen, where the supra,

estate moves from the grantor, the ultimate limitation to

his heirs general, though the ancestor takes no preceding

freehold, will be a reversion in him, and part of the old

estate, and the heir will take it by descent ; but in respect

to copyholds, Coke held it to be otherwise. And where a

copyholder surrendered his lands to the use of a stranger

for life, remainder to the use of the right heirs of the copy-

holder, who afterwards surrendered his (supposed) reversion Allen & Pal-

to the use of a stranger in fee, and died, and the tenant "'er, 1 Leon,

for life died, and the right heir of the copyholder entered ;

^*^^' ^ ^^^'

—according to Coke—Nothing remained in the copy-

holder upon his first surrender ; but the fee was reserved

to his right heirs ; for, said Coke, if he had not made any

second surrender, his heirs would be in, not by descent,

but by purchase. And, he said, the common difference Vide this dis-

_ tinction re-

ig) V. 12. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, in limitations of ^'^"ed to

copyhold estates, to the heirs of the surrenderor without a li-
^^ Eosi'sR n

mitation of a life estate, or ofany other estate to the surrenderor (j^^.
himself.

F 2 was.
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Vide Gilb.

Ten. 2()4,

2-J-2&. 456,

4 eti. where
this latter

position is

justly ques-

tioned, both

hy Gilbert,

C- B- and
Mr. Watkins.

The latter

observes, in a

note top. 1-2,

that, it should

seem that the

case of Allen

t'. Palmer is

(notivith-

sfandiyig its

recognition

in that of
Roe d.

Nic:hti7igale

V- Quartley)

not now laxu
;

and vide n.h-

infra, 'jl.

Roe d. No-
den v- Grif-

iits, 4Burr.

1.952. M.r.
17C7.
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vas, that where the surrender was to the use of himself for

hfe, and afterwards to another in tail, the remainder to the

rioht heirs of the surrenderor, there the heirs should have

it by descent ; but otherwise, where the surrenderor had

not an estate for life or in tail limited to him ; for then his

heir should enter as a purchaser, as if such use had been

limited to the right heirs of a stranger.

The only ground upon which I can account for Coke's

opinion, that the heir should take by purchase and not by

descent, in the case where copyhold lands are hmited back

to the heirs of the surrenderor, he taking no preceding

estate of freehold, is, the supposition that an entire new

estate is created and derived under the uses of the surren-

der, throughout the whole of them ; and that no estate

taken under those uses is any part of the old estate. And,

indeed, if the uses of a surrender derived their effect en-

tirely from admittance, (till which it seems agreed that

the old estate remains in the surrenderor) that admittance

being, if considered independently of the surrender, a new

copy or grant from the lord, it would seem to follow, that

the estates derived under and held, by such new copy or

grant, would, strictly speaking, be new estates.

But the notion, on which the above noticed opinion of

Coke seems to have proceeded, that the estates derived

under the uses of a surrender, are new estates through-

out, or any further than they differ from the estate in the

surrenderor at the time, seems decidedly exploded by

modern decisions.

Thus where a copyholder of inheritance, upon his mar-

riage, surrendered his copyhold lands to the use of him-

self and his heirs till the marriage, then to the use of

himself for life, remainder to the use of his wife for life,

remainder to the use of their child or children according

to their appointment, remainder to the heirs of his body

by his intended wife, and in default of such issue, to the

use of himself, his heirs and assigns for ever, the mar-

riage took effect ; after which he surrendered the lands

to the use af his will. He afterwards made a will, dis-

posing of all his freehold and copyhold lands to his wife

and her heirs. Some years after, he and his wife were

admitted under the first surrender, habendum to him for

'^
life,
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life, remainder to her for life. After the husband's death^

without issue, his widow was admitted under his will, and

surrendered to the use of her own. And the question was,

Whether her devisee was entitled ; the heir at law of the [68]

husband contending, that the surrender to the use of his

will operated only on his old estate in fee, and not upon

the new estate he acquired by the subsequent admittance

Tuider the surrender on his marriage; and that the sub-

sequent admittance was a revocation of his will. Lord

Mansfield observing, that it had been argued on the foot

of a revocation, and that the lord took from the surren-

deror and re-granted him again the whole estate, and that

this amounted to a revocation, said, that an intention to

revoke, might indeed, if it had sufficiently appeared, have

made a very different case. But it was clear that the

testator had no such intention. The change of estate

was therefore the only objection in the case. That where

a man, seised of an estate, makes his will and devises it,

and afterwards conveys it entirely away, though he takes

it back by the same instrument, or by a declaration of

use, it was a revocation ; because he had departed with

his whole estate : but that the principal case did not come

within the rule. The testator had a reversion in fee in

him ; and though he limited it to himself, the words did

not operate ; for the use resulted by operation of law.

That reversion in fee, was the only subject matter of the

devise. The admission must follow the surrender. It

was no re-admission to his reversion ; it efTectuated the

uses limited, but left the reversion as it was. That there

was no conveyance of the fee, no taking back an estate

in it. And all the Judges agreed, that, after the surrender

to the uses of the settlement, the reversion still continued

in the husband ; and that no alteration or change of estate

happened in the case.

And again, where I. being seised in fee as a copyholder^ Thrustout

surrendered the lands to the use of T. and E. his wife, on demise of

during their lives and the hfe of the longer liver of them, ^^^^.^ ^•

ir 1 1 r- -, ^ ^ 1- n C-unmngham
and afterwards to the use of the right heirs and assigns of Mich. Term
the said T. for ever. At the same court T. and E. were 1775.

admitted to hold to them and the heirs of the said T. ac- ^^^® ^^"^^

cording to the surrender ; and T. thereupon sm-rendered
{jj-^ggy ^.^^

F 3 the
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ported, <i the lands to the use of his will ; E. died, leaving her hug-
l>latkst.Kcp. band T. and issue by him, two sons A. and 5.; afterwards

'^'^ '

T. upon an intended marriage with S. surrendered the

same lands into the hands of the lord, to the intent that

the lord should re-grant the same to and for the several

[60] estates, uses, &c. following, viz. to the use of T. and his

heirs till the marriage ; and after the solemnization thereof,

to the use of T. and S. his wife during their natural lives,

and the life of the longer liver of them, and after the

decease of the longer liver of them, to the heirs of their

t^vo bodies lawfully to be begotten, and for want of such

issue, to the right heirs of the said T. for ever. The

marriage between T. and S. soon after took effect, but no

admittance was ever had under the last surrender during

their joint lives.

After the marriage T. made his will, by which he devised

the lands to <S'. his wife for life, and after her decease to

B. his youngest son and M. his wife, for their lives and the

life of the longest liver of them ; afterwards T. died,

leaving S. his Avidow without any issue by her; <S'. was
afterwards admitted to the lands by virtue of the last sur-

render, to hold to her and her assigns according to the

said surrender ; and some time after A. the eldest son and

heir at law of the said testator, was admitted to the re-

version in fee expectant on the decease of the said S. ;

afterwards, upon the death of S., B. the youngest son of

the said testator being then dead, his widow M. was ad-

mitted for her life under the testator's will, and the first

surrender to the use thereof; and brought ejectment for

the lands against the defendant, who claimed under A.

the testator's heir at law. Upon the trial at the assizes,

a verdict was found for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion

of the court of C. P.

It was insisted for the plaintiff, that the uses of the last

surrender created new estates so far only as they differed

from the estate which was in the surrenderor, at the time

of that surrender ; that no alteration of the old estate was

effected by that surrender, further than to supply the estates

limited by the surrender to T. and his wife S. and the heirs

of their two bodies ; that the ultimate limitation to the

heirs of the surrenderor was part of his old estate, which

he
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lie had in him at the time of the first surrender to the use

of his will; and as such, it continued subject to be dis-

posed of by his will under that surrender: That 1\ djdng

without issue by S. the devise to his youngest son B. and

his wife M. after the decease of /S. the testator's widow,

was a disposition out of that reversion in fee, which was

part of his old estate that passed by the said surrender [70]

to the use of his will ; and therefore M. the widow of B.

was entitled under the said will, and surrender so made to

the use of it.

On the other hand it was contended, that the estates

derived under the new surrender upon the second marriage

were new estates throughout ; and among the rest, the

limitation to the heirs of T. was a new estate in remainder

in fee acquired to him, and was no part of the estate which

he had before surrendered to the use of his will ; and con-

sequently could not be affected by that surrender ; and

therefore T. not having surrendered this new estate to the

use of his will, was not enabled to devise it from his heir

at law. That though T. was never admitted under the

last surrender, yet the admittance of his widow after his

decease under that surrender, being the admittance of

those entitled in remainder under the same surrender

(namely, the right heirs of the testator), the heir, by that

admittance, came in of the new remainder in fee, limited

to his father by the uses of the surrender, to which that

admittance related. And although the old estate remained

in the surrenderor, till the admittance under the new sur-

render
;
yet, that after the admittance of the widow, the

old estate had no longer any existence at all ; that admit-

tance having completely passed the lands to the uses of

the last surrender, under which A. the eldest son was

entitled to the land as heir at law to his father.

But it was the unanimous opinion of the court, that the

limitation to the right heirs of T. in the last surrender,

was part of his old estate ; and as such, that he was well

enabled to devise it by the former surrender to the use of

his will ; and the court accordingly gave judgment for the

plaintiff.

It is obvious, that in the last case the will being sub-

sequent to the surrender made upon the marriage, the

T 4 question
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question did not in any degree turn upon the doctrine ct

revocations of wills, which entered the case last before

noticed. But the doubt was, upon the effect of the pre-

ceding surrender by T. to the use of his will, in regard to

its enabling him to devise the remainder in fee, limited to

him by the subsequent surrender made upon his marriage
;

and depended on the question, whether that limitation to

his right heirs was a new estate, or part of his old estate

[71] unaffected by that surrender? Had it been a new estate,

it seems it could not have passed by his will, for want of

being surrendered to the use of his will ; but as it was held

to be part of the old estate, which was in him when he

made the surrender to the use of his will, he was enabled

to devise it by virtue of that surrender. As to there

having been no admittance in his life-time under the last

surrender, that circumstance seems to have made no

alteration at all in the case ; because the admittance of his

widow, after his decease, was an admittance to all in re-

mainder under the same surrender, according to the well

known doctrine in such cases ; and consequently, they

could have come in by relation under that surrender, as

if the admittance had immediately followed the surrender;

and accordingly it was observed by J. Blackstone, that

the case would have been all one, even, if upon the last

surrender made by T. he had been admitted under it (h).

V. 13. (i) To'resume our attention to the general rule I

am treating of, we are to observe, that if there be a limi-

tation to a man's heirs in any deed or instrument, and af-

terwards he acquires the freehold, &c. by other conveyance

or instrument ; in this case, the two estates will not become

(Ji) The distinction combated in this place by Mr, Fearne,

seems to have been recognised, in some measure, by Mr. Justice

Ashurst, in Roe d. Nightingale v. Quartley, 1 Durn. and East,

634. Mr. Watkins, in his valuable Treati»e on Copyholds,

1 Vol. 95 to 98, coincides with Mr. Fearne, and supports his

opinion with great ability. To the cases cited by Mr. Fearne,

he adds that of Smith v- Trigg, 1 Stra. 487.

{i) V. 13. On the rule in Shelley's case, in respect to tliose

cases, where there is a limitation to a person's heirs in one deed

or instrument, and he acquires the freehold by another,

united
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nnlted in him ; but the Hmitation to his heirs will still con-

tinue what it originally was, a contingent remainder. Thus

where A. was tenant for life, remainder to the right heirs of

B., A. afterwards granted his estate to jB. so that he became 29 Ed. 3.

tenant for life of ^. remainder to his own right heirs ; the cited 2 Leon,

estate in remainder was not executed, for it was not con- j"
^" ^

veyed hy the grant of the first grantor, but by the act of j^ Moore k
another person after the grant. Parker.

And so if there be tenant for life, and afterwards the re- [72] <

version by some other conveyance be limited to his heirs, Vide Skin.

&c. it has been held, that such limitation will not be exe- ^^^' ^ i ,

. 319. 1 Ld.
cuted in him. So in a case where husband and wife being Havm. 37.

seised of a copyhold to them and the heirs of the husband ; in Moore u.

he, after a surrender to the use of his will, devised to the "^'^^^'>

heirs of the body of the wife, if they should attain to the
'

age of 14 years. The court agreed that the devise did not p ^^i

operate as a remainder ; for though the wife had an estate 1 Lev. 1 35.

for life, yet this was a new devise to take place after her

death, and not a remainder joined to her estate.

There was indeed, a case in Chancery,where Lord Keeper

Wright seemed to doubt of this point ; and said, the autho-

rities were only in the affirmative, that if by the same deed, 2 Vern. 486'

the estates should consolidate ; not negatively, that if by V' ,
°" ^*

different deeds they should not; and cited the case ofPybus
and Mitford, where no express estate for life was limited, P-4i> supra,

but arose by implication ; and there it was held, that the

estates were consolidated. However the court took time

to consider. And, in truth. Lord Keeper Wright, when he

said the authorities were only in the affirmative, &c. appears

not to have been apprised of the case, 29 Ed. 3. cited by p. 71, supra.

Holt in the case of Moore and Parker, (nor indeed of Holt's

own opinion in the case of Moore and Parker) which are

direct authorities, that when the freehold in the ancestor, and
the limitation to the heirs, &c. are by different conveyances,

they will not consolidate. And as to the case of Pybus and
Mitford, though the freehold there was by implication, yet

that implication arose upon, and was the effect of the same
deed as contained the limitation to the heirs of the body;
and consequentlyboth estates might in that case be referred

to the same deed. It seems. Lord Keeper Wright had not
sufficiently weighed the grounds on which his doubt was
conceived, and therefore took further time to consider of it.

What
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What was the result of his further consideration we are not

(to my knowledge) informed.

Vide 1 Atk. Lord Hardwicke, it is true, expressed his idea, that are-
5y"- suiting trust of the freehold, might be considered as a con-

tinuing precedent estate, in connection with contingent

[73] remainders of the trust ; but would not be understood to

give any positive opinion on the point ; only thought it

deserved to be better considered, by reason of its analogy to

the case of Pybus v. Mitford. But this respected an estate

by implication arising on the same deed that created the

remainder ; and therefore did not reach the question upon

the connection of two estates created by, or acquired under

different instriunents ; which however seems now to be

satisfactorily settled by a late case in the King's Bench.
Doc.lessce of fi^^ (j^se was this. C. .F. being seised in fee, settled the

Fon le-
' l'^^^'^ oil his son T. F. for life, retaining the reversion in

reau, Dou"^]. himself; and afterwards by his will, reciting that he had
Rep. 470, or settled the estate on his son T.F. for the term of his natural

4 ,
3rt ea.

ij^g^ YiQ declared his will was, and he did thereby from and

after his (the son's) decease, give and devise the same to the

heirs male of his body begotten in lawful marriage, and in

default of such issue to the use and behoof of the testator's

own second, third, fourth, and fifth sons successively, in tail

male. T. F. after the testator's death suffered a recovery,

devised the estate, and died without issue.

One of the points contended for was, that the two estates,

viz. that settled on T. F. for his life, by deed in his father's

life-time, and that devised to the heirs male of his body, by

his father's will, united and thereby created an estate tail in

T. F. as, it was said, never to have been determined, that

two estates in the same land, though by different convey-

ances, both voluntary and both flowing from the same per-

son, should not unite. Lord Mansfield, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said, they all thought that the estate

for life being by one instrument, and the hmitation in

tail by another, they could not unite, and that the heirs

male of T. F. would have taken by purchase. That this

was a settled point, and they laid it down as their clear

opinion (/c).

V. 14. It

Vide supra, —
41-2, S^ infra (^') At first view, the case of Hayes d. Foorde r. Foorde, 2

173' Black. Rep. 698. may perhaps be thought to lead to a contrary

conclusioQj,
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V. 14. (/) It may not be improper, in this place, to notice

a case which occasionally occurs to professional gentlemen

in the course of practice. I mean that of an estate limited

to one for life, by deed, and a limitation afterwards, in his

life-time, to the heirs of his body, under an execution of a

power of appointment, contained in that deed ; as a limi-

tation to the use of A. for hfe, and after his decease to such

uses as B. shall appoint ; who afterwards, in ^'s life, ap-

points the use to the right heirs of ^. Upon which the

question arises. Whether the limitations unite according to

the general rule, or the latter operates by way of contingent

remainder to the heir ? Mr. Butler, in his valuable Annota- Vide Bull,

tions in the last edition (a) of Coke upon Littleton, notices '^^te 1. Co-

this case ; and after stating the arguments in favour of the ^
* ^^' *

union of the two limitations, observes, that those arguments ^f^ fri'
are open to some objections, particularly with respect to the upon Little-

position that both the limitations are made at the same time, ton referred

—But I think an attentive consideration of the principles on ^^ ^'* the text

which the question turns, may serve to obviate the influence ^^^^V/o?? ixhich

of those objections. I have known a concurrence of opi- laas the last

nions of some of the first of the profession, at the time, in edition before

favour of the union of the limitations, under the circum- ,/^ '
^'^ ^"

. ,
the jjaru'

stances in question. It is a conclusion aftbrded us, by a praph in the

doctrine which, I apprehend, has long since transcended the text (notv dis-

limits of controversy, viz. that the limitation of a use, under ^^fg^^J'^h^d by

an execution of a power of appointment contained in a con- y j f s ^^^
veyance to uses, in general, operates as a use created by, and frst intro-

arising under, that conveyance itself; and of course is the ducedby Mr.

subject of the same construction, so far as the time of its .7 ,7' ,_

taking effect admits, as it would have been if expressly spe- tion of his

cified and ascertained in the original deed itself. The only iKork. In the

authorities asfainst the union of the estate for hfe and hmi- ^
J/^

edition
^ of Loke upon

' — Littleton, the

conclusion, as, in that case, the two limitations were on separate , j^ v, ^

and dutinct papers, a will and a schedule referring to it : but the
^-^^ ^/^^ f^^.^ ^g

Court considered them as several parts of the same instrument ; distinguished

and this completely brings the case within the general rule. from the case

(I) V. 14. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where an estate ^^^ i^'^V
is limited to one for life, by deed, and the estate is afterwards -r' 'l^

"'

T • J 1 1 • n • 1 n sift to two
limited to the heirs of his body, under an execution of a power clurins their

of appointment contained in that deed. joint lives

tation luith theim-
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mediate /<?-

maindcr to

[75]

the right

heirs ofhim

•ahu shall die

Jirst, uhich

last case is

cited by Mr.
Fcarne, iiifra

75, in sup-

port ofhis
opinion.

Vide Butl.

note 1. Co.

Litt. 299, h-

l-jth ed.

Vide supra,

30.
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tation to the heirs, are cases where the two estates were

created by or acquired under different deeds or instruments j

but if we admit the appointment, made under a power con-

tained in a settlement or conveyance, to be a branch of that

settlement, merely directing the operation of it (juoad the

uses appointed, the limitations in such appointment, are of

consequence part of such settlement or conveyance, and by

relation virtually contained therein from the time of the

appointment, only declared by way of reference to a subse-

quent specification thereof. So that the uses immediately

contained in the original settlement or conveyance, and

those mediately supplied by the appointment, equally owe

their creation and effect to, and arise from, and are acquired

imder, such original settlement or conveyance. If so, the

authorities against the incorporation of the two estateswhen
created or acquired by different deeds or instruments, do not

apply to such a case ; which in truth falls within that class,

where the two estates are created or originate in, and are

acquired by the same deed. The rule expresses no position,

in respect to identity of time in the declaring, but only of

the instrument creating the two limitations ; nor does coin-

cidence in time, of the actual specification of the several

uses, appear essential to the union of the two estates ; since

there is no necessity for their both vesting and taking effect

at the same time. The common case of an estate to two or

more for their lives, remainder to the right heirs of the sur-

vivor of them; and the case put 1 Inst. 378, b. that if lands

be given to two during their jointlives, remainder to the heirs

of him who shall die firi^t, the heir of him who shall die finst^

shall have the land by descent, are direct authorities, that no

identity in point of time of vesting of the two estates, is

requisite to the operation of the rule in Shelley's case. And
if an estate limited under a power of appointment, in a deed,

is by relation to be considered as part of, and to operate in

the same manner, from the time of the execution of the

power, as if contained in such deed; then have the origi-

nal and supplemental limitations every quality of relation

and connection, that they would have had, if both had been

specified in the original deed itself^ except in regard to their

time of vesting or taking effect ; which the cases last put,

prove not to be essential to the operation of the rule.

And
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And the only instances that occur to me of an estate hmited Vide Duke
mider a power of appointment in a deed, not operating from ^^ Marl-

the time of the execution of the power, as if contained in j^'^^i^f^^

""'

such deed, are, in some cases where an appointment by dolphin.

will either fails by the death ofthe appointee in the testator's 2 Vez. sen,

life-time; or is precluded by a descent to the appointee, as *
^^"thby

heir of the appointor ; and in some limitations to persons house ibid.

not in esse, under a general power of appointment ; that 610. Hurst

seem to be clear of those objections to a perpetuity, which '^'- Earl ot

would impeach their vahdity if limited in the original t^*^ ^f
^^^*

deed(m). Rep. 187.

The general rule now treated of, respecting the union of 2 Bur. 879."

a subsequent limitation to the heirs, &.c. with an estate of ^"*^''
P^'* ^•

/• 1 ij •. .1 -1 • Co. Lit. 370,
ireenold given to the ancestor in the same conveyance, is

i, ^^f^ jj^fj-r,

laid down in Shelley's case in the following terms, viz. 503.

^' where the ancestor takes an estate of freehold (x) either (x) Here
mediate or immediate, to his heirs or the heirs of his body

;

Lord Coke

the word heirs, is a word of limitation of the estate, and not >
.^

-of purchase." Zm^eylZ,
and 171 the

V. 15. (w) The terms in which the rule is thus laid down ^nme gift or

by Lord Coke, have been the subject of animadversion in a ,1 ^-

Taluable publication, to which I have had occasion to refer limitation.

before
; where the author says, it may be observed that the Dou"!. Rep.

rule in Shelley's case is not perfectly accurate, in saying, end ofnote 3.

in fol. 486. or

(m) Mr. Preston, in his Essay on the Rule in Shelley's case,
co??LeKa"wfi-^

page 57, observes, " that the inclination of the opinion of those, pi „, ro6 of
^' who seem best versed in the learning, is, that the several limi- the ^d ed-

^' tations will consolidate. To this opinion there are some ob- printed in

^' jections. The strongest, and one which does not appear to ^79*^*

" have been yet suggested, is, that an interest, once determined

" to be an estate for life, without any reference to or connection
** with the inheritance in the tenant of that estate, will, by sub-
^' sequent matter, and, in some cases, by the act ofa third person,

" become an estate of inheritance. Another objection is, that

" the heir cannot, in reference to the estate of the ancestor,

" take by way of remainder."

(n) V. 15. Explanation of the expression, '' words of pur-

" chase," as distinguished from that of " words of limitation,"

in the cases to wbicli the rule in Shelley's case is considered to

apply.

that
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that when there is, in the same conveyance, a limitation to

the ancestor, for life, and mediately or immediately, to his

heirs in fee, or in tail, the words " his heirs" are not words
ofpurchase.—When there is an intermediate vested remain-

der in tail, these words, Mr. Douglas says, are words of

purchase
; they do not quaUfy the estate, or describe the

quantity of interest given by the first limitation, but vest

another estate, a remainder in fee or in tail, in the tenant

for hfe.

This suggestion, that a rule oflaw ofso much importance,

and the subject of so much discussion, has been laid down
in tenns not perfectly accurate, by such a reporter as Lord

Coke, of course, excites the enquiry, by what criterion such

accuracy is to be determined? It must depend on our ex-

planation of the expression, " words of purchase" as dis-

tinguished from that of words of limitation, in the cases to

which the rule alludes.

If the expression " words of purchase" is explained to

mean or comprehend words which give any other or further

estate to the ancestor, than he would have taken without

them, then, indeed, is the rule in Shelley's case, open to

the imputed inaccuracy in terms. But if that be the true

interpretation, or the extent of, the expression, " words

of purchase," I fear it will be difficult to shew any distinc-

tion between them and words of limitation, or to produce

an instance of words of limitation (to heirs, &c.) which are

not at the same time words of purchase. For in a limitation

to a man and his heirs, the words his heirs operate to vest

in him another and further estate, than he would have taken

without them, viz. the fee, which they superinduce upon

the estate for life, given him by that part of the limitation

which is expressly directed to himself. This is well exem-

plified by Mr. Justice Blackstone in his argument in Perrin

V. Blake below cited, where he says, " that in the creation

" of an estate in fee, or in tail, by a gift to A. and to his

Vide Harg. u
^gij-g fQp ever, or to -4. and to the heirs of his body be-

gotten, the first words (to A.) create an estate for life;

the latter (to his heirs or the heirs of his body) create a

[78!
" remainder in fee, or in tail, which the law, to prevent an

" abeyance, refers to and vests in the ancestor himself,

" who is thus tenant for life, with an immediate remainder

" in

Tracts, V, 1.

p. 500
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^^ in fee or in tail, and then by the conjunction of the two
** estates, or the merger of the less in the greater, he be-

*' comes tenant in fee, or tenant in tail in possession.

Such consequently cannot be the meaning or import

annexed by Lord Coke to the expression words ofpurchase,

because he uses them in contradistinction to words of limi-

tation; which if we allow him a right to do, (and assuming

it ourselves, we cannot well deny it to him) we must then

recur to an explanation, which affords some distinction be-

twixt words of limitation and words of purchase, applicable

to the terms of the rule as laid down by Lord Coke. And
if under this constraint we admit the distinction hitherto

apparently taken between them, and allow the former to

mean or comprise words which do not give the estate im-

ported by them originally to the heirs, &c. described, or

to whom they are expressly directed, but only extend

the ancestor's estate, whether immediately, mediately, or

eventually, to an estate of inheritance descendible to the

hfeirs described, subject to the dispositions (if any) inter-

posed between the two limitations; and confine the latter,

viz. words of purchase, to mean such, as give the estate

thereby imported, originally, to the heirs, &c. described,

and not through the medium of, or by descent, from the

ancestor ; then will the terms of the rule in Shelley's case,

stand perfectly clear of the inaccuracy suggested ; at the

same time, that the words his heirs, in the common limita-

tion, to a man and his heirs for ever, will be words of

limitation, in the correct sense of that expression, instead

of being words of purchase.

In truth the only substantial difference between a limita-

tion to A. and his heirs, and a limitation to him for life

remainder to B. in tail, remainder to the right heirs of ^.

appears to be, that in the first instance, il. takes the entire

estate in fee, and in the other he takes it, divided by and
subject to the estate tail in B. The words his heirs, in either

case operate equally as words of limitation, viz. words

giving the estate imported by them not originally to the

express objects of the description, but extending the an- [79]
cestor's estate immediately in the one case, and mediately

in the other, to them by descent, and limiting the ultimate

bounds of the estate which he is to take.

If
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If in the case of a limitation to A. for life, remainder to

another in tail, remainder to the right heirs or heirs of the

body of A., we, on the ground of any supposed advance

to accuracy, call the words heirs, 8cc. words of purchase,

because they give the inheritance to the ancestor, when

he would have taken only an estate for life without them
;

then, upon the same principle, in a limitation to a man and

to his heirs for ever, we must term the word " heirs" a

word of purchase ; as it gives him another further estate,

viz. the fee, in addition to the freehold, which is all he

would have taken without it. The attempted correction

must fail or take place equally in both instances. The

obvious impropriety of it in the latter, seems to involve the

denial of its admission in the former.

When the words heirs, &c. operate only to expand an

estate in the ancestor, so as to let the heirs described into

its extent and entitle them to take derivatively, through or

from him, as the root of succession, or person in whom
the estate is considered as commencing, they are properly

words of limitation : but when they operate only to give

the estate imported by them, to the heirs described,

originally and as the persons in whom that estate is con-

sidered as commencing, and not derivatively from or through

the ancestor, they are properly words of purchase. Lord

Coke, in the rule under consideration, very properly refers

the word purchase to the express objects of the limitation,

viz. heirs, 8cc. and when such heirs, 8cc. originally acquire

the estate by those words, he stiles themwords of purchase,

otherwise not.

In general, words of purchase are those, by which, taken

absolutely without reference to, or connection with, any

other words, the estate first attaches, or is considered as

coirunencing in the person described by them; whilst

words of limitation operate by reference to or connection

with other words, and extend or modify the estate given by

those other words. This is evidently the line of distinction

[80] adopted by Lord Coke, and which pervades the terms of

the rule in question ; and is, in fact, admitted by all who
do not deny the word heirs, in the common limitation

to a man and his heirs for ever, to be a word of hmi-

tation.

V. 16.
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V. 16. (0) But here it is to be remarked, that when

the words heirs male of the body, &c. operate as words of

purchase ; that is, when they do not attach in the ancestor,

but vest in the person answering the description of such

special heir, they appear to have a sort of equivocal or

mixed effect. For though they give the estate to the

special heir originally, and not through or from his ancestor,

yet the estate which he so takes, has such a reference to

the ancestor, as to pursue the same course of succession,

in the same extent of duration or continuance, through the

same persons, as if it had attached in and descended from

the ancestor.

Thus a limitation to the heirs male of the body of B.

(where no estate (x) is in or given to B. himself), though it (x) Vide note

originally attaches in his heir male under that special de- P-^>!/>C:P"g(^

scription, and so far operates as Avords of purchase, yet

it not only gives such heir an estate in tail male, without VideMande-

any express words of limitation to the heirs male of his vile s case,

own body, but such an estate tail, as will, on failure of . ' ' '-"
. .

' '
, b. supra, 40.

his issue male, go in succession to the other heirs male of Southcot v.

the body of B. in the same course as if the estate tail had Stowell, sti-

descended from B. himself. And indeed this effect of
^^-f,'^^*

words of limitation seems to be included in the import of Palmer
the descriptive words ; because heirs male of the body of supra, 45.

B. equally comprehend, in point of description, heirs male

of the body of such heir male, who after his death will be

heirs male of the body of B. This virtually involves a

limitation in tail male to such special heir ; and as the same

description equally comprehends other male heirs of the

body of B., who upon the decease, and failure of issue

male of the first special heir, will become heirs male of

the body of B., there is the same reason to consider them,

and their issue male as comprised in the limitation, as [81]

there was to entitle the first special heir and his issue male

under it.

This devolution, after the decease and failure of issue

male of the first special heir of B. to other heirs equally

falhng within the same description, has been stiled a

(0) V. i6. EfFect of the words, " heirs male ofthe body," «S:c.

when tliey operate as words of purcliase.

G descent
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descent performam doni. But this sort of acquisition of, or

succession to an estate tail, by the heirs male of the body

of B. in a collateral line between themselves, is not strictly

a descent; nor does it operate as a purchase. It is not

strictly or completely a descent, because the estate never

attached, or by possibility could attach in the ancestor, or

be derived from or through him. It has not the effect of

a purchase, because the estate goes in the same course of

succession as it would have done, under a descent, exclusive

of persons to whom it would have gone if the heirs male

had taken absolutely by purchase.

If, for instance, the heir male of the body of B. v/ere to

take absolutely by purchase, then upon the decease and

failure of issue male of a son of B. in whom the estate had

first vested under that description, the estate tail so vested

v/ould either determine, and not go over to another son of

B. who could not be issue in tail of the person in whom the

estate tail so vested as purchaser, nor of course entitled to

succeed to an estate tail originally acquired by his brother,

independently of a description relative to their father or

common ancestor ; or else it would, on the principle of

going in succession by way of purchase to persons abso-

lutely answering the description of heirs male of the body

of B. devolve on persons successively answering that de-

scription, and capable of taking under it originally by way
of purchase, without any relation or respect to their capa-

city of taking such an estate tail by descent froiXi B. ; and

of consequence would pass from the sons of B. on failure

pf their issue, on to the issue male of a deceased daughter

Vide 29 H. of B. being then heir male of the body of B. capable of

6. 44. and taking originally under that description by way of purchase.

b Hob •\'\
^'^^^ *^'^ devolution, or mode of succession to such an

estate, possesses (as I apprehend) neither of these qualities,

it certainly differs very materially from the acquisition of

a new estate, originally and absolutely by purchase. So

[82] essentially indeed does it differ from a purchase, that the

Mandevile's °"V "^o^le of asserting the title under it, is by the suppo-

case, Co. Lit. sition of a descent, in a wnt oi formedon brought for the

2G, b. supra, recovery of the estate ; which mode of recovery, at once
^ '

extends and confines the succession to those who would

have taken, if the estate had descended froin the ancestor

named.
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named. And it has accordingly, in the language of our

courts, at one time been stiled a descent, as distinguished Vide 2 Mod.

from a purchase, whilst at another it has been stiled a 209-

Wills V x^ul-

purchase, as in the case of Wills v. Palmer, where the Judges
^^^.^ suiira,

said, that, in case a third person had been the grantor they p. 45.

should have thought that Henry Palmer would have taken

an estate in tail male by purchase. Now if the grant had

been by a third person, the estate tail must, it should seem,

have first vested in William Palmer, who at Archdale's

decease was heir male of the body of Archdale, and Henry

would have taken on the failure of his issue male, just as

Maud did in Mandevile's case, on the death of her brother

Robert without issue ; which, though necessarily treated

as a descent in heYfonnedon, Lord Coke observes, was not

in truth a descent from Kobert. Lord Hale, indeed, with

an emphatical accuracy, calls it a quasi intail. Vide Harg.

It seems, in truth, of a compound or intermediate descrip- "• '^- ^^' ^'*'

tion betwixt a descent and purchase. In point of acqui- '

sition it has the quahty of the latter, as not being derived

from or through the ancestor ; but in regard to its course

of devolution, it is referrible to the former, as pursuing the

very same channel of transmissive succession. It is a sort

of intail, which, though it first attaches in the special heir

according to the natm^e of the description, yet terminates

not in him aud his representatives of the species denoted,

but continues its progress through the whole race of heirs

described ; in the same course as if it had been an estate

vested in the ancestor, descendible from him to his heirs

of that description (p).

V. 17. The

(p) When Mr. Fearne mentions, in this place, that the rule

in Shelley's case does not extend to those cases, where the ances-

tor takes no estate, he must be understood to mean no estate of

freehold, as the rule cannot apply either to those cases, where

no estate of any description is liinited to the ancestor, or to

those where an estate for years is limited to him ; and neither

can it apply to those where the limitation to the heirs being

legal, the limitation to the ancestor is equitable.

In MandeviUe's case, 1st Inst. 26, b. upon which the doctrine

of this paragraph chiefly rests, the relationship of the parties

was as follows

;

G a John
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Vide 4. Bac V. 17. (7) The rule has generally been considered of
Abr. 301. feudal origin, and introduced to prevent frauds upon the

^'al -„V tenure. If such a limitation hod been construed a con-
Aor. 731'

r^lhedit. tingent remainder, the ancestor might, in many cases,

and 2 Burr, have destroyed it for his own benefit, if occasion had
^^

called for it; if not, he might have let it remain to his

heir in as beneficial a manner as if it had descended to

him ; at the same time that the lord would have been de-

prived of those fruits of the tenure, which would have

[84] accrued to him upon a descent. So that under such a

construction, the ancestor would have had all the power

over the estate which he would have had over a vested

inheritance ; and if he were not inclined to use that power,

his heir would have taken the estate as fully as by de-

scent, without the feudal burdens to which he would have

been liable, in consequence of a descent. A construc-

tion so advantageous to the tenant, would doubtless

John de Mandeville Roberge.

/ ^

Robert. Maude-

The limitation was, " to Roberge, and the heirs of the body of

John de Mandeville by her." It was held, ist, that John de

Mandeville took no estate ; 2dly, that Roberge took an estate for

life only ; sdly, that the limitation to the heirs of the body of

John de Mandeville operated as words of purchase
;
4thly, that

the fee tail vested in Robert by purchase ; jthly, that on his

death it vested in Maude by descent; and 6thly, that she might

recover by ajbrmedon in discender.

The difficulty was, how Maude could take. She could not

take by descent, for she claimed in the character of heir to her

father ; and her father taking nothing, she could not claim in

quality of heir by descent from him : Neither could she take by

purchase, as the first taking heir had answered and completely

satisfied the description in the limitation. The court got rid of

tlie difficulty by considering the estate as a quasi intail, in the

manner explained by Mr. Fearne.

It is an anomalous case ; the law is settled, but the principles

on which it is settled, are not easily discoverable.

(y) V. 17. On the supposed OT-igin of the rule in Shelley's

case.

have
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have made limitations of that nature very frequent, to

the great prejudice of the lord of whom the lands were

holden.

In those cases, indeed, where the limitation to the heirs

&.C. was not immediate upon the limitation of the freehold

to the ancestor, or where the ancestor himself would not

be entitled to the inheritance upon the destruction of the

remainder to his heirs, &c. there it could not be to the

ancestor's interest, to destroy the remainder to his heirs,

though it had been construed contingent ; but neverthe-

less, the heirs would have escaped the same duties to the

lord, and the lord of course have been the same loser in

these as in the other cases. Therefore, though there was

not the same ground to apprehend the great frequency of

limitations of the latter sort, because of the limited in-

terest the ancestor could have in them
;
yet, as they w^ould

have proved equally prejudicial to the lord whenever they

should occur, as those other wherein the ancestor had a

greater interest, the same reasons prevailed to extend the

rule to all of them.

In a manuscript treatise, apparently of the Lord Chief

Baron Gilbert, on the subject of Remainders, it is said,

the reason of the cases falling under the rule, seems to

be, either the prejudice that might ensue to the lord or to

the donor by the loss of wardship, marriage, &c. if such

heirs should be purchasers ; because they then claiming

nothing from their ancestor by hereditary succession,

would not be liable to the terms or conditions affixed to

the hereditary succession'only ; and then every one would

make their heirs purchasers ; or from the prejudice that

might happen to the heirs themselves, by the loss of such

remainder, if the ancestor should do any thing to forfeit

or determine his estate for life after the determination of

the intermediate estate ; for they, not being capable of

taking such remainder when such preceding estates ended, [85]

could never after lay claim to it; and so an unwary an-

cestor might defeat his heir of the purchase ; or, lastly,

from the conformity or parity of reason they bear to a

limitation to A. and his heirs, or heirs male or female of

his body ; for as the one gives an estate for life by im-

jjlication, and more, so the other gives him the same in

G 3 express
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express vvorcls, and more ; and expressio eorum qiKZ facile

tfisiait nihil opera I ur. And the interposition of another

estate between them, only breaks the order of the hmi-

tution, not the operation of the words ; which being the

same in both cases, ought to have the same operation and

construction (;).

But notwithstandins; what has been said of the orio'in

of this rule, the late Mr. Justice Blackstone, in his argu-

ment on the case of Perrin v. Blake, in the Exchequer

Chamber, held it by no means clear, that the rule I am
speakino" of took its rise merely from feudal pinriples;

he was rather inclined to believe that it was first esta-

blished to prevent the inheritance from being in abeyance
;

Hargrave's and that one principal foundation of it, was to obviate the
Collection of mischief of too fi-equently putting the inheritance in sus-

vol n AoR P^^'^^ o^' abeyance. Another foundation, he said, might

Sc 500. be, and was probably laid in a principle diametrically oppo-

site to the genius of the feudal institutions; namely, a

desire to facilitate the alienation of land, and to throw it

into the track of commerce, one generation sooner, by

vesting the inheritance in the ancestor, than ifhe continued

tenant for life, and the heir was declared a purchaser.

Ibid. 501. The learned Judge refers to a case, which he believed to

be the very first in our books wherein the principle was

estabhshed. Where A. purchased the manor of F. to hold

M. 18 Ed. 2. to himself and his wife and his eldest son, and the heirs of
lol. 577. ^}^g body of the son, and if he died without heirs of his

body, then to remain to the right heirs o{ A. the father.

The son died without issue in the father's life-time. The

[86] father became bound in a statute merchant, and died,

leaving another son his heir. To a writ sued out extending

the lands of A. upon the statute, the sheriff returned he had

delivered all the lands which A. had in fee, except the

manor of F. in which he had only an estate for term of life.

ViHc ' EaC' ^^^ ^ cannot omit this opportunily of acknowledging the obli-

Abr, 715, gation I am under to Mr. Hargrave, for his unsolicited conimu-

-}t/i id. under nication of the treatise I have here cited ; from which, the useful

the head collection, under the title Remainder, in the third volume of

^/'//"^ ^.'^^
Bacon's Abridgment, is probably an extract,

^^•p^j
Note by Mr. Fcarne.

Upon
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Upon this return it was argued, that J., took only an estate

for Hfe, the fee simple being hmited to his heirs, who
therefore took by purchase ; but the court held the contrary

;

for tliis reason among others, because otherwise the fee

and the right, after the death of the eldest son, would have

been in nobody. And upon the whole he infers, that

the rule was of the highest antiquity, not merely grounded

on any narrow feudal principle, but applied in the veiy first

instance we know of, to the liberal and conscientious pur-

pose of facilitating the alienation of the land, by charging

it with the debts of the ancestor.

Mr. Hargrave, in his profound and animated observa- Havg. Law
tions on the rule in Shelley's case, refers that rule with Tracts, v. i.

great ingenuity to a much broader basis, as one branch P* ^7^'

of a policy of law adopted to prevent annexing to a real

descent, the qualities and properties of a purchase. He
treats it as one of the two barriers which our law places

between descent and purchase. The rule of law which

prohibits a man from raising a fee simple to his own right

heirs as purchasers, he considers as one of those barriers

;

observing, tha-t as that rule applied only to the acts of

ancestor, as between himself and his own right heirs, it

was requisite to have the same barrier between persons

not standing towards each other in the same relation.

And it was for that, the rule in Shelley's case was cal-

culated; of which the short amount was, that no man
should raise in another an estate of inheritance, and at the

same time make the heirs of that person purchasers.

I am not apprised of any information that can be added

to the authorities I have now cited, respecting the princi-

ples to which the rule in question is referrible. Upon
which principles we may observe, that the ascribed policy

of facilitating alienation of the lands, or subjecting them

to debts, and of the law's prohibition of a man's raising a

fee simple to his own right heirs as purchasers, appears

to reach only the limitation to the heirs general; for that

to heirs special instead of a fee simple raised an estate tail, [87]
which was not alienable, nor subject to debts, at the

supposed time of the establishment of the rule. But the

aim of obviating the frauds on the tenure, and avoiding an

G 4 abeyance
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aboMUice of the inheritance, apphes with equal force to

both hmitations.

Indeed to whatever origin or principles we refer the

rule, I think the case cited by Mr. Justice Blackstone, 18

Ed. 1. will not admit our considering it as a settled rule,

or one that had obtained a known establishment at that

time, even in limitation to the heirs general. The sheriff's

return, the debates in the court, and the reason given for

the judgment, all concur in precluding such a supposition.

Vide infra, I shall take another occasion to speak of the extent and
lol. 185. application of this agitated rule.

But supposing the rule to have been of feudal institution,

and consequently that the reason on which it took its rise

ceased, with those fruits of tenure which it was calculated

to preserve; has not the reason on which the right of pri-

mogeniture was established in this kingdom also long

ceased? Did the original grounds of most of our English

laws of property exist any longer than the feudal tenures

prevailed? Yet does the right of primogeniture still con-

tinue part of the laws of descent in this country. And
where is the authority to tell us, that the statute 12 Car. 2.

c. 24, virtually annihilated the mass of our English laws

of property, only by converting other tenures into common
socage tenures?

We have many laws, the origin of which cannot at this

distant period be traced at all
;
yet, justly should we laugh

at the man, urging that as an argument against the present

validity of such laws ; and surely a law for which no reason

at all now appears, has no more original ground in the

present state of things, than a law, whose origin may be

traced up to a circumstance which does not now exist.

What reason then can be assigned, why the one should be

less sacred than the other ? Judge Blackstone, in the argu-

ment above referred to, says, " were it strictly true that

the origin of the rule in question was merely feodal, and

calculated solely to give the lord his profits of tenure, of

which (by the by) he had never met with a single trace in

any feodal writer ; still it would not shake the authority of

r^8] ^^^ I'ule, or make us wish for an opportunity to evade it.

There is hardly an ancient tule of real property but what

had
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had in it more or less of a feodal tincture ; and after

instancing several, he observes that whatever their parent-

age was, they are now adopted by the common law of

England, incorporated into its body, and so interwoven

into its policy, that no court of justice in this kingdom

had either the power or (he trusted) the inclination to

disturb them."

It is true, where those things which are the objects of

any rule of law cease to exist, there the rule itself must of

necessity cease for want of subject matter to relate to, or

have any effect upon ; but it by no means follows, that

where the same objects of a law still continue, that there

the law should cease, only because the very state of things

which was the first occasion of it, no longer exists.

Whilst the same subject continues, there must be still

the same necessity for some rule or regulation in respect to

it. But if the old rule of law were to cease with the cir-

cumstance or state of things which gave it birth, the sub-

ject would remain at large, unregulated by any law, and

exposed to the arbitrary direction of ignorance, partiality

or caprice, until the legislature should interfere and make
a new law_ respecting it. This would be opening a door

perpetually to all that uncertainty, confusion, and incon-

venience, which laws and rules were intended to obviate

and prevent.—The conclusion is, that every rule of law

once established continues to be so, whilst the subject

of it exists, until altered by some solemn act of legis-

lation (s).

Now in regard to the rule of law, or legal construction, [go]

whereby the limitation to the heirs, &c. is executed in the

(s) Under this head, there also may be taken into considera-

tion, the ahnost inconceivable proportion of the law of every

kingdom, which is gradually made by the decisions of courts of '

judicature, without the least interference of the legislature, and

sometimes even in direct contradiction to it. Such, in England,

are recoveries and many other devices, by which the feudal

restraints upon alienation have been eluded ; and such is the

whole law of trusts, by which, to use Lord Hardwicke's words,

1 Atk. 59 1, "a statute made upon great consideration, intro-

duced in a solemn and pompous manner, has had no other

effect than to add three words to a conveyance."

ancestor.
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ancestor, though we admit the reason upon which it first

took place no longer to exist, yet the subject of the rule

still remains ; there are still the same limitations of estates

for it to operate upon ; and the law having been once so

established (no matter upon what ground) j the courts of

law, who considered themselves as intrusted with the power,

not of abrogating or altering old, or enacting new, but

only of expounding and pronouncing established laws and

legal rules, have, through a long succession of determina-

tions on this point, grounded their judgments upon that

rule ; as will appear, when I come to consider the several

cases respecting it.

But if the recorded antiquity of the rule, if its adoption

and prevalence during a period of near five hundred years

(reckoning from the case 18 Ed. 2. cited by Judge Black-

stone) have not yet 'stamped it with legal sanctity, nor

entitled it to the attention and observance due to an esta-

blished rule of law ; vain, I am afraid, will be any resort to

its origin or principles, at a period when they are con-

fessedly either too remote, or too latent, for any more

energetic influence, than what they can derive from the

researches of learning or the conception of hypothesis.

As to the distinction that has been attempted between

conveyances by deeds and devises, so far as it has en-

deavoured to treat the latter as not within the reach of the

rule, it is certainly groundless. And though the Master

of the Rolls, in the case of Papillon v. Voice, is reported

to have said he did not know of any case where lands

bein<y devised to A. for life, remainder to the heirs of his

body in case of a will, had been construed an estate tail in

A.—it is evident there must have been some misappre-

Har.". Law hension in the reporter, or inadvertency in the master, as

Tracts, vol.1. Judge Blackstone observes in the aVjove cited argument,

p. 502.
g^jjj proves by referring to some antecedent cases. The

adoption of the rule in wills, appears by several of the

Vide infra, cases I have already cited, which, together with others I

135' shall have occasion to notice in the progress of these

sheets, I think have fully established the application of

the rule to limitations in wills equally as in conveyances

[90] at common law ; wherever the limitations in question give

the legal, and not the mere trust or equitable estate.

V. 18. The
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V. 18. (f) The Court of Chancery, indeed, has not

considered itself tied up to an implicit observance of the

same rule, in respect to those limitations which are the

immediate objects of that court's jurisdiction ; I mean,

limitations which do not include or Carry the legal estate.

In the decreeing the execution of marriage articles, and
in the construction of trust estates, of some descriptions

at least, that court regards the end and consideration of

the settlement, and the intent of the trusts, beyond the

legal operation of the words in which the articles or the

trusts are expressed.

Thus, in the case of articles before marriage for making
a settlement, if there be a limitation to the parents for

life, with a remainder to the heirs of their bodies, the

latter words are, generally, considered as words of purchase,

and not of limitation, and the future settlement or con-

veyance in pursuance of such articles, will be decreed to

be made agreeable to such construction.

As where A., in consideration of an intended marriage, i Eq. Abr.

entered into articles, by which he covenanted with trus- 387. Trevor
^ o res

tees to settle an estate to the use of himself for life
'^-•^^^^<*''»

... ' j£ . 1719.
without impeachment of waste, remainder to his intended

wife for life, remainder to the use of the heirs males of his

body upon the body of his intended wife to be begotten,

and the heirs males of such heirs males issuing, remainder

to the right heirs of the said A. for ever ; and covenanted,

that in case the said limitations were not thereafter well

raised according to the intent of the said articles, that he

and his heirs would stand seised of the premises, until a

further assurance thereof should be made to such uses,

intents, and purposes, as in the articles were before ex- [91]
pressed and declared. The marriage took effect, and A.

had issue four sons and two daughters. The articles were

(f) V. 18. With the preceding pai'agraph, Mr. Fearne con-

cludes his discussion of the effect of the rule in Shelley's case,

on legal limitations in deeds ; with the present, he begins his

discussion on the effect of the rule in Shelley's case on equitable

limitations. He divides them into two classes, those contained

in marriage articles, and those contained in other instruments.

The former he discusses in the present paragraph.

laid
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laid by unnoticed for several years ; and A. levied a fine

of the lands (supposing himself to be tenant in tail under

tlie articles) ; and afterwards, both the trustees being

dead, without requesting a settlement, ^.'s eldest son

having mawied against his father's consent, and by several

other acts of weakness and disobedience much offended

him, ^.by deed reciting the said articles, and the weak-

ness and disobedience of his eldest son, declared, that the

said fine so levied by him, should enure to the use of

himself for life without impeachment of waste, remainder

to his wife for life, remainder to his second son in tail

male, vrith like remainders to his two younger sons, with

remainder to his own right heirs ; and after making a like

settlement of other lands, A. died intestate, leaving a

•great personal estate, and leaving a real estate in Ireland,

and new purchased lands in England, together of the

value of 1,000 /. per annum and upwards. Upon his death,

the estate in Ireland, and the new purchased lands, de-

scended to his eldest son, who also became entitled to his

share (upwards of 9,000 /.) of the personal estate. The

second son entered upon the settled estates, and the eldest

son, having got possession of the articles, which it ap-

peared had been thrown by several years as useless, brought

his bill for a specific performance thereof.

It was insisted for the defendant, that though by the

first part of the articles they seemed to be executory, yet

by the covenant to stajid seised in the last part of them,

they were actually and immediately executed ; that he

thereby covenanted to stand seised to the before-mentioned

uses, till a settlement was made accordingly ; that no set-

tlement having been made, the uses continued to be

executed by virtue of that covenant ; that by these uses

he was plainly tenant in tail, and by the fine had bound

his issue, and made himself master of the estate, and might

dispose of it as he thought fit. But Lord Chancellor said,

that upon articles the case was stronger than on a will

;

that articles were only minutes or heads of the agreement

of the parties, and ought to be so modelled when they

[92] come to be carried into execution, as to make them eflfec-

tual ; that the intention was to give A. only an estate for

life ; that if it had been otherwise, the settlement would

have
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liave been vain and ineffectual, and it would have been in

^.'s power, as soon as the articles were made, to have de-

stroyed them ; that the covenant to stand seised was, until

«uch time as the said uses Avere well raised, according to

the true intent and meaning of the articles ; that if a settle-

ment had been made defective in any particular, it would

not have been final or conclusive ; that a second settlement

must have been made till the uses were well and truly

raised ; and that this covenant for ever subsisted till such

settlement should be made ; that he hoped never to see

the time when the court would so far have power as to

judge what behaviour of a soil should amount to a for-

feiture of his estate; and therefore thought, if a settlement

had been made, no misbehaviour of the son could amount

to a forfeiture of it. That this estalcJ being specifically

agreed to be settled, it was a trust for the eldest son, which

passed with the lands, into whose hands soever they came,

and could not be defeated by any act of the father or the

trustees. And therefore he decreed a conveyance to the

plaintiff, and the heirs male of his body, and an account

of the profits from his father's death, and the deeds and „
• • •

1 mi • 1 ^ Brown
writings to be delivered up. This decree was afterwards Cases Pari.

affirmed in the House of Lords. 122.

So where the husband, before marriage, agreed by articles Streatfield v.

to settle lands to the use of himself and his intended wife Streatfield,

for their lives, and the life of the survivor, and afterwards rp^f," ^^'

to the use of the heirs of his body on the wife, and afte'r //_ 1735.

the marriage, by settlement reciting the articles conveyed

the lands to the use of himself and his wife for their lives,

and the life of the survivor, remainder to the use of the

heirs of his body by his wife ; it was held not to be a pro-

per execution of the articles, though the articles did not

expressly mention the intent to provide for the issue.

For Lord Talbot observed, it could not be doubted but

that, upon an application to the court for carrying the

articles into execution, it would have decreed it to be done

in the strictest manner, and would never have left it in

the husband's power to defeat and annul every thing he had
been doing ; and the nature of the provision was strong [93]
enough for that purpose, without any express.words.

It
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1 Eq. Abr.

392. Jones

V. Laiigliton,

M. 1698.

Cusack V.

Cusack,

1 Brown Cas.

Pari. 470.

T. 1714.

Nandick v.

Wilkes,! Eq
Abr. 393.
c. 5. Gilb.

Eq. Rep.

114. £.1716
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It is tlie same in the case of" articles for settling the

wife's estate. The limitation to her for life, and a sub-

sequent one to the heirs of her body by the husband,

have been decreed to operate by way of strict settle-

ment.

Accordingly, where articles were entered into, for in-

vestino- the wife's portion in the purchase of lands, which

should be settled on the husband and wife for their lives,

and the life of the survivor, and after to the heirs of the

body of the wife by the husband to be begotten ; the

settlement was decreed to be made to the first and other

sons successively in tail, so that the husband and wife

might not have power to bar the issue.

And where the agreement was for limiting the estate

to the parents for life, remainder to the heirs of both their

bodies, the latter limitation has been executed in strict

settlement.

Thus in a case where articles were entered into by the

husband, in which he covenanted that as well all the real

estate that he had then in Ireland, as all the lands and

tenements which he should purchase during the life of

his intended wife, should descend and come to the heirs

male to be begotten on the body of the intended wife by

the husband, and should be secured and settled on the

said heirs male by the husband, as the counsel of the

intended wife should advise. Upon an appeal to the

House of Lords, from a decree of the Court of Chancery

in Ireland, the decree was reversed ; and it was ordered

that a son of the marriage should be deemed a tenant in

tail, under the articles, and to hold and enjoy the lands

against all persons claiming under a subsequent settlement

by his father ; who had levied fines and suffered recoveries

to bar the supposed entail.

And in a case where the husband entered into a bond

to surrender copyholds to the use of himself for life, re-

mainder to his wife for life, remainder to the heirs of their

two bodies, then to the husband in fee ; upon a bill against

the husband, after the marriage, for execution of this

engagement ; the decree was, for him to surrender to the

use of himself for life, remainder to the use of his wife

for
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for life, remainder to the use of the first and other sons in

tail general successively, with remainder to the daughters

in tail general.

So where the intended wife's estate was articled to he Vide Burton

settled on the husband and wife, and on the heirs of their y« Hastings,

two bodies. Lord Cowper admitted, that if no settlement ^ ^yif
had been made, the court would have taken care to

secure to the daughters the provision intended them by

the articles.

In the above noticed cases, the limitation in the articles

importing an estate tail either in that parent from whom
the estate moved, or in both the parents, would have

put it in the power either of the father alone during the

coverture, or of the settling parent alone after the death

of the other, to bar the issue ; and that power would

not have been restrained to the concurrence of both

jDarents.

But I have not met wdth any case, in which the same Qutxre ivhe'

doctrine has been extended to a limitation, giving an i^ier the stat.

estate tail to the wife alone, in the estate moying from the ^ ^ -"• 7-

. C 20» €xtGilds
husband. There rather seems to have been a distinction

^^ ^ifi^ ^

taken between that and the other cases, in respect of its the husband's

not leaving it in the power of either of the parents alone '^*^."'* ^"^^

to bar the issue, either durins; or after the coverture : for tj j

in such case, as the husband takes no estate tail, it is 6 Taunt. 94,

evident he cannot, during the coverture or afterwards,

bar the issue of the marriage ; and the wife of course

cannot, during the coverture, do it without his concur-

rence ; and her estate tail being ex jyrovisione vir/, the

statute Hen. 7. prevents her doing it afterwards. And it

has been held, that their power of doing it jointly is not

unreasonable, or inconsistent with the probable view and

intent of the settlement.

Thus in a case more fully cited below, where lands were
fjoj^oj. ^,

agreed to be settled to the use of the husband for life, re- Honor, 1 P.

mainder to the wife for life, remainder to the heirs of the W. 123.

body of the wife by the husband ; Lord Cowper said the y\]^^o ^
articles were prudent articles, and the wife, though she infra, 98.

was to have an estate tail thereby, yet could not bar it, but

was restrained by stat. 11 H. 7.

So where by articles previous to marriage it was agreed Whateley i'.

to Kemp, cited
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2 Vez. sen.

358.

[95]

(x) Qiicere,—mother.

(t/) Qiicere,

—plaintiff'.

In Green v.

Ekins, 2 Atk.

473.i\/.i742,

Highway et

al. V. Ban-
ner et al.

1 Brovv^n.

Chan. Cas.

584. £.1785.
Et vide su-

pra, 34.
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to purchase lands, and settle them to the use of the

husband for life, then of the wife for life, remainder to the

use of the heirs of her body by him, they purchased and

joined in a recovery to the use of a mortgagee in fee.

Upon a bill by the eldest son after the death of his mother,

insisting that he was entitled, on the construction of these

articles in equity, to have the estate settled to the first^

&c. son in tail male. Sir Joseph Jekyll said, that if this

had been a common limitation, he should have thought

what was insisted on was right, and that the mortgagee

must have lost his estate. But that this was particular, to

the heirs ofthe body of the wife by the husband, and being

ex pj'ovisioue viri, would secure the children against the

father (x) alone; and that it might be the real intent that

both might bar, comparing it to a power of revocation

both by father and mother; and the defendant (y) was

therefore well barred.

So in a subsequent case. Lord Hardwicke said he might

compare it to the case where, by a settlement of lands,

the wife has an estate ex provisione viri, the court has re-

fused to interpose to settle the estate othei-wise, because

the intent will prevail, since she cannot alien by stat.

11 H. 7.

And in a very late case, where by marriage articles, cus-

tomary lands of inheritance of the intended husband,

holden by copy of court roll, were agreed to be settled to

the use of the intended husband for life, remainder to his

intended wife for Ufe, and after the deceases of both to the

use of the heirs of her body by him if he survived her,

but if she survived him to the heirs of his body on her

body to be begotten, remainder to his own right heirs

;

the marriage was had and the husband afterwards sur-

rendered the lands to the uses mentioned in the articles,

and was admitted accordingly. And at the same court he

and his wife surrendered to certain uses. And on a ques-

tion between a son of the marriage claiming under the

entail in the articles, and others claiming under the said

surrender by the husband and wife ; one of the points

made, and that on which the decision proceeded, was,

Whether the surrender to the uses in the articles was a

due execution of the uses of the articles ; and whether,

by
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bv the subsequent surrender, the Imsband gained an ab-

solute power over the estate ? We are to observe, that

estates tail were barrable by surrender, according to the

custom.

The Master of the Rolls said, that the rule had been [96J

settled and adhered to in many cases, that articles for a

settlement on a husband, and the heirs of his body, should

be carried into execution in strict settlement ; and it had

been considered as vain to make a settlement which in-

stantly might be defeated by a recovery ; but the doctrine

had never gone so far, where that party could not sufter a

recovery alone. He observed, that it was antiently a com
nion mode of settlement to the husband for life, to the

wife for life, and to the heirs of the body of the wife by

the husband; it was thought a sufficient precaution to

preserve the entail, that it could not be destroyed unless

both husband and wife concurred. That in the principal

case, the limitations appeared to be anxiously worded ; the

concurrence of both parties was necessary to destroy the

entail ; it was out of the power of the survivor. He was

not to look to the impropriety of what had been done, but

to the power the parties had to do it, and he thought that

point clear.

And when there has been a difference between two sets

of limitations on the face of the articles, that evidenced

a distinction in the intention of the parties themselves,

between a strict settlement on the issue of the marriage,

and an entail in the parent, by expressly securing a pro-

vision for such issue, under a limitation of one fund or

estate in the way of strict settlement ; and at the same

time limiting another estate in a more general way to the

heirs of the body of the father ; the court has thought

there was not sufficient ground for executing the latter

limitation in strict settlement.

And therefore, in a case where money, in the hands of Chambers v.

trustees, was articled to be laid out in the purchase of Chambers,

lands to be settled on the husband for life, remainder to ^\^^ '
*

'
. itep. 12^.

the intended wife for life for her jointure, remamder to the 2 Eq. Ab.

first and other son and sons of the marriage in tail male 35. c. 4.

successively, chargeable with 2,000 /. for younger children, -^ • ^ 730.

remainder to the husband in fee ; and the husband's father

H by
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liv llie same articles covenanted to settle other lands on

the husband, and the heirs male of his body, remainder

to the heirs of the father. Upon a question, whether a

subsequent settlement of the last-mentioned lands by the

husband's father, on the husband and the heirs male of

[97] his body, Avith remainder to the father in fee, was a good

performance of the agreement ; or whether the limitation

ought not to have been on the husband for life, with re-

mainder to his first and other sons in tail male successively

in strict settlement? Lord Chancellor King held that the

settlement w^as a good execution of the agreement, and

therefore confirmed the settlement. He said, that by the

articles those lands were not intended to be settled as a

provision for the children of that marriage, they were

taken care of by the other part of the articles by the trust

money ; and it was not like the common case of articles

for a settlement on the issue of the marriage where no

other provision or care is taken for them ; and the dif-

ferent manner of penning the articles in relation to the

trust money, and as to those lands, the one to be in strict

settlement to the first, &c. son of that marriage, the other

limited to the husband and the heirs male of his body

generally, and not tied up to the issue of that marriage
;

shewed plainly the parties understood, and had in con-

templation the difference between a strict settlement upon

the issue of that marriage, and a general settlement upon

the husband and the heirs male of his body.

And accordingly, in a case of marriage articles, where

part of the estate was limited to the husband for life, re-

mainder to the wife for life, and after the death of the sur-

vivor, remainder to the heirs of the body of the wife by the

husband, another part to the husband for life, remainder to

Howell V. the heirs of his body, remainder to the wife. Upon a bill

Howell,
tiled by the eldest son to have the articles carried into exe-

2 V ez. sen. ,

2^8 Ta^-i. <^^tion strictly to the first, &c. son in tail. Lord Hardwicke

observed, there was a difference in the penning of the two

limitations ; on the first they might have it in view to leave

it in the power, not of the father only, but of both to vary

;

but on the second there could be no sense of the limitation,

but as the son contended for ; otherwise it would be abso-

lutely in the power of the father, by fi.ne to bar it, and
^ defeat
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defeat all the issue. They intended the wife should have a

jointure in the one, in the other not. It seemed a strong-

distinction on the face of the articles, and there had been

cases adjudged on that—That where by articles part of an

estate was limited to father for life, to wife for life, to first

and every other sons and daughters in tail, another part to [9^]

testator (:i') for life, and the heirs male of his body by that (•^') Qw^^^.

wife, Lord Macclesfield said, if that had been the sole limi-

tation, he should without scruple decree in strict settlement

according to the common rule ; but where the parties had

shewn they knew the distinction when to put it out of the

power of the father, and when to leave it in his power, lie

would not vary the last Umitation ; decreeing to the father

in tail as to the last, though not as to the first, («).-^That as

in the principal case there was a difference in the penning

the articles, in one of which they might intend to leave it

in the power of the father, in the other not in his power

to do it alone, it was a reasonable way.

The above cited cases are instances wherein there were

articles only, and no settlement previous to the marriage
;

and the court was applied to, to carry the articles into exe-

cution, or rectify the settlement made after the marriage in

consequence of the articles. But there are also instances

where there were both articles and a settlement expressly

in pursuance thereof, made previous to marriage ; and the

court, upon an application for that purpose, has interfered to

j-ectify such settlement, in conformity to the nature or con-

structive import of the limitations in the articles.

Thus where articles were made previous to, and in con- Honor v,

sideration of a marriage, for settling lands to the use of the Honor,

husband for life, remainder to the wife for life, remainder to p ^y' ^^
'

the heirs of the body of the wife by the husband begotten, y, 1710,

remainder to the husband in fee; and before the marriage a

settlement was made reciting the articles, and expressed to

be in pursuance thereof, limiting the lands to the us« of the

husband for life, remainder to the wife for fife, remain

to the heirs of the body of the husband by the wife, re-

. gnainder to him in fee. There was issue of the marriage one

son; the father married again, had several other children,

(w) The report im Vezey does not ascertain the case thus cited

by Lord Hardwicke. Note by Mr. Fearne,

ii 2 and
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and having procured his son, without any consideration, to

join with him in mortgaging the estate, and limiting the

[()9] fee simple, and equity of redemption to the father, upon

a bill afterwards brought by the son to compel his father

to re-settle the land on the son, after his (the father's)

death, pursuant to the articles.

Lord Chancellor held it was a plain mistake in making

the settlement vary from the articles, which were prudent

articles ; and the settlement, said to be made pursuant

thereto, shewed there was no alteration of the intention,

nor any new agreement between the making of the articles

and the settlement; and this appearing on the face of the

articles and settlement, the length of time (about -25 years)

was immaterial. And he decreed the father and his second

wife to join in a conveyance to settle the estate as by the

articles, viz. to the father for life, remainder to the son in

tail ; but as to the mortgage, the son having joined in it,

the court would not set it aside, but directed the father to

keep down the interest during his life.

It is true, there was a case in Chancery before Lord

Cowper, where marriage articles were entered into for set-

I'urton r. Jtling the wife's estate on the husband and wife, and on the

Hastings, heirs of their two bodies to be begotten. After the mar-
(jilb. hq.

xiaore a settlement was made ofthe lands upon the husband
Ren. 113. . . . . .

1 Abr. Eq. ^^^ ^^^^ for their lives, remainder to the heirs of the body

395. £.1715. of the wife by her said husband. There was issue of the

marriage one daughter only. After the death of the hus-

band, his widow married again, joined in a fine of the lands,

and settled them to other uses. A bill was brought by
the daughter of the first marriage, to carry the articles

into execution ; for that no care was taken of the daughters

by the settlement, as the limitation to the heirs of the body
of the wife by her first husband made her tenant in tail

;

and consequently left her the power to bar them, which
was contrary to the intent of the articles, that being to

make an effectual provision for all the issue of that mar-

riage. But Lord Cowper dismissed the bill ; saying, if

no settlement had been made, and application had been
made to the court for making one pursuant to the articles,

the court would have taken care to have secured. to the

daughters the provision intended them by the articles.

But
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But a settlement having been actually made and accepted

by the parties, he could make no alteration in it.

And in a subsequent case, where articles were entered [100]

into for settUng lands to the use of B. the intended 2 P. W. 349.

husb-and for life, without waste, remainder to M. the in- West v.

tended wife for life, remainder to the heirs male of the 't^I^^^g'

body of B. by M., remainder to the heirs male of the

body of B. by any other wife, remainder to the heirs

female of the body of B. by the said M., with leasing and

jointuring powers to B. Afterwards, and before themar-

riao-e, a settlement was made, and mentioned to be Jn
pursuance and performance of the articles ; and the lands

were thereby limited to B. for life, remainder to M. for

life, remainder to the first, &:c. son of the marriage suc-

cessively in tail male, remainder to the first, &c. son of JB.

by any other wife in tail male successively, remainder to

the heirs of the body of the said B. by the said M., re-

mainder over. They had issue only one daughter, who

died, leaving two daughters. B. having an estate tail

under the limitation to the heirs of the body, &c. suffered

a recovery, sold part of the lands, devised the residue,

and died. The grand-daughters brought their bill in the

Exchequer against the executors of B., to rectify the mis*

take in the settlement, in limiting an estate tail to B.,

instead of limiting it in strict settlement, as by the articles

it ought to have been. The articles were made in De-

cember, the settlement in March 1685; the sale of the

lands in 1698, and the will in 1722 : the defendant pleaded

the settlement, the recovery, the will, and the long enjoy-

ment ; but the plea was overruled by Lord Ch. B. Gilbert

and the other Barons ; and after hearing the cause. Lord

Ch. B. Pengelly and the other Barons dismissed the bill

without costs ; it appearing to them dangerous to set aside

a settlement, which seemed to have been solemnly and

deliberately made. But on an appeal to the Lords, this 3 Brown,

dismission was reversed ; and the lands not sold were Cas. Pan.

decreed to be conveyed to the grand-daughters and the ''
'"

heirs female of their bodies, as tenants in common, with

cross remainders to them in tail female ; and the devisee

to account for the profits, and the executor to account

for the purchase money received by B. for the lands by

H 3 him
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him bold, and to pay interest for the same ; the writings to

be brought into the Court of Exchequer, and possession to

be dehvered to the appellants ; and the principal monies

arising by the said sale to be laid out in lands, to be settled

[loi] to the same uses as the lands unsold were decreed to be

conveyed to.

The principal grounds of this appeal were, That the ex-

press estate for life, without waste, with power of leasing

given to B. in the articles, was plain evidence that a strict

settlement was intended, and that he should have no

Vide Honor power to bar his sons and daughters—That the settle-

•L\ Honor, ment took notice of the articles, and was expressly said to

1 1. *• ^'-3-
ije made in pursuance and performance thereof; which

and /vcrn. demonstrated that the parties did not design to depart

<:^j8, T.iyio. from the articles, nor had come to any new agreement for

that purpose—That there seemed to be as much reason,

that the expression of heirs female of the body, contradis-

tinguished from sons, should, in marriage articles, have

the same construction in favour of daughters, as the ex-

pression of heirs male had in favour of sons ; both being

equally under the contemplation of the parties; and espe-

cially, since in this case there was no other provision for

daughters besides the limitation intended them by the

articles ; and according to the common course, where a

provision is made for daughters by a term of years, it is

always so limited as to be out of the father's power to

bar it,

3'o^rell r. In another case, indeed, where marriage articles were
Pricc,2 P. vV

. entered into for settlino- lands to the use of the husband jD.

^ • / • £qj. j-fg without waste, remainder to trustees and their heirs

during his life, to support contingent remainders, remain-

der in part to the wife E. for her jointure, remainder as to

the whole to the first, &c. son of the marriage in tail male

successively, remainder to the heirs male of the body of

the husband {i. e. by any wife), remainder to the heirs of

his body by his said wife JE., remainder to his own right

heirs, w ith a clause empowering husband and wife to make
leases ; and also a clause that if he should die without issue

male by his said wife, if there should be one daughter, she

should have 3,000/., and if there were more daughters than

one, they should have 4,000/. among them ; which portions

were
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were to be secured on some part of the estate. It happened

there was issue of the marriage only one daughter. D.
survived his wife, and suffered a common recovery of the

lands, and made another settlement ofthem in consideration

of, and previous to, his second marriage ; subject as to

part to a trust for raising 3,000/. for his daughter by his [102]

first wife, in satisfaction of the portion she was entitled to

under the first articles, and maintenance for her in the

mean time.

The question was, (here being notice of the first articles)^

whether the limitation in the first articles to the heirs of

the body of D. by E. his wife, should not be taken as if

it had been to the daughters of D. by his said first wife.?

For then they could not be barred by the recovery (con-

sidering the preceding intermediate limitation to the heirs

male of his body at the same time as words ofpurchase.)

It was insisted, that here the limitation to the heirs of

the body of D. by E. his first wife, must be the same as if

it had been to the daughters ; for it could not be intended

in favour of the sons of that marriage, there being an

express limitation before to them ; and though in the case

of a settlement, there being a precedent estate for life to

D.y it would have been an estate tail in him barrable

by a common recovery, yet it was otherwise where it

rested upon articles ; and the case of West v. Errissey was Supra^

cited. P- 100^

On the other side it was said, and resolved, that the

3,000 /. secured by the settlement on the second marriage,

was an actual satisfaction of all demands under the articles

;

and that though a limitation by articles to the heirs male

of the marriage, after an express estate for life to the father,

should be taken to mean a remainder to the first, 8ic. son,

it does not follow that a limitation to the heirs of the body
must be equivalent to a remainder limited to daughters

;

especially in this case, where they were postponed to the

limitation to the heirs male of the body of D. by any wife

;

and where there was an express pecuniary provision made
for the daughters by the first wife ; which was all they

were to depend upon.

And the following diversities were taken by the court,,

between this last case and the case of West and Errissey

;

H 4 itt
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in the case of West and Errissey, no portions were pro-

vided for the daughters of the first marriage ; in the last

case, portions in all events were secured to such daughters.

In the case of West v. Errissey, after the limitation in the

articles to the heirs male of the body of the husband and

wife, and the remainder to the heirs male of the body of

no'^] the husband by any wife, came the remainder to the heirs

female of the body of the husband by the first wife, &-c.

;

so that the daughters were more immediately in the view

and contemplation of the parties than in the last case.

The distinction between the two cases of West v. Erris-

(.z) Qucrre, sey (x) merits particular attention ; in order to prevent

andPoxvell XiMV mistaking them for clashing authorities ; and enable

us to discriminate properly, between their respective ap-

plications to the circumstances of cases, that may occa-

sionally arise for our consideration in the course of

practice.

The prominent features of distinction were the expres-

sion heirs female as contradistinguished from heirs male

in West v. Errissey ; and the want of any other provision

in that case for daughters, than the limitation intended

them by the articles, under the description of heirs female
;

whilst in Powell and Price, the words heirs of the body,

were not so direct a designation of daughters, as to de-

note them the immediate objects of contemplation ; and

there were portions secured to the daughters of the mar-

riage, independently of the construction or eftect of the

words, heirs of the body.—A little consideration will shew

these distinctions in a much stronger light, than the first

glance may represent them.

The description of heirs female, cannot be explained

into any other intention in regard to its objects, than

daughters, after the contradistinguished limitation to heirs

male, applied to sons and their issue male. But heirs of

the body, &c. extend in expression, and may also embrace

in intention other objects ; namely, heirs female of the

sons, so as to let in the daughters of sons, who are not

comprehended in the limitation to heirs male. An imme-

diate view or contemplation of daughters of the marriage,

after sons, would, it may be supposed, suggest the ex-

pression heirs female, after a designation of the sons by

the
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tlie words heirs male ; but heirs of the body is the only

concise expression that could be calculated to comprehend

and let in the heirs female of sons. And might not, under

that expression, a daughter of a son have as fair a claim

to have tl>e articles executed, so as to give estates in tail

general to the sons, in order to let her in, as the issue of

a portioned daughter can? Where, indeed, the daughters [104]
of the marriage are not otherwise provided for by portions,

their equity under the general consideration of marriage

stipulation, viz. the provisio 1 for the immediate issue,

seems well founded, and superior to the claim of a daughter

of a son. But where the daughters of the maniage have

an absolute pnrovision under the articles, why is the court

to abridge the general extent of the words, heirs of the

body, in their favour, in preference to the daughter of a

son, equally included in the import of those words, and

not otherwise provided for at all ? If the words, heirs of

the body, after a limitation to sons in tail male, subject to

portions for daughters in failure of issue male, are to

operate in the way of strict settlement, in giving estates

by purchase to the issue expressed by them, why are they

to be confined to daughters and their issue only, in exclu-

sion of the issue female of sons? Can the intention be

supposed ,of preferring the daughter of a daughter pro-

vided for, to the daughter of a son ? If not, where is the

ground for narrowing the words, heirs of the body, in

construction to heirs female, in exclusion of the latter?

And if these words are to be understood in their own extent

of heirs of the body, they cannot have effect by way of

strict settlement, without limiting estates to the first and

other sons in tail general, previous to the limitations to

the daughters. But where is the authority for the model-

ling of articles to such an extent, after giving the same

sons estates in tail male, under the limitation to hen's male,

subject to portions for daughters ? Or how does the gene-

ral principle, on which a court of equity seems to interpose

on these occasions, require it? The marriage, and articles

for settlement, suppose an intended provision for the issue.

A court of equity will deviate from the strict legal effect

of the words of the articles, to effectuate this intent ; but

the operation of the principle seems to terminate in the

securing
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securiiio" an effectual provision for the issue of the mar-

riage. After that is done, why should not the limitations

operate according to their legal import?

Roberts v. ^^ another case, where an estate was articled to be

Kingsle)'. settled on the husband for life, sans waste, remainder to

1 Vez^ sen.
^^^ heirs male of his body, with power to raise portions

for younger children, a settlement was afterwards made,

[105] before marriage, in pursuance of the articles, and observ-

ing the very words of the articles. The husband after-

wards levied a fine to the use of himself in fee, and by

will made a provision for his son's debts. Lord Hardwicke

said it was the common case ; the variation from the in-

tent of the articles, and from the ordinary course of set-

tlements not arising from any new agreement, (being made

in pursuance of the articles), but from mistake in not

attending to a strict settlement. The reason of which was

unanswerable, viz. that on a settlement for valuable con-

siderations to make the father tenant in tail, would be

nugatory, and the same as making him tenant in fee. But

the son having submitted to, and taken a benefit under

Vide 1 Brown his father's will, must be bound thereby; and therefore,

Chanc. Cas. tj^Q^gh he was entitled to have the settlement rectified ac-

tion in these" cording to the true intent of the articles, he could not

cases. retain both, but must make his election.

Hart V. The word issue equally comprehends male and female.

Middlehurst, And therefore in a case of marriage articles for con-

3 ^^tk. 371. veying lands intrust for the husband forlife, and afterwards

to the wife for life, and afterwards to the issue of the

match, in such manner, and subject to such charges for

younger children, as the husband should by deed or will

appoint, Lord Hardwicke held that a daughter, the only

Of the word issue of the marriage, was entitled, under an equitable

Issue, vide execution of those articles in strict settlement, to an estate

the case re- ^gjj Issue of the marriage, he said, included male as
fcrrcd to . .

infra 1 16. ^^^^ ^^ female ; and therefore if it had gone no further

than to the issue of the marriage, and a bill had been

brought for carrying the articles into execution, the set-

tlement must have been to all the issue ; to the first and

every other son, and for default of such issue, to the

daughters, with proper remainders following one after the

VId. 2 Atk. other ; and that he had known several decrees of that kind

73* upon
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upon the words, issue of the marriage. And though by

the words subjecting the provision to the father's appoint-

ment, he might have divided the estate amongst the children

;

a different part among the sons if he pleased, and another

part by way of provision for the daughters; still the

whole of the estate must have been divided, though the

proportion was left to the father.

This last case, we may observe, differs materially from-

that of " Powell v. Price," and rather classes with that [106]

of West V. Errissey. For here a provision was intended

for the issue of the marriage, which included female as

well as the male ; and no other provision was made for

any of such issue male or female, than what was imported

in the limitation to the issue, which embraced the whole

estate comprised in it. Indeed, it was the case of a limi-

tation, that could not have entitled the father to an estate

tail, even if the issue female had been otherwise provided

for; issue being, in legal construction, a word of purchase.

Nor could the issue, either male or female, have taken at

law, otherwise than as purchasers. It was a case, therefore,

in which the equitable construction did not depart from

the legal import of the word issue, in favour of issue

otherwise provided for; but enforced a construction,

consonant to the legal import of the words, in favour of

the issue having no other provision than what that con-

struction afforded them.

So in another case, where by articles previous to marriage Dod v. Dod,

it was agreed that 3,000 /. should be laid out in the pur- Ambl. Rep.

chase of a freehold estate, to be settled on the husband *7^*

foj' life, remainder to the wife for life, remainder to the use

of such issue of their bodies, in such parts and manner as

the husband and wife should by deed or writing appoint

;

and for want of appointment, to the use of the issue of

their bodies, remainder to the right heirs of the husband.

There was no provision for younger children. The hus-

band died without appointment, leaving his wife and two

sons and a daughter. Upon a bill by the eldest son to

have the money laid out, according to the articles, in land

to be settled on him in tail, remainder to his brother and

sister in tail, with reversion in fee to himself; and across

bill by the younger children to have the lands to be bought

settled
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settled on them equally with the eldest son, the Master of

the Rolls was of opinion, that the lands to be purchased

ought to be settled in strict settlement, and limited to

the first, &.C. sons in tail, with remainder (the daughter

being dead without issue) to the right heirs of the husband

;

and decreed accordingly.

The cases that have followed that of Burton v. Hastings,

Supra, p. 99. above cited, evidently appear, from what I have stated of

them, to have done away the authority of Lord Cowper's

opinion, when he dismissed the bill in that case. And it

rjo-l is observable, that in Gilbert's report of the case of Bur-

ton and Hastings, after stating that Mr. Vernon offered to

the court a difference, where the settlement (made in

pursuance of articles) was before marriage, and after, viz.

that where it was before, the court could not interpose, as

it could where it was after marriage : it is said, that the

court had no regard to this distinction, but too hastily

dismissed the bill.

Cas. Temp. Lord Talbot, however, in a subsequent case, adopted the

Talb. 20. distinction urged by Mr. Vernon in that of Burton and
Legg V. Hastings ; and laid it down as a rule, that where articles

M 17^6* are entered into before marriage, and a settlement made

after marriage, different from those articles, (as if by

articles the estate was to be in strict settlement, and by

the settlement the husband is made tenant in tail), the

court will set up the articles against the settlement ; but

where both articles and settlement are previous to the

marriage, at a time when all parties are at liberty, the

settlement differing from the articles, will be taken as a

pew agreement between them, and shall controul the

articles. And although in the case of West and Errissey

the articles were made to controul the settlement made

before marriage, yet that resolution did not contradict the

general rule ; for in that case the settlement was ex-

pressly mentioned to be made in pursuance and performance

of the said marriage articles, whereby the intent appeared

to be still the same as it was at the making of the articles.

Infra p. 108. So in the case of Warrick v. Warrick, hereafter cited,

there were both articles and a settlement before marriage

;

but the latter was declaired to be in part performance of

the former.

Upon
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Upon the whole, therefore, the general doctrine upon

this subject appears to be, that in the case of articles

before marriage, containing limitations that would give

the parents, or either of them, such an estate tail as would

enable the father alone during the coverture, or the sur-

viving parent afterwards, to bar the issue of the marriage,

under a legal settlement limiting the estate in the same

words, equity will rectify it, and make a strict settlement;

unless the issue is otherwise provided for than by the

limitation to the heirs, &c. or from other limitations or [108]

provisions in other lands, it appears that the parties knew
and intended the distinction. But that the court will not

interfere, if both articles and settlement are made before

marriage; unless the settlement in that case, be expressed

to be made in pursuance of the articles; for the court

will suppose that the parties had altered their intention

with respect to the terms of the marriage ; which they

may do before the marriage, though not afterwards; and

that the settlement was made in pursuance of such new
agreement, and not of the articles. But when it is said

to be made in pursuance of the articles, all room for such

a supposition is precluded.

Here, however, we must remark, that the court will not

in those cases relieve against purchasers for valuable con-

sideration and without notice. As in the case of West Supra,

and Errissey above cited, one of the objections to the p- 100.

appeal was, that if the articles should be allowed to con-

troul the settlement, the purchasers under the husband
would in consequence be affected; to which it was
answered, that the appellant's bill was not brought against

any purchaser, as to the parts of the estate sold by the

husband; since the appellants only prayed satisfaction out

of his personal estate. And, indeed, the decree was arccord-

ing to such prayer, and did not in the least affect any of

the purchasers.—So in the case of Powell and Price Supra,

above cited; it was admitted, that if the trustees (under p. 101.

the settlement) or second wife had had no notice of

the articles made on the first marriage, then their being
purchasers without notice, would have been a bar to the

plaintiffs claim by the articles.

And
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Warrick r. And in the case of Warrick ?;. Warrick, before Lord

\y arrick and Hardwicke, where articles were entered into for settling an

T»u
°"' estate to the husband for life, after his death to his in-

tended wife for her life, and after her death to the use of

the heir male of the husband to be begotten on the body of

the wife ; afterwards, and before marriage, by a settlement

declared to be in part performance of the said articles,

tlie lands were settled upon the husband for life, then to

the wife for life, and after her death to the use of the

heirs male of the husband begotten on the body of the

wife. Afterwards the marriage took effect, and the husband

suffered a common recovery, and mortgaged the land in

[109] fee; which mortgage was afterwards assigned to another

mortgagee. After the father's death, his eldest son brought

his bill for an account of the rents and profits, and for pos-

sessibn, and to have the full benefit of the marriage articles

;

insisting that his father was intended to be tenant for life

only, with remainder to his first and other son and sons

successively in tail ; that he Vv^as a purchaser under those

articles, and they ought to be considered as if they had

been strictly carried into execution. The mortgagee de-

nied notice of the articles, and insisted on his being a

purchaser for valuable consideration. Lord Hardwicke

said it was certainly true, from the general principles of

the court, that if articles on marriage are to settle an estate

to A. for life, remainder to his wife for life, remainder to

the heirs male of the body of A., it is taken in that court

to be in strict settlement, and an estate for life only in

th€ father and mother ; and if the settlement be made after

marriage, it shall be rectified by the articles before—that

the case of West and Errissey was both upon articles and

a settlement before marriage ; and was the first case

where the court altered a settlement, and made it con-

formable to articles, and relieved on the head of mis-

take, the settlement referring expressly to the articles.

But that was between the parties to the articles and set-

tlement, and their representatives, and mere volunteers

;

and had not been carried into execution against a purchaser

"•—that it was true, the court had given relief against per-

sona who claimed under the settlement, and their represen-

tatives
;
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tatives ; but no case had gone so far as to relieve against

purchasers.—He also observed, that there was no case,

but where there are articles as well as a settlement, in

which the court will construe words which make a legal

estate tail, to be carried into strict settlement. And upon
the whole, Lord Hardwicke, after delivering his opinion

that there w^as not sufficient proof of notice of the articles

in the assignee of the mortgagee, dismissed the bill, so far

as it prayed to be relieved against the mortgage ; but de-

creed that the plaintiff might be at liberty to redeem.

Here we may also notice a case, where the court refused Cordwell v.

to rectify a settlement according to articles, for want of ^ ki r
the production of the articles themselves. The articles r^^ arid

were previous to marriage, for settling, by the wife's father, [1 1 0]
certain estates to the use of the husband and wife for their 2 Edens

lives, and the life of the survivor, and after the death of ^^^^•^ ^"

the survivor, to the use of the heirs of the body of the hus- j£ i'^qq'
band on the wife, remainder over. A settlement was made Vide infra

after marriage reciting the articles, and said to be made ^33- in mar-

in consideration of the marriage, and pursuance and per-
'^'"'

formance of the articles. Upon a bill by a son of the

marriage, to have the articles carried into execution. Lord

Hardwicke dismissed it, for want of the articles being pro- and vide

duced ; by which alone, he said, he could alter the settle- Ambl. Rep.

ment. It was impossible, he said, for him to determine ^^

otherwise, unless the whole of the instrument was before

him ; for the true construction depended on words, and

other parts of the deed might be material to find out the

true meaning. He could not see reason to lay it down as

a rule, that in all cases of articles, the husband was to be

only tenant for life.

There wasacaseof earher date than several I have been

noticing, in which, though the final decision did -not directly

turn on the execution ofarticles, but the aiding of a defective

settlement, yet from its relation to the doctrine upon articles,

I think it claims a place here. It was a case where the White v.

husband, upon his marriage, covenanted to levy a fine of Thornburgh,

freehold, and surrender copyhold lands to the use of
'\J^'^'

''^^"'

himself for\ hfe, remainder to his wife for life, remainder

to the heirs male of his body by his wife, remainder to the

heirs of their two bodies. He afterwards died, without

levying
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levying the fine or making the surrender, leaving a son

and a daughler by his wife. The son afterwards, for

indemnifying some sureties for him, covenanted to levy a

fine of the freehold, and surrender the copyholds ; and died?

having surrendered the copyhold ; but without levying a

fine of the freehold. Upon a bill by his sister and her

husband to have the freehold and copyhold lands assured

to her according to the intent of the settlement. Lord Har-

court considered the deed by the father in the nature of

articles, to be executed in a stricter manner than in the

words of the deed, and that a remainder might be limited

to the daughters ; so that a fine by the sons could not

have barred it. But upon a re-hearing before Lord Cow-

[iii] per, he held that the settlement, by the deed to lead the

uses of the fine, was not to be considered as articles, but a

defective settlement, and the uses not to be altered or

varied ; but that a court of equity would assist it so far,

as to consider it as if a fine had been levied, (by the hus-

band), and then the plaintiff would not have been barred

without a fine, (by her father), and she was to be con-

sidered as heir of the body of her father. And that the

limitation in the deed to the heirs of the bodies, could be

inserted for no other end or purpose, but to carry the

estate to the daughters of the marriage ; it being be-

fore limited to the heirs male ; and therefore he confiraied

the decree as to the freehold. But as to the copyhold,

there appearing no particular custom in the manor for

suffering a recovery, he held the surrender (by the son)

would have been barred the entail, in case the copyhold

had been well settled ; and therefore varied the decree,

and dismissed the bill as to that.

Lord Cowper, we observe, considered the case, as of a

settlement defective only, for want of the fine and sur-

render ; which were the only requisites to substantiate the

uses declared. And he accordingly only aftbrded the aid

of the court, in supplying that defect ; and consequently

considered the son as taking an estate tail from or through

his father, as he would have done, under a perfect settle-

ment to the uses declared. But the observation that the

words heirs of their bodies, could be inserted for no other

end but to carry the estate to daughters of the marriage,

appears
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appears to have been rather too loose ; for those wovds Vide supra,

would have let in a daughter of the son. And, according P* ^"3-

to Lord Cowper's principle of decision in that case, such a

daughter (had the son left one) must, as heir of the bodies

of the husband and wife, have been entitled, prior to, and

in exclusion of the daughter of the marriage, For the

estate tail, which was held to descend to the son's sister,

because her brother did not bar it by a fine, would, for the

same reason, have first descended to his daughter ifhe had

left one.

It is obvious, from the foregoing cases, that the general

principle upon which the Court of Chancery interposes, to

carry marriage articles into execution by way of strict set-

tlement, notwithstanding the articles themselves are not

penned in that manner, is, that articles made in consider- [i 12]

ation of, and previous to marriage, are considered as heads

of agreement, entered into between the parties upon va-

luable consideration ; that a provision for the issue of the

marriage is one of the great and immediate objects of this

agreement, and consequently a principal intention of such

agreement must be, to secnre such a settlement as shall

contain an effectual provision for that issue : which [end

it is clear, cannot be answered in any degree by a settle-

ment so framed, as to leave it in the power of either parent

alone, to bar their issue by fine or recovery.

The issue in these cases, are considered as claimins; a

provision in the capacity of purchasers for valuable consi-

deration, under the purport and intention of the stipulated

terms, upon which that marriage was engaged, and whicli

gave them birth. But it is evident the same obligatory con- *

^iderations do not extend to wills ; devisees, as such, are

mere volunteers ; their claim has no other ground than the

intention and bounty of the testator ; and consequently the

terms in which that intention and bounty is expressed, may
alone ascertain the nature and extent of their right. They

have no claim arising from compact made upon valuable

consideration, as the issue in the foregoing cases confessedly

has. Therefore it is no wonder that we find frequent dis-

tinctions between wills and marriage articles, in regard to

the effect of the limitation to the heirs of the body, &.c.

fifter a preceding limitation to the ancestor.

I Thus,
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Thus, where A. by will gave 300 /. to her daughter, to

be laid out in land, and settled to the use of her said

daughter and her children, and if she died without issue,

1 Vern. 536. remainder over. The daughter married, and after her de-

Sweetapple cease, a bill was brought by her husband to have the money
''"."'

I'lid out in land, and the land settled on him for life, as tenant

by the curtesy, or to have the interest of the money for life

in lieu of the profits of the land. The court held, that if it

had been an immediate devise of the land, the dausfhter

would have been, by the words of the will, tenant in tail

;

and consequently the husband would have been tenant by

the curtesy ; and that in case of a voluntary devise, the

court must take it as they found it, and not lessen the estate

[113] or benefit of the legatee; although upon the like words in

marriage articles itmight be otherwise, where it appeared the

estate was intended to be preserved for the benefit of the

issue ; and therefore decreed the money to be considered

as lands, and the husband to have the interest for his life,

as tenant by the curtesy.

Legat V. So upon a devise for the settling of lands on A. for life,

Sewell, and after his decease to the heirs male of his body, and the

^ ^pl'r heirs male of the body of every such heir male, severally

Vide tills
' ^^^ successively as they should be in priority of birth and

case, infra, seniority of age, remainder to B, in arguing the question,
100. whether A. was tenant for life only or in tail, the common

case of marriage articles was cited, where, though they

were so worded as to give the husband an estate tail, yet

the court had decreed a settlement on the husband for life

only, and then upon the first and other son and sons, &c.

(.r) i.e. Lord Upon which part of the argument Lord Keeper (.r) ob-
Coivper- I ide served, that where settlements were agreed to be made

'^

' upon valuable consideration, the court would aid inarti-

ficial words, and make an artificial settlement ; but he

never knew it done for a bare volunteer.

Baile or Bale And again, in a case where lands were limited by will in

v. Coleman, trust for B. for life, with leasing power, and after his de-

iP Vv'il2
^^^'^^ iri trust for the heirs male of his body, Lord

K. 1711. Keeper (y) decreed an estate tail to be conveyed to B.
Infra, p. 124. although he admitted that upon articles of marriage,
{ij) I. e. Lord founded on agreement, the husband in such case might be

v:ho reversed
^^^^ ^^^ tenant for Ufe ; but in a will, (he said) you must

Lord Covopers decree.
'

take
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take words as you find them. So in the case of Trevor

and Trevor above cited, Lord Chancellor said, that upon Supra, p. go.

articles the case was stronger than on a will.

I have adduced the above instances in order to shew, that

the practice of the Court of Chancery, in respect to the

construction of marriage articles, is not, even in that court,

admitted to be any authority for the like construction in

the cases of wills ; unless it be in certain cases where a

will does not give the legal estate, but only creates a trust

to be carried into execution. As to which, Lord Talbot Cas. Temp.

in the case of Lord Glenorchy and Boswell, said, the rule Talb. 20.

is not generally true, that in articles and executory trusts, ^" '^' ^^^'

diflerent constructions are to be admitted ; that the case Infra, p. 115.

of Papillon and Voice was directly against that, and [im]
seemed to him a very strong authority for executing the

intent in one case as well as in the other. And Lord

Hardwicke carried the analogy still further in the case

of Bagshaw and Spencer, by reprobating the distinction 2 Atk. 583.

between trusts executed and executory, and treating all hi the case

trusts as executory : a distinction, however, which seems ^ £
^^^ ^^^^

.
-^ '. \ '

V- Spencer,
to have had its weight as well in cases precednig, as j^fra 121^

others subsequent to that of Bagshaw v. Spencer, as will

appear in the progress of these sheets (x).

V. 19. (y) We now come to those cases of trusts, y^(jg Moti

other than marriage articles, in decreeing the execution of 11. Buxton,

which, the Court of Chancery has so far departed from 7 ^^^-^oi.
"^ Countess of

~~~~ ~~
Lincohi u.

{x) In addition to what Mr. Fearne has said, in this paragraph, Duhe of

on the interference of equity, in decreeing a strict settlement Neii^castle,

. -» 1 1 2 VCS* 2 ^ Ta
when the articles import an estate tail to the parent, ironi whom „, ,

,

'
"

'

the estate moves, it may be observed, that this observation does giaUes 2 V-

not, perhaps, extend to copyhold estates, as the 1 1 Hen, 7. cli. 20. S^- B. 367.

does not extend to copyholds. "nd Mar-

It may also be observed, that, when there is a settlement with- ^'"y '"' ^J^^fj

out articles, the words will be left to their legal operation, unless, '\rr'
"'' '

from some recital in the deed, or some other circumstance, it can

be made to appear, by legal evidence, to the satisfaction of the

court, that the language of the limitation was ov/ing to mistake^

See Doran v- Ross, sBro. Ch. Ca. 27. 1 Ves. jun. 57, 171, 364.

(3/) V. 19. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case on limitations

contained in other instruments than marriage articles.

I 2 ih'i'
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tluit whieli Avould be the legal operation of the words

limiting the trust, if reduced to a common law conveyance,

as to construe the words heirs of the body of cesHti que

trust, although preceded by a limitation for life to the

cestui (fie trust, as words of purchase and not of limitation.

Those have been cases, where some clause repugnant

to the nature of an estate tail, shewed that the donor in-

tended only an estate for life.—For a more particular view

of the distinctions on this point, I shall refer to a future

page.

Thus, where lands were devised to trustees and their

heirs for payment of debts and legacies, and afterwards,

to settle what should remain unsold, one moiety to the

testatrix's son H. and the heirs of his body by a second

wife, with remainder over ; and the other moiety to the

testatrix's son .F. and the heirs of his body, with remain-

ders over; taking special care in such settlement, that it

should never be in the power of either of the sons to

dock the entail of either of their moieties. Upon a ques-

tion, whether the sons were entitled to have estates tail

conveyed to them, or only estates for life, the court held,

that the sons must be made only tenants for life, and

should not have estates tail conveyed to them; but their

estates for life should be without impeachment of waste.

"Because in that case an estate was not executed, but only

executory; and therefore the intent and meaning of the

testatrix was to be pursued. She had declared her mind

to be, that her sons should not have it in their power to

bar their children, which they would have, if an estate

tail were to be conveyed to them. And the court took it

to be as strajig in the case of an executory devise for

the benefit of the issue, as if the like provision had been

contained in marriage articles ; but had she by her will

devised to her sons an estate tail, the law must have taken

place ; and they might have barred their issue, notwith-

standing any subsequent clause or declaration in the will,

•that they should not have power to dock the entail.

And where A. devised a sum of money to trustees in

trust, to be laid out in lands, and to be settled on B. for

life, without impeachment of waste, remainder to trustees

and their heirs during the life of B. to support contingent

remainders,
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leemainders, remainder to the heirs of the body of B., re- nra, 112,113.

mainders over, with a power to R to make a jointure,—• <S^
infra, 124^

tJie universahty of the rule respecting the union of the li-
^' '^'

mitation to the ancestor for life, with that to the heirs of

his body, 8cc. was urged in support of B'& being entitled

to an estate tail in the lands to be purchased. To which

it was answered, that the rule in construction of wills was,

that the intention of the party ought to take place, how-

ever improperly expressed. That it would be a downright

violation of the testator's intention, to construe the estate

devised to B. to be an estate tail. For, 1st, the estate was

devised to B. for his life,, expressly ; 2dly, it was to B. with-

out impeachment of waste, which would be vain words

if jB. were to have more than an estate for life
;
3dly, the [1 iG|

estate was devised to trustees during the life of B. to

preserve contingent remainders, so that the testator ex-

pressed his intention, that the remainders limited to the

issue of B. should be contingent remainders ; and what

could be more contradictory to this express and plain in-

tent, than to say those remainders should not be contin-

gent, but give a vested estate tail to B. As to the notion

that the conveyance directed by a will should be in the

words made use of in the will, it was impossible that rule

could universally hold ; for suppose the direction of the Vide Earl of

will was, that the trustee should convey the lands to A. Stamford v.

for life, remainder to B. for ever; this in a deed would fc'"*JO""Ho-

not convey a fee, as it would in a will; and therefore nS.'QoMar
there was no necessity that the words in the conveyance 1710.

should pursue those in the will. So if the words of the

will had directed the estate to be conveyed to A. for life,

remainder to the issue of his body (he having none at

that time born) this would be an estate tail in a will, but

in a deed it would not be so. Again, if the words in a

will were that the conveyance should be to A. and his

heirs male, this would be an estate tail ; but put such

words into a deed, and there, for want of saying of whose

body the heir must be, they would give a fee simple ; to

which the court agreed. And the Lord Chancellor King

declared the court had a power over the money directed

to be invested in land ; that the diversity was between the

will's passing a legal estate and leaving the estate exe-

1

3

cutory.
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cutory, so (hat the party must come into the Court of

Chancery, in order to have the benefit of the will; that

in the latter case, the intention should take place, and

not the strict rules of law; and he decreed that B. should

have but an estate for life in the lands to be purchased.

Lord Glen- In another case, of a devise to trustees and their heirs,

orchv r. i^ trust, till the marriage, or death of the testator's grand-

Temn Tilb" daughter, to receive the rents and profits, and pay her an

3. M. 1733. annuity for her maintenance, and as to the residue to pay

his debts and legacies, and after payment thereof in trust

for his grand-daughter; and if she married a Protestant,

after her age, or with consent, &:c. then to convey the estate

after such marriage to the use of her for life, without

[117] impeachment of waste, remainder to her husband for life,

remainder to the issue of her body, with several remainders

over. A question arose, whether under the Avill the tes-

tator's grand-daughter (Lady Glenorchy) was tenant for

life or in tail; which depended on two points. First,

whether the words of the will, in an immediate devise of a

legal estate, would have carried an estate tail; secondly,

if so, whether the court would make any difference between

a legal title and a trust estate executory?

Lord Talbot said, he should upon the first question have

made no difficulty of determining it an estate tail, had it

been the case of an immediate devise. He thought, in

cases of trusts executed, or immediate devises, the con-

struction of the courts of law and equity ought to be the

same, for there the testator did not suppose any other

conveyance would be made. But in executory trusts he

left something to be done ; the trusts to be executed in a

more careful and more accurate manner. That in the case

Supra, 113. of Legat and Sewell, the words, if in a settlement, would
Inlra, 1 jo have made an estate tail, and in that of Baile v. Coleman,

Supra, 113. the execution was to be of the same estate he had in the
„nira, 124. trust, which, in construction of law, was an estate tafl.

That the case of " Papillon and Voice" seemed a strong

authority for executing the intent in executory trusts, as

well as in articles; and he accordingly decreed the Lady

Glenorchy but an estate for life, with remainder to her first

Vid. Doe d. and other sons, &c. This, we observe, was the case of a

??/?'^'^ ''
, „ limitation to the issue, &,c. which is not, even in legal

...^
'^ coustruction,
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construction, so appropriated a word of limitation, as the

word heirs. But Lord Talbot's reasoiiinj^ applied to both,

and brought them alike within the distinction taken by

him, between trusts executory and immediate devises.

In the last cited case, that of the Earl of Stamford v.

Sir John Hobart, was resorted to, in order to shew that the

court was not tied up to the rules of law in cases of exe-

cutory trusts; and though such case does not rank as one

of those in which the Court ofChancery has deviated from

the rale in Shelley's case, because the limitation to the

heirs male of the body there was preceded only by a term

of years, and not by a life estate in the ancestor
;
yet, as

it is one of the cases in which the court has executed a [iiS]

trust for heirs male, in a course of strict settlement on first

and other sons successively in tail male, at the same time

that it is a strong and leading authority for the corrective

interposition of equity, in modelling the limitations of exe-

cutory trusts in wills, no less than in marriage articles, in

such a manner as to substantiate the apparent intention, I

think it claims our proper attention in this place.

The case arose on Sir John Maynard's will ; by which, Earl of

after devising his estates in remainder after the decease of Stamford u.

his wife (afterwards Countess of Suffolk) to trustees and ^^^^^^'^ "°"

,.,., T n 1- -o
bart,! Brown

their heirs, he directed them, after his wife's decease, to parl. Cas.

convey certain parts thereof to the use of, or in trust for, 288. 30 Mar.

Sir H. Hobart and Elizabeth his wife for their lives and the ^7io.

life of the longer liver of them ; the remainder to the first

son of the said Elizabeth for ninety-nine years, if he should

so long live ; the remainder to the heirs male of the body

of such first son ; the remainder to all and every the sons

of the said Ehzabeth for ninety-nine years, if every such

son respectively should so long live ; the remainder to

the heirs male of every of them, to take, not jointly, but

successively, one after the other, according to the births

of each of them ; each son to take the term of ninety-nine

years, with immediate remainder to his said heirs male ; the

remainder thereof to Mary Maynard (afterwards Countess

of Stamford) for her Ufe ; the remainder thereof to all and

every her sons for such like term of ninety-nine years^

and with remainder to the heirs male of the body of every

such sou immediately after each term. The testator left

1

4

the
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tlio suid Elizabeth Hobart and Mary Maynard his grand-

daughters and co-heirs at law, who neither of them had

any issue male at the time of his decease. Afterwards^

on some disjDutes between Sir H. Hobart and his lady,

Lord Stamford and his lady, and the Countess of Suffolk,

an act of Parhament was obtained, whereby it was en-

acted that the real estate, by the said Sir John Maynard's

will given or appointed, should go unto, and be held

and enjoyed by such person and persons, to and for such

estates and interests, and under and subject to such

charges, limitations, and appointments, and in such manner

and form, as was in the said will expressed. And the

[119] said trustees were thereby authorized and empowered to

convey the said manors and lands immediately^ unto such

person and persons, and for such estate and estates, as

the same were in and by the said will limited and ap^

pointed to be conveyed, as if the said pountess of Suffolk

were dead.

After the decease of Sir H. Hobart and his wife, upon

a bill filed by Sir John Hobart, their only son, the trustees

were directed to convey the lands according to his will and

the words of the act of Parliament. And a draft of

conveyance being accordingly settled by the Master to

trustees, habendum to them and their heirs ; to the se-

veral uses, intents, and purposes in the said will and act

of Parliament limited, expressed, and declared, and to

and for no other use, intent, or purpose whatsoever ; the

plaintiff excepted to it, for that the premises ought, at

leastj to have been limited to the use of the said trustees

and their heirs ; and only in trust for such person and

persons, and such estate and estates, as were in and by

the said will and act of Parliament limited ; whereby the

legal estate might be vested in the said trustees, for the

better preservation of the contingent limitations, which

otherwise, as the draft was prepared, were liable to be

destroyed, and the testator's intention plainly defeated.

Upon hearing of this exception, Lord Chancellor Cow-

per declared, " that in matters executory^ as in cases of

articles, or a will directing a conveyance, where the words

of the articles or will were improper, or informal, that court

tvould not direct a conveyance according to such improper

fV ot
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^r informal expressions in the articles or will ; but would

order the conveyance or settlement to be made in a proper

and legal manner, so as might best answer the intent of

the parties ; and in that case his lordship conpeived the

true intent of the will to be, that the estates should be

secured, as far as the rules of law would admit, to the

issue male of the respective devisees, and that it was de-

signed to be as strict a settlement as possible by law."

His lordship therefore decreed, that in the said convey-

ance, where any part of the estate was limited in use to

the plaintiff for 99 years if he should so long live, there

should be a limitation over to trustees and their heirs

during his life, to preserve the contingent uses in re- [120]

mainder; and then to the first and other sons of the

plaintiff in tail male successively.

Upon an appeal to the Lords from this last decree, it

was contended, among other things, that the act of Par-

liament, which was so very express in confirming the

estates appointed by the will, could never intend that a

court of equity should have power to direct a conveyance

to other uses, than what were mentioned in the will ; but

the decree complained of did so, and was therefore repug-

nant both to the will and act of Parliament, as well as

to the former decree.—To this it was answered, that in

cases of executory articles, for the settling of estates, in

prospect of future conveyances to be afterwards made,

it was usual for courts of equity to help informalities and

supply defects ; especially when the things supplied were

necessary to support the main intent of the parties, and

to carry such articles into execution, according to that

intent, so far as it might agree with law, though not

strictly according to the words and penning of the ar-

ticles; and a /br^zon* would courts of equity do so in the

case of a will, where the same was only executory by a

•conveyance to be made. That the act of Parhament made
no alteration in the will, in the point in question ; it only

hastened the time for the trustees to convey, even in the

life-time of the Countess of Suffolk, and in some other

particulars not relative to the question. But in all other

respects, the act confirmed the will, and being strictly re-

lative to it, the intent of the will ought to be the rule for

the
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A 11good V.

Withers, or

Withers r-

Algood.. in

Chanc in

1735, cited

2 Bur. 1107.

1 Vez. sen.

150. 2 Atk.

582. '2 Vez.

sen. C48.

and vide

Ashton V.

Ashton, in

Ch. 1734,
cited 1 Vez.

sen. 149.

['21]
2 Atk. 582.

1 Vez. sen.

142. 2 Atk.

246. 570.

577- Bag.
shawr. Spen-

cer. 1748.

the conveyance. The decree was accordingly affirmed by

the Lords.

In a case where one by deed conveyed his freehold

land to trustees and their heirs, and his leasehold to trus-

tees and their executors, upon trust to apply the rents and

the benefit of the redemption to W. for life and after her

death to the heirs of the body of the said W. and of G.

and of M. their heirs, executors, and assigns, during the

continuance of the estate in the premises ; upon a ques-

tion whether W. took for life, or in tail. Lord Talbot held,

that she took an estate for life, and that the heirs took by

purchase. In which case, we may observe, the limitation

to the heirs of the body of W. was blended with that to

the heirs of the bodies of several others, who could take

no otherwise than by purchase ; and there were words of

limitation not only to the heirs but to the assigns of all the

said heirs of the bodies alike.

I shall next notice a case, of very frequent reference (z)

;

where A. devised lands to five trustees, their heirs and

assigns in trust, by rents and profits, sale or mortgage, to

pay his debts, &c. and after payment thereof, he devised

the same estates to three of the same trustees, their exe-

cutors, &c. for 500 years, upon trust to pay his legacies,

and an annuity of 200 /. per arm. to his sister for life ; and

after the determination of the said estate for years, he de-

vised the same premises to all the said trustees and their

heirs in trust, as to a moiety to the use of T. his nephew
for life, without impeachment of waste, and after the de-

termination of that estate, to the trustees and their heirs

during the life of T. to support contingent remainders,

and after his decease to the use of the heirs of the body

of T. lawfully begotten, and for want of such issue, then

to the use of his nephew B. for the term of his natural

life, without impeachment of waste, and after the deter-

mination of that estate, to the same trustees during the

life of B. to preserve contingent remainders, and after

his decease, then to the use of the heirs of the body of

{z) The case ofBagshaw v. Spencer.—The best report in print

of it, is in the first volumes of the Collectanea Juridica, p. 378.

B. lawfully
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B. lawfully begotten, with like remainders to other

nephews.

The first devisee T. died without issue ; upon whose de-

cease B. the next in remainder, filed his bill against the

trustees and all proper parties
;
praying, amongst other

things, to be let into possession of a moiety of the estates

;

afterwards B. dying pending the suit, his widow and de^

visee brought a bill of revivor and supplemental bill

;

charging that B. in his life-time, by bargain and sale in-

rolled, conveyed this moiety of the estates to two persons

and their heirs, to make them tenants of the freehold, and

suffered a recovery thereof (in which he was vouched) to

the use of himself in fee ; and afterwards devised his said

moiety to his said widow in fee, and died without issue.

The general question between the parties was, whether an

estate tail or an estate for life only, passed by the will of

A. to B.l
It was insisted for the plaintiff, that it was an estate-tail

; [122]

upon the general rule, that where lands are limited to a

man for life, with a limitation in the same deed or gift to

the heirs of his body, that this makes an estate tail, and

that a devise of lands in the same way passed the same

estate ; that the limitation was either a legal estate, or a

trust vested or executed and not executory. On the other

hand it was contended, that those rules were artificial, not

founded in justice, but for support of the feudal tenures,

and therefore the judges ought to shevvr themselves astuti

in supporting exceptions to such rules. The Master of the

Rolls, however, held it to be a trust, and not a legal

estate ; but decreed that B. was entitled to an estate tail

in the moiety so devised to him ; as it was the case of an

immediate devise, and not a devise of lands to be settled.

Upon an appeal to Lord Hardwicke from this decree, he

agreed that this devise was only a trust in equity ; the de-

vise being to trustees and their heirs, which carried the

whole fee in point of law, and the devise to sell being

sufficient to carry the fee, if the word heirs had been

omitted
; and therefore the whole fee being in the trustees,

no legal remainder could be limited to B. ; and as to its

being considered as an executory devise to B. (which, it

seems, had been contended at the bar) it was too remote

to
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and Colson,
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and further
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to be good in that view ; being after all debts indefinitely-

paid, which in point of time, might exceed a hfe or lives

in being, or any other time allowed by law ; and besides

in that case the recovery by B. being before the debts

were paid, and consequently whilst the legal fee remained

in the trustees, B. could make no good tenant to the

praecipe ; and that would prevent its passing by B.'s will

;

for whatever made that recovery void, equally defeated

the plaintiff's title ; which made it necessary for the plain-

tiffs to admit that all the devises subsequent to that to the

trustees were trusts in equity.

That the main question, whether it was an equitable

estate tail or for life only, depended on the construction

of the words heirs of the body, whether they should be

taken as words of limitation or of purchase.—That the

intent was clear that they should be taken as words of

purchase, from the clause without impeachment of waste,

and the limitation to trustees to support contingent re-

mainders. That there were several cases even at law, where

they had been taken as words of purchase, as Archer's

case ; that the words of limitation added there, and in all

such cases, were only demonstration of the intent of the

testator in using the first words. That the case of Colson

and Colson, which was objected as an authority, that the

interposition of trustees to support contingent remain-

ders is not sufficient, to turn these subsequent hmitations

to the heirs of the body, into words of purchase, differed

from the principal case ; here being (in the principal case)

a clause without impeachment of waste; although that

might be thought of little weight; but the great dif-

ference was, that this was a devise of a trust in equity,

that of a mere legal estate, the words of which must be

taken as they stood, according to the strict legal deter-

mination. That here all the limitations were the direction

of a trust, which the court was bound to carry into exe-

cution according to the intent of the testator.

That as to the difference between trusts executed and

executory, the distinction had never been established by any

direct resolution. That all trusts in notion of law were

executory, and to be carried into execution by the court by

suhpana. That if B. had himself come to have a con-

veyance
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Teyance decreed him, the question would have been, ©n this case,

whether the court should have inserted trustees to support infra, p. 136

contingent remainders? if they had not, they would have ^^ ''^^'

departed from the words of the will ; if they had, the re-

mainder must have been to first, &c. son and sons in strict

settlement, for otherwise there would have been no re-

mainders to be preserved ; and therefore, if the court must

at all events depart from the words of the will, such de-

parture must rather be to support than to frustrate the plain

intent of the testator ; for these reasons Lord Hardwicke and vide

reversed so much of the decree at the Rolls as gave B. an I^p^d Hard-
WlCKG S OD*

estate tail under the will.
servation on

It seems, this decree of Lord Hardwicke was expressly this case in

grounded on the distinction between a trust in equity and a Garth u.

mere legal estate; he holding that in the latter the words
yg^^^g'Jj

^

must be taken as they stood, according to their strict legal q^^'

determination.

From the example of the courts of equity in those cases

of trust limitations, where they have denied the application [l 24]

of the rule in Shelley's case ; some people, with more

plausibility than reason, have endeavoured to infer, that

the courts of law should indulge the same latitude of con-

struction ; assuming it as a principle, that there is no

sound distinction between the devise of a legal estate and

a trust. But this seems to be petitio principii. That our

books abound with the distinction, between a legal devisie

and a trust, when executory at least, appears as well from

the cases I have already mentioned, as from those which

I shall mention by and by. In the mean time, as to the

soundness and reason of the distinction, we are to con-

sider, that trusts were originally creatures of confidence

between party and party, and totally distinct in almost

every quality, from those legal estates which were the

subjects of tenure. They were in their nature inde-

pendent of tenure, and therefore not the objects of those

laws which were founded in tenure. They were rights

arising solely out of the intent of the party who created

them ; and therefore such intent was the great guide in the

execution of them. Consequently, when a court of equity,

in certain cases of trust estates, deviates from the rule

above laid down; it does not; in so doing, depart at all

from.
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from any rule of law by which it was ever bounden ; it only

exercises that conscience and discretion to which trust

estates were jn their nature originally and necessarily

subject.

And yet even a court of equity, in order to preserve as

near a correspondence as may be, between the rules of

construction, with regard to trust estates, and those laws

by which legal estates are construed, considers itself as

bounden, even in the case of trust estates, to decree

according to the rule I have been speaking of, wherever

it can be done without manifest violation of the inten-

H. 1705. tion of the parties. Of this, the case of Sweetapple r.

S\veetapple
Bijidon, above stated, is a strong instance.

V. Bindon, . , , 1 • 1 1 i i i • 1 •

supra p. 112. -^^""^ where one devised lands to trustees and their heirs

for payment of debts and legacies, and after debts and

legacies paid, willed that one fourth part should be and
Baile or Kale remain in trust for E. for life, with power of leasing ; and
V. Uo ernan,

^^fj-gj. \^q^ decease, in trust for C. for and durino- the term
2 V ern. 670. . . . .

1 P. W. 142. of his life, with like power of leasing, and after his decease

E. 1711. to the heirs male of the body of C. remainder over. Now
Jul vule su-

|.|^-g y.^^ |.]-^g devise of a trust ; and Lord Cowper conceived
t^TCl 11*^ • •

Vir-i that it differed from an immediate devise, and that it was

rather to be looked upon in the nature of an executory

devise, to take effect after debts paid, which were consi-

derable ; or in nature of marriage articles ; besides, that

the enabling C. to make leases, seemed to imply very

strongly, that he was to have no power to dispose of the

inheritance. But the cause coming on before Lord Har-

court upon a re-hearing, he said the case of a will differed

from the several cases of marriage articles, in the nature

ofwhich the issue were particularly considered, and looked

upon as purchasers. That in cases of a will, where the

parties claim voluntarily, the testator's intent must be

presumed to be consistent with the rules of law ; and that

at law those words would certainly create an estate tail

;

and it could not be inferred (with any certainty) from the

power of leasing, that no estate tail was intended ; such

power being more beneficial than that given to tenant in

tail by the statute ; and as the debts were admitted by

the pleadings to be all paid, the same construction was

to be made as if there had been originally no trust ; and so

decreed
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decreed A.'s share to be conveyed to him and the heirs male

of his body, remainder over.—The above state ofthe case of

Bale and Coleman, is from Vernon. Peere Williams states 1 P. W. 14-2.

it as a devise to four persons for payment of debts, after-

wards to the use of them and their heirs ; and that the

testator by codicil devised that his will should stand,

saving that one of the said devisees should have his estate

for life, with power of leasing, remainder to the heirs male

of his body. But considering the first devise for payment

of debts, the devisee's beneficial interest, in either state of

the case, appears to have been in the nature of a trust.

So where there was a devise of lands to a trustee, in trust Garth v.

to pay the rents and profits to S. for her separate use for Baldwin,

life, as if she were sole ; and after her decease to pay the ^ f^^'
^^^

"40' 2^-1 755«
same to E. her son for life, and afterwards to pay the same ^fj, j)q^ ^,

to the heirs of his body, and for want of such issue, to pay Leicester

the same to all and every other son or sons of the body of '"' ^^SS^^

S. begotten, &c. Upon the question whether jE. was en- Ta-e r
titled to the lands in tail or for life only. Lord Hardwicke v. Hender-

proceeded on this principle, viz. that in limitations of a son, 4 Tawif^

trust, either of a real or personal estate to be determined in ^^^A /,-,

that court, the construction ought to be made according

to the construction of limitations of a legal estate, unless

the intent of the testator or author of the trust plainly

appears to the contrary. He laid it down as a rule (he said)

that he was not, in a court of equity, to overrule the legal ^g to neces"

construction of the limitation, unless the intent of the tes- sary implica-

tator or author of the trust appears by declaration plain, ^^°"' *^^^^

1 • 1 1 • • • T • . , infra 44Q-50
that IS, by plani expression or necessary nnplication. And ,ci.i:2in

upon this ground Lord Hardwicke decreed a conveyance margin.

in tail to B. of the real estate so devised. N. B. In this ^'^^^ ^ ^^^^

case Lord Hardwicke, in considering the above case of ^^J o^"'

Bale and Coleman then cited at the bar, observed, that a

tradition prevailed that Lord Harcourt's decree in that case

was afterwards affirmed by Lord Cowper himself ; but he

said, that was not the fact ; though he believed it was af-

terwards cited before Lord Cowper, and that he spoke to

that effect. And Lord Hardwicke said, the case of Bale

and Coleman had never been denied to be law or a rule of

that court, and that he thought it was right to adhere
to i<

So
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Wright V. So in a case before Lord Keeper Henley, where a tes-

Pearson, in tator devised to trustees and their heirs upon trust, after

'

g
his death, by and out of the rents and profits to raise 500 I.

Vide same with interest, and pay the same to his five grand-children

;

case, Ambl. and subject to the raising and paying the said 500 /. and
Kcp. 3o ; ^g interest thereof, to the use of his nephew Thomas Ray-

Keeper's ney for life ; subject nevertheless to his nephew's qualifying

argument himself according to a proviso thereinafter contained, with
not quite so remainders to the said trustees and their heirs, to preserve
particularly . , . , . , 1 ^ 1

stated- and contmgent remaniders, with remainder to the use of the

S. C. reported heirs male of the said Thomas Rayney and their heirs, pro-;

in Eden s vided that, in case his said nephew, Thomas Rayney,

Chan 110 should die without having any issue male of his body living

Vide infra at his death, then he charged the premises with 100/.

133, in mar- a-piece to two nieces, if then living, at their respective
^^'

ages of 21 years ; if either died, her part to go to the sur-

vivor. And he empowered his said trustees, as soon as

conveniently could or might be after the death of the said

Thomas Rayney without issue male as aforesaid, by and

out of the rents and profits of the premises to raise and

[127] pay to his said two nieces the said 100/. a-piece; and

for default of such issue male of the said Thomas Rayney,

then he devised the premises (subject to the payment of

the said 500 /. and 200 /.) to the use of all and every his

said five grand-children, or such as should be living at the

time of failure of issue male of the said Thomas Rayney,

to take as tenants in common, and to their respective heirs

and assigns, equally to be divided between them share and

share alike, provided that the said Thomas Rayney should

immediately after the testator's death be placed out an

apprentice to a surgeon, or some other good trade for seven

years, or else be sent to some college in Cambridge, there

to continue till he was qualified to be ordained a clergy-

man ; and in case he should refuse or neglect to be put

out and continue such apprenticeship, or qualify himself

to be ordained a clergyman, then his will was, that the

estate so before limited to the said Thomas Rayney for

his life, should cease and determine and be void, as if he

had been dead, and that the said premises so limited to

the s;aid Thomas for his life, and his issue male as aforesaid,

should from thenceforth revert over, and gp and remain t'?

the
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the use of such of his five grand-children as should be

living, to be equally divided amongst them, and to their

respective heirs as tenants in common.

The testator died in February 1740.

Thomas Rayney died without issue in 1748, having suf-

fered a recovery of the premises.

Lord Keeper, after stating the case, observed, that the

first question was, whether Thomas Rayney took an estate

for life or an estate tail ; which he said introduced another

question, Whether the issue of Thomas Rayney was in-

tended by the testator to take an estate in fee by purchase, or

an estate by limitation from the father in tail ? And that

a third question was, Whether that was a trust, or an use

executed ?

As to the third question, which Lord Keeper said he

should consider first ; it had been said, that was an estate

elsecuted, and that the trustees had only a chattel, quousquey

for which had been cited Carter v. Barnardiston, 1 P. W.
505. Hitchins and Hitchins, 2 Vern. 403. But those cases,

he said, did not apply, for in both the estate devised was

only an uncertain interest, and therefore a chattel. But

where it is a certain interest, he said, the court could not [128]

declare it a chattel, or any other estate than what is de-

vised. That if lands are devised to A. for life to pay debts,

the court cannot construe it a chattel ; much less if the

devise is to A. in fee ; for it would be changing the trus-

tees, contrary to the intent of the testator, as the personal

representatives might become the trustees, instead of the

heirs at law ; and he referred to Bosworth and Farrand,

Cart. 96. That reasoning, he said, was confirmed by Lord ^'^^^ Carter,

Ilardwicke, in Bagshaw and Spencer ; though indeed there
^^''

was in that case the additional circumstance, that the

trustees might sell.

He was therefore of opinion, that it was a fee in the

trustees, and not executed by the statute of uses in any

of the subsequent limitations.

But he thought that was not very material in the prin-

cipal case, as by that will the trusts were fully limited and

declared. For he thought it very dangerous that a different

construction should be put upon words of limitation in

cases of trusts and legal estates, except where the limita-

K tions
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Vide Coun- tions were imperfect, and something seemed left to be done
tess oj Lin-

^^ ^^le trustees in the first place, and consequently, secon-

^yXciica'stlc ^^^lib' ^y ^^^'^^ court. He said, that Lord Hardwicke

12 Ves. 238. relied more on the intent of the testator, in the case of

Bagshaw and Spencer, than on that distinction.

This brouglit hnn to the two questions, Whether the

heirs male of Thomas Rayney took a fee as purchasers, or

in tail, under the limitation to the father ?

The testator, he said, was disinheriting his heirs at law,

to preserve his name ; and yet they supposed he was giving

a fee to the children, under which the daughters of a son

mitrht take, contrary to that intent. The testator's intent,

he said, seemed to be, to make a settlement of his estate

;

and on failure of issue male of Thomas, he had limited a

jM remainder over to his five grand-children ; and therefore

his intention was manifest to give such issue male a par-

ticular estate, and not a fee.

That, the Lord Keeper said, was cardo causa. It had

been objected, that by the proviso the limitation was con-

fined to the issue male of Thomas living at the time of his

death. After the hraitation for life, the next was to the

heirs male ; and then the proviso was added. But the

[129] proviso was collateral to the hmitatious, and broke the

thread of them ;
which after the insertion of that proviso,

was again resumed. And it was argued that the words

" and for default of such issue male," related to the

issue male living at the time of. Sic. as mentioned in that

proviso, so as to make the hmitation over to the grand-

children an executor}^ devise. But he could not thuik that

a good rule of construction of the will ; but that the thread

of limitations should be taken uninterrupted, and then it

v/ould stand thus : To the trustees and their heirs, to raise^

&c. then to Thomas for life, remainder to trustees to pre-

serve contingent itniainders, remainder to the heirs male

of Thomas and their heirs, and for default of such issue,

lemainder to the l;\e graud-childrea and their heirs as

tenants i.i common. x'ViiJ tlial by such coiutiuction the

v^orda " and for xlefault, lie" v.ould itfer to heirs. male

before mentioned, and the proviso would be detached

;

^hich he &aid seemed to be. tlietiue and national constiuc-

tioii of the Willi fv^r it v>aa absurd to construe it to he

limited
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limited to the issue male living, &.c. But if the proviso

were taken in a parenthesis, it gave the whole will a sense

agreeable to the testator's intent.

As to the first question, whether it was an estate tail, or

for hfe only in Thomas Rayney ? Lord Keeper said, the

words " heirs male, &c." as placed in the will seemed

words of hmitation, and not of purchase. That suppose

the will had stopped at these words, it was admitted it

would have been an estate tail, according to Shelley's case,

1 C0.93, b. Rundale and Eeley, Carter 1 70. That the case Vide infra,

of Coulson and Coulson confirmed that; only it separated ^5^'

the estate tail from the estate for life, by the interposition

of trustees to preserve contingent remainders ; which

seemed a distinction without a difference.

Several cases, he said, were cited in Bagshaw and

Spencer, of words of limitation superadded ; which turned

words of limitation into words of purchase ; all founded

on the principle of Archer's case (for he did not rely on

the word " heir" in the singular number); in all the cases

of which sort there had been some words, as " next, &c."

which had been descriptive of an individual, and made

them properly words of purchase.

That in the case of Bagshaw and Spencer, by the in-

sertion of trustees to preserve contingent remainders, the [^30]

court held the words " heirs of the body" words of pur-

chase. They were also consti'ued words of limitation

in the same case. That case, he said, was the case of a

trust, as the principal one was ; and that Lord Hardwicke

did, upon that ground, and the limitation of the other

moiety of the estate to the Spencers, and other circum-

stances in the case, which shewed the intent of the tes-

tator plain and clear, construe it to be only an estate for

life in Bagshaw, contrary to the former determinations.

He did it on the plain intent of the testator ; and in so

doing assumed no more power than every court of law

had.

Lord Keeper said, that he proceeded on the same prin-

ciple himself; and thought that Thomas Rayney took an

estate tail from the intent of the testator, who plainly in-

tended the heirs males, &c. should not take an estate in

fee, which they must if they took as purchasers. He was

K 2 considering,
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considering, he said, whether he could not make this

construction ; viz. to Thomas for hfe, then to his heirs

male in tail, then to the grand-children. And if the hmi-

tation had been for default of such heirs of the body, he

might have considered it as heirs of the body of the heirs

Vide Keene male, &c. mentioned before ; but the limitation there was

cl Pinnock for default of such issue male, &c.
1, Dickson,

jjg thoug-ht, he said, the words " and their heirs," in

M 2xGeo. '\ ^^^^^ ^^'^^^ were redundant and surplusage, and that Thomas

Rayney took an estate tail ; and consequently that tlie

Vide Cham- recovery suffered by him was good
; and though it was a

bersv.Brails- rule never to reject words in a will, if they could stand,

ford, 2 iV/er.
^^ ^|^^^ j^g rax\%i do it in that case to support the testator's

25. and S. C. :'

18 J>5. 368. intent.

and Wykham That the ground of his determination was, the manifest

V Wykham, intent of the testator; and therefore on the whole he was
es. 39o. ^£ opinion, that Thomas Rayney took an estate tail, and

not an estate for hfe only, under that will ; and that the

recovery was well suffered by him ; and the defendants

under it were well entitled to the estate.

The contrast in the complexion of the two last noticed

decisions, is so striking, that one is almost surprised at

Lord Keeper Henley's attempt to throw a veil over it;

and to reconcile his own decision in the latter case, to the

principle upon which Lord Hardwicke proceeded in the

[nil former. Notwithstanding all due credit to his address, a

cursory comparison of the ingredients of the two cases,

I think, shews the latter to have possessed no less, but

even stronger arguments in favour of the heirs taking by

purchase, than the former did. In both cases there was

a devise in fee to trustees for payment of charges ; both

were therefore avowedly equitable estates in the cestui que

trust, and not legal estates executed in them ; of conse-

quence both were equally open to the construction of a

court of equity, upon the circumstances of intention. An
express limitation to support contingent remainders oc-

curred alike in both ; and of course all the arguments

founded by Lord Haidwicke on that circumstance in the

case of Bagshaw and Spencer, were applicable with equal

force in the case of Wright v. Pearson; with the additional

weight in the latter case, of arguments there afforded by

the
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the words of limitation in fee, annexed to the words heirs

male, &c. ; and the probable ground for the constructive

restriction of those words, to heirs male living at the time

of the parent's decease, furnished by the express words

of the interposed proviso ; two circumstances, whose

implicative force, the Lord Keeper felt himself called upon

for some exertion to obviate.

To remove the fair implication on the words of the pro-

viso, he found it requisite to new model the context of

the will ; by transplanting the clause which afforded it, to

a different place from that which the testator had given it

;

and by its removal, opening a reference of the words 'n

default of such issue, &c. which seemed excluded by

that clause as it stood in the will. And to avoid the ef-

fect of the words and their heirs, superadded to the words

heirs male, he expunged them entirely. These con- Vide^Meriv.

structive modifications were not of the gentlest touch ;
^^*

and whilst the one passes over in silence, the auxiliary

implication, from the ultimate limitation over to the grand-

children living at the failure of the issue male spoken of

in the preceding limitations, the other was not perfectly

reconcileable Vv'ith the stress before laid in the same argu-

ment on the words their heirs, against the construction

of the heirs male, &c. taking by purchase.—The words

their heirs, the Lord Keeper said, would not permit him
to construe the words heirs male, Sec. words of purchase [132]

without giving them the fee ; which would have been in-

consistent with the subsequent words, and in default of

such issue male. But could he give the words heirs male,

&c. the effect of words of limitation, in consistence with

the same words, and their heirs ? He thought not, and dis-

carded those words by expressly treating them as words of

surplusage. The same stroke equally removed the supposed Vide distinc-

obstacle to the other construction ; and, letting in the tion between

arojuments from Baarshaw and Spencer for it, left the turn
tnisand King

. V. Burchel
of the scale between the two, to the operation of other i^fra 163.'

motives. Whilst it was equally necessary to reject the

words and their heirs, under either of two constructions,

they were no more an obstacle to one than to the other

;

and the removal of them reduced both constructions to a

level, in respect to the influence of those words. And it

K :^ is
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is obvious that the rejection of the words their heirs, at

once annihilated the argument raised on the chance of

descent to a daughter of a son, in opposition to the pre-

sumed intention of the testator to preserve his name. For

putting the words their heirs, out of the case, the daughter

of a son could not have taken ; whatever the son of a de-

ceased daughter, being heir male, might have done ; which,

however, was not adverted to ; nor, considering the tes-

tator's preference of males, could that, I think, be urged as

militating with his general intention.

I have entered into my present observations, on the case

of Wright V. Pearson, with a view of setting that case in

its true light, in respect to the real tendency, and extent

of its authority, among the cases relative to the apphcation

of the rule 1 am treating of, in devises of mere trust

estates. However studiously the Lord Keeper affected,

in words, a concurrence with Lord Hardwicke's doc-

trine in Bagshaw v. Spencer; he, in fact, struck it to

the root, by a direct contrary decision, in a case tliat

more obviously courted its admission. At the same time

that we must see, the express disinclination of the court

in Wright v. Pearson to quarrel with the case of Bag-

shaw V. Spencer, we cannot be insensible to the decla-

ration of the same judicial voice, of its being very dan-

gerous, that a different construction should be put upon

words of limitations in trusts and legal estates; except

where the limitations were imperfect, &.c. and that upon

[133] ^^^ clause for preserving contingent remainders, and other

circumstances in Bagshaw v. Spencer, Lord Hardwicke

construed it only an estate for life, contrary to former de-

terminations. To what could such principles lead, but a

decision contrary to that in Bagshaw v. Spencer, which

was expressly founded on the distinction between trusts

and legal estates ? A stronger case could scarcely be

imagined, scarcely wished for by the most zealous asser-

tors of the rule, than that of Wright v. Pearson. It was

the case of a trust, involving at once an express limitation

to preserve contingent remainders ; a reference to issue

male living at the time of the decease ; a restriction of

failure of issue male to the life-time of persons in esse, and

a Hmitation in fee annexed to the words heirs of the body.

Under
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Under all this combination of oppugning circumstances, (j:) i. e. Lord

the rule prevailed. Is it in the reach of sophistry to re- 1 hurl<nv,who

concile such a decision with that in Bagshaw v. Spencer?
^.^//^^ J^,^^^

Well might a great authority, I mean the present Chan- Mr. Feame
cellor, {x), observe, that he did not see how the two cases 'wrote.

could stand together.
ClfanTcafi-

In a subsequent case, Lord Keeper Henley proceeded 216.

on the same analogy of construction, between the limita-

tions of legal estates and trusts.

A testator, after giving certain lands to trustees and Austen r.

their heirs, in the first place, to the intent his sisters should Taylor.

respectively have an annuity, or rent charge of 80/. for rJ^ ' ^"^ '

their lives, with power of distress and entry, and subject vide Coun-

thereto in trust for P. for life, remainder to trustees to pre- tess ofLiri'

serve, &c. remainder to the heirs of the body of P. re- '^"f"^' ^"^^
of J^civccistlc

mainder to his own right heirs; gave the residue of his 12 Fes. 218/
personal estate to trustees in trust to buy lands in fee 238 For a

simple ; which he directed should remain, continue, and (Correct and

be to, for and upon such and the like estate and estates, ^^.^'^
^"^^^ZOf Zflo CdSo

uses, trusts, intents and purposes, and under and subject ofAmten
to the like charges, restrictions, and limitations, as were v. Taylor,

'ftp?'
by him before devised, hmited, and declared, of and con- ""^.^ f^aens

. . . • 1 /> • Cases m
ceming his lands and premises thereuibefore last devised. Chancery

or as near thereto as might be, and the deaths of persons 361.

would admit. Upon a question whether P. was entitled

to an estate for life, or in tail, in the lands to be purchased,

the Lord Keeper was of opinion, that in the case of im-

perfect trusts only, that court could make a difterent con-

struction from a legal limitation. In that case, he said, [134]
there was no reference to the trustees ; without that ingre-

dient, he did not find any case where the court had given

a different meaning from what a court of law would, on a

legal limitation. Nothing was left to the trustees to be

done, but to buy the land. The testator haddeclared the

uses of the land when purchased. In Papillon v. Voice

there was a direction to the trustees to convey and settle,

but there was no such direction in the principal case.

It is^ evident that in the last case the Lord Keeper con-

sidered the lands, when bought, as in the very same pre-

dicament, as if they had been lands originally vested in

the trustees by the will ; and thereby limited to the trusts

K 4 referred
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Jones V.

Morgan,
1 Brown.

Cas. Chanc.

206. £.1783.

Vide S. C.

infra, Sll-

[135]
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referred to, without any prescribed medium of conveyance

by them. And under that view of the case, he held that

P. was entitled to an estate tail in the lands to be pur-

chased ; agreeable to the apparent principles of his de-

cision in Wright v. Pearson.

There is a still later authority, of the first respectabiUty,

in support of the analogy between the construction of

trusts and legal estates, in respect to the rule under con-

sideration. It was a case where a testator devised his

estate to trustees, to raise money (in aid of his personal

estates) for payment of debts ; and after payment of debts,

and after hmitations to the use of his youngest son and

the heirs male of his body, in the same manner as those

following to his eldest son IF. to the use of his son W. for

and during his natvu'al life, without impeachment of waste,

and from and after his decease to the use and behoof of

the heirs male of the body of his said son lawfully be-

gotten, severally, respectively, and in remainder, the one

after the other, as they and every of them should be in

seniority of age and priority of birth, with remainder over.

Powers were given to the testator's sons, whilst in pos-

session of leasing, making jointures for wives, and raising-

portions for younger children. Upon a claim by the per-

sonal representative of W. to the amount of an incum-

brance wliich W. had paid off in exoneration of the estate;

one point insisted upon, in answer to it, was, that W. was

tenant in tail ; and therefore his paying off the incumbrance

was an exoneration of the estate. Against which it was

contended, that this was the case of a trust; that the

estate was expressly to W. for life, w^ithout impeachment

of waste ; and the words in remainder, in the limitation to

the heirs male, was as strong, as if the testator had said

by purchase ; and that the powers were concurrent evidence

of the testator's intention to give W. only an estate for

life. And the case of Bagshaw v. Spencer was strongly

urged in support of that construction.

Lord Chancellor Thurlow said, if the question were new,

and he had only to give his ideas of equity, in analogy to

the rules of law, he should have considered the case the

same as if it had been at law. He took the rule-in Shelley's

case never to have been shaken at all. But that before

hira
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liim was a question in equity ; and the difficulty arose from

the case of Bagshaw v. Spencer. He could not say he was

satisfied with the reasons of that detemiination. He could

not distinguish the case of Wright v. Pearson from the

principal one. He knew Lord Hardwicke did frequently

state the circumstance of there being trustees to preserve

contingent remainders, as varying Bagshaw v. Spencer

from other cases before him. He wished he had stated

his reasons. Lord Thurlow could not see how it varied

the case, except by shewing the intent of the testator ta

give an estate for life ; other words of the same import

must have the same construction. At law he should not

think the words severally, successively, and in remainder,

would make such difference. In construing informal words,

the argument took up the word remainder, and gave it a

technical sense, which it refused to the words heirs male.

That in all cases where the limitation was of an estate of

freehold to a man, and afterwards to the heirs of his bo ly

(whether general or special) so as to give it to the heirs as

a denomination or class, the heirs should be in by descent,

and not by purchase. That in Garth v. Baldwin, Lord Supra, 125*

Hardwicke put it, that his opinion m Bagshav; v. Spencer

turned upon there being trustees to preserve contingent

remainders. That one could not but be rather astonished, Sed vide

at hearing grave and learned men reason, that testators ^ Meriv. 22.

were acquainted with the rules and effects of contingent

remainders, and yet knew not how to give a contingent

remainder in common form. That in the principal case,

if it was not a legal estate, it was because the first use

(for the payment of debts) might absorb the whole estate.

That in Bagshaw v. Spencer the Master of the Rolls took

it clearly to be an estate tail. That in Garth v. Baldwin [iS^i

Lord Hardwicke's decree in Bagshaw v. Spencer being

pressed upon him, he attempted a distinction; and said

that the construction must be according to the construc-

tions of legal estates, unless there was a plain nitent to

the contrary ; such declaration, as Lord Hobart expressed

himself in the case of a will, would overrule the legal

construction. That in Garth v. Baldwin, the exception

taken was such a one as explained the rule; and the con-

struction there restored the law, that trusts were to be

construed
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construed in the same manner as legal estates. And upon

the whole, Lord Thiuinw thought the same rule must

apply in the principal case, as at law.

It is true, indeed, that the Chancellor's decision did not

depend merely on the point of the devisee's taking an

estate tail; as his Lordship thought, that if only tenant

for life, he meant to exonerate the estate. But the com-

plexion of the Chancellor's arguments, and the inferences

from them, upon tlie point, for which the case is here

adduced, leave little room to doubt that his decision

would have been the same if it had turned on that only.

It seems difficult, after the last cited cases, to speak of

the authority of Bagshaw v. Spencer, otherwise than as

an anomalous case, applicable (if at all) only to its fac

simile in specie et termiiiis.

The view which I have taken of the several decisions in

equity above noticed, upon questions relative to the appli-

cation of the rule in Shelley's case, cannot, I conceive,

have failed to affect us with some impression, of the strong

line of distinction afforded by them, between two species

of trusts respectively termed executoiy and executed; a»

relative to the latitude of the construction or execution of

the trust, in a manner different from the legal import of

the words of the will. Most of the cases preceding, as

well as following that of Bagshaw v. Spencer, have laid

down and proceeded on such a distinction; and some of

them, I think, have furnished us with a sufficient explana-

tion of it. In Bagshaw v. Spencer, Lord Hardwicke set

himself against it, in a manner that appears the more

extraordinary, when we recollect his own resort to it in

some former cases. That his treatment of the distinction,

rio>-] in order to clear his way to the decree in Bagshaw v.

Spencer, was singular, appears beyond dispute, when
contrasted with the sentiments of the Master of the Rolls,

who actually referred to and relied on it in his decree in

the very same case. And as later cases have re-assumed

it, I tliink it worth while to retrace the lirieaments of the

distinction, as expressly avowed, or tacitly pursued in the

several cases wherein it was applicable. For if it should

be found, that the distinction is in its nature ascertainable

with sufficient precision ; and that it has in fact prevailed

through
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]irough a great majority of the most important and solemn

decisions; it remains to be submitted to the wisdom of

our courts, how far a professed adherence to the same

distinction may deserve their attention ; as tending to the

estabUshraent of a system or uniformity of doctrine, that

may keep questions of this nature within some probable

limits of construction.

It may be sufficient to commence our review of the

nature and application of the distinction I am speaking of,

with the case of Earl of Stamford v. Sir John Hobart ; in Stipra,

which we find a solemn decision professedly grounded on ?• ^^^

the trust being executory, as well as an explanation of

what was meant by that description. The Chancellor in-

troduced his decree, by declaring that in matters executory,

as in the case of articles, or a will directing a conveyance^

&c. the court would order the conveyance to be made as

would best answer the intent. And the argument in sup-

port of that decree in the House of Lords, refers to the

practice cf courts of equity upon executory articles, in

prospect of future conveyances to be afterwards made^

and the presumed ground for extending it to the case of a

will, where the same was only executory by a conveyance

to be made. Hence we understand, that by executory

trusts in wills, were meant those, where, as in articles, the

completion of them is referred to a conveyance or settle-

ment, directed to be made by the testator, in contradis-

tinction to those trusts, in which no such executory medium

is referred to.

In Leonard v. Earl of Sussex, the first reason e pressed Supra,

for the decree was, because the estate was not executed, P- ^^^

but executory. And the very hmits of the distinction

afforded us in the Earl of Stamford v. Sir John Hobart,

were recognised in Papillon v. Voice, in the arguments Supra, p.i 15.

adduced by the counsel, and assented to by the court, [138J

to shew that there was no necessity that the conveyance

directed by a will, should be in the words made use of in

the will ; and the decree proceeded on the executory na-

ture of the trust. Lord Talbot exphcitly alluded to the

same features of the distinction, in Lord Glenorchy v. Supra,

Bosville ; when he said, in cases of trusts executed, or P- ^ ^"*

immediate devises, the construction ought to be the same

;

for
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for there the testator did not suppose any other conveyance

would be made. But in executory trusts he left something

to be done ; the trusts to be executed in a more careful

and more accurate manner.

Supra, p. 54. In Roberts v. Dixwell, Lord Hardwicke said, the latter

1 Atk. 607. part of the trust was merely executory, to be carried into

execution after the performance of the antecedent trusts

;

the whole direction therefore fell upon the court, and they

were to direct how the parties were to convey. That

court, he said, had taken much greater liberties in the

construction of executory trusts, than where the trusts

were actually executed ; and referred to the cases of Earl

of Stamford v. Sir John Hobart, Papillon v. Voice, and

Lord-Glenorchy v. Bosville ; and he directed a conveyance

to the sons seccessively in tail, it being not a trust exe-

cuted, but executory, and to be carried into execution by

that court. As Lord Hardwicke did not expressly draw

the line between trusts executed and executory, it may
possibly be suggested, that he ranked all trusts under the

description of executory, and meant by trusts executed

legal estates, or uses executed. Upon which we are ta

remember, that he in fact negatived any such conclusion,

when he said, " to be sure where an estate has been

granted or given by will to A. for life, and to the heirs of

the body of A., such a devise has been, by the common
law, united so in the first person, as to convey to him an

estate tail ; that the same construction too had prevailed

in respect to trust estates ; but in the case before him, he

said, there were all sorts of trusts, See. but the latter part

of the trust was merely executory." Now here^ he ex-

pressly distinguished between legal estates and trusts in

general, and between several sorts of trusts ; and there-

fore in terming one sort of trust, executory, he recognised

a distinction between that and other trusts, that were not

[139] ^^ ' ^^^ clearly pointed out the nature of that dis-

tinction, by saying the trust in question was merely exe-

cutory, and to be carried into execution : and referring to

the very cases, in which the hne of distinction between

trusts executory and executed, had been explicitly and

clearly drawn.
Baskerville go in another qase, where money was directed by will
V. Basket- 4.^ta
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to be laid out in lands, to be conveyed to the use of one ^'^^e, 2 Atk.

for life, remainder to his first and other sons successively ^°°' ^°^'

in tail male ; Lord Hardwicke supplied a trust estate for

preserving contingent remainders. He said, it was the be-

quest of a sum of money to be laid out in land, and there-

fore merely executory ; and the question wo-H, whether the

court should carry it into execution, so as to make it

nuo-atory and of no effect ; or so as to answer the clear

intent of the testator, which was to have a strict settle-

ment ?

In the case of Bagshaw v. Spencer, the Master of the Supra, p.i 21.

Holis said, that in Lord Glenorchy v. Bosville, and Roberts ^^^f
2 Atk.

V. Dixwell, the lands were devised to trustees to convey,
'^'

which made it executory, and altogether different from the

principal case, which, he said, was the case of an immediate

devise, and not of a devise of lands to be settled. That

as to the consideration, whether the devise was executoiy

or not, though all trusts were in some sort executory, yet

it was well understood what an executory trust was. That

as to the debts it could not be executoiy, because the

trustees could sell no more than was sufficient to pay the

debts ; nor was there any provision for laying out the

surplus money. And after the debts and legacies paid,

the devise was immediate. Here we find the distinction

between trusts immediately declared of the lands, and

trusts directed to be raised under a future conveyance or

settlement, held by the Master of the Rolls, as the well

understood distinction between trusts executed and exe-

€utor}\

Lord Hardwicke, however, in Bagshaw v. Spencer, Supra, p.121.

denied the distinction ; by saying that all trusts were in Vide 2 Atk.

notion of law executory, and- were to be executed in that ^ ^'

court. That testators were generally presumed to know,

that some further conveyance of the estates devised to

trustees, must be made ; for they could not presume that

the estates should always remain in their trustees ; but

must be by them conveyed to other persons, according to

the tenor of the will.

This doctrine from Lord Hardwicke, after his use of the [140]

distinction in the two last noticed cases, must have ap-

peared new. And though the first part of his position is

true,
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true, that all trusts are in notion of law executory, it did

not follow, that courts of equity might not distinguish trusts

themselves into executed and executory. The Master of

the Rolls, as we have seen, had before observed, though

all trusts were in some sort executory, yet it was well

understood, what an executory trust was ; and we have

seen the same distinction before resorted to by Lord Hard-

wicke himself. And as to his position, that testators are

generally presumed to know, that some further conveyance

of the estates devised to trustees is to be made ; it amounts

to an admission, that testators must generally be presumed

to know, the technical distinction betwixt legal and equit-

able estates ; between a devise which executes the use in

the trustees, and one that executes it in the cestuis que

trust ; between a devise to the use of A. in trust for J8.,

and a devise to A. in trust for B. But under such an ad-

mission, every pretence for deviating an iota from the legal

import of the words used by the testator, in the limitation

to the heirs of the body, &c. falls to the ground. The

same legal skill, that apprised the testator of the distinction

between uses and mere trusts, between legal and equitable

interests ; and taught him to look for a conveyance from

the trustees, in the one case more than in the other ; could

not liave left him ignorant of the legal import of the words

of limitation used by him ; and if so, we must suppose he

mtended what, under such skill, he technically expressed.

Such, I conceive, would be the inference from the pre-

sumption advanced by Lord Hardwicke, in support of his

rejection of that distinction ; which, though acknowledged

by him in former cases, he appears so very solicitous to

to get rid of in that of Bagshaw v. Spencer. How much

better founded was Lord Talbot's reason for the distinction

Supra 116. itself, laid down in the case ofLord Glenorchy v. Boaville;

that in cases of trusts executed, the testator did not sup-

pose a y other conveyance would be made ; but in exe-

cutory trusts he left somewhat to be done ; the trusts to

be executed in a more careful and more accurate manner.

It seems as natural for a testator, however destitute of

leo^al knowledge, to suppose, when he devises or directs

("141 1 lands to be conveyed by trustees to certain uses; that a

conveyance by them will be requisite to effectuate those
"* uses

Vide Lord
Eldons ub-

iercation in

Langkam
V. Senford,

3 Meriv. 22.

rgspecli?ig

the legal

presumption,

t/iat a testator

is acquainted

ioiik a rule of
law.
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«S5es or trusts ; as for him not to entertain the supposition

of any such conveyance, where he devises the lands to

trustees, immediately to the use of or in trust for certain

persons, without any further direction. The latter he may,

if not instructed to the contrary, well suppose to be a for-

mal mode of entitling the devisees immediately under the

disposition of his own will for their benefit. The other he

cannot view in the same light, but must suppose, because

he expressly directs, a further conveyance to be made

pursuant to the will. In one, therefore, he may be con-

sidered as thinking the hmitations definitive and final, as

to the interests expressed by him ; whilst in the other, he

Kiay be understood to leave them to be perfected, by the

conveyance directed by him ; and which, it may fairly be

supposed, he intended should avoid or correct any relative

inconsistences, or technical obstacles, arising from im-

propriety of expression, to the apparent general scope of

the settlement or conveyance so directed by him. In short.

Lord Hardvncke found the distinction established ; he had

actually argued upon and availed himself of it, upon former

occasions; it stood in his way in Bagshaw v. Spencer;

and to get rid of it, he attempted to reduce all trusts to the

description ofexecutory trusts ; and equally distinguishable

from legal estates, in respect to the constructive controul

, of courts of equity. And this it appears he attempted, by

advancing a position, which, if admitted, would operate

to exclude all pretensions for any departure from the ex-

press words of the will ; because it in effect asserts the

presumption, of no small degree of legal and equitable

information, in testators in general ; without which they

could not be presumed to dream, of further conveyances

to eflfectuate their wills, if not mentioned in or directed by

such wills. The presumption so thrown out by Lord

Hardwicke, to open the way for an equitable construction

of a testator's will, deviating from theiegal iniport of the Sed vid.

words, supposes that testator a lawyer. ^ Menv. 21

It is nowonder that the reach of a doctrine so founded,

terminated in the case which produced it. We therefore

find, that Lord Keeper Henley, in the case of Wright t\ [14-]

Pearson, assented to, and relied.on the old distinction ; when Supra,

upon his observing that it was a fee in the trustees, not exe- P- ' -'^*

cuted
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cuted by the statute of uses in any of the subsequent limi-

tations; he said, he thought that was not very material; as

by the will, in that case, the ti'usts were fully limited and

declared. For he thought it very dangerous that a different

construction should be put upon words of limitation in

cases of trust and legal estates, except where the limitations

were imperfect, and something seemed left to be done by
the trustees in the first place, and consequently secondarily

Supra, by the court. And afterwards, in the case of Austen v.

P- 133- ^'^ide Taylor, he said, the distinction seemed to be, where the tes-
m

.
Kep.

^Q.toT had directed the trusts, and where something was left

to the trustees to be done. He was of opinion, that in the

case of imperfect trusts only, that court could make a dif-

ferent construction from a legal limitation ; that in the

principal case there was no reference to the trustees, &c.

Nothing was left to them to be done, but to buy the land;

the testator had declared the uses of the land when pur-

chased ; and he did not believe the testator intended the trus-

tees should make a conveyance of it. That in " Papillon v.

Voice," there was a direction to the trustees to convey and

settle; but there was no direction in the principal case.

The true guide, he said, was, that where the assistance of

the trustees, which was ultimately the assistance of the court,

was prayed in aid to complete a limitation, in that case the

limitation in the will, not being complete, it was a sufficient

declaration of the testator's intention, that the court should

model the limitations; but where the trusts and limitations

were expressly declared, the court had no authority to

make them different from what they would be at law. It

is obvious that the Lord Keeper, in this case, carried the

distinction, upon the circumstance of a direction by the

testator of a future conveyance by the trustees, to its

utmost limits.

And we may also remark, that Lord Chancellor Thurlow

seems to have alluded to the same distinction between trusts

Supra executed and executory, in the case of Jones v. Morgan.

p. 1 34. When speaking of the case of Lord Glenorchy and Bosville,

he called it an executory case ; that in the principal case,

[143] after payment of debts, the testator did not mean to leave

Vide 1 Brown any thing executory. That if it was not a legal estate,

Cas. Chanc. it was only not so because the first use (for payment of
221-2-3- debts)
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4ebts) might absorb the whole estate. That if trusts were

to be construed as legal estates, there could not be a more

proper case to apply the rule than that was; as there

could be nothing so near to a legal estate, as the principal

case was.

Thus appears to rest the distinction between trusts exe-

cuted and executory; or those where the trusts are

directly and wholly declared by the testator, to attach on

tlie lands immediately under the will itself; and those

which are only directory, or prescribe the intended limita-

tions of some future conveyance or settlement, directed

by the will to be made for the effectuating them; a

distinction which has run, with a pretty strong current,

through the several cases affording subject matter for its

application. The cases of Allgood %and Withers, and Supra,

Bagshaw and Spencer, seem to be the only instances, in P' ^^*^' ^"^*

the above catalogue of trusts not executory, in which it

may be questioned, whether the construction agreed with

what it would have been upon similar limitations at

common law. The former of those had some ingredients

of a very peculiar cast, to influence the decision. The
latter was of a complexion so nearly allied to some sub-

sequent cases, as to call forth the observation of Lord

Keeper Henley, in Wright v. Pearson, that Lord Hardwicke,

upon the circumstances in Bagshaw v. Spencer, construed

it to be only an estate for life, contrary to the former

determinations; as well as that of Lord Thurlow in Morgan
V. Jones, that he did not see how the cases of Bagshaw v.

Spencer, and Wright v. Pearson, could stand together.

The analogy between the construction of legal estates

and trusts executed, it must be confessed, prevailed to a

very strong degree in Wright v. Pearson, and Austen v.

Taylor. It had, as we have seen, been frequently affirmed

before ; and Lord Talbot, in the case of Lord Glenorchy

V. Bosville, speaking of Bale v. Coleman, says, the exe-

cution was to be of the same estate as he had in the

trust, an observation of no trivial import; and which

seems equally applicable to all cases of trusts executed;

that is, where the estates are finally limited by the will

itself, without any kind of reference to any further exe- [^44]
cution of them by a conveyance directed by that will.

L For
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For in such cases, any occasional conveyance, that may
at any time be required of the legal estate from the

trustees, may well be deemed a matter of form only; and

not otherwise requisite, than for the mere purpose of in-

vesting the subsisting trusts, whatever they may be, with

their cognate and commensurate legal clothings; whilst

limitations whose effect is referred, by the will itself, to a

conveyance directed to be made for their estabhshment:

may reasonably be considered as left to some degree of

modification, by that supplemental part of the will, viz. the

conveyance to which their completion is referred. In

the one case, the limitations may be deemed to receive

their intended shape from the words of the will itself;

when in the other case, they are in a state of embryo, till

delivered by the directed conveyance, which is intended

to model and give them their ultimate form. The decided

cases seem to go a great lengh, in a distinction of this

nature.

But to support the' argument, that courts of law should

sive into the same latitude and freedom of construction,

as the Court of Chancery, in respect to the limitation I

am treating of; it has boen urged, as a strange kind of

inconsistency, that the same limitation should bear different

constructions on the different sides of Westminster Hall

:

that a man should be tenant in tail on one side of the hall,

by the very same limitation, which, if he steps across to

the other side, will make him only tenant for life. The

objection sounds specious enough; but if we look to any

thing further than words, it loses its force.

The argument upon the construction varying with the

court, seems not founded ; it is the different subject matter

of the limitation which occasions the alteration in the

constniction of it, and has occasioned the same difference

of construction even in the very same court. The courts

of law and the courts of equity, have hitherto agreed in

their construction of the limitation in question, whenever

it respected a legal estate; the courts of equity distinguish

between a legal estate and a trust executoiy, (at least,) and

vary the constniction accordingly. If the courts of law

had been concerned with trusts, may it not be supposed

they would.have made the same distinction? Where is the

inconsistency
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mconsistency in allowing different operations to the sarnne -

limitation, when applied to objects of such different natures '

and descriptions, as legal estates and executory trusts •

clearly are? • .

It is to be admitted, that the general rules of property,

respectino- legal and trust estates are the same ; hut the

particular modes of construing the limitations of them

may vary. The conformity between the rules of property

in legal and trust estates, respects the allowed measure of .

the limitations, and not the mere construction of them, as

Lord Hardwicke observed in the case of Bagshaw and

Spencer before cited. The limitations of trust estates, of

whatever description, cannot be carried to a greater length,

or go further towards a perpetuity, than the limitations of

legal estates ; but it does not follow, that some of the fa-st

description may not be expounded more freely, with more

reo-ard to the evident intent, and with less adherence to

the legal import of technical expressions, than the latter.

Nay, a distinction of that sort naturally arises, from the

different qualities of a trust and legal estate, as before

* explained.

When a court of law, in certain instances, construes

the limitation of a legal estate differently, from what the

Court of Chancery would construe the same limitation, if

applied to some trust estates ; it does exactly what the

Court of Chancery itself has used to do in similar cases.

Thus where, in a case before cited, A. devised a sum of Papillon v.

money to trustees in trust, to be laid out in lands, and to Voice, supra,

be settled on B. for hfe, without impeachment of waste, P"p^
^^^ ^

remainder to trustees and their heirs during the life 6f B.

to support contingent remainders, remainder to the heirs

of the body of B. remainder over, with power to B. to

make a jointure ; and by the same v/ill devised lands to

B. for his life, without impeachment of waste, remainder

to trustees and their heirs during the life of B. to support

contingent remainders, remainder to the heirs of the body

•f jB. remainder over, though it was decreed at the Rolls,

that an estate for life only passed to B. with remainder to

the heirs of his body by purchase, as well in the lands de-

vised, as in those directed to be purchased ;
yet upon an

appeal from this decree, Lord Chancellor King declared,

L 2 as
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as to tliat part of the case where lands were devised to B,
for life, thoiigh said to be without impeachment of waste,

with remainder to trustees to support contingent remain-

ders, remainder to the heirs of the body of B. this last

remainder was within the general rule; and must operate

as words of limitation, and consequently create a vested

-estate tail in B.; and that the breaking into this rule

would occasion the utmost uncertainty. But as to the

other point, he declared the court had a power over the

money directed by the will to be invested in land ; and

^thatthe diversity was where the will passed the legal estate,

and where it was only executory, and the party must come
to the court in order to have the benefit of the will ; that

in the latter case, the intention should take place, and not

the rules of law ; so that as to the lands to be purchased,

they should be limited to B. for life, with power, &c. re-

mainder to trustees during his life to preserve contingent

remainders, remainder to his first and every other son in

tail male successively, remainder over.

Here we observe, that in the very same case in the very

same court, the same limitation received two different con-

structions when applied to a legal and to an executory

trust estate. Nor is there any thing extraordinary in giving

different constructions to the same words in the same will,

in regard of their application to objects of a different

nature ; as may be seen in 1 P. W. 667, in the case of

Fortli and Chapman ; 2 P. W. 140, in the case of Harris

and Bishop of Lincoln; 3 Atk. 288, in the case of Shefiield

V. Lord Orrery, and in Earl of Stafford v. Buckley,

2 Vez. 180.

It is observed, indeed, in a note at the end of P.

Vide 2 P. W. Williams's report of the case of Papillon and Voice, that

470. though the above was Lord Chancellor King's opinion, yet

the question as to tlie land devised was given up ; the

plaintiff having brought a supplemental bill, whereby it

appeared that by his father's marriage articles he was en-

titled to an estate tail. And Lord Hardwicke in the case

of Bagshaw and Spencer says, that t'le opinion given by

Lord Chancellor King, in the case of Papillon and Voice,

was a sort of extrajudicial opinion; that, taking time to

form his decree, he (Lord C. King) said, he had looked

into
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into the case of Lisle and Grey, and seemed to be less Vide in&a,

clear as to the legal estate than before ; but as the supple- P* ^51*

mental bill had brought a new right, he took care to ex-

press that the direction to reverse that part of the decree, Vide 2 Atk.
&c. was expressly founded upon that supplemental bill ;

582. 1 Vez>

which looked as if he wanted to avoid the point. ^^"* ^4^9°

Now I must confess, that after the supplemental bill had
disclosed a new right paramount to, and which left no room
for any right under the will, I don't see how the direction

for reversing the decree at the Rolls, could be expressed

otherwise, than as founded on such supplemental bill; a. e.

on the new right thereby disclosed; the other being entirely

superseded and removed by it ; nor, therefore, am I able

to discover how the expressing the decree in that manner
(there being no foundation for expressing it in any other)>

looked like an inclination to avoid the other point; or in-

deed how it was in his power not to avoid that other point ;.

seeing it was annihilated by the new disclosed right under

the settlement. By the report in P. Wilhams, Lord Chan-
cellor King seemed to be clear in his opinion as to that first,

point, whilst it existed, and before the supplemental billwas
brought, expressed his intention to reverse the decree ; as-

indeed was observed by the Master of the Rolls in deliver-

ing his opinion in the case of Bagshaw and Spencer; who Vide 2 Atk»

also observed, that there was another report of the ease,. 57^-

where it was said at the end of it, that in the case of Wil-

liams and Brown, Lord King had declared he would reverse

the decree. And it seems Lord Hardwicke himself, in the

case of Bagshaw and Spencer, said, that since the case of Vide 1 Vez.

Coulson and Coulson, he would urge the case of Papillon ^^"' ^^^°

and Voice no further than as an authority^ that a trust estate

bywillsopenned, ought to receive such construction as he

was then speaking of, and the court to direct a conveyance

accordingly ; in which the court was clearly warranted by

former cases, as in Leonard v. Earl of Sussex; upon which Supra, p.n4.,

case he only observed, that if the devise had been^ of a legal ''^"^» ^57-

estate, with such clause not to alien, the sons must have been

tenants in tail, and there would be no operation from that

clause, and yet upon a trust in equity, it would turn them
iuto tenants for life. The same distinction appears to have.

L 3 beeiS:
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been taken in the same court, in other cases which I shall

cite hereafter,

[i iS] In truth, therefore, it appears that the argument drawn

from the inconsistency of admitting diiferent determina-

tions, upon the same hmitation in different courts, rather

makes apainst that latitude of construction in the courts

of law, which it is intended to support. For if the

courts of law should construe the limitation of a legal

estate, in the same manner as a court of equity does the

limitations in articles or in executory trusts, the construc-

tion of courts of law, and courts of equity, would often

differ in respect to the same limitations of a legal estate
;

because courts of equity often construe the limitations of

legal estates, differently from the same limitations in arti-

cles and executory trusts. Then indeed would the incon-

sistency talked of, really exist, as the same limitations ofthe

very same kind of estate, would bear different constructions

in different courts.

But- what reason can there be, for contending, that be-

cause the Court of Chancery is not bounden by a rule of

construction, which in its origin and principle had no rela-

tion to the objects of that court's jurisdiction; therefore a

court of law shall cease to pay the accustomed attention to

it, in their decisions on cases of a very different kind, and

which were the original, and have ever since continued, the

immediate objects of that rule. The authority which could

convert a court of law into a court of equity in one instance,

and abolish all distinction between legal estates and trusts

;

might proceed to tell us, there is no sound distinction at all

between the supposed objects, or principles or rules of the

jurisdiction of the one court, and those of the other : and

that a -court of law and court of equity in this kingdom

differ but in name.

V. 20. (a) Some instances there are, even in cages at

common law, wherein the subsequent limitation to the h^rs

of

[a) V. 20. In this paragraph, Mr. Fearne contends that, till

the case of Perrin v. Blaise in 1769, there was no decided case,

where
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of the body have been so quahfied and corrected by other

additional wards, as to amount to words of purchase, and

not of hmitation; but I am not apprised of any case an-

terior to that of Perrin and Blake in the K. B. 1769; Infra, p. 15^.

where a perfect limitation to the heirs, or heirs of the body

(in the plural number), unqualified by any concomitant

limitation to sons, daughters, or children, (by reference to

which the general force of the word heirs, &c. might be

restrained) preceded by a limitation of the legal estate for

life to the ancestor, in the same deed or will, has beea.

held not to attach in that ancestor, but to go to the heir by

purchase. Many cases it is true have been cited to prove

such a determination, to have been no uncommon thing;

but, with submission, I apprehend it no difficult matter to

shew, that no one of the cases so cited comes up to the

position it is intended to support.

Upon examining the authorities adduced in support of

the judgment in the case of Perrin and Blake \ it appears,

that some of them are cases of trust estates, therefore

serve only to prove what is not denied ; in others, the word

heirs is not made use of, but the limitation is by words

which have not the same established legal import and

extent, such as the word issue or sons, or other words of

such less technical force ; in others again, there is no

limitation of the legal freehold to the ancestor, or the heir

is expressly confined to a life estate ; and I believe there

is not one of them in which the ancestor takes an estate

for life, and the inheritance is not denied to the heir, and

the words heirs, or heirs of the body (in the plural number)

are used, wherein those words are not restrained or qua-

lified, either by reference to other limitations, or else by

additional words, conjoined with them.

where a perfect legal limitation in a deed or will to the heirs or

heirs of the body in the plural number, (unqualified by any con-

comitant limitation to sons, daughter, or children), preceded by
a limitation of the legal estate for life to the ancestor, in the

same deed or will, had been held not to attach in that ancestor

but to goto the heir by purchase; and he discusses at length the

authorities which have been used as proofs of the contrary ; each

of which he shews to be materially distinguishable from Uiat of

Perrin v. Blake,

L 4 TKus-
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Clerk, Clark Thus in the case of Cheek v. Day, or Clark v. Day, A^
or Cheek v. devised lands to her daughter for life, and if she should
Day or Davy,

^^^^^y ^f^g^ ^-j^^ death of the testatrix, and have any heirs

5Q3. 2 Roll, lawfully begotten, then she willed that her daughter's heir

Abr. 417. should have the lands after her daughter's death, and the

^' Pp.?" heirs of such heir. It appears by the various reports of

.313.' and by this case, that the judges were much divided in regard to

the names of it. But Moor says it was adjudged an estate for hfe only

Lilly V. Tay-
jj-^ ^|-jg danghter, though no judgment is entered upon the

i48"^fcited
^^^^ (^^ Fitz-Gibbons reports). Now here we observe the

1 Ld. Raym. limitation was to the heir (lawfully begotten) in the singular

205. & Fitz.- number, and \yords of limitation were grafted thereon

;

Gib. 24.) ^^^^ indeed according to the above state of the case, which
Vide of this

ig that dehvered by Fitz-Gibbons as taken from the roll,

the limitation grafted on the word heir, was in fee, which

carries the case still further from the point ; for the limi-

tation being to the heir lawfully begotten could not give

the fee simple to the ancestor, an estate tail in the ancestor

could not have answered the superadded words of limi-

tation in fee to the heir.—This use of the word heir, &c.

in the singular number, with words of inheritance in fee

grafted thereon, reduced the import of the word heir, to a

designation of such issue of the daughter, as should be

\'[de Harf^r. her heir, and made the person answering that description

Law Tracts the root of a new inheritance, the stock of a new descent;

5^^- as observed by Judge Blackstone in his argument above

referred to.

Archer's So in Archer's case, the limitation was to A. for life,

case, 1 Rep. and after to tlie next heir male of A. and to the heirs

^^' male of the body of such next heir male : and therefore

upon the same principle the devise to the heir was a re-

mainder to him by purchase ; because the word heir was

in the singular number, preceded and distinguished by the

word next, and followed by the words of limitation grafted

1 Roll. Abr. on it.—The case in Pcoll cited by Lord Hale in the case of

837- King and Melling, was a limitation to one for hfe et non

^^^"^1
, aiiter, and after his death to the sons of his body; which

1 ventr. '231. *
. , ... 1 i

• r 1 • u j
was very different from a limitation to tne heirs of his body;

the words et non aliter imposed a restriction against his

taking otherwise than for life ; and sons did not in expres-

sion extend to grandsons or remoter issue, and rt applied

immediately
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immediately to all sons, without preference of the eldest

as in a descent in tail ; whereas a devise to the heirs of the

body comprehends the remotest issue, and takes the eldest

son previous to and in preference of the younger.

Again, where A. conveyed by fine to the use of himself Palm. 359,

for life, remainder to the use of his first son and of the Waker v.

heirs male of his body, with like hmitations respectively,
^^^^'

to his second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sons, remainder

to the right heir of J., to be begotten after the sixth son,

and of his heirs male ; it was held the remainder was
contingent, because first limited distinctly to particular

sons ; besides this remainder expressly excluded the first

six sons, and therefore it essentially differed from a limita-

tion to the heirs of the body, which would have descended

to the eldest son first : and it is further observable in this

case, that the limitation was not to the heirs in the plural^

but to the right heir in the singular number, with words

of limitation superadded, as in Archer's case, 1 Co. 66.

So where A. covenanted to stand seised to the use of 2 Lev. 223,

himself for life, and after his decease to the use of E. Raym. 278.

his son for life, and after his decease to the use of the first y-? „'tiJ^^'

son of the body of E. and the heirs male of the body of 204.

such first son ; and for default of such issue, to the use of

the second son of the body of £. and the heirs male of the

body of such second son, and for default of such issue, to

the use of the third son of the body of E. and the heirs

male of such third son, and for default of such issue, to the

use of the fourth son of the body of E. and the heirs male

of the body of such fourth son, and so severally and re-

spectively to every of the heirs male of the body of the

said E. and the heirs males of the bodies of such heir,s

males according to their ages and seniorities, and for default

ofsuch issue, remainder to W. &c. Andil. also covenanted

that if it should happen that E. should die without issue

male of his body lawfully begotten; that A. would then

stand seised of the lands to the use, &c. to raise portions

for the daughters of the said E. &c.

—

E. after the death of

A. suffered a common recovery of the lands, and afterwards

died without issue ; and after his decease W. the remainder-

man brought his ejectment in B. R. for the lands. The

question was, whether E. took an estate tail, or only an

estate
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estate for life under the limitation above stated. It was

contended for the plaintiff W. that the words, and the

heirs male of the bodies of such heirs male, made the heirs

male to take by purchase, otherwise those superadded

words were useless ; that the words, and so severally and

respectively to every of the heirs male, &c. were words

of relation, and signified, so as the heirs male, viz. sons,

took before; that translating the word so into Latin, it

would be eodem modo, as the four first sons ; and that the

proviso for charging the land with portions for daughters

of E. if he should die without issue was unnecessary, if

E. was to take an estate tail, by which he might do it

without such a proviso. The court held the words and

Vide Mere- so, &c. to be words of relation, and gave judgment for

dith V. Mere- ^j^g plaintiff. Upon which a writ of error was brought in

Q
'

' the Exchequer Chamber, where it seems the judgment

was affirmed, as is observed by Judge Tracey, i P.W. 90.

who, it appears, had searched the record, the reports

differing in that matter.

It is evident that in both the cases of Walker v. Snow,

and Lisle v. Gray, the general import of the words heir or

heirs, &.c. was qualified, by reference to the preceding

distinct and particular limitations to the first and certain

other sons in tail, as well as by words of limitation grafted

on them.

LoiUlington In a case where A. devised land to B. for life without

^'(TIP^^' impeachment of waste, and in case he should have any

Lord Ravm. issue male, then to such issue male and his heirs for ever;

203. upon a question whether this subsequent limitation to the

issue male of B. made B. tenant in tail or not, it was held

Vide infra, that it did not, but was a contingent fee to his is^ue male.
^^^* Now this was not only a limitation to the issue male instead

of heirs, &.c. but that limitation was even accompanied by

superadded words of limitation in fee grafted on the

words issue male; which circumstances carry this case

quite out of the nale I am treating of.

1 Eq. Abr. So the case of Backhouse v. Wells was a limitation to
184. pi. 27. Qj^g f^ ijfg only, and after his decease to the issue male
Backhouse rt. t j / , , • , .. , , ,• ^ i

u. Wells. 01 nis body, and to the heirs male 01 the bodies of such

issue. Here, besides the restrictive word only, the limi-

tation was to issue male, with words of limitation grafted

thereon.
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thereon. And it is to be remembered that the word issue Vide infra,

itself, even unattended with any engrafted words of Hmi- p- 178.

tation, is often a word of purchase, where the word heirs ^ ^^^' ^S^-

(or even heir in the singular number) is not. And upon

the case of Backhouse and Wells, Lord Chancellor Parker 2 Strange,

observed, that if the words heirs male had been used 73i-

instead of issue male, the operation of the law would have ^ Kaym.

been too strong for the intention of the testator.

And where a testator devised lands to his son F. to enjoy White v.

the rents and profits thereof during the term of his natural Collins,

life, with power to make a jointure of all or part, and after ^
"^* P'

his death and jointure, if any be mad^, to the heir male

of his body lawfully begotten, during the term of his

natural life, aad for want of such heir male, he gave the

same lands to another son, 8cc., it was adjudged that F.

took only an estate for life ; for though it was agreed, that

the limitation to him, to enjoy and take the profits during

his life, and after his decease to the heir male of his body,

even in the singular number, would make an estate tail

where nothing appeared which explained the intent to the

contraiy
;
yet, there the limitation to the heir male shewed

the testator's intent that such heir male should have it

for life only; and the devise over for want of such heir

male, did not import that the ulterior devisee should not

have it till F. died without heir male generally, but for

want of such heir male, who was to have it for life.—In

this case, as Judge Blackstone observed, in his argument 1 Hargr.

before referred to, common sense would tell us, that when Tracts,

the heir male was not to have the inheritance, he coUld not ^' ^ ^'

take as heir by descent.

Again, where a devise was to B. and his heirs lawfully

to be begotton, that is to say, to his first, second, third,

and every son and sons successively lawfully to be be-

gotten of the body of the said B. and the heirs of the body
of such first, second, third, and every other son and sons Lowe v. Da-

successively, lawfully issuing, as they should be in seniority ^^^s,

of age and priority of birth, the eldest always, and the
^ g^'

^^"^'

heirs of his body, to be preferred before the youngest and
the heirs of his body, remainder over, &c. It was adjudged

that B. took but an estate for life ; for that the subse-

quent clause was not contrary to the preceding general

ligiitation
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to iB.'s heirs lawfully to be begotton, but explanatory of

what heirs, &c. were meant.

Doe d. Long In the more modern case of Doe and Laming, which was
r. Laming, ^ devise of 2;avelkind lands, to -4. and the heirs ofher body
2 Burr. 1 lOO. o ' j

1 Black.Rep. la^wfuUy begotten or to be begotten, as well females as

265. And males, and to their heirs and assigns for ever, to be divided

^^^^ equally, share ond share alike, as tenants in common, and

Rep 14.
*" ^^^ ^^ joint-tenants; it was held that the words heirs of

a Note on her body did not operate as words of limitation, nor con-

this case. sequently create an estate tail in A. For here these words
n VI

^j^ j^^^ stand independent and unqualified, but were cor-

Hatcard, rected and explained, very expressly, by the words which

iMmi'.448. followed and were coupled with them ; the words as well
Goodtitle d. females as males, annexed to the words heirs of the body,

Herrin'o-
were incompatible with and expressly broke the descent,

I East, 264. because gavelkind lands cannot descend in that manner ;

Poole V. and the devise expressly created a tenancy in common,

&-^P^'l'^6i

^' which was impossible by descent, as that must have been

Doe d. Hal- ^^ coparcenary ; and besides there were words of hmita-

len V. Iro7i- tion in fee grafted on the words heirs of the body, which
monger, could not have been satisfied by an estate tail in the
3 East, 533. ,

-^

Frank ru
ancestor.

Stovin, No one of the above cases therefore appears to be analo

3 East, 548. gQus to the case of Perrin v. Blake ; in which the limita-

ler V Smith

'

^^^^ *^ ^^^ heirs of the body after the life estate to the

7 J*. /?. 531. ancestor, was general, unrestrained to any interest less than

Pierson v. the inheritance : unfounded as the root of any new inhe-
rzcA-m, ritance by the annexation of words of new limitation upon

Doed.Strotifr ^^ '
^nd entirely uncorrected and unexplained by any kind

t. Goff, of preceding or subsequent limitations, to sons, children.

II East, G68. or objects of a particular designation.
Gretton v.

*^ ^ ^

Haward, 6 Taunt. 94. Edwards v. Symons, ihid. 213. Boe d. Oilman v. Elvej/,

4 East, 313. Doe d. Cotton v. Stenlake, 12 East, 515.

Vide infra. As to the cases of Leonard v. Earl of Sussex, AUgood

Al]
^
'mi

^' ^^^^^^^> Bagshaw and Spencer, and others above noticed.

Withers ^^^Y ^^^^ ^11 cases of trusts ; and therefore, like all other

cited 2 Burr, cases of that description, are no ruling authorities for the
1 107- construction in cases of legal estates ; as I conceive is

227
sufficiently proved by the several cases I have already

cited, to shew the distinction taken by the Court of Chan-
cery
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ceiy itself in several instances, between legal and trust

estates, in regard to the force of that rule which I am
now treating of.

There are also two other classes of cases, which have [155]

been resorted to as authorities against the force of the rule

now in question; the one consisting of the cases of Bur- -.j-^^^j, 21'!'

chett and Durdant, and Newcomen (x) and Barkham, and Vide infra,

Beaumont and Long, (j/) (all noticed in a subsequent part P- 210, 213.

of this Essay) and other cases, where the ancestor, either W o^^^^^^'-

. JocnutnoTit
took only a trust estate, or else no preceding freehold estate vide p. 210.

at all ; the other consisting of the cases of Peacock v.

Spooner, and Hodgson v. Bussey, (which are likewise con- Vide infra,

«idered in their proper place in this tract) together with P- ^9^? 494-

others of the same kind, which relate to the trusts of a

term, and have nothing to do with the case of an inheritance.

Of all these I shall take no further notice in this place

:

for the question is not, whether the words heirs of the

body may not, under certain circumstances, be taken as

words of purchase ; but whether those words, standing

clear of any further words of limitation, perfect, inde-

pendent and unexplained, and preceded by a limitation of

the legal freehold to the ancestor in the same will, have

€ver been construed words of purchase ? After the obser-

Tations I have been making, upon the several cases above

cited, I conceive no one of those cases can fairly be urged

in support of an affirmative answer to this question ; and as

to all those cases wherein the legal freehold is not limited

to the ancestor, they are entirely foreign to the point.

V. 21. (b) Was it not reasonable to conclude, that the se-

veral cases in which this point had so often been agitated,

and so repeatedly determined, had settled the law in regard

{b) V. 21. Mr. Fearne now proceeds to an immediate discussion

of the propriety of the determination of the Judges of the King's

Bench, in the case of Perrin v. Blake in 1769. Among our

other obligations to Mr. Hargrave, we are indebted to him for

the full statement of the case, published by him, in the first of
his two valuable volumes ofLaw Tracts. A report of it and of
the arguments of the counsel and the judges, is printed in the

Collectanea Juridica, 1 Vol. 283.

to
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[156]

Perrin v.

Blake,

vide 4 Burr.

2579-
1 Black.

Rep, G-j-2.

Doug. Rep.

3-\9- "' 34-3-

of 3d. ed. in

note 1 Hargr.

Law Tracts,

490.
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to i<, so as to enable gentlemen of the profession to form

some probable conjecture, at least, if not opinion, respect-

ing the merits of any question of this nature, upon which

they might be applied to for their advice? And how much
is it to be regretted, that a case should ever arise of so un-

fortunate a complexion as to frustrate so desirable a conclu-

sion ? The case I am alluding to, is that of Perrin and Blake,

before the court of K. B. in the year 1769; a case of much
discussion, and wherein that court delivered a judgment, to

common apprehensions, I believe, not perfectly reconcile-

able with the stream of former authorities and decisions

upon the same point.

The case was this : one W.Williams, seised in fee of a

plantation in Jamaica, devised in the following words

:

" Should my wife be enseint with child at any time here-

after, and it be a female, I give and bequeath unto her the

sum of 2,000 /., Sec. and if it be a male, I give and bequeath

my estate real and personal equally to be divided between

the said infant and my son John Williams, when the said

mfant shall attain the age of twenty-one. Item, it is my
intent and meaning that none of my children should sell or

dispose ofmy estate for longer time than his life, and to that

intent I give, devise, and bequeath all the rest and residue of

my estate to my son John Williams and the said infant for

and during the term of their natural lives, the remainder to

my brother-in-law J. G. and his heirs, for and during the lives

of my son John Williams and the said infant, the remainder

to the heirs of the body ofmy said sons John Williams and

the said infant lawfully begotten or to be begotten, the re-

mainder to my daughters, &c." No other son was born,

and the question was, what estate John Williams took under

this will?

Had this been the case of an executory trust, the Court

of Chancery might possibly have construed it an estate for

life in J. W. upon the clause expressing the testator's will,

that his sons should not convey a greater interest than for

their lives. But as it was the limitation of a legal and not a

trust estate, the Court of Chancery itself (in conformity to

its own established distinctions above explained) we may
suppose, would have decreed it an estate tail in J. W.
Could this be questioned after the cases I have before t;ited,

a, the
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the several cases which I am now about to consider, I

should think, would remove the doubt.

Indeed there is one very particular case, which goes [157]

directly to this point ; I mean that of Leonard v. the Earl Leonard v-

of Sussex, above cited ; where the qualifying clause re- Earl of Sus-

spectino; the settlement directed to be made by the trustees, ^^^' ^ y^rn.

- , . , • -1 •
1 1 T • 526. and

in their taknig special care in such settlement, that it yide supra,

never be in the power of the testatrix's sons F. or H. to p. 114.

dock the entail of either of the said moieties given them

during their or either of their life or lives, amounted to /

exactly the same thing as restraining them from conveying

a greater interest than for their lives : for without docking

the entail it was impossible they should convey any greater

lawful irfterest
;
yet the Court of Chancery there held, that

if it had been a legal instead of a trust limitation, the sons

would have been tenants in tail, notwithstanding that

restrictive clause. And Lord Talbot afterwards m the Cas. Temp,
case of Lord Glenorchy v. Bosville said, that in the case Talb. ig.

of Leonard v. the Earl of Sussex, had it been by act

executed, it would have been an estate tail, and the restraint

had been void ; but being an executory trust, the court

decreed according to the intent, as it was found expressed

in the will. And so likewise Lord Hardwicke, in the later

case of Bagshaw r. Spencer (before cited) said, that if 2 Atk. 581.

the case of Leonard v. Earl of Sussex had been that of a 1^ ezey, sen.

legal estate, the sons would have been tenants in tail ;
^^"

but in equity upon a trust estate, the clause for inter-

posing trustees, &c. governed the whole case.

The Court of King's Bench however, in the case of

Perrin v. Blake, treated those distinctions as too refined,

and adjudged that J. Williams took only an estate for hfe

under the devise in question.

It is true, indeed, that Judge Yates (a very respectable

authority) who then filled a seat on that bench, opposed ^

the decision with great depth of learning and sohdity of

argument.

V. 22. (c) And however he stood alone as to that opinion,

(c) V. 22. In this paragraph, Mr. Fearne discusses the cases

anterior to that of Perrin v. Blak©, on limitations literally falling

under the rule in Shelley's case.

in
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in tlie Court of King's Bench, it afterwards appeared Ji^

[158] was not singular in it; for the majority of the judges in

the Exchequer Chamber were influenced by the same

strict attachment to old established rules of law ; and

accordingly reversed the judgment of the Court of King's

Bench, and thereby restored the venerable uniform train

of preceding judgments and opinions upon the same point,

to its former authority. As we may therefore consider

those authorities still entitled to our attention, I shall en-

deavour to present the reader with a concise view of them,

first observing; that in the case of Perrin v. Blake, after

Vicl. Dougl. an appeal to the House of Lords from the judgment of
Rep- 329. reversal in the Exchequer Chamber, which depended a
Of '^4.3 . .

ftf'rZ gj^ considerable time ; the parties at length compromised the

in note. dispute, and the plaintiff obtained leave to withdraw his

1 Harg. yf^i Qf error.
Aiac

, 493- j^ ^ ^^gg above cited of a devise to B. for life, remain-

p der to his heir of his body begotten for ever ; it was held

Lowdall ^^^^ *^^ ^^^^ *^^^ ^y descent, and not by purchase,

supra, p. 62. And where a testator devised to his son /. certain

P lands to hold the same to him for life, for and under the

Eelcv Cart ^^®' conditions, and limitations thereafter limited ; and after

1 70. his decease, then to the use and behoof of the heirs male

of his body, and for default of such issue, to his son W.
and the heirs male of his body, remainders over, Bridg-

man C. J. in delivering the opinion of the court, on several

questions that arose on the case ; said, it was agreed, that

when the testator devised the lands in question to /. for

life, under the conditions and limitations in the will; and

after his decease, to the use of the heirs male of his body

;

though it was Umited to him for hfe, it was nevertheless

an estate tail to him as well in a will as in any other con-

veyance. That the estates could not stand together.

But the estate for life was swallowed up in the tail ; and

the same rule held in a devise as well as in a deed.

Here we may also notice a case, where lands were de-

vised to a trustee and his heirs, during the life only o^ A.,

2Ventr.3ii. upon trust to permit and suffer ^. during his life to re-

Burchett w. ceive the rents and profits, without committing of waste,
Durdant, m- ^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ decease of A. then to the heirs male of the

body of A. now living, and to such other heirs male, and

female.

fra, 210.
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female, as he should afterwards have of his body. It is

said, the first question was, whether the estate for Ufe [i59]

did not execute in ^. by the statute of uses, for if so

(says the reporter) he would be seised of an estate tail. Vide 3 Ventr.

But the court resolved the first limitation was a trust,
3i2-

and not an estate executed. Now this was a point the

court had no occasion to have entered into, or have given

any resolution upon, unless the subsequent limitation

might have vested in the ancestor, in the case of a use

executed.

In another case, where one devised lands to trustees and

their heirs, and declared that the said trustees and their

heirs should stand seised of the lands to the uses, intents, Broughton

and purposes thereinafter mentioned, that is to say, to v- Langley,

• T . 1 rr A J
.2 Ld. Kaym.

the mtent and purpose to permit and sutler A. to receive
g

•'

and take the rents and profits for and during the term of 2 Salk. 679.

his life, and after his decease should stand seised of the Vide Right

lands to the use of the heirs of the body of ^. remainder ^- ^J'JJJP^

over; with a proviso, that the said trustees and the said
j 2 £aif

,
45.5'.

A. might make a jointure for his wife ; the question was,

whether A. had an estate tail executed or not? And it was

adjudged he had. For Holt C. J. said, that this would

have been a plain trust at common law, and what at com-

mon law was a trust of a freehold or an inheritance, is

executed by the statute, which mentions the word trust as

well as use. And it was held that a power to make a join-

ture does not necessarily exclude an estate tail ; because as

tenant in tail cannot make a jointure without dicontinuing

or barring the entail, such power has its use. And Holt, in

this case, denied the (above noticed) case of Burchett and

Durdant to be law.

Now, though the power ofmaking ajointure be itself, not

allowed a sufficient ground upon which to deny that con-

struction, which gives an estate tail; yet the circumstances

attending that power in the above case, seemed to be very

strong against an estate tail; that power being made to de-

pend upon the consent and concurrence ofthe trustees ;
and

they being required to join in the executing it, and of course

in the conveyance for that purpose; which seems to have

been an evidence of the testator's intention, that the estate

jy[ should
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should remain in them; and consequently that he did not

intend J., should take any legal estate at all, much less an
[loo] estate tail. But however, the strength of the general rule

prevailed against these arguments of intention.

So where one bequeatlied the surplus of his personal
Legate v. estate to be laid out in lands, to be settled on B. his nephew

1 I^ W 8- foi*life> ^•Jid after his decease to the heirs male of the body

1 Eq. Abr. of his said nephew lawfully to be begotten, and the heirs

394- male of the body of every such heir male severally and suc-
A. 170b.

cessivelv as they should be in priority of birth, every elder
*

and the heirs male of his body to be preferred to every

younger; and for want of such issue to his brother C. for

his life, and after his decease to the heirs male of his body

begotten, &c. Upon a question whether B. was to be con-

sidered as tenant in tail or only tenant for life, it was insisted

that if the latter words in this will (and to the heirs male of

the body of every such heir male, &c.) signified any thing,

it was no more than what was included in the first, and

then eipressio eontm qua tacite insunt nihil operatur. Lord

Cowper said, there having been a decree already in the case,

it must depend on what it was at law ; and he was inclined

to think the judges there might take it as an estate tail ; he

In 1 Eq. therefore directed a case to be made for the opinion of the

A /" ^91" '^ judges of K. B. upon which three judges against one held

take 'said
^^^^ '^ ^^^ ^^ estate tail. Though P. Williams says the par-

they certi- ties agreed, yet in (2 Vez. 657.) Lord Hardwicke says, that

fied, that he Lord Cowper thought himself bound to agree with the three
took an es- • 1 j j j
tate for life. J"^?^^' ^^^ ^« decreed.

2 Ld Ravm ^^^ where a testator devised lands to iV. for his life, and

1 437- after the decease of the said iV. he devised the same unto the

Goodright v. heirs males of the body of the said N. lawfully to be be-
•rul^n.

gotten, and his heirs for ever; but if the said N. should

happen to die without such heir male, then he devised the

lands to J5,, &c. The question was, whether 2V. took an

estate tail or for life only by the will? It was contended on

cue side, that the testator intended him only an estate for

life, by his devising it to him expressly for life ; and then

here were the superadded words, his heirs for ever, engrafted

on the words heirs males; that though these words heirs

males, were in the plural, yet the subsequent words, his, and

for
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for default of such heir male, qualified them, so as to make
them signify the same thing as next heir male in Archer's

case. The judges however, were all unanimous in opinion, [161]

that N. took an estate tail, that the rule was settled so firmly

that it was not to be disputed. They held that the sub-

sequent words, his, and if he dies without such heir male,

were not sufficient to restrain and alter the operation of the

words heirs males, and so qualify them as to make them a

description of the person ; and they all agreed that the ope-

ration of plain and clear words, and a settled rule of law,

should not be defeated or broke into by uncertain or doubtful

words.

So in a case before the council in 1 730, (at which Lord IVIorris v.

Raymond and Lord C. J. Eyre were both present) upon I^e Gay,

an appeal from Barbadoes, wherein the testator devised ^' ^ ^ iiurr.

. , . . 1102.
to L. for life, then to the heirs of the body of X. and their 2 Atk. 240.

heirs, and if she died w^ithout such heir of her body, then

over ; this was holden to be an estate tail in L.

And in a ease before stated of a conveyance directed Lord Glen-

by will to one for her life, without impeachment of waste, orcliy v. Bos-

remainder to the issue of her body, remainder over, Lord Y, '

Talbot said, he should upon the first question make no Xalb. t

*

difficulty of determining it an estate tail, had it been an Siipra,p.iiG,

immediate devise. Now in this case the subsequent words

were issue of the body, instead of heirs of the body,

which puts Lord Talbot's opinion in favour of the general

rule, in a very strong light, when we consider that the

word issue is not so appropriated a word of limitation as Supra, p. 153.

the word heirs, as I have observed in a preceding page.

In the case of Papillon and Voice, which I have before Vide supra,

cited. Lord Chancellor King agreed, that the intent was p- ii5> i45-

plain to give an estate for life only, with a contingent re-

mainder of the inheritance, upon the clause appointing

trustees to preserve contingent remainders
;
yet held, that

this remainder was within the general rule, and must ope-

rate as words of limitation ; and consequently create a

vested estate tail in B. and that the breaking into this rule

would create the utmost uncertainty.

Again in the case of Coulson and Coulson, in Chancery, Coulson v.

which was a devise to C. for life, remainder to A. and B. Coulson.

M 2 and
2Stra.n2j,
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2 Atk. 24C,

and vide

Hodgson

[162]

and ux. v.

Ambrose, in-

fra, p. 1 74.

Sayer v.

Masterman.
And vide

same case

Ambl. 344.
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and their heirs to support contingent remainders during

life ofC remainder to the heirs of the body of C lawfully

begotten, npon a question, whether C. took an estate tail

or for life, a case was stated for the opinion of the judges

of B. R. who all certified that an estate tail in remainder

vested in him.—Here it was the intent of the testator to

give only an estate for life, if he meant any thing by the

interposition of trustees to support contingent remainders

;

for if he did not intend such an estate, as might determine

by forfeiture or otherwise in C.'s life-time, there was no

room for the estate to trustees during the life of C. ; and

unless he meant that the heirs of C. should take by pur-

chase, and not by descent, there were no contingent

remainders to be supported.

So in a subsequent case of Sayer and Masterman in

Chancery in 1 757, before the lords commissioners of the

Great Seal, Willes, Smythe and Wilmot, where there was

a devise in the following words, viz. " And in case I die,

" not leaving issue born at the time of my death, or en

^' ventre sa mere, which shall afterwards be born alive, I do
" further give and devise, after the death of my said wife,

" to my brother E. S. all those my several estates or farms

" at, &,c. during his natural life, with power of making
" any jointure or jointures upon any woman or women he
-*' shall marr)"^, and after his decease to such child or

" children as shall lawfully be begotten by him, the males

" however to be preferred before the females, and they to

" succeed according to their births ; and in trust to pre-

" serve the continoent remainders from being; barred du-
" ring the life of the said E.S., I do give the said several

" estates and farms to my dear friend Dr. R. And after

" the decease of my said brother, and on failure of issue

" as aforesaid, I give the said several estates and farms

" to my loving brother G. .S'. and the heirs of his body,
" the males having preference as aforesaid, and succeed-
" ing according to their births, and to preserve the con-
" tingent remainders from being barred during the life of

" the said G. S., I give the said estates and farms to my
" said friend Dr. R. ; and on failure of issue of the said

" G. iS'., I give the said estates and farms to my said
* " niece
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** niece M. C."

—

E. S. died without issue. The question

was, whether G. »S'. took an estate tail or only an estate

for life under the said will? And the court held, that the

whole inheritance was not vested in the trustee in this

case ; that he took only a descendible freehold during the, [163]

life of G. S., for the word estates there meant only the

thing and not the interest, it being coupled with the word

farms. That by inserting the limitation to the trustee

next after the limitation to G. »S'. the case would be like

Coulson V, Coulson, with this difference, that it would not

be quite so strong; because the estate was not given to

G. S. expressly for life. They referred to Lord King's-

opinion in Papillon and Voice, that the limitation to

trustees did not controul the estate tail ; and the court

declared that G. S. was entitled to an estate tail.

In a case before Lord Keeper Henley, where one devised, King v.

after his wife's death and failing issue of her body, a mes- Burchell.

suage, &c. in Hunton to J. H, for life, remainder to the J^ '

^j^'n

issue male of J. H. and to his and their heirs, share and 206 a full

share ahke; and for want of such issue, to the issue female note of this

of J. H. and her and their heirs; and for want of such ^^^^5 ^^ n
issue to W. B. his heirs and assigns for ever. He also p. lAf^.n. (a)

gave other houses at Maidstone to his wife, remainder to and 1 Edens

J. H. for life, and from and immediately after the deter- Cases in

mination of that estate, to the issue male of the body of
J^"'

'^'''^'

J. H. and to their heirs, and for want of such issue, to 133, ?«

W. B. his heirs and assigns for ever; with a proviso that margin^

the bequest and limitation of all the premises limited to

J. II. and such issue male and female, was upon special

consideration, that if J. II. or his issue, or any of them,

should alienate, mortgage, or encumber, or commit any

act or deed to alter, change, charge, or defeat, the bequests

(they) should pay, &c. and he did thereby charge the

premises with the payment of 2,000/. unto such person or

persons, and his or their heirs, who would, should, or

ought to take next, by virtue of any of the bequests or

limitations.

J. H. havino; no sOn, but two daughters who were heirs

at law of the testator; he joined with his said daughters,

m suffering a recovery of the Maidstone estate. Upon

M 3 which.
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which, the plaintiff brought his bill for payment of the

•2,000/.

In support of the claim, it was argued, that J. TI. took

only an estate for life—it was expressly limited to him for

life, and the super-additional words of limitation (to the

words issue male) strongly indicated his intention—That

[164] the word issue was naturally a word of purchase; that

the intent was to be collected from the whole will; that

in the first clause relating to the Hunton estate, which

was limited to the issue male and their h-eirs, share and

share alike, J. H. could not, by any construction,be entitled

to more than an estate for life.—That the remainders

were contingent to issue male, if any, in fee; if not, then

to W. B. and were therefore destroyed by the recovery

Vide infra, —and it was said, that if J. H. was tenant in tail, the
250, et seq. condition was good ; for, though a condition to restrairt

tenant in tail from suffering a recovery was not good; yet

a condition not to alien was ; that it was not barred by

the recovery, because it was said to run with the land.

On the other side, it was contended, that J. H. took

an estate tail ; that the intention was plain, for the testator

had restrained the issue of J. H. as well as J. H. himself,,

from aliening; which would have been absurd, if he had

intended to give them the fee: That the proviso was

against law ; it was to restrain what was incident to an

Infra 256, estate tail, and therefore void,—that ifnot void, yet it was
etseq.&-423. barred by the recovery, being a subsequent charge.

The Lord Keeper, after consideration, gave his opinion;,

that J. H. took an estate tail, and that the proviso was

repugnant to the estate.

And vide This, we may observe, was a pretty strong case; the

Roeonde- limitation being not to heirs male, but issue male, with

r> words of limitation in fee superadded, aided by the con-
ton d. Orew.

. . .

"^

Infra, 182. nection, in the proviso, of the devise of the estate in

question with that of the other estate, which had been

limited to the issue male, his or their heirs, share and share

alike. But the extent of the proviso to the issue was
very strong against their taking in fee. And should it be

urged, that the implication from that circumstance might

possibly have been satisfied, by an estate tail male, in the

issue
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issue male as purchasers, instead of an estate in fee ; the

answer is, that would have been either rejecting the words

their heirs, or reducing them by a constructive qualification

into heirs male; which would at once have removed the

only objection aiforded by the circumstances of the case,

against the ancestor's taking an estate tail, and have left

no argument for the issue male taking by purchase at all; [165]

instead, as in Wright and Pearson, of throwing the case Vide supra,

open to those other arguments, in favour of the heirs, P* ^^^•

&c. taking by purchase, which had prevailed in Bagshaw

and Spencer.

This case is cited 2 Burr. 1103. as a limitation to J. H. And Vide

for life, then to the heir male of J. H. and his heirs, and "otesDumf.

for want of such issue, then over; as referred to in the -..^^ ^^'

former edition {x) of this essay ; but the report of it since (x\i e il

made public, has corrected the error of that reference. zd edition.

Here I cannot help noticing a case, though prior in time Goodright

to several already noticed; which was a devise to A. and ^- Wright,

his issue, remainder to jB. and his issue, remainder to the Xta 1^97-

heirs oiA.—A. died in the hfe-timeof the testator; and it 722. Prec
was adjudged by the whole court, that the heir of A. took Chan. 439.

nothing, because the word heirs was a word of limitation, u"*^"^®
^^'

The words of Lord Chief Justice Parker, in delivering the Ambrose
^'

opinion of the court upon this case, are remarkable :
" And infra 1 74.

" thus (says he) has the law been long clearly settled as to Warner d.

" this point, ever since Brett and Ridgen's case ; but on this ^1 -.^ ^'
.,

" occasion I have been the larger in delivering the judg- Lords, 1782.
" ment of the court, because of some late endeavours to ^ Brown's

" invalidate this rule ; which by the way may make it pro- ^i'*.
Chanc.

.

J J ^210 in note.
" per to observe, that the altering settled rules concerning vide Plowd'
" property, is the most dangerous way of removing land 341.

" marks." A»d ^jde

It is to natural suppose, that the reader's curiosity must .. j^^on 20
have been awakened to learn, upon what principles, it w as in Cranmer s

possible to get rid of so strong a system of authorities as ^^^^- And

the foregoing. He might be led to the reflection, that, ixr^"'^
""'

, . . .
Wynn,

however well old cases did for old times, still those cases Vin. v. 8-

and those times kept equal pace, and both grew antiquated P- 373-

together? That whilst in other sciences every age pro- '^^^'

duces its own improvements, it would be singular to treat 'n Brown's
the science of the l^.w, as the only stationary branch of Ca. Par. lO'i.

M 4 human
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liuman knowledge. He might, perhaps, recollect the

laudable ambition inculcated in the lines,

proavos et qua nonfecimus ipsi

Vix ea nostra voco

Such reflections would prepare him to be told, that in the

case of Perrin and Blake, the court of K. B. held, that

[166] precedents in general are rather apt to confound; that

every case has its pecuhar circumstances, and therefore

ought to stand upon its own bottom ; that wherever an

old maxim, the policy of which had ceased, could justly

be departed from, it ought to be done ; and that the rem-

nants of antient strictness, were things to be discoun-

tenanced.

V. 23. (a) It is true, that, in the arguments upon the case

of Perrin and Blake, it was insisted that several of the

cases which I have before observed to have been cited in

snpport of the determination in that case, were instances

of the words heirs of the body having been taken as words

of purchase ; and that, as to the cases cited in support of

the rule, all those wherein there was no limitation to trus-

tees to support contingent remainders, were not strictly

applicable to the question in that case ; that the intention

was plain to make the heirs of the body take by purchase ;

the cases adduced, wherein they had been admitted to

take as purchasers, proved there was nothing contrary to

law in such intention, and therefore such intention ought

to be effectuated.

But upon this sort of argument, we are to observe, that

in regard to the cases wherein the words heirs of the body

were admitted to operate as words of purchase, there is not

one of them that falls within the hteral extent of the rule ;

which, I conceive, sufficiently appears from the obser-

vations I have made in my examination of those cases.

Therefore, though it was not illegal to construe the words

heirs of the body to be words of purchase, in cases that

did not fall within the rule of legal construction, which

(a) V. 23. Discussion of the arguments generally used in support

of the determination of the Court of King's IJench in the case oi'

Perrin r. Blake.

says
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says they shall be words of limitation ; that proves no-

thing in regard to the legality of such construction, in

another case which wants every one of the circumstances

that took those cases out ofthe extent of that rule. And as

to the cases, which want the limitation to the trustees to

support contingent remainders, not being applicable to the

question in the case of Perrin and Blake ; it must be

allowed, that many at least of those cases, contain strong

arguments of intention (as strong as, perhaps, if not [167

J

stronger than, that of limiting an estate to trustees to

support contingent remainders) that the heirs of the body

should take by purchase ; and therefore such cases di-

rectly apply to prove, that in those cases to which the

rule of construction now under consideration extends,

that rule is sufficiently strong, to controul the intention

when not more decisively declared, than by a limitation

to trustees to support contingent remainders. Besides,

without recurring to any other cases, why were not the

authorities of the cases of Papillon and Voice, Coulson and

Coulson, Sayer and Masterman, and Wright v. Pearson,

in every one of which there was a limitation to trustees

to support contingent remainders, sufficient to rule the

case of Perrin and Blake ? Indeed upon examining the

matter, the limitation in these cases to trustees to support

contingent remainders, seems to set the force of the two

arguments upon the intention, and upon the testator's being

inops concUii, in direct opposition to each other. For if

we suppose the testator acquainted with the necessity or

use, of limiting an estate to trustees to support contingent

remainders ; it scarcely seems reasonable, to suppose him

unacquainted with the legal nature and force of a limita-

tion to the heirs of the body after a preceding estate for

life ; and then, as we cannot say he is inops concilii, there

exists no pretence, for construing his words otherwise

than according to their legal import and operation. On
the other hand, if we admit he did not understand the use

or intention of the limitation to trustees to support con-

tingent remainders, but only used it because he had seen

it used in some other will or settlement ; then no parti-

cular intention can be inferred from his inserting that

clause.

But
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But admitting that those who argue ag*ainst the strict

observance of the rule I have been speaking of, should

chance to have the intention of the testator on their side ;

it remains for them to consider, whether arule of law, invio-

lably observed for more than three hundred years past, can

ever be a decent sacrifice, to the presumptive construction,

of an undetermined or illiterate testator's intention.

As to the coil' So long as certain technical expressions shall be allowed
structton of their fixed legal import and operation, it will be in any

[168] man's power to secure the limitation of his property from

technical ex- litigation and arbitrary construction, by applying to those

j)ressions in a whose business it is to be acquainted with the force and
icil/,videJ>ioel

jj^^pQ^^ Qf gu^h expressions. Wliere any considerable pro-

3 Vcs. & B. P^^'^-y
^^ concerned, a man's own interest in securing the

Q.']i.Videaho effect of his intention will lead him to such a step. Where
- \.^''z> t' the property is so inconsiderable, as not to be thought

aQQ 1 1 Ve's
^^orth the trouble or expence of such assistance, the dis-

103, 514. position of that property, and of course the testator's

13 Ves. 174. intention with respect to it, is less material and momentous.

rJ^'jy °o ' Some cases, it is true, may happen, wherein such appli-

B T. II. 64. cation may accidentally be impracticable ; but is every

7 East, 97. testator to be denied this power of effectuating his inten-

5 East, 103, ^^ because accident may put it out of the reach of
Qi. g East, „ , 1 -1 , .

267 366. some tew, and some others may want maucement to

1 1 East, 58. use it ?

1 Bos. Sf P. If j^o technical expressions are to be exempt from the

i-p ^ ^^' operation of an occasional discretionary construction,

6 t'r. 175.

8 T. R. 503. Vide also Denn d. Moor v. Mcllor, 5 T. R. 558. Doe d. Jackson v.

Ramshottom, 3 M. 8f S. 516. Doe d. Belasyse v. The Earl ofLucan, <.^East, 448.

Doe d. Brmvn v. Broivn, 1 1 East, 441 . Doe d. Broxvn v. Greening, 3 M. &,• S. 171.

Vide also, 11 East, 458, 518. and Foster v. Lord Roimicy, 11 East, 594. Doe d.

Lifford V. Sparroxv, 1 3 East, 359. Goodtitle d. Radford v. Southern, 1 M. Sf S.

299. Goodtitle d. Woodhouse v. Meredith, 2 M. Sf S. 5. Driver d. Frank i:

Frank, 3 M. 8f S. 25. Cuthhert v. Lempicre, 3 Maule S^ Selioyn, 158. Roe d.

Allport V- Bacon, 4 M. 4' S. 366. Uthtvatt v. Bryant, 6 Taunt. 317. Randall

V. Tuchin, ibid. 410. Doe d. Tyrrell v. Lyford, 4 M. Sf S. 550. Whitbread

V. May, 2 Bos. Sf P. 593. Doc d. Chichester v. Oxenden, 3 Taunt. 147. Doe d.

Wolfv. Allcock, 1 Barnevoall 8f Alderson, 137. Doe d. Wood v. Wood, 1 B.Sf A.
518. Doe d. Beach v. The Earl qfJersey, 1 B. Sf A. 550. Vide also 8 East, 103.

and 1 M. Sf S. 299. and vide Doe d. Parkin v. Parkin, 5 Taunt. 321. and
Smith V. Coffin, 2 H. Black. 444. Wright v. Bond, 2 New. R. 125. Chichester

X. Oxenden, 4 Taunt. 176. and vide the observations qfMansfield, C. J. in deliver-

ing the opinion of the court in Netuland v. Majoribanks, 5 Taunt... 268, 275.

Vide also Denn d. Richardson v. Hood, 7 Taunt. 35.

, where
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where is the testator who can make his own will ? The

most careful and guarded endeavours which a man shall

exert for that end, will only amount to leaving some pre-

carious instructions behind him ; the force and effect of

which, must depend on the discretion or disposition of

those, in whom the power of construction shall be reposed

for the time being ; it is their discernment or constructive

talents, must in fact make the will, of every testator

whose property shall be worth the experiment.

The Court of King's Bench, in delivering their opinion

upon the case of Perrin v. Blake, seemed to lay a consi-

derable stress upon arguments of convenience and policy.

But, I must confess, that all which I have heard urged

upon those grounds, so far from supporting the judgment

in that case, appears to me to afford very solid reasons

against it. It was said that the estabUshed distinction be-

tween legal estates and trust limitations, might be attended

with inconveniences, from the difficulty which sometimes

might occur in determining whether a limitation gives a

trust only, or legal estate. But this is a difficulty of that

sort which rarely, very rarely, has ever occurred ; and

upon the long established rules of construction, very rarely

can occur. It is impossible, indeed, to say what variety

of new questions, new principles of construction may in- [169^

troduce; but certain it is, that whilst old distinctions

between the words creating mere trusts and legal estates

shall prevail, for every single question that can arise, as

to the effect of a limitation in that respect, at least an

hundred disputes must arise about the discretionary con-

struction of a testator's intent. In the case of Bagshaw

v Spencer, the Master of the Rolls clearly agreed with

Lord Hardwicke, as to its being a trust estate ; though 2 Atk, 246.

the first denied that latitude of construction to a trust not 570> 577-

executory, which the other admitted upon the score of ^"P^^'P* ^ '

its being; a trust and not a leg-al estate.

It was also observed in the arguments in the case of

Perrin v. Blake, that in a commercial country, every clog

«hould be removed which tends to obstruct the circulation

of property ; but, how the decision m question could be

supported on such a ground, I am at a loss to apprehend.

The construction adopted by the Court of King's Bench,

in
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in the case of Perrin v. Blake, so far from unlocking" pro-

perty, really ties it up for a longer period, and imposes a

more strict clog upon it, than the limitations commonly used

in marriage settlements ; where the lands are strictly settled

upon the husband for life, remainder to trustees to support

contingent remainders, remainder to the wife for life, re-

mainder to the first and other sons successively in tail.

For in such settlement, the first son that attains the age of

twenty-one years, may, with the consent and concurrence of

his father, by suffering a recovery, unfetter the estate, and

make a new settlement upon his marriage, or other desirable

occasion. But it is quite otherwise in regard to a fimitation

to the father for life, remainder to trustees to support con-

tingent remainders, remainder to the heirs of the body of

the father, ifwe construe the subsequent words heirs of the

body, as words of purchase, giving a contingent remain-

der to the heir of the body; for then, as nemo est hares vi-

venfis, it is impossible to say who will be heir of the father's

body till his decease ; and consequently it will be out of the

power of the father, and eldest, or any other child, to make
any secure and effectual disposition or settlement of the

estate, either upon marriage or any other the most important

or advantageous occasion. The inheritance must remain

[170] suspended during the father's life; and though he should

have half a score children, yet should he hve to an

old age, and survive them, the estate cannot vest in any

of them ; but may, perhaps, become the property of some
remote remainder-man, whose name probably was in-

serted in the will, only to wind up the general round of

limitations.

Such a mode ofconstruing wills, ifonce fully established,

would open an almost unlimited power to the judge, of

disposing of the property of testators, and directing the cir-

culation of it to his own mind ; and that, I take it, is the only

sense in which it could fairly be said to remove any clog

upon the circulation of property.

If rules and maxims of law, were to ebb and flow with

the taste of the judge, or to assume that shape, which in

his fancy best becomes the times ; if the decision ofone case

were not to be ruled by or depend at all upon former deter-

minations in other cases of a like nature; I should be glad

to
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to know, what person would venture to purchase an estate,

without first having the judgment of a court of justice, re-

specting the identical title under which he means to pur-

chase? No reliance could be had upon precedents; former

resolutions upon titles of the same kind could afford him no

assurance at all. Nay even a decision of a court of justice

upon the very identical title, would be nothing more than a

precarious temporary security ; the principles upon which

it was founded, might, in the course of a few years, be-

come antiquated; the same title might be again drawn

into dispute ; the taste and fashion of the times might be

improved ; and on that ground a future judge might hold

himself at liberty (if not consider it his duty) to pay

as little regard to the maxims and decisions of his pre-

decessor, as that predecessor did to the maxims and

decisions of those who went before him. Thus, so far from

opening a door to the circulation of property, the pre-

valence of such a doctrine must prove the most effectual

obstacle to it; for men will be very cautious how they ven-

ture upon the purchase of property, the enjoyment of which

must depend wholly upon such fluctuating temporary rules

of construction.

Another plausible ground advanced in support of the

judgment of the Court of King's Bench in the case of Perrin

v. Blake, still remains to be examined. It was there laid [171]

down as a principle, that the intention of the testator should

be the sole rule of construction, in all cases of devises ; and

that such intention when explained, should control the legal

import of any term of art. That a principle of this nature,

under certain limits and restrictions, does and ought to pre-

vail, I believe no one conversant in our laws will attempt to

deny ; but that such a principle has never yet been admitted,

in the latitude there laid down, seems to be proved beyond

controversy, by all the several cases I have before cited, vide also,

And that no such unlimited principle ought ever to prevail, ^ At. 575,

may, I think, be clearly demonstrated from the infinite ^7"-

uncertainty, inconvenience, and vexation, which it must

necessarily produce.

Certain established maxims, as to the legal import and *

effect of technical expressions, will render the decision of

titles to property as little dependent as the nature of things

will
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will admit, upon the occasional opinion, humour, ingenuity,

or caprice of the judge; and are therefore the most proper

and sure grounds for titles to rest and depend upon. Titles

so founded may be easily and clearly ascertained; and

under them a permanent peaceful enjoyment may be ex-

pected.

Construction depending on, and guided by certain fixed

known rules, will not be liable to those various temporaiy

influences, which must necessarily have a share in directing

the discretionary decision of any court upon earth : no in-

ducements can arise, no room can be left to dispute or liti-

gate titles built on such a stable foundation. Whereas, on

the other hand, the imphed intention of a testator is at best

uncertain ; frequently very doubtful ; favour, affection, ca-

price, nay different habits of thinking, and modes ofexpres-

sion in diiferent men, will occasion different constructions

of the same will. Very often, I'll venture to say, a testator

himself would be at loss to fix or expound his own inten-

tion, when the reason, humanity, or ingenuity of a judge,

might conceive it clear as day-light. Whoever has been

conversant in settling the wills of testators, must often

have experienced the truth ofthis position ; and if a testator

himself is at a loss to ascertain or expound his own in-

[172] tention, we are certainly not to wonder, that other men

should differ widely in their constructions of it. What
rehance can be had on a title raised on so precarious a

ground? What security of enjoyment can be expected

under it? Setting aside all those grounds for differences

in the construction of the same will, which may arise from

different degrees ofunderstanding, apprehension, or discern-

ment in different men ; it is certain, that different ambitions,

interests, party principles and private connections, will

ever lead men to differ and dispute about the construction

of fe will, as well as about any other act in which those

motives are concerned.

It is evident, therefore, no sort of reHance can be had

upon titles depending on discretionary construction, until

they have received the sanction of a court of justice. A
suit commenced in one court, in cases which depend upon

such construction, generally produces an appeal to a supe-

rior court : thus are vexatious suits continually encouraged

and
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and multiplied ; innocent people perpetually harassed; and

estates spent ten times over, in endeavourmg to ascertain

the titles to them.

Is there anything impolitic, anything harsh in deciding,

that the intention of the testator should never be so far

indulged, as to controul all estabHshed rules of construc-

tion?—^Whenever the construction, upon the apparent

intent of the testator, is not contrary to the construction

upon certain established legal maxims, respecting the

import of terms made use of by him, so far let the apparent

intent be the guide in the construction, but not one jot

further. And wherever the terms of art made use of, do

not fall within the allowed extent of any established lega^

maxim respecting their import and operation, there let the

intent be the sole guide of construction; because there, a

more certain or better rule of construction is not sacrificed

to it. These are distinctions which have long since pre-

vailed in our courts of justice; and which appear to be

founded in good reason, and permanent useful policy.

Surely it is better that the intentions of twenty testa-

tors, every week, should fail of effect, than those rules

should be departed from, upon which the general security

of titles and quiet enjoyment of property so essentially [i73]

depend.

Where, in the name of wonder, can be the convenience,

where the policy, of directing our attention and solicitude,

to substantiate the conjectural intentions of the dead, at

the expence of so much perplexity, strife, litigation, and

distress to the living? How much more rational and better

calculated for the great ends of society, is the doctrine re-

commended by Lord Mansfield in the case of Doe d. Long Supra, p.

V. Laming, where his lordship's words, as reported in 1 Bur- ^54-

row 1 1 06, merit our most serious attention, no less for the

justness of the observation, than for the real importance

and utility of the advice they contain. " It is to be lamented

" (said his lordship) that questions of this kind have occa-

^' sioned so much litigation and expense- The best way to

" settle them is to reduce the matter, if possible, to some
^' certain rules."

V- 24. Indeed,
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50.

V. 24. (/») Indeed, we have the happiness to find, that

the doctrine thus recommended by Lord Mansfield, has not

failed of commanding the respect due as well to its own
merit, as to the abilities of the learned judge from whom it

proceeded. It is with pleasure, I recollect some recent

decisions, which I could wish to cite, nay dwell upon, as

instances of attention to established rules ; but the nature

of my professed design in these sheets, confines my notice

to cases immediately relative to the subject I am treat-

ing of.

Hayes d. " Thus in the case where a testator, having two sons and
Foorde v. ^ brother N. who had also two sons, devised to his eldest

^ Rlack ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^' ^"^ after his decease, to his (the son's) eldest

Rep. 698. son that should then be living, and if he died without any

J^'ide supra, son or sons to enjoy it, during their lives (of which none

should be tenants but whilst they lived to enjoy it), that

then it should come to his (that son's) brother W. during

his life, and to any of his heirs male during their lives, and

[lyj.] no longer ; and if they died without issue male, then to

the heirs males of the testator's brother N.'s sons, and to

any of their heirs males during their lives, of which none of

them were tenants any longer, nor should it be in any

of their powers, to sell, dispose or make away any part

or the whole of it; and in case they all died without issue,

then to the testator's next of kin—And by a schedule, pub-

lished at the same time, with the same solemnities, and

referred to in, and by the special verdict found to be part

of the will, purporting to be an account how the testator

disposed of his estates, after noticing the limitations to his

sons and their sons, he said, " and for want, &c. to his

" brother N. sons, and for want of any sons, then over."

The testator's two sons died without issue male ; one of

the brother iY,'s sons survived them, and taking possession

on the decease of the survivor of them, he afterwards

suffered a recovery. And upon a question whether he

took an estate for life or in tail, the Court of King's Bench

(b) V. 24. Discussion of cases subsequent to that of Perrin r-

Blake, on limitations literally falling within the rule in Shelley's

case.

in
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tn Ireland were of opinion, that he took only an estate for

Idfe.

But the judgment in Ireland was reversed by the Court

of King's Bench here ; and Lord Mansfield, on delivering

the opinion of the court, stated the only doubt to be,

whether by the words of the will, the nephew of the testator

took any estate by implicaiion ; that this doubt was re-

moved by the schedule which expressly gave an estate to

the sons of the testator's brother N., therefore the nephew

took an estate for life, by implication, thus explained

;

which being conjoined with the estate expressly given to y[f[Q of this

his heir.s males, would by the known rule of law, give him point in this

an estate in tail male. That the restrictions afterwards ^^'^^» supra,

imposed by the testator, were inconsistent with the estate
"'

so given, and therefore void ; and that the nephew having

suflfered a recovery, had legally barred the estate tail.

Here we observe, that the testator's express restriction

of the power ofalienation, even aided by the words oflimi-

tation, superadded to heirs males of his brother's sons, &c,

was not allowed to repel the operation of the rule.

And a subsequent case has fully established the doc- Hodgson
ti'ine in Coulson and Coulson; it was a case where S. and Uxor t;.

devised certain lands to trustees and their heirs, to the use :^"^L)iose.

Ti • r 11- Dougl. Kep.
of her sister jL. and her assigns, tor and during the term 037 ofsded.
©f her natural life ; and after the determination of that [1 75]

estate, to the use of the said trustees and their heirs Vide 1 Mer.

during the life of the said E. upon trust, to support and 275.<!^2M<rr.

preserve the contingent uses and estates thereinafter li- ^
'

mited, from being defeated or destroyed ; and for that

purpose to make entries, and bring actions as the case

should require, but nevertheless to permit and suffer the

said E. and her assigns, during her hfe, to receive and

take the rents, issues and profits thereof, to her and their

own use and benefit ; and from and after her decease, then

to the use and behoof of the heirs of the body of the said

E. lawfully issuing ; and for want of such issue, then to

the use and behoof of her sister C. and her assigns, for

and during the terra of her natural life ; and from and

after the determination of that estate, to the use of the

said trustees and their heirs during the life of the said

C upon trust to support and preserve the contingent uses

N and
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and estates thereinafter limited, from being defeated or

destroyed ; and for that purpose to make entries and

brino- actions as the case should require, but neverthe-

less to permit and suffer the said C. and her assigns, during

her life, to receive and take the rents, issues, and profits

to and for her and their own use and benefit ; and from

and after her decease, then to the use and behoof of the

heirs of the body of the said C. lavv^fully issuing ; and for

want of such issue, then to the use and behoof of the tes-

tator's own right heirs for ever. E. died in the testator's

life-time, leaving issue one daughter B. who survived the

testatrix. C. the other sister, after the testator's death suf-

fered a recovery of the said estates, and afterward marry-

ing, her husband and she contracted for the sale of the

said estates to A. who declining to complete his purchase,

on account of a question, whether C. took any greater

estate than for her hfe, under her sister S.'s will, the

December vendors filed a bill in Chancery against him, for a specific

1779- perfomiance of the contract. Upon the hearing of the

cause, the Chancellor ordered a case to be stated for the

opinion of the judges of B. R.

First, Whether B. the daughter of E. took any and

what estate under the will of aS'. ?

Secondly, What estate C. took under the said will?

[176] The case being argued before the judges of B. R. they

April 1780. dehvered their opinion, that if E. would have taken an

Dougl. Rep. estate tail in case she had survived the testatrix, they

330, or 344 thought, by her dying before the testatrix, it was a lapsed

^ devise, and B. the daughter of E. could take nothing.

As to the question whether E. would have taken an

estate tail, whatever their opinions might have been if the

case were new, they thought, as the case of Coulson and

Coulson was literally the same, the precise question ought

not to be again litigated ; and by that authority they were

bound to say, in the words of the certificate in that case,

that as it appeared by the state of the case, that there was,

after the determination of the estate for life to E. a devise

to trustees and their heirs for and during the life of £.

they were of opinion that £., if she had survived the tes-

tatrix, would have taken an estate for life in the premises

devised to her, not merged by the devise to the heirs of

her
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liev body ; but by that devise an estate tail in remainder

would have vested in the said E. ; consequently B. the

daughter of E. took no estate under the will of S. ; but

€'. took an estate for life in all the devised premises not

merged by the devise to the heirs of her body ; but by

that devise an estate tail in remainder vested in the said

C. And upon the case coming on again before the Chan-

cellor, his lordship decreed that the contract should be

specifically performed and carried into execution.

And upon an appeal from the above mentioned decree July 1780,

to the House of Lords, the following questions being put

to the judges : First, whether B. the daughter of E. took Vide Dougl.

any and what estate under the will of S. ? Secondly, what ^^P- 33 1. or

estate C. took under the said will? The lord chief baron f^'l^Q
''^'

delivered the unanimous opinion of the judges present, vid. Warner

upon the first question, that B. took no estate under the d. White, v.

will of S. And upon the second question, that C. took an ^^^ite and
^ n ^

J 1 1
other cases

estate for life in all the devised premises not merged by the ^ited supra,

devise to the heirs of her body ; but by that devise an es- in marglH,

tate tail in remainder vested in the said C. Whereupon '^^5'

the decree was affirmed.

And in a case, where the testator devised to his wife for n yhj

life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent remain- Thong v.

ders, and immediately after the decease of his wife, he gave Bedford,

the same to his daughter for her life, remainder to the
q]^^^^ rjjj^

same trustees to preserve contingent remainders during the 313.

life of his daughter, remainder to the heirs of her body

lawfully begotten, remainder to testator's grandson, his

heirs and assigns, and proceeded, " It being my will and

meaning, that after the decease of my wife, my said

daughter shall have only an estate for life in the premises
;

and that after her decease, it may go to the heirs of her

body ; and in default of such heirs, should vest in my
grandson and his heirs ; and that my said daughter shall

not have any power to defeat my intent:" And he gave

powers to his trustees to do all necessary acts to effectuate

his intention.

After the decease of the wife, a bill being filed by the

grandson, to have a conveyance made by the trustees, in

which the daughter should be only tenant for life, with

limitations to her sons and afterwards to her daughters in

>j 2 strict
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And vide

Rohimton v.

Robinson,

2 Vez. sen.

2Qj. 1 Burr.

38. 5 Brown
l*arl. Cas.

278.
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strict settlement; a demurrer to this bill, on the ground oT

the daughter's being seised of a vested estate tail, was

allowed.—Lord Loughborough, in stating the opinion of

the court, said, the case depended on two points; first, it

was contended for the defendants, that the devises were of

legal estates, consequently that the trustees had no estate

to convey. That if that proposition were true, the conse-

quence was clear, that the demurrer must be allowed.

Secondly, That supposing them equitable estates, the

daughter was entitled to a vested estate tail, consequently

a conveyance would be nugatory; that the second question

involved the consideration of several important cases, as

Bagshaw and Spencer, and Garth v. Baldwin. That it was

unnecessary to enter into that question, if the former was

clear. And the court were all agreed that the estates were

legal—that the first to the wife was a clear legal estate, that

to the daughter was also a clear legal estate. That after the

Avidow's unnecessarily, and after the daughter's necessarily,

as the parties thought, were introduced trustees to preserve

contingent remainders, who took clear legal estates pur

aider vie—that the subsequent words went to restrain the

estate of the daughter ; how far they would operate, was a

proper question for another jurisdiction—that they were

not stronger tliaji tlie words that had been used in other

cases ; as in Robinson v. Robinson, 3 Atk. 736 ; the giving

an estate, without impeachment of waste, or the inter-

posing trustees to preserve contingent remainders ; that

as to what was contended, of the power given to the

trustees requiring a fee in them to enable them to effect it,

it would be going too far, to enlarge their estates by these

words ; it would be to render other words in the will use-

less ; the estates to them for the lives of the wife and

daughter, must be struck out ; they could not have a legal

fee and estates pur auter vie at once, in the same lands.

The meaning only was, that they should have the powers

incident to their character of trustees to preserve contin-

gent remainders.

Lord Loughborough's reference in the above case to

Robinson v. Robinson, and the cases giving an estate with-

withoutimpeachment of waste, and interposing trustees to

preserve contingent remainders, was very well directed ; for

they
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f.hey all clearly import or confirm the intention, that the

first devisee shall take only an estate for life. Indeed the And vide

restricted limitation to such devisee for life, expressly says

as much ; and the nature ofevery testamentary disposition, 227
intrinsically and necessarily implies all that can be

expressed in any annexed declaration, that the devisee shall

not have any power to defeat the testator's intent.

V. 25.. (f) I shall now proceed to remark, that although VideO'Keefe

words of limitation grafted on the words heir male, or heir ""• Jones,

of the body in the singular number, may convert them into ^ ^^' '^''^*

words of purchase, as in Archer's case, and in the case Burton, 15
of Cheek or Clerk and Day, before cited

;
yet those words, Ves. 365. and

though in the singular number, if not attended with words "o ^^'^"^'tr^'

of limitation upon them, are not words of purchase. For ^ Beames
this we may recur to Burley's case, which, as cited by Hale 367, 371.

C. J. 1 Ventr. 230, was a devise to A. for fife, remainder [179]
to the next heir male, and for default of such heir male, then Burley's

to remain; and it was adjudged an estate tail in A. case, 1 Vent.

So where there was a devise to K. one of the testator's 'Ro-

sens for ever, and after his death to the heir male of his body Whiting v.

for ever, and for default of such heir male to testator's other Wilkins,

son ; it was held that R. took an estate tail. And in the case ^ ^" n
'^'

V^'
of Pauseyv. Lowdall above cited, the heir took by descent, ^^q
though the limitation was to the heir in the singular number. Supra, 158.

And here we may notice the opinion to the same effect,

in tlie case of Gold?;. Goddard, 2 Jo. 111. though it involves

other points irrelative to the present purpose.—And where Richards v.

an estate was devised to B. and such heir of her body as Lady Berga-

should be living at her death, and in default of such, the re-
^ y^^.^^

mainder over, the court held, that the limitation gave

jB. an estate tail ; that a devise to one for life, remainder

to the heir of his body, though in the singular number, is

an estate tail ; but if the limitation were as in Archer's case,

to A. for hfe, remainder to the heir of his body in the

singular number, and to the heirs of the body of such heir,

there A. would be only tenant for life.

(c) V. 25. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where, there is a

limitation to the ancestor for his life, and a subsequent limitation

to the lieir of his body, in the singular number, without words of

limitation superadded. "

N 3 Sa
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Supra,p.i53-

And vide

Com. Rep.

301.

Miller 1'.

Seagiave,

Robinson's

Gavelkind

9C.

Dubber d.

Trollope v.

Trollope,

ibid, and
Ambl. 453.

[180]

Vide Harg.
n. 4.

Co. Lit. 8. b.

Vide Co.
Lit. 2'j. a.
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So in White v. Collins above cited, it was held, that the

limitation being to the heir male, &c. in the singular num-
ber, would not alone have prevented the construction of an

estate tail.

And where there was a devise to M. and his wife for their

lives, remainder to the next heir male of their two bodies,

it was held a devise in tail; for that a devise to the heir

male was a devise in tail, unless there are words of limita-

tion superadded, so as to bring it within the reason of

Archer's case, and that the words first, next, or eldest,

make no difference.

And in another case of a devise to testator's eldest son

for life, remainder to his first son for life, remainder to the

right heirs male of his body ; remainder to other sons of W,

and the heirs male of their bodies ; remainder to the testa-

tor's son I', for life, and after to the first heir male of his

body, remainder over : the Court of C. B, held that the words

heir male were to be understood collectively, and gave an

estate tail to T., it being distinguished from Archer's case,by

no limitation being superadded to the words first heir male;

and the word first signifying first in order of succession from

time to time. And the Court of King's Bench affirmed the

judgment of C. B.

Lord Chief Justice Eyre, in delivering the opinion of the

court on the last cited case, refers to Lord Coke's observa-

tion, 1 Inst. 22. that of all the estates tail most coarcted and

restrained that he found in our books, was the estate tail

39 Ass. 20, where lands were given to a man and his wife,

and to one heir of their bodies lawfully begotten and to one

heir of that heir only. And this the Chief Justice notices,

as a contradiction to the opinion Lord Coke had before de-

livered, 1 Inst. 8.b. " That if a man give lands to one, and

his heir, in the singular number, he hath but an estate for

life," and he remarks that the reason given by Lord Coke,

that tlie heir should take nothing because he was but one,

can never hold ; when it is considered, that there can be but

one heir at one time; for heirs are to take one after another

in a course of descent ; and there can be but one heir at

once ; and that there was also a considerable authority,

Reg. Jud. 6. to that purpose ; where there was a sci.fo.

brought by an issue male to execute a fine of lands, granted
-< to
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to his father and haredi masculo de corpore suo procreato.

And that there was no resolution in any book or court to

the contrary, except in Shelley's case, 1 Co. Rep. 104,

which was only arguendo.

That the devise of the express estate for life, with re-

mainder to the next heir male, in the singular number, was
said, in the report of Archer's case, to be the reason why
the court adjudged it an estate for life ; but that in no case

since that time, had it been considered or understood as a

resolution on that single ground ; but the subsequent limi-

tation to the heirs male ofsuch heir male, had been looked

upon as the true foundation for that resolution : that it was
said by Hale, 1 Vent. 215, that a devise to^one for hfe, and

after his decease to his heir, had been held a fee ; for heir is

nomen collectivum ; but Archer's case. Hale said, was a de-

vise to A. for his life, and after to his heir and to the heirs

of such heir, in which case, he said, that because the words

of limitation were tacked to the word heir, therefore heir [181]
was taken to be designatio personce.

The case of King v. Burchell, had it agreed with what Vide 1 Eden's

is cited 2 Burr. 1 103, would have been an exception to the Cases in

doctrine, that the word heir, &c. in the sinsrular number *,^'*^"- 4^4?

11-1 1 r- T • • IP Of supra, I s3>
attended with words 01 hmitation, operates as words or ^^ margin.

purchase.—But the report of that case, from which I have Vide Suaine

taken the above statement of it, does not warrant any such '^' Burton,

11 Ves '^G's.
conclusion : nor does the case of Goodright v. Pullyn • ^ o-

appear to come quite up to it; as the limitation itself

there was in the plural number, though the reference from

the superadded words was in the singular.

V. 26. (d) But if the words be heirs, or heirs of the Vide Stvaine

body. Sec. in the plural ; in that case even words of limi- ""' Burton,

tation engrafted on them, if not inconsistent with the na- *^
'^^' ^ ^'

ture of the descent pointed out by the first words, will

not convert them into words of purchase.

For this Shelley's case is a direct and leading authority. Shelley's

case.

1 Co. Rep.
{d) V. 26. Effect of the rule in Shelley's case, where after a 53.

limitation to the ancestor for life, and a subsequent limitation to

the heirs of his body, in the plural number, words of limitation

are superadded.

N 4 In
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III that case, Edw. Shelley being tenant in tail, and having

two sons, II. and jR., and H. the eldest dying in his father's

life time, leaving a daughter and his wife enseint with a;

son ; Edward the father suffered a common recovery ta

the use of himself for term of his life, after his decease

to the use of certain persons for 24 years ; and after t»

the use of the heirs males of the body of the said Edward^

Jaicfidly begotten, and of the heirs males of the body of

such heirs males laxvfully begotten, remainder over ; and

after judgment and the awarding of the writ of seisin, but

before its execution, Edward died ; and after his deaths

and before the birth of his eldest son's son, the writ of

seisin was executed. And his youngest son li. entered ^

and a son of the eldest son being afterwards born,

the question was, whether his entry upon his uncle was

lawful or not \

[182] 0"e point in this case was, whether the words heirs^

. males of the body of Edward Shelley, 8cc. being attended

with words of limitation to the heirs males of the body

of such heirs males, &c. did not make the former, words

of purchase ; and in answer to what was urged in support

of such a construction, it was insisted, that if R. being

the heir male of the body of Edward at his decease, were

to take by purchase, the heirs male of the body of R,

only, would be inheritable ; and upon his death without

issue male, the lands would remain over to strangers, ia

exclusion of all other sons of Edward and their issue

male ; whicli, as the w^ords were in the plural number,,

heirs males of the body of Edward, would be against the

very letter of the deed ; for by that means, the plural

number would be reduced to the singular number, viz. to

one heir male of the body of Edward only ; and forasmuch

as the first words heirs males of the body of Edward

•Shelley, included the subsequent words heirs males of

their bodies, (for every heir male of the body of the heir

male of Edward Shelley, was in construction of law, an

heir male of the body of Edward Shelley himself) there-

fore the subsequent words were words declaratory, and

did not restrain the former words. And it was ultimately

resolved by the Chancellor and all the judges of England,

except one of the Common Pleas, that R. came in, in

course
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course and nature of a descent; that he claimed the use

by force of the recovery and of the indentures by words

of limitation, and not of purchase.

The case of Goodright v. Pullyn above stated, is an in- Minslmll v,

stance of the same doctrine applied to wills.—And Lord Minshull.

Hardwicke, in the case of a devise to R. M. and the heirs ^ "^

male of his body and their issues, held that li. M. took

an estate tail.

So likewise in Wright v. Pearson, which I have before Supra,p.i26,

considered ; the words of limitation in fee, superadded to

the words heirs male, &.c. did not prevent the construction

of an estate tail.

And in a later case, where the testator devised lands to Roe d. Dod-

his nephew, to hold to him during the term of his natural ^^" }]'
Grew,

life, and from and after his decease to the xise of the issue

male of his body lawfully begotten, and the heirs male of L^^S]

the body of such issue male, and for want of such issue

male, remainder over. The devisee had no issue at the time

—the Court of Common Pleas held, that he took an estate

tail; and one judge said, he thought too great regard had

been paid to the words, " heirs male of the body of such

issue."

There may, possibly, be some cases, where the superadded This para-

words of limitation may be admitted to control the preced- graph ofthe

ing words heirs, heirs male, &c. though in the plural num- f/i^ ^f

ber; when such superadded words limit an estate of a parafrraph,

different nature to such heirs, heirs male, &c. from that are cited

which the ancestor would take, if the preceding words ^'* ^^ff
u. rVebb V'

heirs male, &.c. in those cases were taken as words of Puckei/ Seal.

limitation. 5 T. R. 299, 301.

As in the case put by Anderson, of a limitation to the 1 Co. Rep.

use of a man for life, and after his decease to the use of 95- b-

his heirs and the heirs female of their bodies; here the
, ^.tk^Ai?

first word heirs would have given the fee to the ancestor, if

taken as aword of limitation ; whereas the subsequent words>

and the heirs female of their bodies, grafted on that word

heirs, could give only an estate tail female to the heirs ; in

such cases the general effect of the first w^ords heirs of

the body, 8cc. seems to be altered, abridged, and qualified,

oy such subsequent express words of limitation annexed

to them, as cannot possibly be satisfied by considering

the
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the first words as words of limitation. But we must take

care to confine this observation to those cases, where the

engrafted words describe an estate descendible in a different

course, and to difi^erent persons as special heirs, from what

the first would carry the estate to, viz. to males instead

of females, or vice versa ; for where the first words give

an estate tail general, and the words engrafted thereon are

words serving to limit the fee; it seems by the general and

better opinion, that the annexed words of limitation are

not to be attended to ; as may be seen in the above cited

Supra, p.i2G. cases, of Wright v. Pearson, Goodright v. Pullyn, and
iCo, & 163. King r. Burchell, where the engrafted words limited the

whole fee.

Indeed there does not appear tobethe same inconsistency

in construing the first words, which describe heirs special,

to be words of limitation, where the superadded words ex-

tend to heirs general ; as there is, where the first words, and

[184] those engrafted on them, distinguish two different incom-

patible courses of descent, and would not carry the estate

to the same persons ; in the latter case it is absolutely

impossible, by any implied qualification to reconcile the

superadded words to those preceding them, so as to satisfy

both by construing the first as words of limitation; whereas

in the former case, the superadded words are not contrary

to or incompatible with the preceding, but in their general

sense include them ; and there is no improbability in the
,

supposition that they were used by the testator in the

same qualified sense as the preceding ; and then both may

be satisfied, by taking the first as words of limitation.

White V. There is a case of an executory trust, wherein the words

Carter. heirs male of the body were construed into strict settlement,
Ambl, 670.

^^,jj|ch ou'jrht reoularlv to have been inserted in a former

Cases in P^g^.—It was a bequest of a personal estate to trustees, in

Chan. 3C6. trust to lay out the same inland to be settled and assured.

Vide supra,
^^ counsel should advise, unto and upon the trustees and

their heirs, upon trust and to and for the use of P. and

the heirs male of his body to take in succession and priority

of birth, and for default of such issue male, then, upon

further trust and to and for the use of B. and the heirs

male of her body, to take in succession and priority ofbirth,

remainder over. And the testator ordered the trustees to

pay

133, in mar-

gin
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pay the remainder of the interest, dividends, and profits,

after deducting the expenses of the trust, until the purchase

or purchases made to P. and R. respectively, and to their

respective sons and issue male, w^ho should be respectively

entitled to the rents and profits of the estates to be pur-

chased.—Upon the question, Avhether the lands to be pur-

chased should be settled on P. as tenant in tail, or in strict

settlement upon him for life, with remainder to his first

and other sons in tail male ; Lord Northington, on hearing,

directed the settlement to be made on him for life, with

remainder to his first and other sons in tail male.

Upon are-hearing, Lord Camden was clearly of opinion Vide Garth

to confirm the decree ; and took a distinction between the '^'
^aldwm.

case where a testator has given complete directions for

settling his estate with perfect limitations ; and where his

directions are incomplete, and are rather minutes or in-

structions; in the former case, he said, the legal expression [^^5]

should have legal effect, though perhaps, contrary to his

intention, as in Garth v. Turner: and in the latter case, the Vide Garth

court would consider the intention and direct the convey- ?-* ^"^'

1- -mi 1 ^ -,
Supra, 125.

ance accordmg to it. Ihere, he said, the intention was

very plain, the testator directed the settlement to be made
by advice of counsel, and in succession and priority- He
meant something different from an estate tail, when he

v/anted the assistance of counsel ; and though the words

in succession and priority might have effect in case P. took

an estate tail, yet they were meant to give an interest to

the sons after the death of P. ; that the latter clause put

it out of doubt, he there explained his meaning by making

use of the words sons and issue.—This case, we observe,

ranks amongst those, where the courts have proceeded on

the distinction between trusts executed and executory Supra,p.i37.

above treated of.

V. 27. (e) It remains for me to close the detailed view

1 have taken, of the several decisions of the rule in Shel-

ley's case, with some general observations drawn from

( e) V. 27. Present extent and prevalence of the rule in Shel-

ley's case, in the construction of limitations contained in deeds

and marriage articles.

them,
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them, respecting the present extent and prevalence of thaff

rule ; abstracted from the remote origin of the rule itself.

Of this, vide at a period and on principles now problematical : what they
supra, 03 et ^ypie^ ^jiy \)q igft to the investigation of erudite curiosity^

or the representations of prolific ingenuity ; without much
concern to those, whose only interest in the subject, rests

on the calls of their profosional attention, to the practical

application of that rule at this day.

It may naturally be supposed, that a train of recorded

decisions, have, or ought to have afforded some sketches

at least, of the general limits and distinctions, bounding

and directing the operations of that rule ; and so far indeed

as respects limitations of legal estates, in conveyances by

deed, its prescriptive claim to controul seems pretty well

established ; nor do we seem to be at much loss, as to its

succumbency to more prevalent principles of construction

[186] hi marriage articles. But in respect to dispositions by

will, our conclusions are not so well determined ; the

difhculty arises from the indeterminate constructive nature

of the instrument itself.

V. 28. (f) The cases as well as principles, tell us, the

controuling rule of construction in wills, is the intention

expressed, or clearly implied ; to contradict this, would in-

deed be a mockery, a denial of the import of the word

will.—On this broad ground, some have driven the rule in

question to a distance, that would in effect reduce it to no

rule at all, by subjecting it to the controul ofany expression

not perfectly reconcileable with a positive intention of its

admission ; whilst others have, with a rigid degree of legal

sternness, insisted on an inflexible adherence to the rule,

without regard to any implicative contravention of its

effect. It is obvious that neither of these doctrines is

reconcileable with that train of decisions, which must, I

conceive, be held to have pronounced the law on this

point ; those decisions (if I do not mistake them) neither

(/) V. 28. Present extent and prevalence of the rule in Shel-

ley's case in the construction of limitations contained in wills
;

sentiments of Mr. Justice Blackstone, Lord Thurlow, Mr. Mar-

grave, and Mr. Butler on this subject.

bend
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!>etid the rule to, nor support it against every expression

or manifest indication of contrary intention. The one

would be absolutely discarding it as a rule of construction

in wills ; the other would be rendering the legal effect of

certain technical words in the very first line of a will,

irrevocable through the whole sequel of it.

The amphibolous tendencies of cases and principles,

seem to conspire in the production of a question, the solu-

tion of which may, by professional gentlemen, be truly

termed the hie labor, the hoc opus. To attempt it with pre-

cision seems vain, until we can reduce all possible expres-

sions or indications of intention, to certain classes or

degrees of relative force ; then indeed might we ascertain

on a standard scale what degrees of express or implicative

indications of intention were below, and what above the [187]

controulins: index of the rule : whilst that is out of our

reach, what can we do more than resort to some general

inferences, afforded by the comparison ofthe several cases

in which the intention has been allowed to controul the

rule.—Judge Blackstone, in his justly celebrated argument

in the case of Perrin v. Blake, to which I have had frequent

occasions to recur, was thoroughly sensible of the necessity

of such a resort for the solid ground of his argument ; he

accerdingly, after some particular observations on the

several cases in which the application of the rule had been

denied, very fairly dismissed Ijhem by an arrangement,

that shewed them all inapphcable to the case on which

he was speaking, " all the cases that had occurred,"

he said, " from the statute of wills to that time (a period 1 Harg. Law
" of above two centuries) in which heirs of the body had Tracts, 507.

" been construed to be words of purchase, were reducible'

" to these four heads—either where no estate of freehold

" was given to the ancestor, or where no estate of inherit-

" ance was given to the heir, or where other explanatory

" words were immediately subjoined to the former {x) or (a) i. e- the

'^ lastly, where a new inheritance was grafted on the heirs oi freehold es-

" the body ; none of which was the case upon which he
^'

" was then speaking—there was, therefore, no authority

" from precedents to warrant such a construction as was
^ then contended for—he did not, however, say, that such
^' construction could never be made, under other circum-

stances
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" stances than those which he had then mentioned, but

" only, that he was not then aware of any other circum-

** stances, that could warrant the same construction ; at

" the same time, he allowed that the same construction

" might and ought to be made, whenever the intent of the

" testator was equally manifest."

A more succinct, clear, and at the same time compre-

hensive summary, of the characteristic distinctions of the

several cases in which the rule in Shelley's case has not

obtained, can hardly be framed, than what I have here

cited from Judge Blackstone. I shall not, therefore, at-

tempt a more concentrated view of the general description

of circumstances that have been allowed to repel the

[188] influence of that rule ; how far any more general infe-

rence may be extracted even from that view, must be left

to further inquiry.

1 Harg. Law Mr. Hargrave, in his original and spirited observations
Ijacts, 574, concerning the rule in Shelley's case, to which I have had

Supra p 86 occasion to refer in a former page, places the rule in a

new point of view, by considering it as one of the barriers

provided by our law to guard descent from being con-

founded with purchase ; and on this principle that gen-

tleman's zeal pursues the rule to an inflexible degree of

imperative controul, which would hardly be reconcileable

with the long established principles applicable to the con-

struction of wills, were it not for his resting the admission

of the rule on a previous question, referrible to the tes-

tator's intention.—Nothing can be better founded than

Mr. Hargrave's doctrine, that the rule in Shelley's case is

no medium for finding out the intention of the testator

;

that, on the contrary, the rule supposes the intention

already discovered, and to be a superadded succession to

the heirs general or special of the donee for life, by mak-

ing such donee the ancestor, termmus or stirps, from

which the whole generation or posterity of heirs is to

be accounted ; that whether the conveyance has or has

not so constituted an estate of freehold, with a succession

engrafted upon it, is a previous question which ought to

be adjusted before the rule is thought of—that to resolve

that point, the ordinary rules for interpreting the language

of wills ought to be resorted to ; that when it is once

settled,
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settled, that the donor or testator has used words of in-

heritance according to their legal import, has applied them

intentionally to comprise the whole Hne of heirs to the

tenant for life ; and has really made him the terminus or

ancestor, by reference to whom the succession is to be

regulated ; then comes the proper time to inspect the rule

in Shelley's case ; that then too, it will appear, that being

considered according to those views of pohcy from which

it (as he supposes) originated, it is perfectly immaterial,

whether the testator meant to avoid the rule or not ; and

that to apply it, and to declare the words of inheritance

to be words of limitation, vesting an inheritance in the

tanant for life as the ancestor and terminus to the heirs,

is a mere matter of course. That, on the other hand, if it [189]

be decided, that the testator or donor did not mean, by

the words of inheritance after the estate for life, to use

such words in their full and proper sense ; nor to involve

the whole line of heirs to the tenant for life, and include

the whole of his inheritable blood, and make him the

ancestor or terminus for the heirs; but intended to use

the word heirs in a limited, restrictive, and untechnical

sense, and to point at such individual person, as should

be the heir, 8cc. of the tenant for hfe at his decease ; and

to give a distinct estate of freehold to such single heir,

and to make his or her estate of freehold the ground-work

for a succession of heirs ; and constitute him or her the

ancestor, terminus and stock for the succession to take its

course from ; in every one of these cases the premises

are wanting, upon which only, the rule in Shelley's case

interposes its authority; and that rule becomes quite

extraneous matter.

Mr. Butler, in a pertinent, instructive note on the subject, Butl. note 1

.

states the several points of inquiry, that arise in the dis- !ff^*'^" ^j-

cussion of the rule. He says, that if the rule is not of so g_ ^ 17th

very rigid and forcible a nature as to be uncontrouled by ed.

an express declaration of the testator, of his intention to

give the ancestor an estate for life only, and to give an

estate in fee by purchase to the heirs, &c. the questions

will be ; whether any thing short of express declaration

will have the effect ? and if so, whether the apparent in- As foneces-

tention, that the ancestor should have an estate for life ^^^.^
^mphca^

0"^y; iVes.Si-B.
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only, will be sufficient ? or whether the intention must also

appear, that the heirs, &c, should take not as descendants

but as purchasers, and how and for what estates ? and how
and Avhat estate the heir may take by law, his ancestor

taking by the same instrument an estate for life ? And after

enumerating the three different constructions, of the heirs

of the body taking in the usual course of strict settlement

on first and other sons successively in tail, &.c. of the

estate vesting in the person first answ ering the description,

in the nature of an absolute purchase transmissible only

to the heirs of his own body, &c. and that of its vesting

in such person so as, on failure of his issue, &c. to vest

in the person answering the same description, as long as

there are any such heirs, &,c. a§ in Mandeville's case ; he

observes, that the two first of these modes (from excluding

other heirs of the body of the ancestor than the heirs of

the body of the first heir) are not reconcileable with the

acknowledged general scope of the testator's intention;

and that if the third was not reconcileable with law, the

devise must be left to its legal operation, and the heir must

take by descent; but if the estates imder the third con-

struction were such as the law allows ; still there would

remain a formidable objection to the admission of it; for,

by a series of adjudications from the 18th of Edw. 2. to

17th Geo. 2. inclusively, devises of the nature in question

had been construed to vest the inheritance in the ancestor.

That admitting therefore, the reason or foundation of the

construction to be not now discoverable, there still was

great reason to contend that it was binding on the courts.

Mr. Butler confines these observations to devises of

legal estates ; and those only which afford no other ar-

guments against the admission of the rule than the testator's

apparent intention, that the ancestor should take only for

life, and that the heirs of his body should take by purchase

:

for that where an ulterior intention appeared from any other

part of the will, that the inheritance should vest in the per-

son being heir of the body of the tenant for life at his

decease, and the heirs of the body of such person, and

reach no further, or should go to the sons of the tenant

for life successively in tail, &:c. there was no rule of law

or equity that stood in the way of such construction. It

mightj
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^iVight, Mr. Butler observes, be said that brought the mat-

ter to as much uncertainty es attended it before, but, surely

that (he says) was not the case.

Highly as the profession stand indebted to the eminent

exertions of the gentlemen,- to whose able and instnactive

works I have been referring the attention of the reader

;

and importantly successful as their endeavours have been,

in tracing, explaining, and illustrating the foundation, na-

ture, and extent of the rule in question, and in simphfying

•or facihtating its application, by directing us to the prin-

ciples that are to regulate and limit it ; still, the very sub-

ject of that application in the instance of testamentary

dispositions, seems intrinsically to involve an insuperable

obstacle to the attainment of certainty in the matter : the

difficulty I mean, is the unavoidable reference, in some fiQil

degree and shape or other, to the testator's intention.

The application of the rule, is confessedly subjected to

the result of an inquiry, to be decided by the ordinary rules

for the interpretation of wills ; this is, in fact, a resort in

the first instance to the discoverable intent of the testator,

which is the leading principle of such interpretation. The
difference between the investigation whether the testator

intended the rule should apply or not, and the deciding

whethei' he intended such a succession as would, in its own
nature, abstracted from any view of the testator in the

matter, require or attract tlie application of that rule, falls

short of removing the whole difficulty attending the con-

struction of a testator's meaning : the shape of the inquiry

is indeed changed, its point of aim more determinate, and

its course more direct, but the intention of the testator is

still its object ; and it seems absolutely impossible to dis-

charge the application of the rule from this reference to

the testator's apparent intention, in respect to his use of

the words heirs, &c. as comprehending or not, the whole

class of heirs described, without exempting those words

from all susceptibility of restriction, qualification or ex-

planation from any other words or expressions in the will,

a doctrine which is expressly negatived by those decided

cases, in which the admission of the rule has been ex-

cluded by restrictive, qualifying, or explanatory exprips-

gions.

O Mr.
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1 Harg. Lan' Mr. Hargrave indeed, in the observations I have above
Ij-acts, jb-2.

YQ^QYvedi to, expresses himself in terms, which may at fii'st

glance, be thought to bear against the leading principle in

tlie construction of wills ; when he says, if the party en-

tailing meant to build a succession of heirs on the estate

of the tenant for life, he would apply the rule, even though

the party should express in his will that the rule should not

be applied, and that the remainder to the heirs ofthe tenant

for life should operate by purchase.

But upon examination, this appears in effect to be only

striking the balance between two incompatible intentions
;

the one, that the whole line of heirs and those only shall

take, the other, that they shall take by purchase.

For the succession, it seems, could not be fixed to the

[^9-J line of heirs (general at least) of the tenant for life in that

th <; ^- ^^'^y* -^^^^ vests in the first heir general by purchase, it

jectofthls cannot go in succession from him to succeeding heirs of

pnragraplt in the same ancestor, not being heirs general of such first

le ex
,
see

j^^j^ but may eventually go to strangers, either in defect
the case [slill .

-^
. ^ ° °

.

depending) ^^ exclusion of heirs of such ancestor. For if such an-

of marquis cestor, be the father or ex parte paternd of the heir so taking
Uiolmon-

ijy p^irchase, and such heir should leave no heirs ex parte

Clinton paterna, the succession will be to his heirs ex parte materna.

1 Meriv. 171 And if such ancestor should be the mother or ex parte ma-
to .362. terna of the heir so taking by purchase, the succession will

be to his heirs ex parte paterna, in preference of his heirs

ex parte his said ancestor.

If therefore, the intention is once clear, that the succes-

sion shall go and be confined to all the heirs of tenant for

life ; the direction that they shall take by purchase, must

be rejected for inconsistence, in order to fix the effect of

the devise to its intended objects. This conclusion seems

indisputable in limitations to the heirs general ; but, pos-

sibly some doubts maybe conceived, in regard to its deter-

mined force in limitations to heirs special ; seeing we have

instances of limitations to heirs special vesting by pur-

chase, subject to a future restrained course of succession,

through all the same described heirs of the ancestor

referred to, as would have taken by descent from the same

ancestor. This was the doctrine in Mandeville's case.

In a limitation to the right heirs of J. S. without any

antecedent
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antecedent limitation to J. S. himself, it appears, that to

give the estate to his heir by purchase would not secure Supra, p. 40.

•and confine the succession to the whole class of d^script

heirs of J. S.; but in case of such a limitation to the heirs

of the body of J. S. we have seen it might.

The impracticability therefore, of preserving the trans-

mission of the estate to the line of inheritable succession Supra, p. 40.

from the ancestor, if the heir is to take by purchase,
°'

however incontrovertible in the case of heirs general, may
be the subject of a little further consideration in the case

of heirs special ; the result of which, I think, will shew

the same conclusion applicable to both.

The instances of a limitation to heirs special, vesting [193]

by purchase, so as to go through the whole line of such

lieirs, can be authorities for the same mode of succession

only in analogous cases ; consequently, if the only in-

stances of such a succession are confined to cases where

the ancestor takes no estate of freehold under the same

instrmnent, they afford us no authority for a succession in

that mode where the ancestor does take an estate of free-

hold by the same instrument.—Nay, would not that very

law which, in cases where the special heir can take only

by purchase for want of any estate in the ancestor to con-

nect with the limitation to the heirs, strains so far towards

a descent as to support the analogy in succession, and

carry it through the same line of heirs under the pretext of

a descent, would not the same law, I say, avail itself of

any estate of freehold in the ancestor, to avoid the neces-

sity for such a fiction, and unequivocally avow a genuine,

perfect descent ? The law, it seems, when it allows the

course of succession belonging to a descent in cases where

all foundation for a real descent is wanting, does it only

through the fictitious medium of a supposed descent ; but

where is the call, where the room for any such resort, in

cases where the foundation of a real descent exists in the

freehold taken by the ancestor? The ground for fiction

being absolutely precluded, how is the intended succession

to be effectuated, but on the subsisting basis of a real

descent ? The constraint of resort to a supposed descent,

where the principle of a real one is denied, appears irre-

O z concileable
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concileable with the idea of dispensing with a real one

where such principle exists. The inference, if not en-

Gountored by one single judicial decision or opinion to the

contraiy, seems so direct and strong, that I am at a loss

how we are to deny or avoid its conclusive force, on the

point in question.

But I am not apprised of any one judicial decision or

opinion in support of the heir's taking the legal inheritance

by purchase, where the ancestor takes the legal freehold

by the same instrument; unless the succession is restrained

either by an express direction to heirs of the special heir

himself, as in Archer's case and others where the word

heir. Sec. in the sino-ular number is attended with words of

hmitation, or else by words of limitation superadded to

the words heirs, &c. descriptive of a different species of

heirs from th« first words, as in the case put by Anderson

1 Co. 95. b. In all which it is clear the inheritable suc-

cession is expressly rescinded or prohibited.

riQdl '^^^ ^^^y c^s^S) I ^^ aware of, wherein the heir has

Vide infra taken the inheritance by purchase in such a way as to

209- preserve the line of inheritable succession, have been,

where the ancestor himself took no estate capable of

blending with, or being the basis or inception of the in-

heritance, as in Mandeville's case, and other cases of that

sort; which, as I have observed, so far from being any

sort of authority for the heir's taking in the same way, in

cases where the ancestor actually takes an estate of free-

hold, affords the strongest ground for a direct contraiy

conclusion ; in the forcible stretch of the law in those

cases towards a descent, by a fictitious adoption of it in

a partial, imperfect degree, where the want of any freehold

in the ancestor, excluded the possibility of it in its true

and cornplete state.

Under this view of the matter, may we not fairly rest

in the conclusion, that the la,w will not admit of an heir

special, any more than an heir general, taking the inherit-

ance by purchase so as to preserve the line of descent

from the ancestor referred to, except in cases Avhere the

ancestor, to whose heirs the limitation is directed, takes

no preceding estate of freehold by the same instrument ?

If
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If this be so, there is the same necessity in both cases,

for the heir's taking by descent, wherever the succession

is to pervade the whole hne of heirs, &:c. described.

Our attention is next called to some observations of

"very high authority, upon the application of the rule I

have been treatins: of. Lord Chancellor Thurlow, in the

case of Jones v. Morgan above referred to, laid down Supra, p.] 34,

some strong featured positions, describing the outlines of

a distinction, applicable to all the cases in which that rule

had been, or can be agitated. His lordship drew an in-

ference from all the cases, that where the estate is so given,
-Ri-o^vn Cas

that after the limitation to the first taker, it is to go to chanc. 218,

every person who can claim as heir to the first taker, the 219.

word heirs must be a word of limitation—That all heirs ^^^'^^^^^

takmg as heirs must take by descent. In cases, he said, riQrT

where he could bring it to the point, that the testator by ^ Bedford
the word heirs meant, 1st. 2d. 3d. and other sons, there he 4 Maule S^-

would change the words of the will ; but in the case be- ^- 3"2.rtVier(?

fore him, he thought the word heirs was the very thing
Jq^q^o./^ ^^-^^^

meant.—Suppose, said his lordship, William had had a son. Lord Thur-

which son had had a son and died, leaving Sir William lo'^'^'s infer-

the testator, the eldest son of the son would have been ^'^^^j «*
^
^" "^

'
. . turn and

heir : if there had been a title, he would have taken it
; shortly laid

but the estate, if the words had been words of purchase,* doxun.

must have gone to the second son ; the devise to the first

son being a lapsed devise, like the case of Warner d.

White v. White ; but Sir William Morgan meant the estate
yj^^ j^^jj

to go to whoever should be heir. aiginnote^

* Words of purchase here., Lord Thurlow evidently meant, in

the sense of a limitation to first and other sons of William suc-

cessively in tail male, in which case, the devise to the first son

being lapsed by his death in the testator's life-time, that to the

second son must have taken place, in exclusion of the issue male

of the first son according to the case referred to. I have here

stated the Chancellor as speaking of the death of a first son of

WiUiam in the life-time of Sir William the testator, which,

doubtless must have been the intended expression ; though the

printed report referred to, says life-time of William, (who was

the first taker) instead of Sir William (who was the testator).

Note hy Mr. Tearne,

o 3 The
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The Chancellor thought the argument immaterial, that

the testator meant the iirst estate to be an estate for life-

IbiJ. a-jo. He took it, that in all cases the testator did mean so. He
rested it upon what the testator meant afterwards ; if he

meant that every other person who should be heir should

take, he then meant, what the law would not suffer him ta

give, or the heir to take as a purchaser.—His lordship

said, that in conversing with a great authority^ he asked,

what would become, in the case stated, of the grandson ;

that the answer was, he should take as heir. Lord Thurlow

observed, he knew he might ; but then he must take by

descent. All possible heirs, he said, must take as heirs,

and not as purchasers ; that in all cases where the limi-

[196] tation is of an estate of freehold to a man, and afterwards

to his heirs, &,c. (whether general or special) so as to give

it to the heirs as a denomination or class, the heirs shall

be in by descent, and not by purchase. And that the

case stated by Anderson in Shelley's case, of a hmitation

Ibid. 221. to the use of A. for life, remainder to the use of his heirs^

and of their heirs female, was the only one to the con-

trary, and in that case, the word heirs must be a descrip-

tion of the persons, in order to let in the limitation to the

heirs female.

Now, if the inference I have drawn from the very ope-

rative tendency of the law to hereditary descent, in its?

mode of approaching it, where the requisite ground for its

perfect accomplishment is wanting, be just; if from such

premises, unopposed by any single repugnant decision ov

judicial opinion, the conclusion that the capacity of an

heir to take the inheritance by purchase, so as to transmit

it through the same line as by descent, is confined to those

cases only where the ancestor takes no estate of freehold,

be sufficiently founded. Lord Thurlow's doctrine embraces

the subject, to the full extent of his expression. For then,

wherever the ancestor takes the freehold, the inheritance

will not go to all the heirs, &c. in the course of inheritable

succession, unless by an actual descent. And consequently,

if after the first taker, it is to go to every person who can

claim as heir to him, the intended succession can only be

effectuated by taking the words heirs, &c. as words of

limitation. If after him all heirs, 8cc. are to take as such,

that
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that is, as answering that description, they can only take

by descent. If the law will not admit of all possible heirs,

&c. taking the inheritance, after its inception by a freehold

in the ancestor, otherwise than by descent, it follows, that

wherever the limitation to the heirs, &c. after a freehold to

the ancestor, is admitted to reach the whole denomination

or class of heirs described, they must take by descent and

not by purchase.

Indeed, if we consider the freehold, what it in truth is,

a portion of the inheritance; the rule says no more than,,

that you shall not apportion and divide the inheritance,

between the ancestor and a line of successors, clairaiiig

under a denomination belonging to them only as his repre-

sentatives to an inheritable estate derived from or under

him.

This dehneation of the rule, comprehends two discrinii- [197]

nating lines, whose concurrence seems to decide its

application ; the one is, that the person to claim the inhe-

ritance after the ancestor, is to claim as heir, &c. that is,

€0 nomine and under that description, whoever such person

maybe ; and the other, that the effect of the limitation is

not confined to the person so first claiming, or his repre-

sentatives, as such, of any description ; but directed equally

through all other persons successively answering the sanie

relative description of heirship general or special, to the

ancestor referred to ; and entitling them eo nomine, or in that

character only. It is evident, that the first branch of this

distinction will exclude all those cases, where the words

heirs of the body, &c. are, by other words of reference or

qualification, explained or restrained to the sense of first

and other sons, &c. as in Waker v. Snow—Lisle v. Gray,

and others of that description ; equally with the cases of

marriage articles and executory trusts, wherein a similar

cons-Tuction has prevailed ; as well as all those wherein, on

account of words subjoined, the persons to take, cannot

take as heirs or by virtue of that description by reason of

the distributive direction amongst several not constituting

an. heir, or as tenants in common or in some other mode
irreconcilable with the course of a descent, as in Doe d.

Long V. Laming, and others of that sort; together with

those where the description is directed to a presnmptive

O 4 heir.
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heir, in the life-time of the ancestor, as in " Burchetf xf,

Durdant," and others of that class. Whilst the latter"

branch of the distinction, excludes all those cases, wherein

the import of the words heir, &c. in the singular number,,

is, by annexed words of limitation, confined to the firsts

next, or one individual heir, &c. and his heirs, &c. or ta

such heir, &.c. for life: as in Cheek v. Day, Archer's case.

White V. Colhns, and others of like complexion ; as well as

those where the words of limitation superadded to the words

heirs, &c. denote a different species of heirs from that de-

scribed by the first words ; as in the case put by Anderson

in Shelley's case. At the same time, that it admits all those

cases, where, though the testator inserts trustees to sup-

port contingent remainders, as in Papillon v. Voice, Coulson

V. Coulson, Sayer v. Masterman, Wright v. Pearson, Per-

[198] rin V. Blake, Hodgson 8c Ux. v. Ambrose, and Jones v,

Morgan, or even proceeds to impose a restriction against

alienation, as in Leonard v. Earl of Sussex (supposing it

had been an estate executed), Perrin v. Blake, and Thong^

V. Bedford, or to restrain the successive heirs, &c, to'

estates for life, as in Hayes d. Foorde v. Foorde ; yet he does

not fix on, or stop at any particular heir, &c. and his heirs,

&c nor point at a strict settlement, on first and other sons;;

but appears to have the whole line of heirs, 6cc. equally in

the extent of his contemplation ; and only attempts to re-

strain the interests or powers of the first taker, or any of hiS'

- heirs, to limits, by law incompatible with the directed and

intended succession through the whole class of heirs, &c-

—A detailed application of this distinction, to all the par-

ticular cases, would be too prolix for tliis place. I shall,

therefore, leave it to the industry of the reader ; who,

if sufficiently interested to make the experiment, Avill,

1 am confident, find ample recompence for his pains, in

the success of it.

The above distinction agTees in effect with, and brings us

to the same conclusion, in respect to the apphcation of the

rule, as the principles laid down in more general terms

by Mr. Hargrave ; a concurrence to which that gentleman

alludes, when he says (in the observations above referred

1 Harg.Law to) that his notions, about the rule in question, sub-

1 racts, ^^^. stantidlly appear in great measure to accord with those

attributed
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a.ttributed to a living judge of equity of the first rank and

distinction. That at least, it might be collected from the

printed report of his judgment in the great case of Jones v.

Morgan, in its latter stage, that his general impressions of

the rule were not unsimilar to those, which it was his (Mr,

Hargrave's) intention to state and insist upon in a more
particular manner.

Mr. Hargrave's observation, that where it is once settled

that the donor or testator applied the words intentionally to

comprise the whole line of heirs to the tenant for life, the

rule must apply of course, supposes the concurrence of

those lines of distinction, which are contained in Lord

Thurlow's positions, to exist in the case falling under that

predicament. But a direct application of those lines them-

selves seems to afford us a fair medium for settlino- tlie

testator's presumable intention, in his use of the words

heirs, &c.; and to reduce the inquiry, respecting the riqal
admission of the rule, to two simple questions ; viz. Is

the limitation to the heirs, 8lc. so calculated and directed,

that the person claiming under it, must entitle himself

merely under the description of heir of the species denoted

by the words in their technical sense? And if so, is

there any thing to restrain the same words from equally

extending to, and comprehending all other persons suc-

cessively answering the same descriptions, or from en-

titling them ahke under it, and eo nomine only? A negative

answer to either branch of this inquiry, seems to exclude

the application of the rule ; whilst an affirmative one to

both, will, according to the grounds I have been endeavour-

ing to explain, bring the case directly within it.

And if such an affirmative resolution of this inquiry, be

allowed (as I think it fairly may) a sufficient criterion of

the testator's intention to comprise the whole line of heirs,

&c. of the first taker ; then, it affords us that answer to

the previous question referred to by Mr. Hargrave, which

immediately opens the door to the rule, upon the principles

laid down by that gentleman.

Under such a coincidence of authorities, bearing to the

same conclusion, we might, perhaps, be justified in re-

ferring the application of the rule in Shelley's case, to the

test of the inquiry I have stated ; without further sohcitude

about
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about the testator's possible or problematical intention

;

which, those who have been most conversant in preparing^

• or settling wills, too well know is frequently inexplicable

by a testator himself, even on points not in the least im-

plicated with technical learning; but, upon technical

questions, such as that respecting the rule in Shelley's

case, how are we to ascribe any intention at all to the

testator, that such rule should be rejected or admitted ?

Vide supra, Can a testator be supposed to entertain any meaning, in

140, note in regard to a rule to which he is a perfect stranger? A
subject which never entered, or could enter his contem-

plation; a point of which he never had any conception or

idea at all ?

The question in its true shape is, whether the disposi-

tions which the testator appears to have intended are

incompatible or not, with the admission of the rule. And

[•200] the resolution of this question, if left to the result of that

inquiry, to which I have endeavoured to refer the admission

or exclusion of the rule in Shelley's case, will never, I

believe, be found much at variance, with the presumable

scope of the testator's general intention ; notwithstanding

his having, in expression, confined the first taker to an

estate for life.

If the testator meant, according to the terms of the

proposition, that the person who should take after the

tenant for life, should be any person indiscriminately

answering the description of heir, &c. of such first taker,

and entitled only in respect of such description ; and that

all other persons successively succeeding to the same

description should eo nomine, and by virtue only of such

relation to the ancestor, equally succeed to the estate ;

it follows, that, he could not have any particular object of

attention among all this unknown class of successors
;

much Less any preference of any one of them, to that

stock or source from which his bounty reaches them, only

by emanation as it were.

The disposition, in its progress to heirs, 8cc. at large, is

only a modified extension of the gift to the ancestor ; the

immediate and sole known object of the testator's favour,

in relation to whom alone the eventual ulterior takers can

bring themselves within the track of his notice: What
ground
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ground have we then to ascribe to tlie testator, any impulse

of distinction, among such equally unascertained acces-

sory objects of his view ? What pretence for inferring any

such preference of any one individual of them, to the rest,

and even to the ancestor himself, as to intrust that one

with a power of defeating the succession to all the rest,

whilst it is denied to their common ancestor ?

Unless we have some apparent grounds for presuming

a distinction in the testator's mind, between the person

first happening to answer the general description, and any

one succeeding to the same place ; it is fair to q^uppose

the testator meant, that the succession should go equally

secured, to the whole descript hne of takers, under one

and the same general reference to the same ancestor. But

this meaning would be as substantially violated, by invest-

ing the first fortuitous heir, with the power of defeating

the succession to the whole sequel train, as by investing [201]

the ancestor himself with such power ; except that the

first heir himself would, in the latter case, be equally sub-

jected to it with all the rest. And why not, if the testa-

tor has not distinguished that first from the rest, nor of

consequence preferred him to the ancestor ?

The.law imposes the dilemma of committing such power

either to the ancestor or his next heir : will any reasonable

inference of the testator's intention in the matter, induce

the preference of an unknown derivative character, ac-

cidentally meeting the terms of a general description, to

the original attractive object, the groundwork of the tes-

tator's bounty, and to which the attendant relative desig-

nations seem mere appendages ? If not, there is no more

apparent violence offered to the testator's presumable

intention, by vesting the inheritance in the ancestor, than

in his hrst heir, wherever that heir is not distinguished

from the rest, but all heirs of the description used, appear

to be equally in his contemplation.

(g) After all, we are constrained to admit, that whatever

have been, or may be the attempts to reduce the rule in

Shelley's

{g) With this paragraph, Mr. Fearne closes his elaborate dis-

cussion of the rule in Shelky's case : the etlitor submits, that

Bone
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Shelley's case, to one indisputable line of application, irr

testamentary dispositions ; it will ever remain impossible

to

none of the positions in it have been sliaken ; and that several

of them have been confirmed by subsequent cases.

lide Doe a- j jjjg position in page 33, that, " the possibiHty of the free-

rr'^f*,
^' " hold's determining in the life of the ancestor who takes it, does

Hallett,
^^ , , ,

*>
,. . . ^- ^ • c • •

1 Maule Sr
^^^^ keep the subsequent hmitation to his heirs from vesting m

Selu'i/n, l'24. " himself," receives some confirmation from the opinion of the

Master of the Rolls in Curtis v. Price, 12 Ves. jun. 89.

fide til e cases IL His inference, in page 56, from Lord King's decision in

cited in italics Lady Jones v. Lord Say and Sele, and Lord Hardwicke's deter-

"P^_ >
5' J mination in Roberts v. Dixwell, that " a trust for a woman's sepa-

54, m mar- ,, ^ n ,
•

1 , i;. 1 1 • .-

o-y^
" rate use will coalesce with a subsequent trust tor the heirs 01

" her body, so as to bring it within the rule in Shelley's case,''

has been indirectly sanctioned by the opinion of the late Lord

Alvanley, in Burnaby v. Griffin, 3 Ves. jun. '2QQ, and by the

series of cases ending with Witts v. Dawkins, 12 Ves. jun. 501,

(where the principal of them are cited), by which it appears to

be settled, that, except in particular cases, a married woman may
dispose, by anticipation, of her separate income, whether derived

to her from real or personal estate.

Itde the cases jjj fj^g doubt expressed by him, in page 136, of the pro-

priety of Lord Kardwickc's decision in Bagshaw tu Spencer, is
supra, 1 25, \

."^ ... \ ^

126 128 justified by the decision in Brydges v. Brydges, 3 Ves. jun. 120.

130, 133, I" that case, W. Brydges devised his estates unto and to the use

140, in mar- of Edmund, Francis and Kempe Brydges, and their heirs, in trust,

J?'"* to apply the rents in the payment of debts and legacies ; and,

after the payment of them, to the use of Edmund Brydges and

his heirs, to the uses thereinafter mentioned, (that is to say,) to

the use of his the testator's grandson, Francis William Thomas
Brydgesj during his Hfe, and after his decease, to the use of the

heirs male of his body lawfully issuing, with remainders over. The
Master of the Rolls, in pronouncing his decree, said, " There
" was no argument against tlie estate tail of Francis William

" Thomas Brydges ; and after tiie case of Bale or Bade v. Cole-

" man, notwithstanding what was said in Bagshaw v. Spencer,

" there was no doubt that he was tenant in tail in equity. No
*' trustees are interposed ; and Lord Hardwicke relied much upon
" the interposition of trustees; which is not perfectly acquiesced

" in, and in which I don't acquiesce, for I think now the same
" words that create an entail in a legal estate, will, if applied to

" an equitable estate, create an estate tail in that."

IV. His position in page 148, that " the rule does not extend

" to
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%o deliver the subject from that difficulty, which in some

instaiices, must leave our conclusions a-float, respecting

the

*' to those cases, where the words ' heirs of the body,' &c. are,

*' by other words of reference or quahfication, explained or re-

^' strained to the sense of ' first and other sons,' he." as in the

cases cited by him of Waker v. Snow, Lisle v. Gray, and others

of that description, is confirmed by the judgment of the Court of

King's Bench in Goodright on the demise of Sweet v- Herring,

1 East. 264. In that case, a devise to A. for life was followed by Et vide supra.,

a. devise, " to the heirs male of the body of A. to Le begotten, 152, 154, the

" severally and successively and in remainder one after another, cfises cited zn

*' as thev and everv of them should be in seniority of ase and ^ " ''^"^.' ^

. nidT^iti'
*' priority of birth, the elder of such sons and the heirs male of "

-<• his body lawfully issuing, being always to be preferred, and

" to take before the younger ofsuch son and sons, and the heirs

"" male of his and their body and bodies." The judges were

unanimously of opinion, that the words " heirs male of the body

of A." were explained, by the subsequent part of the devise, to

mean the first and other sons of ^., and that the devises, therefore,

gave a life estate to A. with remainder to his sons successively

in tail male.

V. On the other hand,—his general position in page 155,

(which seems to express the ultimate tendency of all his obser-

vations), " that the words, heirs of the body, standing clear of

" any words of limitation, perfectly independent and unexplained,

" and preceded by a limitation of the legal freehold to the an-

" cestor in the same will, confers on the ancestor an estate tail,"

has been confirmed by a numerous list of judicial determinations.

Among them, the cases ofDoe d. Blandford v. Applin, 4 Durn. & ^t ""ide the^

East, 82 ; Doe d. Candler v. Smith, 7 Durn. & East, 531 ; Doe d. ^"^.^ cited in

Cock V. Cooper, 1 East, 229, and Pierson v. Vickers, 5 East, 548, \^rq^\Q^J'^
'

deserve particular mention, as in all of them there were strong ex- j gg, 1 78,

pressionsindicatingthe testator'sintentionthattheestateshoaldgo 181, 194, in

in a course ofdevolution inconsistent with the ancestor's taking an margin, and

estate of inheritance. In Doe d. Blandford v. Applin. and Doe d.
particularly

. Jrioe d. 1 nonf'
Cock V. Cooper, the devise was to the " issue," not to the "heirs

^ Bedford
*

of the body^' of the ancestor ; but this circumstance rather ^ jvf. &- S.

strengthens than weakens the conclusion to be drawn from those 362, siipra,

cases in support of Mr. Fearne's position, as it is admitted that 194'5' "^de

the word " issue" does not bend so easily to the rule in Shelley's ° *^ t^ ,'

,

, • ^ , , 1 „ Cole V. Gold-
case, as the words " heirs 01 the body.

smith
VI. His doctrine, in page 181, on the application of the rule rj Taunt.ioc),

in
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the existence of those premises, on which the apphcation

is made to depend, viz. the testator's intent equally to

include

Vide Leake
T.. Robinson,

2Meriv. 363.

388-9.

in Shelley's case to those devises, where words of inheritance are

engrafted on a limitation to the heirs of the body of the devisee

for life, is confirmed by the decision in Denn on the demise of

Webb V. Puckey, 5 Durn. & East, 299, in which, on a devise " to

" A. for life, and after his decease, to the issue of his body and
" the heirs of such issue for ever, and for want of such issue

" to B.," the Court of King's Bench seems to have been of

opinion, that A. took an estate tail.

IT may not be improper, in this place, to observe, that the

argument for the ancestor's taking an estate tail in devises to

which the application of the rule in Shelley's case is doubtful, is

considerably assisted by the doctrine of approximation, or as it

is generally called, the gypi'cs doctrine, which the courts, in their

construction of wills, have long adopted, and, in some decisions,

have carried very far.

The cases, in which this doctrine das been received, have arisen

on devises, in which the testator has expressed himself in terms

which have been thought by the courts to contain a clear indi-

cation of his intention that the devisee and his issue should take

the lands, and an intimation of the mode in which he intended the

issue should take them ; and his language in respect to the mode
of the issue's taking them, has been thought by the courts to be

such, as construed literally, imported limitations contrary to

law. In construing these devises, the courts have considered that

the testator's primary object was, that the issue of the devisee

should take the land, and that the mode in which the issue should

take it was the testator's secondary object ; or, as it has been

usually expressed, that the former was his genei-al, the latter his

particular intention. Then, in conformity to their uniform prac-

tice of effecting the testator's intention as far as possible, they have

thought themselves required to adopt that construction of the

devise, which, by including the issue of the devisee, satisfied the

testator's general intention that the issue should take ; but which,

at the same time, by raising for the issue estates different from

theses which the testator appeared to have intended them, sacri-

ficed, to that extent, his particular intention.

Thus, where the testator has devised lands to a person and his

issue, and has appeared to intend that all the devisee's issue

should take the lands, and, at the same time, has appeared to

intend
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include the whole line or denomination of heirs expressed.

This will happen, wherever inconsistent expressions or

dispositions

intend to devise estates by purchase to the children of unborn

children of the devisee, the courts have considered such limita-

tions contrary to Jaw : but, as the will has appeared to them to

shew an intention that the issue should take, and this intention

could be effected by the issue's taking derivatively through the

ancestor, the courts, rather than the testator's intention should

absolutely fail of effect, have put such a construction on the

devises, as vested the inheritance in the ancestor himself. Such

a construction brings all the parties intended to be benefited by

the testator, within the operation of the devise, and thus satisfies

the testator's general intention ; but, in respect to the mode in

which the testator would be thought, by the literal meaning ofhis

language, to intend they should take, this is materially varied,

and thus his particular intention is sacrificed.

One of the earliest cases, in which this mode of construction

was adopted, is that of Ilumberston v. Humberston, i P. W.
332 ; where land was devised to trustees, in trust, to convey it

to A. for life, and so to the first son in perpetual succession. It

was held that the limitation to the unborn sons of A. for their

lives, with remainders over to their sons, were, strictly speaking,

a perpetuity ; but, to give the testator's intention effect, as far

as it could be complied with by law, Lord Chancellor Cowper
directed life estates to be limited to such sons of ^. as were in

being at the testator's decease, and estates tail to be limited to

such of A.'s sons as were born after his decease,—In the same

manner, in the case of Chapman d. Oliver v. Brown, 3 Bur.

1626, where the testator devised to the second son of his brother

Reginald, (he having, at the testator's decease, but one son), for

his life, and after his decease, to the first son of that second son,

and the heirs male of the body of such second son, the court

held the second son took an estate in tail male.—The case of

Nicholl V. Nicholl, 2 Sir W. Black. 1159, followed- There, the

testator devised his real estates to the second son of W. Nicholl,

(who had then no son), for his life, and after his death, or in case

he should inherit his paternal estate by the death of his brother,

to his second son lawfully to be begotten, and his heirs male

;

remainder to the third and other subsequently born sons of W;
Nicholl, severally and successively, according to their respective

seniorities, in tail male ; remainder to the sons of W. Nicholl of

Tredonoch, severally and successively in tail male; and fo^

default
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dispositions in the will, suspend the militating argument of

intention, nearly in equilihrio. But such cases, I think,

must

default of such issue, to John Nicholl the plaintiff in the cause,

and his heirs for ever. William Nicholl had no son living at the

time of the testator's death : a suit was instituted in the Court

Oi Chancery on the testator's will, and the court made a case

upon it for the opinion of the judges of the Common Pleas.

The question put to them was, " Whether John Nicholl the

" plantifF was entitled to any estate in possession under the will

" of the testator; and, if not entitled, then, what estate would
" the second son of W. Nicholl the defendant take in the real

" estate of the testator ?" The judges certified their opinion,

" that the estate should vest in the second son of W, Nicholl by
" way of executory devise, and, in the mean time, descend on
" the heir of the devisor ; and that, in order to effectuate the

" general intent of the testator, such second son should take

" an estate to him and the heirs male of his body, determinable

" on the accession of the paternal estate." The editor has

compared Sir William Blackstone's report of this case with the

original certificate of the judges, and found them correspond.

—The next case was, that of Hopkins v. Hopkins, Cases in

Equity, temp. Talbot, 44. 1 Atk. 580. Co. Litt. 17th ed. 271. b.

n. 1. VH. 2. In this case, after prior devises to Samuel Hop-

(x) Who tvas kins (.1) for his life, remainder to his sons successively in tail, the

the eldest son testator, in case his cousin John Hopkins should have any other

of John nop-
g^j^ Qj, gQj^g p£> j^jg body, devised " in trust for all and every such

A-ms, and died . • 1 1 • 1 /• , •

• , 7 " other son or sons respectively and successively tor their re-

testators life-
" spective lives ; with like remainders to their several sons succes-

time. " sively and respectively, as were thereinbefore limited to the

" issue male of the said Samuel." After the testator's decease,

John Hopkins had a son. The case came before the court at

three different times, in 1734, 1738, and 1754, and on each of

these occasions it seems to have been assumed that the second

son of John Hopkins took an estate tail.—The case of Robinson

Vide supra, v. Hardcaatle, 2 Term Rep. 241, 380, and 781, 2 Brown's Cha.Ca.

57. and Sug- 22, 344. and Pitt v. Jackson, 2 Brown's Cha. Ca. 51. then fol-

aen on Fov:- jowed. In all of them the gypres doctrine was admitted : but
>/• 444 7-

jj^g i^gj. (jf tii^jni deserves particular attention. In all the other
1st ed. and

^
.
^

Bristol}} V. cases, the ancestor's having an estate tail so far quadrated with

Ward, 2 VeS' the estate intended by the testator for the issue, that, though by

J"«- 33^' the admission of the gypres doctrine, the quality of the estates

taken by the issue would be different from the quality of the

estates
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must be few, in comparison of the great majority, wherein

the answer to that inquiry to which I have considered the

apphcatioil

estates to which they would have been entitled, if, in conformity

with the hteral meaning of the testator's language, they had

taken estates by purchase, still it would not vary the course or

order of the devolution of the land ; but, in the case of Pitt v.

Jackson, the course and order of devolution of the land, in

consequence of the ancestor's taking an estate tail under the

cypres docti-ine v/ouldbe essentially different from that, in which

the lands would have moved, if the devise had been construed

according to its literal import. Yet, even in the case of Pitt v-

Jackson, the court thought themselves warranted in supporting

what appeared to be the general object of the testator, at the

expense of his particular intention.—At first view, the case of

Griffith V. Harrison, 4 Durn. & East, 737, may seem to militate

against the doctrine laid down in the cases cited before ; but, on

examination, it will be found to conform to them. In Griffith v.

Harrison, land was devised by the testator to his wife for her

life, and after her decease, " to such child or children of the

" devisor as she should judge most proper to bequeath the same
<* to by her will, but so that the estate should not be divided, but
" transmitted whole and entire to his heirs." The testator left

five children, and his widow devised the land to a younger
son for his life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent

remainders, with remainders over to his sons successively in

tail, with remainder to his daughters successively in tail ; with

similar remainders over to the other children and their re-

spective issue. The will being brought into the Court of Chan-

cery for their construction, the court sent a case to the King's

Bench for the opinion of the judges. The objection to the

execution of the power was, that it authorised an appointment

to the children only, and consequently did not warrant an ap-

pointment to the grandchildren. The judges were divided in

opinion ; Lord Kenyon and Mr. Justice Grose held that the

execution of the power, so far as it affected to make the grand-

children take by purchase, was void ; but that, though it did not

take effect in the manner the testator intended, yet the original

intention ought to be carried into execution as far as the power
would allow; and that, to accomplish this, the children them-
selves should be considered as taking in tail general. Mr. Jus-
tise Ashhurst and Mr. Justice Buller considered the word
<•' children" to be synonimous with descendants; but still

thought the will authorised the wife to appoint estates to the

P children
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application of the rule immediately referrible, will be

pretty readily and satisfactorily decided. And if so, the

principles afforded us by the several authorities I have

referred to, and of which I have endeavoured to shew the

general convergency into one common focus of operation
;

may justly be allowed, to have furnished us with some

steady lines, for directing the application of the rule in

most cases of common occurrence ; and which reduce the

difficulty to little more, than what accidentally attends,

and must attend, the applicatian of every rule of law or

construction ; upon which our conclusions will occasionally

feel some sort of vibration, between the impulses of in-

congruent circumstances, of which the preponderancy is

scarcely ascertainable.

children for their lives only ; and that, subject to their life estates,

the inheritance must descend on the eldest son. From this

statement it is equally evident that tlie opinion given by Lord

Kenyon and iNIr. Justice Grose was decidedly favourable to the

cypres doctrine, and that nothing unfavourable to it can be

collected from the opinions of the two other judges ; and it is

observable that Mr. Justice Bidler's agreement in opinion with

Lord Kenyon on the general point is evident from the terms of

approbation with which, when he delivered his opinion in Ro-

binson V. Hardcastle, he expressed himself on Lord Kenyon's

decision in Pitt v. Jackson.

Vide Mor^or It remains to be observed—1st. That Pitt v. Jackson is admitted

V. Mogg, to liave carried the a/pres doctrine to the utmost verge of the

rrrr^^Q ^Slvt: this is the remark of Lord Kenyon himself, 1 East, 451,
' and it is repeated and acquiesced in by Lord Eldon in Brudenell

r. Elwes, 7 Ves. jun. 382 ; 2dly, That the cypres doctrine is not

applicable to the bequests of personal estate, Routledge v. Dorril,

2 \'es. jun. 357 ;
3dly, That no case has been decided in which

it has been applied to limitations in a deed ; this is observed by

Vide Brude- Lord Eldon in Brudenell v. Elwcs, 7 Ves. jun. 390 ;
4thly, That

nell V. Ehves, it was rejected in the late case of Seaward v, Willock, 5 East,

1 Last, 442. jj^g^ where the language of the will was strongl)' contended to

afford ground for its acceptance; and 5thly, That in Brudenell v

Elvrcs, 7 Ves. jun. 390, Lord Eldon has intimated his opinion,

Vide Doe d. «< that, in the nwres doctrine, it is not proper to go one step

;
^°Q

}j. Ho '* f'^^'ther, as the cases, in order to serve the general intent and

'/ / '/• *"• " *^'^^ particular intent, have destroyed both." It seems to fol-

Roljinson ^^^ ^^'^t in practice, it should not be acted upon without a con-

2 Mcrix. 363. Kidcrabic degree of consideration.

388-0.
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SECTION THE SIXTH.

Further Exception from the Fourth Class of Conthigent

Remaindei's.

HAVING now discharged that degree of attention to

the much agitated rule in Shelley's case ; which I imagined*

would be neither wholly unacceptable, nor useless, to those

v/hose concerns interested them in the subjects of this

treatise ; I shall next proceed to notice the second class

of cases, which are exceptions to the last of the four de-

scriptions of contingent remainders above given.

VI. 1. (a) These are grounded upon that respect and

attention which (within certain bounds, and where it con-

travenes no rule of law) is paid to the intent of a testator,

wherever it can be collected from any particular expres-

(a) VI. 1. First description of the second class of cases

within the exception from the fourth class of contingent remain-

ders,—where a limitation in a devise to the heir special of a

person living, has been adjudged a sufficient designation of the

person for the remainder to vest, notv/ithstanding the general

rule, nemo est hceres vivenfis.

The word " heir," in its strict technical sense, denotes the

person, on whom, at the ancestor's decease, the law casts the

irJieritance. As, during the life of the ancestor, the heir must
be considered as a person either not in being or not ascertained,

it should seem to follow, that a limitation to the heir§ of a person

in existence, if it have the other qualities of a remainder, must
be a contingent remainder of that description which Mr. Fearne
includes in his fourtli class. But sometimes a testator who
devises to the heirs of a person in existence, shews, by other

expressions in the will, that he uses the word '< heirs" in a po-
pular sense, to denote the individual who, at the time of his will,

is the apparent or presumptive heir of a particular person. When
such an intention is disclosed, the law will construe it, in the
sense intended by the testator ; and the words being thus re-

ferred to a person both in being and ascertained, the limitation

must necessarily be taken from the class in question of contin-
gent remamdcrs, and confer a vested remainder on the individual

designated.

P 2 sions
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sions in his will. I mean the cases wherein a limitation inr

a devise to the heir special of a person living, has been

adjudged a descriptio persona, or sufficient designation of

the person for the remainder to vest, notwithstanding

the general rule that nemo esl hares viventis. But these

cases have been, either, where the limitation to the heir

special has been qualified by the words now living, or some

other circumstances have appeared in the will, to manifest

the testator's intention, that the estate should vest.

As where A. devised land to J. S. and his heirs, during

the life only of B. upon trust to permit and suffer B. dur-

ing his life to receive the profits, he committing no waste,

and after the decease of B. then to the heirs male of the

Burcl'.ett v. l)ody of B. now living, and to such other heirs male or
Durdant. female as he thereafter should happen to have of his body;
2 V entr. 311, . . .

Carth 1 r±.
' J^- Jit^d issue C. a son then living. The Court of King's

2 Lcr. 232. Bench adjudged that B. took a trust estate for life, and
Vide 2 Mcr. that the remainder in tail vested in C. immediately, and

vide' su a
^^ '^^ ^^°^ contingent

; for that the words now living made

158. the hmitation a sufficient designation of the person ; and

this judgment v/as afterwards affirmed in the House of

1 Veiit ''M
Lords. A like judgment had before been given in the

2 Lev. 232. Court of King's Bench in another case on the same will,

Ilayni. .-330. on the very same points; which judgment was reversed in

Tj"i^^ V the Exchequer Chamber, and that reversal again reversed

VideBrown's ''"^ "^® House of Lords, as appears ni the reports cited ni

Cases in the margin. It is to be observed, that Chief Justice Holt,
iari. V. 1. afterwards in the case of Broughton and Langley {x),

i'salk G-Q denied the case of Burchett and Durdant to be law, in

(.r) Vide regard to the use not being executed in B.
supra, 159. Again, where there was a devise to trustees for the

Darbison d. term of twenty-one years for the payment of debts and
.ong t'.

leojacies, remainder to testator's first son in tail male
Boaumont,

• / , , • , ,. , , i 1
1'

J p. w. 22Q remauider to the heirs male or the testators body, ana

1 Eq. Abr. for default of such issue to J. S. for ninety-nine years, if

^^4;- he should so long live, remainder to his first and other

^j^' * sons successively in tail male, remainder to the heirs male

T. of the body of the testator's aunt E. L. lawfully begotten,

tobebeirot- ^'^^^ ^^^ default of such issue, the reversion and remainder

ten generally to the testator's right heirs, the testator gave a legacy to

bear tlic same his said aunt E. L., thereby taking notice that she was
con^tructio

^j^^,_^
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then living, he also took notice of her having three sons^ Vide Co.

to whom he gave a legacy ; he also gave his heir at lav^^
L^^- ^'^ "•

an annuity out of the lands, and legacies to her children. ' "^
"**

Tlie testator died without issue, and so did J. S. and the Prec. in

question was, whether the eldest son of E. L. (the said Chanc. 491.

-E. L. beino- living at the testator's death) or the heir at ^
'

"^^'

law of the testator, was entitled to the land. 2 Ibid. "^3.

It was insisted on the part of the heir at law, that the

devise to the heirs male of the body of E. L. was a con-

tingent remainder, and consequently void, because there

was no preceding vested freehold to support it; that it

could not operate as a devise to the eldest son by way of

designatio persoiicB, he not answering the description of heir

male of the body of his mother at the testator's decease,

because nemo est hares viventis. But it was adjudged in the

Court of Exchequer, that he was entitled under the devise

in question ; for that he was the person designed by the

appellation of heir male of the body of E. L.

The court held, that though in the strictest legal sense of

the word heir, the eldest son of E. L. could not be heir male

of her body during her life : yet the word heir had another

more general sense, in which it was used for heir apparent ;.

in which sense it was applicable to him at the time of the

testator's decease ; that the testator had taken notice, that

his aunt E. L. was living, and that she had three sons ; he

therefore could not mean, that the eldest son should take

strictly as heir, but as heir appairent he might. Besides, he

took notice of his own heir, and gave her an annuity out

of the lands ; which shewed his intention, that she should

not have all the lands; and the limitation to his ov»'n

right heirs was expressly in default of issue male of the

body of his aunt E. L. ; so that it was plain he intended the

apparent heir male of E. L. should take before his own heir

general ; and that his own heir should not take whilst there

was any issue of E. L. ; and that this was hke the case of

Burchett and Durdant, since there could be no great dif-

ference between heirs male of the body of B. then living, Vide supra,

and heirs male of the body of the testator's aunt lawfully 210, in mar-

begotten, the word begotten being tantamount to the
v-jggpQ^yjj'g

words theji Hving. This judgment was afterwards reversed Cases in

P o in Pari. v. 1.

p. 489.
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in the Exchequer Chamber, and tliat reversal again reversed

in the House of Lords.

[•2 1 -2] So, where a testator, after charging the lands -with annui-
Goodright d. |.jgg ^q j^jg wife, and after her decease to four of his five

I- Whitcf daughters, and another annuity to his fifth daughter M.
'2 Black. for seventy years if she and the testator's son R. should so

Rep. 1010. long jointly live, to commence at the expiration of the

term of two years thereafter given in the^ premises to

the said M. and the death of testator's wife; and after

devising the premises to his said daughter M. for two

years after his decease, with remainder to his son R. (if

then living) for ninety years, if he so long lived ; he de-

vised the premises so subject, to R^s heirs male and to the

heirs of his daughter ilf. jointly and equally, and their heirs

and assigns for ever. And for want of heirs male lawfully

begotten of the said R. at the time of his decease, he

devised the premises to the heirs and assigns of the said M.
lawfully begotten of her body, to hold to the heirs and

assions of the said M. for ever. The son R. at the time ofo
the will, had one son and two daughters ; and the daughter

M. had then one son.

On the testator's death, M. entered, and held the whole

of the lands for the two years ; when the son R. entered and

held them till his death, upon which M. entering, the son

of R. brought his ejectment.

Upon the case being argued in the court of C. B., De

^
Grey, C. J. said the question was, whether there was a suf-

ficient designation]of the person to make the son of M. take

as her heir, Hving the mother ; that two hundred years ago

it might have been thought not sufficient, because the de-

scription was not legally and technically true. But that,

within a century past, a more liberal construction of the

words of a testator had prevailed ; and they had been gene-

rally taken in their popular sense, which was most likely to

have been his meaning. That in the principal case, the

intent of the testator was clear, that the same favour should

be extended to the heirs of M. as to the heir male of jR. ; he

took notice that M. was living by leaving her a term, and a

subsequent annuity ; and meant a present interest should

vest in her heir, that is, her heir apparent, during her life ;

he
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he therefore did not think the lessor of the plaintiffwas en-

titled to more than one moiety of the premises.—The rest

of the justices agreed in the same opinion, and the plaintiff

had judgment as to one moiety only.

We may observe, however, that there was not one of the [2 1 3]

last noticed class of cases, in which the ancestor took the ^'"^ Chal-

legal estate of freehold. ^

Bowve'r.

Those cases only operated by way of exception to the 2 Leon. 70.

rule, that nemo est hares viventis ; and consequently made

that a vested limitation which otherwise would, according

to that maxim, have been contingent.

VI. 2. (b) There is another class of cases, which are

sometimes, and for some points, blended with those I have

(6) VI. 3. Second description of the second class of cases

within the exception from the fourth class of contingent remain-

ders.—The line of cases, to which Mr. Fearne refers in this part

of his essay, comprises those in which there is a limitation to

heirs male, operating as words of purchase, and a person claims

under them, who would be heir male, to take under a limitation

to his ancestor in tail male, but who is not the ancestor's heir

general. As if A. die, leaving issue two sons ; the eldest has

issue a daughter, and no other child, and dies in the life-time of

his brother; it is obvious that, under a limitation to A- and the

heirs males of his body, the younger son of A. would be the heir

male of the body of A- entitled to the land per Jbrmam doni.

But ^.'s grand-daughter is A.'s, general heir, and the point sug-

gested for consideration by Mr. Fearne is, whether, in the case

proposed, ^.'s younger son be sufficiently the heir male of his

body, to take under the devise, or, whether to entitle himself to

take under it, he should unite in him the double character of heir

general and heir male of A. Several authorities, parti ';;.ularly

Lord Coke, 1 Inst. 164, are cited for the necessity of his an-

swering the full description ; and Mr. Hargrave, in an annota-

tion on this passage of Lord Coke, supports this opinion with

his usual learning and ability. But the contrary doctrine was

held in Wills v. Palmer, 5 Burr. 2G15. 2 Black. Rep. 687. and

in the later case of Goodtitle d. Weston v. Burtenshaw, deter-

mined in the Court of King's Bench, and afterwards in the Ex-

chequer Chamber. As the last case is important and a good

report of it is not printed, a statement of it is inserted in the

Appendix, Number L
p 4

last
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last noticed ; but they may be considered as only relative^

bv way of exception, to the doctrine respecting the neces-

saiy completion of the full description in a special heir to

take by purchase, laid down by Lord Coke 1 Inst. 164. a.

and pursued in Counden v. Clerk, Moor 860. Hob. 29. Jenk.

Cent. 294. and several other cases referred to below.* A
leading case of the class I am now adverting to, as excep-

tions to the doctrine of Lord Coke, is that of Brown v.

Barkham, where, upon a devise to trustees and their heirs,

in trust to sell a sufficient part for payment of debts and

legacies, and after payment thereof to convey the residue to

R. and the heirs males of his body, and forwant ofsuch heirs

males, to the heirs males of the body of B. (the testator's

great-grandfather), and for want of such heirs male, to his

own right heirs for ever ; it was held by Lord Cowper, that

the words of the will were sufficient to vest the estate in jE. a

cousin of the testator, who was heir male of the body of the

great-grandfather to have taken by descent, though not at

the same time heir general, there being a daughter of an

elder brother of £.'s father, who was heir general of B.

There are other cases of the same description referred to

below :t to which I may add, that of Wills v. Palmer,

stated in a former page of this treatise. But cases of this

description do not immediately relate to the doctrine of

continoent remaniders. For the question in them is not

whether certain circumstances may take a limitation to the

heirs, &c. out of the general rule, that nemo est hairs

viventis, and occasion the estate to vest in the heir appa-

rent, under such description, instead of being a contingent

remainder as in the cases I have before cited : but the point

agitated in the last mentioned cases, respects the extent

* Ashenhurst and Curtis, cited Hob. 34. Soutlicot and

Stowell, supra, p. 44. Starling and Ettrick, Prec. Chanc. 54.

Ford and Lord Ossulston, Vin. Abr. Devise U. b. pi. 2. in margin.

Dawes and Ferrers, 2 P. Wms. 1. Prec. Chan. 589. Vin. Ab.

Devise, W. b. note on pi. 1 3. Note hy Mr. Fearne,

t Vide case cited by Hale, 1 Ventr. 381. Bowman and Yates,

Cha. Ca. 145. Hale's opinion in Pybus r. Mitford, 1 Ventr. 37'^.

3 Freem. 351.369. 2 Lev. 75. Baker u. Wall, cited 1 Stra.41.

Note hy Mr. Featne^

of
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t)f the general rule, that a person, in order to take by pur-

chase, under the description of heir special, must answer

both parts of that description, by being actually heir, as

well as that species of heir denoted by the description,

according to Lord Coke's doctrine, above referred to.

I have therefore no occasion to enter into a detail of those

cases here ; but for the satisfaction of those who wish to

see a clear and judicious discussion of the principles and

doctrine drawn into question in them, I cannot do better,

than refer to the learned and ingenious note of Mr. Har-

grave, in the last edition of Lord Coke's first Institute

;

where, in note 3. fo. 24. b. the doctrine laid down by Lord

Coke, its principles and distinctions, and the several au-

thorities and cases relative to it, are considered and ex-

plained with great accuracy and judgment ; and where the

reader is also presented with a note of Lord Hardwicke's And vide

opinion, upon his affirming the decree of Lord Cowper in Harg.note2.

the said case of Newcomen {x) v. Barkham.
(xiorBroinn

SECTION THE SEVENTH.

1. That the uncertainty of a Remainder's ever taking effect iji

possession does not make the Remainder contingent, if in
,

other respects it have the essential requisites of a vested

Remainder.

2. Application of this doctrine to the usual limitation to

Trusteeesfor preserving contingent Remainders.

VII. (1) HAVING sufficiently noticed the general ex-

ceptions, to the literal extent of the four descriptions I have

above given of contingent remainders ; it may be proper to

explain the distinction betwixt that kind of uncertainty

which makes a remainder contingent, and an uncertainty

of a different kind which appears to have been sometimes

confounded with it ; I mean the uncertainty of a remainder's

ever taking effect in possession ; a distinction not always

attended to, but absolutely requisite to complete an accu-

rate notion of what is in law considered as a contingent [216]

estate. For wherever there is a particular estate, the de-

termination of which does not depend on any uncertain

event,
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event, and a remainder is thereon absolutely limited to a

person in esse and ascertained ; in that case, notwithstand-

ing the nature and duration of the estate limited in the

remainder may be such, as that it may not endure beyond

the particular estate, and may therefore never take effect or

vest in possession, yet is it not a contingent but a vested

remainder. As if a lease be to A. for life, remainder to B.

for life or in tail ; here, notwithstanding B. may possibly

die, or die without issue in the life-time of A. and conse-

quently never come into possession, yet is his remainder

vested in interest, and by no means comprised in the legal

notion of a contingent estate.

It is not the uncertainty of ever taking effect in posses-

sion that makes a remainder contingent; for to that, every

remainder for life or in tail is and must be liable ; as the re-

mainder-man may die, or die without issue before the death

of the tenant for life. The present capacity of taking effect

in possession, if the possession were to become vacant,

and not the certainty that the possession will become

vacant before the estate limited in remainder determines,

imiversdUy distinguishes a vested remainder from one that

is contingent.

For instance; if there be a lease for life to ^1. remainder

to B. for life, here the remainder to B. although it may
possibly never take effect in possession, because B. may
die before A., yet, from the very instant of its Hmitation,

it is capable of taking effect in possession, if the posses-

sion were to fall by the death of A. ; it is ther£fore vested in

interest, though perhaps the interest so vested, may deter-

mine by J3.'s death, before the possessionhe waits for may
become vacant. »

On the other hand, if there be a lease for life to A. and

after the death of J. D. remainder to B. in tail ; in that

case the remainder to B. is not capable of taking effect in

possession during the life of 7. D. although the possession

should fall by the determination of ^.'s estate: but if J. D.

chance to die before the determination of the particular

estate, then does fi.'s remainder by such event become ca-

pable of taking effect in possession when it shall happen to

[2 1 73 fall, and is then in the same state as if it had been originally

limited without any regard to the death of J. D. This very

essential
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essential alteration in the nature of J5.'s remainder, oc-

casioned by tlie timely event of J. D.'s death, is the change

of a contingent, into a vested estate ; befojre that event it

had not the capacity of vesting in possession, and it was

doubtful whether it ever would have it or not ; it was there-

fore not vested at all : by that event it acquires the

capacity of vesting in possession, when the possession be-

comes vacant ; it is therefore vested in interest, though it

is yet uncertain whether it ever will vest in possession ; for

it is still possible, that B. may die without issue during the

continuance of the particular estate.

In short, upon a careful attention to this subject, we

shall find, that wherever the preceding estate is limited,

so as to determine on an event which certainly must

happen ; and the remainder is so limited to a person in

esse, and ascertained, that the preceding estate may, by

any meaps, determine before the expiration of the estate

limited in remainder ; such remainder is vested. On the

contrary, wherever the preceding estate (except in the

instances before noticed, as exceptions to the descriptions

of a contingent remainder) is limited, so as to determine

only on an event which is uncertain, and may never

happen ; or wherever the remainder is limited to a person

not in esse or not ascertained ; or wherever it is limited

so as to require the concurrence of some dubious un-

certain event, independent of the determination of the

preceding estate and duration of the estate limited in

remainder, to give it a capacity of taking effect ; then the

remainder is contingent.

VII. 2. I am the more particular on this point, from a

desire of preventing the en'ors, which must affect our

conclusions upon questions of law concerning this subject,

if the uncertainty of taking effect in possession, should

form any part of our notion of a contingent remainder

:

such a principle would scarcely fail to mislead us in every

case of the least doubt. Suppose a lease be to A. for life,

remainder to B. during the hfe of A., and the question to

be put, whether this remainder to jB. be vested or a con-

tingent interest ? Upon the principle last mentioned, this [21 8]

remainder, which would be absolutely void were it not for

the
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the possibility of its taking effect by the forfeiture or

surrender of A. must necessarily be deemed contingent

;

because such forfeiture or surrender, upon which its

taking eflfectin possession entirely depends, are doubtful

uncertain events, which probably may never happen.

There are instances of this sort of argument for consider-

ing such remainders as contingent.

Now, it is very true, such a remainder as I have last

instanced, may never take effect in possession : it depends

on a dubious uncertain event whether it shall or not, nay

the probability is against it
;
yet, certain it is, there are

not wanting cases enough in our books to prove such a

remainder to be a vested interest. But this is not the

only instance wherein the same principle would lead us

into mistakes; it would carry us much farther, and prove

many other remainders to be contingent, which have ever

been undoubtedly considered, as perfectly vested in inte-

rest as any remainders whatsoever.

If we examine the same case by the distinctions I have

laid down, we shall find it fall clearly under the description

of a vested remainder ; for here is a preceding estate to

determine on an event which certainly must happen,

(viz. the death of A.) and the remainder is so limited to a

person in esse, that the preceding estate may by some

means (viz. by forfeiture or surrender) determine before

the expiration of the estate limited in remainder, i. e. before

the expiration of -4.'s life; accordingly, if ^.'s life be not

expired at the determination of the particular estate,

which it will not, if A. should commit a forfeiture, or make

a surrender, then will the remainder take effect in posses-

sion : therefore it comes expressly within the terms of the

foregoing description of a vested remainder ; and as this

conclusion corresponds with the authorities in point, it may
fairly be considered as an instance of the justness of that

distinction from which we can thus immediately derive it.

I am very well apprised that Lord Chief Justice Lee,

in his argument in the case of Smith on the demise of

Dormer v. Packhurst et al., as reported by Viner, seems to

state the same case as an instance of one sort of contingent

remainders, in the words following :
" 2dly, Where the

" particular estate may determine before the remainder
^' can
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" can commence, as an estate to A. for life, and from and

« after the determination of his estate, then to B. during

" the hfe of A., this is good by contingency, that is, if ^•

" forfeit his estate by ahenation or otherwise, in his hfe-

" time." This passage I formerly observed to have,been

cited, in a note under the definition of a contingent

remainder, in Bacon's Abridgment ; and thereupon ex-

pressed, my wish that its force had been duly weighed

before it had been offered to the reader in that detached

form, which must necessarily mislead him. But I find
gg^Bac. Abr.

it has been since very properly omitted by the judicious Remainder

editor of the fourth improved edition of that valuable andRever-
, 1 sion, vol. 5.
book. ^ -, - ^// -

The quotation was taken from Viner's report of the ar-

gument at large, and when so detached nothing appears to

controul or invalidate its authority : but when connected

with the sequel of the same argument, its force vanishes

under the clearest evidence of some mistake or inaccuracy

of expression in the words so quoted. To be satisfied of

this we have only to read the following passage, which

occurs a few lines lower in the same argument :
" As a

" lease to A. for life, remainder to another during the life

" of A., this is good, because by possibility the remjiinder

" may take effect, by the tenant for hfe's alienating or

" committing a forfeiture ; this possibility is therefore

" considered as an interest in the grantor, which he may
" limit, and is that sort of interest which the trustees have
*' for preserving contingent uses, and is not a mere right

" of entry, nor'a contingent remainder, but a vested estate^

" to take effect by those ways and methods of determi-

" nation to which the particular estate was subject when
" it was created."

This last passage goes directly to the point, and is con-

clusive : it expressly states the very same case, and affirms,

that such remainder is not a contingent but a vested

estate, to prove which several authorities are there cited

;

for all which I refer the reader to the argument itself.

Agreeable to this idea was the judgment given in that case. Brown's Cas.

so far as it respects the point I am now considering ; which ' ^' ^'

judgment was afterwards affiraaed in the House of Lords, and vide

It i? evident, therefore, the first cited passage must be Butl. note2.

erroneous; C0.Lit.365a.
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erroneous ; and as such I should have passed it over with-

out notice, had I not apprehended it might have been mis-

taken for an authority, by those who should meet with it

detached from the case at large.

Smith d. The above cited case of Smith on the demise of Dormer
Uormer v. ^ Packhurst et al.\ was a limitation in remainder (after
Parkhurst or t p ip ,

Packhurst several prccedmg estates for hie and m tail) to the use of
Via. vol. 18. A. for 99 years if he should so long live, and from and

^^ \l^' ^
^^^^^ ^^^ death oi A. or other sooner determination of the

Brown's Cas.
^^^"^^ limited to him for 99 years, to the use of trustees.

Pari. v. 4. and their heirs during the life of the said A. upon trust to

p. 353. and preserve contingent estates, &c. and for that purpose to
^* make entries and bring actions, &c. but to permit the said

A. to receive the rents and profits, 8vc. during the term of

his life ; and after the end or other sooner determination

of the said term, to the use of the first and other sons of

A. successively in tail male, with divers remainders over.

By the expiration of all the preceding estates, A. came
into possession of the estate limited to him for 99 years

;

and having a son, he, together with that son, when he came
of age, levied a fine of the lands to make a tenant to the

precipe, and suflTered a recovery of the same, in which the

son was vouched. The son died without issue, and after-

wards A. died without leaving any other son ; the next

surviving remainder-man made his actual entry within five

years, and the question was, Whether the recovery had

barred his remainder ?

This point depended entirely on another question. Whe-
ther the freehold was in the trustees during the life of A^

or not ? For if it was, the recovery was not well suffered

for want of a good tenant to the prczcipe, and consequently

did not bar the remainder ; but if the trustees had not the

freehold, then it was in the son, and of course he was
capable of making a good tenant to the precipe, and the

recovery in that case was well suffered; for the court held

that the fine by lessee for years {A.) or the reversioner

(the son), could only operate by way of estoppel, to bar the

parties claiming under such lessee or reversioner ; but

did not acquire the freehold as a feoffment would have

done.

[221

J

To prove that the freehold was not in the trustees, it

was
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was insisted, 1st, That the remainder to the trustees was

void in its creation, because to commence after A.'s death,

and then hokl during his life, which was repugnant, and

could never take effect at all : 2dly, If not void in its crea-

tion, it was a contingent remainder, because it was uncer-

tain whether it ever would take effect, as the term of 99
years might not determine in A.'s life-time. 3dly, That

if it was neither void nor contingent, yet it did not

amount to a legal estate, but was only a right of entry.

But the court resolved, that the remainder was not void

in its creation, its commencement not being restrained to

the death of A. but limited, from the death of tI. or other

sooner determination of the estate for 99 years, and there-

fore might take effect by surrender, forfeiture, or effluxion

of time, in A.'s life-time. 2dly, That it was not a contin-

gent remainder, being limited to persons in esse, without

any condition precedent to be performed ; it did not

depend on the death of A. but on such other events,

(viz. forfeiture, surrender, &c.) as might determine the par-

ticular estate from the nature of the estate itself. 3dly,

That it was not a mere right of entry, but a legal estate, for

that a grantor cannot reserve a right of entry to a

stranger, nor can a right of entry subsist without an estate.

Therefore the trustees had the freehold for the life of A.

And, upon the whole, the court held that the fine and

recovery did not bar the remainder. It is to be observed,

that this very case, so far as respects the question whether

the remainder to the trustees was contingent or not, falls

directly within the distinctions I have above laid down,

and is capable of being resolved by them in the same

manner, and with the same facihty as the case I have

before instanced (c).

(c) The importance of a limitation to trustees and their heirs

during the fife of a tenant for life, is so well known, that in

practice, instances of the omission of it seldom occur ; but such

a limitation is sometimes omitted where it is equally proper.

I. As where a contingent remainder is limited immediately

after an estate tail.— Suppose A. has issue two sons, B. and C.

and an estate is devised to B. for his life, remainder to ^.'b first

and other sons successively in tail male, remainder to C.'s sons

successively
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SECTION THE EIGHTH.

On the Effect of Contingent Remainders intervening between

the particular Estate and the Remainders over, in making

them Contingent or not

:

1

.

Where such contingent remainders are infee simple.

2. Where thet/ arc not in fee simple.

IT frequently happens, that contingent remainders inter-

vene between the particular estate and other limitations

over;

successively in tail male without any limitation to C. himself,

remainder to D. in fee : it is evident that, till C. have a son, the

remainders to the sons of C. are contingent; and it follows that,

if B. should die without issue male, and C. should not have a

son living at B'& decease, the remainders to the sons of C will

fail of effect, and the land will vest absolutely in D. To prevent

which, the will should contain limitations to trustees and their

heirs during such time or times as the remainders to C.'s sons

shall be in contingency or suspense.

II. In the same manner, where contingent remainders are li-

mited after estates which may determine by a proviso inserted

ibr their cesser :—As if, in the proposed case, a proviso had been

inserted, directing that, if the estate of an elder brother of A-

should devolve to B. or his issue male, the limitations of the

devised estate to or in trust for B. and his issue male should cease,

and the estate go over in the same manner as if B. were dead

Avithout male issue, this event might happen while there was

no male issue of C. entitled or inheritable under the limitations

to his sons, and there might be ground to contend that

the estate, in consequence of it, vested absolutely in D. and

would not be divested from him for the benefit of a son of C.

afterwards coming into existence. To prevent the questicwi,

tliere should be a limitation to trustees and their heirs to take

effect on the cesser of the estate, and to continue during the

suspense of the next immediate remainder.

III. A question would then arise on the right to the rents and

profits of the lands during the interval between the accession of

B. or his issue male to the family estate, and C's having a

son.— Under the suggested limitation, the legal freehold would

be
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over ; upon which cases we must observe, that wherever Accord.

a contingent remainder is limited, whicli is followed by -^"^^^ d. Or-

another limitation over, if the contingent limitation be not . Qp t

in fee, the subsequent limitation may be vested, if it be 33C.

made to a person in esse. As upon a feoffment to the use 1 Rep. 137.

of feoffees during the hfe of A., and after his death, to the Chudleigh'a

use of his first and other sons successively in tail ; with ^
^'

seyeral remainders over; and A. having no sons at the

time of the feoffment, it was resolved that all the uses

limited to persons not in esse were contingent, but the uses

to persons in esse were vested immediately ; and that the

contingent uses when they should come in esse, would vest

by interposition, if the estate for life, which ought to

support them, was not disturbed.

Where, in the same conveyance, an estate for life is

limited to a person, and after that a contingent remain-

der to another, followed by a remainder to the heirs or n Rep. 80.

heirs special of the first tenant for life ; this last hmitation Lewis

shall be esteemed executed only sub modo • that is, in such **°^^^^^

, X •. irp .1 n case, supra,
manner as to open and separate itself from the first estate 07.

for life, when the contingency happens.

The preceding cases are instances, Avhere the contin-

gency of the intervening remainders arose from their being

limited to persons not in esse. But if there be a remain-

der limited to a person in esse, so as to depend on a con-

tingent event, if the same contingency be not considered Vide supra,

as extending to the subsequent limitations, such of those P- 2^-
.

limitations as are to persons in esse may be vested; as in j .1 - ii-

the case of Napper v. Sanders above cited ; where, upon u. Tracy,

a feoffment made by A. to the use of himself for hfe, and infra, p. 225.

after to the use of the feoffees for 80 years, if B. and C. [224]

his wife should so long live ; and if" C. survived B. her

be vested in the trustees, and probably a court of equity would

decree them to pay the rents over to the heir at law, as an un-

disposed-of part of the inheritance. But to prevent the question

from occurring, an express trust of the rents should be declared,

which may be done by directing them to be paid during the

vacancy or suspense of the contingent remainder, to the person

actually entitled to the jiext vested remainder.

Q husband,
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husband, then to the use of her for Hfe, and after her de-

cease, to the use of D. in tail, remainder over ; though it

was agreed that C.'s estate for Hfe was contingent, on the

event of her surviving her husband, yet it was held that

the subsequent remainders were vested.

Whitfield So where lands were conveyed to the use of the grantor
V. Bcv^•lt.

fQj, ijfg remainder to A. for life, remainder to his first and
2 P. \V '2J.0

M i""!* other sons in tail male successively, like remainders to JB.

and to his first and other sons, remainder to C. and Z).

(the grantor's sisters) and the heirs of their bodies, rever-

sion to the grantor in fee ; after the grantor's death ^4.

and B. having no sons, and C. being dead without issue,

A. cut down timber trees and sold them ; the heir of the

grantor, as then seised of the first estate of inheritance in

one moiety of the lands, filed his bill for an account of one

moiety of the timber trees ; and though it was objected,

that it was more agreeable to equity, that the value of the

timber trees should be put out for the benefit of the sons

of A. and B. which might be born
;
yet Lord Maccles-

field held, that the heir of the grantor, as seised of the

first estate of inheritance in a moiety at the time of felling

the trees, was entitled to a moiety of the timber; and

Lord Chancellor King was of the same opinion upon a

re-hearing.

2 Roll. Abr. So a subsequent contingent remainder may become
1 ig. Uvedale yggted in interest before a preceding; one, which will be
v. Uvedale. . . . a

And vide S.C. ^^ obstruction to its so vesting. As where tI. was te^nant

Aleyn's Rep. for life, remainder to his first and other sons in tail male
8i. Udalv. successively, remainder to B. for life, remainder to his

first and other sons in tail male ; then B. having issue a

son, and A. no son, A. cut timber trees ; it was adjudged,

that the son of B. who was then tenant in tail, should

have them, for the property thereof was in him by reason

of his inheritance, and the remainder to the first and other

sons of A. was no impediment, being but a pos-sibility

which might never happen.—But here it is to be observed,

Vide Garth that Chancery will not admit of waste by collusion be-

u-^'f^"'?" tween tenant for life and the person entitled to the first
Hind Cot- PI-
tou. And vested estate of mhentance, to the prejudice of persons

Williams v. not in esse ; any more than it will permit tenant for hfe,

Duke of
jj.^yi„g
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having the first vested inheritance in himself, to take Bolton, in-

advantage of it, in committing waste, to the prejudice of ^''^j 5^7-

intermediate contingent remainder men. /'^^^^ %/m,

But where there is a contingent limitation in fee abso- "' "' ^^^'

lute, no estate limited afterwards can be vested. As a ^ /-•;; J

devise to A. for life, (a) without impeachment of waste, and Elvey,

if he have issue male, then to such issue male and his A- East, 313.

heirs for ever ; and if he die without issue male, then to
^^'^'^d.c supra

. 152.
B. and his heirs for ever : in that case the court held that . s t i t' (a) Loclding-
the remamder to B. and his hens was not vested, because ton v. Kime
the precedent limitation to the issue of A. was resolved 1 Salk. 224,

to be a contingent fee ; and they took the distinction I
i^^ord

have stated ; that where the mean estates limited are for ^j{j y\^Q

life,, or in tail, the last remainder may, if it be to a per- Beck's case,

son «';» esse, vest; but that no remainder after a limitation infra, p. 352.

in fee can be vested. This doctrine is established by
j-joi^^gs

other cases noticed in the sequel of this essay, and here Goodri'Tlit v.

referred to in the margin. Dunham,
and Doe v.

Perryn, infra, 374, 375, 37G. and Ive^ v. Legg, infra, 377.
It seems, however, that a contingent determinable fee. Vide infra,

devised in trust for some special purposes only, will not 226, 72oie.

prevent a subsequent Hmitation to one in esse from beinp- ^j' 1!^',

vested. As where A. devised lands to his daughter for
i^y nT.R.r.

life, remainder to trustees to support contingent remainders, Lethieullier

remainder to her first and other sons successively in tail

;

v. Tracy,

and if his daughter should depart this life without issue of 3 Atk. 774

her body living at her death, then he devised the lands to 004.
"^^^

trustees and their heirs until his cousin N. should attain

his age of twenty-one years, upon certain trusts, Sec. Item,

he gave and devised the lands to his cousin N. after he

should have attained his age of twenty-one years, for the

term of his life, remainder to trustees to support contin-

gent remainders, remainder to the first and other sons of

N. successively in tail, &c. and in default of such issue,

or in case N. should die before twenty-one and without

issue, remainder over. Lord Hardwicke held, that the

contingency of the daughter's dying without issue living

at her death, affected only the estate limited to trustees

until N. should attain twenty-one ; that this limitation to

trustees was not an absolute fee, as was contended, but a

determinable fee ; that the estate limited to N. was only

Q 2 contingent
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contingent until he should attain twenty-one : and that

this contingency extended to none of the subsequent

estates, and therefore the remainders over to persons in

esse were vested (d).

SECTION THE NINTH.

On the Effect of a Power ofAppointment on Estates limited

to take Effect in default of Appointment.

IT frequently happens that estates are subjected to a

power of appointment in the first taker, &c. with remain-

ders over in default of such appointment. Upon which,

an opinion has obtained in some instances, that such a

power suspended the effect of the subsequent limitations,

and kept them in contingency, instead of their vesting

subject to be divested by a subsequent execution of the

power. The opinion of the Chief Justice on the second

point in Leonard Lovie's case, as well as that of Lord

Ilardwicke, in the case of Sir Robert Walpole v. Lord

Conway, were to this effect. But these have been over-

(d) The opinion reported to have been expressed by Lord

Hardwicke in the case cited in the text, and seemingly adopted

by Mr, Fearne, that the limitations subsequent to the estate of

the trustees, were legal remainders, seems to deserve conside-

ration.

If the limitation had been to the trustees and their heirs during

the minority of N- it would have given them a life esUite, being a

limitation to persons and their heirs, for a period which might

continue during the whole of N-'s life, and could not endure

beyond that period, though it might expire within it. But the

limitation was to the trustees and their heirs till N. should attain

2 1 : and this being a limitation to them and their heirs till an event

should happen, which possibly never might happen, seems to

have been considered by Lord Hardwicke, as conferring on

the trustees an estate in fee simple determinable. Now, that

a remainder cannot be limited after a determinable fee, is a rule

of law so antient and so often recognised, as not to be question-

able; it should therefore seem highly improbable that any ex-

pression intended to intimate a contrary opinion should have

fallen from Lord Hardwicke.—In Goodtitle v. Whitby, 1 Burr.

234. Lord Mansfield seems to have thought, that a devise, re-

sembling the presci.t, corierrcd ou tjic trustee.? a chattel interest

only.

ruled
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ruled by later determinations : and indeed that of Lord

Hardwicke, in the last mentioned case, being expressly

founded on the decision in Loddington v. Kime, was no

further an authority, than the doctrine in that case on

which it was grounded, bore it out. But I rather think

the doctrine in Loddington v. Kime, did not go the length

of the opinion in Walpole v. Lord Conway, as I shall

observe by and by ; and we accordingly find Lord Hard-

wicke making a different decision in a subsequent and

more mature case.

Thus, where by marriage articles, money was agreed to Cunningham

be laid out in the purchase of lands to the use of the hus- ""' Moody,

band for Ufe, remainder to trustees during his life, to

preserve, &c. then to the wife for life ; then to all and

every child or children to be begotten by the husband on

her body, for such estate, Sec. proportion, &c. as the hus-

band and wife during their joint hves,by any writing under

iraand and seal and attested, &c. should appoint : in de-

fault of a joint appointment, then as the survivor should

appoint; and in default of appointment, to be equally

divided among the children, if more than one, as tenants in

common, with cross remainders and benefit of survivorship .

if but one, then to that child in tail ; in default of such

issue, to the husband, his heirs and assigns for ever.

Upon a question, whether the inheritance in the lands

to be purchased, would have vested in the father, it was

contended it could not; because during his whole life^

the inheritance, supposing a purchase made, would have

been in abeyance ; for as he might have limited it to any

child in fee, and the provision over in default of appoint-

ment would then have been out of the question, it was a

springing use, resting in suspense during his life; for

which Lord Conway's case was referred to.

But Lord Hardwicke held, that the father taking an

estate for life by the same settlement, the inheritance

would have vested in him. He said, that where no person

was seen or known in whom the inheritance could vest, it

might be in abeyance— that the fee's being in abeyance,

had in some cases occasioned an act of parliament to re-

medy it ; but there it was not so : nor did the power of

appointment make any alteration therein ; for the only

efiect thereof was, that the fee, which was vested, was

Q 3 thereby
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thereby subject to be divested if the whole was appointed

:

or if part, so much, as was not drawn out of the inherit-

ance, still remained in the father as part of the old fee
;

and there was no occasion to put the inheritance in abey-

ance; which the court never did, but from necessity ; and

would so mould it by opening the estate, as in Lewis

Bowles's case and several others, as best to answer the

purposes of the limitations. But if the appointment was

not made, it remained undisturbed.

It is to be observed, that this was not a case in which

the estate was originally the father's or vested in bim at

all before the settlement ; where the limitation of the fee

to him, being the reversion, and part of his old estate,

would have remained vested in him till divested, by the

vesting of a contingent remainder. But it was the case

of money to be laid out in lands, where the father's title

to the inheritance was to originate in the same settlement

as the limitations to the children ; and by which, as Lord

Hardwicke observed, as the father took also an estate for

life, the inheritance according to the ordinary rules vested

in him.

Doed. And again, in a v^ry late case, where by marriage set-

Willis V. tlement lands were limited to the use of the wife and her
^^'"'"^"

, heirs till the marriage, afterwards to her separate use for

East v. 4. life, remainder to the use of her husband for hfe, remain-

p. 39. der to the use of all and every child or children of the

marriage, or such of them, for such estates and interests,

&c. and in such parts, shares, and proportions as the

husband and wife should by deed appoint ; and for want of

such appointment, then to the use of the child or children

of the marriage in such parts, shares, and proportions,

and for such estates and interests as the survivor of them

should by deed or will appoint ; and for want of such ap-

pointment, then to the use of all and every the child or

children equally, share and share alike, &.c.

Upon a question, whether the remainders to the children

were vested or contingent; it was contended, that the

power of appointment prevented their vesting, by absorb-

ing the whole fee ; and the cases of Leonard Lovie, Lod-

dington v. Kime, and Lord Conway, were cited in support

of this conclusion.

[229J Lord Kenyon; after observing that the judgment must

depend
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depend on the authorities cited, the three leading of

which were Lovie's case, Walpole v. Lord Conway, and

Cunningham v. Moody, and noticing the opinions in the

two last, was happy to find that, in the last of those cases,

Cunningham v. Moody, where Lord Hardwicke had an

opportunity of reconsidering this question more fully, and

at a time of Hfe when his judgment was more mature, he

determined differently (from the opinions held in the two

former). His lordship said, he could not find any sub-

stantial distinction, between that case and the principal

one. That the limitations to the children were, first, sub-

ject to a power of appointment, but for want of such

appointment, to the children, &.c. And whether the limi-

tations preceded or followed the power of appointment,

it made no difference.

That the opinion of Lord Hardwicke in the latter case

was peculiarly deserving of attention; because when it

was discussed, the former one of Walpole v. Lord Conway,

where he had intimated a different opiaiion, was strongly

pressed upon him ; and because too, he decided the last And vide the

case, at a time when he had the assistance of some of the fl"^^
^^'

trme as to

most eminent lawyers who ever attended the bar ot that personal

court. Lord Kenyon therefore thought, that on the au- property,

thoTitv of that case, the remainders to the children were ^
^^^*

sen* 210
vested, subject nevertheless to be divested by the parents

^ yg^.. g'en.

executing the povv'er. 208.

Mr. Justice Buller further cited the case put by Mr. J. Amb. 365.

Powell, 2 Lord Raym. 1158, of a limitation to such per-

sons as A. should appoint by will, remainder over, in

support of the same conclusion, and judgment was given

accordingly.

I cannot dismiss the last noticed cases, without s6me

observations upon the distinction between them, and

the case of Loddington v. Kime, and others of that kind

;

wherein it has been repeatedly decided, and now I ap-

prehend settled beyond dispute, that no limitations after a

contingent limitation of the fee simple absolute, can be

vested. The prima facie resemblance of the cases, seems

to call for an attention to the grounds of distinction be-

tween them. Such indeed, is their first resemblance, as

to have led Lord Hardwicke to the opinion he adopted in [230

Q 4 Walpole
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Walpoler. Lord Conway, when he referred to Loddington

V. Kime as an authority in point for it. But I have already

observed, that the precedent does not appear to go the

length for which it was so resorted to.

The first observable difference betwixt the case of Lod-

dington V. Kime, and that of Walpole v. Lord Conway is,

that in the former there was an actual limitation of the fee,

though in contingency. And it was therefore held, that

any subsequent limitation of it must be equally contin-

gent, as depending on the failure of the first, and only ope-

rating in the alternative of it ; but in the case of Walpole

V. Lord Conway as well as in those of Cunningham v.

Moody, and Doe d. Willis v. Martin, no actual limitation

of the fee existed, or could exist, before the execution of

the power of appointment. For a general power of appoint-

ing any estate or interest od libitum, though enabling him to

limit the fee, does not ascertain any estate to be limited
;

therefore no limitation of the fee arises, imtil it be actually

appointed under the power. The appointment when exe-

cuted may not reach the fee; it may stop at an estate for

years, for life, or in tail; and until the appointment be com-

plete, the power amounts no more to a limitation of the fee,

than it does of an estate tail, or any other ascertainable

interest, equally within the extent of the power, but in

which the execution of it may terminate, without limiting

the whole fee.

The cases therefore, wherein the estate to be appointed

is not fixed by the power itself to be in fee, seem suffi-

ciently distinguishable from Loddington v. Kime, on the

ground I have noticed, oftheir not containing any limitation

of the fee until the appointment decides upon an estate to

that extent : but the distinction, in this view of it, seems to

fall short of those cases, where the power itself confines the

operation of the appointment to the fee alone. As in the

instance of a settlement to the use of ^. for life, remainder

to the use of such child or children of A. and his or their

heirs and assigns, as A. shall by deed, &.C. appoint; and in

default of such appointment, remainder over, here the

power of appointment being fixed to a limitation of the

fee, the case might possibly, on that account, be thought ta

be more nearly aUied to that of Loddington v. Kime ; and to

amount
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'amount to a contingent limitation of the fee by the deed

itself, as in that case.

I am r>ot apprised of any actual decision on a case thus

circumstanced ; the opinion, however, of PowellJ. 2 Lord

Raym. 1150, when he says, " That though it was a doubt

" in Leonard Lovey's case, whether a remainder could be

" limited after a contingent fee, yet it is none now ; and
*' therefore if a fee simple be limited to such persons asil.

" shall appoint by his will, remainder over, that it is a good
*' remainder vested till the appointment," most completely

reaches and apphes to the very point ; to which we may add,

that there is not in any one of the above decisions, respect-

ing the power of appointment not suspending the effect of

the subsequent limitations, the least notice taken of any dif-

ference in this respect, between the operation ofthe appoint-

ment beine: confined to a limitation of the whole fee or not:

nor among the reasons given for those decisions, is there

any the remotest reference to the latter ground.

This leads us to a conclusion that the doctrine of Lod-

dinoton v. Kime is to be reconciled with that, in tlie above

cases of limitations through the medium of powers of ap-

pointment, upon a principle founded in the adoption or use

of that medium itself, abstracted from the extent or modi-

fication of the appointing power And, I think, a proper

attention to the subject will shew, that the principle of the

distinction I have already noticed, in regard to the cases

where the power in them is not restricted to an appointment

of the whole fee, is really founded on the mode of limitation

by reference to the medium of an appointment, viz. that the

effect ofthehmitation, in any shape or degree at all, depends

on, and commences in, the execution of the appointment

:

and in that view of the above principle of distinction, it

seems indifferent whether the limits of the estate to be ap-

pointed, are ascertained or not, by the deed creating the

power. For the limits of the estate are nothing at all, during

the interval in which the limitation of the estate itself is not

subsisting, that is, till the appointment gives it some direc-

tion, and supplies it with an object.

And here seems to be the foundation for one general [232]

distinction, between cases where the limitation of the fee

is originally and finally contained in, and made by the

conveyance
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conveyance itself; and those where its effect is referred to

a subsequent direction or appointment. In the first case,

there exists an actual limitation of the fee, complete and

perfect as it ever can be, from the time of executing the

deed ; in the other, no limitation at all, however the power

may be worded, actually exists, until the appointment gives

it essence. The deed is not complete nor operative before,

as to any limitations referred by it to the power ofappoinl^

jment. If no appointment is ever made, no such limitation

is made ; how then can it intercept or suspend the effect

of limitations actually made ? When the limitation is ef-

fected by an execution of the power, it may divest other

substituted limitations, which had attached before its

existence ; but it would be strange to consider it as operating

to their exclusion, during its own non-existence. Where-

ever the effect of the limitation is referred to a power of

appointment, it is wholly ineffective from the execution of

the deed, till that of the appointment ; and as much a nul-

lity, until raised by the execution of the power, as if it had

never been noticed in the deed at all; but where it is finally

made by the original deed itself, it has all the existence, all

the efficacy which it can derive from the deed ; nothing

remains to give the deed any further operation in respect

to it. The limitation bears efficiency in it, from the exe-

cution of the deed, and its ultimate effect only awaits the

occurrence of the object, which it is directed, by the deed?

to attach upon.

The above grounds of distinction may perhaps serve to

bring all the cases, where limitations are referred to powers

of appointment, within the doctrine in Cunningham v.

Moody, and Doe d. Wilhs v. Martin ; without in the least

clashing with that of Loddington v. Kime, and others de-

cided on the same principle ; and I therefore thought they

merited some notice in this place.

Vide supra, We may next observe, that the above cited cases of

-i- Napper v. Sanders (in which C. died before her husband,

and therefore the event on which her remainder for hfe was

to take effect never happened) and Lethieullier r. Tracy, are

[233] two express authorities, that where a remainder is limited,

even to a person in esse, so as to depend on a contingency,

this contingency may be considered as confined to such

remainder,
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remainder, without extending to or affecting the subsequent

limitations ; as was held in regard to the contingency of

C.'s surviving her husband in the case of Napper v. Sanders,

and in respect to the contingency of the daughter's leaving

no issue living at her decease, in the case of LethieuUier

V. Tracy (e).

SECTION THE TENTH.

On those Cases xolieve a Hemainder is limited so as depend on u

Contingency affecting the preceding Estate, hut lohich

may not affect the ulterior Limitation.

1. Limitations after a preceding estate, which is made to

depend on a contingency which never takes effect.

2. Limitations over upon a conditional contingent determina-

tion of a preceding estate, where such preceding estate never

takes effect.

3. Limitations over upon the determination of a preceding

estate by a contingency, which, though such precedent estate

takes effect, never happens.

THIS brings our attention to those cases wherein a

condition annexed to a preceding estate is, oris not, consi-
.

dered as a condition precedent to give effect to the ulterior

hmitations. We may distinguish such cases into three [234]

classes : First, limitations after a preceding estate which is

made to depend on a contingency that never takes effect.

—Secondly, hmitations over upon a conditional contingent

determination of a preceding estate, where such preceding

estate never takes effect at all.—Thirdly, limitations over

upon the determination of a preceding estate by a contin-

gency5 which, though such preceding estate takes effect^

never happens.

{e) The opinion intimated by Mr. Fearne in this section, that

where estates are subjected to a general power of appointment

in the first taker, with remainders over in default of such ap-

pointment, the power does not suspend the remainders from

vesting, is confirmed by the opinions, first of the Master of the

Rolls, and afterwards of the Lord Chancellor, in Maundrell v.

Maundrell, 7 Vez. jun. 567. 10 Vez. jun. 246. And see Mr.

Sugden'sf Treatise on Powers, Ch. 2. § 4.

X. 1. The
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X. 1. The above noticed cases of Napper v. Sanders

and Lethieullier v. Tracy, appear to fall under the first class

of this distribution ; in which cases we find, that the con-

tingency affected only that estate which it was first aiv

nexed to, without extending to the ulterior limitations.

Bradford v. So in a case referred to the Court of K. B. from Chan-
Foley. eery, wdiere there was a devise in trust for the testator's
cmg . ep.

^^^^ j.^^ j-^^^ ^j^^ after his decease unto his first and other

sons by any future wife in tail, remainder to the daughters

of such future marriage in fee ; followed by a proviso, that

if his said son should thereafter marry with any woman
related in blood to M. A. his then wife, all the above uses,

so far as they should relate to the issue of such future mar

riage, should cease and determine ; it being his stedfast

resolution, as far as the law enabled him, to hinder that no

person any ways of kin to her in blood, or born or de-

scended from any such person, should inherit any part of

his said estate ; and in such case, notwithstanding there

should be lawful issue of his said son by such future mar-

riage, they should take nothing under his will ; but the

trustees should stand seised to the use of the testator's

brother's children in tail ; and in case of all their deaths in

his own life-time or afterwards without issue, then he gave

all his real estate to his own right heirs ; he meant such

heirs only, as should be no ways related in blood, or claim

any descent from any person related in blood to M. A.

his said son's then wife, all and every of whom he thereby

utterly excluded from any right, title, or benefit from his

[235] real or personal estate in any shape whatsoever. After

the testator's decease, M. A. died, and after her, the tes-

tator's son without issue, and without having married

aoain. And it was contended that the limitations to the

testator's brother's sons, depended on his said son's mar-

rying again, and having therefore failed, the heir at law

was entitled.

Lord Mansfield observed, that nothing could be clearer

than the testator meant, that no child of WI. A. should

take in any event ; and yet, according to the argument

insisted on, such child, if there had been one, must have

taken ; and the court certified they were of opinion, that

the children of the brother of the testator took estates

tail
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tail with cross remainders. Here we see that upon the

evident intention, the contingency of the son's marrying

again, &c. was confined to the estates hmited to his fu-

ture issue.

And in a later case, where a testator, after devising lands Horton v.

to his wife for hfe, and expressing his next desire to pro-
Whittake^

vide for his sisters, but considering that his sister M, wife £ast^ g^g.

of W. was already well provided for, during the life of

her said husband, and therefore would not, unless she

happened to survive him, want any assistance to enable

her to live in the world ; he devised certain lands to trustees,

their heirs and assigns, in trust that they and their heirs

during the life of the said M. should pay the rents and

profits to the testator's sisters E. and B. their heirs and

assigns ; and from and after the decease of the said W.

in case the testator's sister M. should be then living, then

to the use of the three sisters severally in thirds for their

respective lives, with several remainders to their sons suc-

cessively in tail, remainder to their daughters as tenants

in common, with cross remainders between the sisters on

default of issue of their bodies respectively : it was held,

that the condition of the married sister's surviving her

husband, did not extend to any of the limitations subse-

quent to her estate for life.

The construction in these cases, as to the restriction of

the contingency, to the estate first hinged upon it, appears

to depend on the testator's apparent intention, not to ex-

tend it further. For wherever there is no apparent dis-

tinction in view in this respect, between such estate, and

t'lose which follow it, the contingency, it seems, will [236]

equally affect the whole ulterior train of limitations.

Thus in case of a devise to the testator's son and the Davis v.

heirs of his body, and if his said son should die without ^^^'H,"'

issue of his body, and the testator's wife should survive '

the said son, then the testator's wife should enjoy the pre-

mises for her life, and after her decease that the premises

^buld be enjoyed by the testator's sister for her life, and

after her decease (the testator's son, William Hooker, being-

dead, without issue as aforesaid) then the testator devised

the premises over in fee : the testator's wife did not survive

tlie testator's son, but he died after her without issue : and

upon
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upon a question, whether the ulterior devise over had not

failed by the wife's death in the son's life-time, a case

was (by consent) made for the determination of the Judge

(Reynolds) who tried the cause ; whose opinion was, that

the remainder limited by the will was a contingent re-

mainder, depending on the death of the son without issue

in the life of the testator's wife ; and as that contingency

never happened, the remainder which depended thereson

could never arise ;—In this case the Judge seems to have

laid much stress on the words, " the testator's son being

*' then dead without issue as aforesaid," annexed to the

remainder after the wife's decease, as equivalent to a re-

petition of the contingency first expressed, of the son's

dying without issue, the wife then living.

Doe d. And again, where lands were devised to trustees, upon
Watson V.

trust out of the rents to pay 20 /. annually to the testator's
oiuppnarci. .

Doug. Rep. daughter for life, and to pay the residue of the rents, and

75. Et vide the whole after her decease, to her husband for bis life

;

Avelj/n f. ^jj^ jf g}jg should happen to survive her husband, then to
Wdvd 1 Vez

sen 4.30
* stand seised of all the lands upon the trusts after men-

Bradford v. tioned, viz. to hisstjaid daughter for life, then to her son H.
Foley,Dougl. and the heirs of his body, remainder to the heirs of the

iin ?! ^" body of her husband by her, remainder to the heirs of her
V. Whitiaker,

, / , 1 , , 1
• , i i i 1

1 T. R. 346. body by any other husband, remainder to her husband

Doe d. and his heirs for ever. The testator's daughter died in the

jJiY'^
'"' hfe-time of her husband, and it was held that the limita-.

2 T. R. 2oq. tions over should not take effect; for that the contingency

Hayiuard v. was not confined to her life estate, but extended to all the

[237] subsequent limitations ; tlic court not finding, upon the

Stillingjieet, whole will, sufficient to gather a different intent, so as to

\i^ i
^'^'^' warrant them in supply ino- the omitted v^^ords. In this

Moodu V.
, ; 1

• ^r
Walters ^^^^ ^'^ "^^Y observe, that the contmgeiicy itselt was ex-

16 Ves. 383. pressly, by the words of the will, extended to, and equally

Pearsall v. connected with, all the subsequent limitations ; for the

1 ^ Ves 2Q.
trustees were, in that event, to stand seised of the lands

Woodcock V. to the several uses, intents, and purposes in the will after

DukeofDor- mentioned; which uses included as well the limitatifou to

r'c ';6^ *^^^ ^^^"^ ^^^ ^'^^' ^^ those following it; so that there was

Wingrave v. "^ particular connection of the condition with her estate,

Palgrave, more than v/itb ?.ny of the rest.

X. 2. As
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X. 2. As an instance of that class, where subsequent Scatterv/ood

estates were hmited on a conditional determination of a '^'- E^ge,

preceding estate, and such preceding estate never took ^ ,-J
^

effect at all ; we may refer to the case of a devise to Holmes v.

trusteex for eleven years, remainder to the first and other Cradock,

sons of B. successively in tail male, provided they should 3 y^- S^o,

take the testator's surname ; and in case they or their ly^Hs .,,.

heirs should refuse to take the testator's surname, or die Scott,

without issue, remainder to the first son of C. remainder 3 Maule ^
over. B. died without having had any son, C. had a son ' ^°°' "'^

^ "^

.

tjjfra, 240.
at the time of the devise. The court did not agree as to Et vide

the validity of the devise to the first son of B. being after supra, 18.

a term of years without any preceding freehold to sup-

port it ; but resolved that the subsequent limitation to the

first son of C who was then in esse, and capable, took

effect ; and tliat the preceding limitation to the first son

of B. or the condition thereto annexed, did not operate

as a precedent condition which must happen, to give

effect to the subsequent limitation to the son of C.

but was only a precedent estate attended with such limi-

tation.

Of the same opinion vi'as Lord Hardwicke in the case of Jones r.

Avelyn v. Ward ; who said, he knew of no case of a re- vVestcomb.

mainder or conditional limitation over, of a real estate, „,
^'

' ' 245*
whether by way of a particular estate, so as to leave a pro- /ivelvn v.

per remainder, or to defeat an absolute fee before limited W^trd. i Vez.

by a conditional limitation, but if the precedent limitation, ^"' ^'^^^

11 1 p 1 1 1
Statham v.

by what means soever, be out 01 the case, the subsequent ^q\\ Cowp.
limitation should take place. As the said case of Avelyn Rep. 40.

V. Ward, and indeed most of the cases which occur upon ^"" other

this point, are cases wherein the whole fee was first li- VooSl
mited, I shall postpone the further consideration of them ticed, infra,

to the chapter ofexecutory devises ; only observing in this 510, etseq.

place, that if such a conditional limitation is not defeated The like rule

by the fadiing of the preceding estate, in those cases p^^'^ails ae to

wherein the whole estate is first limited ; a fortiori k
^J^^^J? ^.j^^

should not be defeated, in the cases where the whole fee Meadoxus v,

is not at first limited, but the remainder, though condi- Parrt/,

tional, includes the residue of the estate not before '^^^^'^

otherwise disposed of.

X. 3. As

124.
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Vide Brown X. 3. As to cases of the third class, we may observe,

V. Higgs, tiiat althouoh, where a remainder is devised to take effect

* (' \
' on a condition annexed to a preceding estate, and that

n>here the preceding estate fails, it appears, that the remainders shall

rule here nevertheless take place
;
yet, where such preceding par-

imd down in
^^j^^yj^j. estate takes place, and the condition is not per-

cited; and formed: the remainder, it has been held, will not take

5. C. 5 Ves. effect at the expiration of such preceding estate ; unless

^^J*' f rf^* in those cases, where the apparent general intention of
r£\. 4" 18

, n r •

Ves iQi. ^"® testator calls tor it.

3 Atk. 285. It has, indeed, been contended, that where a testator

gives a particular estate, and after limits an estate over,

upon a contingency, which is to determine the particular

estate, sooner than it would otherwise determine ; there,

though the contingency does not happen, nevertheless the

limitation over shall be good after the determination of

the first estate : but Lord Hardwicke denied there was

any such rule ; for that all the cases which could be put,

depended on particular words, and the intent of the party :

and to prove it, cited a case where A. devised his estate

to his son in tail male, remainder to B. for life, remainder

Amherst v- to his sons in tail male, on condition he should change his

Lytton. In name, and if he, or any son of his, refused to do so,

Brown's Cas! ^^^^ he directed the devise to be void, and gave the

Pari. v. 3. estate to D. &c. The son died without issue, jB. per-

p, 48G. formed the condition and died without issue ; and upon

a question whether D. should have the estate after JB.'s

death, the judges of K. B. certified their opinion, that D.

took no estate on the death of B. but that it went to the

heir at law of^. : which opinion was confirmed by the

House of Lords in 1729.

3 Atk. 282. And accordingly, in a case where A. devised his house,

T !i n
""' ^^' ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^'^'^' ^P^^ ^^^ express condition only,

r-2QQl
th^t '^ ^^^ should marry again, then his will and meaning-

was, that the house, &.c. should go forthwith to his eldest

son and his issue, and if all his issue male should die, &c.

remainder over; lord Hardwicke held that it was not a

vested remainder in the son, but a contingent limitation,

to take effect only if the wife of the testator should marry

again. It was contended to be a devise to the wife, dur-

ing her widowhood, in which case the devise over would

have

[•239]
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Irave been vested, to take effect either ou the marriage or

death; but Lord Hardwicke thought, upon the wliole

will, the devise over was contingent, and to take effect

only on the widow's marrying again ; the words, he said

were upon this express condition only, that if his said

wife should at any time marry again, &c. That as to the

case of Luxford v. Cheeke, which was pressed upon him

and he acknowledged it to be the strongest case cited, he

said the penning was different ; for there, after the devise,

were added the words " if she do not marry again,"

which, he said, restrained the original limitation, and

Avere the same as if they had been to the wife for life, " if

she so long continue a widow ;" that the cases appeared

to him to differ in substance, for there were no words in

the cited case, that could substantiate tlie testator's in-

tent without construing it an estate tail ; but in the prin-

cipal case there was no necessity for such a construction •

and the intent of the testator was more effectually an-

swered by the construction he adopted, than any other.

In the case of Luxford v. Cheeke, cited in that which I Luxford v.

have last noticed, the testator devised his estate to his wife Cheeke,

for life, if she should not marry again, but if she didj then, ^j-q^^^ ,,

that his son H. should presently after his mother's mar- Cutter,

riage, enter and enjoy the premises to him and the heirs Raym. 427.

male of his body, remainder to testator's other sons sue- •
^"P^">

cessively m like manner, remamder over : the wife survived

the testator, and died without mariying again : the question

betv/een the heir general of the testator, and the issue male

of one of the sons, Avas, whether, the condition not liaving

been performed, the remainder to the sons in tail took

effect ? The court held that it did ; for that by the wliole

scope of the will, the testator intended an entail; and rather

than the intent of the testator should be defeated, the court

construed the devise to the wife to be the same as a limi- [240]

tation to her during widowhood, remainder over, &c. to

commence on the determination of the wife's estate, whe-
ther by marriage or death. And it is observable, that Hale
C. J. expressed a similar opinion in Lady Ann Fiy's case, 1 Ventr. 203,
where, he said, it is all one as if the estate had been Vide infra,

devised to her for life, and if she marries then to remain, ^73-

which had been but an estate quam diu sola vixeiit,

R In
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Jordan v. la a case where a testator devised lands to his wife during
Holkman.

jje^. widowhood, and if she should marry again, that then
'"

• - 9"
jiis daughter should enter, provided that if his wife married

I and survived his daughter, the estate should return to her,

lord Hardwicke took a distinction between the devise of

an estate during widowhood, with remainder over ; and a

devise during widowhood with remainder over on her

marrving again within a limited time.

Doe d. Dean Where there was a devise to a wife provided she remained

Westminster ^ ^vidow, but in case she married a second husband, then

V. Freeman to testator's nephew when he should attain the age of

it M ife. twenty-three years ; it was held, that the widow had an

F- -f"'V
estate till the nephew attained the age of twenty-three

A J ^ . years, though she married before.A devi se oxer J ' o

on a (laiif^htcy-'s marriage ivith a Scotchman, was heldgood in Perrin v. Lyon, Sfc

9 East, 1 70.

^'ide Jeffreys There are some other cases of dispositions on the event of
r. Keynous,

g^ second marriage, being extended in construction to death

Pari Cas -260. without marriage, which as they concerned personal estates

Reynousu. only, I shall refer to the head of executory devises. But
Jeftreys, here I may observe, that a limitation may be so penned,

7-,, ^"^ as to take effect either as a conditional limitation in dero-
Chan. Ca.

. . ,. .

365. (vide gation and abridgment of a precedmg particular estate,

supra, 1 33, upon the performance of a condition annexed to such pre-

l^ "^"^f^^'"
ceding estate ; or as a remainder expectant upon such

Adolnhus preceding particular estate, though the condition be not

ibid. 354. performed ; as appears to have been the fact in the case of

all cited m- Scatterwood v. Edge above cited ; where, supposing the

c '^""^^^Z
' limitations to the sons of B. good, the subsequent limita-

bupra, 237. _
°

.

And vide tion to the first son of C. was to take effect either upon
Cro..lac.697. the sons of £. refusing to take the testator's surname, or

5*°^
''^'

otherwise upon failure of issue of the sons of B. I shall

f-^Ail ^^^^ postpone the further notice of this sort of limitations

vide infra, till I come to treat of executory devises.

506. et seq.

jn oe V, -^ ^^ ^j-.^ jj. 5jQj^;ngtii^gs happens, that a remainder is

Dougl. Rep. 48G, 3d ed. infra, 303.
limited

Nash V. if) X. 4. Instances in wliicli a remainder is limited in words,

Smith, whicli seem to import a contingency, tliough in fact they mean
'

^'^' ^' no more than would have been implied without them; or do not

amount
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limited in words which seem to import a contingency,though

in fact they mean no more, than would have been imphed
without them ; or do not amount to a condition precedent,

but only denote the time when the remainder is to vest in

possession.

Thus, where there was a devise of land to A. and B. for 3 Rep. ig.

eight years, and after the said term to remain to the testa- Boraston's

tor's executors, till such time as H. should accomphsh his ^^1^' ^p w
age of twenty-one years ; and when the said H. should 1-0.

come to his full age of twenty-one years, then the testator Vide Cham-

willed that H. should enjoy the lands to him and his heirs SS^ .V"

for ever, H, died under twenty-one ; and it was contended iS^^Fe* 3^68

S. C. 2 Meriv. 25. Stanley v- Stanley, \Q Ves. 491. Perrin v. Lyon, 8^c.

9 East, 170. Doe d. Wight v. Cundall, QEast, 400. Edtvards v. Symons, 6 Taunt.
213. Goodright d.Revell v. Parker, 1 M. Sj- S. 692. arid vide infra, 401-2. aiid
vide Phillips v. Deakin, 1 M. Sf S. 744.

amount to a condition precedent, but only denote the time when does not seem

the remainder is to vest in possession:—In these cases, the re- ^° ^^ tvitkin

mainder is a vested, not a contingent remainder. ^^'^ reason of

In all these cases cited by Mr. Fearne in support of this posi- f^ JJJ^"^

"^^^

tion, there was an intermediate devise or disposition of the estate Fearne
or the rents and profits of it, either to a stranger or for the de- p, 242, et seq,

visee's own benefit, till the time, at which the devisee was to

take the estate ; and the cases appear to have been determined
upon that circumstance, the devise of the particular interest being

considered to operate only as an exception out of the devise

made subject to it. But it sometimes happens, that a devise

is made to a person and his heirs, at a future time, without any
such devise or disposition of the intermediate estate. In a ViJ^ Doed,
printed opinion on a case, which arose on an immediate devise Hunt v.

*' toB. his h^irs and assigns for ever, when he arrived to the age Moore,
"" of 21 years of age," Mr. Fearne thought the land would not

^^Easi,Goi
;

vest in the devisee till he attained twenty-one. He asks, " Who ^^"•^5^"^'^

" shall have the possession in the mean time ? For it must be i Maule's^
" either in the devisee himself, or the heir of the testator. The Selwyn, 327,
" devisee cannot be entitled thereto, if we pay any regard, or affirmed in

" allow any sort of effect to the words, when he arrives to P°^^' ^j ,,

" twenty-one years of age. And if we admit the heir of th^ tes- !," nl",7
tator to be entitled thereto, then we destroy the supposition Bonke,

« of the estate's being vested in the devisee ; for the heir of 5 Doiv's Bcp.
" the testator could not possibly be entitled (as such) under any *^o-' c^^'^dvidc

« interest vested in the devisee." See Mr. Fearne's Posthumous ^^''^ "'• 4"',
.

Works, page 101.
drewv.Hiu^

^ =* ^ ton, 3 Bos,
K S that <^P.643.
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that the remainder did not vest in if., because he did

not live to attain the age oftwenty-one years; for that, as-

he was not to have it until his age of twenty-one, it was

contingent on that event, it being uncertain whether he

ever would attain that age. But it was held, that the case

was nothing else in effect, than a devise to the executors

till li. attained the age of twenty-one years, remainder to

a. in fee ; and that the adverbs of time, when, Sec. and

then, &.C. do not make any thing necessary to precede the

settling of the remainder; any more than in the common
case of a lease for life or years, and after the decease of

the lessee or the term ended, remainder to another, \\\

which cases the remainder vests presently. And that

these adverbs expressed the time when the remainder to

//. should take effect in possession, and not when it should

become vested.

So where there was an estate given to A. for life, and

afterwards to his first, second, third, and fourth sons in

tail, and if his fourth son die without issue, then to i?.

;

this was held a remainder vested in H. ; and the same thing

as if it had been said remainder to J5. where the fourth

son's dying without issue is implied ; that it was not a

condition, but an expression of the time when the remain-

der shovdd vest in possession.

So where a testator devised houses to 8. his son after

the death of his wife, and if his three daughters or either

of them should over-live their mother and S. their brother

and his heirs, they to enjoy the same houses for the term

of their lives, remainder to J. and W. ; after the testator's

decease, the sou and two of the daughters died without

issue, then the mother died, and afterwards the third

daughter. One of the questions upon this will was, (after

it had been resolved that by heirs of.S'. was intended heirs

of his body) whether this remainder to ./. and W. was con-

tingent upon the event of the daughters surviving their

mother and brother ; and if so, whether the condition was

well performed, two of the daughters having died in their

brother's life-time ; but the court resolved that it was not

a contingent limitation, but only an expression when the

remainder should commence (e. e. take effect in pos-

Ecssion.)

And
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And where one devised all his lands to his wife for hfe, King v.

and after her death to his three daughters equally to be Rumball,

divided, and if any of them died before the others, then ^ ' '
' ^^ '

the others to be heirs, and if they all died without issue,

remainder over, it was adjudged that they all took vested

estates tail.

So a devise of Blackacre and Whiteacre to ill. for life,

and after her death, Blackacre to B. and his heirs for

ever, and Whiteacre to C and his heirs for ever, and that Cro. Jac.

the survivor of them shall be heir to the other, if either of 695.

them die without issue, was holden to be an immediate ^
a oc -

^i.

•
1

.
Cowley.

estate tail in each with a vested remanider to the other

;

and not a contingent limitation to the survivor on cither's

dying without issue in the life-time of the other ; but if it

had been, if either of them die without issue, living the

other, or before such an age, the devise over would then,

it seems, have been contingent on such event.

Again, where a testator having four children, devised Fortescue r.

one house to his eldest son and heir, without limiting any Abbot.

estate: and so devised three other houses to his other 0° r^' "^ '

'.
. . . .

ISir 1 nomas
three children respectively ; and willed that if either of his Jones, 79.

said children should depart this life, then the houses so

given them should be equally divided betwixt them that

are living; the eldest son died, and it was contended

that this limitation over to the children then living was

a contingent remainder to the survivors, depending on the

particular estates for life in the children ; and that the [244]
eldest son's estate for life, in the house devised to him,

was merged in the fee which descended on him upon his

father's decease ; and consequently the contingent remain-

der to the survivors in this house was thereby destroyed.

But on the other hand, it was insisted, and so adjudged

by the court, that this was not a contingent remainder, but

a vested remainder ; and that every child took a particular

estate in his or her house for life, with remainder to the

others for their lives vested, agreeable to the resolutions

in the above cited cases of Webb v. Hearins;, King; v.

Kumbal, and Chadock i\ Cowley. It is observable

that this case is wrongly reported by Levinz, who says he 2 Lev. 202.

heard that the court held it good as an executory devise.

But both PoUexfen and Sir Thomas Jones, who argued
the case, report the decision of the court as above stated.

R 3 And
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2 Ventr.

3G3. anon.

Stockcr V.

Edwards,
3 Show. 398.

Vide Ed-
wards V.

Plammond,

3 Lev. 132,

where the

fcame case

f-eeras to be
f.oniewhat

differently

reported.

[245]

Manfield v.

Dugard,
1 Eq. Abr.

^95-
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And in a case where one devised lands to K. and the

heirs of her body, and if K. died without issue, to J. for

life ; and in another clause ofthe will he devised, that if K.
died without issue, and J. be then deceased, then and not

otherwise, he gave the land to N. and his heirs ; upon a

bill by N. after the death of K. without issue and of J. to

have the trust executed, it was decreed for N. although J.

survived K, because the words (if J. be then deceased)

seemed to be put in to express the testator's meaning, that

J. should be sure to have it for her life, and that N. should

not have it till she were dead ; and to shew when N. should

have it in possession.

So where there was a surrender of copyholds, to the use

of the surrenderor for life, and afterwards to the use of

his youngest son, and the heirs of his body, if he attained

the age of eighteen, and if he died before eighteen with-

out issue male, then to the right heirs of A. ; it was held

to be a condition subsequent with respect to the youngest

son ; and therefore the remainder vested immediately,

subject to be defeated by the condition of his dying with-

out issue male before he attained the age of eighteen.

Here it was evidently the intent, that the estate should

not go to the heirs of A. if the younger son died before

eighteen leaving issue male ; but if the estate was not to

vest till he attained eighteen, this intent could not have

been satisfied (g).

In the case of a devise to the testator's wife, till his son

should attain to his age of twenty-one years, and when his

son

(^) In the late case of Bromfieldv. Crowder, 1 New Rep. 313,

the record of the case of Edwards v. Hammond was searched

for and produced by desire of the court, from which it appeared

that the premises in question were customary lands held of the

manor of South Burstead in Essex, in which there was a custom

that the youngest son should inherit, and that the widow of the

tenant in fee should have her free-bench ; that John Hammond
the elder surrendered the reversion of the premises in question,

dependant on his mother's free-bench, " to the use of himself for

" life, and after his decease to the use of John Hammond the

" younger (his eldest son) and his heirs and assigns for ever, if

* it shall happen that the aforesaid John Hammond the younger
<' shall
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son should attain to that age, then to his son and his And vide

heirs, the son died at the age of thirteen years ; and it was 2 Atk 304.

held that the wife's estate determined on his decease; j^^^^^"^'

and that the remainder vested in the son upon the testa- yi^g supra,

tor's death, and did not expect the contingency of his 6, 7, Sf n. {d)

attaining twenty-one years of age. o , > ^^F'^'rTnr^Q J J '=' Boraston s case, 3 Co. 20.

And where the testator devised lands to two trustees, Goodtitle d.

and the survivor of them and his heirs, in trust to lay out Hayward v.

the rents and profits for the maintenance of two nephews
^ ^urr^J^'asS.

of the testator during their minorities ; and when and as

they should attain their respective ages of twenty-one

years, to be and remain to those two nephews and their [246]

heirs equally ; it was resolved, that the nephews took the

fee immediately. —And upon a devise to A. to the use of Denn d. Sat-

^ ^ ., n ^ ,^ J. T> tertnwaite v-

£. till B. attanied the age of twenty-one, and then to XJ.
gji^ter-

in fee, it was held the fee vested immediately in B. thwaite,

1 Black. Rep. 519.

So in a still later case of a devise to trustees and Doe d.

their heirs, until the testator's great nephew, tnen an
L^jj^om-nf.

infant of about thirteen years of age, should attain the & East, 41.

age of tw-enty-four years, on condition out of the rents, &c. and vide

during that time to keep the buildings in repair
;
and he ^^"j^^"

^'

devised unto his said great nephew and to his heirs and
^ Taunt. 85.

assigns for ever, w^hen and so soon as he should attain his Goodright d.

Hoskins t\

Hoskins, '

" shall live until the aforesaid John Hammond attain the age g East, 306.

" of twenty and one years ; provided always and under the con- Foster v.

« dition nevertheless, that if it shall happen that the aforesaid ^"^^ ^^'""

" John Hammond the younger shall die before he attain the age ^'
" of twenty and one years, then to remain to the use of John

" Hammond the elder and his heirs ;"—that the mother died in

the life-time of the surrenderor ; that the surrenderor died leaving

issue the said John the younger, his eldest son, and Thomas his

youngest son ; that John Hammond the younger was admitted

according to the surrender ; that the defendant Ann Hammond

was the widow of the youngest son, who entered on the death

of his father, and that John Hammond the younger fthe eldest

son) being then fifteen, brought an ejectment against Ann Ham-

mond his brother's-widow ; that judgment was given for him upon

special verdict in the common pleas, and afterwards in a writ of

error brought.

K 4
ag«
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floe of twenty-four years, the premises ia question ; and

directed the trustees to surrender the premises (being

copyhold) accordingly ; it was held that the fee vested in

VideBrowns- him immediately, and upon his death intestate, under
word V- twenty-four years of age, descended to his heir at law

;

•-• Ve'z s^n. ^^^"^ here the distinction was noticed between the words

243. And when and then. Sec. only denoting the time of vesting in

infra, 547-8- possession, and the conditional word if (Ii).

Vide Moor- Here I mi^ht also notice, as in some deoree connected
1 - . . .iiouse r.

^^,j«}j |.j^p cases I have been treatino- of, certain instances of
\\ anihouse, pi? • r

1 Black. Rep. conditions precedent, not lounded on any contingency 01

[•247J the effect or determination of any antecedent estate,

()38. Doe d. created by the same instrument. But for the cases of this

-.jf-^f^^
'^'

nature, not fallinc; under the designation of contingent
Wilkinson, '

r ^ ^ r ^ 1 n 1

2 Durnf. &, remainders, I shall refer to the last part of this treatise.

East, 209.

Roundel v. Currer, 2 Brown's Chanc. Cas. 67. noticed among other cases,

infra 508. n.

X. 5. (?) Some instances are also to be met with, where

Vide Brom- {^') Under this head the case of Denn on the demise of Rad-

Jield V. CroiV' clyffe v. Bagshaw, 6 Durn. and East, 512, may be thought to de-

der, 1 Neiv serve a reference. It arose on a devise to Margaret during her

-"^^•313; naturallife ; and from and immediately after her death, to the

T
-ff^

1 ,

' first son of her body if living at her death, and the heirs male of

Sparrotv such first son ; and for default of such issue, to the second son of

13 East, 359. her body if living at the time of her decease, and the heirs male

of such second son; and so to the third and other subsequently

born sons, in tail male, and for default ofsuch issue to his nephews

William, Richard and John successively in tail male. Margaret

had one son, who died in her life-time leaving a son, the plaintiff

in the cause. Richard and William Bagshaw died without issue

in the life-time of Margaret; and John entered and suffered a

recovery, and was the defendant in the cause. The court held

that Margaret took only a life estate ; that neither her eon nor

her grandson took any estate ; and that the remainder to John

took effect.—And see Richards v- Lady Bergavenny, 2 Vern.

324-

(i) X. 5. Instances where the contingency, upon which an

estate is limited, has been considered as a condition subsequent

not precedent : in all these cases, the estate becomes vested im-

mediately, subject to be divested by the condition, when it hap-

pens, and is therefore a vested not a contingent remainder.

the
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the contingency, upon which an estate is limited, has been Vide Springe

considered as a condition subsequent instead of precedent, j* t> ^i^^^Iu-

so that the estate becomes vested immediately, subject ^^^ „) ^^

to be defeated by the condition when it happens, in the And infra,

room of not taking effect till such condition happens ; the ^7•^•

case of Stocker 1?. Edwards (k) above stated, may be Supra, 244.

considered as an instance of this sort ; but the cases of

this class appear rather to belong to the descriptions of Vide infra

shifting uses or trusts, or executory devises, of which I
50o- et seq.

shall treat hereafter.

[k) The doctrine of the court in Stocker v. Edwards, so far g^g ^J^g cases

as it relates to the point under consideration, was fully recognised cited in italics

and established in the late case of Bromfield v. Crowder, 1 New in the mar-

Reports, 313. There the testator devised all his real estate to
g^n near the

Mrs.E. Davenport and Mr. Joshua Rose for their lives succesively ; , X, -{

and after the decease of the longest liver of them, to John Daven-
^^^^ 241, 242,

port Bromfield if he lived to attain the age of twenty-one years, but

not otherwise : and in case he died before he attained that age,

then in the manner therein mentioned. Both Mrs. Davenport

and Mr. Rose died while Mr. Bromfield was under the age of

twenty-one years. The cause coming on at the Rolls, his Honor

ordered a case to be made for the opinion of the judges of the

common pleas, upon the question whether Mr. Bromfield, on the

events which had happened, took any, and what estate or interest

in the freehold or copyhold estates of the testator. The judges

were unanimously of opinion that Mr. Bromfield took, both in the

freehold and copyhold lands, a vested estate in fee simple, de-

terminable on the event of his dying under twenty-one. On the

application of Mr. Fearne's general doctrine under this head to

legacies of personal estate, see Hanson v. Graham, 6 Ves. jun. 239,

Branstrom v. Wilkinson, 7 Ves. jun. 421, and Lane v- Goudge,

9 Ves. jun. 225, and the authorities referred to in those cases.
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CHAPTER THE SECOND.

OF THE NATURE OF THE CONTINGENCY
UPON WHICH A REMAINDER MAY BE
LIMITED.

TN the limitation of contingent remainders, it is neces-

sary that regard be paid to the nature of the contin-

gency, upon which the remainder is intended to take effect

;

for the hmitation, intended as a contingent remainder, may
fail of effect on account of the following circumstances,

respecting the contingency upon which it is limited to

take eft'ect.

1st, The contingent event's being an illegal act.

2dly, The remote possibility of the contingent event,

3dly, The condition's enuring to defeat the preceding

estate.

This third or last objection may again be subdivided

into two branches ; the first relating to those cases, where

tlie condition upon which the subsequent limitation is

intended to arise or take efl'ect, is repugnant to any rule

of law, or contrariant in itself, or inconsistent with the

quality or nature of the preceding estate ; the second ex-

tending to all other cases where such repugnancy, con-

trariety, or inconsistency is out of the question; but the

condition merely operates to defeat or abridge the pre-

ceding estate.

The first two of the three general grounds of objection

above noticed, extend to those limitations which (so far

as respects their relation to the preceding estate) fall

within the proper description of remainders. But the

third or last objection renders all limitations to which it

r^dQl applies ineffectual as remainders (because a remainder,

properly so called, cannot enure to defeat or abridge the

preceding estate) ; and as to such limitations as fall within

the
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tlie first branch of this objection, they are entirely void

;

whilst many of those to which only the latter branch

of the objection is applicable may take effect in wills, or

by way of use or trust, or in surrenders of copyholds,

as conditional limitations, future or shifting uses or trusts, Vide supra,

though void as remainders in the strict sense of that i3-etseq,
" Infra, 201.

word.

I. (</) To begin with the first objection. Lord Coke tells 2 Co. Rep.

us, the law v. ill never adjudge a grant good, by reason of 5i- b.

a possibility or expectation of a thing which is against ^* ^

law, for the same is potentia remotissima, and which by in-

tendment of law mmquam venit in actum: of this nature

was the possibility of a man's entering into religion by

becoming professed. Upon the same principle, a limi-

tation to a bastard not in esse is held to be void ; for the

law does not favour such generation, or expect that such Cro. El. 50^).

should be. lY^f '•

(a) I. Objection to the legal validity of a remainder, from its

being limited on a contingency depending on the happening of an

illegal event.

The objection to the legal validity of the remainders men-

tioned in the text should be particularly attended to, when it is

wished to secure to an intended tenant or ceshcigtie trust for life,

the income or produce till he attempts to alien, charge, or other-

wise dispose of it by anticipation, or till by an act of bankruptcy,

or some other act, he attempts to make it liable to be vested in a

stranger, and on that event to limit it over to, or in trust for a

thii-d person, orwtually for the benefit ofthe party himself.

The case of Roe d. Hunter v. Galliers, 2 Durnford and East

133, is a direct authority to shew that a condition of re-entry, on

the tenant's committing an act of bankruptcy, may be reserved Vide Church

to a landlord; and the general validity of provisoes in leases re- v. BroKn,

specting the partial or entire alienation of the lease, has been ^5 1 ^- 258?

repeatedly admitted ; but the decisions in these cases have been
^ ji^ia^

founded in a great measure on the relative situation of landlord m^i^ ^28.

and tenant; and this circumstance prevents the immediate appli-

cation of them to the point under consideration. In the case of

Bommett v. Bedford, 6 Durnford and East 684, and 3 Ves. jun.

l^Q, it was held, that bankruptcy was a determination of an

annuity
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II. (b) As to the second point, it is requisite that the

possibihty upon which a remainder is to depend, should be

a common possibihty and potentia propinqua, as death,

1 Co. Kep. 01' death without issue, or coverture, or the hke. There-

51 b. 10 Co. fore a remainder to a corporation, which is not in being
Rep. 31 0-

j^|. ^j^g iwwe, ofthehmitation, is void, although it be erected
Hob. 33. . . .^

4 Leon. -2 2". during the particular estate. But if" during the vacation

Mo. 104. of the mayoralty of D. a lease for life be made, remain-

1 Inst.v;b4a.
(j^i- ^o the mayor and commonalty of D., this remainder

is good, if there be a mayor of D. elected during the

estate for life.

[251] So if there be a lease for life, remainder to the heirs of

annuity bequeathed to a person for his life, with a direction that

he should not alien it, and that if lie did, it should cease. In

Lockyer v. Savage, 2 Stra. 947, where 4,000 Z.,^the lady's fortune,

was, by settlement previous to marriage, vested in trustees for

the husband during his life, with a direction that, if he failpd in

the world, the trustees should not pay the produce of it to him, but

apply it to the separate maintenance of his wife and children, it

was held that the provision for the wife's maintenance was good

against the creditors, as it was not a provision out of the bank-

rupt's estate, but a settlement of her own fortune. The case of

Davison v. Foley, 2 Bro. Cha. Rep. 203, fui-nishes an instance of

a trust, seemingly allowed by the Court of Chancery, under which

two persons virtually became entitled to a considerable annuity,

at the same time that their creditors were wholly excluded from

attaching it at law or in equity. These cases seem to shew that

by a will or voluntary gift, a remainder, proviso, or trust may be

engrafted on a life estate or a life interest to take effect on the

party's aliening it, or doing some act which would vest it, or make
it liable to be vested in another; and the case of Lockyer v. Savage

seems an authority for the validity of such a stipulation in a

marriage settlement by a party for his own benefit: but that

case is very shortly stated; and, at all events, extends directly to

those cases only, where the property does not move from the

party for whose benefit the stipulation was made. Shee v. Hale,

13 F. Ves. 404; and vide Davison v. Foley, 3Bro. Ch. Ca. 598, and

Higinbotham u. Holme, 19 Ves. 88.

(Jj) II. Objection to the legal validity of a remainder from the

remote possibility on which it is limited.

J.S.
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J, S., though this remainder be good*, because by com-

mon possibility J. S. may die during the particular estate
;

yet if there be no such person as J. S. at the time of the 2 Co. Rep.

limitation, notwithstanding such a person should afterwards 5^ •

be born, and die during the life of the tenant for life, his
^^^^^ and

heir shall not take by virtue of such limitation; because Com.ofLon-

the possibility on which it is to take effect is too remote ;
don v. Al-

for it amounts to the concurrence of two several contin- ^'""- ^^^-

gencies, not independent and collateral, but the one re-
^ jo^es l/^s.

quiring the previous existence of the other, and yet not 3 Mod. 30, in

necessarily arising out of it, viz. First, That such a person as note.

J. S. should be born, which is very uncertain; and second-

ly, That he should also die during the particular estate,

which is another uncertainty grafted upon the former.

This is called a possibility upon a possibihty, which Lord

Coke tells us is never admitted by intendment of law (c). 1 Jnst. 25. b.

Upon
* Of the limitation to the heirs, &c. of a person attahited, vide

1 Co. Rep. 103. Hob. 31, 32. and Wheatly v. Thomas, 1 Lev.

73. 1 Keb. 349, 436, 549, 615, 745. Notebi/ Mr. Fearne.

(c) The expression of a possibility upon a possibility, which, in

the language of Lord Coke cited in this place, is never admitted

by intendment of law, must not be understood in too large a sense.

A remainder to the son of A. who first or alone shall attain

twenty-one, is so far a possibility on a possibilit}'^, as it depends for

its effect on the happening oftwo possible events, that A shall have

an eldest or only son, and that such son may attain twenty one

;

but the validity of such a remainder is unquestionable. In Rout-

ledge V. Dorril, 2 Ves. jun. 357, a monied fund was vested in

trustees, in trust for the intended husband and wife for their lives

successively, and, after the decease ofthe survivor of them, in trust

for all and every the children and grandchildren or issue ofthe said

intended marriage, in such shares and at such times as the parents

or the survivor ofthem should appoint, andfor want ofsuch appoint-

ment, in trust for all and every the children and grandchildren, or

issue of the marriage, if more than one, who shouldbe living at the

decease of the surviving parent, in equal shares, payable to the

sons at twenty-one, and to the daughters at twenty-one or mar-

riage. The Master of the Rolls held, that it was competent to

the parties to have appointed among all the issue living at the

death of either the husband or the wife, whether in the first, se-

cond, or third degree ; and that, so far as the power was not well

executed
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Upon the same ground ariseth the distmction between a

remainder limited by a general description, and one limited

1 Co. Rep. by a particular name to a person not in esse. In the first

^5^" „ case the remainder is 2;ood, as a limitation to the rieht
2 Co. Rep. . T . ...

heirs of J. D. who is alive, or primogemlo Jilio of jB. who
has no son then born ; but in the other case the remainder

is void ; as if a remainder be limited to G. son of D. ; in

that case, if £). hath not a son named G. at the time ofthe

limitation, the law will not expect he should afterwards

have a son so named, because it amounts to a possibility

And vid. upon a possibility, viz. First, that he should have a son
;

mfra, fol. ^^^j secondly, that such son should be named G.
502. of a •'

a chili ot" an
^^^' (^^ ^^ regard to the third objection, to begin witli

unborn child, the first branch of it, viz. the repugnancy, contrariety, or

Vide Mr inconsistency of the condition, it has been held, that a

Butlers note, condition or limitation must determine or avoid the whole

i'if'o, 530- of the estate to which it is annexed, and not determine it

m'^o- ^d ^^ P^^^ ^^^Yf ^^^d leave it good for the residue. Upon this

Sunnan v. principle it has been adjudged, that a proviso to make the

Surman, estate of tenant in tail cease during his life, is void ; for
I Jaunt.abg.

^j^^^^ althousrh the whole estate mav be determined by a
Q7i(i the cases "^

. ,

r.T -o] condition, yet part of it only, viz. during the life of tenant

citedin italics in tail shall not ; in which instance the proviso is ineffectual,

infra, 560, in on account of its repugnancy to a rule of law.
margin.

Again, it may be contrariant in itself; as in the case of

SO. b. ^ proviso for determining an estate tail, as if tenant in tail

6 Rep, 40 b. were dead ; this has been held a contrariant proviso, and
V ide 4 Burr, y^-^j ^^ ^j^^^^ account ;

^because the death of tenant in tail
^941-

[^

executed, the fund was to be divided as if no appointment had

been made. Now it is evident, that, to entitle a grandchild to

take under the latter trust, four events must liappen,—that the

husband and wife .should have a child, that such child should have

a child, that such last mentioned child should be alive at the de-

cease of the survivor of his grandfather and grandmother, and that

if such child were a grandson he should attain twenty-one, and if

a grand- daughter, attain that age or marry.

(rf) III. Objection to the legal validity of a remainder, because

the condition, on which it is limited, is repugnant to some rule

of law, or contrariant in itself, or inconsistent vvith the quality

or nature of the preceding estate,

does
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does not determine the estate tail, but his death without 1 Rep. 8G. a.

issue ; and consequently to say that the estate tail shall

determine, as if he were dead, amounts to saying that it

shall determine, as it would do upon an event (viz. death

of tenant in tail) which event might not determine it ; and

therefore such a proviso is contradictory and absurd in

itself.—I shall now adduce two or three leading cases,

wherein the proviso was held void on both these last men-

tioned grounds.

Thus where C covenanted to stand seised of lands to Corbet's

the use of himself for hfe, remainder to the use of R. and ^^^®' ^ ^^P*

the heirs male of his body, with divers remainders over,

provided, that if R. or any of the heirs males of his body

should attempt or procure any act or thing, by which any

estate tail so limited should be undone, barred, or deter-

mined, &c. that then after that, &c. the uses and estates to

him limited who should do so. Sec. should cease, only in

respect to such person so attempting, in the same manner

as if such person so attempting, &c. were naturally dead,

and that then immediately in all such '^-ases, the uses of

such lands should be to such persons to whom the uses

should come, if such persons so attempting, &c. were na-

turally dead, of such and the like estate, and in the same

manner and form, and with such remainders over, and under

such limitations and restrictions, &c. as if such person so

attempting. Sec. were naturally dead.

Afterwards C. died, and R. suffered a common recovery

to his own use, &,c. The next in remainder immediately

thereupon entered ; and upon the question, whether such

entry was lawful or not, the justices of the C. P. unani-

mously agreed, that this proviso to cease an estate limited

to one and the heirs male of his body, as if the tenant in

tail were dead, was repugnant, impossible, and against the

law. For the death of tenant in tail, is not a cesser of the [254]

estate tail ; but the death of tenant in tail without issue of

his body is the determination thereof, &c. (e)

And

(e) Two clauses are frequently introduced into settlements Vide Do*, d.

and wills, to which the doctrine laid down by Mr. Fearne, in Heneage v.

this part of his work, is particularly applicable: the clause ^^"^«5'^» 4

compelling Carrv^Earl
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(x)Jeraiyn t'.

Arscot, cited

1 Hep. 85. a.
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And in Corbet's case, two other similar cases were cited

by the court ; the one (x) upon a will, where, after several li-

mitations in tail, a proviso of the like nature was inserted.

One of the devisees in tail levied a fine, whereupon

the next in remainder claimed the lands by force of the

of Erroil,

6 East, 58.

14 Ves. 478.
Hopkins V-

Hopkins,

For. 44.
1 Vez. sen.

2G8. 1 Atk.

581. Leigh
V. Leigh,

\5 Ve^- 92.

Stanley v.

Stanley,

16 Ves. 491.

Doe d. Ken-
rick V- Lord
W. Beau-
clerk, 1 1 Eaal

(ijy. Doc
d- James v.

Hallett,

1 Maule S)- S-

124. and
Driver d.

Frank v.

Frank,

3 Maule Sf

Selwijn, 25.

Vide also

Bull. n. 2.

11.2.^-11.3.

Co. Litt.

327.0. irth

ed.

A copy of
Mr. Fearncs
opinion on

the case of
Heneage v-

Heneage mil
he given in

the Appendix.

compelling persons claiming under the settlement or will to take

a particular surname, or to bear the arms of a particular family ;

and the clause shifting the estate which is the subject of the

settlement, from a person to whom it is limited, on his accession

to another estate. See forms of these clauses, 1 Inst. 327 a.

note 2. 11. 2. 17th ed.

In addition to what Mr. Fearne suggests on the necessity of

expressing in these cases, that the estate of the tenant in tail

shall cease, as if he were dead without issue, it may be remarked,

that, even with this expression, the sentence will not be quite

accurate. The clause is intended to apply equally to the an-

cestor first taking the estate tail, and to the issue in tail claiming

derivatively through him. Now the expression is accurate so

far as it applies to the ancestor, as the estate tail must necessarily

expire or determine on a failure of his issue : but it is inaccurate

so far as it is applied to any particular issue of his body, as the

estate tail will not expire by the failure of issue of that particular

issue, if there should be then living any issue of the first taking

ancestor. If an estate were limited to A. and the heirs of his

body, remainder to X. in fee simple, with a clause intended to

determine AJs estate tail, and to vest the lands in A', and his

heirs, on the accession of A. or any of his issue to another

estate, it is obvious, that if A. should die, leaving issue B. and

C, /I.'s estate tail would not cease by the decease and failure of

issue of S., if C. or any issue of his body were then living. It

follows, that any expression directing generally that i^ A. or any

of his issue shall become entitled to the lands in question, the

estate tail of the person so becoming entitled shall actually

cease, as if he were dead without issue, would be inaccurate, so

far as it would be applicable to B. or any other issue of A. so

becoming entitled. The expression in these cases should

therefore be to this effect, that if A. or any of his issue should

accede to the lands in question, the estate tail should cease

in the same manner, as if the party becoming entitled were

dead, and there were a general failure of issue inheritable under

the entail created by the limitation to A. and the heirs of his

body.

proviso ;
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I'jroviso; and upon solemn ai-gument it was adjudged, that

the proviso of restraint was void, because it was against law

and repugnant ; for by a proviso, condition, or limitation,

the whole estate ought to be defeated ; and that it cannot Vid. 4 Burr*

determine the estate for part, and continue it for the resi- 194^'

due ; and that an estate inland cannot cease for a time and "
, J.'^?*^^

.
, /-111 •

'^' oheffield,
revive and revest afterwards ; and that a proviso to cease o Bro-vn's

an estate tail, as if tenant in tail were dead, is repugnant, Chanc. Cas.

because the estate tail is not determinable on his death, but ^^^5- & Doe

on his death without issue. The other (^/) was a case arising '

j
t ,p„°g

upon a conveyance to uses, whereby the lands were limited 4 Durnf. &
to the use of H. and the heirs male of his body, with East, 13.

divers remainders over
;
provided, that if H. or any of the \"

N'r^t'^f

*

heirs of his body, should attempt or make any feoifment, ley u. Hum-
Sec, that his estate should cease as if he were dead ; and ble, cit.

the feoffees and their heirs should stand seised of the lands ^ P* ^^' ^•

to the use of such person to whom the same ought to

descend or remain according to the limitations.

—

H. levied And vide

a fine, and upon the question whether the next remainder- Moor 470,

man became thereupon entitled to the lands, it was held, P ' '^*^*

that a proviso to determine an estate tail as if tenant in

tail were dead, was against law and repugnant ; and that

a condition or limitation ought to destroy all the estate to

which it is annexed, and not part of it only.

Again, where there was a limitation in tail, with a pro- 6 Rep. 40.

Tiso, that if the tenant in tail should advisedly and effec- Mildmay's

tually attempt, procure, and go about, or assent to do any

act, &-C. touching any bargain, sale, discontinuance, altera-

tion, 8cc. of the lands, whereby any estate, &c. might be

discontinued, &,c. that then, from the time of such pro-

curing, attempting, &c. his estate should cease as if he

were dead ; it was held, that the words attempt, go about,

&c. were uncertain and void in law; that inheritances

ought not to depend on such uncertainties ; for that the

law doth reject conations and goings about, as things [256]

uncertain, which cannot be put in issue.

And so in another case, where there was a limitation Foy v.

over, upon tenant in tail or his issue effectually and ex- J- Hynde.

pressly assenting, concluding, doing, or going about to do, a' q^„

or make any act or acts to alter, discontinue, or change

the estate, <kc. and tenant in tail levied a fine by agree-

S ment.
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men^, the court said here was no limitation to enCer^

but after the effectual going about, and it was not effec-

tual till after the act done ; and when the act was done^

the remainder was discontinued. And it was held, that

these words were too ambiguous to determine an inheritance

by limitation.

In the last case it was held, that when the act was done

the remainder was discontinued ; and Plesington's case,

2 Rich. 2. was referred to for this point; where upon a

lease by A. to B. on condition that if ^. granted the re-

version, then B. shovdd have fee, it was held that when

A. granted the reversion by fine, B. should not have the

fee ; for that the fine transferring the fee to the conusee,

it would be absurd and repugnant to reason, that the same

fine should work an estate in the lessee ; for one alienation

could not vest an estate in one and the same land, in two

several persons at one time. And Perkins observes, if

the lessor had granted the reversion to a stranger by deed,

the lessee in such case would have had fee by the condi-

tion ; because the reversion was not in the grcAitee before

attornment ; and yet the lessor had granted the same, and

against that grant could not plead he did not grant by the

deed. The above doctrine as to the invalidity of the limi-

tation after alienation, 8cc. is held in Richel's case, and

Lord Coke's comments thereon.

IV. (/) We are further to observe, that there are certain

incidents and qualities so annexed to and inherent in cer-

tain estates, as to be incapable of being restrained or pro-

hibited

VideDom-
TJieti 'J. Ded-

Jord, cited

supra, 149,
in note (a).-

A legatee's life interest in a lease for years may determine in his life-time by his

ceasing to live on the land, uhere the will is to this effect. Doe d. Duke ofNor-
folk, and Ibbotson v. Hav^ke, 2 East, 481. A devise infee upon condition not to

alien except to particular persons, seems to have been held good. Doe d. Gill

V. Pearson, 6 East, 173- 180.

if) IV. Observation on a rule of law immediately connected

with the positions discussed in the preceding paragraph,—that

certain incidents and qualities are so annexed to, and inherent in

certain estates, as to be incapable of being restrained or prohi-

bited by any proviso, condition, or limitation. Such is the power
"

of
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hibited by any proviso, condition, or limitation ; and
therefore, where an estate is limited to take effect upon
any -such restrictive condition annexed to a precedino-

estate, such limitation is held to be void and incapable of

taking effect at all. I shall instance this in the case of [258]

•an estate tail ; to which the power of suffering a common Q Rep. ^i.

•recovery, and of levying a fine (within statutes 4 H. 7. 10 Kep. 38.

and 32 H. 8.) is so incident and adherent, that any condi- ^ ^'^^t; 2

tion or proviso restraining or prohibiting it, is held to Aa:^rd
'^^'

be repugnant to the nature of the estate, and therefore Maimmring
void. •"• Baxter,

5 Ves, 458,

of every tenant in tail to bar his estate tail by a fine, and to bar

his estate tail and remainders over by a common recovery. Many
attempts have been made to restrain tenants in tail from the

exercise of this power : their nature and fate are thus succinctly

stated by Mr. Knowles, in his celebrated argument in the case

of Taylor d. Atkyns v. Horde, 1 Burr. 84.

" The power to suffer a common recovery, is a privileo-e inse-
*' farably incident to an estate tail; it is a potestas cdicnandi
*' which is not restrained by the statute de donis ; and has been
*' so considered ever since Taltararns case [12 E. 4. 14.5. pi. 16.]
*' And this power " to suffer a common recovery" cannot be

*' resfrainedhy condition, limitation, custoin, recognizance, statute

<' or coveyiant-

" That it cannot be restrained hy- condition, appears by Co.
*' Lit. 233. b. 224. a. and Sonday's case, 9 Rep. 128.

" That it cannot be restrained by limitation appears by Cro.
** Jac- 6g. Foy v. Hynde ; and hy Sondays case, and other
" books.

" That it cannot be restrained by custom, appears by the ca.se

** of Taylor and S/tazv, in Carter 6. and 22.

" That it cannot be restrained by recogniza>ice, or by staiide,

" appears by Poole's case, cited in Moore, 810.

" That it cannot be restrained by covenant, appears by the
" case of Collins v. Plummer, 1 P. Wms. 104.

" That an attempt to suffer a common recovery cannot be re-

« strained, appears by Corbet's case in the 1 Rep. 83 ; Mildmays
" case in the 6 Rep. 40 ; and the case of Pierce v. Win, in

" 1 Ventr. 321.

" And that a conclusion to stiffer a recovery cannot be re-

*' strained, appears by Mary Portington'^ case in the 10 Rep. 36."

-s -2 As
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As where lands were devised to several daughters suc-

cessively in tail; with a proviso that if any of them should

conclude and agree to or for the doing or executing of any

Mary Port- act, &c. whereby the lands entailed, &c. or any estate or
ingtonscase, remainder thereof, should by any way or means be dis-

continued or aliened ; or should do any act or thing where- /

by the lands might not descend, remain, or come as limited

by the will; that then the person so concluding and agree-

ing to or for the doing and executing of any such act, 8lc.

should immediately after such conclusion and agreement,

8cc. lose and forfeit, &c. such estate and benefit as she

and they might claim, in such manner as if she or they

bad never been named in the will ; and thenceforth the

estate and estates limited to her or them, &c. should utterly

cease, as fully to all intents and purposes as if she or they,

&.C. were dead without heirs of their bodies. The first

tenant in tail concluded and agreed to suffer a common
recovery, and suffered one accordingly ; the next in re-

mainder claimed the estate as forfeited ; and contended,

that if the donor could not restrain the recovery after it

was sufl'ered, because thereby the remainder was barred,

yet he might restrain the conclusion and agreement to

suffer it, to prevent the bar by the recovery.

But it was adjudged in that case, that tenant in tail

And vide cannot be restrained by any condition or limitation from

9 Rep. 128. suffering a recovery ; and that it was absurd to say, that
_

the recovery itself cannot be prohibited by any condition

And Co. or limitation, and yet that the conclusion or agreement to

Lit. 13 edit, suffer it may be prohibited ; and it was also laid down in

^4 ^j^^i"' th
^^® arguments in the same case, that the levying a fine

'iith\(L within stat. 4 H. 7. c. 24. and 32 H. 8. c. 36. to bar the

issue, was of the number of those incidents to an estate

tail, which could not be restrained by condition.

[259] And though Scholastica's case (where tenant in tail,

SchoJastica's under a proviso of this nature, levied a fine and suffered a
caik.-, PJowd.

recovery, and it was held by the court, to have determined

Kewys V.
*^^ estate tail by limitation, and have given title of entry

Lark. to the next in remainder, the point respecting the invali-

dity of restraining a recovery being not at all moved in the

arguments upon the case) was cited in Mary Portington's

(•u->c', as an authority in support of the validity of the

restriction :
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restriction ;
yet it was observed, that the tenant in tail, in

Scholastica's case, first levied a fine, which, for any thing

that appeared, was a fine at the common law ; and then

it was a discontinuance and wrong, and therefore mighh lo Co. Rep.

be restrained by condition. And, besides, that it was 42. a.

afterwards in the King's Bench by Popham C. J. and two

other justices, for the matter in law, resolved in Scholas- vide Cro.

tica's case, against the former opinion, though the judg- Eliz. 437,

ment was siven upon an incurable imperfection in the l^atemaa v.
® ^ Allen,

Terdict

There'^ is also another case, where upon a devise to a vide Rud-

younger son and the heirs of his body, upon condition that hall v. Mil-

neither he nor any of the heirs of his body, should ahen ward^Savile

or discontinue the lands, 8cc. it was held to be a condition
; ^^^^

nd a fine levied by him with proclamations, was held such

a breach of the condition as to entitle the heir of the tes-

tator to enter. Upon which, I shall only observe that this

case was in 38 Eliz. antecedent to the cases of Sonday

and Mary Portington above cited ; and before the distinc-

tion between a fine atcommon law, and one by the statute,

in respect to the first being capable of being restrained by

a condition annexed to an estate tail, and the latter not,

appears to have been taken.

The distinction between the preceding cases of Corbet, of

Jermyn v. Arscot, Cholmeley v. Humble, and of Mildmay,

and that of Mary Portington, is to be attended to. In the

four former, the proviso was repugnant to a rule of law, as

being confined to the avoiding only part of the estate tail,

viz. so far only as respected tenant in tail himself, still

leaving it good as to his issue ; and also involved some-

thing contradictory and absurd in itself, being to determine

the estate tail, as if tenant in tail were dead ; which, in fact,

does not determine the estate tail. Whereas the case of

Mary Portington steered clear of these objections ;
the [260]

proviso there enuring to defeat the whole estate tail ; and

to determine the estate tail as if tenant in tail were dead

without heirs of his body ; which really is a determination

of the estate tail. The question, therefore, in this last

case did not respect the general validity of the proviso,

but only the extent or application of it to a particular act,

s 3 viz.
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I'iercc v.

Win,
1 Vcntr. 321.

Vide Co.

Lit. 224. a.

Crokcr r.

Trevithin,

Cro. Eliz.35.

Si 1 Leon.
2C)2.

2)1.4-00 Anon.
S. C. except

that it is

there said

that one ofthe
daiioJtters le-

vied aJine,Sfc.

to her sister,S)C

[261]
Spittle &
Davic"s case,

'-• Leon. 38.

Moor 271.

viz. tlie suffering a recovery ; and we see it was deter-

mined that the restriction was void as to that ; and would

have been equally so as to a fine levied pursuant to the

statutes of H. 7. and H. 8.

But however, such a proviso or limitation as that in

Mary Portington's case, it seems, may extend to restrain

a feoffment, or even a fine at connnon law, or any other

tortious discontinuance or alienation; and a breach of it

by any such tortious alienation, may give effect to the

condition or the limitation over, and a title of entry to

the person claiming by force of it. This was admitted in

the arguments in Mary Portington's case.

Thus where a devise was to one and the heirs male of

liis body, with a proviso, that if he attempted to alien,

then immediately his estate should cease, and another

should enter ; the devisee made a feoffment, and though it

was held that the condition, viz. to attempt to alien was

void, for that a man cannot be restrained from an attempt

to alien, for nou constat, what shall be judged an attempt,

and how it can be tried
;
yet it was agreed on all hands,

that tenant in tail might be restrained from aliening by

feoffment or other act which was tortious, and would

make a discontinuance ; though he could not be re-

strained from aliening by fine or recovery.

And, indeed, in a former case where lands were given

in tail, upon condition that if the donee or his heirs dis-

continued, the donor should enter ; the donee had issue

two daughters and died; the daughters had issue two son*;

and died ; one of the sons discontinued, and it was held

to be a forfeiture. Leonard, in his report of this case,

says, the discontinuance was by fine ; and so it might be,

agreeable to the observation made in Mary Portington's

case, in regard to the fine in Scholastica's case, if we sup-

pose it to have been a fine at common law.

And so where lands were devised, part to testator's

eldest son in tail, part to his youngest son in fee, provided

that neither of the said sons should sell or lease the lands

so given them, or do any act, 8cc. before they came to the

age of thirty years, and if either of them did, then the

other should have the portion so devised to his brother,

the
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tlie eldest son leased the lands devised to him before he

attained that age ; and it was held that the entry of the

youngest son upon him was lawful.

But all these last mentioned cases, where the condition Vid, supra,

is not void, fall within the latter branch of the third objec- P* i^?^^ seq.

tion above noticed ; being of that class, where, as the

condition enures to defeat the preceding estate, the sub-

sequent limitation cannot operate as a remainder in the

strict and proper sense of that word ; though it may still

take effect as a conditional limitation by devise, or by way
of future or springing use.

Now, to come to the latter branch of the third and last Plowd. Com.

above noticed ground of objection ; we are to observe, ^4" b.

that it is laid down as a rule in conveyances at common o. j i^"

law, that every remainder must be so limited as to wait cap. 21.

for the determination of the particular estate, before it is Perk. s. 831.

to take effect in possession: and not to take effect in
l^it. 214

* '
.

^yn 370.
prejudice or exclusion of the preceding estate. This rule Vide supra

not only flows of necessity from the definition of a re- ii,etseq.

mainder, which I have considered in the beginning of this Supra, p, u
essay ; but also follows, as the consequence of a maxim ^^ ^^^-

at common law, that none shall take advantage of a con-

dition, but the party from whom the condition moves (i. e.

the grantor) and his heirs ; for if he or his heirs take ad-

vantage of a condition by entry or claim, the livery made
upon the creation of the estates is defeated, and of course

every estate then created is thereby annulled and gone. But

the remainder ought to vest at the instant of the expira-

tion of the preceding estate ; and at that instant we see

both preceding estate and remainder are defeated by the

entry of the grantor. Therefore such remainder is void.

It follows that a remainder properly so called, cannot be

limited to take effect upon a condition which is to defeat

the particular estate; whether such condition be repug-

nant to the nature of the estate to which it is annexed,

or not.

Thus for instance ; if a lease for life be made upon [262]

condition, that if a stranger pay to the lessor 20 /. then Plowd. Com.

immediately the land shall remain to the same stransrer, ^9 '

.
~

' 2 LlCOTlm ID
this remainder, it seems, is void ; for the tenant for hfe

ought to have it during his life, and if so, during that

s 4 time
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time the stranger cannot have it; for he can take no ad-

vantage of the condition, but only the grantor or his heirs;

but had it been hmited, that if a stranger pay to the lessor

20 /., then, after the death of tenant for life, it should re-

main to that stranger, it would have been a good remain-

der.—The distinction between the two cases in this ; in

the latter, the remainder is not to vest in possession till

after the determination of the estate for life, when it may
vest of course ; in the former, it is limited to take effect

in possession, on the performance of a condition, which

is to defeat the estate for life ; and not to wait till the

particular estate be determined, by means to which its

nature is subject in its original limitation.

So if a lease be made to two, the remainder over in fee

after the death of the first of them, this reraamder is void ;

because as the survivor must have the lands during his

life by the nature of the first estate ; the limitation over

after the death of the first of them cannot take place,

without defeating the first estate as to the survivor.

Upon the same principles it seems, that if an estate be

granted to vl. a widow for life, remainder to B. in fee, 011

condition that A. continues a widow; if A. marries,

the entry of the heir defeats the estate to A. and to B.

also ; but that, if an estate had been granted to A. durante

viduilate, remainder to JB., upon tI.'s marriage her estate

determines by the nature of its limitation, and the remain-

der to B. takes effect.—This must be understood of estates

at common law. For dispositions by devise in the eYent

of a second marriage, may be construed according to the

apparent intent, as we have seen before.

llo^d. 32.

[^63]

V. (g) Here however, we are to observe, thati f land

be leased to one for life. Sec. and if such a thing happen,

then to remain to B. &,c. this shall not be understood as

intended to vest in possession, immediately upon the hap-

{g) V. On the distinction between those cases, where, upon the

happening of an event, an estate previously limited, is, before

its natural expiration, made to cease ; and those, when, upon

the happening of an event, a remainder is to vest in the party,

but not to be executed in possession till the expiration of tiie

estate first limited.

pcning
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p^ening of the condition, and in abridgment of the preceding

estate ; because ,under that construction the remainder

tvould be void for the reasons ah'eady given ; but it shall

be construed to vest in interest upon the happening of the

condition, and to remain as a remainder ought to do; that

is, so as to await the determination of the preceding

estate, before it comes into possession.

As if a gift in tail be made to one, upon condition that

if he do such an act, then the laud shall remain to his

right heirs; the word then is not so to be understood, as

to avoid the estate tail, and execute the fee simple in pos-

session immediately on performance of the act ; but must

be taken in this manner, viz. that upon performance of the

net, the remainder in fee shall vest in him, not to be exe-

cuted in possession till the expiration of the estate tail.

And accordingly, where there was a lease to husband Colthirst v.

find wife for their lives, remainder to B. their son, and if Bejushin.

B. died before the husband and wife, then to remain to C.
^^^^'^' ^S*

another of their sons for life ; this was held a good re-

mainder to C. to take effect in possession after the deter-

mination of the preceding estate ; but it was agreed, that

it would have been void if it had been, that then from the

death of B., C. should have the lands during the lives of

husband and wife, upon the principles before laid down

;

and because the limitation in the latter case, would operate

to the prejudice of others, viz. the persons entitled to the Vide Plowd.

particular estate. 32. b.

The same law holds, with regard to a subsequent estate, Cro. EIIz.

limited to take effect on a condition which is to defeat a 3^°-

preceding remainder ; as where A. seised in fee let to B. 0°^'^" ^*

for life, remainder to C. for life
;
provided that if A. should

have a son who should live to the age of five years, the

estate limited to C. should cease, and the land remain to

that son in tail ; it was adjudged, the estate limited to the [264]

son was void, because limited on a condition which was to

defeat the preceding remainder to C.

The last noticed case, I have taken occasion to observe Vide supra,

in a former page, seems to go the whole length of the P*
^"*

position, that a limitation over at common law, in defeas-

ance or abridgment of a preceding particular estate, in au
€veut that was not a determination of that particular estate

in
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ill its own nature, has been judicially held, not to be

a remainder nor vahd as such ; this is well illustrated

y .
j^, in the observations upon this case, in Bacon's Abridg-

p. 318. or jnent ; which correspond verbatim with what is said on
r,th ed. {1)1/ ^j^g same case, in the manuscript treatise of Lord C. B.

S'v'»?8oo. Gilbe^'*^ ^^0^^ referred to.

Supra, p. 84. The observations are, first, That this was properly a

condition, because upon the happening thereof it was to

shorten and abridge the estate before given. Secondly,

This case proves the law to be the same, in case of things

which lie in grant, as of those which lie in livery ; for here

it w^as not the particular estate, that was to cease upon the

condition ; but the remainder, and that lies in grant.

Thirdly, though the condition here was not annexed to

the first estate, yet it was annexed to the estate immedi-

ately preceding the remainder to the son ; and so to this

purpose, is the same as if it had been for life, upon such

condition to cease and remain over. Fourthly, it appears,

that the remainder was not to begin, but upon the condi-

tion performed, and so the condition preceded the vesting

the remainder. Fifthly, this case proves, that none shall

take advantage of a condition but the lessor and his heirs,

and therefore the remainder to the son who was a stranger,

could not arise thereby. Sixthly, that this remainder be-

ing limited to begin upon a condition precedent, whereof

none can take advantage but the lessor and his heirs, is

for ever defeated and destroyed ; because it cannot take

effect according to the terms limited for vesting thereof.

VI. (h) But it may happen, that notwithstanding a con-

r_g_-j tingent limitation is expressed to commence from a period

eventually anterior to the determination of the particular

estate
;
yet the nature of the case may be such, as not to

admit of its taking effect in possession in restraint, abridg-r

ment, or exclusion of the particular estate ; as if such

limitation over were to the grantee or devisee of the parti-

(h) VI. Observations on the effect of a limitation to the

grantee or devisee of the particular estate, which enlarges it, on

n given event, to a greater estate.

cular
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cular estate ; which instead of operating in any degree to

defeat, exclude or curtail the particular estate, would in

effect remove its limits, and open it into a greater estate

;

in conformity to what was allowable at common law, in

regard to the enlargement of estates on condition ; which

limitations so far resembled contingent remainders, as to

require the continuance of the particular estate till they

vested. And though the limitation should not so far pur- yid^ infra,

sue the particular estate in quality, as to come within the 279 c^ 296.

doctrine of estates to be enlarged on condition
;
yet if it

be such as cannot defeat, exclude, or abridge the particular

estate, nor have any other operation than if the words

expressive of its time of commencement had been omitted,

or it had been in express words postponed till after the

determination of the preceding estates, the objection to its

effect as a remainder does not hold ; as it then in effect

gives no more, than the remnant or residue expectant on

the particular estate, and could not have entitled the

grantor or his heir to enter at common law in defeasance

of the particular estate ; nor operates at all to the prejudice

of strangers ; which are the reasons assigned against the

validity of conditional limitations at common law.

Thus suppose in the case of a lease to two as above

cited, the limitation over after the death of the first of them

had been to the survivor instead of another, as the case

puts it ; this would not have avoided, defeated or abridged

the estate of the survivor ; but actually have embraced it

in the afflux of a greater, into which it would have run

under the technical term of merging, instead of being-

rescinded or nullified. The grantor or his heir could have

no title to enter and defeat the particular estate ; because

there was no condition or proviso to make it cease, or

carry the estate either expressly or implicatively to any

body, from the devisee of the particular estate. Nor could

the limitation operate to the prejudice of another, viz. the

person otherwise entitled to the particular estate ; because [266]

it was to that very person himself; and the effect would

have been precisely the same, if the limitation had been,

and from and after the determination of the estate afore-

said, then to the survivor in fee. I therefore discover

nothmg that would in that case, have prevented the limi-

tation
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tation over from operating strictly, as a remainder at coitt^

mon law.

Goodtitlc V. Accordingly, in a case where the testator devised a
Billington. messuage, &c. to his wife and daughter, during the term

^0-^,-0- of their natural lives and the hfe of the lonojer liver of
j^o "^ /So- . Tt I •

3^ ed. T. '2\ them, m equal proportions share and snare alike ; but m
Geo. 3. A'. B. case the daughter should happen to marry and have issue

of her body lawfully begotten, then and in that case after

the decease of his wife, he devised the said messuage, &c.

unto his daughter and her heirs and assigns for ever ; but

if his daughter should happen to die single and unmarried,

and without issue of her body lawfully begotten, then in

that case, he devised the premises unto his said wife and

her heirs and assigns for ever. The testatpr left his said

wife, and his said daughter who was his heir at law. The

widow died, and after her death the daughter suffered a

recovery ; and the question was, whether the limitation

over to the widow and her heirs, was barred by the

daughter's recovery.

It was argued, first, that the limitation to the daughter

in case she should marry and have issue of her body, was

not to wait till the natural expiration of the first estate to

her ; but was to take effect in her life time, as soon as the

contingency on which it was limited should happen, and

it was therefore not a remainder but a conditional limita-

tion ; that as soon as she had married and had issue, the

estate to her and her heirs would have taken effect, and

would have enlarged her interest, and merged her estate

for life.—Secondly, that if the said limitation to the

daughter should be a remainder, there were subsequent

words which seemed to indicate an intention, only to give

the daughter an estate tail by it ; and then the limitation

over to the wife would be a vested remainder, and of course

not barred by the recovery.—To this it was answered, that

whether the daughter took at first an estate tail, or only

an estate for life, the remainder to the widow was barred

[2O7] by the recovery—that if she took an estate tail the case

was clear, but if she only took an estate for life, then the

limitation to the widow was upon a contingency with

double aspect, it was a concurrent remainder in fee, created

in the altematire with a contingent remainder in fee to

the
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llse daughter ; and a recovery having been suffered by the

tenant for life, every body was barred but tlie heir at law,

which the daughter herself was—>tliat the second limitation

to the daughter was capable of taking effect as a contin-

gent remainder in fee, and of course that to the widow
was so. And it was an established maxim that whenever

an estate can take effect as a remainder, it shall not be

construed an executory devise.

Lord Mansfield, in delivering the opinion of the court, ^"i^^e infra,

said, it was perfectly clear and settled, that where an Soi-etseq.

estate can take effect as a remainder, it shall never be

construed to be an executory devise or springing use.

The limitation was to two persons and the survivor, so

that a preceding freehold would be in the survivor; and

the estate over was limited on a contingency upon which

a remainder might depend. It was to the daughter and

her heirs (not issue) if she should marry, and have issue

;

and it must have taken effect after the death of the sur-

vivor. There was another contingency, on the event of

th« daughter dying unmarried, and without issue (not

failure of issue), and upon that event the limitation was

to the widow in fee. But that the tenant for life, by the

recovery, had barred the contingent remainders.

The determination in the last stated case gave occasion

to those observations by Mr. Douglas, to which I have

paid some attention in an early page of this treatise. Supra, p. 15.

respecting the distinction between mere conditional limi-

tations, and remainders, in the strict sense of the word

;

and from that determination, he seemed to think, the

intrinsic inefficacy of such distinction might be collected.

But where is the ground for such an inference, unless

it be the argument attempted at the bar, against the

validity of the disputed limitation on the supposed ap-

plication of the distinction in question?—an argument

which does not appear to have claimed the attention of

the court, because not borne out by the circumstances of [2G8]

the case itself. The court did not, according to the

report of the case, suggest one syllable, in reprobation of

the nature of the distinction referred to, and attempted in

the arguments; but merely treated the ulterior limitations
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VIS remainders. Is not therefore the inference, at least,

as fair, that they held the case not within the distinction

alluded to, as that they denied the merit of the distinction

itself; until it be shewn that it really applied to the cir-

cumstances of the case .'

NoAV to see how far it so applied, we are to consider,

that here was a particular estate of freehold to the wife

and daughter for their lives, and the life of the survivor

:

(I observe indeed the words in equal proportions, share

and share alike, sounding like a tenancy in common, but

those I find did not influence the case, as the court said

the freehold would be in the survivor). The remnant or

residue therefore, after what was included in such estate,

was the inheritance in fee, expectant on any determination

of such estate, incidental to its original nature ; but the

limitation in dispute, viz. the devise in fe^ to the wife, in

the event of the daughter's dying unmarried and without

issue, had no tendency, even in expression, to defeat,

abridge, or exclude the particular estate, any more than

a devise to her in fee after the decease of the survivor.

What, therefore, prevented that limitation from operating

as a remainder ? or how could the distinction in question

possibly apply to it? The deciding that to be a remainder,

implied no sort of denial of a distinction, which clearly

affirmed it. And if so, the determination in that case,

upon the real point before the court, does not afford the

inference alluded to.

But the arguments at the bar, and the opinion of the

court, were not confined to that point ; they equally reached

the contingent estate limited to the daughter ; which it

was contended at the bar, was not to wait till the natural

expiration of the first estate for life to her, but was to

take effect in her life-time, as soon as the contingency on

which it was limited should happen; that as soon as she

had married, and had issue, the estate to her and her heirs

would have taken effect, and would have enlarged her

interest, and merged her estate for hfe. Now if by taking

[269] effect here, is meant merely vesting, the position is

true in its full extent ; and that sort of taking effect is no

more than what happens in every instance of a contingent

remainder, upon the seasonable arrival of the contingency

on
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on which it is Umited. But if by taking effect, is meant;

in possession, it could not do so at all, during the life of

tlie wife, because the limitation was not to take effect till

after her decease, as Mr. Justice Buller very properly

observed in the course of the argument. And if the

event had happened after the death of the wife, when the

daughter was sole tenant for life, then would the limitation

to her have taken effect in possession, not in abridg-ment,

restraint, defeasance, or prejudice of her estate for life,

but would only, by its accession thereto, have involved it

in the confluent fee ; and though her former estate would

have been extinguished in regard to its hmits, yet wotdd

it have had a virtual continuance, and flowed in a stream

of coalescence with the inheritance. It would not have

been extruded, or even determined by any means collateral

to its own nature ; but merely have undergone a sort of

specific modification, or change, incidental to its original

natl^^e, viz. merger in its union with the remainder ; an

effect which must have happened, in respect of the mo-

ther's estate, if the daughter had died unmarried, and

without issue in her life-time ; and what is more, the very

limitation to the daughter, would have had the very same

effect, if the words, after the decease of my said wife, had

been omitted; or even the words, from and after the

determination of the estates aforesaid, and not before, had

been inserted in their stead. Could the limitation under

that shape, have afforded the most remote idea of any

thins: but a remainder in the strict sense of the word ?

and what alteration in its nature could arise from the

insertion of words, which could under no possible con-

struction in any event vary its effect? What then was

there to prevent its being a remainder? and how could the

court's considering it in that light afford any inference

against the validity of a distinction, v/hich ranked it under

that description ?

I have considered the above case, independently of the

circumstance of the daughter's being heir at law of the

testator ; as I think the same reasoning, in regard to the [270]

construction or effect of the limitations, would equally

have applied, if a stranger had stood in the daughter's

place—I mean, stood so in respect to all the limitations

ill
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ill which she was concerned ; for if only the second Hml-

tation to her upon her marriage, and having issue, had
been to a stranger instead of herself, to take effect after

the decease of the wife ; as that would eventually have

precluded the first estate in the daughter from the wife's

decease, it would have brought it within the distinction

between conditional limitations and remainders ; and made
Vide Plowd, it resemble the case above cited from Plowden, of a leaae

-+• **• to two, the remainder over in fee after the decease of the

first of them.

VII. (i) We may next notice a distinction between the

cases, where a subsequent estate at common law is limited

to take effect upon a condition which is to defeat the pre-

ceding estate ; and other cases where the preceding estate

is limited, subject to a condition, but the remainder is

limited without any relation to or dependence at all upon

\ Roll- Abr. that condition. In the first cases we have seen the con-

1
'' dition makes the subsequent limitation void; but in the

pi. 4. (P. d.) latter it seems the remainder destroys the condition : as if

pi. 2 pi. 9. a man lease to A. for life upon condition, remainder over,
roo Lond.

j^Qjjg gj^yg ^j^g condition is destroyed.

Bac. Abr, 4. Now in these cases, though the remainder is not in-

319. or tended to be affected by the condition annexed to the
/).ooi,ro/. 5, particular estate; yet if that condition were good, the

i?/ Gwillim.
' gi'antor's entry for breach of it, would defeat the remainder,

upon the principles before laid down.—But it is unreason-

[271] able, that the grantor should defeat that estate in remain-

der, which he had absolutely granted away. Indeed it

(t) VII. On the distinctron between those cases, where a

subsequent estate at common law is limited to take effect upon a

condition which is to defeat the preceding estate, and those

cases where the preceding estate \s Ihnited, subject to a condi-

tion, but die remainder is limited without any relation to or

dependence upon that condition. This leads to the doctrine

of shifting or secondary uses. Some observations on thejr

nature have been made in the annotations in pages 10, 11, 13,

and 13 of this work; the subject will be resumed in the intro-

ductory annotation to the part of his work which treats of ex-

ecutory devises.

seems
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Seems directly within the reason of the case put by Little-

ton ; that if a man lease for life upon condition of re-entry Lit. s. 347.

for default of payment of rent, and the lessor afterwards ^^^^ Perk,

grants his reversion, the lessor or his heirs cannot enter, ^' ^

because he hath ahened the reversion : so in the above -

case, the lessor by limiting the remainder over absolutely,

hath departed with the reversion, as much as if he had

afterwards aliened it by another conveyance.

I have not met with any case determined expressly upon

this point, where the limitation was by conveyance at

common law ; and where the limitation was by devise,

there seems formerly to have been some difference in our

books. Some took a distinction upon this principle ; that

though in the case of a conveyance at common law, the

entry for condition broken must defeat the livery, and of

course the remainder which took effect from it ; and

therefore the remainder in that case, when limited without

dependence on the condition, should be construed to de-

stroy the condition annexed to the preceding estate : yet, Brook Cond.
thatincaseof a devise, where the estates took effect without P- m-
livery, there was not the same reason, that the entry for the ^^^^' ^' 5^3'

condition broken should destroy the remainder ; but that
J

^
'^'

such entry might in that case affect only the particular

estate, and the remainder nevertheless take place at the

time limited for it to commence ; and therefore the re-

mainder need not absolutely destroy the condition ; but Plow. 412.

that the heir should enter for breach of the condition, and 10 Co. 41

.

retain only till the remainder should take place ; whilst

others considered the condition, in the case of a devise,

absolutely destroyed by the remainder over, no less than

in the case of conveyance at common law.

As where a testator, having issue three sons, devised

lands to his wife for her life, suh conditione quod ipsa educa- r)^^^ ^07
hit pveros testatoris in bonis moribus, the remainder to the loRep. 4i,b.

second son, in tail, and the reversion descended to his Dr. Butts'

eldest son. The condition was broken : the question was,
^^^^*

whether the heir should enter for the condition, or the son

in remainder should enter as for breach of d, limitation, or

the condition be destroyed by the limitation over. And [272]

the court resolved that it was not a limitation ; because

there w^ere expr,ess words of condition, and the meaning

T . . of
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of the testator was, that his heir, who always is to take

advantage of a condition, should enter and defeat the

estate of the wife : but his meaning did not accord

with the law ; for he could not defeat the estate for hfe

w:ithout defeating the remainder ; and therefore by the

limitation of the remainder over the condition was de-

stroyed.

It is true, that in a subsequent case, where a testator

devised to one in tail, upon condition that he should not

alien, and that if he died without issue it should remain

over to another in fee ; the devisee aliened ; and Coke

and Warburton held it to be not a limitation but a con-

dition, for which the heir should enter.

But whatever differences of opinion formerly existed in

regard to this matter, they are now no more ; for that

question has long since ceased ; and it seems now agreed,

that wherever in a devise a condition is annexed to a pre-

ceding estate, and upon the breach or non-performance,

the estate is devised over to another, that condition shall

operate as a limitation, circumscribing the continuance and

measure of the first estate ; and that upon the breach or

performance of it (as the case maybe) the first estate shall

ipso facto determine and expire, without entry or claim

;

and the limitation over shall thereupon actually commence
in possession, and the person claiming under it, whether

heir or stranger, shall have immediate right to the estate.

Thus indeed is the testator's intention effectuated, by

substantiating the subsequent estate, though limited to a

stranger; and enforcing the performance of the condition,

by the determination of the preceding estate upon the

breach of it; notwithstanding that preceding estate be li-

mited to the heir himself. And limitations of this sort are

properly called conditional limitations.

As, where one devised lands to his mother for life, and

after her death to his brother in fee
;
provided that if his

wife (being then enseirit) be delivered of a son, that then

the land should remain to him in fee ; the testator died, a

son w as born ; and it was held that the fee oi' the brother

should cease, and vest in the son upon the happening of

the contingency,—Again, where A. devised lands to his

wife for life, and after her death to his grandchild B. and

the
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tlie heirs ofher body
;
provided always, and upon condition

that she married with th6 consent of D. E. and F. or the

major part of them, and in case she should marry without

such consent, or die without issue, then he devised the

premises to C. (neither B. nor C. being heir at law to the

testator), after the testator's death B. married without

the consent of any of the persons named for that purpose

;

and it was clearly held to be an estate to B. till she mar-

ried without such consent ; that here was an estate tail

devised to B. subject to two limitations, the one in law,
~
viz. dying without issue, the other express, and in fact,

viz. marrying without consent ; which was properly a con-

ditional limitation, and not a condition ; for if it were a

condition, it would descend to the heir at law, and he

might enter for breach of it, and defeat the limitation over;

and it was therefore agreed that the marriage without

consent determined her estate tail, and cast the possession

immediately on C
So where one devised lands to A. his heir at law, and Anon,

other lands to B. in fee, and that if A. molested B. by 2 Mod. 7.

suit or otherwise, he should lose what Avas devised to him,
Bac. Abr.

and it should go to B, after the testator's death A. en- j^^^j u^iy.

tered on the lands devised to B. and claimed them ; and it 4-c. and also

was held that this was a sufficient breach to give title to ""^^'" ^'^^

B., and that the condition imposed on the heir, should
jji^j,i^^y z.^.

not be taken as a condition ; because, if so, by descend- the same case

ing on him who alone could enter for the breach of it, it ^^ "'^^'^ h ^^^

would in this case be fruitless and defeated : but it was "^^'^^^^ ^^~

held to be a limitation which determmed the heir s estate, xvortL Vide

and cast the possession on B. without entry, Bac. Abr.

But where there is no express limitation over, to take uo/. 3.0. 450;

effect upon the breach or performance of the condition, an- „ go6- \th

nexed to a preceding estate ; there it seems the condition ed. hj Givil-

or proviso is not always construed as a conditional limita- "'"•

tion ; but the construction in that case is governed by the

apparent intent of the testator, as in the case of Gulliver Infra, p. 425.

V. Shuckburgh Ashby cited hereafter.

Therefore, when it is said that a subsequent estate limited [274]

on a condition, which is to defeat a preceding estate,

is void ; the rule must be understood only of estates limited

in conveyances at common law ; for that such a limitation

T -2 over
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over may be good by way of devise, is clear from the

cases last cited; and will further appear in the chapter of

executory devises ; to which this sort of limitations, in

those cases where the whole fee is first devised to a per-

Dyer, 3:4. son in esse are to be referred ; and limitations of this nature
pi. go. X loor, ^^^^ g^i^Q |.g^|,g effect by way of use, for a use may be
C)Q. pi. -43.

' J J 7 J

and Lev, -4. I^i^ited to cease as to one person upon a future event, and

to vest in another.

As if a man' makes a feoffiiient in fee to the use of W.
and his heirs, till A. pay 40/. to the said W. and then to

the use of the said A. and his heirs, and the statute exe-

cutes the estate in W. and afterwards A. pays the 40 /.,

there A. is seised in fee if he enters, by the opinion of

several ; but by some, A. shall not be seised in fee by the

Brook Feoff, said payment, unless the feoffees enter ; therefore it seems
al Uses, to \)q the surest way to enter in the name of the feoffees

" "^ and his own name ; and therefore it appear.5 that if a man
at this day makes a feoffment to uses, that the use shall

change from one to another by act ex post facto, by cir-

Dumstance, as well as it would before the statute 27 H. 8.

of uses. Such ore the words of Brook in the place I have

citetL

So where A. tenant in tail, by indenture bargained and

1 Leon. 25. sold the lands to the use of J. S. in fee; in the indenture

I*
•^.^'

, was a letter of attorney to make liverv, which was made
Benicon)be 11 r o 1 1 • 1 '' ^ i i

V. Parker. accord nigly ; J. o. by the same nidenture covenanted, that

if A. before such a day paid 40s. to /. S. that then J. S.

and his heirs should stand seised, Sec. to the use o£A. and

his heirs ; and if A. did not pay, &.c. then if the said /. S.

did not pay to the said A. within four days after 10/. that

J. <S'. and his heirs should thenceforth be seised to the use

of the said A. and his heirs &c. and A. covenant(jd for

further assurance ; both failed of payment ; A. levies a

fine to J. S. without any consideration. It was adjudged

a good feoffment well executed by the livery, notwith-

standing the words of bargain and sale only ; and that the

covenant to be seised to the new uses conditionally upon

the payment and non-payment, being in one and the same

[275] deed, should raise the use upon the contingency according

to the hmitation of it.

Springe v. In another c^se, where A. tenant for life, and R. in

t cabar. reversion
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reversion in fee, covenanted to levy a fine to the use of A. 1 I^oII. Abr,

and his heirs, if R. did not pay 10 s. to him at a certain ^!^'

day ; and if he did pay it, then to the use of A. for life, ^ j^ .^Scf.

remainder to R. in fee; it was held that A. had an estate

in fee till R. paid the 105. at the time ; and the limitation

to the use of A. for life and R. in fee, was to arise on a

condition subsequent, viz. the payment of the money at

the time. In regard to this condition subsequent, we

may observe, that it was evidently the intent, that one of

the limitations should take effect immediately ; that to A.

for life with remainder to R. in fee could not, till the

payment of the money ; therefore it must be the first to

A. in fee.

And where after a feoffment, to the use of the feoffor °' '^'

. . 439*
and A. his feme that should be after their marriage, and WoodlifFf.

the heirs of their bodies ; the feoffor took A. in marriage; Drury.

all the judges held, that although he were seised in fee in

the mean time, yet, by the marriage, the new use should

arise and vest, if there were no act in the mean time to

destroy that future use (as it was inChudleigh's case), and

judgment was given accordingly.

So where A. and B. two sisters, in consideration of Loyd or

4000/. paid to A. by C. conveyed lands by lease and re- ^''^y'J^^-
^?"

lease to the use of B. and C. for their lives (upon their Cha'nc "2.

intended intermarriage) remainder to their first and other Show. Cases

sons in tail male successively, remainder to the daughters '" ^ ^37'

of B. and C. in tail, remainder to the right heirs of C,

provided that if there should be no issue of B. and C.

living at the decease of the survivor of them, and that

the heirs of B. should within twelve months after the

death of B. and C. dying without issue as aforesaid, pay

to the heirs or assigns of C. 4000 /. then the remainder

in fee so limited to C. should cease, and the lands should

remain to the right heirs of B. for ever ; afterwards B.
and C, for extinguishing all right and title of B. and her

heirs under this proviso, levied a fine of the lands to the

use of C. and his heirs. B. and C. died without issue,

and the heir of B. filed a bill against the heir of C. to have

a conveyance of the lands upon payment of the 4000/. [27^^]

pursuant to the proviso. The bill was dismissed ; but

upon an nppeal brought in parliament, the decree of dis-

T 3 mission
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(x) Sedvidc mission was reversed (t); upon its being alleged that

13 liri. 274. ^g proviso was not void, it being within the reason of the

and oiuere
' hmitations allowed in the Duke of Norfolk's case, where

Vide infra. ^^ is said, that future interests, springing trusts, or trusts

p. 469. executory, and remainders that are to arise upon con-

And vide tingencies are quite out of the rule and reason of perpe-
Smith V. tuities, if they are not of remote consideration, but such

Cr'oEUz. ^^ ^^'^^^ speedily wear out. And that the fine could not

(588. bar the proviso, because the same land never was nor

could be in B. who levied it.

It is to be observed, that the new use in this case to the

heir of B. was not a limitation which could unite with

that to the ancestor, according to the rule in Shelley's

case ; for it was not a remainder to arise upon the deter-

mination of the preceding estate, but was a conditional

limitation of a future use ; whereas that rule applies only

to remainders ; therefore the land vested in JB.'s heir by

purchase and not by descent. There are other cases re-

lative to this doctrine which 1 shall refer to the head of

Executory Devises.

VideNicholls The uses I have been speaking of are called shifting or

1). ShelVield secondary uses ; and are allowed (within the limits esta-

^^ "

blished for avoiding perpetuities) because they were good

Chanc. Cas. before the statute 27 Hen. 8. of uses, (when uses were

215. fiduciary and totally distinct from the legal estate, which at

common law could not be limited in such manner,) and do

not fall within any of the mischiefs which that statute was

made to remedy.

VIII. (//) It appears, however, to have been a question,

whether limitations of this nature were good in surrenders

of copyhold estates. Thus, where there was a surrender

habendum from the death of the surrenderor, to the use of

his child then in ventre sa mere and his heirs and assigns

[277] for ever, and if the child die before age or marriage, then

{q) VIII. On the question, whether shifting or secondary uses

are good in surrenders of copyhold estates.

Mr. Fearne appears to incline to the affirmative : the subject

is elaborately discussed by Mr. Watkins, in his Treatise on

Copyholds, p. 197: he concludes for the negative

to
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to the use of J. S. and his heirs and assigns ; Croke says Sympson t.

it was resolved, that the surrender to the use of J. S. was Sothem.

void, for that a man could not make such a conditional ^^^' '^''^^'

surrender to operate in future. On the other hand, the ^^ '

same case as reported by Rolle, is cited in Lex Custumaria Lex Ci'st.

as an authority that such future uses are good, and that ^'^^•

a fee may be limited on a fee upon a contingency in copy- * ^°^'' ^^P"

hold estates. And this the case in Roll's Abrido-ment nJ^'

seems to leave undecided. But in Gilbert's Tenures it is 2 Roll. Abr.

said, that such a resolution seems not to be grounded on 79i- P- pJ- 2.

so good reason as the contrary resolution in Croke ; for o'lb T
the use upon a surrender of a copyhold is not hke a 244.

use or trust at common law: but he who is admitted

upon a surrender, is admitted to the legal customary

estate, and is not seised to a use ; therefore uses

upon surrenders are in general governed entirely by the

same rules as conveyances at common law, in which such

limitations were not allowable 5 and that upon this prin-

ciple it seems a fee upon a fee in case of a surrender of

copyholds is not good, any more than in a conveyance at Vide supra,

common law. But the above opinion of Gilbert is, I P- 244. 247.

think, excluded by decided cases; for the validity of w"*ii^"i

conditional limitations in surrenders of copyholds, appears HamoiKl.

to have been admitted in the above cited case of Stocker Cited 3 Co.

V. Edwards or Edwards v. Hammond. And the decision ^^P* ^°'

in the case of Sympson v. Sothern, may be referred to Cawsen
the point of the habendum after the death of the surren- 3 Leon. 115,

deror being void; taking that as the conditional future Cro.Eliz.

operation, which was denied to the surrender. And in the 3^1'

case of Paulter v. Cornhill, Beamond, Justice, conceived

the limitation of a fee upon a fee, as good in surrenders

of copyholds, as in uses of lands upon a feoffment.

So in the case of a surrender of copyholds, to the Bentlevf.

intent the lord should admit A. whom the surrenderor in- Delamor.

tended to marry, after marriage ; until marriage to the ^r.
^^^^'

use of himself and his heirs, and after marriage to the use
^j/^j ^j^jj

of himself and A. in tail ; the whole court of C. B. held Carth. Read-

that it was good enough to limit a remainder upon a con- ^"S' 3i> 32.

tingent fee in copyholds ; as in case of mortgages of copy- „q:„|.

holds a surrender in futuro is good, for the freehold re- And vide

mains in the lord. Taylor v.

T 4 But '^Y!r* Q^^
1 Atk. 3S6.
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But there are some instances of freehold estate!?,

wherein this sort of uses has not been achnitted to take

Barton's effect ; as where a feoffment was to the use of A. for Ufe,

case, •^*o°'^ remainder to his wife for hfe, remainder to his right heirs

;

Law of Uses*
"^^''^^ ^ proviso, that if his son interrupted his wife, it

138. should be to the use of his wife and her heirs ; A. made a

lease for years to commence after the death of his wife,

and died, the son disturbed the wife, and it was resolved

that the uses would not arise to give the wife the fee. The

reason of this case seems doubtful and obscure ; however,

the lease for years made to commence after the death of the

wife, is said to have been the occasion of the judgment;

for that the reversion after the death of the wife being

altered by that lease, the same use in the reversion which

was in being at the disposition of the particular estate,

and so conditionally limited to the wife, could not arise

to her, and that therefore the use could never arise at

all.

IMoor, 633. If a limitation be to the use of A. and his heirs, provided
pi. 868. ^^2d if he give a mortal blow to any person, that the use

shall cease to him, and shall be to another ; this is fraudu-

lent to prevent an escheat, and therefore is void.

And where A. bargained and sold land to B. for 500^.

Moor, 761. upon condition that if A. paid B. 500/. he might re-enter,

P|*
,Y^-^"^"'

and be seised to the use of himself and his heirs, until he

rollard
' should attempt to alien without the assent of J^. and then

to the use of B. and his heirs ; and a fine was levied to

those uses ; A. paid the 500/. and entered, afterwards A.

aliened without the assent of B. Per Lord Chancellor

Egerton, No use will arise to B. the bargainee, because the

bargainor, entering for the condition, ought to be in of

the old use and estate, and cannot be seised to any other

use ; also the fine was levied to B. by which A. who was

the conusor, and also the bargainor, who came in by the

use of the fine, cannot stand seised to any other use, for

then there would be use upon use.-^But we are to observe,

the judgments in these last cases depended on the parti-

cular nature of circumstances ex post facto, or on the frau-

dident intent or illegality of the condition ; and do not in

the least affect the general validity of these shifting limi-

tations.

IX. There
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IX. (r) There is also a limitation of another kind, which

may be considered as an exception to the rule at common
law, that an estate limited to take effect on a condition,

which is to affect the particular estate, is void. I mean
those cases, where a particular estate is limited with a con-

dition, that after the performance of such an act, or the

happening of such an event, the person to whom the first

estate was limited, shall thereupon have a larger estate.

For it was resolved in the case of Lord Stafford, that such 8 Rep. 74.

a grant may be good, as well of things which lie in grant, ^" ^ot"^ Staf-

as of things -which lie in livery ; and may be annexed as '"
s a e.

well to an estate tail, which cannot be drowned, as to an

estate for life or years, which may be merged by the access

of a greater estate. But that such increase of an estate by
force of such a condition, ought to have four incidents.

1st. There ought to be a particular estate as a founda-

tion for the increase to take effect upon ; which particular

estate Lord Coke held must not be an estate at will, nor

revocable, nor contingent.—2dly. Such particular estate

ought to. continue in the lessee, or the grantee, until the

increase happens, without any alteration of privity in estate,

by alienation of the lessee or grantee ; though the aliena-

tion of the lessor or grantor will not at all affect it; and

that the alteration of persons, by descent of the reversion

to the heirs of the grantor or his alienee, or of the parti-

cular estate to the representatives of the grantee, shall

not avoid the condition ; and that where the grantee dies

before performance of the condition, his heir shall, after

he has performed the condition, be in quodam modo by
descent : and that such increase need not take place im-

mediately upon the particular estate, but may enure as a

mediate remainder, subsequent to an intermediate re-

mainder for hfe, or in tail to somebody else.—3dly. That

the increase must vest and take effect, immediately upon
the. performance of the condition; for that if an estate [280]
cannot be enlarged at the very instant of time appointed

(r) IX. Observations on those cases, where a particular estate

is limited with a condition, that, after the performance of such

an act, or the happening of such an event, the person to whom
the first estate is limited shall have a greater estate.

for
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for enlargement, the enlargement shall never take place

;

and therefore though the reversion be in the king, it sliall

instantly be out of him, upon performance of the condition,

and vest in the grantee, without petition, or monstrans de

fJroif, or other circumstance ; for the awaiting such cir-

cumstances would frustrate and defeat the enlargement

;

and the law will never require circumstances to subvert

the substance.—4thly. That the particular estate and the

increase ought to take effect by one and the same in-

strument or deed, or by several deeds dehvered at one

and the same time
;
(which, in effect, is the same thing,

for qua inconlinenti Jiunt inesse videntur) because the

particular estate, and the increase thereupon, is only

a grant to take effect out of one and the same root ; and

though the increase vest at a different time, yet when

it is vested, it has its force and effect from the same grant.

For a more minute discussion of this doctrine, I shall refer

the reader to Lord Coke's report of the said case of Lord

Stafford. Vide also Sheppard's Touchstone of Common
Assurances, fol. 129. where another requisite is mentioned,

the condition being possible and lawful, as is observed

by the learned Editor of the last improved edition of that

book.
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CHAPTER THE THIRD.

OF THE ESTATE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT A
CONTINGENT REMAINDER.

J SHALL now consider what estate is required to support

a contingent remainder ; or, in other words, what kind

of estate must necessarily precede it.

I. (a) It is a general rule, that wherever an estate in con- iRep. 130, a

tingent remainder amounts to a freehold, some vested 134> b. Vide

estate of freehold must precede it. This rule depends
^^^,^ ^^^^

'

upon the necessity there is for the freehold to pass out of 3 Rep. 20.

the grantor, at the time the remainder is created. If no Co.Lit.2i7,a.

freehold passes, how is the remainder-man to have it? If

it passes at all, it must pass either in the particular estate,

or in some remainder limited after it ; in a contingent re-

mainder it cannot pass, because such remainder at the time

of its creation passeth to or vests in nobody ; and if it pas-

seth only in some vested remainder limited after the contin-

gent remainder, then is such contingent estate precluded

from ever rising at all ; for that freehold then becomes vested

in possession, which the contingent estate was limited to

precede ; and of course there is no room left for the in-

troduction of the contingent freehold. It follows, there-

fore, that some preceding vested estate of freehold must [282J

be limited, to give existence to such a contingent re-

mainder.

Thus, Avhere a devise was to B. for fifty years if he 1 Salk. 226.

should so long live, remainder to the heirs of the body of r.°° --1^

(a) 1. It is a general rule, that, wherever an estate in contin-

gent remainder amounts to a freehold, some vested estate of

freehold must precede it.

JB. re-
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1 Salk. 23g.

Scatterwood

V. Edge.

Supra,p.237.

2 Vern. 754.
Elie V. Os-
born.

And vide

Doe V. Mor-
gan, infra,

P- 309-

Sir Thomas
Palmer's

ca«e, Moor,

Vide infra,

p. 200.

[283]

B., remainder to C. ; the limitation to the heirs of the

body of B. was void as a remainder for want of a free-

hold to support it.

So where there was a devise to trustees for eleven years,

and then to the first son of A. in tail, &c. and A. had no

son at that time, it was agreed that such hmitation was
void as a contingent remainder, because there was no

freehold to support it.

But Avhere an estate was limited to ^4. for ninety-nine

years if he should so long live, remainder to trustees

during the life of A. remainder to the wife for her jointure*

remainder to the heirs of the body of A. ; there, though

the particular estate was but for years, yet the contin-

gent remainder to the heirs of the body of A. was good,

because preceded by a vested freehold remainder to the

trustees.

There is a case indeed reported by Moor, where A. co-

venanted to stand seised to the use of himself for life,

remainder to B. his brother's eldest son for life, remainder

to the first son of B. in tail, and so on to his eighth son,

remainder to the right heirs of A.—A. was afterwards at-

tainted of treason, and executed before the birth of any

son of B., and it was resolved, that by the attainder of A,

the after-born sons of B. were barred, and that the crown

had the fee-simple discharged of all the remainders limited

to sons not then born. And the question arises how we

are to reconcile this resolution with the principle that any

preceding vested freehold estate will support a contingent

remainder; for here, whatever effect the forfeiture of -4.'s

estate for life and remainder in fee, might otherwise have

had, yet as B. had a vested freehold, why was not that

capable of supporting the contingent remainder to his

sons ? There are no reasons given for the resolution in

this case ; and perhaps to account for it, we are to recur

to the supposed necessity (hereinafter treated of) of a

seisin in the feoffees, covenantors, Sec. to serve contingent

uses, when they come in esse ; which principle admitted,

it may be inferred, (as it seems agreed that the crown

•annot stand seised to a use) that there could be no

seisin (after ^.'s forfeiture to the crown) to serve the

contingent uses to B.'s sons, when they came in esse,

and
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and that on that account they could never take effect.

But I shall endeavour to shew, in a subsequent part of

this essay, what sort of reliance is to be had on this

principle.

If there had been an office found antecedent to the

birth of a son of B. that A. was seised in fee, it might

have accounted for the resolution in the above case, by

taking away the right of entry of B. according to the

distinction I shall notice after the next cited case. But

abstracted from a circumstance of that nature, which

does not appear in the report of Sir Thomas Palmer's

case, that of Corbet v. Tichborn, of much later date, Corbet v.

seems to claim our better attention. It was a case where Tichborn.

./. S. being tenant for life, remainder to his wife for life, ^ ^^^'^* ^" '

remainder to his first and other sons, &,c. in tail, remainder

to himself in fee, committed treason, aud afterwards had

a son, and then was attainted ; and upon a trial at bar in

K. B. the court held, that whether the son was born be-

fore or after the attainder, the contingent remainder to

him was not discharged by the lands vesting in the crown

during the life of /. *S'. because of the wife's estate, (viz.

a vested estate of freehold in remainder) which was suf-

ficient to support it. For this estate of the wife, it seems,

was not turned to a right, or affected by the forfeiture of

the husband, nor the crown thereby in possession of any

other estate than what J. S. was entitled to at the time

;

as appears by another case, where tenant for life, remainder LInch v,

to his first son in tail, remainder to J. S. in fee, was at- Coote.

tainted of high treason, and died without issue. And ' ^
"'

upon its being urged, that the whole estate vesting in the

king by 33 H. 8. c. 8. without any office finding the

special matter, he in remainder could not enter, any more

than if a general office had been found, which would have

supposed a fee. It was held, that no other estate vested

iti the king by the said act, than the party attainted had

;

just as if a special office had been found ; and therefore

the remainder-man might enter on the king, the king's

estate being determined. For the statute saved the right

of others ; tho' it was otherwise where an office found an

estate in fee in the party attainted.

II. Here
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11. (/;) Here we are to observe, that the rule respecting

the estate requisite to support a contingent remainder,

holds equally in the limitation of uses, as in estates ex-

ecuted in possession at common law : tho' indeed before

the statute of uses, if there had been a feoffment to the

use of A. for years, remainder (of the use) in contingency,

the contingent use would have been good, for the feoffees

remained tenants of the legal freehold; but since that

statute it is otherwise, for now no estate remains in the

feoffees.

Therefore, where there was a lease and release by -4. to

trustees and their heirs, to the use of A. for 99 years, re-

mainder to the use of trustees for 25 years, remainder to

the heirs male of the body of A. the court held this limi-

tation to the heirs male of the body of A. to be void,

because there was no preceding estate of freehold limited

to support it. The question in this case is stated to

have been, wh'ether A. was tenant in tail, or only tenant

for years. Now the latter conclusion must have pre-

vailed, even if the limitation to the heirs male of his

body, tho' void as a remainder, had been admitted effectual

as a future use vvithin the reason of the cases put by

Holt (x).

So where (1/) the husband and wife covenanted to levy

a fine of the wife's lands to the use of the heirs of the body

of the husband on the wife begotten, remainder to the

use of the right heirs of the husband, they had issue that

died in their life-time ; afterwards the wife died, leaving

the husband, and after the death of the husband the limi-

tation to his heirs was held void for want of a preceding

freehold to support it. In this case we are to observe,

the husband could not take an estate for life by hnplica-

tion ; because the estate was the wife's, and moved ori-

ginally from her ; and supposing an estate for life in the

wife by implication or resulting use, capable of supporting

the use to the heirs of the body of the husband on the

wife ; yet as she, as well as their issue, died in the husband's

(5) II. The rule respecting the estate requisite to support a

contingent remainder, holds equally in the limitation of uses, as

in estates executed in possession at common law.

life-time,
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life-time, before the limitation to his right heirs could vest,

that must have failed as a contingent remainder, for want

of a subsisting particular estate at his death to support it.

And there was no sort of ground to maintain its validity Vide infra,

as a future use ; as it was postponed to a general failure ^?^' .

"

of heirs of the body of the husband by the wife ; which 303. j)gg j.

was too remote. Fonnereau
V. Foniiereait,

III. (c) As to a contingent remainder for years, there ac^.q
'

does not appear to be any necessity for a preceding free- j .

hold to support it. For the remainder not being freehold, hoid^ ^.ide

no such estate appears requisite to pass out of the grantor, infra, 305.

in order to give effect to a remainder of that sort. "?^^ ^" "^"'''

°
. Pin,

Indeed in the case of Corbet v. Stone, where A. by in- ^^ ^

denture, leased to trustees for 40 years, if A. should so Corbet v.

long live, in trust for A. to receive the profits during her Stone. Sed

life, and that after her decease, one moiety should be to ^jf^
this case

D. and the other moiety to L. (no parties to the deed) reported in

their executors, administrators and assigns, severally and Bacon's Abr,

respectively, for the term of 1000 years; A. afterwards Remainder,

levied a fine to different uses, and died, and five years ^^To^^^i^f 'erf*

passed after her death, and the plaintiff claimed under D.

and E. and entered : it was insisted, that the limitation to

J), and E. was a remainder, though contingent as limited

after the death of A., before which the preceding estate

for forty years might determine ; the court objected that

it could not pass as a present estate, because D. and E.

were not parties to the deed, and that it could not be a

contingent remainder, being a remainder for years depend-

ing on an estate for years ; and that there could not be a

contingent estate for years ; because a lease for years

operates by way of contract, and therefore the particular

(estate and the remainder operate as two distinct estates

grounded upon several contracts.—But qucere of this

opinion, for it seems not well considered ; nor indeed did '

the court appear to rely upon it, when they said, admitting And vide

the term of 1000 years a contingent remainder, it was 3 Leon. 23.

barred by the fine and five years non-claim, after the time [286]

— ~ in Cranmer'.s

if) III. There does not appear to be any necessity for a pre- case,

ceding freehold to support a contingent remainder for years.

of
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of vesting ; and the judgment, which was for the plaintiiT,

may be accomited for on other grounds, viz. her having

the freehold and reversion in herself, upon which the fine

might operate without tort, and her being only tenant at

Avill, as to the possession, to her own trustees of the

tenn of 40 years.

IV. (d) Although every contingent freehold remainder

must be supported by a preceding freehold, yet it is not

necessary, that such preceding estate continue in the actual

.seisin of its rightful tenant ; it is sufficient, if there sub-

sists a right to such preceding estate, at the time the re-

mainder should vest
;
provided such right be a right of

entry, and not a right of action only ; for whilst a right

of entry remains, there can be no doubt but the same

estate continues ; since the right of entry can exist only

in consequence of the subsistence of the estate ; but when

the right of entry is gone, and nothing but a right of

action remains, it then becomes a question in law whether

the same estate continues or not ; for the action is nothing-

more than the means of deciding this question. Another

estate is in the mean time acknowledged and protected by

the law, till such question be solemnly determined in a

court of justice, upon the action brought (e).

Thus,

(d) IV. It is not necessary for the support of a contingent

remainde that the preceding estate of freehold continue in the

actual seisin of the rightful tenant; it is sufficient that there

subsists a right to such preceding estate at the time the remainder

should vest, provided such right be a right of entry, and not a

right of action.

(e) To understand Mr. Feame's doctrine in the text, it is ne-

cessary to distinguish between a right of entry and a right of

action. If A. is disseised by B., then, while the possession con-

tinues in B., it is a mere possession unsupported by any presump-

tion of right ; and A. may restore liis possession by an entry on

the land, without any previous action. If A- enters and B.

defends his possession, and the question is tried on a possessory

action, the gist of it must be, who has the best title to the pos«t£-

sion, and A. must necessarily recover. Thus far the part}'^

disseised, even during the disseisin, is considered in law to be the

« rightful
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Thus, if yl. be tenant for life with a contingent remain- 12 Mod. 174.

\ler over, and tenant for hfe be disseised, all the estates ^]r,.}^^^^^^
. , T -11 ^^ inoms():i

are devested ; but the right of entry of tenant for life avhI
^^ Leach ;

support the contingent remainders ; but in this case, if the and vide

, contingent remainder docs not vest before such a descent Loyd v.

be cast as will take away the entry of tenant for life within
j^^jYa ri''.

the statute of H. 8. c. 33, and drive him to his action,

then is the contingent remainder gone ; because there no

rightful tenant. But, if B. continues in the possession of tlie

estate till his decease, the law, at liis decease, casts the possession

upon his heir : thus, upon B.'s decease, his heir acquires the

possession by act of law: and his title, though immediately de-

rived from a person who himself acquired it by wrong, is so far

respected in law, that A. cannot restore his possession by entry,

and can only recover it by action. This removes ^.'s title one

degree further than while he could restore his possession by entry,

and is therefore said to reduce him to a right of action, and it is

called a right of action in contradistinction from a right of entry.

It follows, 1st, that, where thei-e is an estate for life, remainder

in contingency, if the tenant for life be disseised, then, until the

death of the disseisor, or until by some other means the right of

enti'y is lost, a right of entry is in the disseisee ; and this right

of entry supports the contingent remainder: and 2dly, that,

vv'hen, by the death of the disseisor, or by any other means, the

right of entry under a previous estate is lost, there .is no

longer a rightful estate, capable of- supporting the contingent

remainder.

It maybe proper to observe, that, by the common law, the de-

scent upon the heir took away the disseisee's right of entry, how

short soever the possession of the disseisor had been ; but the 32

11. 8. c. 33, provides that the right of entry of the disseisee shall

not be taken away, unless the disseisor has been in the peaceable

possession of the land during five years. It may also be proper

to observe that there are other acts besides descent, which have

the effect of depriving the disseisee of his right of entry, and

reducing him to a right of action : but, in this place, it is unne-

cessary to enter further on the subject : and it is sufficient to

observe, that all acts which take away the disseisee's right of

entry, and reduce him to a right of action, have, generally

speaking, for the purpose under consideration, the same effect as

a descent cast.

U long-ei-
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longer subsists any right of entry to support it, that right

feeing turned into a right of action.

So \vhere a gift in tail \vas to A. remainder to the right

lieirs of B. ; A. made a feoffment in fee, and afterwards

B. died ; the right heir of B. was not entitled to the estate,

because there was no particular estate either in esse or in

right to support the remainder when it fell ; for A. had

no right against his own feoffment ; nor had his issue

right till after his death ; and then a right of action only,

his feoffment having worked a discontinuance ; but (said

Chief Justice Charleton) if tenant in tail be disseised and

dieth, the same shall not take away the right of the con.:

tingent remainder ; for there the right of the particular

estate remaineth in the disseisee, and supports the contin-

gent remainder.

So where ^. covenanted to stand seised to the use of

himself for life, remainder to the use of his wife for hfe,

remainder to the use of his daughter for life ; remainder

to the use of her fiz'st son in tail, and so to the use of her

other sons successively in tail, reversion to the use of liis>

own right heirs ; and afterwards he granted the reversion

without consideration, reciting the former settlement ; and

after that he made a feoffment of the lands ; then the

daughter had issue a son; A. died, the wife entered, then

the daughter died, and then the w ire ; it was resolved that

the grant did not hinder the arising of the contingent uses,

because it was without consideration; and the first uses and

estates were recited in the gra^it, so that the grantee had

notice, and therefore took the lands subject to the grantor's

covenant to stand seised ; and that the feoffment did not

destroy the contingent estate, because the right of remain-

der for life in the daughter, upon which she might have

entered for the forfeiture, did support it ; for the feoffment

ofyl. was a forfeiture of his estate for hfe, and of the

estate uf his wife in remainder during the coverture ; so

that the daughter might have entered for the forfeiture

during the coverture ; and this right of eatry was sufficient

to support the contingent remainder to the first son, &.C.

without question. But it \vas held by Glyn Ch. J. that if,

in this case, the feoffment liad hcQn made before any grant

of
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of the reversion, the contuigent use would have been de-

stroyed, notwithstanding the right of entry in the daugh-

ter ; the ground of which ooinion Vt'ill be explained in a ''^^^ '"''^)

1 r ^ P' 29G.
subsequent page 01 this tract,

V. (f) This right of entry to support a contingent re- [289]

lYiainder, must be a present right, a future one Vvill not ^ Ventr. rog.

do; it must also precede the contingency, and be actually ^^^^ ^^^•^.:^

existing when that happens; for if it only commences at 316.

the same instant with it, the remainder it seems will not

vest: according to what was observed in the above cited Et supra,

case of Wegg v. Villers ; where the court said, that the 288.

case would have been more dubious, if the daughter had

not had an estate for life, but the contingent remainders

had depended on the estate of the wife immediately

;

where the feoffment of the baron had destroyed them
;

inasmuch as the feofiment of the baron passed his estate

find the estate of his wife during the coverture, so that

none could enter durins; the coverture ; and neither the

estate of the baron nor of tlie wife could be iii esse, dur-

ing this time, to support the contingent uses ; for it seems

the future right of the wife to enter after the death of the

baron, is not sufficient for this purpose.

So in a subsequent case, where baron made a feoffment Cro. Car.

to the use of himself and his wife, and of the heirs of the ^"^- ^^'fig't

survivor of them ; and afterwards made another feoffment ' ' ' '

of the same lands; it was adjudged that the right of entry

in the wife was not sufficient to support the contingent fee,

and vest it in her on the death of the baron. In this case

we observe that the particular estate was not subsisting at

the husband's death, when the fee should have vested ; for

his second feoffiiient had destroyed it during the cover-

ture ; and though the wife's right of entry took effect at

the instant the remainder should have vested, yet it was

insufficient, for it should have been then actually existing.

We are to distinguish this from the above cited ca,se Supra^ 283

of Corbet v. Tichborne, where the crown, it seems, took

(X) V. This right of entry to support a contJngeut remainder

must be a present right ; it must also precede the contingency,

and be actually existing when that happens,

Tj 2 only
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only the same estate as the husband had, and nothino- was
devested, nor the wife's estate turned to a rioht.

[290] VI. (g) But where the estates are hmited by way of

use, and are afterwards devested and turned to a rioht, it

has been held requisite to the execution of the subsequent

contingent uses, that either the cestuique use under some

preceding vested use, or else that the feoffees or their

heirs, should enter, in order to revest the estates ; for

although contingent uses are not destroyed by such a

Vide fore- devesting of the preceding estate as turns it to a right of

going cases, entry, as they would be if such estate was determined,

or turned to a right of action only; yet, it has been said,

there must, at or after the time when such uses come in

esse, exist a seisin in the feoffees, out of which those uses

may arise, before they can be executed by the statute.—

•

This doctrine apparently involves some degree of difficulty

in it ; I shall therefore endeavour to explain it.

Vide Chud- It appears to have been the opinion of the court in

leigh's ciise, Chudleigh's case, that upon a conveyance to uses, there

1 Kep. 120.
jg j^Q actual seisin left in the feoffees, but that as to all

the uses in esse, and which vest immediately, the seisin

is presently transferred unto the cestuisqiie use ; and that

as to the uses not in esse, there is no present seisin existing

any where ; but only a possibility of a seisin in the feoffees,

to serve those uses when they come in esse ; which takes

effect as the contingencies on which the uses depend arise,

so as then to give the feoffees, &:c. a sufficient seisin to

serve such uses, that they may be executed by the statute,

if the estates limited in the conveyance to uses be not in

the mean time devested ; but that if the estates happen

to be first devested, then that possibility of a seisin

in the feoffees is devested, as well as the other estates

;

j-29i] and must be reduced and revested before the contingent

uses can be executed (h). t^

(g) VI. Where the estates are limited by way of use, and

are afterwards devested and turned to a right, it has been held

requisite to the execution of the subsequent contingent uses,

that either the cestuique use under some preceding vested use,

or that the feoffees or their heirs should enter, in order to revest

the estates.

(A) Chudleigh's case is reported l Hep. iso, Popham, 70,

undeir
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Now if this devesting or disturbance of the estates limited vide Biggot

in the conveyance to uses, has operated so far, as not to "• Smyth,

leave
supra, p. 2 8y.

under the names of Dillon v. Fraine, and 1 Andcr. 309, under

the names of Dillam or Dillan v. Frain.

The facts of it were, that Sir Richard Chudlcigh conveyed

his estate to the use oi' trustees and their heirs during the life

of Christopher Chudleigh his eldest son ; remainder to the use

of the sons of Christopher Chudleigh successively in tail. Be-

fore Christopher Chudleigh had a son, the trustees enfeoflFed

him of the lands in fee simple.

The question was, Whether their feoffment destroyed tha

contingent remainders to his sons ?

In the discussion of this question, it became necessary to

consider,

—

1 St. What was the nature of a use at common law

:

2dly. What was the nature of a use after thestatute :

Sdly. And what was the nature of the estate of the person

seised to the use,— first, in respect to a person to whom the

use was limited for a vested estate in possession or remainder •

and secondly, in respect to a person to whom it was limited for

an estate in contingency. The last point occasioned one of

the principal difficulties in the discussion upon the case.

With respect to the first, it was determined that a use at

common law, was a confidence reposed in the person, in whom

the legal estate was vested, that he should convey the estate,

and, in the mean time pay the rents in such manner as the cestui-

que use should direct, and till such direction, to the cestuique

use and his heirs.

As a consequence of this, it was held, that, between the per-

son seised and the person to whose use he was seised, there was

Privity in person, and Privity in estate :—Privity in Person, by

reason of the confidence reposed in the person seised, that he

should act for the benefit of the person to whose use he was

seised; and Privity of Estate, by reason that the confidence

reposed in the person seised to the use was founded upon the

estate of which he was seised.

But both the privities were said to be collateral to the estate,

as they affected the person in respect of the estate, and were

BOt, in this sense, charged upon the lands themselves. On this

account they were said to differ from rents or conditions, which

u 3 issue
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leave a right of entry hi any preceding vested estate
; then

is the contingent use entirely destroyed and gone, as we
have

issue out oi', or continue charges upon the hinds, in whose hands

soever they come.

The operation of the statute was to transfer the legal estate

to the person entitled at common law to the use : so that the

legal estate was absolutely devested by the operation of the

statute from the person seised to the use of another, and vested

in the person to Avhose use he was seised.

Thus therefore, when an estate was conveyed to A. and his

heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, the whole fee simple Avas

devested from A. and vested in B. by the statute.

In the same manner, where an estate was conveyed to A. and

his heirs, to the use of B. for life, remainder to C in fee, the

whole legal estate was devested from A. and vested in B. for his

life, remainder to C. in fee by the statute.

Hitherto the construction of the statute suffered no difficulty,*

but then the circumstance arose which became the great sub-

ject of discussion—whether the statute had any operation on the

seisin of the feoffees to uses, in respect to contingent remainders,

during their suspense.

Here the first inquiry was, whether the person, to whom the

lantb were conveyed, had any estate remaining in him in respect

or on account of this contingent remainder.

It was, admitted, that, to give operation to the statute, it was

necessary that there should be some person seised to the use of

the person to whose use the lands were limited : and that, so far

as the uses exhausted the fee simple, the legal estate of the lands

was devested from the persons to whom it was conveyed, and

vested in the persons to whom the use was limited.

Now, supposing the uses had been limited to A. for life, re-

mainder to his sons successively in tail, remainder to B. in fee,

the whole fee simple would, till A. had a son, be executed in A.

and B.;—the question was, how it stood in respect to the con-

tingent remainders to the sons of A.

Here the difficulty arose ; it was necessary to find such a seisin

in the persons to whom the lands were conveyed, as would serve

the contingent remainders when they came in esse.

Three systems offered.

The first,—that the legal estate or use continued In the trus-

tees in remainder expectant on the esstatc of freehold : the

second,
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have already seen, for want of a preceding estate to sup-

port it ; but ifa right ofentry is left in any preceding vested

estate,

second, that nothing remained in the trustees, the whole fee being

absolutely devested from them by the statute of uses.

The objection to the first was, that, pending the contingency,

the whole fee was executed under the statute of uses, so that

there was no opening for an actual estate in the trustees ; for, in

the proposed case of a limitation to A. for life, remainder to his

sons successively in tail male, remainder to B. in fee, the wliole

fee was executed in A. and B. till A. had a son, and consequently

no actual estate could be in the feoftees.

The objection to the second system, was, that the statute

extended to those cases only, where one person was seised to

the use of another ; but, if nothing remained in the feoflees, the

uses could not be executed in the person in whom the contin-

gent remainders became vested, as there was no person seised

to their use.

Thus, on the one hand, the impossibility of any legal estate?

residing in the feoffees,— and, on the other, the necessity of

there being a seisin in the feoffees to serve the contingent uses,

raised an objection to each of the systems.

To obviate the difficulty, a third system was proposed.

It was observed that the statute executed those uses only,

which were actually vested as uses at common law In the pro-

posed case therefore of a limitation to A. for life, remainder to

his sons in tail, remainder to B. in fee, the only vested uses

were those to A. and B. ; and therefore the feoffees, till the

birth of a cliild of A. were actually seised to the use of A. for

life, remainder to B. in fee, subject to a possibility of ^.'shaving

sons, and of those sons becoming entitled to^, .'.e uses under the

limitations : the possibility of those uses becoming vested, ne-

cessarily carried with it, tlie possibility of the feoffees standing

seised to those uses.

Hence, it was inferred, that there remained in the feoffees,

unexecuted by the statute, a possibility of seisin to serve the

contingent uses as they should become vested.—'This, on t!ic

one hand, avoided the objection to the first system, as it was not

an actual legal estate ;—and, on the other, it avoided the objec-

tion to the second system, as it amounted to a sufficient seisin to

serve the use when it came in esse.

To shew this mode clearly,-^since the statute, trusts are be-

V 4 come
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estate then, tlie ccsinitjuc use having such right of entry

may, by liis entry, revest (as it has been said) tlic estates

which

come what uses were before the statute. Supposing therefore,

lauds, at this time, to be conveyed to the use of the feoffees and

their heirs in trust for A. during his hfe, and after his decease,

in trust for his sons successively in tail male, and for default of

such issue, in trust for B. and his heirs, the lands are vested in

the feoffees and their heirs, in trust, till the birth of the son,

for A. for his life, then in trust for B. and his heirs, subject to

possible trusts for the sons of A. Altering it to a conveyance

to feoffees and their heirs, to the use of A. for life, remainder to

his sons successively in tail, remainder to B. in fee, the lands are

vested in the feoffees in fee simple, to the use of A. for life, re-

mainder to the use of B. in fee, subject to possible uses for the

sons of A., and consequently, it might be said, subject to a pos-

sible seisin to those uses.

But then, a further difficulty remains : while uses remained in

tlieir fiduciary state at common law, in which they corresponded

to what trusts are since the statute, there was a real possibility

that the feoffees might become eeised to the use of the persons

entitled under the contingent remainders ; for, as soon as those

remainders vested, the persons claiming under them would have

an equitable right to the profits when their estates should fall

into possession, and consequently the feoffees, from the time

those uses became vested, would stand seised to the use of those

persons : but, since the statute of uses, this supposed possibility

is, in fact, become an impossibihty ; for the very instant the

seisin would, according to this system, have taken place if the

statute had not passed, at that very instant the statute, by the

same system, devests the land from the feoffees, and executes

tlie use in the ceituitgue use, so that it is virtually impossible^

that the feoffees should ever become seised to the use of those

persons.

This leads to an explanation of the second system—The sta-

tute, it was said, enacted, that the cestuisque use should be

deemed and adjudged in lawful seisin, estate and possession of

the lands, to all intents, constructions and purposes, as they

had in the use : it might therefore be contended, that the whole

seisin is at once completely devested out of the feoffees ; and

that, when the contingent uses become vested, the use is exe-

cuted in the persons to whoHi it is limited, not in consequence

or
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-which were devested, and amongst the rest, the possibiUty

of seisin in the feoffees to serve the contingent uses ; but if

no such entry should be made, then, it has been said, the

feoffees or their heirs must enter, to revest their seisin, for

that otherwise there would exist no seisin to serve the

contingent uses ; and consequently, that if the feoffees

should bar their own right of entry upon such an occasion,

by feoffment, release or otherwise, the contingent use can

never be executed for want of a seisin in the feoffees out

of which it may arise ; and that the cestuique use will then Vide Mansel

liave no other remedy, than against the feoffees in a court !'• ^"^'-'''

•" ° intra, p. 327.
of equity for breach of trust.

As if a feoffment be made to the use of A. for life, re-

mainder to the use of B. for life, remainder to the use of

the eldest son of B. in tail, &c. ; here the feoffment of A. 2 Roll. Abr.

(it is clear) will not destroy the contingent remainder to 79^- P^- ^ 2.

the son of B., because of the right of entry in B. upon the

forfeiture of A. : and if jB. enters either in the hfe-time of i]j[^i pi, 13.

A. or after his death, this, it has been said, will reduce the

contingent remainder ; so that if a son be born in his life-

time, it shall be executed by the statute without any entry

of the feoffees. And it has been further said, that if after 2 Kol. Abr.

the feoffment of ^., jB. dies without having entered, though 797- P^- H-

lie should have a son born in his life-time, that son cannot [296j

enter, the seisin of the feoffees having been disturbed and

not revested ; but that in this case the feoffees may enter,

and thereby revive the contingent use, which, by their

entry, it is said, will be executed in such son by the statute
;

or through the medium of any seisin then accruing to the

feoffees, but in consequence of the lands having been originally

conveyed to them, with a liability, in consequence of the statute,

to be attracted to all the uses. Thus, as without the statute,

the feoffees would originally be seised upon all the trusts, present,

future, vested or contingent, so, in consequence of the statute,

the feoffees are originally seised to all the uses, present, future,

rested or contingent.

To the last system, Mr. Fearne appears to incline ; and his

opinion is supported by Mr. Sugden in his Practical Treatise on

Powers, Chapter I. Section III. 1st ed.

Chief Baron Gilbert's short and masterly view of the case is

Inserted in the Appendix, N" II.

but
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but that if after the death of B. without entry, the feoffees

Ibid, pi- 1(3. should by feoffment or otherwise bar their entry, then the

And vide contingent use can never be executed for want of a seisin

Brent :> case, -j^ ^i^g feoffees to serve it. These points, it seems, were

Dv^-^-^o
ao-reed upon by Rolle C. J. and the other judges of the

pi". 48. King's Bench, in their debate of the case of Wegg v.

Villers.

2 Roll. Abr. It is this supposed necessity for the existence of a seisin

7()G. pi. 11.
ij^ ti^e feoffees, at or after the time when the contingency

happens, in order to serve the contingent use, that accounts

Vide Supra, for the observation before cited, as made by Glyn C. J.

P- -88.
^^,-^1^ respect to the case of Sir Edward Coke, viz. that if

Sir Edward had made the feoffment before he had granted

the reversion, the contingent use to the first son of his

daughter had been destroyed. It was agreed in Ckudleigh's

case, that privity of estate is absolutely requisite to the

standino- seised to a use : that is, that a person must come

in of or under the same estate or seisin, out of which the

uses were originally limited to arise ; otherwise he is not

seised to those uses. Now in the case of Sir Edward, the

continscent uses were to arise out of the estate or seisin

which was in him before he granted the reversion, i. e. out

of the reversion expectant on the death of his wife and

daughter, for the seisin of the particular uses in esse was

executed to the uses by the statute ; so that Sir Edward

actually stood seised of nothing more than the reversion.

Therefore, when Sir Edward granted the reversion without

consideration, and reciting the uses, he did no more than

grant or transfer that same estate or seisin which w^as then

in him, and out of which the contingent uses were to arise

;

How far a for his grant could pass no more than he had and lawfully

lease foryears might pass; and consequently his grantee, who came in,

will c istur
.

J- -(^y Qf ^}jg same estate and seisin, stood seised to the
or bind such i J '

contingen- uses which were to arise thereout, benig the same to which

cics, vide Sir Edward stood seised before such grant; then the

^
[297] subsequent feoffment of Sir Edward devested this estate

KeiL'nold ^^^ seisin of his grantee, together with the estates of the

or Reynolds, wife and daughter ; but as long as there was a ri^t of

Cro. El. 704. entry in the daughter, that was sufficient to support the

«j4. 2 Ko .

^jQj^^ij^ggnt use to her first son, provided there should be a

Bouid V.' seisin to serve it when arisen : for though in conveyances

Wynston, at
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at common law, a right of entry in some preceding estate, Cro. Ja. 168.

would alone have preserved a contingent estate, and no 2 Roll. Abr.

entry of the person entitled to such preceding estate was '^^'^'
^^J

""**

J i 1 » case, Moore
requisite to give effect to the contmgent remamder; yet, .-42. Etvide

the doctrine I have been just now explaining, required that Cro. Eliz.

where the limitations were by way of use, there should, 7"5-

besides a right of entry in some preceding estate, be also

a seisin in the feoffees, &.c. to serve the contingent use.

Now, when the wife entered after the deatli of Sir

Edward, she thereby reinstated all the devested estates,

and, amongst the rest, the estate and seisin of Sir Edward's

grantee ; which I have already observed was the estate or

seisin out of which the contingent uses were to arise : so

that the seisin which was to serve these contingent uses,

was restored by this means. Thus we see the right of entry

in the daughter, supported the contingent use to her son,

so as to preserve its capacity of taking effect, ifthe seisin,

out "ofwhich it was to arise, should be subsisting at or after

the birth of such son, in order to be executed to the use

by the statute; and the entry of the wife revested and

restored the seisin, which was to serve that use when or

after it came in esse. But if Sir Edward had made .a

feoffment in the first instance, though without consideration

and with notice
;
yet, as that feoffment would have been

a disseisin and devesting of all the estates then subsisting,

and of course of that estate or seisin out of which the

contingent uses were to arise, and which was to serve

them ; the feoffee would not come in in privity of that

estate or seisin out of which such uses were originally

limited to arise, but would come in of a new estate acquired

by disseisin, and of consequence could not, according to

the doctrine I have been explaining, stand seised to those

uses ; and therefore, as there would then have subsisted

no seisin to serve the contingent uses when or after they

arose, though the right of entry of the daughter so far [298]

supported the contingent use to her son, as to preserve its

capacity of taking effect, if the seisin out of which it was

to arise had subsisted, yet (admitting the doctrine above

explained) such contingent use must fail for want of a seisin

to serve it ; for the feoffee we see could not stand seised to

such use, he not coming in in privity of the estate or s'eisin

out
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out of which it was to arise ; and no entry of the wife or

any one else could restore the estate and seisin of Sir

Edward or his heirs, contrary to his own feoffment.

But all that has been said, in regard to the supposed

necessity of an entry to revest and restore contingent

estates, relates only to estates limited or created by way of

use. For in estates created by conveyances at common
law, there is no sort of doubt, that a mere right of entry,

without any actual entry at all made, supports the contin-

iKop. 1,35. h- oent remainder ; as if a "ift in tail be made to A. remainder
.Alia Viae

^^ ^j^^ risfht heirs of jB., if tenant in tail be disseised and
L-oyd r. .

®
. .

Brookinff ^^^> the remainder is not destroyed, for the right of the

infra, p. 3-23. particular estate supports it. And so in Archer's case (r),

(.r) Supra, p. jf Robert had been disseised and died, it was held that the

J^
' " remainder would have been good, because the particular

estate would have remained in right, and might have been

revived {2).

[2001 What I have above been endeavouring to explain,

respecting the supposed necessity of an actual entiy to

restore or reduce contingent uses after they have been

devested, is, indeed the doctrine expressly laid down by

Rolle C. J. and his brethren the judges of the K. B. in their

arguments upon the said case of Wegg v. Villers, and

alluded to by Glyn C. J. in his argument upon the case of

/ V
n,,(rre Heyns v. Villars, reported by Skinner (x) ; and therefore

Sidajin, 64, I could not pass it by, consistently with my professed

y8, 129, 157, design
and "Side

'

(?) The point discussed by Mr. Fearne in this place, arises on

the different nature of a conveyance at common law, and a con-

veyance under the statute of uses.

At the common law, a person, by livery of seisin made to him

in fee simple, was invested with the whole fee. This, the foreign

feudists, and sometimes the law writers of our own country, call

investiture ; but, generally speaking, it is termed by the English

law writers, the seisin of the fee.

When that seisin was carved out into particular estates, as

where the feoffment was made to A. for life, remainder to B. for

life, remainder to C. in tail, remainder to D. in fee, all the par-

ticular estates, and the ultimate remainder, were included in the

same seisin, all derived their effect from the original livery, and

all together formed one tenure of the fee of the lord.

After
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tlesign in this essay. Yet I cannot help observing, that

I think we ought to be very cautious how we at this day

admit such a doctrine in practice ; a doctrine which would

lead us to conclude, that in the common cases of strict

settlement upon marriage, where the conveyance is by

way of use, if the father, the first tenant for life, were by

feoffment, &c. to devest the estates, leaving them a right

of entry, the contingent remainders to the sons, &c. could

not take effect ; unless the mother, supposing her to take

a remainder for life and to survive the father, or else the

trustees to whom the remainder for preserving contingent

uses was limited, or else the general grantees or releasees

to whom the lands were conveyed to the uses expressed,

should actually make an entry into the lands ; an opinion [300]

which, with all due deference to what was delivered by the

court of K. B. in their arguments upon the said case of

Wegg V. Villers, I cannot persuade myself would hold at

this day ; for.

First, as to what v/as resolved in the said case of Wegg
r. Villers, we are to observe, that as there was, besides

the right of entry in the daughter, an actual entry made

by the mother in that case ; the point whether the mere

right of entry in the daughter would have been sufficient,

without any entry by her or by the mother, or by the

After the statute of uses, when the fee was thus modified, the

cestuisque use, with respect to the lord, were in the same situation

as if the feoffment had been made directly to them, and not to

a third person and his heirs to their use.

But then it had been laid down by the judges in Chudleigh's

case, that to the execution of a use under the statute, it was^ne-

cessary that there should be some person seised to the use of the

cestuisque use, otherwise there would exist no seisin out of which

those uses might arise.

This gives rise to the point discussed in this place by Mr.

Fearne ; which is, whether, in cases where contingent etsates

limited by way of use, have been devested, a cestuisque use under

some preceding use, or the feoffees or releasees to the uses or

their heirs, must make an actual entry to restore or revest the

contingent use.—For further illustration of this subject, see Mr.

Sugden's Practical Treatise on Powers, page 32, 1st ed.

grantee.
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grantee, was not the questionwhich came before the court
j

nor, of consequence, did the judgment of the court in that

case, depend upon or decide the doctrine in regard to

that point. And as to the other cases put and agreed to

by the court in their debate of the principal case, the opi-

nions upon them were really extrajudicial : and, indeed, so

far as they respected the supposed necessity of an entry

to restore or reduce contingent uses, they appear to have

been founded on an artificial strain of reasonmg, much

too subtle and metaphysical to bear any great stress.

If we are to infer (as is said in the arguments in Chud-

leigh's case) a scintillajuris in the feoffees, that may enable

them to enter and restore their possibility of a seisin, (or

if the contingency has happened, their actual seisin) to serve

the contingent uses ; what is it that confines us to such

narrow and insufficient limits, in regard to the measure of

this scintillajuris 1 Why not extend the inference one de-

gree further, and suppose such a scintilla juris, as may be

competent to serve the contingent uses, without the unne-

cessary circuity of an actual entry ? The latter inference

is certainly more adequate, and better adapted to the end

proposed ; and what is there discoverable in the statute of

uses, which excludes this and admits the former ? Nay,

how does it appear that any thing, contained in that statute,

puts us to the necessity of recurring to any scintillajuris at

all in the feoffees, or any entry to be made either by them

or by the cestuique use under any preceding vested use, in

order to restore and reduce a contingent use to the capacity

of taking effect, whilst a right of entry subsists in any pre-

[301] ceding cestuique iisel On the contrary, does not the sta-

Vide 2 Co. tute expressly enact, that where any person, &.c. is seised

^j^P" ''^^' ' to the use of others, such other persons, z. e. the cestuique

1 Leon. 258. wse, shall be deemed and adjudged in lawful seisin, estate

1 Mod. 155. and possession, 8cc. to all intents, constructions and pur-

poses in the law, of and in such like estates as they had

in the use, &c. And must not these words, to all intents,

constructions and purposes in the law, be referred. to the

legal properties, qualities and capacities of estates of the

like degree or measure at common law ? If so, the cestui^-

que me become entitled to, and take by virtue of this

statute, estates possessing and bearing in themselves all

a the
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the qualities, properties and capacities of estates at com-

mon law, of the hke degree or measure ; now on.'? of the

legal qualities or capacities of an estate at common hiw,

of the degree or measure of freehold, is, that after it is

devested and turned to a right of entry, such right of en-

try will support a contingent remainder ; and one of the

qualities or capacities of a contingent remainder at com-
mon law is, a capacity of being supported by such right

of entry ; why then do not, a preceding vested use,

of the degree or measure of freehold, and a subsequent

contingent use, respectively, acquire these legal quali-

ties, properties or capacities, amongst other qualities or

properties of estates of hke nature and degree at common
law ? If they do, it is obvious there can be no necessity

for any actual entry by any body, to restore a contingent

use, where there subsists a right of entry in s, cesluique

use of a preceding vested freehold to support it ; but such

right of entry alone will preserve its capacity of vesting

and taking effect. If we deny this, we at the same time

deny that the cestuisque use have lawful seisin, estate and

possession, &c. to all intents, constructions and purposes

in the law, of such estate as they have in the use.

I think, that a little attention to the apparent operation

of the statute of uses, in relation to this point, will be suf-

ficient to prevent our too hastily admitting a doctrine,

which, without the aid of metaphysical subtleties, seems

hardly reconcileable to the express force of that statute.

VII. (k) In regard to the estate requisite to support a [302]

contingent remainder, it is further to be observed, that 2 Jon. 123-4,

the estate supporting and the remainder supported, should kj^^
^" ^'^"^'

both be created by one and the same deed or instrument

;

therefore an estate for life given by one deed, will not

support a remainder given by another ; nor an estate for

life settled by A, on B. by deed, enure to support a con-

tingent remainder given by the will of ^.

As where A. being tenant for hfe by marriage settlement, 4 Mod. 316.

remainder to his wife for life, remainder to his first and ' Eq. Abr.

other sons by that marriage in tail male ; his father, the l^^' ^ ^^'
^^

^ ' ' Raym. 37.
~~ " ~~ Skinner 558.

(k) VII. The estate supporting and the remainder supported Moore v.

sliould both be created by one and the same deed or instrument. Parker.

reversioner.
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(x) Qutere,—
issue male

;

a IIJ accord,

vide 4 Bac.
Abr.2'j^,^^ed.

xvliere the case

is different/^

rrpurted in

other respects.

Fa vide infra,

446.

Videthis case

infra, 44G.

Snowe V.

Cuttler, or

Tucker,
1 Lev. 13.5.

Rayni. 162.

Sid. 153.

Vid. supra,

p. 71.

[303]
Pollexf. 63,

in the case of

Weal and
T^ower.

Supra, 8.

Vide Badger
V. Lloyd,

srifra, p.449-

Doe, lessee

of Fonnereau
.Tonnereau,

ESTATES SUPPORTING

reversioner, reciting the settlement in his will, and de-

vising the lands to the first son of .4. &c. according to

the settlement, then if ^4. should die without issue (x) of

that marria<re, he devised to the first and other sons of

^. by any other wife in tail male, and if ^.should die

without issue, then he devised that all the land should go to

his grandchildren by his daughter P. in fee. It was con-

tended, that A. imder this devise took an estate tail

by implication ; and of course the remainder over in fee

was well supported. But the court held it was impossi-

ble to make this an estate tail in A. for nothing was given

him by the devise, but he had only the estate which he

had by the first settlement. That here being two several

conveyances, the devise could not be tacked to the estate

for life which was limited by another conveyance, even

admitting that the word issue could be an imphcation of

an estate to the heirs of the body of A.

So where feme being tenant for life, her husband de'-

vised to the heirs of her body if they attained fourteen

years ; it was no remainder, but an executory devise ; for

tho' the wife had a preceding estate for life, yet this was

a new devise, to take effect after her decease, and w^as

not a remainder joined to a particular estate.

Where A. made a feoffment to the use of himself for life

and after the death of A. and M. his wife, to the use of

B. (eldest son of ^.) for his life; this was held to be a

contingent remainder in B. being created by the same

deed as the particular estate. But though it did not ap-

pear in the case, yet it afterwards appearing upon exa-

mination, that by a former deed M. had an estate for life,

Lord Chief Justice Hale said the use should not be con-

tingent; but the mentioning that the commencement
thereof should be after the death of M. was only express-

ing when B. should take the profits in possession ; and

did not make a contingency. This v/as not a remainder

created by that deed ; but Chief Justice Hale considered

it as a conveyance of the then subsisting reversion o"^

remainder expectant on the death of M.
So in a late case cited in a preceding page, where C F.

after having settled the land on his son T. for life, retaining

the reversion in himself; by his will reciting the settlement

on
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on his son for life, he after his son's decease, gave the same DquoI. Rep.

land to the heirs male of his (said son's) body; and in 470 supra.

default of such issue, to the testator's second and other 73- « yifle

sons successively in tail male, the testator died, leaving '
;,

' *

T. and four other sons ; and it was decided, that the limi-

tation to the heirs male of 2\ did not unite with his life

estate under the settlement ; but that such heirs male

would have taken by jpurchase. And the limitation to the

second son, &.c. of C. F. was held to be an executory

devise, vesting in possession on the decease of 2\ without

leaving issue male then living. It follows that the limi-

tation to the heirs male of T. was an executory devise, and

not a remainder : for if the limitation to the heirs male ol

T. had been a remainder, the subsequent limitation to the

second son, &c. on failure of such issue, would also have

been a remainder vested in the second son, subject to

the preceding contingent remainder to the heirs male of

the first son,

VIII. (/) It seems, that in cases where the legal estate

is devised to and vested in trustees in trust, there is no

necessity for any preceding particular estate of freehold [304]

to support contingent limitations ; for that the legal estate Vide of trus-

in the general trustees, will be sufficient for the purpose ;
^^^^ ^^ '^"P"

and consequently, in such cases, it is not necessary that i.
^^j. renjajn.

a contingent remainder should vest by the time the pre- dors, infra,

ceding trust-limitation expires. 325> et seq.

As where the testator devised his estate, real and per- Cas. temp.

sonal, to trustees and their heirs, executors and assigns
J,^^'

^'^^'

upon trust, to pay an annuity to his son B., and after B.'s niigij.

death, he devised ons moiety thereof to such children as

B. should leave and their heirs, and the other moiety to

the future (a) children of his grandson C 8vc. the testator («) i- ^- per

died, afterwards B. had children and died, and afterwards
'^^'"^ "^

^, , 1 . . 11, 1,1 -1 praesenti to
L. had issue : it was contended that the legal estate in the

^/^g children

—

.

, ,. of, Sfc. iJie

{I) VIII. Where the legal estate is devised to and vested in
tiir"

"
not be-

trustees on trust, there is no necessity for any preceding par- ino-mentioned
ticular estate of freehold to support contingent limitations; for {nsinthclext)

the legal estate in the general trustees, will be sufficient for "* •^^^- For-

thepurpos,;.
ralersRs-



case, lid-

Cat. temp.

Talb. 14<J-

Vid. infra,

P-53-- ,

That in the

case of a

•will, trustees

have a fee

without

words of

limitation

where the

purposes of

tlie trusts re-

quire it, vide

J Vezey,

sen. 491.

3 Burrow,
1686.

Cas. temp.

Talb. 44.
Hopkins V.

Hopkins.

[305]

So the estate

of the lord

•will preserve

continirent

remainders

ofcopuhold
landfrom
destruction

h)j tenant for

life,
' Ha-

dergham r.

Vincent,

2 Vcs.jun.

20g, and
Stansfiel'J r.

IlabnrgJiam,

10 Ves. 28 J,

and vide

infra, 33

>
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trustees was determined at ]j.\^ deatli, and therefore the

limitation to C.'s children, being a contingent remainder,

because limited per verba de prcaenti, and not vesting upon

the death of B. (because C. had then no children born),

could never vest at all ; but it was held, that notwithstand-

ing the limitation was per verba de presenti, as C. was very

young at that time, the testator must have intended a future

devise ; and therefore that was no objection to its being

executory ; but if it were taken as a contingent remainder

as some of the trusts mentioned in the will, would not admit

the estate in the trustees to be confined to the period of

iJ.'s life ; the estate continuing in them would support the

limitation to C.'s children, though it could hot vest atii.'s

death ; and therefore, whether it were taken as a future

limitation or a contingent remainder of a trust, it would

be good either way.

So where A. devised to the use of trustees and their

heirs, in trust for B. for life, remainder to his first and

other sons successively in tail, remainder to the future

sons of C. successivsly for life, remainder over ; B. died

without issue in the testator's life-time ; the contingent

limitations were taken as executoiy devises, because no

child was then born to C. : afterwards a child was born to

C. and died ; and a subsequent remainder-man claimed the

estate, upon a supposition that all the preceding inter-

mediate limitations, which could not vest at the death of

such child, were destroyed ; as it had been decreed, that

upon the vesting of the executory devise in that child,

the subsequent limitations became contingent remainders

upon that executory devise ; but it was held, that the

inheritance in the trustees, was sufficient to support

the intermediate contingent remainders, till they should

come m esse, although no particular estate to support,

i>:c. was inserted ; and that the estate should not vest in

possession, whilst an object of any preceding limitation

might come iu esse (//?).

• IX. Here

(m) It is to be observed, that Mr. Fearne speaks in this place of

cases, whfli-e both the legal fee and the trusts are created by the

same instrument: but it frequently happens that contingent re-

mainders
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IX. (n) Here we may remark, tliat if rent were g-ranted Yelv. g, 10.

to A. for the life of another, the remainder over, though ^'f^or, 664.
• •

' o
Salter t'

the grantee died during the life of cestfd que vie, so that
n'ofeip..

'

the particular estate determined in interest as to the per-

ception of the profits; yet inasmuch as the terre-tenant

during this time held the land discharged, it was sufficient

to support the remainder : per Popham, and agreed by
the whole court, in the case of Salter v. Butler. And this Vide infra

seems to accord with the case of a grant of rent to the fol. 308.

tenant for life, with remainder over. But qnccre, whether [ 306]

this holding of the land discharged, would have supported

a contingent remainder ? Though it seems, indeed, that in

these cases of rents pur auier vie, upon the death of the

grantee before the cestuique vie (though strictly there is

no general occupancy of rent), the terre-tenant, by hold

ing the land discharged, /. e. retaining the rent, might,

perhaps, be considered in the nature of an occupant of the

rent; and therefore, in that view, the particular estate

might be understood to have a continuance, sufficient

even to support a contingent remainder. But at this day, vide 3 P.W
it seems there can be no room for a question of that 264. in the

joature; for since the statutes of 29 Car. 2. c. 3. and ^^^^ \J^\\

14 Geo. 2. c. 20. the rent is holden to continue in the re- j^' fnCha
pr^entatives of the grantee dying in the life-time of 46. Kendal

cestuique vie. ^'- Micfeild,

mainders are created by deed or will, after the legal freehold has

been vested in some other person by a previous deed or will. No

case has been decided to shew that such an outstanding estate will

preserve the contingent remainders created by the subsequent

deed ; the general opinion is, that it will ; but, if the deed vesting

the legal fee in the trustee is of a very antient date, cases may

arise, in which it may be doubtful whether the long possession by

the cestuique trust, without an acknowledgment of the out-

standing legal estate, has not, in the presumption of law, divested

it from Che trustees, so as to make it incapable of supporting

the contingent remainders, by virtually depriving it of its legal

existence.

.(72) IX. If rent were granted to A. for the life of another, with

atremainder over, though the grantee died during the life of the

cestuique vie, yet, inasmuch as the terre-tenant during this time

hold^ the land discharged, it has been held sufficient to^upport the

.r«mBinder. * s
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CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

OF THE TIME WHEN A CONTINGENT
REMAINDER SHOULD VEST.

"l^E are now to consider the time at which it is requisite

a contingent remainder should vest in interest ; that

is, at what period, with respect to the duration of the

preceding estate, the contingency upon which such re-

mainder is limited to take effect, ought to happen.

I. {(i) It is not only necessary that a vested legal free-

hold estate should precede a legal freehold contingent re-

mainder, but some such preceding freehold estate must

subsist and endure, until the time when the contingent

remainder vests, that is, until the contingency comes to

pass ; for it is a general rule, that every remainder must vest,

either during the particular estate, or else at the very

instant of its determination. So that if a lease be made to

Plowd. 2'. A- foi' li^e, and after the death of A. and one day after,

the land shall remain to B. for life, this remainder to B.

is void, because it cannot take effect immediately upon

the determination of the preceding estate. This rule was

originally founded on feodal principles, and was intended

f'^oSl to avoid the inconveniencies which might arise by ad-

mitting an interval, when there should be no tenant of the

freehold, to do the services to the lord, or answer to

strangers' precipes ; as well as to preserve an uninterrupted

connection between the particular estate and the remain-

der, which, in the consideration of law, are but several

parts of one whole estate.

(«) I. It is not only necessary that a vested legal freehold

estate should precede u legal freehold contingent remainder, but

tJiat some such preceding freehold estate should subsist and

endure, until the time when the contingent remainder vests.

There
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Tliere are some few instances of vested remainders

taking effect, though the preceding estate be defeated.

As where lessor disseisethvl. his lessee for hfe, and makes 1 1'^st. 'iy8.a.

a lease to B. for the life of ^., the remainder to C. in fee;

here, though J., enter and defeat the estate for life, the

remainder to C. is good ; for having been once vested by

a good title, it would be unreasonable that the lessor should

have it against his own livery. So if a lease be made to

an infant for life, the remainder in fee, if the infant at his

full age disagree to the estate for life, yet the remainder is

good, having once been vested by a good title. So if ^

a rent be granted to the tenant of the land for life, the

remainder in fee, this is a good remainder in fee, though

the particular estate continue not : for eo instanti that he ^\ ^^^*^

took the particular estate, eo instanti the remainder vested,
j^a^f;}^^^

and the suspension in judgment of law grew after the 1 Sid. 3C0.

taking the estate. So if a lease be made to A. for the

life oi B., the remainder to C. in fee ;
A. dieth, now (at Vide supra,

common law) before the entry of an occupant, there was p. 306.

no particular estate, and yet the remainder continued good.

But now since the statutes 29 Car. 2. c. 3. and 14 Geo. 2.

c. 20. no such vacancy of the particular estate can

happen. However, it follows from the rule I have just

mentioned, that where the event on which a contingent

remainder is limited to take effect, does not happen by the

time at which the preceding estate determines, it never

can arise, or take effect at all.

Thus, where A. being tenant for hfe, remainder to his i,
^^7

. . . . . . . . Reeve v.
eldest son in tail, A. died, leaving his wife enseint with a Long-.

son, who was afterwards born ; the question was, whether As to uiills,

this son was entitled to the remainder under the limitation ?
""^^^ Butt.

And it was adjudged in the Common Pleas, and that judg- " g * .

ment aflfirmed in the King's Bench, that such posthumous j^oe d.

son could not take, because he was not born when the Clarke v.

particular estate determined. The judgment, it is true, '-.'|*^^^ rr

was afterwards reversed in the House of Lords ; but it was j>^ „ '

against the opinion of all the judges, who were much Whitelock u.

dissatisfied with the reversal ; and indeed an act of par- Heddon,

hament (x) was thought necessary to take such cases as that p ^A'^and
out of the old law; by which it was enacted, that where infra, 446-7.

any estate is settled in remainder to children, with remainder W Stat. 10

X -^ over, A "^
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Yj ,g over, any posthumous child may take in the same manner

1 Dunif. l'L- us if born in the father's hfe-time.

East, 034. ^Q j^- ^ lease for life be made with remainder to the
1 intt. 3^ ,a.

j.j^j^j. }jgi,.g of J. 'S'.; this remainder will never vest if

tenant for life die before J. S. ; for in that case the par-

ticular estate determines before the contingency comes to

pass, on which the remainder is limited to take effect,

t. €. the death of J. S. for nemo est hceres viventis.

So where A., seised of lands in fee, makes a lease for

years to B., remainder in tail to C, remainder to the right

heirs of B. ; in this case B. has nothing in the fee, but it

is a contingent remainder to his heir (for B. did not take

Jenk. 248. the freehold). If C. dies without issue in the hfe-time of

pi. 38. B., the remainder becomes void ; for the foundation and
^ 0° ' support of this contingent remainder fails, because it

(I.) pi. 4. ought to have a freehold to support it, when the re-

mainder falls out; but by C.'s death without issue living

B., the freehold is expired before B. can have an heir,

and therefore the remainder will never take effect.

Doe d. So in a case where the testator devised to his wife for

Mussel V. life, r(?mainder to E. his son for 99 years if he should so

9 D
^''

f
long live, and after the deceases of the wife and E. his son,

eN: East, 763. to the heirs of the body ofthe said E. ; but not to descend

entirely uuto jE.'s eldest son ; but that E. might appoint

the same to all his children living at his death ; and in

default of appointment, then to his sons as tenants in

common in tail, remainder to his daughters, remainder

over, the mother died in the life-time of E. the son

;

and it was held that the hmitation to the issue of jG. being

a contingent remainder failed by the death of the mother

(who had the only preceding estate of freehold) in E.'s

life-time, for want of a continuing particular estate of

freehold to support it.

r^j^-| II. (fj) But although no interval is admitted, between

Vide Biggot the determination of the particular estate, and the vesting

V. Smyth. „__^^ ,

P »P- 9'
(^f,^ ij_ But although no interval is admitted, between the

determination of the particular estate, and the vesting of the

remainder, yet the remainder may be so limited, as not to vest

until the very instant at which the particular estate determines.

of
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of the remainder
;
yet a remainder may be so limited, as

not to vest until the very instant in which the particular

estate determines. As if an estate be limited to B. 1 Inst. srjS.a.

during the life of J. remainder to the heirs of the body of

A. this is good, though such remainder cannot vest till

the very instant in which the particular estate deter- 1 Inst. 378. b,

mines. So if land be given to A. and B. during their

joint lives, remainder to the right heirs of him who shall

die first ; this remainder will be good, though it cannot

vest before the determination of the particular estate ; and

it is also observable, that the heir of him who dies first, ynje sunra
shall have the land by descent, in conformity to the rule 30,

before treated of, where the ancestor takes a freehold, with a

subsequent limitation to his heirs in the same conveyance.

III. ((•) Upon the principle here laid down, that a con- vide

tingent remainder must vest by the time the preceding Tuckermair

estate determines ; it follows, that an estate limited on a '^-

"l^ T^^\
contingency, may fail as to one part, and take effect as to

^ ^^'^
*

another, wherever the preceding estate is in several per- Holt's Rep.

sons in common or in severalty ; for the particular tenant 370«

of one part may die before the contingency, and the parti-

cular tenant of another part may survive it.

As in the case of Lane and Pannel, which as to the Lane v. Pan-

present point was in effect as follows : Feme covert and a "el. 1 Roll,

stranger being joint tenants for life of copyhold lands, with ^^'
^'^o*

remainder to the heirs of the body of baron and feme ; the Supra, p. 6k.

stranger surrendered his moiety to the baron and feme, [311]

and afterwards the baron surrendered the whole to B. in

fee ; the feme died leaving issue, and afterwards the baron

died ; the question was. Whether the remainder to the

heirs of the body of the baron and feme vested in the

issue ? and it was adjudged, that when the stranger con-

veyed his moiety to the baron, the jointure between the

stranger and feme covert was severed ; and when the

baron afterwards conveyed the whole to B., B. took

(c) III. Wherever a preceding estate is in several persons in

common or in severalty, a remainder limited upon it in contin-

gency may fail as to one part, and take effect as to another ; as the

particular tenant of one part may die before the contingency,

and the particular tenant of another part may survive it.

X4 an
"
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an estate in one moiety for the lite of the feme (defeasible

by her on the death of her husband) and in the other

moiety for the life of the stranger ; therefore upon the

death of the ferae the estate in the first moiety was deter-

mined ; at which time the remainder, as to that moiety,

ought to liave vested, which it could not do, because the

person to take it was to be heir of the bodies of both

baron and feme ; but that was impossible during the life,

of the baron (for nemo est hares viventis); and there-

fore, as the remainder could not vest at the determination

of the precediiig estate, it should never vest at all as to

that moiety. In this case it appears that the remainder

failed as to one moiety.

Glib. Ten. Gilbert, in his Treatise of Tenures, seems not to approve

25'2. or p. of the resolution in the above case ; for, by construing the

205, 4th ed.
liniitation to the heirs of the body of the husband and wife,

Ast'otlte . • 1 1 111
question ^ contmgent remamder ; he says, we suppose a deed made

ivhelher there and an estate given, where at the very first it appeared,

7;);^/;^ be a
^jjjjj- foj. Qj^g nioiety the deed and estate could have no man-

^ / /-^ ' ner of effect, unless the husband and wife both died at one
pa)it oj co-py- '

hold, vide instant of time (a). But this seems to be a mistake ; for

(li/b. Ten. the original limitation did not involve any such inconsis-

^n fl 41 *^"^y '> ^^^ inconvenience arose from the subsequent acts.

511. and
' The joint estate for life might have continued, unsevered

1 Walk- between the wife and the stranger ; and on the death of
Copyh.

^i^g survivor, there miffht have been an heir of the bodies
002 8:c Co
Cop 1^2 Sf'

"^ ^^^ husband and wife, capable T)f taking, when the pre-

155. ceding estate determined ; if both husband and wife had
(a) Yet the died in the life-time of the stranger ; or if both husband
eonttnjrent ^^^ stranger had died in the life-time of the wife. Gilbert
remainder °

.

mirrht have also refers to a case m Leonard (6), of a surrender to the use

taken effect as of the wife for life, remainder to the use of the right heirs

to both moie- ^^ ^^^ husband and wife : where the justices were of
ilCS \€V€Tt . , ,

r-.-T opinion, that the remainder was executed for a moiety in

after the sub- the wife ; but that was not only superseded by the con-

seqnent acts trary decision in Lane v. Pannel, but was contrary to the
hyv:hich the

.g(.edinjr case in Dyer 99. 2 Roll. Abr. 416. Dalis. 20.
joint tenanctf '

.
^ j ^^ ...

teas severed,) pl- 8. cited 2 Leon. 102, as well as to the doctrine m the

provided the later cases (c), noticed in a former page of this treatise.

ixije had not

defeated the estate in one moiety, and the husband had diedJirst, and then the wife,

and then the stran<^cr. {b) Vide 3 Leon. 4. (c) Vide Gossage v. Tayler, Supra, 38^

Froj^'morton v. Wharrcy. Supra, (^j.

So
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So likewise a contingent remainder may take effect in

some, and not in all the persons to whom it was limited

;

according as some may come in esse before the determina-

tion of the preceding estate, and others not. As if a limi-

tation be to -4. for life, remainder to the right heirs of J.

and of K. ; here, if J. happen to die before A., and K. to Comb. 467,

survive A., the heirs of the first may take, but those of the ^^°' ^'J"^
^^

, ixGm. nl. 21.
latter, it seems, will be for ever excluded ; for the heirs of And vide Co.
J. are in esse at the determination of the preceding estate. Lit. 9. a.

but not the heirs of K. who is then living, for 7iemo est

hcEves viventis.

And it seems, the heirs of J. and of K. will take as Co. Lit. 188.

tenants in common and not jointly, on account of the a.

estates vesting in such heirs at different times. It may,
^

P'

perhaps, be said, this reason does not apply, if both J, and ^^ Co. Rep.

K. be dead at the time of the limitation. Upon which, 57.

we are to observe, that the remainder in that case would

not be contingent, but vested in persons in esse and ascer-

tained. This doctrine however seems confined to limita-

tions at common law ; and not to extend to estates raised

by way of use or by devise.

IV. (f/) For where a contingent remainder is limited to

the use of several, who do not all become capable at the

same timej notwithstanding it vests in the person first

becoming capable
;
yet shall it devest as to the proportions [3^3]

of the persons afterwards becoming capable, before the

determination of the preceding estate ; and they may take

jointly, notwithstanding the different times of vesting.

Thus, where a conveyance was to the use of A. the hus- Comb. 467.

band for life, remainder to the use of B. the wife for life, Matthews r.

remainder to the use of all the issues female of their two
EtvfdeEarl

bodes, and the heirs of the bodies of such issues female
; ofSussex v.

A. and B. had issue a daughter ; and it was resolved, Temple,

that the remainder in tail to the issues female, was ^^^ '^
^^'

not so attached in that daughter, as not to be devested

{d) IV. Where a contingent remainder is limited to the use of

several, who do not all become capable at the same time, not-

withstanding it vests in the person first becoming capable, yet it

shall devest as to the proportions of the persons afterwards be-

coming capable, before the determination of the preceding estate.

for
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for a moiety on the birth of another daughter ; for such a

limitation, being by way of use, springs out of the estate

according to the capacity of the person in whom it is to

vest. And Holt held, that the daughters were joint tenants

of the freehold and tenants in common of the inheritance.

Co. Lit. i8S. jjg said^ that the case put in Coke upon Littleton of a

feoffment to the use of the feoffor for life, and of such

wife as he should afterwards marry, that on their subse-

quent marriage he and his wife were joint tenants, ruled

the case before him; for it was a joint claim by the same

conveyance, which, he said, made joint tenants, and not

the time of the vesting ; and he seemed to deny the case

cited from Co. Lit. of the heir of J. and of A. taking as

tenants in common above noticed.

Gates d. ^o, where one devised to his daughter, and her children

Hatterley on her body begotten, or to be begotten by her then hus-
t\ Jackson, band, and their heirs for ever : the daughter at the time of

Vide Doe 'd

' ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ child, and others afterwards
;

it was held,

E. Phipps the mother and all the children took jointly in fee, it being
V. Lord Mul' stated, that at the time of the will, she had a child, which

««J^ 't^ • ' had been construed equal to children, 2 Vern. io6. : that
320. Devise ^ ...
to A. 4" his Co. Lit. g. was express that to A. and /iberis suis and
sons in tail, their heirs was a joint fee to all : and that it was no ob-
dfc. A. takes

jg^tion, that the several estates misrht commence at dif-
jor life only. •' ' °

Vide Moor, ferent tmies.

177. 220. Pollexf. 373.

Doe on de- This vesting of a remainder in the first person coming

h^^^h Ti

"^' ^^ ^^^^) so as to devest as to the shares of others after-

Perryn
* wards coming in esse, to participate thereof, is not confined

3 Durnf. & to limitations in joint tenancy ; it equally extends to te-

East, 484. nants in common. Thus in the case of a devise to the

testator's niece for life, remainder to trustees to preserve

[3H] contingent remainders, remainder to all and every of her

children by her then husband and their heirs for ever,

equally to be divided between or among them, if more

than one, share and share alike ; if but one, then to that

one, his or her heirs for ever : the daughter had no child

at the testator's death, but afterwards had three by her said

husband, who died in their parent's life-time. One point

contended for was, that the limitation to the children, be-

ing in fee, was contingent till the death of the mother

;

and therefore the remainder over took effect on her leaving

no
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no child ; but it was held, that the fee vested in the diild

first born, and afterwards opened and let in those born at

subsequent periods.

So, in a case above cited, of a settlement to the use Y)qq j.

of wife for life, remainder to the use of the husband for Wilhs v,

life, remainder to the use of all and every their child or ™^'"^'"*

children equally, if more than one, as tenants in common, ^^^^ „
"

&c. subject to a power of appointment in the parents; it Supra, 2u8.

was held, that the remainder vested in the children on

their respective births (e).

In the case of a future use limited to two, where one [315]

becomes capable before the other, it seems they will take Bac. Law

jointly, for it is laid down, that if I make a feoffment to y-']^^'^^''

the use of my wife that shall be, and my first begotten son lj^;, 188. a.

for their lives, and I afterwards marry, my wife will take Dyer, 33f), b,

the whole use ; and if I afterwards have a son, he will

then take jointly with my wife (/)*

And .

(e) An inattention to the doctrine laid down in the cases cited

by Mr. Fearne under this head, has occasioned an inaccui*acy in

the celebrated opinion of Mr. Booth, printed at the end of Mr.

Hilliard's edition of Sheppard's Touchstone, which in other re-

spects is entitled to the highest praise. In that opinion, Mr.

Booth mentions the usual limitations in remainder to daughters as

tenants in common in tail ; and says, that, " on the birth of one
" daughter, she becomes entitled to a remainder in tail ;" and lie

then seems to assert, that, " on the birth of another daughter,

*' her remainder in tail ceases, and both daughters become
" entitled by way of use to a tenancy in common in tail." Now
it is clear that, on the birth ofthe second daughter, the estate of

the first daughter does not cease ; but that one moiety remains

in her, and the other shifts to the second daughter ; and this

is repeated as the other daughters severally come into existence.

But, that the remainder of the eldest daughter does not cease, is

manifest from this circumstance, that, if the elder daughter, be-

fore the birth ofany other daughter, aliens or charges the estate, »

the alienation or charge, though void in respect to the shares of

the other daughters, continues good in respect to the elder

daughter's share.

{J") Much of the learning on this subject vaas produced and
discussed in the recent case of Mogg v. Mogg, i Meriv. 654
Mr. Hreston in his Treatise on Conveyancing, volume 3, p. 555,
states the result to be that " under the learning of uses and of

executory
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Vide 3 Salk. And here it may be observed, that if there be no parti-

577. 2 Lev. cular estate i» esse, nor any present right of entry when
^^'

the contingency happens ; although the particular estate

be afterwards replaced and restored, yet will the remainder

3 Keb. 83. never arise. Only it seems, that the reversal of a fine by

87. Cole V. act of parliament, will restore a contingent remainder de-
Levmgston,

gi-j-^yg^j \^y tj^^t fine, though a reversal for error will not.
cited m ^ -^

' °

' ^^™' " executory devises, a gift to a class ofpersons may give a title,Jirst

" to one person, and afterwards open and admit ofa participation

" hy others. But at the common law, and under the learning of
" remainders, a gift to a class of persons tvill not admit to a par-

" ticipation, any ivho are born after the determination of the

'* particular estate, though such after-horn persons might take

" under a gift operating by executory devise, or springing or shift-

" ing use." Mr. Preston adds,—" By this distinction, different

" parts of the certificate in Mogg v. Mogg, are reconciled; the

" same toords of description having, under different circtcmstances,

" conferred a title on a different number of the grand-children of
** the testator."

As the subject of springing or shifting uses has been alluded to

in the present note, it may not be improper to observe iii this place,

that since theforegoing sheets tvent to press, the public have been

favoured by Mr. Sanders ivith a publication, respecting the question

discussed by Mr. Fearne, {ante p. 276,) viz. whether shifting or

secondary uses are good in surrenders of copyhold estates.. In

page 6 of the publication, Mr. Sanders remarks, that, " the object

" of his observations is to show, that the use, limited on an inime-

" diate surrender, has no resemblance to a feoff^ment at the common
" law before the introduction of uses ; but that it closely corre-

" sponds with the use, in itsfiduciary state, on afeqffment." Mr. San-
ders introduces the subject by observing, that, " It has been lately

** doubted tuhether, by the means of secondary or springing uses,

** arising either by original limitation, or by the exercise ofpowers,
*' uses, limited on the surrender of copyhold property, are suscep-

'' tible of modifications similar to uses arising out ofthe seisin of
** feoffees, releasees, or other grantees, acquiring an estate offree-
** hold under a conveyance purely derivedfrom the common law."
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CHAPTER THE FIFTH.

HOW CONTINGENT REMAINDERS ARE
DESTROYED OR PREVENTED TAKING
EFFECT.

I. (rt) T T has been already shewn, that a legal remahider

must vest either during the existence of the par-

ticular estate, {in esse or in right of entry) or at the very

instant of its determination, otherwise it will never take

effect at all. Consequently, every such determination of Vide 2 Roll,

the preceding estate before the contingency happens, as Abr. 418.

leaves no right of entry, must effectually destroy such P'^' *

contingent remainder. I shall first instance some cases

wherein the determination of the preceding estate ariseth

by the feoffment, forfeiture, surrender, or other act of

the particular tenant ; and afterwards consider those cases,

wherein the preceding estate is merged by descent of the

inheritance on the particular tenant; for where the inhe-

ritance comes by descent on the particular estate, we shall

fi^nd some exceptions to the generality of the preceding

conclusion.

II. (b) In the case of a gift in tail to A. C. the re- [317]

mainder to the right heirs of /. S. the donee made a * Co. Rep.

feoffment in fee, and afterwards J. S. died. It was held, '^''

his heir should not have the land, for the estate was by

the feoffment of tenant in tail devested or discontinued

;

and there was not any particular estate, ?'« esse or in right, ^^^ ^^^
to support the remainder ; for by the feoffment of tenant Powle v.

in tail, his ridit was ffone ; but if he had been disseised Veere.

and died, that would not have tolled the remainder ; for
"^oor, 554.

(a) I. Every such determination of the preceding estate before

the contingency happens, as leaves no right of entry, must

effectually destroy such contingent remainder.

(b) II. Instances, where the determination of the preceding

estate arises by the feoffment, forfeiture, surrender, or other

act of the particular tenant.

then
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DESTRUCTION OF

then a ri^ht of the particular estate would have remained

to support the right of the remainder.

And so where lands were devised to A. for life, and

after to the next heir male of A. and the heirs male of the

body of such next heir male ; A. having issue a son, made
a feoffment to B. upon whom the son entered ; and it was

adjudged that this was a contingent remainder to the son

of A. and therefore was destroyed by the feoffment of J.,

who was but tenant for life ; for that every remainder

must vest either during the particular estate, or eo imtonti

that the particular estate determines : in this case the

particular estate was determined by the feoffment of A.,

and since the remainder could not then vest, for iiemo est

hares viventu, it could never afterwards arise.

So where feme covert was tenant for life, with remainder

to her first son ; and before the birth of any son, the re-

version in fee was conveyed to the husband and wife by

fine ; a son was afterwards born, the feme died ; and the

court held, that although, if the feme had survived her

husband, she might have waived and avoided the estate

taken by the fine : yet the contingent remainder to the son

was utterly destroyed, he not being in esse when the par-

ticular estate determined ; that the baron and feme took

by entireties, and so the estate for life of the wife was

merged before the contingency happened ; and that the

possibility which the wife had of waiving the inheritance

given by the fine, and thereby reviving the particular

estate for life, would not preserve it. For that if the par-

ticular estates which support contingent remainders, are

not in esse when the contingency happens, the contingent

estates can never arise, whether it happens by surrender,

merger, or any other way.

So where there was tenant for life, with remainder to

his first and other sons successively in tail, remainder to

B. in tail ; tenant for Irfe before the birth of any son, sur-

rendered to B. ; a son was afterwards born, and the court

held, that the surrender, if good, would have barred the

contingent remainder : but the surrender was adjudged

void, because it afterwards appeared, that Uie surrenderor

was no» compos at the time of the surrender.

Jenkins, I observe, states a case, and says, if ^4. makes

a lease for life to B. remainder to the right heirs af the

body
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body oi' J. D., if B. in the life-time of ./. D. surrenders

to A., yet the lease, notwithstanding the surrender, sup-

ports the contingent remainder to the heirs of the body of

J. D. He refers to the pleadings in Archer's case, i Rep.

63. and to 1 Rep. 113. for this point: but I can discover

nothing in either of those places respecting it : it is said,

indeed, 1 Rep. 130-1, that if a lease be made for life, re-

mainder to the right heirs of J. S. if lessee for life maketli

a feoffment or dieth during the life of J. S. the remainder

to the right heirs of/. S. is destroyed : but this does not

seem to go at all to the point.

Jenkins's statement of the above case seems to suppose

the right to the lease to continue after the surrender ; as

I collect from his immediate reference to the case of a

right of a remainder for life, after a feoffment by tenant

for hfe, supporting an ulterior contingent remainder.

—

But to account for such a continuance of the right of the

lease, we must either suppose the surrender void, as to

any merger of the estate for life in the inheritance ; be-

cause the immediate inheritance expectant on the estate

for life, which was hmited in contingency to the,right heirs

of J. S. was not in J. the lessor to whom the surrender

\V2LS m9.de, hut in mibibits, according to the doctrine here- 060'
after noticed ; or else that the life estate, if merged, as ^t seq.

between the parties, still had a continuance as to the [319]

interests of strangers, siifhcient to support the contin- Vide Plowd.

gent remainder. The first of those suppositions is, I think,
J9

' '

open to objection ; and the latter is directly opposed by ^^d vide

the case of Thompson v. Leach, in which it appears that 1 Co. Rep.

the surrender, if valid, would have destroyed the inter- "7? a-

mediate contingent remainder.

And here I shall refer, for further instances, to the cases Vide infra,

of Carter v, Barnardiston, Lodington v. Kime, Doe v. ^f^*
^^ '"

. 374"
Holmes, and several other cases cited in a subsequent

part of this essay.

III. (f) We are to remember, however, that the sur-

(c) III, The surrender of a copyhold will not destroy a con-

tingent remainder.

The doctrine expressed by Mr. Fearne in this and the follow-

ing articles, is discussed at length by Mr. Watkins, in his Treatise

€>n Copyholds, 1 Vol. 192. 1st ed.

render
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render of a copyhold will not destroy a contingent re-

Pauscyt'. niainder ; as where A. seised of a copyhold in fee, surren-

Y\y\\ '\hv
flared it to the use of his will, and afterwards devised it

794. pi. 6. to ./>. for life, the remainder to his heirs of his body be-

Style, 249. crotten, B. was admitted, and surrendered it to the lord

i~'^' a of the manor, to the use of the lord to do his will with it.

' ' ^. died; the question was. Whether, admittino- the hmi-

tation to the heirs. Sec. to operate as a remainder, such

remainder was destroyed by the surrender of B. ? It was

adjudged that the remainder was not destroyed, because

the legal freehold was in the lord during the life of B. ;

But copy- so that even a vested remainder-man could not have en-

holds may tered durin"- iJ.'s life ; but it was afterwards adjudged,
pe mtancci

^^^^^ ^j^^ limitation gave a fee simple conditional to B.
by custom. p ^

7 7 • v 1

Vide Co. Lit. (co})yliolds not bemg withni the statute de doim) and

60. therefore the former judgment w as reversed on this new
Glib. Ten.

point. So in the above cited case of Lane v. Pannel, it

Vide supra] i^ ^^ observable, that the surrender by the baron to B.

p. 310. in fee did not destroy the contingent remainder; for the

Theordipary \q^^\ freehold being in the lord, the surrender of the

1 id land' ^^^^^ passed no more than he lawfully might.

{as of cuMomaryfreehold) is in the lord; and the copyholder has only a subor-

dinate fee simple estate; as trustees have the legal estate, and cestuique trust

has only an cqnitahlc estate. Roe d. Clemelt v. Briggs, iG East, 406-13. As to

customarij freeholds, vide Blacks. Lato Tracts, 199 to 240. Doe d. Reay v.

Huntington, 4 East, 271-6. 287-8-9. Biirrell v. Dodd, 3 Bos. 4' -P. 378-80.

Doe d. Cook el ux. v. Danvers, 7 East, 299. Brov;n v. Raidins, ibid. 409. And
vide supra, 30.4.

Ao-ain, where copyhold lands were devised to A. for

[320] life, remainder to his first and other sons in tail, &c. re-

Mildniay v. mainder to 1^. in fee, A. before he had any sons born,

^"g^* °^ • boufrht the reversion of B. and had it surrendered to his
2 Vera. 243. ^

i • , • i 1

CJontinsrent (^.'s)own use, thinking by that means to merge his estate

remainders for life, and SO destroy the contingent remainder to his first

tn copyhold
^^^^ -g^^^ however, it was agreed that this surrender of

land are de- the reversion would not bar the son; because the freehold

stroyed by and inheritance were in the lord ; for there is not the like

enfranchise- inconvenience as in freehold estates at common law, in re-

Cl
'

'tt
-'

' sp^ct of contingent remainders, where there is nobody

Briggs, 16 against whom to bring the prczcipe.

East, 40C.

This case relates to a customary burgage house within a manor,

IV. Here

\
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IV. (d) Here we may attend to the observation of Gil- Gilb. Ten,

bert, respecting the destruction of contingent remainders 249.

in copyholds ; who after noticing that it had been made a

question, whether by the destruction of the particular

estate, the remainder that was in contingency (in copy-

holds) should be destroyed ; says, as to this point, we
ought to distinguish ; for it seems, some are and some
are not. As if an estate be given to a copyholder

for life, remainder to the right heirs of J. S. ; if the tenant

for life die, living J. S., there it seems clear, that the re-

mainder is destroyed; for it cannot take effect as by
the limitation it ought ; but that if tenant for life, in that

case, had committed a forfeiture, or made a surrender, and

afterwards J. S. had died in his life-time, it seemed to be

very clear, that his right heir might take ; for his remain-

der was not to take effect after the determination of

the interest of tenant for life, but after his death ; and

when that happened he was able to take.

Upon the above distinction, we are to observe, that the 2 Roll. Abr.

first position of it, is proved by the case of Lane v. Pannel ; ( ^- 3) pl- C.

and the other is established as well by that case as the rest q
^'

that I have cited on the subject. And as to +he remainder 107, a.

in copyholds, after an estate for life, not commencing on iSaund. 151.

the determination of that estate, vide the references in the [321]

margin.

V. (e) So likewise it appears, that cestuique trust for 2Freem.2i3.

life Penhey v.

Hurrell.

(rf) IV. But if copyhold land be surrendered to the use of a

person during his life, remainder in contingency, and the tenant

for life die before the contingency happens, the remainder fails.

(e) V. Cestuique trust for life, cannot by feoffment, or other

conveyance, destroy a contingent remainder.

Mr. Fearne lays down the position generally, without express-

ing whether there be any difference between those cases, where

the legal estate and the trust are created by the same deed,

and those where the legal estate is created by one deed and

the trust by another and independent deed ; as where an

estate is conveyed to a mortgagee in fee simple, and a subse-

quent settlement is made of it, which of course operates only on

y the
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life, cannot by feoffment, or other conveyance, commit a

forfeiture or destroy a contingent remainder. For though

when the trust of an estate is hmited to a man and the

heirs of his body, with remainder over, if such tenant in

tail of a trust suffer a recoveiy, the remainders will be

barred
;
yet where tenant for life of a trust conveys in fee

And vide by feoffment or any other conveyance, it is no forfeiture

3 Atk. 7-29. of his estate, neither will it destroy a contingent remainder

depending on it; because whatever conveyance he makes,

as he has not the legal estate in him, it passes only what

he can lawfully grant, {i. e. his trust estate for life,) and a

right of entry resides in the trustees in whom the legal

estate is vested. But the reason why a recovery suffered

by tenant in tail of a trust, will bar the remainders, is,

Vide Boteler because he is master of the estate, and may call in the
v. Alhngton,

j^ j estate when he pleaseth, and have it conveyed to the
1 Brown s

^i 1 /> ^1 •

Chanc. Cas. trust. But the court of Chancery wdl never execute the

73. estate in law to tenant for life of a trust, to enable him to

(x) In the destroy the contingent remainders {x).

case of Mar'
quis Cholmondeley V. Lord Clinton, 2 Meriv. 171-360, Sir William Grant, M. R.
after obsen'ing, that Lord Hardwicke sometchere says, that, a cestuique trust may
disseise his trustee, and gain the legal estate, adds that, doubtless the legal estate

may be gained by disseisin. His Honorfurther observes, that, the cestuique trust

may have a substantive independent possession, but that a mortgagor never can
disseise his mortgagee, because his possession is not properly fiis own, bid that

of the mortgagee. On the subject of disseisin, vide Mr. Butlers n. 1. Co.
Litt. 330, /;. and Mr- Sanders Essay on Uses and Trusts, vol. 2. p. 18, 19.
Sfii.^ded. (p.ai.lded.)

VI. {f) And here we may remark, that if there be tenant

for

the equitable estate : no case on that point has yet been decided

;

but. upon principle, it seems clear, that in such a case the out-

standing freehold will prevent the destruction of the contingent

remainder by the equitable tenant for life.

( /) VI. If there be tenant for life, with a contingent remain-

der thereupon depending, a bargain and sale or lease and release

by him will not destroy the contingent remainder.

But this must be understood with some exceptions. If the

bargain and sale, and lease and release, be made to the person

who has the immediate vested reversion or remainder, or if the

tenant
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for life with contingent remainder thereon dependin<i', it

seems a bargain and sale by him in fee, does not destroy

the contingent remainder : for it is the nature of a bargain
. , .^ ,,

1 r 11
V'ide Gilb.

and sale to pass no more than a man lawtuily may pass ; -r , f tt, ,

therefore in the case now put, nothing more passes than and Trusts,

the estate for life of the bargainor ; so that the same 140-

estate continues in the bargainee, and is not destroyed or ^^^""
,

SlTHtil (l.

determined. Richards v. Cljjffbrd, l Durn- 4- Ea.^t, 738.

The same reasoning seems equally applicable to a con- Vide Co. Lit.

veyance by lease and release; that being likewise an in- S^o, a. ^ub.

nocent conveyance, disturbing no estate, but passing only

what the releasor lawfully may pass. For as to the opera-

tion of the lease and release by the trustees in the case of

Mansell v. Mansell hereafter cited, it did not depend upon Infra, p. 327.

the nature of the conveyance, but upon the estate of the

trustees, being thereby conveyed to, and becoming merged

and extinguished in, the reversion and inheritance.

tenant for life and immediate remainder-man or reversioner join

in the conveyance, or the tenant for life who makes the convey-

ance has the remainder or reversion, the bargain and sale or lease

and release will destroy the remainder.

For, in each of these cases, the conveyance operates as an

union or consolidation of the two estates, and the contingent

remainder is necessarily destroyed by the determination of the

particular estate on which it depends.

Thus, if ^. be tenant for life, remainder to his sons succes-

sively in tail male, remainder to B. in fee, and^ before the birth

of a son, A. conveys to B. in fee, or A. and B. join in a con-

veyance to C. in fee, by bargain and sale or lease and release,

the contingent remainders to the sons are destroyed.

In the same manner, if the estate were limited to A. for life

either in possession or remainder, with remainder to Ins sons in

tail, with the remainder or reversion to A. in fee, if before the

birth of a son, A- executes a conveyance by lease and release, or

bargain and sale enrolled, his estate for life, and remainder or

reversion in fee, become consolidated, and the coaUngent re-

mainder is destroyed.

But these obs-rviiticns apply to those cases cnlj where tits

estates are legai.

Y 2 VII. It
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VII. (g) It is also to be observed, that there are some
acts by tenant for life, which, though they amount to a '

forfeiture of his estate, so as to give a vested remainder-

man title to enter if he pleaseth
;
yet as they discontinue,

devest, or disturb no remainder or subsequent estate, nor

make any alteration in or merger of the particular estate,

do not therefore, as it seems, destroy or affect a contingent

remainder ; unless advantage is taken of the forfeiture by
any subsequent vested remainder-man.

Co. Lit. 252. Thus if tenant for life accepts a fine come ceo, &c. from

a stranger, it is undoubtedly a forfeiture, so as to entitle a

remainder-man to enter, for he hereby affirms on record

the reversion to be in a stranger; and yet it does not dis-

place or devest the remainder or reversion. Therefore,

where -4. was tenant for life, remainder to his first son in

tail, &c. remainder to B. for life, remainder to his first son

in tail. Sec. A. having a son, accepted a fine from B. and

then made a feoffment in fee ; then B. had issue a son

;

and it was resolved, that the acceptance of the fine dis-

placed nothing ; and though ^.'s feofiinent displaced all

the estates, yet the right of entry in the son of A. supported

the contingent remainders.

But a contingent remainder may be destroyed by an

act, which, though it does not discontinue or devest any

remainder or subsequent vested estate, yet extinguishes

the particular estate on which the contingent remainder

depends. This Vv^e have already seen in the instance of a

sun'ender to the next in vested remainder. And so if A.

be tenant for life, remainder to his first and other sons in

tail, remainder to B. in fee ; and A. and B. join in a fine

to a third person, this is no discontinuance or devesting of

any estate, because each gives only his own. Yet it is held,

Vide 9 Rep
106. b.

iVentr, 188

Lloyd V.

Brooking.

iSaund.oSr;

3 Keb. la.

(g) VII. Some acts by tenant for life, though they amount to

a forfeiture of his estate, so as to give a remainder-man title to

enter, yet as they discontinue, devest, or disturb no remainder

or subsequent estate, nor make any alteration in, or merger of

the particular estate, do not destroy or affect a contingent re-

mainder, unless advantage is taken of the forfeiture by any

eubsequent vested remainder-man.

the
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the intermediate contingent remainders are destroyed by

the union of the particular estate with the remainder in

the grantee ; after which no distinct particular estate exists

to support the contingent remainder. And vide Purefoy v. Supra, 317,

Rogers, Mansell v. Mansell, and other cases of the union
^Ga^'et^^seq.

of the particular estate with the inheritance.

VIII. (A) Whether a contingent remainder is created 1 Co. Rep.

by a conveyance at common law, or limited by way of use, ^^°- ^'

the same rule holds in regard to its capacity of being

destroyed.

As where A., having issue B. and C. and other sous, Chudleigh s

made a feofhnent to the use of feoffees and their heirs case, 1 Co.

during the life of B., remainder to the use of the first and ^^P*

other sons of B. successively in tail, remainder to the use

of C. in tail male, remainder to ^.'s other sons in tail, re-

mainder to his own right heirs; A. died, the feoffees

enfeoffed B. in fee without consideration, and with notice

ofthe said uses ; afterwards B. had a son; and the question

was,.whether the contingent remainder to him was barred

by the feoffment? And it was adjudged, upon solemn

argument in the Exchequer Chamber, that there being no

son of B. to take when the particular estate determined

by the feoffment (which was a forfeiture) the son could

never after take ^ for that a remainder in use ought to vest

during the particular estate, or at least eo instanti it deter-

mines, as well as a remainder at common law. So if one Cro. Jac.

make a feoffment in fee, or covenant to stand seised, to 168. Bell's

the use of himself for hfe, and afterwards to the use of his ,^^^ ^j^^
'

first son in tail male ; and before the birth of any son. Smith v. Be-

make a feoffment in fee, such feoffment will destroy the lay, Cro.

contingent remainder to the son. . ^^ ,,
^^*

The reason why the feoffinent in Chudleigh 's case, gmith Moor
though without consideration, and with notice, destroyed 545. S. C.

the contingent remainder, was, because at law, ijrivity of ^'^^ ^^^ °°-

1, . u ^ ^\ ^ V stractofa
estate as well as notice, was requisite to the standing

i^^^^^i^n^^^^ ^^
seised to a use : that is, it was necessary that the [325]

. .« —

—

Anderson s

{h) VIIL Whether a contingent remainder is created by a
Q^^JiJ^j^'g

conveyance at common law, or limited by way of use, the same
(.^se, see Gil-

rule holds in respect to its capacity of being destroyed. bert's Latvqf

Y 3 person Uses by

Sugdatf
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App. 531- person standing seised to a use, should have come in, of,

3d cd. and
^

^j. ^^ jg^gt under the same estate or seisin, out of which

"^"r**"* -fo/ the use was limited to arise. Now in Chudleigh's case,
note to p.2Q0. o '

ibid. Sec also the feoffees were seised only of an estate for the life of the

a Rep. i2'2.a. flj-st son; whereas their feoffee, by force of the feoffment,

"1 il\ came in of a preater estate: viz. a tortious fee simple
thvH di that ^ ' 11
in our case" acquired by disseisin ; which was neither the same estate

Second nor yet an estate carved out of it; consequently there

iBej). ^-^jb. ^yanted that privity which at law was requisite to subject
" So it IS held

, . ., • , .1, c 1? ^- /
inioEliz hmi to the original uses: thereiore such contingent use

Plow. Com." failed.

^'c- It appears, that before the statute of uses, if the feoffees

Vide 1 Co.
jjjjj aliened, without consideration, or with notice, the

Rep. i22.b. . .

Co Rb'd lands would have been subject to the old uses ; but that

81. b. was, because the feoffees themselves, before that statute,

Gilb. Law of stood seised of the legal fee simple ; and of course their
Lses, 7, . alienee came in, either of the same estate, or of an estate
Bro. Feofi. '

t^ . ; . , .

al. us. pi. 50. derived out of that. But since the statute it is otherwise
;

Bac. Law for now the feoffees are seised of no greater estate than
Tracts, 312.

-^yi^at is actually limited in use to them, the seisin being

executed to the uses by the statute : from whence it fol-

lows, that when such feoffees do not take the use in fee,

if they make a feoffment, their feoffees come in neither of,

nor under the estate which they were seised of, but of a

new estate acquired by disseisin. But though this ap-

pears to be the strict legal doctrine, in the case of feoffees

or grantees to uses, yet the interposition of a court of

equity will make a material difference, where there are

estates limited in trust to support contingent remainders,

according to the modem practice.—For we are to observe,

that the legal subjection of contingent remainders, to the

power of the tenant of the preceding particular estate of

freehold, on which they depend, has occasioned the re-

sort to, what are styled, estates to preserve contingent

remainders.

IX. (j.) The estates I am speaking of, are limitations of

the

(i) IX. The legal subjection of contingent remainders to the

power of the preceding tenant of the freehold has introduced the

estate
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the use or legal estate, from and after the deteimination of That it need

the estateoftenantforlife, by forfeiture or otherwise in his
finedtolifeof

life-time, to some trustees, &c. during his Hfe, in trust to tenant forlife

preserve the contingent remainders expectant on his de- of the land,

cease, from being destroyed, to which they would other-
^''^J? 'cw'^';

wise be liable, from his surrender, forfeiture, or tortious
„o^g'/^ ^„j.,

alienation. Subject to that trust, the trustees are to hold gin, infra,

in trust for the tenant for life and his assigns. The intro- 327-

duction of this practice is ascribed to some of our great ^^ ", -, «
'

J^ ... LyOm. 171-2,
lawyers, during the time of the civil wars ; in order to But an estate

secure, in family settlements, the provisions intended for to strangers

the issue of the marriage, against being defeated by the '^^ P"""*

p IP A 1 r- 1 1
pose under a

parents, the tenants lor lite. And at this day, such pre- covenant to

caution is constantly used in settlements and conveyances stand seised,

on marriage, or by will or otherwise, where there are any
^J^'

*^
J*^'"-

contingent remainders, that call for such a protection.

—

^^-^^ IVhaleu

The legal estate, thus limited to the trustees during the d. Maynel

life of tenant for life, is a good remainder vested in them
;

v- Tankard,

under which they will have such a right of entry, in case
Keb^iio''^'

of any forfeiture or tortious alienation by the tenant for Vide supra,

life, as will support the contingent remainders expectant 218. andVin.

on his decease. " r. v. 1 .

P-413-

X. {k) Now it seems, that if such trustees, to support VideJVilliam

contingent remainders, join in a conveyance to destroy the d. Hughes v.

contingent uses or remainders, which they were entrusted Thomas,

to preserve, a court of equity will consider it a breach of
jf^f^Q^J^,

'

trust. And in general, if the purchaser under such con- Walters,

veyance comes in for valuable consideration, and without 16 ^^5. 283.

notice ; then will the remedy of the person claiming under
p^^!^^^^J*

the contingent remainders be against the trustees ; who j p^^.. ^ b.

shall be decreed to purchase lands with their own money, 485. and

equal in value to the lands sold by them, and to hold them ^^f.^°^ ^-^^^
upon the same trusts and limitations as they held the other,

^^g
But if the conveyance be with notice of the uses, whether Vide Pye v.

Gorge._—
1 p w. 138.

estate and trust usually inserted in deeds and wills for preserving 1 Salk. 680.

contingent remainders. 008

(k) X. If trustees for preserving contingent remainders join iBrownParL

in a conveyance to destroy them, a court of equity will consider Cas, 309.

it a breach of trust,
,

Y4 with
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Avitli or ^vithollt consideration, in that case the purchaser

[3-/] shall hold the lands subject to the former trusts. Thus we
observe the court of Chancery, for the protection of trusts,

considers a purchaser from trustees with notice, as coming

in privity of the same estate which the trustees themselves

held ; and then, pursuant to the doctrine of uses when in

their fiduciary state, such purchaser holds the lands sub-

ject to the same trusts as the trustees themselves did.

Mansell v. As where ^4. devised lands to trustees and their heirs,

i^"\v ^-s ^° ^^^ ^^^^ of his sister D. for her life, remainder to the use

Cas temp' ^^ ^^^^ same trustees and their heirs during the life (x) of

Talb. 252. D. in trust to preserve contingent remainders, remainder
{x)On the ^o the use of the first and other sons of D. successively

IT J in tail male, remainder to F,. in fee : after testator's death
the H'oras '

t-» • •
1

*'durin<rthe 7>. married D. ; afterwards B. and D. his wife, together

life," S)C. in w'\i\\ E. the remainder-man in fee, joined in a feoffment to

deeds, see
(new) trustees, to the use of B. and his heirs : and a fine

I enables u. "• ^
, , , 1 1 1 /• 1

Morris S)'c.
^^'^^ afterwards levied to the same uses ;

shortly after, and

7 T. R' 342. before the birth of a son of D., the trustees under the will,

tS" 43«'-7 by lease and release conveyed the lands to B. in fee ; and,

^
D e d^ upon a bill brought by the son of D. to have the benefit of

Lee Compere the will of his uncle A. it was resolved, 1st. That the

V. Hicks, feoffment and fine by B. and D. his wife, did not destroy

7 .J}' ^?^' the contingent remainder, because the freehold in the

Leach v.
' trustees under the will supported it. 2dly. That the lease

Micklem, and release by the trustees before the birth of any son to D.
6 East, 486, jjjfj^ a^t \^\v^ destroy the contingent remainder (/). But
^^ *

as

(/) With great deference to other opinions, the editor begs

leave to take this opportunity of suggesting a doubt, which he

has long entertained, on one point of the received interpretation

of the statute of uses.

He submits that the statute of uses executes the possession in

those persons only, who, if their rights had continued in their

fiduciary state at common law, would have been cestuisque trust

of the land. Now, if before the statute of uses, lands were con-

veyed unto and to the use of A. and his heirs, in trust for B. and

his heirs, and A., for a pecuniary consideration, had bargained

and sold the lands to C. and his heirs, and C had notice of the

trust, C. could not have become cestuique trust under the bar-

gain and sale. It seems to follow, that, as the bargain and sale

of//, would not have nuide C the cci/wij'Me /n«f, the statute does

not
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as this conveyance was with notice (being to the tenant for vide supra

hfe himself) it was held, that the lands should continue p. 322.

not make him cestuique use. The consequence would be the

same, if in the supposed case A. had conveyed by lease and

release ; as, to have made the lease vest in possession in C, it

would have been necessary that C. should have had an interest

in the lease, which would have made him cestuique trust of it,

before the statute.

To this conclusion, the case of Mansell v. Mansell, 2 P. Wms.
678, cited by Mr. Fearne in the text, may, at first view, be

thought an objection ; as, in that case, the contingent remainders

were held to be destroyed by the lease and release of the trus-

tees, which (it may be said) were allowed to operate as a

conveyance under the statute, though it was a breach of trust.

But, upon examination, the case of Mansell v. Mansell will

be found to afford no objection to the conclusion suggested by

the editor. The facts of the case are shortly, that lands were

devised to Dorothy, the wife of Sir Edward Mansell, for her

life ; remainder to trustees and their heirs during her life, to

preserve contingent remainders ; remainder to her sons succes-

sively in tail male ; remainder to Mr. Edward Mansell in fee ;

—

that Lady Mansell and her husband, and Mr. Edward Mansell,

executed a feoffment and levied a fine to trustees and their

heirs to the use of Sir Edward in fee ; and that afterwardsj,

(Lady Mansell being then enseinte of a son,) the trustees con-

veyed the land by lease and release to Sir Edward and his

heirs. One of the points decided by the court was, that

the lease and release of the trusteed destroyed the contingent

remainders.

The decision is evidently just ; but it does not apply to the

point under consideration. Before the parties executed the

lease and release, the fine and feoffment of the tenant for life had

devested their estate, and turned it to a right of entry, and

vested an actual estate in fee simple in the feoffees. Thus the

trustees had no estate to convey ; they had only a right of entry,

and their lease and release was a release of it, as a release pur

milter le droit. There was not, therefore, in that case, any ne-

cessity to have recourse to the statute of uses to make the lease

operate as a lease of possession under that statute.

The general principle, from which the conclusion intimated

by the editor is drawn, is evidently of extensive application,

and appears to him to deserve serious consideration,

liable
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liable to the same trusts as they were when the tmstees

joined in the conveyance. And all parties were decreed

to join in making such an estate to the plaintiff, as he

[329] would haAC been entitled to under the will of A. if the

contingent remainder had not been destroyed ; that was,

an estate tail.

And vide XI. (m) But the court held clearly in the same case,

Pyer.Gorge, that if tenant for Ufe, with contingent remainders to his

^ P ''
first and other sons, &.c. depending on his estate, destroy

1 P. W. ij8. the contingent remainders at law; though it be a plain

& vide wrone, vet, as he is no trustee, it is no breach of trust

;

2r. w. ob'2.
^^^j therefore equity will not interfere; for in such case

Talb. 260. fcquitds aeqmtur legem.

4 Durnf. & Tliere are indeed cases, wherein a court of equity has
East, ()4. refused to punish the trustees, for their concurring in a

conveyance to destroy contingent remainders. As where

upon a subsequent remainder to the right heirs, a colla-

teral relation only has been affected by it, there havingbeen

no issue of the marriage ; for next after the parties to the

marriage, the court considers the issue to be the only

objects of the settlement and trusts, and pays less regard

to the remainder over to the right heirs, as no immediate

objects of consideration in the settlement. As also where

the application to the court for relief has been made

by one who was not at the time, nor possibly ever might

be, entitled to the remainder, under the words of the limi-

tation.

(m) XI. But if tenant for life with contingent remainders to

his first and other sons destroy the contingent remainder at law,

^ as he is no trustee, it is no breach of trust.

In Roake v. Kidd, 5 Fra. Ves. 647-8. Lord Eldon appears to

doubt whether a court of equity would compel a purchaser to

accept a title depending on the destruction of contingent re-

mainders.

It should also be considered how far the doctrine respecting

the destruction of contingent remainders is affected by the 1 1 H. 7.

c. 20. & 32 H. 8. c. 36. s. 3, which prevent alienations by

women of lands moving from their husbands, and the 32 H. 8.

c. a8, s. 6, which prevents the alienations of husbands seised in

right of their wives.

Thus
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Thus, where, previous to and in consideration of a mar-

riage and wife's portion, and for settling the lands in the

name and blood of the husband, a settlement was made LSS^J

by a third person (not the husband) to the use of trustees
gjj. jhomas

for 99 years, in trust for the husband if he should so long Tippen's

live, remainder to trustees during his life to support con- case, cited

tingent remainders, remainder to the first and other sons
J ^ Abr

'

of the marriage, remainder to the heirs of the body of the 38^. pi. 2.

husband, remainder to the right heirs of the husband ; Tipping v.

the husband, wife, and trustees afterwards, by fine, &c. "•SS°'*

join in settling the lands to the use of the husband for 99
years if he should so long live, remainder to trustees dur-

ing his life to support contingent remainders, remainder

to wife for life, remainder to first and other sons of the

marriage, remainder over to several others ; the husband

and wife died without issue, and his heir claimed the lands

under the first settlement, and brought his bill to have the

second set aside as a breach of trust by the trustees ; Lord

Chancellor held it so, as to the issue of the marriage ; but

that the remainder to the heirs of the husband was merely

voluntary, and not to be aided in a court of equity ; and

so dismissed the bill.

So where, in the case of a settlement to the use of ^. for Else v. Os-

99 years if he should so long Uve, remainder to trustees horn, 1 P.W.

during his life to support contingent remainders, remainder '^
"* ^"P""*'

to the use of the heirs of his body, remainder to himself in

fee ; A. having two sons, A. and the trustees, and the

eldest son when of age, joined in a mortgage of the land

by feoffment and fine to B. in fee ; the eldest son died

without issue, and the second son in the father's life-time

brought his bill to set aside the mortgage. Lord Chan-
cellor was clear, that this hmitation to the heirs of the body
of ^. was a contingent remainder, for nemo est hares vi-

ventis
; and that the feoffment, at law, destroyed the con-

tingent remainder ; and said, that the trustees appointed

to preserve the contingent remainders, ought not to join

in destroying those remainders, which is acting the reverse

of their trust ; but that after all, the second son had no
right to bring the bill in his father's hfe-time ; for he neither

was, nor possibly ever might be, the heir of his father ; as

he
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lie could not, unless he survived his father, which Was
uncertain.

[33 ^II- ('0 There are also instances of a court of equity

exercising a discretionary pov\rer of directing trustees for

preserving contingent remainders, even to join with the

tenant for life, or his first son, in barring the subsequent

contingent limitations. But this has only happened under

peculiar circumstances ; either of pressure to discharge

incumbrances prior to the settlement; or in favour of

creditors where the settlement was voluntary ; or for the

advantage of the persons who were the first objects of the

settlement ; as to enable the first son, &c. to make a set-

tlement upon an advantageous marriage.

Piatt r. Thus, where A. after mortgaging lands and confessing
Sprigg. 2 ^ judgment, settled those lands upon himself for life, re-

mainder to trustees to preserve contingent remainders,

remainder to his wife for life, remainder to his first and

other sons in tail, reversion to himself in fee ; and after-

wards having no issue, contracted for sale of the lands.

Upon its being suggested that the trustees refused to join,

and that the mortgagee threatened to enter, the trustees

were decreed to join; the estate being an equity of re-

demption only, and there being no issue of the marriage,

though the parties had been married six years, and the wife

Frewin v. on examination in court consented to it. So where J. S.

Charleton, by hi^ marriage settlement, being tenant for 99 years if he

oRft^^i / should so long live, remainder to trustees during his life

to support contingent remainders, remainder to his first

and other sons successively in tail male, remainder to

trustees for a term for raising portions for daughters, J. S.

having a son of age who was about to marry, they filed a

bill against the trustees to join in making an estate for

(«) XII. There are also instances of a court of equity exer-

cising a discretionary power of directing trustees for preserving

contingent remainders, even to join witli the tenant for life, or

his first son, in barring the subsequent contingent limitations

:

but this has only happened under peculiar circumstances.

sufterine:

386. pi. 4.
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1

suffering a recovery, to enable the son to make a settle-

ment on his marriage ; and there being also a daughter,

Lord Harcourt directed, upon giving security for the

daughter's portion, that the trustees should join in the [33'2]

recovery.

And in the case of a voluntary settlement to the use of
^J'^^f*

'

'

husband for life, remainder to trustees to support contin-
^ pf'wl^358.

gent remainders, remainder to his first and other sons in

tail successively, remainder to himself in fee, the husband

contracting debts, afterwards conveyed the same land to

other trustees for payment of these debts. The creditors

brought a bill, insisting {inter al.') that the trustees for pre-

serving contingent remainders should join in the sale to

destroy the contingent remainders ; and (upon a precedent

beino; shewn of such a decree) it was decreed at the Rolls,

that the trustees should join to destroy the contingent

remainders, and be indemnified; it being at the suit of

creditors, and for raising of money for payment of debts.

Again, where lands were settled, upon marriage, to the Winnington

use of husband for qg years if he should so long hve, re- v. Foley,

mainder to trustees during his life to support contnigent ' ' ^-^

remainders, remainder to first and other sons of that mar-

riage in tail, remainder to his first and other sons by any

other wife, remainder over; there was one son of that

marriage who was then of age, the father and son (the wife

being dead) brought a bill against the heir of the surviving

trustee, that he might join in making a tenant to the

pracipe, in order to a common recovery, for making a

' settlement upon the son's marriage, for which he was then

in treaty. Lord Chancellor said, here being a vested re-

mainder in tail, if this were for the good of the family, he

did not see but that the trustee might lawfully join; but

referred it to a Master to see whether it were for the good

of the family ; who reported that it was a beneficial mar-

riage for the family; and that it was necessary a new

settlement should be made of the estate, which could not

be done without a recovery.

Whereupon his Lordship observed, that it might be

greatly mischievous to a family, if such a trustee should

stand out ; that it was plainly for the benefit of the family

;

for the son was going to be reduced to a tenant for fife

instead
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instead of a tenant in tail; so that it was a means of pre-

serving the estate longer in the family ; that the wife being-

dead, there was an end of the contingent remainders by

that marriage ; and as to any remainders by another mar-

riage, no remainder not in esxe ouglit to be so much regarded

as this remainder in tail, which was actually vested in the

son ; and therefore he decreed that the trustee should join

with the father and son, in barring the old and making a

new settlement.

Here we may remark, that if a trustee joins with the

cestuique trust in tail, in any conveyance to bar the intail

;

this is no breach of trust ; for it is no more than what he

may be compelled to do, though the ceatuique trust himself

might have barred such intail without his joining.

And however the court may see proper to direct

trustees to concur in destroying contingent remainders,

under circumstances like those in the above noticed cases

;

it has repeatedly denied the same interposition, in cases

where such ingredients were wanting.

Thus in the case of a marriage settlement on the husband

and wife for life, remainder to trustees to preserve contin-

gent remainders, remainder to their first and other sons in

tail male ; the husband and wife after being married twelve

years, without having had any issue, filed a bill against the

trustee, that they might be enabled to sell part of the land

for payment of debts. The Chancellor said, he did not

know how to make such a decree ; for he had known where

people had been married near 20 years without issue, and

after had children. Though at the jilaintifF's importunity,

he gave time to attend him with precedents.—This case,

we observe, was not that of a mere equity of redemption

upon an antecedent mortfjage, calling for a sale for dis-

charge of it, like that of Piatt v. Sprigg ; nor the case of

a voluntary settlement, like that of Bassett v. Clapham.

And where lands were settled on the marriage of L. to

the use of him for 99 years, if he should so long live, re-

mainder to trustees during his life to preserve contingent

remainders, remainder to the wife for life, remainder to

the first and other sons of the marriage in tail successively :

there were two sons by that marriage ; and after the wife's

death, the father and eldest son filed a bill against the

survivins';
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surviving trustee, tliat he might join in making a tenant

to the precipe, for suffering a recovery in order to estabUsh

a mortgage, which had been made by the father since the

settlement. Lord Chancellor asked, if the younger son

would consent to the trustees joining as required ; and upon

being told he would not consent, his Lordship said, then

he would not decree the trustee to join, for that he would

not take away any man's right : and upon the above cited

case ofWinnington v. Foley being urged as an authority for

what was desired, his Lordship said, he would do so, were

the like case to come before him ; that the trustee there

was decreed to join, in order to preserve the estate in the

family ; but here it was desired to have the same thing

done with a view only to alien.

So where a bill was brought, to compel trustees to join Symancev.

in a sale, which would destroy the contingent remainders, Tattam,

and the uses in a settlement made before marriage. Lord
~Q\-l

'

Hardwicke said, there were cases in which the court would

compel the trustees to join in such a conveyance, as

would destroy the contingent remainders ; but then it must
be in some measure to answer the uses originally intended

by the settlement ; and had been usually done in the case

of new settlements only, as in Winnington v. Foley ; but

he believed there was no instance where they had com-
pelled such trustees to join, with the father termor for 99
years and the son, to sell the estate.

And where A. devised lands (in remainder after estates Woodhouse
to his first son and his issue male) to his second son B. ""• Hoskins,

for 99 years if he should so long hve, remainder to trustees "^ *
"^'

during his life to support contingent remainders, remainder

to the first and other sons of B. in tail, remainder to tes-

tator's other sons and their issue male in like manner,
remainder to A.'s daughters, reversion to his own right

heirs, B. having a son who had attained 21 years of age,

and they having contracted debts, and being desirous of
suffering a recovery to enable them to make a provision

for their creditors ; a bill was brought by the creditors

against the several parties interested under the will, and
the heir at law of the surviving trustee, to compel her to [335]
join in a recovery.—And upon its being argued, that if

the trustee had joined voluntarily, it would not have been

any
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\'ide Elie or ^^V '^'"eacli of trust, as in 2 Vern. 754, and that in Win-
Else V. Os- nington v. Foley, Lord Macclesfield decreed the trustees
bom, supra, to join ; Lord Hardwicke said, he was counsel in that case,
^' '^'^

'
and it was to make a marriage settlement, and so to con-

tinue the uses in effect, of the old settlement ; and after

the uses of the new settlement were served, it went to

the old uses ; and he dismissed the bill.

Barnard v. And again, in a later case, of a devise to B. for 99
1-ar^e,

year? if he should so long live, remainder to a trustee
Cox s note,

-, . ^ ^r c r>
o '

•2 P. \V. 684. dunng the hie ot n. to preserve contuigent remaniders,

1 Bro. remainder to the first and other sons of B. in tail male,
(^hanc. remainder to W. in fee,— B. having only one son, who

\nibi' -- < ^^'^^ tenant in tail under the will, and had attained 21, they

Avere desirous of suffering a recovery, and limiting the

estate, so as to preserve the remainders to the second and

other sons of B. : but the trustee in whom the legal free-

hold was during jB.'s life, having refused to join in making

a tenant to the prcEcipe, they filed a bill against him for

that purpose; submitting to declare the uses of the

recovery, to the second and other sons of B. as limited

by the will ; and to limit an estate to trustees to preserve

them. The Master of the Rolls observed, That all the per-

sons claiming under the will, took as volunteers, and were

all objects ofthe testator's bounty, the last remainder-man,

(j) Instead of as well as the first taker. That there was a discretion (x)

t/ie word between punishing trustees for joining in the destruction of
" auscretioii, contingent remainders, and compelling them to join.

—

XV/lfc/l OCCHTS

in 1 Bra. That it would be proper to see, by what rules the dis-

Chanc. Cas. cretion given to the trustee was directed; in what cases

. .')34» OS in
i^g j^ad Ijecn considered as warranted in joining, and what

/^ ^^/ n'^t.—That the rules seemed sufficiently established; the

•'difference" trustee, though properly appointed only to preserve con-

is p>7H/er/ m tingent limitations, was in effect a trustee, for all vested,
Mr. Amblers

^g ^gjj ^.^ contingent remainders. But with respect to

_ 776.' vested remainders, if they had been to remote relations on

settlements, where the persons to whom they were limited,

were not the immediate objects of the parties ; or where

they stand in opposition to the first tenant in tail, desiring

r„^g1 a reasonable benefit, consistent with the intentions of the

creation of the limitations; their pretensions had not been

much considered. That in the principal case, all took as

volunteers
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Tolunteers, and were all equally to be considered.—That

liuon a view of the cases determined, the reason of them

seemed to be, that where the eldest son, tenant in tail,

was of ao-e, and about to marry, and thus continue instead

of destroying the purposes of the settlement, and in some

cases where there had been particular distress under parti-

cular circumstances, which ought to have induced the trus-

tees to act, there the court had interfered ; but where no

such circumstances' had occurred, the coiirthad refused to

interfere. That in the principal case, he was celled upon

to disturb the testator's intention—merely to disturb it

;

no other object was offered. And his Honor dismissed

the bill with costs.

We observe, that in the above case of Woodhouse v.

Hoskins, Lord Hardwicke distinguished between the pu-

nishing trustees for joining, in some cases, to destroy con-

tingent remainders, and the compelling them to join.

Trustees of this kind, he said, had been called honorary

trustees, and intrusted by parties to preserve contingent

remainders. But he would not say, that if the trustee

who was appointed in the case before him, should join, it

would be such a breach of trust, as that court would de-

cree a satisfaction. But he said, though the court might

not condemn the trustee, if he assented
;
yet it did not

follow, that the court would compel the trustee. So in

the last cited case of Barnard v. Large, the Master of the

Rolls adverted to the same distinction, when he said, there

was a discretion (j/) between punishing trustees for joining (y) See note

in the destruction of contingent remainders, and compelling C^)^"^/'^
"^«''"

them to join. That the court proceeded accordmg to the supra.

nature of the discretion, treating it as an honorary trust

—

This, we must admit to be a distinction, that seems to flow

from our supposing any discretion at all in the trustees,

in cases of this nature ; because there may be circum-

stances sufficient to justify, though short of an obligatory

call for, such an exercise of their discretion.

But however this may be, it seems the safest way for

trustees not to act, except in the clearest cases, without

the direction of the court. I should rather recommend

to their attention the words of Lord Chancellor in the [3371

above cited case of Pye v. Gorge, " That it would be a Cited 2 P. W.

Z " dangerous 684.
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" dangerous experiment for trustees, in any case, to de-

" stroy remainders, which they were appointed by the set-

" tlement to preserve;" as well as the observation of
Vide Cas. Reynolds, C. B. in the above cited case of Mansell v.
temp. lalD. ^.^ ,, mi i i ^ i i

o-Q. Mansell, " Ihat whatever the court have done, or may do,

" under particular circumstances
;

yet, they will never

" have it left to the discretion of a trustee to do it."

XIII. (o) Before I dismiss the notice of estates in

trustees to support contingent remainders, it may be pro-

per to observe, that although equity does not interpose

in case of the destruction of contingent remainders, by

Vide 1 P.W. tenant for life, where there is no trust in the case to bring

129. it within the cognizance of a court of equity
;
yet it views

2^ P. W. 682. gych destruction of contingent remainders in the hght of

Talb "Co ^ wrong or tort which it is anxious to prevent; and conse-

1 Atk. 591. quently seizes every occasion, and makes every possible

4 Durnf. v'v; stretch for extendinofits protection ag-ainst it. Thus a trust

^ ' ^" declared in a will to support contingent remainders, though

annexed to an improper misplaced estate, has been recti-

Green v. fied and transposed to effectuate the end.—As in a case

Hayman, where one devised lands to his eldest son i. for life only,
2Las.Uianc.

i-gji^^^i-ider to the first, second, third, and fourth sons of
10. & 2 Rep. IT- -1 -1 r. 1 • 1-

Chanc. iG(). the said jL. hi tail, remainder to two trustees for their lives,

in trust for the better securing the several remainders

limited unto the several sons of the said jL. with remainders

over ; L. afterwards suffered a recovery, before any son

born. And upon a suit, by a daughter claiming a portion

under the uses of that recovery, against a son born after

it, it was insisted, that the trustees- for preserving of the

contingent remainders being living, the contingent estates

were not barred by the recovery. To which it was answered,

that the estate to the trustees was after and not before

the estates to be supported ; but the Chancellor held, that

(o) XIII. Although equity does not interpose in case of the

destruction of contingent remainders, by tenant for life, where

there is no trust in the case to bring it within the cognizance of

a court of equity
; yet it views such destruction of contingent

remainders in the light of a wrong or tort which it is anxious to

prevent.

the
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the law would manage and marshal the will, according

to the intent, which there was, to support the contingent

remainders ; notwithstanding the estates being inserted

after the contingent remainders ; for if it was to stand so

in construction of law, it would not preserve them ; and

therefore it should be construed before them, and accord- [338]

ingly dismissed the bill.

And we may remember, that in the case of Stamford v. Supra 118
Sir John Hobart, cited above, the Chancellor inserted a

limitation to trustees to support contingent remainders, p"v^^^^,

though not expressed or directed by the words of the will, Hellier

or the Act of Parliament establishing it ; these, we ob- cited 2 Vez.

serve, were cases of wills, where all claim as volunteers. ??." ^95-

But in cases of articles, settlements, &c. for good and va- j^jg ^ Half-
luable consideration, the court has frequently gone as penny,

great or greater lengths, in transposing clauses or supply- '^ P- Wms.

ing words, &c. to effectuate the intent; as will appear
case's eked"

from the cases referred to in the margin. Cox's note

there.

XIV. (p) I may now proceed to a position which has ^ Leon. 23-.

been laid down, that any alteration in the nature of the pi. 363.

preceding estate, before a remainder vests, will destroy

that remainder. As if lands be given to A. in tail, and if

J. S. come to Westminster-hall such a day, remainder to

J. S. in fee, (it has been said) that if the lands descehd

to two coparceners who make partition, the fee shall not

accrue to J. S. though he should come to Westminster-

hall at the day. And it has ako been said, that if lands

be given to A. and B. for the life of C. remainder to the Ibid,

right heirs of the survivor of A. and JB., and A. release

to B. the remainder is destroyed.

But notwithstanding these opinions, I conceive, that

the alteration in the particular estate, which will destroy

a contingent remainder, must amount to an alteration in

(p) XIV. In respect to a position which has been laid down,

that any alteration in the nature of the preceding estate, before

a remainder vests, will destroy that remainder, it should seem

that the alteration in the particular estate which v/ill destroy a

contingent remainder must amount to an alteration in its quan-

tity, and not merely in its quality.

z -2 its
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its quantity, and not merely in its quality. This conclusion^

1 think, is warranted by two adjudged cases.

[3391
'^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ °^ Lane v. Pannel, before cited ; where

1 Roll. Rep. it seems, that the severance of the jointure between two
"

Q v-^*
joirit tenants for life, did not destroy the contingent re-

supra n 6^ i^^^i^^der, limited after their joint estate ; for there it is ad-

Lane u. Pan- j lodged, that because the remainder could not vest at the

"cl. death of one of them (after the severance of the jointure),

such remainder was gone as to one moiety of the lands

:

now this judgment was nugatory and groundless, if the

severance itself destroyed the remainder as to the whole.

This, it is true, was the case of a surrender of copyhold

lands : but, however, no distinction at all was taken on

that ground.

Harrison v. The other case was, where lands were settled to the use

Belsey. of P. and S. his daughter for their lives, remainder to the
a) m. 4 3. ^^^ of the fast and other sons of aS. in tail male, remainder

1 J ones, 130.
. .

1 Vent. 345. to her daughters, remainder to the heirs of P. S. after-

PoUex. 573. wards and before the birth of a son, by deed released all

her right and estate to the use of P. and his heirs. The

question was, whether the contingent remainder limited

to the first son of S. was destroyed by her release to her

father? And it was adjudged, that the release by S. to P.

(i. e. by one joint tenant for life to another) did not de-

stroy the contingent remainder to her first son.

8 Rep, 76, a. It is true, that if a lease be made to two with a condition

to have fee, if they make a partition of the term, the con-

dition is destroyed ; but that turns upon a reason which

does not at all affect a contingent remaindei", viz. the re-

quisite agreement in quality between the first estate and

the enlargement to accrue thereupon. The enlargement

Jcvrrl. must accrue in the same quality in which the estate Avas

v/dc -,iipra, first granted ; for that was the quality of the estate con-
77.^254,205,4* ditioned to be enlarged: and it must not differ in quality
'

at the time of enlargement from the estate enlarged;

otherwise, instead of being an enlargement or extension

of the estate then in being, it would, in truth, be the acces-

sion of another estate of different quality, which would

not be agreeable to the terms of the condition. But no

such necessa/y connection seems to exist, between a re-

mainder and the quahty of the preceding estate. Whilst

the
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the particular estate continues the same in quantity, it

continues to be the same estate as far as respects its re- [34^3

lation to a remainder. If a release or severance between

joint tenants determine the old estate^ then a vested re-

mainder-man would be entitled to enter immediately upon

such release or severance ; but if notwithstanding such

release or severance, it continues to be the same par-

ticular estate as to a vested remainder, why does it not

as to a contingent one ? No legal modification or alteration

in the circumstances only of a particular estate, can be

said to determine that estate : but the determination ofthe

particular estate is the only point of connection between

such estate and the remainder ; therefore, until that point

is passed, there still remains the same place for a contin-

gent remainder to take effect.

XV. {q) It is said by Lord Chief Justice Hale, in the aSaund.sSS.

case of Purefoy v. Rogers, that in all cases where the

particular estate is merged in the reversion, there the con-

tingent remainder is gone, though there be no devesting

of any estate. As if there be tenant for life, remainder

in tail in contingency, remainder in tail in esse \ and the Ibid,

tenant for life, and he in remainder in tail in esse, levy a

fine, this is no discontinuance, no devesting of any estate,

because each gives such estate as he has j and yet the

mean contingent remainder is destroyed.

Now in regard to this rule, we are to observe, that

wherever the union or coalition of the particular estate

and the inheritance (except the circumstance of its being yide infra,

created by, or arising under the same instrument or deed p. 34-5, 346.

as the particular estate) happens by the conveyance or ^^ ^^^'

act of the p arties, it seems the intermediate contingent

remainders, depending on such particular estate, are de-

stroyed ; as in the above cited case of Purefoy and Rogers, Purefoy v.

where the conting-ent remainder was destroyed by the ^^°g^''''

r .1. •/.,.,•
-r

• Supra,p.2i7.
merger 01 the wire s estate m the reversion.

(q) XV. Where the union or coalition of the particular estate

and the inheritance (except the circumstance of its being created

by, or arising under the same instrument or deed as the parti-

cular estate) happens by the conveyance or act of the par-ties,

the intermediate contingent remainders, depending on •such par-

ticular estate, are destroyed.

z Q XVI. Bat
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XVI. (r) But our books apparently differ with respect

to the destruction of the contingent remainder, in cases

where the inheritance becomes united to the particular

estate by descent,

riunket r. Thus in the case of Phmket v. Holmes, it was resolved,

Holmes. ^jj^t the descent of the fee on tenant for hfe, did not de-

Vi^m 28 ^^^^y *^^^ contingent remainder. The case was this; one

devised lands to T. his eldest son for life, and if T. should

die without issue hving at his death, then to L. another

of the testator's sons in fee ; but if T. should have issue

hving at his death, then to the right heirs of T. for ever

;

the testator died, and it was resolved, that T. was tenant

for hfe, (because the hmitation over, was not upon a dying

without issue generally, but was confined to a dying with-

out issue then living), with the remainder in fee in contin-

gency ; and that the descent of the fee upon him, as heir

at the death of his father, did not destroy the contingent

remainder.

IJoothby I'.
So in the case of Boothby v. Vernon, it was taken for

Vernon. granted, that the contingency was not destroyed by the

y Mod. 147. descent of the fee. tI. devised lands to his sister, who

was his heir at law, and her assigns for her life, and if she

should marry, and have issue male of her body living at

the time of her death, then to such issue male and his

heirs male for ever ; but if she should leave no issue male

at her death, then to G. and his heirs for ever. The ques-

tion respected the title of the testator's sister's husband,

to be tenant by the curtesy of the lands so devised to

[-...o] her; and the court held, that the inheritance was never

( r) XVI. The books apparently differ with respect to the de-

struction of the contingent remainder, in cases where the inherit-

ance becomes united to the particular estate by descent, but may

be reconciled by distinguishing between those cases, where the

descent of the inheritance is immediate from the person by whose

will the particular estate and contingent remainders were limited,

and the cases, where those estates were not created by the will

i>f the ancestor from whom the inheritance immediately descends

on the particular estate. In the first line of cases the descent of

the inheritance does not merge, in the second it merges the

contingent remainders.

executed
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executed in possession in the sister during her hfe, (not-

withstanding the inheritance descended on her) and there-

fore her husband could not be tenant by the curtesy; it

foilows, that the descent of the fee did not merge her estate

for hfe, or destroy the contingency. So in Archer's case, Archer's

notwithstanding the reversion in fee must have descended ^'^^^^ qq
on Robert the devisee for hfe, upon the death of his father Supra,p.3i7.

the testator, yet he was adjudged to be only tenant for

life, with contingent remainder to his next heir male.

On the other hand, in the case of Wood v. Ingersole, Woodu. In-

it is said to have been resolved, that the descent of the gersole. Cro*

fee on tenant for hfe destroyed the contingent remainder
;

in that case it is said, three distinct parcels of land were

severally devised by the testator to his three sons, and

that if either of them should die, the other surviving shall

be his heir; the eldest son died; and the reporter says,

it was adjudged, that the fee descending on the eldest son

at the father's death, had merged the freehold devised to

him, and destroyed the contingent remainder. But there

appears to have been a notable mistake in this report, both

as to the state of the case, and as to the judgment ; for

it seems the words on the roll are, and if any of my sons 1 Bulst. 61.

die, the one to be the other's heir ; which words were ad- ^"^ the same

judged void for uncertainty, for there were two survivors,
f^-. -^ jo^es

and consequently the above point did not come into ques- yg, Pollex.

tion. As to the case of Fortescue v. Abbot (x), the re- 481. m the

mainder there was adjudged to be vested, and therefore
^

the decision in that case does not affect the present Abbot,

point. Vide supra,

But in the case of Kent v. Harpool, which as to the P" ^^3-

point in question was this : A. the father being tenant for T. Jones, 76,

life, remainder to his son B. for life, remainder to the first 77-

son of jB. remainder to the heirs of the body of A. ; A.

died before any son v/as born to B. ; the court held the

contingent remainder to the first son of B. was destroyed

by the descent of the estate tail on B. Of the same „ 1

•^
. _

xlooiier V.

opinion was Lord Hardwicke in the case of Hooker v. Hooker,

Hooker, where lands were conveyed to the use of A. and Rep. temp,

his wife for life, remainder to the use of .B. the son of ^. Kardw. 13.

for his life, remainder to the first and other sons of B. in

tail, remainder to his daughters in tail, remainder to A. in

z 4 fee

;

rtescue v.
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fee ; A. and his wife died in the life-time of B. who after-

wards died without issue, leaving a wife ; the question

was, Whether the wife of B. was entitled to dower in the

lands ? And it was decreed she was ; and the Lord Chan-

cellor with one of the Judges, was of opinion, that the

estate for life in B. was merged by the descent of the mherit-

ance upon him, and the contingent remainder destroyed.

These seeming differences in opinion, 1 apprehend, may

7/.v^ r.,..„. be reconciled, by a disthictiou between those cases, where

(1. WocUey V. the descent of the inheritance is immediate from the per-

NoriL-ood,
^ goj^^ by whose will the particular estate and contnigent

' '^"'^ '^ '' remainders were limited ; and the cases where those estates

were not created by the will of the ancestor, from whom
the inheritance immediately descends on the particular

estate ; which happens, either in the case of a mediate

descent from the person who devised the particular estate

and contingent remainders, or else where those estates

were not created by the will of any person, from whom
the descent of the inheritance is derived. Archer's case

and the cases of Plunket v. Holmes, and Boothby v.

Vernon, are instances of the first sort. And if in the

case of Boothby v. Vernon, we suppose the devisor to

have left a son, who had died intestate without issue in

the life-time of the sister, to whom the particular estate

was devised ; in that case, the inheritance would first

have descended from the devisor to his son, and from him

to the sister ; and consequently the descent of it on the

particular estate of the sister, would not have been imme-

diate from the devisor; and in such case, I apprehend, the

descent would have merged her particular estate, and the

inheritance would thereby have been executed in her pos-

session ; and consequently, that the contingent remainder

would have been destroyed, (for the reasons hereafter

given.) The third sort is instanced in the cases of Kent

and Harpool, and Hooker and Hooker.

The reasons upon which I ground the above distinction

are these : wherever a testator limits a contingent re-

runinder, it is agreed that the inherit£^pce descends to. the

heir only till the contingency happens ; if so, nothing can

be more absurd than to make such descent destroy the

r,- , .-] contingency. The will does not operate till the testator's

=^ death

;
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death ; the descent takes effect at the same time ; so that,

under such a construction, the particular estate given to

the heir by the will arises and is destroyed in one and the

same instant : and how is it destroyed ? by the descent

which that very same will permitted. This would be

making- a will and no will at the same time, and would, in

effect, be saying, that a limitation of a particular estate in

a will to a testator's heir at law, with a contingent re-

mainder over, without any ulterior vested remainder, must

be void in its creation. For it is evident, that under such

a construction, the particular estate never can take effect

at all, its existence and destruction commencing- together;

and that being destroyed, the contingent remainder over

is also gone, before it has even a moment's chance for

existence. Now this would be making the will, in this

respect, ipso facto void.

That estates created by devise, should be liable to the

operation of future accidents, as much as if they had

been created by any other instrument or conveyance what-

soever, appears but reasonable ; for the nature of the same

kind of estate when once created, is the same, whatever

might have been the mode of its creation. But that is

no reason at all, for rendering the limitations void in their

very creation, and denying them even the possibility of

ever taking effect. The general construction of wills for-

bids this, by giving effect to the testator's intention, so

far as it can be done consistently with the estabhshed

rules of law. And when in the case of a continaent re-

mainder by devise, the law supposeth the fee to descend

to the heir, until, or in default of, the contingency ; it

surely can be no violation of that law, to consider such

descent as conditional and imperfect, vihere the giving it

the force and effect of an absolute and perfect descent,

would render the will originally and totally abortive. And
therefore it seems to have been rightly said by Wyndham,
and agreed by all the court, in the case of Plunket v. ^. , ^
Holmes, that until the contingency happens, the fee de- 28.

scends to the heir in some sort, but not to confound the

estate for life, but so as to leave an opening for the inter-

position of the remainders, when they happen to interpose Vide supra,

between the estate for life and the fee. The case seems 3o- 71? 72.

, 222, infra.
"^"^^y

345- 346.'
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nearly allied to that of estates arising under the same

instrument.

But where the descent of the inheritance on the parti-

cular estate, is only mediate from the person whose will

Siipra, 343. created the particular estate and remainder ; or where the

descent of the inheritance is otherwise clear of the first-

mentioned circumstances ; there can be no such incon-

sistency in supposing the contingency to be destroyed by

the descent; for in all such cases the particular estate is

created, and takes effect, with a capacity of being after-

wards destroyed by those accidents to which the nature

of such an estate is generally subject; such as forfeiture,

merger, 8cc. ; its immediate destruction is not necessarily

involved in the mode of its creation, as it must be in the

former case under the same construction. There can be

no necessity, therefore, to exempt the particular estate in

these cases, from the operation of merger by the descent,

in order to give such particular estate any existence, as

there is in the former case.

In the first case we observed the limitations could never

possibly take effect, if the descent of the inheritance were

allowed to merge the particular estate ; in the latter cases

they may take effect, though the descent of the fee be al-

lowed its full force and operation ; and when the particular

estate has once taken effect, there is no more reason why

it should be exempt from those accidental modes of de-

struction, to which the law subjects estates of the same

nature in general, than there is in any other case, where

the particular estate is merged, and a contingent remainder

destroyed, by the accession of the inheritance : therefore

in the latter cases the descent may well be allowed its full

and usual operation.

XVII. (s) Here we must distinguish between the cases,

where a particular estate is limited, with a contingent re-

mainder

(5) XVII. Distinction between the cases where a particular

estate is limited with a contingent remainder over, and after-

wards the inheritance is subjoined to the particular estate by the

same conveyance ; and those cases wherein the accession of the

inheritance
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mainder over, and afterwards the inheritance is subjoined

to the particular estate by the same conveyance ; and

those cases wherein the accession of the inheritance is by

a conveyance, accident, or circumstance, distinct from

that conveyance which created the particular estate. In

the latter cases we have seen the contingent remainder is

generally destroyed ; in the former it is otherwise. For

where by the same conveyance a particular estate is first

limited to a person with a contingent remainder over to

another, with such a reversion or remainder to the first

person, as would in its own nature drovv^n the particular

estate first given him ; this last limitation shall be consi-

dered as executed only sub modo, that is, upon such con- * '"^ supra,

dition, as to open and separate itself from the first estate, ^^2
'

'

"

when the condition happens ; and by no means to destroy

or preclude the contingent estate.

But v/hether, in case of a limitation to one for life, re-

mainder to his first and other sons, &c. remainder to the

heirs, &c. of tenant for life ; this last limitation is so exe-

cuted in him as to entitle his wife to dower upon the hus-

band's decease, sans issue, has been a question.

For in the case of a devise to A. for life, remainder to q^q^ eHz.

his first son in tail, and so to his second, remainder to the sis.Cordal'i

heirs of the body of A. ; it was resolved, that the possibi- ^^^^'

lity of the mean estate that might interpose, kept the re-

mainder in tail during A.'s, life so disjoined from his im-

mediate freehold, that his wife could not be endowed.

On the other hand, in the above cited case of Hooker v. Vide supra,

Hooker, Lord Hardwicke with three of the Judges held, p- 343'

that even supposing after the descent of the fee upon B.

there remained any possibility of the estates opening to

let in the contingent remainders, yet as the contingency

had never happened, (and the husband being dead) never

could happen, the wife should be entitled to dower, and

he did not think that Cordal's case was law ; and said it [347]

inheritance is by a conveyance, accident, or circumstance dis-

tinct from that conveyance which created the particular estate.

In the latter case it is generally destroyed, in the former it is

otherwise.

was
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was denied, 2 Saund. 386, and also in another like case

by Bridgman.

Duncomb v. In another case * indeed, where W. was tenant for

Dunconib. life^ remainder to J. S. and liis heirs for the hfe of W.,
3 Lev. 437. remainder

* The above noticed case of Duncomb v. Duncorab, suggests

a mode of preventing dower's attaching upon purchased lands ;

which at the same time that it puts the whole estate completely

in the purchaser's power, without any recourse to the trustee,

vests the legal freehold in him solely, and on his decease leaves

the legal inheritance to his heir, absolutely discharged from

the medium of any trust. For this purpose, the lands may be

limited to the use of his appointees, &c. (in the fullest manner) ;

and in default of appointment, to the use of him and his assigns

during his life ; and from and after the determination of that

estate, by any means in his life-time, to the use of some person

and his heirs, during the natural life of the purchaser, in trust

for him and his assigns ; and from and after the determination of

the estate so limited in use to the said trustee and bis heirs, to

the use of the purchaser, his heirs and assigns for ever t«

Note hy Mr. Fearne.

t As the limitations suggested in this place by Mr. Fearne,

are often framed, the lands are conveyed to such uses as the pui--

chaser shall, by deed sealed and delivered by him in the pre-

sence of and attested by two or more witnesses, or by will signed

and published by him in the presence of and attested by three

or more witnesses, direct or appoint ; and in the particular form

used by Mr. Fearne, the ultimate limitation is expressed to be

to the party himself, his heirs and assigns.

Now, it is apprehended, that no good reason can be assigned

for requiring any specified number of witnesses to the execution

of the deed by which the power is executed; it seems therefore

sufficient to require that the deed shall be legally executed. Nor

can a good reason be assigned for giving the party a power tp

appoint by will, as he has the absolute ownership of the fee, and

may, as fully and effectually dispose of the fee simple in virtue

of that ownership, as through the medium of a special power.

The power of disposing by will is therefore viseless ; but it is

attended with this inconvenience, that it sometimes gives rise to

nice questicfhs, whether the disposition operates as a devise of

the land, or as an appomtment of the use, and thus makes it

doubtful in whom the legal estate is vested. For this reason, it

seems
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remainder to the heirs of the body of W., remainder over

W. died without issue, leaving a wife ; the question was,

v.'hether she was entitled to dower or not, i. e. whether

the remainder in J. S. was such an interposing estate be-

tween IK's estate for life and his remainder in tail, as to

prevent her being dowable ; and though it was contended

that the intail was executed in him, and that the remainder

t© J. S. and his heirs during his life, was only a pos-

sibihty
;
yet the court upon the first argument adjudged [349]

the wife was not dowable. For we are to observe, this

seems advisable to omit wholly out. of the clause the power of

appointing by will. In respect to the ultimate limitation, as a

life estate is first limited to the party, it seems more accurate to

limit the fee to his heirs and assigns, and not to the party him-

self, his heirs and assigns ^ but this is merely verbal criticism,

as both liuiitations have exactl}^ the same legal operation and

effect. If these observations are received, the clause may stand

as follows, " To such uses, upon and for such trusts, intents,

" and purposes, and with, under, and subject to such powers,
*' provisoes, charges, declarations, and agreements, as the
<' said A. shall by any deed or deeds, with or without a power
" of revocation or new appointment, to be by him legally

" executed, direct or appoint ; and in default of such direc-

'* tion or appointment, and so far as any such direction or

" appointment shall not extend, to the use of the said A. and
*' his assigns daring his life; and after the determination of that

^' estate by any means in the life-time of the said A. to the use

" of the said B. and his heirs during the life of the said A. in

" trust for him and his assigns ; and after the expiration or

" sooner determination of the said uses or estates, to the use
*' of the heirs and assigns of the said A. for ever.*'

It sometimes occurs in practice, that A. being tenant for life,

remainder to trustees and their heirs during his life In trust for

him, with the immediate remainder or reversion in fee to him-

self, conveys to B. in fee, v,ithout the concurrence of the

trustee. Now, during the life of A- the wife of B. will not be
dowable, as the inheritance during the life of A. v/ill not be

executed in B. in possession, on account of the limitation to

the trustees during the life of A. ; for B. Avill be only tenant

for the life of A., remainder to the trustees and their heii-s dur-

ing the life of A. in trust for B. and his heirs during the life of

A., remainder to B. in fee simpl?.

remainder
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Vide supra, remainder to J. S. was an intervening vested estate, and

p. 217, -2 1 8. not a possibility, as appears from what has been said in a

34---JI'. preceding page : and this case was allowed to be good

, Q
,' law by Lord Hardwicke in the above cited case of Hooker

la, p.4io- \
this case v. Hooker,
referred to

ant recog-
XVIII. {t) I observed in a preceding page, that notwith-

Suprap^i". standing the particular estate might in some cases be

revived, yet that the contingent remainder, if once it has

failed for want of the existence of the preceding estate

when the contingency happened, shall never after arise.

As if there be tenant for life with contingent remainder

over ; tenant for life makes a feoffment in fee upon con-

dition ; if the contingency happens before the condition is

Show. Cas. broken, the remainder is destroyed, notwithstanding the

Pari. 151. tenant for life afterwards enters for condition broken. But,

however, if the tenant for life enters for the condition

broken before the contingency happens, the contingent

remainder, it seems, may vest. But in that case, if the

2 Salk. .-577^ reversioner enter for the forfeiture, before the contingency

1 Ld. Rayni. happens, then is the contingent remainder destroyed. Per
3^^-

Holt, Chief Justice.

As to the remainder's vesting, if the tenant for life enters

before the contingency happens, there is a contrary opi-

Eac. Abridg. nion delivered in Bacon's Abridgment : where it is said

v. 5. p. 76.5. ^]^g contingent remainder shall never arise, though the

llemainder condition be broken, and a re-entry made before the con-

& Reversion tingency happens ; because the feoffment, though upon

( 1^)' condition, was a forfeiture and determination of the parti-

cular estate, and the recovery does not purge the for-

[?jF/'>] feiture. This seems to have been the opinion of Chief

Baron Gilbert, as I find it laid down in the same words in

(t) XVni. If a tenant for life with contingent remainder over

makes a feoffment in fee on condition, and the contingency

liappens before the condition is broken, the remainder is de-

stroyed, notwithstanding the tenant for life afterwards enters for

the condition broken. If the tenant for life enters for the con-

dition broken, before the contingency happens, the contingency

it seems may vest ; but, in that case, if the reversioner enter for

the forfeiture before the contingency lipppens,, tlie contingent

remainder is destroyed.

his
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his manuscript treatise, to which I have before referred. Supra, p. 84.

He cites Cas. in Pari. 151. But that authority does not

seem to warrant so much, as it does not put the case of

a re-entiy before the contingency happens. The ground

of the opinion is evidently this ; that notwithstanding the ^ ^de 1 Inst,

re-entry of tenant for life, the effect df the forfeiture still
"'-' '

remains, so as to entitle the reversioner to enter. Now,

it may be asked, if the estate still continues forfeited, how

can it be supposed to subsist any more, after the re-entry,

than immediately after the feoffment from which the for-

feiture commences ? And where then is there a particular

estate in the one case, to support the contingent re-

mainder, any more than in the other?

But notwithstanding this reasoning, it seems upon the

whole, that Lord Ch, Justice Holt's opinion is agreeable

to law: for both Lord Coke and Rolle tell us, that if 1 Inst. 202. b.

lessee for life make a feoffment upon condition, and after- ^ ' .^'

. . . . 474- P-pl.
wards enter for breach of the condition, it will reduce the ^ ^^

reversfon to the lessor, and the estate for life will be re-

stored; though still subject to the entry of lessor for the

forfeiture
;
just in the same manner indeed as where the

forfeiture is committed by acceptance of a fine, &c. from vide supra,

a stranger, and no devesting of the remainder, or altera- p. 323.

tion of the particular estate occasioned thereby. And
though there seem to be some errors in the references by

Lord Coke and Rolle to the yearbooks, as to their appli- 39 Assis.pl.

cation to this point, yet I find two cases in the year books ^5-4 H- ^•

(one indeed cited by Lord Coke) where that point is laid ^ ^^ "*'

down arguendo on one side, and admitted by the other

side : from whence it seems", that after re-entry for con-

dition broken, the lessee for life is tenant for life again,

as long as the lessor does not enter upon him for the for-

feiture ; so that if the contingency happen during that

interval, the contingent remainder may w^ell vest.
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CHAPTER THE SIXTH.

OTHER PROPERTIES OF CONTINGENT
REMAINDERS.

Accord.

HUinley v.

Stanley^

16 Vei. 491.

511.

Sir Edward
Clerc's case,

Cy Co. Rep.

17. b.

[3.52]

Leonard
Lovie'scase,

10 Co. Rep.

78. 85. b.

KEFORE I conclude this tract of contingent remainders,

it remains for me to notice certain other properties

belonging to them, which could not properly be brought

in, under any of the foregoing general heads.

I. (a) First I shall observe, that where a remainder of

inheritance is limited in contingency by way of use, or by

devise ; the inheritance in the meantime, if not other-

wise disposed of, remains in the grantor and his heirs, or

in the heirs of the testator, until the contingency happens

to take it out of them.

Thus, where one made a feoffment to the use of such

person and persons, and for such estate and estates, as he

should limit and appoint by his last will in writing. One

of the resolutions in the case was, that where a man makes

a feoffment to the use ofhis last will, he has the use in the

meantime.

And where a feoffment was made to the use of feoffor for

his life, and afterwards to the use of such tenants, as he

should demise any part of the premises to for life or

years, &c. and afterwards to the use of the performance

(a) I. WTiere a eniainder of inheritance is limited in contin-

gency by way of use, or by devise, the inheritance in the mean-

time, if not otherwise disposed of, remains in the grantor and in

liis heirs, or in the heirs of the testator, until the contingency

happens to take it out of them.

of
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of his will, and to the use of such person and persons, to

whom by his will he should devise any estate or estates Vide ofa

in the premises ; and after performance of his will to the P^^^*^" "°^

r 1 • 1 • -1 11- 1
suspending

use 01 several persons successively ni tan, and ultimately ^jjg vestinp-

to the use of himself and his heirs for ever. The Chief ofasubse-

Justice held, nothing vested till the death of the feoffor, q"?""^ •""'

because he had power by his will to devise to any person,
^ ^.,(j

^' '

be it in fee simple, if he pleased ; from whence it fol-

lowed, that in the meantime the use of the fee vested in

himself.

And where, upon a feoffment by B. to the use of him- Beck's case,

self for life, remainder to the use of /. for life, re- alias Burton

mainder to the use of the first son begotten of the body y'."^ ^
^l

of J. that should have heirs male of his body, and to oro. 285.

his heirs in perpetuum, and in default of such issue of 315-344.

his body, to the use of the first daughter of ./. which ^^*^" ^^'"'

should have issue begotten of her body, and for default
*''

of such issue, remainder to the right heirs of J. ; J.

levied a fine before he had a son that had issue male

;

upon which the heir of B. entered for the forfeiture.

Two points arose in this case ; first, whether the limi-

tation to the first son of J. who should have any heirs

male of his body, &c. was a contingent estate tail or in

fee? And if it were in fee, then secondly, as it was con-

tended that the subsequent limitation to the right heirs of

X must in that case be contingent, (upon the principle yjjg supra

that no subsequent limitation is capable of vesting after p. 225.

a contingent fee limited before) whether the fee remained

in the feoffor and his heirs in the meantime, so as to en-

title the heir to enter for the forfeiture ? Two of the

Judges seemed to incline to the afiirmative opinion ; and
held, that in case of a lease for life^ remainderto the right

heirs of J. S.^ and tenant for life makes a feoffment in

the Hfe-time of J. S, the lessor might enter ; though

Croke cited a case to the contrary, which Yelverton denied

to be law. However, the court, after several arguments, [353J
decided the case on the first point ; and agreed that the

limitation to the first son, &c. of J. gave such first son a i
• r

only an estate tail; and consequently, that the subsequent ^yg, Doe'd
remainder to the right heirs of J. became vested in him ;

Barnard v.

according to the general rule before treated of in this J^^son.
. Supra, i),2K,
A A essay
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essay, and the doctrine cstublislied in the case of Lod-
Supra,p.c-2j. dington i\ Kime, that a remainder to a person in esse, (as
and Doer.

^^^^^ ^^ ^1^^ heirs of J. here was, it beino; a remainder in
Ilolnies. ^

Infra p. s'-a.
""^^j ^^ "^ took a precedmg lite estate) may vest, if the

preceding contingent remainder be not in fee ; and there-

fore the com't came to no resolution as to the latter point

;

though the opinion of Hutton and Yelverton seems to have

inclined as I have mentioned.

And Holt, Chief Jvistice, in the case of Davies v.

Speed, said, that where a feoffment is made to the use

of A. in tail, remainder to the use of the right heirs of

Carlli. 2G-2. T. S. who is then living ; the fee simple is not in abey-

ance, nor in the feoffees, but results to the feoffor and

remains in him, till the contingency, (viz.) the death of

T. S., happens.

So Avhere the inheritance is devised in contingency, it

descends, if not otherwise disposed of, to the testator's

Raym. 28. heir, till the contingency; as where A. devised lands
i un -ett V.

^^ jy j^ig \\eiY, for life, and if B. should die without issue
Holmes.

. i
• % 1 1

Supra,p.34i. hvnig at his death, that then the same should remain to

C. in fee ; but if B. should have issue living at his death,

then the fee should remain to the right heirs of B. ; it was

resolved that B. took an estate for life, with remainder

in fee in contingency ; and it was said by Wyndham and

Twisden, and agreed by the other judges, that the fee

descended to jB. as heir, till the contingency happened,

though not so as to confound his estate for life, and

was not in abeyance ; that in relation to C, B. took only

an estate for life ; but in the meantime, by operation of

law, he had the fee in such sort, as that there should

1 Rep. G6. be an hiatus to let in the contingency, when it happened.
Vide supra, ^^^^j ^]^^^ j,^ Aichcr's case, thouirh Robert took an estate

"' ' "^ ' only for life by the will, yet by operation of law he had

the fee also.

Purcfoy V. ^^ in the above cited case of Purefoy and Rogers,

Rogers, where -S'. devised lands to his wife for life, and if it should

2 Sanders,
pleaise God to bless her with a son, and she should call that

'

[''>''d.']
' ^'"^ ^y ^^^ testator's christian and surname, he gave the

supra, 317. inheritance of the lands to him after his mother's life, and

if he died before he came to twenty-one, then the tes-

tator gave the inheritance of his lands after his wife's life

to
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to his the testator's heirs for ever. Before any son was

born, the heir of the testator conveyed the estate to the

wife and her second husband by fine.—Saunders urged,

that the contingent remainder to the son was not destroyed,

for that at the time of the fine, the heir of the testator

had no reversion or estate in him ; for that an estate for

life was devised to the wife, and the remainder in fee was

devised to her son upon a contingency ; so that until it

could be known whether such contingency would happen

or not, the reversion must be in abeyance and not in the

heir ; and then his conveyance gave no estate to the hus-

band and wife, but they were only tenants for life of the

wife as before. But Hale, Ch. Justice, interrupted him,

and said it was clear that the reversion was in the heir of

the testator by descent, and not in abeyance; and ac-

cordingly it was adjudged, that the contingent remainder

was destroyed.

Indeed the doctrine of the descent of the fee till the Supra, 243.
contingency happens, seems to have been clearly ad- 342.

mitted in both the above cited cases of Fortescue v.

Abbot, and Wood v. Ingersole.

So where A. devised to C. for hfe, and in case C. should j p. w. eor,

have issue male, then to such issue male and his heirs for Carter v.

ever, and after the death of C, in case he should leave Barnad^ton,

no issue male, then to D. in fee. After the testator's Par[°i.
decease, C, before he had any issue, suffered a com-
mon recovery of the lands ; it was clearly held, that these

remainders after the death of C. were contingent, and
consequently barred by the recovery of C. before they

vested ; and then the question arose, whether the re-

mainder in fee was in abeyance, or did descend to the

testator's heir at law ?

The Master of the Rolls considered the fee as in abe}^-

ance. He strongly argued against the notion of the fee's

descending (in that case at least) to the heir at law of the

testator, till the contingency happened : yet admitted,

that where one devises lands to A. for life, remainder to

the right heirs of J. S. then living, though the remainder

in fee is in abeyance, yet there is a possibility left in the [355J
heir; and that this was plain even in the case of a grant

;

and that this possibility seemed such an interest as en-

A A 2 titled
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titled the donor to enter for the forfeiture made by
touant for Ufe; for that his estate was as much deter-

mined as it would have been by his death ; and that it

was absurd that a tenant for hfe by an unlawful act, viz,

by his destroying the contingent remainder, should gair*

to himself an indefeasible fee simple ; that it was like

the possibility that was upon a grant at common law to a,

man and the heirs of his body ; for there, though the

grantor had no reversion, yet he might enter when the

grantee died without issue.

But upon an appeal to Lord Chancellor Parker, he made
a point of reprobating and exploding that notion; and

hold, that nothing but necessity could, in any case, sup-

port the admission of it ; that there could be no other rea-

sonable pretence for it, but to preserve the remainder;

but he said the construing the fee to be in abeyance, would

on the contrary tend to the destruction of the remainder
;

that it was held, where the remainder was devised in con-

tingency, the reversion in fee descended to the heir at law

in the meantime ; and that whatsoever estate was not dis-

posed of by the testator, descended to the heir ; and he

said, he should abide by that opinion, and was very clear

in it.—That it was a strange construction to take parns^

by a strain in law, to place a remainder, in iiubibus or in

abeyance, on purpose that the testator's intention should

be wholly frustrated ; and that the tenant for life might be

under the temptation to disappoint the will, by destroying

the contingent remainder by a recovery or feoffment

;

which in such case must be admitted to be tortious con-

veyances; nay, what was still more extraordinary, that

the tenant for life must be rewarded for this wrong ; and

that he who before had but an estate for life, should gain

an absolute and indefeasible fee simple ; and this by doing

a wrongful act ; which would be taking advantage of his

own wrong, both against law and reason.—That upon the

recovery suffered by C, he being but tenant for life, the

co-heirs of the testator havinor the reversion in fee de-o
scended to them, they had a right of entry commencing

upon such forfeiture of C
[3.36] ^"^ ^^^^ Court of Common Pleas, upon the same case

Loddington referred to them out of Chancerv, were clear as to the

*'-i^',\""^'
^

^

de^lructiou
1 Salk. 224.
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destruction of the contingent remainders by the recovery 1 Ld. Raym.

suffered by C. ; and that he thereby gained a tortious fee, '^^3-

good against all persons but the right heirs of the testator
; &"Ji'ig' 2 gro

which was admitting that a right descended to them. Cas.Parl. 15.

It may indeed be said, that in a subsequent case Lord Vick v. Ed-

Talbot does not seem to have adverted to this point ; but ^^ „,
3 I , W. 3V2-

rather to have accorded with the doctrine of the Master

'of the Rolls, in Carter v. Barnadiston. It was a case

where lands were devised to two trustees, and the survivor

of them, and the heirs of such survivor in trust to sell.

And upon its being objected, that the parties could not Vide Butl.

make a e:ood title, because the fee was not in the trustees, ^?^^ *" ^^'

. . , , 1 • - Lit- 1.91 J
a.

but was Imiited to the survivor, and it was uncertain a,fter Litt.

who would be the survivor; his Lordship held, that the sect. 301-

trustees joining in a fine would pass a good title to the

purchasers by way of estoppel : that here the fee was

in abeyance ; and it was certain that one of these two

trustees must be the survivor, and entitled to this future

interest, and consequently his heirs would be barred by

the fine of their ancestor.—And it being said by the

counsel that the heir of the devisor would join in the con-

veyance ; his Lordship said, that the heir's joining would

supply the want of proving the will, but that in every other

respect it would be void. And afterwards he cited the

case of Weal v. Lower, where a fine was adjudged to pass Vide infra,

an estate not vested, by way of estoppel. I • J 4-

Now upon this case three material observations arise

;

first, that as the heir at law agreed to join, the question

respecting the necessity of his concurrence was not de-

bated ; secondly, that in the case of Weal v. Lower, the

fine was levied by the remainder-man, and did not at all

affect the particular estate ; whereas in the principal case,

the question would have been, whether the fine of the

trustees, being tenants for life, would not have destroyed

the contingent remainder in fee to the survivor ; and there-

upon have given the heir of the testator a right of entry

for the forfeiture, agreeable to the doctrine held in ihe

above cited case of Carter v. Barnadiston ; thirdly, that

the devise here being to the trustees in trust to sell, would

have carried, in the very nature of the trust, such an [357]

estate as should enable the trustees to perform the trust,

i A 3 hy
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by disposing of the fee, in exclusion of the heir at law

;

supposing the devise to them had been indefinite, without

any words of limitation at all, either to the survivor or

the heirs, &c.

II. (//) The smnmary authority of Vick v. Edwards has

introduced the habit of considering a devise of lands to

trustees and the survivor of them, and the heirs of such

survivor in trust to sell, &c. as giving such trustees a joint

estate for life, with a contingent remainder in fee to the

survivor of them ; together with the consequent practice

of requiring a fine (x) from them, to bind such contingent

interest by way of estoppel. But the operation of such a

devise, in giving the trustees only an estate for life, with

a contingent fee to the survivor ; and the necessity for a

fine from them, seems at least problematical ; considering

the strong ground afforded by the nature of the trust, for

construing the fee to pass to the trustees absolutely, even

without any words of limitation ; according to the general

doctrine of the fee's passing by an indefinite devise ; where

the extent and execution of the trust reaches the whole

fee ; as that for a sale and disposition of the lands clearly

does.

. Lilt. 191. a. n. 1. (i/ler sect. 301. i-jthed.

The first words alone, it seems, would, from the nature

of the trust, have carried the fee to the trustees ; the latter

words do not give it from them ; which indeed would have

been an express negative upon the constructive operation

of the first. But their effect is included in that of a devise

to the trustees and their heirs ; inasmuch as they expressly

direct the fee to the same person as such a complete limi-

tation would ultimately carry it to, viz. the survivor of

the trustees. The limitation therefore to the survivor and

his heirs, does not contradict the construction of a joint

fee ; it is merely deficient in expression, by stopping short

of the intended extent ; as in the case of a devise, without

any words of limitation, though not so short as that does.

And why is not the less deficiency to be supplied, by con-

{()) II. On the effect of a deviate of lands to trustees and the

survivor of ihcni, and the heirs of the survivor in trust to sell.

structiou
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struction on the nature of the trust in one ca.se, as well as

the greater in the other? I have the note of a moderzi

case, where even in a devise to three persons (not as trus-

tees but beneficial devisees) the apparent intent that they

should take the fee jointly, ruled the construction ; not- Goodtitle v.

withstanding the fee was expressly limited only to the sur- Layman m

vivor ; it was a devise to three persons, to have and to
-^gj-m

hold to them as joint tenants and the survivors and sur- 12 Geo. 3.

vivor of them and the heirs and assigns of such survivor

for ever. And the court of King's Bench held it to be a

joint tenancy in fee (c).

But admitting the nature of the trust were not held to

supply the deficiency of the words of limitation, and carry

the immediate fee to the trustees by implication : still that

trust, at least, imports a power of conveying and disposing

of the fee absolutely, to effectuate the declared intent and

direction.of the testator, for making the sale and disposing

of the estate, which was the subject of the trust; and

then, the purchaser would come in under the will, in ex-

clusion as well of the heir of the testator, as of the heir

of the surviving trustee.

Aud supposing such a devise made, not to trustees but

to beneficial devisees ; and that the limitation indisputably [3.59!

gave them a joint estate for life, with a contingent re-

(c) In the matter of J. Harrison an infant, 3 Ans. 836., a mort-

gagee in fee devised liis property real and personal to three

trustees, and tlie^ survivor or survivors of them and the heirs,

executors, and administrators of such survivor upon certain

trusts ; the court considered the fee as having descended upon

the infant heir, until by the death of two of the trustees,

the contingent remainder in fee to the survivor should take

effect.—The reporter observes, that the trust of the will was not

to sell, nor any, which by necessary implication (x) carried the (0 ^ «^^

fee to the trustees.
^-^''^'^^ y-
Hannmg,

It should be observed, that whatever doubt may be entertained -7 East, 97.
of the ability of trustees under the devise in question to convey as to impli-

the fee, where the devise carries the lejjal estate, there can be cation.

none, of their conveyance's passing the equitable estate {y). vKj ^

n

On the effect of a fine levied in these cases, by the tenant for 7iit[\n\ a.

life, see Mr. Preston's Treatise on Conveyancing, vol. 1 , p. 301

.

^, 1. 17M ed

A A 4 niuinder
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raainder in fee to the survivor, suspended till such survivor

become ascertained, by the death of his co- devisees
;

even in that case, the concurrence of the heir at law

would, it should seem, preclude the occasion of a fine.

For the heir's joining in a conveyance with the several

Vide Pure- devisees then seised of the particular estate supporting

foy V. Ro- such contingent remainder would merge that particular

gcis, supra,
ggtate, destroy the remainder, and complete the title by

^'' ^^^'
passing the fee from the heir at law to the purchaser.

Upon the whole, therefore, the opinion in the case of

Vick V. Edwards, does not appear to have been the subject

of sufficient consideration, to be rehed on as an authority

aoainst the doctrine, relative to the descent of the inherit-

\u\e infra ^"ce to the testator's heir ; which appears to have been

505, 506, so directly and fully estabhshed, by the several cases I

507- 53^-7. have examined in regard to it ; and is confirmed by other

*^ *^^^"
cases cited in the sequel of this essay.

To dispute the descent of the inheritance to the heir at

law of the testator, in the case of a contingent remainder

created by will, would be sacrificing the authority of a

series of cases, wherein that point has been solemnly de-

cided and repeatedly recognised after the maturest dis-

cussiori, to the occasional opinion of Lord Talbot, in Vick

V. Edwards, where that point was not debated, nor the di-

rect subject of decision ; und the arguments of the Master

of the Rolls, in Carter v. Barnadiston, whose opinion was

over-ruled on the appeal to the Chancellor in the same

case ; and by the court of King's Bench, in Loddington

and Kime.

III. ((/) 1 have hitherto confined my observations on the

doctrine ofthe continuance of the inheritance in the grantor

(d) III. The inlieritance continues in the grantor, when a con-

tingent remainder of inheritance is created in conveyances at

common law.—On thisquestion different opinionsliave beeuenter-

tained ; Mr. Fearne contends for the affirmative, on the ground

that the reversion was in the grantor at the time of the disposi-

tion, and necessarily must remain in him till the di.iposition take

effect.

and
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fend his heirs, to cases of conveyances by way of use,

and dispositions by will. For different opinions have pre-

vailed in respect to its admission in conveyances at com-

inon law.

Some have held, that in case of a lease for life, remainder

to the right heirs of J. S. then living, no estate at all re-

mains in the grantor, and that he cannot enter for the for-

feiture, in case of a feoffment of the tenant for life ; whilst

others, though disinclined to admit that any estate remains

in the grantor in such case, still allow him a right of entry

for the forfeiture, upon a feoffment by the tenant for Ufe
;

no less than on the determination of his estate by death,

before the contingency happens. These opinions are Vide Plowd.

founded on an assumption, that the remainder must pass ^5' 29. 35.

out of the donor, at the time of the livery ; and conse- rv, Lit ^^4.2

quently that no estate shall remain in him after such livery
; b.

and therefore in the case of a lease to one for life, re- 1 P. W. 515,

mainder to the right heirs of J. S. ; the remainder, they ^

tell us, is in abeyance, or in nubibus, or in gremio legis :

though by way of some sort of compromise between com-

mon sense, and the supposition of an estate passing out

«f a man, where there is no person in reritm natiira, no

object besides hard and hardly intelligible words for the

reception of it, at the time of the livery ; they are com-

pelled to admit such a species of interest to remain in the

grantor, as upon the determination of the estate before

the contingent remainder can take place, entitles the

grantor or his heirs to enter and re-assume the estate.

Thus in case of a lease for life or in tail, remainder to 2 Roll. Abr.

the right heirs of J. S. if tenant for life dies, or tenant in ^ P • ** •

tail dies without issue living J. S. it is laid down, that as

the heirs of J. S. can never take, therefore the donor shall

have the land again. What is this, in effect, but admitting,

that no more actually passed out of the grantor, than the

estate to the tenant for hfe or in tail, until and unless J. S.

died before the estate of such tenant determined ?

But still, some denied the right of entry of the donor

for a forfeiture of the tenant for life ; as in the case put by
Croke in Beck's case, Lit. Rep. 160, whilst others held a

contrary doctrine ; agreeable to the opinion of Yelverton

«nd Hutton in their arguments on the same case ; and that [361}

of
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Supra 3-4. o* t^^^ Master of the Rolls in Carter v. Barnadiston, above

noticed.

Now, without entering into the grounds of distinction

between the determination of the estate for life by for-

feiture, and by death of tenant for life ; it must be an ob-

ject of no small curiosity, to understand, how a remainder

can pass from a donor until there exists some donee to re-

ceive it of him ; if it passes at all, the conclusion rather

seems to be, it passes to somebody ; and whilst it does not

pass to any body, one might suppose it does not pass at

all. And, however profound a solution of this difficulty,

may be discoverable by adepts in legal lore, under the ex-

pressions " in abeyance," " in nuhibus " or " in grcmio

" leffis," I cannot but think it a more arduous undertaking,

to account for the operation of a feoffment or conveyance,

in annihilating an estate of inheritance, or transferring it

to the clouds, and afterwards regenerating or recalling it

at the beck of some contingent event, than to reconcile

to the principles, as well of common law as of common

sense, a suspension of the complete or absolute operation

of such feoffment or conveyance, in regard to the inherit-

ance, till the intended channel for the reception of such

inheritance comes into existence ; in any ciwe at least,

where a present estate of freehold passes in the mean-

time, as the immediate and initiate subject of the operation

of such conveyance. The doctrine of estates to be en-

larged upon condition, may be referred to for such a

Vide Co Lit
principle? ^s no new thing in our law

;
and the several

216, a. 217, cases cited by Lord Coke against the opinion of the fee

218. a. simple passing before the condition performed, in case of

a feoffment to one for years, upon condition to have an

estate of freehold or inheritance on payment of a certain

sum, &c. shew, that there was no such universally allowed

absurdity, in the texture of our common law, as to pre-

vent the inheritance continuing in the grantor, where there

was no passage for its transition, open at the time of the

livery.

Plowd. 31, a. Indeed, Hales, Justice, in the case of Colthirst v. Be-

jushin, utterly denied what had been alleged, that the

remainder ought to pass out of the lessor at the time of

r
fj

-, the feoffment^ and put several apposite cases, to prove
'-•^ J that
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that at common law, a freehold, by agreement had upon

the livery, might be transferred from one to another, by

matter ex post facto, without passing out of the donor at

the time of the livery. And Brooke, I obsei've, states a Brook.Read.

case directly to this point ; viz. A. makes a lease for life o"^ Stat.Lim.

on condition that if the lessee has issue in his life the land ^*

shall remain to W. in fee ; A. recovers against the lessee

by writ of waste, and has execution, lessee has issue and

dies. No action of formeddn accrues to W. ; because the

fee remained in A. until lessee had issue, and then the re-

covery defeated the first limitation.

It may be proper to caution the reader, against con-

founding this last cited case, with the instances of limita- Vide supra,

tions over on conditions to defeat the particular estate ; P* ^ '
^^'

for, here the word remain applies, as to the possession, to

the expiration of the lessee's estate for life, and means a

commencement only in interest upon his having issue in

A.'s life-time.

Gilbert, in the manuscript treatise before referred to, Supra, p. 84.

after stating the case of a lease for life, remainder to the

right heirs of J. S. then living, and adopting the position

of the remainder's being in abeyance, that is, as he says,

in no person but in nubibus, because the donor has limited

it out of him, and all remainders must pass out of him at

the time of the limitation, observes, it may be objected,

that then such remainders ought to escheat to the lord
;

as well as where his tenant dies without heirs ; for they

actually passed out of the tenant ; and though they could

not vest in the persons intended; yet, it was not reason-

able they should return to the feoffor, against his own
grant, and when he had by his own act parted with, and
given them away ; but the lord ought ratlier to have them
by escheat. In answer to which objection, he says, it is

to be observed, that the reason of the escheat is the

death of the tenant without heirs, and that so are the

wools of the precipe ; but nothing vested in J. S. or his Fitz. N. B.
heirs, and therefore, the lord could have no escheat as 144-

from them. And as to the feoffor, he or his heirs were
still in esse ; and since the grantee could not take the re- [363]
mainder, aad no other person had a right to claim it; it

must
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must return back again, and settle in the feoffor, as if na

^ disposition had been made.

« Now what does such answer, to the objection, plainly

amo^t to, more or less, than, that the feoffor and his

*^
'. heirs still continued tenants to the lord ; because neither

the grantee nor any other person in the world, having ac-

qviired any right under the limitation of the remainder, it

was as much out of the case, and the feoffor and his heirs

as fully entitled, as if it had never been made ? To whom,

then, could it ever have passed out of the grantor? And
from whom could it ever return to him ? Where is the

sense, in saying, a remainder must pass out of the gran-

tor, in a case where you deny it ever passed at all to the

grantee or any body else ? Or that livery must have its

immediate operation, in a case where it is admitted to

have left the estate in the same plight exactly as if it had

never been made at all ? Would there not be better sense

in considering the disposition itself, in all these cases, as

put in suspense, till the event or contingency referred to

decides its effect ? What is there to move the subsisting

estate in the lands from the grantor, before the alienation

of it takes effect? That alienation may indeed rest in

abeyance or expectation, till the contingency or future

event gives it operation. And it is that, rather than the

respited inheritance, to which, during its mere potential

undecided operation, the allusion of

—

caput inter nuhila

Vide Co. Lit. cotidit.—seems most applicable.

34*> b.
jj^ short, to bring this doctrine to the test of common

reason, we may state it thus : A man makes a disposition

of a remainder or future interest, which is to take no

effect at all until a future event or contingency happens
;

it is admitted that no interest (r) passes by such a dis-

position to any body, before the event referred to takes

places. The question is, what becomes of the interme-

diate reversionary interest, from the time of the making

such future disposition untd it takes effect ? It was in the

grantor or testator at the time of making such disposition ;

it is confessedly not included in it. The natural conclu-

sion seems to be, that it remains where it was, viz. in the

grantor or the testator and bis heirs, for want of being

departed
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(departed vvith to any body else.—When the future dispo-

sition takes effect, then the reversionary or future in-

terest passes pursuant to the terms of it; but if such future

disposition fails of effect, either by reason of the deter-

mination of the particular estate, failure of the contin-

gency, or otherwise ; what is there then, to draw the

estate, which was the intended subject of it, out of

the orantor or his heirs, or the heirs of the testator?

Or who can derive title to an estate, under a prospec-

tive disposition, which confessedly never takes any eflect

at all ?

PoUexf 54.

IV. (e) Another observation is, that a contingent re- Weale ami

mainder of inheritance is transmissible to the heirs of the l^'^.Y^'^;

person to whom it is limited, if such person chance to

die before the contingency happens. This appears as well

in the above cited case of Vick v. Edwards, as in that of

Weale and Lower stated in the next page.

The same law, it seems, holds with respect to future 1 Rep 99, a,

uses, as where A. seised of the manor of .S. covenanted Woods case

with another, that when J. S. should enfeoff him of the

manor of D. that he would stand seised of the manor of

S. to the use of the covenantee and his heirs. The co-

venantee died, J. S. enfeoffed the covenantor, and the heir

of the covenantee was adjudged to be in, in course and Vide Guroel

nature of a descent. And in general it seems, that con- ^.Wood.

tingent interests pass to the real or personal represen- no ca '-^s'

tatives, according to the nature of such interests, as well Et vide

as vested interests, so as to entitle such representatives iVezey. sen.

to them when the contingencies happen.
a^'h "^^'l

But some cases may arise, where the existence of the Wilson v.

devisee. Sec. of the contingent interest, at some particular Bayly,

time, may by implication enter and make part of the ^^^^' 9^^'

contingency itself, upon which such interest is intended i^fi-a, 560.

.

. et seq.

(e) IV. A contingent remainder of inheritance is transmissible Cited bt/ the

to the heirs of the person to whom it is limited, if such person ' ^^^ Chan-

chance to die before the contingency happens, except the exist- j^ T
ence of the devisee of the contingent interest at some particular ^^-^^ 2)oe d.
time may by implication enter and make a part of the contin- Calkin v.

gBncy itself, upon which such interest is intended to take effect. Tomkinson,

to iMauIe^'
S. ifi,-;.
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to take eflect. As in a modern case of a settlement of

the wife's lands, on herself for life, remainder to her hus-

band for life, if any issue of the marriage should so long

live, remainder to all the children in fee ; and if she died

without issue, or such issue died under twenty-one, then

as to one moiety to the husband in fee. The court of

King's Bench held, that upon all the circumstances of the

case, the contingency on wliich the husband's estate in

fee was to arise, was that of his surviving (viz. hving at

the death of) his wife, and that as he died first, the con-

tinjrencv never asose.

Moor, 554.
pi. 750.

PoUex. 54.

Weale v.

Lower.

Vide supra,

p. 302, 303.

V. ( f) We are to remember, however, that a contin-

gent remainder may, before it vests, be passed by fine by

way of estoppel, so as to bind the interest which shall

afterwards accrue by the contingency. As where ^.made

a feoffment to the use of himself for life, and after the

death of himself and M. his wife, to the use of B. (his

eldest son) for life, and after the death of ^. M. and B.,

to the use of B. and the heirs male of his body, and for

default of such issue, to the use of the heirs of B. ; B.

had issue a daughter, and then by fine and indenture

granted to D. for 500 years, to commence after the death

of il ; B. died, M. died, A. survived ; it was held that the

estate limited to B. was a contingent remainder ; for the

particular estate was only for the life of A. whereas JB.'s

estate was not to commence till after the death of A. and

M., and though B. levied the fine for 500 years and died,

before the contingency happened, yet his heir afterwards,

when the contingency happened, was bound by the fine,

and the lease for 500 years to D. took place ; for it was

agreed that the contingent remainder descended to his

heir; and though the fine operated at nrst by conclusion,

and passed no interest, yet the estoppel should bind the

heir ; that upon the contingency the estate by estoppel

became an estate in interest, of the same effect as if the

(/) V. A contingent remainder may, before it vests, be passed

by fine by way of estoppel, so as to bind the interest which

shall afterwards accrue by the contingency. But, upon this head,

see Mr. Preston's Treatise on Conveyancing, vol. 1. p. 301.

contingency
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contingency had happened before tlie fnie was levied
;

that if the fine had been in fee, it would have barred the

heir, and operated to the benefit of the possession, as the

fine of a disseisee to a stranger; but being only for years,

the fee was vested, arid the term good, being drawn out

of the fee.

The same point, as I have already observed, was esta-

blished in the case of Vick v. Edwards, though Lord
Talbot did not seem to advert to the circumstance of the

fine's being levied by the person who had the particular

estate for life, as well as the contingent remainder ; and

consequently destroying that contingent remainder, in-

stead of merely passing it by estoppel. But for the rea- Supra..p.35G,

sons I have above noticed, the heir appears in that case '^^''

to have been excluded at all events.

That a contingent remainder cannot be passed or trans-

ferred, by a conveyance at law, before the contingency

happens, otherwise than by way of estoppel by fine (or by 2 Cro. 592.

a common recovery, wherein the person entitled to the A"^ ^^^®

contingent estate comes in as a vouchee, agreeable to the t>*^^*
^^'

opinion delivered by the court in Pells v. Brown's case,

though Mr. Piggot makes a quare upon it) appears by the

above cited cases ofWeale v. Lower, and Vick v. Edwards.

But contingent estates it seems are assignable in equity, as Vide Wright
I shall shew hereafter. v. Wright,

infra, 550.

VI. («•) And contingent estates, appear formerly to

have been held, not devisable by the person entitled

thereto, whilst they remained contingent, as in the case

of Bishop V. Fountaine : where A. devised land to a trustee Bishop v.

and his heirs, in trust in the first place for payment of I'ountame,
^ ^ "^

3. Lev. 427.

(g) VI. Contingent remainders appear formerly to have been

held not devisable by the person entitled thereto ; but, recent

determinations, particularly Roe d. Perry v. Jones, 1 H. Black. Vide 17 Ves,

Rep. Com. pi. 30, seem to have established the power of testa- ^^'^- ""<^

mentary disposition of contingent and executory estates and '^^^•^ '"' ^\^^

possibilities, accompanied with an interest ; and ofsuch as would ^Yror %T R.
be descendible to the heir of the object of them dying before the 88.

contingency or event on which the vesting or acquisition of the

estate depended.

debts
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tiebts, then to pay an annuity to his (the testator's) na-

tural daughter M. for life, and if she had any children, to

convey successively to those children, and for want of

such issue, or if such issue died without issue, then to be

conveyed to C. and his heirs ; and the testator gave C. an

annuity till such estate should come to him, and if he

claimed any thing during the life of M. or any of her issue,

then he was to be excluded having any thing out of the

estate.

C. died, leaving a son J., who during the life-time of Tlf.

devised the lands and died. M. afterwards died without

issue. The heir of the trustee thereupon conveyed the

lands to the heirs of C. ; upon which the devisee of J.

brought a bill to have the lands conveyed to him, sup-

posing an equitable estate to have been vested in C, and

consequently that it was well devised by J. the son and

heir of C. But it was resolved, it seems, by the Lord

Keeper, with the assistance of Ch. Justice Treby and

Baron Powell, after many arguments, that J. had no

estate devisable, but a mere possibility during the life of

M. or any of her issue, and so the devise by him was

void, and the lands well conveyed to the heirs of C.

'The reasons upon which the estate devised to C. was

held a mere possibihty, during the life of M. or any of

her issue, are not stated or mentioned ; but probably this

resolution was grounded on the clause, which excluded

C. from having any thing out of the estate, if he claimed

any thing during the life-time of M. or any of her issue ;

which clause possibly was considered, as rendering

the devise to C. dependent upon the condition of his

not claiming during the life of M. or any of her issue,

and consequently, contingent imtil that condition was

performed ; which could not be in his hfe-time before the

decease of M. without issue.

Vide Q Co. Unless we recur to some reason of this nature, for sus-

Ilep. 127. pending the effect of the devise to C. in that case, it

Sonday s should seem, that he would have taken the equitable re-

Vez'sen mainder in fee, expectant on the decease of M. and the

610. failure of issue of her body; which would have been a

Southby r. vested estate, and clearly devisable.
one ous

. <^^ j^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^ of Tves v. Legge hereafter more particu-

lailv
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larly stated, according to a manuscript note which I have

been furnished with, Lord Llardwicke said, that in order [3^^]

to make the devise by W. L. iiood, it must be a vested '^'"'^ infra,

remainder. i • j//-

But we are to observe, that the opinion of contingent

remainders not being devisable, seems to have arisen from

too narrow a construction of the word " having" in the *

statute of wills, by understanding that word as " seised

" of," as well as from the usual form of pleading, that the

testator died seised of. Sec; which predicament not being

applicable to estates, before they are vested, would, if

requisite to the power of testamentary disposition, have

ranked them, in that respect, with estates not acquired

till after the time of the will. And therefore we find that

contingent interests of chattel, or personal interests, were

allowed to pass by testamentary dispositions, though in-

heritable interests were not so.

But modern decisions have extended the same power VideScatxen

of testamentary disposition to contingent and executory v. Blunt,

descendible interests, by considering the word " having" 7 ^^*« 300-

in the statute of wills, as equivalent to having an in-

terest in.

Thus where J. S. being tenant for life, remainder to his gelwyn u.

first son, &c. in tail male, he, with his first son J. con- Selwyn,

veyed the lands by bargain and sale inrolled, to an in- ^i|"';^p^^'

tended tenant to the pracipe, for suffering a common
.^.j^

recovery, which was to enure to the use of J. aS". the

father, for life, remainder to the use of J. the son in fee.

Afterwards, and before the return of the writ of entry, J.

the son made his will, and thereby devised all his free-

hold and other estates, whereof he or any person or per-

sons in trust for him, were seised or possessed, either in

reversion, remainder or expectancy, and all his estate,

right, title and interest therein, to his father in fee. And

he died the day after the return of the writ of seisin, with-

out altering or republishing his will. And, upon a question

referred from Chancery to the court of King's Bench,

whether the hereditaments comprised in the bargain and

sale passed by the son's will : which turned on two points.

First, Whether at the date of the will he had any use,

estate, or interest in the premises to devise : secondly, it

Bb ^le
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lie had, whether the subsequent recovery was a revoca-

[3^9] tion ; the court ofKing's Bench certified their opinion, that

the hereditaments comprised in the bargain and sale passed

by the will of J.

The reporter says, that in the course of the arguments

in the above case, the court repeatedly expressed their

approbation of the case of Sir John Ferrers and Sir John

Curson, against Sir Richard Farmer and others, Cro. Jac.

643. ; and therefore it is likely, that they considered the

whole as one conveyance, which must relate to the date

of the bargain and sale ; which was perfected, made ab-

solute, and delivered from objections by the subsequent

ceremonies.

He says, it is probable too, from some expressions

dropped, they might think that J, the son, by virtue

of the bargain and sale, had a voidable contingent exe-

cutory use, to arise out of the subsequent common
recovery.—^That such a use was devisable ; and that the

subsequent recovery executed such use, and made it ab-

solute.

1 Black. Rep. -^^d afterwards, in the case of Roe v. Griffiths, Lord

60,5. Mansfield said, that in Selwyn v. Selwyn, he was pre-

Supra, p. 07. pared to have shown, with the concurrence of all his

brethren, that in all contingent springing and executory

uses, where the person who is to take is certain, so that the

same may be descendible, they are also devisable. That

they were convertible terms.—Though the great ground

on which the court went, in that case, was, that the

deed, recovery, and whole transaction, were to be con-

sidered as one conveyance.

Moor et Ux ^^^ where a testator devised his real estates, in trust

V. Hawkins, for his son J., and that if he should die without issue,

before Lord under age, they should go to C, his heirs and assigns,
or ing on q afterwards devised " all his estates whereof he was

ini7U5, cited
• , • • • i i- i

by Lord " seised in possession, remainder or reversion," and died

Loughbo- in the life-time of ./. who afterwards died under 21, and
rough, 1 H.

Yvithout issue. Lord Northington said, " he never had a
lilack. Itep. ,, 1 1 • 1 1111
Com. PI. doubt since he was 2,5 years old, that those contingent

3.3) 34- " remainders were devisable, notwithstanding some old

And reported ic authorities to the contrary; that he sent the question,

Cases in
" however, into the King's Bench, in the case of Selwyn

Chnnc. J42.
" V. Selwyn,
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" V. Selwyn, for the satisfaction of the parties ; and the Vide note in

" certificate of the Judsjes, in that case, impKed, he '>nargin,su-

. . . . . pra 133.
*' thought, that they agreed with him in opinion—and he '^

'[070!

" thought the point was settled, and ought not to be

" shaken."

So where a testator devised his dwelling-house, Sec. to Roe d. Perry

his brother T. L., until his (the brother's youngest) son J. ^'j ^^^^ ^^

or any other of his younger sons, should attain the age of gjack. Rep.

twenty-one years ; and in case he should have no younger Com. PI. 30.

son that should attain the said age, but only one son that

should attain it, then until such only son should attain

that age, and when his said nephew J. or any other of

the younger sons of the said brother T. L. should attain the

age of twenty-one years, then he gave his said dwelling-

house, &:c. unto his said nephew J. or unto such other

son as for the time being should be a younger son of his

said brother T. L., and should first attain his age of

twenty-one years, and to the heirs and assigns of such

younger son for ever ; the testator left his said brother

his heir at law, and T. and the said J. the sons of his said

brother, (who were his only issue). J. died under 21

years of age ; and afterwards T., in the life-time of his

father T. L., devised all his worldly estate, of what nature

or kind soever, whether in possession, remainder or re-

version, that he should die seised or possessed of, inte-

rested in, or entitled to, invested in, or should belong to

him at his decease, wheresoever or howsoever in any

manner or wise, unto his wife in fee. Upon this case three

questions arose : First, Whether there was a vested

interest in T. ; secondly. Whether, if it was contingent,

it was devisable ; and thirdly, Whether it passed by the

will.

Lord Loughborough said, the discussion of the first

question was unnecessary ; for, taking it to be a springing

contingent executory use in T., they were all of opinion

that it was devisable, and passed by his will. And he

observed upon the case of Moor v. Hawkins above cited,

that it was a hberal and right determination, and judg-

ment was given accordingly.

And upon a writ of error in the court of King's Bench, ^ Duriif. <i.-

that court coufirmed the decision of the Common Pleas East, 8S.

B B 2 ill
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in the same case. Lord Kenyon observed, that the statute

which enabled persons " having" any manors, lands, &c.

(x) As to the to devise, must mean having an interest in the lands (x)

;

question
^^^j j^g distino-uislied between such a conting;ent interest,

whether the •, •,• ,-, , , • , , • , n
ro-n and a mere possibuity, like that Vv'hich an hen' has irom

3'2 H. 8. c. 1. his ancestor ; which was nothing more than the hope of a

and 34t^-35 succession, and not subject to disposition (j/). And his

',jf' lordship hoped the point would be understood to be fully

rirrht qfac- at rest.—Ashurst J. said, the plain meaning of the statute

tion or entry; ^vas, that e^ery person who had a valuable interest in

'^''.

f ,^"^
"

lands, should have the power of disposing of it by will.

Holier V. BuUer J. observed, that if it were such an interest as was

Forrester, descendible, it seemed strange to say it was not also de-

8 £as/, 566, yjgable ; that they must both be governed by the same

Affirmed in Principle ; and, that it was a sound distinction that had

Exch. Cham- been taken by the Chief Justice, between a bare possibi-

ber, 1 launt. \[iy ^nd a possibility accompanied with an interest.—And
•^^ *

Grose J. remarked, that the 4th sect, of 34 and 35 H. 8.

{y) Vide ^ r which was explanatory of 32 H. 8. c. 1, declared
Helps et Ux.

, „ , . , , , ^ ^ • 1 j

V Hereford *'"^^ ^" persons havmg a sole estate or interest m lands,

2 Uarneivall &,c. might devise; which did not include a bare possibi-

and Alderson,
jj^y or hope of succession, but a possibility accompanied

with an interest.

The above authorities, I apprehend, have, on solid

grounds, established the power of testamentary disposition

of contingent and executory estates and possibilities, ac-

companied with an interest ; and of such as would be de-

scendible to the heir, of the object of them dying before

the contingency or event on which the vesting or acquisi-

tion of the estate depended. But the decisions do not

appear to reach those cases, where neither the contingent

interest itself is transmissible from any person until the

contingency decides him to be an object of the limitation,

nor the person or persons, to or amongst whom the con-

tingent or future interest is directed, is or are in any

degree ascertainable, before the contingency happens ; as

in the case of a contingent or executory limitation to the

right heirs of J. S. (then living) where the description of

the person to take, cannot be contined to or among any

ascertainable person or persons, during the life of J. S. ;

nor can it therefore be said, in whom such interest is ;

nor.
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nor, consequently, that it is in any body, during that

period : nor will it be tran^^.missible or descendible, from

any one dying before it becomes vested (:r). (x) Accord.

Doe d. Calkin v. Tomkinson, 2 Maule 4 -S. 165.

VIII. (a) And it is further to be observed, vv^ith respect [372]

to contineent remainders, (what indeed is but an inference Vid. supi-a,

,
r p. 11, 12.
from ^ '

(a) VIII. A fee cannot, at common law, be mounted upon Accord. Doe

a fee, yet two or more several contingent fees may be limited d. Planner v.

merely as substitutes or alternatives one for the other, and not to Scudamore,

interfere, but so that one only take effect, and every subsequent
28Q°a?i^

limitation be a disposition substituted in the room of the former, Crilmp d.

if the former should fail of eifect. Woolley v.

The expression that a fee cannot be mounted on a fee applies Norwood,

to three cases. 7 Taunt.36^.

The first set of these cases is, when a fee simple qualified or

determinable is limited in the first instance, with a limitation over

to take effect on its regular expiration ; as where there is a limi-

tation to A. and his heirs, while he and his heirs shall continue

lords of the manor of Dale, and if A. or his heirs shall cease to

be lords of the manor of Dale, to C. in fee ; or a limitation to ^.

and his heirs while B. or any issue of his body shall be in exist-

ence, and after the decease of B. and failure of his issue to C.

and his heirs in fee simple;—in each of these cases the limitation

to C. is void.

The 2d set of these cases is, where there is an absolute limita-

tion to a person and his heirs, and ifthere shall be a general failure

of his heirs to C in fee ; in this case, the limitation to C. is ab-

solutely void, so that if A. should die without any heirs lineal or

collateral, C. would not be entitled to the land, but the lord would

take it by escheat.

The 3d set of these cases is, where an estate in fee is limited

with a subsequent limitation to take effect if a particular event

shall happen within a limited time. At common law, the latter

limitation was void ; but such limitations are now allowed, in con-

sequence of the doctrine of Conditional Limitations and Exe-

cutory Devises. Upon what principles, in what cases, and

within what limits such limitations are admissible, belongs to

the doctrine of executory fees, which is discussed in that part

of the work which treats of Executory Devises.

From all these cases, those must be excepted, where the first

limitation is to the party and his heirs during the life of another

:

and those, where the limitation to the party and his heirs is by

B B 3 implication
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from the observations I have already made upon the defi^

nition of a remainder) that a fee cannot, at common law,

be limited on a fee ; as if lands are limited to one and his

1 Eq. Abr. heirs, and if he dies without heirs, then to another
;
this

iS6. c. 1.
last limitation is void. So if lands are given to one and

Inn-a, 444-
j^.^ j^^-^.^ ^^ j^^^g j^g j ^-^ j-^^g issue, and after the death

'^
'

of J. "S. without issue, to remain over to another ; this

remainder is likewise void, because the first devisee had

.

a fee, though it was a base and determinable fee.—So

1 Eq. Abr. where one devised lands to the prior and convent of B.

i86 pi. 3. so that they paid annually to the Dean and Chapter of

St. Paul's fourteen marks, and if they failed of payment^

that their estate should cease, and that the said dean and
^ chapter and their successors should have it ; it was held

that this limitation over was void ; because as the first

devise carried a fee, nothing remained to be disposed of;

and executory devises after a fee simple were in former

ages unknown.

1 Eq. Abr. But at this day such Hmitations may be good in a will

1 86. c. 2. or by way of use, upon a contingency that may happen
Supra, 272

^ji-i^ij^ a reasonable period ; though this not by way of

Infra, 390-6. direct remainder, but by way of executory devise, or

431-32-35- springing or shifting executory use.

Vide Doe d. .

.

_ _

Wells V. Scott, 3 Maule ^ Seho. 300. Doe d. Stewart v. Sheffield, 13 East, 52b.

Dawson V. Clark, isVes. 409-15. Goodright d. Lloyd v. Jones, 4 M. 4" 5.88.

Doe d. Davy v. Burnsall, 6 T. R. 30. ; and S. C. Burnsall v. Davy, 1 Bos.

$i P. 215-

However, we are to remember, that although a fee can-

not, in conveyances at common law, be mounted on a fee ;

J/^t :Zd^i^i ."re/iJt</^QX two or more several contingent fees may be limited,

P^ :f£,z/y - merely as substitutes or alternatives one for the other, and

/ ^^ JL^: ^ zi? not to interfere ; but so that one only take effect, and every

^' subsequent limitation be a disposition substituted in the

room of the former, if the former should fail of effect.

Thus in the above cited case of Loddington v. Kime, it

ton V. Kime, was held, that the first remainder was a contingent re-

Supra,p.225. mainder in fee to the issue of il. and the remainder to B.
1 Ld. Raym.

implication reduced to a limitation to him and the heirs of his

body ; for, in the first case, the party takes a life estate, in the

second he takes an estate tail, and in each the subsequent limi-

tation operates as a remainder.

was

208.
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was also a contingent fee, not contrary to, or in any de-

o-ree derogatory from the effect of the former, but by way
of substitution for it. And this sort of alternative limita- -r." V n

• 11 Dougl. Hep.
tion, was termed a contmgency with a double aspect. For 486, or 504
if A. had issue male, the remainder was to vest in that S^led.andthe

issue in fee; but if A. had no issue male, then it was to
^^^po^^^'^s

vest in B. in fee
;
and these were hmitations of which the vide infra'

one was not expectant upon, and to take effect after the 377, in Ives

other, but were cotemporary ; to commence from the same [374]

period, not indeed together, but the one to take effect in
""' SS^-

lieu of the other, if that failed.

So where the testator devised lands to his son J. L. with Doed.Brown

impeachment of waste, for and during; the term of his na- '"',^?, ^'

. "i Wils, 2*^7
tural life; and from and after his decease he devised them 24]
unto the heirs male or female lawfully to be begotten of 2 Black.777.

the body of his son J. L. for ever, they paying out of the

same a sum of 400/., 200/. part thereof to E. B., which

legacy he willed should be paid within two years after the

death of his son J. L. ; and upon neglect of payment, he

devised the lands to E. B. and her heirs, to hold for such

a term of years, as the said sum might be raised out of

the rents and profits thereof; and afterwards that the

land should return into the possession, and for the sole use

of the heir male or female lawfully begotten by his said

son, and to his and her heirs for ever ; but if his said son

J. L. should die, leaving no lawful issue, he then gave

the lands to E. B. her heirs and assigns for ever ; J. L.,

after the testator's decease, suffered a recovery to the use

of himself in fee, and died without leaving or ever having

had any issue.

The question was, whether the remainder to E. B. was

barred by this recovery ? It was contended that it was

not ; for that /. L. took only an estate for life, with con-

tingent remainder in tail to his issue, with a vested re-

mainder in fee to E. B. ; in which case J. L. being only ^

tenant for life, could not by his recovery bar such vested

remainder.

We are to observe, it was necessary to contend that the

limitation to the heirs male or female, &c. of J. L. was a

contingent remainder, and did not vest in J. L., and also

that it gave a remainder in tail only to such issue, and not

in fee ; for if this limitation vested an estate tail in J. L,

B B 4 then
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Vide supra,

2-25, &C.

.
f3.75]

\ ide intra,

3S1. et seq.

Ciooihight

d. Docking
V- Dunham.
Dougi. Hep.
'i5l. or 3d
cd. -264.

For a case

somevclicd

similar, vide

Smith V.

Horlock,

7 Taunt. \1Q.

It seems that

the latter

case is to be

distinguished

Jrom thefor-
mer.

Vide infra,

p. 4W).
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then his recovery indisputably barred the remainder to

JB, B. ; and if it gave a contingent remainder in fee to

the issue of J. L. then the other remainder to E. B. must

be contingent hkewise (because no remainder can vest

after a contingent fee is first limited) and then it was de-

stroyed by the recovery of J. L. the tenant for life.

But the court, v>ithont determining whether J. L. took

an estate only for Ufe or in tail, were clearly of opinion,

that take which he would, as he certainly took a freehold

sufficient to support a contingent remainder, the limitation

to E. B. could not enure as an executory devise ; because

that is not admitted wliere there is a preceding freehold

capable of supporting a contingent remainder ; and then as

a remainder, if J. L. took an estate tail, it was clear his

recovery barred it ; if he took only for life, then they were

clear that the subsequent hraitation to the heirs male or

female, &c. of J. L.was a good contingent remainder in fee

simple; and of consequence the limitation to E. B. must

also be contingent and not vested ; for a remainder cannot

vest after a remainder in fee. Therefore they adjudged

that the remainder to E. B. was barred or destroyed.

And in a subsequent case, w'here a testator seised in fee

in remainder expectant on the decease of ^4. devised to his

son J. L. for life, and after his death to all and every his

children equally and to their heirs ; and in case his said son

died without issue, he gave the premises unto his the testa-

tor's two daughters and their heirs, equally to be divided

between them ; after the decease of the testator and of^.,

J. L. entered and suffered a recovery, and died without

ever having had any issue. It was admitted that J. L. took

no more than an estate for life : (this being to all the chil-

dren equally, we may observe, was incompatible with an

estate tail in the father). But it was contended, that the

words their heirs in the limitation to his children, meant

heirs of the body ; the limitation over being to the testa-

tor's sisters, who came within the line of collateral heirs of

such children. But here we may observe, the words in-

troducing the limitation to the sisters, were not, in default

of heirs ofthe children, but in case the son should die with-

out issue ; which being tacked to the preceding clause, the

court held must mean tiie same thing as ** in case he died

without hildren." They had none of them a doubt, that
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both limitations, (viz. to the children of/. L. and to the

testator's sisters) were contingent remainders ; there were

no expressions to restrain the sense of tlie word " heirs,"

in the hmitation to J. L.'s children.—That the word heirs

in the limitation to the daughters, certainly did not mean
" heirs of the body," and they could not give the same [376]

words two different senses in different parts of the same

v/ill. The consequence of this opinion was, that the

recovery barred the remainder to the sisters.

And again, where a testator devised lands to his daugh-

ter for her life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent

remainders; then to all and every the children of his said

daughter by her husband C. and their heirs for ever, to be

equally divided between and among such children (if more £)oe d. Com-
than one) share and share alike ; but if only one such berbach v.

child, then to such only child, his or her heirs for ever ;
^^'^•^"'f.

and in default of such issue, to C. for life ; it was held, gjjgj. .g
.

_

that the limitation to the children was a contingent re- Supra, 313,

mainder in fee ; which having vested in their children

born after the testator's decease, though dying in their

parent's life-time, the subsequent remainders were hereby

precluded from taking effect. For the court held the

v/ords in default of such issue, to mean in default of such

children.

Upon the three last cases, we may observe, that the

words introducing the remainders over, afterthe limitations

to the heirs, &c. or children, were not allowed to abridge

or qualify the extent of the words heirs limiting the fee to

such heirs, &c. or children, as they would have done, if

they had been referrible to the words of limitation to the

heirs, 8cc. or children.—In the two first they expressly ap-

plied, not to issue of the heirs, &,c. or children, but to

issue of the parents ; and there was no circumstance to

extend the construction beyond the words ; consequently

the reference rested with the expression, and was confined

to the heirs, &c. or children themselves, as the issue before

mentioned. And in the last case, there being no sort of jccord the
apparent intention or ground for referring the words, such King v. the

issue, to heirs of the children, which children themselves Marquis of

v/ere the issue before mentioned, they were very reason- p^t \->\

ably referred to such children. But we are to distinguish

these
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Supra,p.352- these cases from Beck's case above cited, where the hmi-

tation to the first son of /. that should have heirs male,

&c. and to his heirs hi perpetuum, though it expressed an

estate in fee, yet was considered (it seems) as coutrouled

[377] ^^^^ abridged into an estate tail, by the subsequent words in

default of such issue of his bodi/ ; according to the obscr-

Vide 1 P.W. vation of Powell Justice, who (in the case of Idle v. Cook)
7^- said, that though the limitation to the first son of J., who

should have heirs male, &.c. was only a description of the

person, yet the words such issue, might likewise well

enough refer to the words heirs male, which might help

the construction.

Indeed the words " such issue of his body," there, were

as referrible to the first son of J. as to J. himself; and

the son being the last antecedent, the relative pronoun his

was properly enough referred to that son.

And where a testator charged his estates with 200/. to

be laid out in a house, which he gave to his daughter M.

Ives V Le-rse ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ 5 ^^^ '"^^^^"^ ^^^ decease, then the same to go and

in Cane Feb. " be enjoyed by the children ofher body begotten and their

1, 1743, and heirs, if she should have any ;" and in default thereof to
vide aDurnf. -^ j^ ^^^ ^^j^-^ younger sons, his heirs and assigns : after
tx Last, 480. -^ ^

^
'

^-. _ , . 1 1 • • ^

in note. the testator's decease, the son, W. L., devised his interest

in the house, and died in the life-time of M. ; and upon the

death of M. without children, the question arose, whether

the devise by W. L. was good ; it being contended by the

testator's grandson and heir, that the devise to the children

ofM. was in fee; and consequently, the alternative devise

Sed vide to W. L. a contingent remainder ; and as such, not devis-

Jones V. Roe able by him in the life-time of M. Lord Chancellor Hard-

d. Perry, wicke (according to a manuscript note I have of the case)

^^^Durnf!s< ^^^^^ *^^^ "^ °^^^'' ^° ^^^^ ^^^ i^Qv'i^Q to W. L. good

;

East, 88.' the devise to him by his father's will must be a vested

Vide supra, remainder. That he thought M. took no estate tail
;
the

367-8, devise was to her expressly for hfe ; and therefore no

greater estate should arise by implication ; for though a

A J devise to A. and his children, or to A. and after his death

Sealc V. Bar- to his children, would give A. an estate tail, if he had no

ier, 2 Bos. <^ children at the time, according to Wild's case, 6 Co. Rep.

^'l^^h /^? yet, in the principal case, there were words of contingency,

lesllution^in viz. " If she should have any," which differed the case

mid's case, fro™
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from Wild's ; and there did not appear to be any intention, and Hoe d.

which would have been fulfilled by over-ruling the estate J'^^^^i^
*'•

for life. That as to the estate which the children of ikf.
ATaiinL:i\'\.

would have taken, it certainly would have been a contin- [378]

srent remainder in fee, if there had been no limitation

over ; or if W. L. had been a stranger ; but he being uncle

of the children, it was impossible they should die without

heirs, during the existence of him or any of his issue : that

the doubt arose from the equivocal sense of the words

" in default thereof," whether they related to the children

of M. or to the heirs of such children? If to the first, the

case then amounted to that of Loddington v. Kime, and Vide supra,

made it a fee with a double aspect, or, as it is called in that 373-

case, two concurrent contingencies, of which either is

to start according as it happens ; being remainders cotem-

porary, and not expectant one after another. But then

both would be contingent, as well that to the children of

of M. as that to W. L., which was a construction never

made without an absolute necessity. That there was no

such necessity in the principal case, the words " in default

thereof," taking in both the contingencies, as well that of

M.'s dying without children, as of her children dying with-

out heirs ; as in the ordinary limitations in settlements.

And as the court never construed a limitation into an

executory devise, Vv^here it might take effect as a remain- Yide infra,

der, because the former puts the inheritance in abeyance
; 386, et seq.

so neither did it construe a remainder to be contingent,

where it could be taken for vested ; because the latter

tends to support the estate, and the former to destroy it,

by putting it in the power of the particular tenant to defeat

the remainder by a fine or feoffment ; which would have

been the case there, by the construction contended for

by the heir of the testator ; since by taking it for a con-

tingent remainder in W. L. it would have been in the

power of M. to destroy the whole, before the birth of a

child.

In the last case we are to observe, that tli.e word there- VldesDumf,

of, upon which the construction turned, was equally ap- ^ East, 491

plicable to the heirs of the children, as to the children

themselves ; and the heirs being the last antecedent, there

was no ground for excluding the reference to them; which

reduced
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Vide infva,

p. 466.

[379]

Doe d. Bar-

nard t'. Rea-
son, cited

3 Wils. 244.

Supra,p.352.

Kcene d.

Pinnock v.

Dickson,

M. 24 Geo.

3. inB. R.
cited by Mr.
Just. Duller,

3 Durnf. &
East, 495.
And more

[fully stated,

1 Bos. S^ P.

254, in note-

And vide

Doe d. Dacre
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reduced the case to that of a devise to one and his heirs,

and in default of heirs, then to a person who was a

collateral heir of the first devisee.

In another case, indeed, where a testator devised lands

to A. during the term of her natural life, without impeach-

ment of waste ; and immediately after her decease to such

issue of her body as should then be living, and to the

heirs of such issue ; that is to say, if one child, the whole

to that child and its heirs, if two or more children then to

them equally among them share and share alike, as tenants

in common ; and in case A. should die without issue of

her body begotten then living, or in case all such issue

should die without issue, so that all ^.'s descendants

should be dead without issue, then he devised the lands

over to T. and J. their heirs and assigns for ever ; after

the testator's decease, A. and her husband suifered a re-

covery, and she died without ever having had any issue.

The same question arose here as in the above cited case

of Doe V. Holme ; the court held, as in that case, that

the limitation to T. and J. was not an executory devise,

for^. took an estate for life, which was capable of sup-

porting a contingent remainder ; and that the limitation

to ^.'s issue was only a remainder in tail (as in Beck's

case above cited) for that the subsequent words and if ajl

such issue shall die without issue, restrained the preceding

limitation to the heirs of such issue, and reduced it to an

estate tail ; the consequence of which was, that the sub-

sequent limitation to T. and J. was a vested instead of a

contingent remainder, and so not barred by the recovery

or A.

But in a case where the devise was to G. P. for life, re-

mainder to her first and other sons in tail general, " and

for default of such issue male," remainder over; it being

contended that the word male might be rejected, the court

said, they could not do it : but held, that the remainder

over was a contingent devise only, on the event of there

never being a son ; and if there were a son ever born,

though he died, the remainder over would be void ; in that

case, it seems, a son was born, who died during the life

of G. P. and on his birth the estate vested in him ; and

the lynitation over, it seems, failed.—Here the court

referred
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referred the words such issue male, to sons before men- ^j. j^acre

tioned. 1 Bos. 8-; P.
250. (iffirmed

in Lady Dacrc v. Roe d. Baroness Dacre, in Error, 8 T. R. 112. And vide
Denn d. Briddon v. Page, 1 Bos. ^' P. 261. ?i.

Here, I shall close the distinct title of contingent re-

mainders, with apprising the reader, that there are some
other cases, which might, with propriety enough, have [380]

been inserted under the same title
;
particularly some of mfra,

those, wherein the question, whether a limitation should nart,c"l I

operate as a contingent remainder, or as an executory Carwardine

devise or future use, has been agitated, and the construe- ^- Carwar-

tion of a contingent remainder has prevailed ; but as most |fjf '

'"*''^'

of them must have been also noticed under the head of

executory devises ; and that of contingent remainders has

already swelled in the progress, rather beyond the limits

1 at first expected, I think it most convenient to refer

them to the ensuing Chapter of Executory Devises, (x)

(v) At this place, Mr. Fearne closes the part of his work, which

relates to Contingent Remainders, and to which, as is mentioned

in the preface, he lived to give his finishing hand.

The section which treats of the destruction of contingent

remainders, and some other parts of the work, contain much
useful learning on the operation of feoffments, fines and re-

coveries, in divesting and disturbing estates. With this subject

the following observations, on a case which frequently occurs

in practice, and in which this doctrine requires great considera-

tion, are connected, and are therefore submitted to the reader.

It frequently happens, that lands are limited in strict settle-

ment, as to A. for life ; remainder to trustees and their lieirs

during the life of A., in trust for him, and to preserve the con-

tingent remainders ; remainder to the sons of A. successively in

tail male ; remainder to such uses as A. shall appoint ; and, in

default of such appointment, to A. in tail ; remainder to the

right heirs of A.: and powers of jointuring and leasing are

given to A. ; and powers of selling and exchanging, with his

consent, are given to the trustees. A. being desirous of

disposing of the estate, subject to the limitations to or for the

benefit of himself for life, and to his sons in tail male, and wish-

ing, at the same time, to preserve his powers, levies a fine or

suffers a recovery of the estate, and directs it to operate for

confirming the uses limited to him, and his trustees, and his sons,

and the powers relating, annexed, or collateral to the estates

;

and
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and subject to these, to the use of himself or a stranger in fee

simple.—A question has been made, whether, notwithstanding

the fine or recovery be expressly directed to confirm the uses

and powers, the effect and operation at the common law, of a

fine or recovery in divesting and disturbing the fee, is so inhe-

rent to these assurances, and a consequence from them so una-

voidable, as to make them necessarily and irresistibly operate as

a forfeiture of the life estate, and a destruction of the powers.

Against this conclusion, the following observations have occurred

to the writer.

It is apprehended to be clear, from principle, authority, and

the practice of the profession, that, when a fine or recovery is

directed to operate to confirm uses or estates previously limited,

it does not divest, but confirms them ; and that it has this effect

equally, where it is directed to operate solelij for the purpose of

confirming the subsisting uses; and where, after having been

directed to confirm such subsisting uses, it is directed to operate

to ulterior uses, provided such ulterior uses be not inconsistent

with the uses intended to be confirmed.

1. It is admitted, that, if a person conveys land by lease and

release to the use of himself for life, with remainders over, and

covenants to levy a fine ; and the fine is levied, in a subsequent

term, it operates to confirm the uses of the deed. This, appears

to the writer, to go far, towards proving the position, which he has

suggested. It shows that the divesting operation of a fine is not

so inherent and unavoidable, but that it may be controuled by

the agreement of the parties in the deed creating the uses, to

which it is directed to operate. Now, when it is once admitted

that the divesting operation of a fine is not absolutely uncon-

troulable, it seems difficult to contend, that it should not be

controuled as much by a subsequent, as by a preceding agree-

ment.

It may be answered, that, the covenant connects the deed

and the fine, so that both are considered to form one conveyance.

But this supposed connection, takes place only because the par-

ties agree, that the fine shall have this operation : but it may be

asked, why the connection should not be equally produced by a

subsequent agreement ? The more this observation is considered,

the more the writer thinks it will be discovered to be founded.

2. The doctrine, in Seymour's case, loRep. 95, 1 Bulst. 162.

seems a strong authority, for the same conclusion. In that case,

Henry Cheny, tenant in tail, with remainders over, conveyed by

bargain and sale inrolled to William Highamand his heirs. There

was no covenant to levy a fine ; but, at the distance of a year,

•^ Henry
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Henry Cheny levied a fine to William Higham and his heirs, declar-

ing no uses of it. Henry Cheny dying without issue, the remain-

der man entered. The Judges connected the fine with the prior

deed, and therefore heid, that it enlarged the estate conveyed by

the deed of bargain and sale, into a base fee, which was deter-

minable, and wiiich was, in fact, actually determined, by the

death of Henry Cheny without issue. It strikes the writer that

there is strong ground to contend, that this case affords all the

authority wanted for the principle, which he has suggested.

For, if the operation of the fine had not been considered to con-

firm the conveyance to Henry Higham and his heirs, and con-

fined to this, it must have operated either as a mere release to

Higham, without barring the issue of the conusor, or as a con-

veyance of an absolute estate in fee simple. Against each of

which constructions, the court gave an explicit opinion.

3. Another acknowledged rule of law appears to apply to

the present case. It is admitted, (see 1 Ab. Eq. -257), that, if a

tenant in tail makes a lease not warranted by the statute, or

confesses a judgment, executes a mortgage, or incumbers his

estate in any other manner, and afterwards levies a fine, it will

operate as a confirmation of all his prior charges or incum-

brances. It follows, that, if a person, who is tenant in tail, con-

veys his estates to several uses in strict settlement, reserving the

reversion in fee, and then levies a fine to other uses, it confirms

the uses declared by the settlement; and subject to these,

operates to the uses declared of the fine. The writer is not aware

of any principle from which it can be properly inferred, that a

fine levied by a tenant in fee simple, who has made a previous

settlement, leaving the ultimate reversion in himself, should not

have the same operation.

4. But there are other cases, more nearly resembling, in their

particular circumstances, the case propounded by the writer, in

which all the doctrine required to establish his conclusion upon

it has been admitted. As, where a tenant for life, with remain-

ders over, and with a power of appointment, has levied a fine

;

and afterwards, by a deed, executed in the manner prescribed

for the exercise of the power, has directed the fine to operate

to uses warranted by the power ; in all these cases, it has been

held, that the fine did not destroy the power, but operated, in

concurrence with the deed, as an exercise of it. The Earl of

Leicester's case, 1 Ventr.278, and Herring r. Brown, 1 Vent. 368,

371. are the leading authorities on the subject. In the last, a

tenant for life, with power of revocation, levied a fine, and by a

deed, executed ten days after, declared the use of it. It was

held,
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held, that the fine did not destroy the power, and the reason

assigned by the Judges was, that, " though the fine, standing

" singly, would have destroyed the pov.or, it was not so, where

" there was a deed to declare the intention of the parties to the

" contrary." The case, therefore, seems to have been decided

on the very principle suggested. The decision must have been

to the contrary, if the Judges had conceived a fine to have that

inherent and unavoidable effect of divesting the existing uses,

upon which the whole objection to a title may rest.

5. The principle, contended for, was carried to a further ex-

tent in Bullock v. Thorne, Moor, 615. and Smith on the demise

of Richards f. Clyfford, 1 Durn. & East, 738.—In the first of

these cases, a tenant for life, with power of revocation, granted

a lease, and then levied a fine, for assurance of the lease; and

it was held to confirm the lease, but not to destroy the power.

In the last case, a tenant for life, with remainders to his sons suc-

cessively in tail male, with remainder to him in tail, with a re-

mainder over, suffered a recovery to bar his estate tail, Sec. and

declared the uses accordingly ; it was decided, that the recovery

was not a forfeiture of the life estate, and that it did not divest

the" remainders to the sons; the ground of the decision was, that

the " intention of the party, in suffering the recovery, was not

" to do an act inconsistent with the nature ofhis estates." Most

unquestionably the same must be predicated of the fine which

is stated to have been levied in the supposed case.

6. It may be added, that the point was very much considered,

in a case which lately arose on a contract for a sale of a part of

certain settled estates. By a settlement executed in 1806, they

were settled to the use of J^. and C. his wife, for their lives suc-

cessively ; remainder to their sons successively in tail male ; re-

mainder, if C. should survive /., to C, her heirs and assigns ; if J.

sliould survive C, to their daughters successively in tail male
;

remainder to such of her relations as she should by will appoint

;

in default of such appointment, to her in fee : with powers of

sale and exchange, exerciseable by trustees, with the consent

of J. and C.—In 1807, J. and C. executed v» deed, in which,

after reciting that C. was desirous of acquiring m\ absolute

power of appointment over the hereditaments comprised in the

settlement, on the event either of her surviving, or dying in the

life-time of J., and there being a general i&ihire of issue of her

body entitled or inheritable under the ...ses of the settlement,

they covenanted to levy fines of the settled estates, and di-

rected them to operate to the uses of the settlement antecedent to

tJio.se to her in fee simple ; and, after the determination of those

uses
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uses, to such uses as she should appoint by deed or will ; and,

in default of such appointment, to the use of her in fee simple.

—The fines were accordingly levied in a subsequent term.

Part of the estate being offered for sale, an objection was taken,

that, " by the inherent and unavoidable operation of tlie fine at

" the common law, all the uses might be considered to have
" been divested, and the powers extinguished or determined."

To avoid litigation and delay, a private act of parliament was
prepared ; by which, after reciting the circumstances, and stating

the objection to the title, it was enacted, that " the fines should
*' not be considered to have operated to divest, prejudice, or in

" any manner affect any of the uses, or powers, expressed or

" contained in the settlement; and that such use and power
" should continue and be in the same state and condition as if

" the fines had not been levied : but so nevertheless, that, sub-
" ject to the uses limited by the settlement to the daughters of
" J. and C. successively in tail male, and to the uses antecedent
" to them, the estates should be considered, from the time of
" levying the fines, to have been settled to the uses of the deed
" of 1807."

The bill, so prepared, was brought into the House of Lords

;

and referred to Sir Vicary Gibbs and Sir Wm. Garrow. They
reported in its favour ; verbally declaring, at the same time, that

there was no substantial ground for the doubt, and that the act

was unnecessary. When the bill was returned into the House
of Lords, it was much considered by the Lord Chancellor. He
was attended by the counsel for the bill ; and two private acts

were produced, which had been obtained to remove a similar

doubt. But the Lord Chancellor declared, that there was no
ground for the doubt, and that it would be wrong for the legis-

lature to admit, in its records, even an intimation of there being a

ground for such a doubt; his lordship therefore declared he
should oppose the passing of the bill :—of course, it was aban-

doned.

END OF REMAIN nPRS.

Cc
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EXECUTORY DEVISES.

CHAPTER THE FIRST

^iV EXECUTORY DEVISE DEFINED, AND ITS

SEVERAL KINDS DISTINGUISHED.

w^ N executory devise is defined to be a devise

of a future interest in lands, not to take effect

at

(a) I. To obtain an accurate notion of Executory Devises and

Conditional Limitations, it may be useful to consider, 1st, What
future estates and interests in real property were allowed by the

common law, and some of the rules of the common law respect-

ing them; 2dly, The first admission of conditional limitations as

trusts in equity, and in legal devises of land ; and, sdly. Their

introduction, as legal estates, in consequence of the statute of

uses,

1. As to theJuture estates arid interests in real property, tohick

tuere alloux'd by the common latv ;—it is generally understood, that

lands were granted originally for the life only ofthe grantee, then

to him and his lineal heirs, and then to him and his lineal and

collateral heirs : and that on every such grant, whether it were

for life, or in fee, a right remained in the grantor to the services

of the grantee, during the continuance of his estate, and to a re-

turn of the land, on its expiration. Whether this right of the

grantor depended on an estate for life or in fee, it was of the

same nature, and indifferently called his Reverter or Escheat ; but,

from the remoter probability of the return, when the fee was

granted, it became customary to call it after a grant of the fee,

his Possibility of Reverter : by degrees that expression was ap-

plied to those cases only, where a limited fee had been granted,

and the word escheat was applied to thoae, where the grant

had
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at the testator's death, but limited to arise and vest upon 1 Eq. Abr.
. 186

some future contingency.—This is the definition com-

monly

had conferred an absolute estate in fee simple. A grant to a

man and the heirs of his body was at common law a limited fee ;

and therefore, after such a grant, a possibility of reverter was

said to remain in the grantor. When the statute de donis con-

verted such fees into estates tail, the return of the land was

secured by it to the donor, and was called his reverter. In all

these cases, the words reverter and reversion are synonimous.

After a general power of alienation was allowed, the owner of

the fee might either grant the whole fee or a limited fee carved

out of it, or an estate for years, for life, or in tail. If he granted

a limited fee, the possibility of reverter on the determination of

the limited fee continued in him ; but, being a mere possibility,

it could not be granted ;—if he granted an estate for life or in tail,

the estate so granted was called a Particidar Estate ; and, having

granted one such estate, he might grant over ulterior particular

estates at his pleasure. Those, being carved out of that portion of

the fee which remained in the grantor after his grant of the first

particular estate, were called Remainders. From their nature,

they necessarily waited the regular expiration of the preceding

particular estate or estates for their falling into possession.

The only other future interest in real property which was known

at the common law was a Right to enter on the breach ofa Condi-

tion. According to the law of tenure, the performance of the

services was a condition annexed to every grant. If the tenant

neglected to perform the services, the grantor might enter and

resume the tenement. Whether this condition were expressed or

not, it was considered to be inseparably incident to the estate

ofthe grantee. At fii-st, it was the only condition that could be

annexed to the grant of land ; afterwards, other conditions were

occasionally introduced, and by an application, in some respects

very much forced,—of the original principle of conditions, that,

on the non-performance of them, the grantor might resume the

land, conditional fees at common law, and some other modifica-

tions of landed property were introduced, as estates upon con-

dition. These were often of such a kind as to make it more

natural that a stranger should have the land upon the non-per-

formance of the condition, than the grantor ; and that the grantor,

instead of being confined to his right of resumption, should have

it in his power to compel the performance of the condition, or

recover
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monly given of an executory devise. It comprehends

indeed every species of an executory devise ; but at the

same

recover from the grantee a compensation or satisfaction for the

breach of it : but, as all these estates were considered to be

estates upon condition, the law still confined the donor's remedy

to the resumption of the estate, and confined that remedy to the

donor and his heirs.

When the grantor entered for the breach of the condition, he

was considered to be in as of the seisin of his former estate : it

was the same when the heirs of the grantor entered ; they were

supposed to be in as of the seisin of the ancestor. The entry de-

feated the livery, by which the grant was made, and by a neces-

sary consequence defeated all the estates which depended upon

that livery. Thus, if a feoffment were made to one for life or in

tail, upon condition, with remainders over, and the grantor or

his heirs entered for a breach of the condition, the first estate

and the remainders over were equally destroyed ; and the grantor

or his heirs were considered to be in as of the former seisin.

Such, before the statute of uses, were the legal modifications

of real property in respect to future estates, interests, and rights.

It is evident, that such modifications of real property as are now

produced by executory devises and conditional limitations, would

not, before the passing of that statute, have been allowed by the

courts of law. If, before that time, land had been conveyed to

A. and his heirs, with a proviso, that, if A. should not leave any

child of his body living at the time of his decease, the land should

go over and belong to B. and his heirs, it is obvious that the

limitation to B. must be legally void. It could not be a grant

of the reversion, as the whole fee was previously granted ; or a

grant of a remainder, as it was preceded by no particular estate

;

it could not confer a title on B. to enter for a condition broken,

as such a title of entry could only belong to the grantor or his

heirs;—and escheat was wholly out of the question. If the con-

veyance had been to A. for life, with remainders over, with a

proviso, that, if B. attained 21 in the life-time of A., the land

should immediately thereupon devolve to B. and his heirs, the

consequences would have been the same, and the limitation to B.

would have been liable to all the objections suggested. At first

sight, it might, perhaps, be thought that the limitation to B. and

his bcirs might be supported as a remainder expectant on A'^

C3t;»te for life ; but, on further examination it woiUd appear that

the
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same time it is not confined to executory devises only

;

it includes every kind of contingent interest in lands given

by

the limitation to B. and his heirs wanted the distinctive quality

of a remainder, that its vesting in possession should depend

upon and wait for the regular expiration of the preceding estate
;

for, in the supposed case, the vesting of A's estate in possession

would not depend on the decease of ^., the natural term for the

expiration of the preceding estate, but would vest in possession

on ^.'s attaining 2 1 in the life-time of A. It would not, there-

fore, wait till the expiration, but would take effect during the

continuance, and operate to the destruction of ^,'s life estate.

Thus both the limitations proposed were, before the statute of

uses, legally void.

2. There appears, however, some reason to suppose, that though

conditional limitations were legally void, they were allowed in

the modification of uses, while uses remained in their jiduciarif

state at the common law. In that state, the courts of law could

not notice uses ; but it was considered that the owner of the

land charged with them, was under a moral obligation of disposing

of the land and the rents accruing from it in conformity to the

use, and therefore if the use limited the beneficial interest of the

lands, in the manner suggested, the legal owner of the land was

bound to dispose of it accordingly. Thus such limitations,

though void at law, became good as trusts in equity. It is also

probable, that, under the custom of devising lands, as it prevailed

in London and some other places, these modifications of property

were sometimes attempted, and from the liberality which our

courts have always adopted in the construction of wills, were

often allowed.

3. After the passing of the Statute of the 27 of Hen. VIII.,

which converted uses from their fiduciary state at the common
law, into legal estates, it became incumbent on the courts to

determine, what effect that statute should have in respect to

the executory limitations under consideration. When the case

was first pressed on the courts, it should seem to have been ne-

cessary for them to consider whether the statute executed any

modifications of property made through the medium of uses,

which the courts of law would have held illegal, if they had been

made of the lands themselves in conveyances at common law.

So far as respects the modifications of property in question, the

courts held them to be executed by the statute, and thus made

D D them
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by devise, (for every contingent interest must necessarily

be future) ; now every contingent interest in lands limited

by devise is not an executory devise, for some contingent
interests by devise are contingent remainders ; therefore

such a definition must be considered as defective in point

of precision and accuracy (h).

An

them a part of tlie English law of real property. Comparing them
with remainders, and titles of entry for a condition broken, they

appear of a mixed nature, partaking, in some measure, of the

nature of each. They so far partake of the nature of a remain-

der, that, when the event upon which they are to have effect

takes place, the estate or interest created by them passes to a

stranger; and they so hu* partake of the nature of a title to enter

for the breach of a condition, that, when the event proposed

takes place, they operate to defeat the preceding estate. When
the uses raised by them arise from an event provided for by the

deed or will which creates them, they are called Conditional

Limitations, Secondary, Future, Springing or Shifting Uses, or

Executory Devises, according to the nature ofthe event on which

they are limited, and the instrument which creates them : when

they arise from the act of some agent or person whom the in-

strument authorizes to raise or appoint them, they are said to

arise by an execution of a power. Executory devises are the

immediate subject of this part of Mr. Fearne's essay ; but his

positions and illustrations are always either ihrectly or indirectly

referrible to the general doctrines of law on all limitations of this

description, either in deeds or wills.

{b) 1. The common definition of an executory devise, that it

is a devise of a future interest in lands, not to take effect at the

testator's decease, but limited to arise and vest upon some future

contingency, is too general, as it is not confined to executory

devises, but includes every kind of contingent interest in lands

given by devise, as every contingent interest must necessarily be

future—An executory devise is strictly such a limitation of a

future estate or interest in lands or chattels, though in the case of

chattels personal, it is more properly an executory bequest, as the

law admits in the case of a will, though contrary to the rules of

limitation in conveyances at common law. Its being contrary

to the rules of limitation in conveyances at common law, gives

rise to two rules universally adopted in respect to executory

devises ; that wherever a future interest is so limited by devise as

to
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An executory devise is, strictly, such a limitation of a Vide Tenmj

future estate or interest in lands or chattels (though in the '^- Ag^^

case of chattels personal, it is more properly an executory ^'
S^\'

bequest) as the law admits, in the case of a will, though 5f).6i-62,

contrary to the rules of limitation in conveyances at com- l^oe d. Earl

mon law. It is only an indulgence allowed to a man's last ^^'^""^^"^-^ 9f

will and testament, where otherwise the words of the will /^y y. Max'eii

would be void; for wherever a future interest is so Umited 12 East, 589.

by devise, as to fall within the rules above laid down for ^°4- P^^i^^^ps

the hmitation of contingent remainders ; such an interest
i MauleSr

is not an executory devise, but a contingent remainder. Selvoyn, 744.
Et vide

Carth. 310. Reeve v. Long, 4 Mod, 258.

As where a testator devised to his wife for life, and to 4 Mod. 284.

her son after the death of his mother, if she should have Purefoy t>.

a son, and if he should die within age, then to the rieht '^^S^'"^' „
1- • i- xi 1 • .1 . , - 1- 1 • 1 . ,. 3 Saund.380.
heirs ot the devisor; the testator died without issue, his Supra,p.3i7.
wife married again, then the heir of the devisor by fine

conveyed the reversion to the husband and wife, who had
afterwards a son born ; it was adjudged, that the estate And vide

limited to that son should not enure by way of executory sVezey, sen.

devise ; because that is never allowed where a contingent '

estate is limited to depend on a freehold capable of support-

ing it ; here the mother had a preceding freehold in her-

self, therefore it was adjudged a contingent remainder in

her son ; and the heir at law, having a reversion in fee in Vide Mar-

him by descent, it was held, that the remainder was de- ^^"-^^ ^'* ^^^^>

stroyed by his conveying the reversion to the particular <> g^o
^

estate of the mother, before the son was born.

So where a testator, in case his eldest son should die f^S?]
and leave no issue of his body, then after his decease gave Walter v.

the lands to his youngest son and his heirs ; it was held. Drew, Cora,

that the eldest son took an estate tail by imphcation ; and
amfinfra'

that the devise to the younger son was a remainder : for 477.
that words should not be construed to give an estate by

to fall within the rules laid down for the liuiitation of contingent

remainders, or the estate limited by it is such as can take effect

as a contingent remainder, it shall never take effect as an execu-

tory devise. These rules and distinctions Mr. Fearne discusses

till the second section of this chapter,

D D 2 way
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way of executory devise, but where the devisee cannot

take any other Avay.

Wealthy v. And asjain, where a testator having charged certain lega-

^°'"^',5' cies upon his lands, devised, that in case his son T. should

temp.
* happen to die before he married, or being married should

Haidw. CjS. have no children lawfully begotten, then his lands should

remain and descend equally to his daughters and their

heirs, paying, Sec. except such jointures as his son should

happen to make upon his wife, not exceeding, 8cc. ; and in

case both his daughters should die without being married,

or being married should have no children of their respec-

tive marriages, then he willed that all his estate should

descend to his nephew ./. M., and at the end of the will

he save and devised to his son T. all his estate real and

personal not already disposed of by his will ; after the tes-

tator's death, his son T. entered and suffered a recovery

to the use of himself and his heirs, and died without issue

;

upon which his sisters entered and suffered a recovery,

and died without issue ; upon which the heir of J. M.

entered.

The question was, whether the devise to /. M. was a

remainder depending on a particular preceding estate in

the son and daughters, or whether it was an executory

devise ? And it was contended, that if the son took any

estate by the will, it must be an estate tail ; but that this

could not be for want of express words, and that here was

no necessary implication. But Lord Hardwicke was of

opinion, that there were two rules, which went a great way

in determining the case ; first, that it is immaterial which

Tjvords come first or last, for the construction must be

made upon the whole will ; secondly, that no limitation

shall be construed to be an executory devise, if it may be

a remainder. That here in the subsequent part of the will

was an express devise of all the residue, so that, take the

two clauses together, here seemed to be an express devise

[388J to the son, and it was given by the word estate, which

was sufficient to carry the fee : so that it amounted to a

devise to the son and his heirs, and if he died without

issue, remainder, &c. and that was nothing but an estate

tail ; but if that were not so clear, yet as to the daughters,

he thought no objection could be raised ; for there was a

devise
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devise to them, and if they died without children, &c. so

that their recoveries at least were sufficient lo bar the

nephew's remainder ; and judgment was given accord-

ingly.

And we find that Lord Hardwicke referred to the same Ives v.

rule in the case of Ives v. Legge, noticed in a former ^^SS"

page.

The same doctrine prevailed in a subsequent case before Carwardine

Lord Keeper Henley ; where (according to a manuscript ""- Carwar-

note of it with which I have been favoured) a settlement .^^
was made previous to the marriage of J. C, by which the Jan. 17^3
lands in question were limited to trustees and their heirs. This case is

to the use of J. C. (the settler) for life; remainder to
^-(^portedin

M. W. (his intended wife) for life (except in such cases as CLCa!^^.
should be thereafter excepted), for her jointure ; remainder Vide note

to the heirs of the body of the said J. C. begotten on his ^" margin,

said intended wife; remainder to the said J. C. and his
^"^''^"' ^23-

heirs ; followed by a " proviso, and the special trust and
confidence in the said trustees and their heirs were thereby

declared to be, that if the said J. C. should happen to die,

and leave such issue as aforesaid behind him, he the said

J. C. not making otherwise a provision for such child or

children in his life-time, then and in such case the said

trustees should stand seised of one moiety of the said

premises from and immediately after the decease of the

said /. C. to the use of such child or children as aforesaid,

and be empowered, out of the rents, issues, and profits

of the said moiety, to raise such provision for such child

or children as the sold trustees and their heirs should

think fit."

J. C. and M. his wife after their marriage joined in

levying a fine ; and he by will devised all his estate from

his eldest son, who was totally disinherited and left wholly

unprovided for.

The principal question in the case was, whether the

plaintiff, who was the eldest son of J. C, was entitled to [380J
any, and what provision under the proviso in the said

settlement.

It was argued for the said eldest son, that the estate in

the trustees, under the proviso, remained untouched by
the fine, which could not bar executory devises and spring-

D » 3 ing
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in^' uses ; which beins; collateral to the other estates and

remainders immediately carved thereout and independent

thereof, could not be aifected by any deed which respected

them. That the exception being introduced between the

estate for life of the wife, and the remainder to the heirs

of the body of her husband by her, it was antecedent to

the estate tail, and the fine would not reach it.—That a

difference was laid dov.n between a collateral use that does

not depend on other estates, and an estate limited by

Sed vide way of remainder.—That in case of springing uses (as

ifif'''^y 39'^' that was contended to be) and of executory devises, the

whole fee given before need not be' disturbed ; but the

estates before given might open to receive and let in the

use upon the contingency happening ; and so there it let

in the new estate, but did not operate to take away any of

the estates before given.—That being so, the next question

was, who was the person intended to take by the proviso
;

and then, what he should take ?—That the ground of the

provision was in favour of an eldest son and him only.

In the limitation of the estate the words were " heirs of

" the body," under which the first son would take the

whole; that in the proviso the words were " such issue as

" aforesaid," which could relate only to the heirs of the

bo'dy ; and the words child and children were afterwards

mentioned in the proviso, yet they must and could refer

only to such issue aforesaid, viz. " heirs of the body."

—

As to what estate such eldest son would take, it must be

a fee simple in one moiety ; for the trust and confidence

being to the trustees and their heirs, the estate must be

co-extensive with the trust.

On the other side it was said, the first question was,

whether under the settlement, which was a conveyance of

the legal estate, the provision was in the power of the

father, and any thing was left untouched by the fine ?—That

this point would depend upon the question, whether it

[390] was to be considered as a contingent remainder or as a

Archer's springing use? For if it was the first, it was clearly barred

case,! Co. 66. by the fine; for which they referred to Archer's case.

—

bupia,p.i5o.
jjj^^. ^}^g maxim of law being, that a fee could not be

limited upon a fee, springing uses arose in order to give

persons a power to provide for all the exigencies of their

families,
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families, and therefore the court permitted them to arise

within a reasonable compass of time (as in the compass of

a life and during the infancy of the first taker, as in Lloyd Supra, 275
and Carew), and that a springing "use is in a deed what

an executory devise is in a will, and the same rules are

applicable to both.—But that a springing use always dis- Davis or

places the former estates where the whole fee has been Daviesv.

departed with.—That a feoffment to the use of A. and his P*^^ '

.
supra, 49,

heirs to commence four years from thence was good as

a springing use ; sO after the death without issue, if he

died without issue in 20 years, it was good by way of

springing use ; because what was left undisposed of, was in

the feoffor in the meantime, and just in the same state as

before the conveyance. And that is a certain rule, that

it should never take effect by way of springing use or

executory devise, where it could possibly take effect by

way of remainder.—That although where the whole fee is

disposed of, you may make a new disposition thereof,

to arise within a reasonable compass of time, yet there

must be always a particular estate to support a remainder.

For the law always takes care, there should be a tenant to

a freehold liable to the actions of all persons who claimed

any right. And that wherever there is such a particular

estate, any limitation afterwards must be construed a

remainder. And in the case in question, it must be con-

sidered, as if the limitation to such issue had been placed

in the parenthesis where the exception is to the wife's

estate. And then where the limitation was in the middle

of the disposition of the fee, as in that case, it must

always be construed a remainder. That in a springing

use, the whole estate (that is to be displaced) vests. But

in the case then in argument, the mother took an estate

for life only in one moiety. As to the other moiety it was

contingent, whether it could vest or not; and depended

on the father's dying in the life-time of the mother, and

leaving such issue unprovided for ; and therefore was a fogi

contingent remainder, and barred by the fine.—That as

a father had a power to bar the heirs of his body, he might

certainly bar the lesser. provision. But in all events, it

was not a provision for one child absolutely, but all the

issue of the marriage unprovided for, and could be a

D D 4 provisioa
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provision for no longer than the mother's Ufe, subject to

the discretion of the trustees.

The Lord Keeper, after observing that the question arose

upon a deed veiy imperfectly and inaccurately penned

;

and was a question of law arising upon a legal conveyance,

a settlement executed and not on articles, or by way of

trust executory, divided the consideration of it into two

points.— 1st. The intention of the parties to the deed.

—

2dly. The legal operation and effect of it.

As to the intention, he said, that seemed clearer than

the other question. The settlement seemed to have been

only with a view of securing a jointure to the wife. The

recital was for that purpose ; and the uses limited were

agreeable to that intent ; there was no consideration had

of the children, as against the husband. He was to have

the whole power, only subject to the wife's jointure ; the

limitation of the whole was to the wife for her hfe (except

as therein after excepted) and then comes the proviso, that

liad been stated. The exception was certainly intended

to abridge the wife, not absolutely of a moiety, but in the

event provided for, of so much of the premises (not ex-

ceeding a moiety) as the trustees in their discretion should

think fit. And according to the true construction of that

deed, the eldest son was never intended to have the whole

provision. The husband foresaw the wife might marry

again, and as the whole estate was limited to her in jointure

for her hfe, his children by her might be wholly unprovided

for; therefore, this was intended as a provision for the

maintenance of all the children, during the wife's life only.

And the power of redemption in the husband was co-exten-

sive ; for if he made a provision for such child or children

during his life, the wife was to have the whole estate.

—

That the husband was still to have a power over the whole

estate, except as to the wife's jointure. He had an estate

[qoiI tail given to him ; wliicli by a fine he might convert into

a fee simple, and turn the estate into money, and make a

provision for his children in that way, if he pleased.

Tlie intention then being clear, the 2d question was,

what was the legal operation of the deed .' It was admitted,

it must be either a springing use, or a contingent remainder

;

whichever it was, the consequence was also admitted, if

that
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that was once known. That he did not know by what rule

of law he could construe that a springing use ; springing

uses were introduced to answer the exigencies of mankind,

in providing for all the contingencies in their families, in

like manner as executory devises were allowed of; in order

that after a departure with the whole fee, a new limitation

of the fee might take place, upon a contingency to arise

Avitliin a reasonable compass of time, and not within the

danger of a perpetuity ; not that a fee could be limited

upon a fee, but upon the contingency happening, the former

uses were to give way. And he did not recollect any case,

where a springing use had been created in the middle of

other uses, but always determined the first limitation of the

fee, and displaced the first gift, and changed the uses in

favour of other persons. And that it made no difference,

whether the whole fee was given away at once, or in par-

ticular estates, and by way of remainders. That it was a

certain rule of law, that if such a construction could be
put upon a limitation, as it might take effect by way of
remainder, it should never take place as a springing use,

or executory devise. That the best construction he could

put upon the limitation was, that of its being a contingent

remainder. And that the limitations ought to stand thus,

viz. to husband for life, remainder as to one moiety to the

wife for life, remainder as to the other moiety to the

children during the wife's life, if they are left unprovided

for ; remainder as to this moiety to the wife for life, re-

mainder of the whole to the heirs of the body of the

husband, remainder to the husband and his heirs. Now if

this estate was executed, he could give it no other con-

struction, than what a court of law would do ; and he was
of opinion, it was executed, and not an estate executory

remaining in the trustees. That he must determine ac- [393]
cording to the legal operation of this deed; and as he

thought it was a contingent remainder, the consequence

was clear, that the fine had destroyed it, and that the

plaintiffs bill must be dismissed.

In the last noticed case,we may observe, that the construc-

tion of a contingent remainder was immediately let in, by
considering the estate introduced by the proviso, as an estate

for the Ufe of the wife actually inserted in that very place,

in the antecedent course of hmitations, where the excep-

tion
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tion in the limitation to the wife left an opening for it

;

and where it was directed to take effect, uponlhe contin-

gency expressed in the proviso ; viz. immediately after

the estate limited to the use of the hasband for his life.

In which view, as it regularly followed an antecedent

estate of freehold, and operated to divest or determine no

vested interest, there was nothing to prevent its taking-

effect, as a mesne remainder, between the husband's estate

for life, and the ulterior remainder to him in tail. And the

Lord Keeper resorted to the rule I am now speaking oi",

as of sufficient energy, to decide the point of view to be

adopted, for his decision of the case.

Supra, 374. "We j^^^y further recollect, that in the several later cases

of Doe V. Holmes and Goodtitle v. Billington, considered

in a former part of this essay, the same rule was relied

upon ; in the latter of which. Lord Mansfield, in the

voice of the court, said it was perfectly clear and settled,

that where an estate can take effect as a remainder, it

shall never be construed an executory devise or springing

use.

Doe • Mor-
And in a still later case, cited in a former part of this

gan, supra, essay, where a testator devised lands to his wife for life,

P- 309- remainder to E. his son for 99 years, if he should so long-

live, and after the deceases of the wife and E. his son, to

the heirs of the body of the said E., but not to descend

entirely unto E.'a eldest son; but that £. might appoint

the same to all his children living at his death, and in de-

fault of appointment, then to his sons as tenants in common
in tail, remainder to his daughters, remainder over: the

mother died in the life-time of ii). the son ; the question

was, whether the devise to the issue of £. was good by

way of executory devise, or was a contingent remainder?

[394I If the former, the plaintiff in the cause was entitled to

recover ; but if the latter, it was destroyed on the death

of the tenant for life during jE.'s life, for want of a par-

ticular estate to support it.

It was contended on behalf of the plaintiff, that the case

was an exception to the rule, that wherever a limitation

can take place as a contingent remainder, it shall not take

effect as an executory devise ; for tliat rule did not extend

to cases like the principal one, where an intermediate

estate was intei-posed ; but only where the estate limited

in
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in contingency w<\s to take effect immediately on the de-

termination of the estate for hfe ; that in those cases the

remainders might take place, exactly in the order in which
the testator supposed the events would happen ; but there

the hmitation to E.'s children could not, as a remainder,

by possibility take place in the order pointed out by the

will. For that limitation was created on a supposition,

that the son would survive the mother ; but yet, as a re-

mainder, it could only have taken place, in the event of

the mother's surviving her son. The only way therefore

of giving effect to the testator's intention, was, by con-

sidering it as an executory devise.

On the other side, the general rule was relied upon as

inflexible and apphcable to the case.—And Lord Kenyon,
Chief Justice, in delivering the opinion of the court, said,

if ever there existed a rule respecting executory devises,

which had imiformly prevailed without any exception to

the contrary, it was that which was laid down by Lord
Hale in the case of Purefoy v. Rogers, that where a con-

tingency is limited to depend on an estate of freehold,

which is capable of supporting a remainder, it shall never

be construed to be an executory devise, but a contingent

remainder only, and not otherwise. That the rule applied

to, and must govern, the case before them. And he cited Vide infra,

the case of Hopkins v. Hopkins, stated in a future page of 5'^5- and

these sheets, in which case it was expressly decided to be
*"^^"' 304-

an executory devise, on the ground of the death of the in-

tended tenant for hfe in the testator's life-time. That the

point therefore had been too long settled to be now over-

ruled. And the limitation to the issue of E. was accord-

ingly decided to have been a contingent remainder.

From the last noticed case, and that of Hopkins v. Hop- [qo;;!

kins therein referred to, it appears, that where the contin- Under the

gent estate may, in the nature of its original limitation, ^^'^^^(^ in

take effect during, or by the time of the determination of, Sil"^ \e
the particular estate (supposing that particular estate to legalfee
take place) the possibility or probability of its not doing 'vested 171 trus-

so, in the common course of things, or from its relation to
f^^' ^^j.

other limitations, interposed by the testator, will not take 4.^. Su^^de'n

it out of the general rule, that denies the construction of on Powers

an /'•;2l-2o.ig,
1^^ ed.
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and Mr.Sutr. an executory devise, to a limitation, that may take effect

aen s note as a remainder.
'^^^' But where a future interest without a preceding estate,

or a contingent interest unsiipported by any preceding

freehold, or any estate after a preceding vested fee simple,

is limited by devise ; such limitation, as it cannot be good

as a remainder, may take effect as an executory devise,

provided it falls within the limits which the law prescribes,

for the validity of such executory estates ; of such limits

I shall treat hereafter, and in this place only adduce a few

instances of the limitations I have mentioned.

Per Cur. Thus, if one devise to the heir of .7. ^. after the death

1 Salk. 226. of J. S. it is good as an executory devise.-—And where A.

1 Lut. 798. devised lands to B. in fee, to commence and take effect

Per Curiam gjx months after the testator's death, it was a p'ood execu-
^"

•ju'^

'''''

tory devise ; in these cases we observe a preceding estate

was wanting.

2 P W 28 ^^ where testator devised to trustees for 500 years, in

Gorer.Gore, trust to pay an annuity to T. his eldest son for life, remain-

Vide infra,
^jgi- ^q the eldest son of T. (who had no son at the tes-

lla ward v
Bator's death), it was held good by way ofexecutory devise,

Stillino-fleet, there being no preceding estate of freehold to support it

infra, 542. as a contingent remainder.
(x) tulmer- ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ early case (x) where a devise to one and his
ston V. btew- , . 1 - 1 i 1

1

i 1 • i i

ard cited heirs, upon condition he should assure lands in such place

Cro.Jac.592. to the executors ; and, if he failed, then to the executors

and vjcle
^J^^^ their heirs, was deemed to be a "ood executory devise

Wellcokeu. ^ ^.

'

Hamond, to the executors.

cited 3 Co. And afterwards in a case (j/) where a testator devised

20. b. Hinde to B. his son and his heirs for ever, and if he died without
r. Lyon,

issue living A. then A. to have those lands to him and his

[no'iji
' heirs for ever ; it was adjudged, that B. took a vested fee-

(y) Pells V. simple, and that the limitation over to A. was good as an
Brown, Cro. executory devise, to take effect on B.'a dying without

F Abr issue in the hfe-time of A.

187. C.4. And again, (2) where a testator devised lands to his son

(z) Hanbury B. in fee, and other lands to his son C in fee, subject to a

^T} 11 Ah^
proviso, that if either of his sons should die before they

83'- pi. 4- should be married, or before they should attain the age of

21 years, and without issue of their bodies, then he gave all

the
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the lands which he had given to such of his sons that

should so die, &c. unto such of his said two sons as should

the other survive ; it was held that the sons took in fee, sub-

ject to a limitation to the survivor for life, in case of either

dying unmarried, or under the age of 21, without issue.

The three last cases are instances of limitations after a

preceding vested fee simple.

And even where there is a limitation after a devise in

fee simple, though such antecedent devise in fee be not

vested, but contingent
;
yet if the ulterior devise is limited

so as to take effect in defeazance of the estate first devised,

on an event subsequent to its becoming vested, it has been

held to operate as an executory devise.

Thus where a testator devised lands to his wife for hfe, Gulliver v.

and after her death to such child as she was then supposed Wickett,

to be enseint with, and to the heirs of such child for ever
; j-? „

, provided that if such child as should happen to be born, and some of

should die before the age of 2 1 years, leaving no issue of -^^^- Feapie s

its body, the reversion should go over. The court held it ^ ^f""^
^°^i j

•^
' . .

°

.

. .
on it are cited

to be a devise to the wife, remainder to the child in con- /„ Smith v.

tingency in fee, vvith a devise over, which they held a good Horlock,

executory devise, as it was to commence within 21 years 7 -^ount.i^g.

after a life in being ; and that if the contingency of a child

never happened, then the last remainder was to take effect

upon the death of the wife. And that the number of the

contingencies was not material, if they were all to happen

within a life in being, or a reasonable time after.

There is an observation ofthe reporter on the last noticed Vide 1 Wils.

case, that the court used a difference of phraseology, viz.
^

executory and remainder, in respect to the same limitation

;

from whence it seemed to him uncertain, whether they

determined it an executory devise, or a contingent re- [397]

mainder. But I conceive this doubt would have been

prevented by his adverting to the language of the court,

when they said it was good as an executory devise, as it

was to commence within 2 1 years after a life in being ; and

that the number of contingencies was not material, if they

were to happen within a life in being, or a reasonable time

after; neither of which circumstances hath any sort of re-

lation to a contingent remainder, or can be understood as

applicable to the idea of it.

Upon
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Upon the same case we are further to observe, that

although one of the contingencies on which the ulterior

devise was construed to depend, viz. there being no child

to take as supposed, must have been decided, imn^diately

on the determination of the particular estate without the

antecedent limitation in fee ever becoming; vested, and

therefore such devise would, had it depended on that event

only, have been considered as a contingent remainder,

equally with the alternative one to the child
;
yet the

other event, and that indeed on which the limitation over

was expressly limited to take effect, viz. the death of the

supposed child under the age of 21 years, could not pos-

sibly happen till after the fee simple had actually vested

in such child on its birth ; in which case it clearly could

not operate as a remainder, and therefore must have been

void in its creation, if not allowed to enure as an executory

devise.

II. (c) So, indeed, where a particular estate of freehold

is

(c) IT. If a particular estate of freehold is first devised, capa-

ble in its own nature of supporting a remainder, followed by a

limitation, which is not immediately connected with or does not

immediately commence from the expiration of the particular

estate of freehold, the latter limitation is incapable of taking-

effect as a remainder, but may operate as an executory devise

if confined to the requisite limits of time.

Thus, if land be devised to one for life, and after his decease

to B. in fee, the limitation to B. is immediately connected with

and immediately commences on the expiration of the estate

limited to A. during his life, and is therefore a remainder; but, if

the land be limited to A. for life, and after the decease of A.,

and one year after his decease, to B. in fee, the interval of the

year prevents the limitation to B. and his heirs from being im-

mediately connected with and from immediately commencing at

the expiration of ^.'s life estate, and cannot therefore operate as

a remainder, but operates as an executory devise. In the same

manner, if land be limited to A. for life, and after his decease to

B. and his heirs, with a proviso, that if i?. shall survived, and after-

wards depart this life without leaving issue of his body living at

the time of his decease, the land shall devolve to C. and his heirs

;

the limitation to /^. and his heirs prevents the immediate connec-

tion
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is first devised, capable in its own nature of supporting a

remainder, followed by a limitation not immediately con-

nected with, or commencing from its expiration ; as the

latter limitation is incapable of taking effect as a remainder,

tliere seems to be no obstacle to its validity avS an execu-

tory devise, if confined to the requisite limits of time. Vide Plowd.

Therefore, although in the case of a lease for life to A. t^'
• o Rayrn. 144.

and that after the death of A. and one day after, the land

shall remain to B. for life, it seems that the limitation to B.

is void as a remainder, because not to take effect imme-

diately upon the determination of the first estate
; yet, in

the case of a similar limitation by will, there appears to be

no ground for denying effect to such ulterior limitation as

an executory devise. This conclusion, I conceive, flows

from the principle on which Lord Nottingham proceeded

in the Duke of Norfolk's case, noticed in the sequel of Infra, 469.

these sheets ; which, with the concurrent stream of all

the cases and authorities relative to this point, appear to

warrant our general conclusion, in respect to the con-

struction of executory devises ; that, notwithstanding the

will may give a preceding estate of freehold, capable in its

own nature of supporting a contingent remainder
;
yet, if

an ulterior limitation wants that connection w ith, or rela- [399]

tion to it, which is requisite to constitute it a remainder, it

may take effect as an executory devise, if confined to the

limits prescribed by law for estates of that future descrip-

tion.

III. (d) Executory devises have generally been distin- i galk. 229.

guished

tion of the estate limited to C. with the life estate of A., and

prevents its immediate commencement on the expiration of ^.'s

life estate, and therefore makes it operate by way of executory

devise.

{d) III. Executory devises have generally been distinguished

into three kinds, two relative to real, and the third relative to

personal estate only : the first sort is, where the devisor departs

with the whole fee simple, but, upon some contingency, qualifies

that disposition and IhTiits an estate on that contingency. The
ad is, where the devisor does not depart with the immediate fee,

but
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guished into three kinds; two relative to real, and the

third to personal estate only. The first sort in this distri-

bution, is, where the devisor departs with his whole fee-

simple, but upon some contingency qualifies that dispo-

sition, and limits an estate on that contingency; of this

^ the above cited case of Pells ?•. Brown is an instance. So

Marks v.
' ^^here a testator devised lands to his wife for life, remain-

Marks, der to C. his second son in fee, provided if D. his third

son should, within three months after the wife's death, pay
l4^^J 500/. to C. his executors, &c. then he devised the lands to

D. and his heirs ; this was an executory devise to D.
Under the same description we may rank the case of

Gulliver v. Wickett above cited, and others of the same

kind, where, though the fee is not immediately disposed

of, yet it is made defeasible after a contingent disposition

1 Salk. 229. of it has taken effect.

The second sort of executory devises, under the same

general distribution, is, where the devisor gives a future

estate to arise upon a contingency, but does not depart

Rayra. 83. with the fee at present ; as a devise to the first son or the

heir of./. S. when he shall have one ; or a devise to the

daughter of B. who shall many such a one within fifteen

years.

but permits it to descend to his heir, and on the happening of a

future event, devises it to another person.

In each of the cases proposed, the event, on which the execu-

tory devise is to arise, may be either certain or contingent. If

the testator should devise land to A. and his heirs, with a pro-

viso that at the end of one year after the decease of B. it should

devolve to C. and his heirs, the event on which the executory

devise to C is limited would be considered to be certain ; if the

testator had devised it to A. and his heirs, and on the event of

A.'s leaving no child of his body living at the time of liis decease,

to C. and his heirs, the event would be considered as uncertain
;

but, in eacli case, the limitation over would operate by way of

executory devise. In the same manner it would be an execu-

tory devise if there were no immediate devise of the inheritance,

but the testator had permitted it to descend, and had devised it

over on the events proposed.

The subject will again be incidentally mentioned, both in the

text and the notes of the last chapter of this essay.

But
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But it is evident the last description does not properly

comprise those cases, where the future estate is not con-

tingent, but limited in an event certain ; or where, though

the testator departs with an immediate estate of freehold,

yet the ulterior limitation is not so connected with it, as

to be capable of effect as a remainder. To comprehend

such cases in the above branches of distribution, the terras

of the last description may be extended, by saying, the

second sort of executory devise is, where the devisor,

without departing with the immediate fee, gives a future

estate to arise either upon a contingency, or at a period

certain, unpreceded by, or not having the requisite con-

nection with any immediate freehold, to give it effect as

n remainder.

The case of a devise to one, to take effect six months Vide Clarke

after the testator's decease, is an instance of the first class ""• Smith, su-

admitted into this extended description. And so where (x) /^f pay's
one devised lands to J. S. for five years from Michaelmas Case, Cro.

then next ensuing, the remainder to C. and his heirs, Eliz. 878.

nnd died before Michaelmas, the limitation to C. was held

good, although a freehold cannot be in expectancy ; for

that in case of a devise, the freehold in the meantime

should descend to the heir and vest in him ; which reason

proves the hmitation was allowed to operate as an execu-

tory devise, though in the report it is inaccurately called a

remainder.

Again, where one devised lands to his wife, till his son Uoil
should come to his age of 21 years, and then that his son Palm. 132.

should have the land to him and his heirs ; and if he should ^^^' ^^^.',

die without issue before his said age, then to his daughter, Thrustout d
this was held a good executory devise to the daughter. Small v.

In which case it is observable, that the first devise of the Denny,infra,

fee was to the son, who was the heir; and therefore, under ^' '

the doctrine in Boraston's case, the son taking the vested Supra, 842,

fee would still have taken by descent, and not by the

devise, so that the immediate fee must be considered as

undisposed of by the will. But if such a devise had been

to a stranger, instead of the heir, then under the apphcation

of the doctrine I have just alluded to, the case would have

fallen properly under the first division of executory devises,

where the fee is disposed of in the first instance,

E E And
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And the case of a limitation to one for life, and from

and after the expiration of one day (or any other supposed

period, not exceeding 21 years we may suppose) next

ensuing his decease, then over to another, may be adduced

as an instance of the call for the latter part of the extent,

to which I have opened the second branch of the general

distribution of executory devises.

Dyer -4. ^^- (^) The third sort of executory devises, compris-

pl. 18. ing all that relates to chattels, is where a term for years^

[402J or any personal estate, is devised (more properly bequea-

] Ro.l A or. thed) to one for life, or otherwise ; and after the decease
'

"
of the devisee or legatee for life, or some other contin-

gency or period, is given over to somebody else. Such

ulterior limitation was void at common law, and the whole

property vested in the person to whom it was limited for

life ; though there was indeed a distinction taken between

a devise (or rather bequest) of the use of a personal thing,

Brook De- and of the thing itself. Thus where the will was, that A-
vise, pi. 13. should use such a thing during his life, and afterwards

ro. ar.34
. ^^^^ 2J. should have it, the limitation over was agreed to

As to the de-
. ... ^ , .

vise of a term "^ good ; but if the first disposition had been of the thmg

of years in itself to one for Ufe, and after to another, then the de-
esse to one yjgg ^^.^^ would have been void. But the doctrine has
for fart of
theuncxpired ___^_
years, iviik

remainder
^^^ jy_ "^[^^q third sort of Executory Devises, comprising all

. . ^, ,' that relates to chattels, is where a term or any personal estate is

r/skt d. bequeathed to one for life, or otherwise, and after the decease of

Revell V. the devisee or legatee for life or some other contingency or

Parker, period, is given over to anotiier person.

1 Hauled;
f>. j^^ ^^^^ f|j.gj. ^^^^ ^^ jj^j^ q^~^„^ j^ j^ mentioned that a remainder

og'2. and tide
1 1 v •. j • /> i, 1

1

t 1

tu]->ra ''dl
'^^^ y limited m freehold estates. In personal property,

4 3. and Cot- under which both chattels real and chattels personal are included,

ton V. Heath, there cannot be a remainder in the strict sense of that word

;

irifa, 403. and therefore every future bequest of personal property, whether

^ *
''",

it be preceded or not preceded by a prior bequest, or limited

E.<;sa7jon
*^" ^ certain or an uncertain event, is an executory bequest,

Abstracts of and falls under the rules by which that mode of limitation is re-

Tiile, toL-2. gulated.

p. 4. and
Plowd. 524, there cited.— See also Doe d. Hayes v. Surges, 7 Taunt. 217.

gradually
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gradually obtained, and is now settled, that such Hmitations

over in a will, or by way of trust, are good.

Thus where a testator possessed of a farm, &c. for the Matt. Man-
term of 50 years, devised his lease of the farm, &c. and all "'"g's Case,

the years therein to come to B. after the death of M, the ^ ^^^' ^^'

testator's wife, &c. and in the mean time his will and
meaning was, that his wife should have the use, occupa-
tion of the farm, &,c. during her natural life, &c. ; it was
contended that the devise to jB. after the death of the

testator's wife, was void; for that the devise thereof to her
during her hfe, gave her the v/hole term. But after re-

peated debates and arguments on the case, three judges
held that B. took it not by way of remainder, but by way
of executory devise. As if the testator had devised, that

after his son had paid such a sum to his executors, that he
should have his term ; or that after the death of J. that B.
should have the term ; or that after his son should return

from beyond seas, or that A. should die, that he should

have it ; in all which cases, and other like, upon the con-

dition or contingent performed, the devise was good ; and
in the mean time the testator might dispose of it. And
therefore in judgment of law, ut res magis vakat, the

executory devise should precede, and the disposition of

the lease, till the contingency happened, should be subse-

quent ; as if the testator had devised, that if his wife died

within the term, then B. should have the residue of the

term, and then further devised it to his wife for her life. [403]

And that there was no difference between a devise of the

term for Ufe, remainder over, and a devise of the land, or

the lease or farm, or use, or occupation, or profits of the

land.

In the above case, we observe, the court resorted to the

grounds of the devise of the term, upon a contingency or

condition, being good, and the ability of the testator to

dispose of it in the mean time ; and considered the devise

over, after the death of the wife, as such a contingency.

The nature of the devise in that case, accorded with this

view of its effect, in the circumstance of the devise to B.
expressly preceding the intermediate bequest of the use

and occupation to the wife. But the court, in their general

constructive transposition of the life estate, and the lirai-

E E 3 tation
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tation over, in considering the latter as a devise on the

contingency of the devisee for hfe dying during the term

and preceding the former as an intermediate disposition

till the contingency happened, abstracted from regard to

the particular circumstances of that case, adopted a rule

ofconstruction equally applicable to all cases ofa limitation

of a term to one for life, and afterwards to another. And
Lampett's accordingly, in a subsequent case, where a testator being

^^^^' possessed of a messuage, &.c. for a term of 500 years,

^^' ' devised the messuage, &c. to his father for the term of

his natural life, and after his decease, the remainder to his

own sister, and the heir of her body: upon the question,

whether the executory devise, after the death, &.c. was

good, when the term itself, and not the use or occupation

of it, was devised to the first devisee for life, &c. and

afterwards to others, it was resolved, that in such case also

the executory devise was good.

In both the above cases, the devise over was to a person

in esse, and ascertained. But the principle upon which

the decisions proceeded, had no relation at all to that cir-

cumstance ; and therefore we find the same doctrine holds

in cases where the ulterior devisee is not in esse, or not

ascertained.

Cotton V. Thus where a termor for years devised the term to his

Heath, ^ife for eighteen years, and after to his eldest son for life,

£. ° .' and after to the eldest issue male of that son for life:
ti-2. pi. 3. . .

'

1 Eq. Abr. though the son had not any issue male at the time of the

191. pi. 2. devise and death of the testator, yet it was held that if he

[404] had had issue male at his death, such issue male should

have had it, as an executory devise; for that notwith-

standing its being a contingency upon a contingency, and

the issue not being in esse at the time of the devise, yet

inasmuch as it is limited to the son but for life, it was good,

and all one with Manning's case.

Vide 1 And. And so if J. possessed of a term devises it to B. his

F Ah'
^^'^'^' ^'^^ ^'^'^' '"^^^ iifter her death to his children unpreferred,

iqi pi. >. ^^^ ^') ^^ter B. dies, it has been held that C. then being

.'Imner u, the Only daughter of A. should have it; for that an exe-

Luddin^ton, cutory devise, which hath a dependence on the first devise,
nfRrmed in , , , , .

error in K "^^^ made to a person uncertam.

B- 3 Leon. 89. (x) Here the vcords, dies and,, seem to be omitttd by mistake,

•r muU be understood.

The
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The cases I have adduced are sufficient to shew the

law to be now settled, that limitations over of chattels real,

after a devise to one for life, are good as executory

devises.

And that, in equity, the like doctrine extends to chat-

tels personal, will be equally evident from the few foUowincr

cases; in which that species of property was the subject

of the limitation on which the question arose.

There is an early case of a devise of ,500/. to the testa- 2 Freem.

tor's daughter; and if she died before 30 years of age 137* ^**«

unmarried, then over. She received the money, and died '

before the time ; it was resolved in equity, that her exe-

cutor was chargeable as possessed in trust for the legatees

over. This indeed was not the case of a devise to one for

life, or a particular period, and afterwards to another ; but

a conditional new disposition of the property, upon a par-

ticular contingency.

But in another case, a testator gave the use of all his Vachel i-.

several paintings and books of prints, his colours, collection Vachel and

of medals, &c. to his wife, during the term of her natural Leminon,
. . . „ . . 1 Chanc

life ; and his will was, that if she were with child of a son, p„^ . „^^ ' ' Las. i2g.

that then after her decease the said paintings, &c. should

be left, remain, and come to that son; but if she were not

with child of a son, or if such son should die without issue

male of his body, then all the said paintings, &c. after the

decease of his wife, and the death of such son as his wife

was then with child of, should come and remain to the use

of 2'., of which his will was, that the said T. should have [40/i]

the use only during his life, and that he should leave them

to V. his son, &c. T. died in the testator's life-time, and

the testator's wife was not with child of a son; and on its

being insisted that the limitation of the things to V. was

void by the common law, the Lord Keeper, and the Judges,

were clearly of opinion, that T. dying in the life-time

of the testator, and the testator's wife not being; with child

of a son, the devise to V. was an absolute devise, and

good in law ; and that the widow ought to have the use of

the said paintings, &.c. during her life. This we see was a

limitation to a person upon a contingency, after an imme-

diate use for life to one, followed by a contingent limita-

E E 3 tioa
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tiou to another (which, had it taken effect, would have

carried the absolute property), and also after an alternative

limitation for the use of a third person for life. But still

this was only a bequest of the use of the things for life^

&c. and in that respect might be referred to the distinction

between a bequest of the use of the thing, and of the thing

itself.

But it was not long after the last cited case, that another

occurred, wherein the distinction between the devise of

the use, and of the personal thing itself, seems to have

met with a considerable degree of modification. It was

where a testatrix bequeathed her whole estate, consisting

of personal things, to her sister C (whom she made execu-

trix) during the terra of her natural life ; and after her

decease, her will was, that 400/. should be given to the

daughters of D. And upon its being insisted that it was

a void devise, being the remainder of a personal thing;

after the death of another, to whom the same was given

before; the judge to whose opinion it was first re-

ferred, and afterwards the Master of the Rolls, and

ultimately the Lord Keeper, all concurred in opinion, that

the said daughters ought to be reheved for the several

legacies given them by the will, and for which the said C.

was in nature only of a trustee, to be paid after her death.

And so where the testator gave the Lady T. for life, the

castle of T. 8cc. with the goods and furniture in the castle,

&c. and desired that the goods and furniture might be

preserved for the heir, 8cc. and appointed her executrix ; it

was decreed that she should have the use of the goods for

her life, and that they should afterwards go over according

to the will.

In the last mentioned cases, we may indeed observe,

that the legatee for life was the executrix, and as such

held to be a trustee in respect of the limitation over ; and

therefore the old distinction, between the use of the thing

and the thing itself, might not be considered as com-

pletely abandoned, on account of her taking the thing

itself as executrix, and the use only constructively as

legatee for hfe. But subsequent decisions have removed

that distinction entirely.

Thus
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Thus in a case in 1695, we find it laid down as then 2 Freora

clearly settled, that upon a devise of goods to A. for life,
'^'''^•

with remainder after his decease to B., that it was a good

devise to B. and that he might exhibit a bill against A. to

compel him to give security that the goods should be forth-

coming at his decease ; and that it was all one whether the

goods or the use of the goods were devised for life.

And in another case, which was the subject of consider- Hyde v.

able debate, where a testator devised his household goods, Parratt, 1

&c. to his wife for her hfe, and after her death to H. having "• Wms. i.

made P. his executor; upon a bill filed by H. against the

widow and executor, to have an inventory of the goods,

and that the widow should give security for their being

forthcoming at her death. Lord Keeper Somers, after ar-

gument, and taking time to consider of it, and on the

strength of the late precedents, which had construed the

use of the thing and not the thing itself to pass, held the

devise over to be good.

Since that case, the distinction between the bequest of

the use of a personal thing, and of the thing itself to any

one for life, &,c. has been completely laid, in the construc-

tive operation of such a limited gift, to entitle the re- .

stricted legatee only to the use of the thing for the period

expressed.

We may recollect its having been said, that in case of Vide last

a bequest of goods to one for hfe, with remainder over, the [407]

legatee for life was compellable, in equity, to give security ^'*^*^ ^^^^

for the goods being forthcoming at his decease ; and

accordingly in the above cited cases ofVachel v. Vachel,

and Hyde v. Parratt, the bills appear to have prayed such

security, and this it seems was the old rule of the court.

But the later practice is for an inventory to be signed by 3 P.Ws.336.

the devisee for life, 8lc. to be deposited with the Master for 2 Atk. 82.

the benefit of all the parties ; which Lord Thurlow in a late y. ,'
t>

case observed was more equal justice ; as there ought to ch. Ca. 279.

be danger in order to require security.

V.
( f) Whilst I am speaking of the application of the

doctrine

(y) V. Observations on some circumstances relative to the

degree or quality of the property acquired by persons taking a

E £ 4 limited
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doctrine of Executory Devises, to chattels personal, is

household furniture, Sec. it may not be thought digressive

from the subject, to notice some circumstances, relative to

the degree or quality of the property acquired by the

persons taking the limited or restricted interest for life, &c.

in such chattels, under such testamentary dispositions, or

under limitations of trusts, which it seems are analogous

in effect.

It has been held that a devise from a husband to his wife

of the use of household goods, furniture, plate, jewels,

hnen, &c. for life or widowhood, and afterwards to children

Marshall v. and grand-children, did not bar the wife of her parapher-

^ .^^' nalia : and that she might, under such a devise, use the
'' goods in her own or any other person's house, alone or

promiscuously with other goods, or might let them out

to hire.

In the last case, it does not appear that the goods and

furniture were annexed as heir looms, to go along, or be

enjoyed with any house ; such an annexation of them to

[40^] the possession of any particular dweHing house, might

probably have excluded the liberty of using or letting

them to hire separately, or otherwise than ^vith the house

^
on which the limitation of the goods was so attendant

;

though I apprehend they might have been let with the

house itself.

Cadogan v. Thus in a case where Lord Montfort, upon and in con-
Kennet, siderution of marriage and a marriage portion, settled his

^' ' real estate, together with his household goods in his house

(particularized in a schedule annexed to the settlement,) to

trustees for himself for hfe, remainder to his intended wife

for life, remainder to the sons of the marriage in strict

settlement, Lord M. after the marriage, continued in pos-

session of the goods ; after which, a creditor took the

goods in execution upon a judgment; and upon an action

of trover brought by the trustees under the marriage set-

tlement, Lord Mansfield observed, ,it was a settlement

limited or restricted interest for life in chattels, under testa-

mentary dispositions or limitations of trusts.

On this head see Dewey v. IJayntun, 6 East, 257, and Lady

Arundell v. Phipps, and Same i. Taunton, 10 Ves. jun. 139.

verv
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Very common in great families ; in wills of great estates,

nothing was so frequent as devises of part of the personal

estate to go as heir looms ; so in marriage settlements, it

was very common for libraries and plate to be so settled*

and for chattels and leases to go along with the land. If

the husband grew extravagant, there never was an idea

that these could afterwards be overturned ; if that court

were to determine they should, the parties would resort to

chancery; it was apart of the trust that the goods should

continue in the house ; and for a very obvious reason,

because the furniture of one house would not suit another,

and it was the business of the trustees to see the good*

were not removed ; the creditors had no right to take the

goods themselves ; the possession of them belonged to

the trustees, and the absolute property of them was then

vested in the eldest son, and they were to be kept in the

house for his benefit.*

But though it was held that the possession of the goods [409]

was connected with that of the house under the trusts,

yet it was admitted that Lord M. might have let them

both together. For Lord Mansfield observed, that if Lord

M. had let his house with the furniture, reserving one rent

for the house and another for the furniture ; or if the rent

could be apportioned, the creditors would be entitled to

the rent, though they had no right to take the goods

themselves.

There was a further ground of debate in that case, not yj^, ^ Vez.

immediately connected with the doctrine I am treating of, sen. 10.

namely, Lord M.'s being in debt at the time of the settle-

ment, from which it was inferred, that the settlement was

fraudulent, and the continuance of possession by Lord M.

* There having been a sale of part of the goods in this case,

those which had not been sold were ordered to be delivered

specifically ; and a value was ordered to be put on those which

had been sold, to be paid by the creditors who had taken them

in execution, and the amount to be vested in government

•ecurities upon the trusts of the settlement, the interest to be

paid to the said creditors during Lord M.'s life.

Note hy Mr. Powell.

astronir
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a strong evidence of intention to deceive creditors. But

Lord Mansfield observed, that the settlement being made
(the lady being a ward of the court) under a treaty with

the court of chancery, and approved of by the Master,

was a bona fide transaction ; and that the possession of

Lord M. was not fraudulent, because it was in pursuance

and execution of the trust ; it was no 9ontrivance to defeat

creditors, but meant as a provision for the lady, if she

survived, and heir looms for the eldest son ; that although

such settlements were frequent, no case had been cited to

show they were fraudulent.

\nd vick^ How common (said Lord Mansfield) were settlements

Lockyer v. of chattels and money in the stocks, and could there be a
Savage, doubt but they were good ? Yet the creditors would be

rii- 94/> entitled to the dividends during the interest of the debtor,
wliere a set- .

=•
.

tlement of That there was clearly no intention to defraud, and there

wife's for- was a good consideration ; therefore he was of opinion it

tune in trust
^^^j^ ^^^ ^^ j^f,. ^^ ^j^^

• ^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ settlement frau-
lor husband

^ ^ i

for life but dulent, merely because they were creditors.

if lie failed, then for her separate use, was held good.

Foley et al. And where Lord Foley devised certain estates, including

[4^^] his house called F. to trustees for a term of gq years, and
V. uriiei

, subject thereto to his son T. for life, remainder to his first
Cowp. Ken. ^

. . . .

435, ill note. ^^^ other sons in strict settlement, with remainders over

;

and bequeathed " all the standards, fixtures, household

goods, implements ofhousehold furniture and pictures, gold

and silver plate, china, porcelain, &.c. which should be in

the several capital messuages called S. W. and F. to be

held and enjoyed by the several persons, who from time to

time should successively and respectively be entitled to the

use and possession of the same houses respectively, as

and in the nature of heir looms, and to be annexed to and

go along with such houses respectively for ever," upon the

testator's decease, the trustees, who were also executors of

the will, permitted the eldest son and his wife to occupy

the house called F. (included in the above stated devise)

and use the wine, linen, and china which was in it at

the testator's decease : and upon those articles being

taken in execution, at the suit of a creditor of the son, the

said trustees and executors, after having demanded them,

brought
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brought an action of trover, and had a verdict for the

amount of the articles so taken in execution.

In the case of Lord Montfort's settlement, we are to

observe, that the legal title to the goods was clearly and

indisputably vested in the trustees ; consequently they

having the legal right to the possession, the legal remedy
for recovery thereof resided in them. But in the case

under Lord Foley's will, it seems to be questionable,

Whether the legal estate in the china or linen resided in

the trustees and executors at all, after their assent to the

possession thereof by the cestui que vie. For unless those

articles legally vested in them, under the ulterior bequest

thereof to the several persons who from time to time

should successively and respectively be entitled to the use

and possession of the houses respectively, &.c. the legal

estate could only vest in them as executors ; and then it

might seem that their consent to the possession by the

first ceshii que vie, as legatee thereof, devested them of the

legal estate, and put it in the legatees under that clause,

according to their respective interests therein under the

will. This observation, at least, applies to the linen and
china, hoAvever the executors might have retained the [411]

legal title to the wine in that character, it not being com-
prised in the heir loom clause. And as to the linen and
china, there seems strong reason to conclude, that if the

legal remedy had failed, on the ground I have mentioned,

the legatees in remainder might have found an alternative

one, in a court of equity ; according to the arguments

and inclination of the court, in another case under the

same will ; which in the first stage of it, was the subject

of a discussion, relative to the nature of that sort of

executory interests now under consideration.

Lord Foley had, by his said will, devised the house Foley p. Bur-
called S. to E. his second son for life, remainder to E.'s nell, et al.

first and other sons in strict settlement, remainder to A. L^'^^^p
^

for life, remainder to his first and other sons in strict settle- 274. and
ment. The clause I have noticed in the last case, respecting Coivp. Rep.

the furniture, plate, &ic. after what I have before stated of 435. «» »oie.

it as material to the point in that case, proceeded with ofNewastk
saying, " That the testator's will and intention was, that v. Countess

one of the services of table plate, late belonging to L. F., of Lincoln,

should
3Ve..3a2.
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Countess of should go to and be enjoyed by the possessor of TF. and
Lincoln v.

^j^g other by the possessor of .S'. for the time being." The

\r
astlc

^^^" ^" ^^^^ permitted by the executors to take possession

13 Ves. •::33, of the service of plate at S. which he removed to his house

4rc- and vide \^ town, where it was taken in execution on a iudOTient

;

J ^^lif • whereupon a bill was filed by A. and his first son (JS.
and 1 Mcriv. ,

^ J v •

281. having then no son) praying that the plate might be restored

to the house at S. and that jE. might give an inventory

and security for its preservation. It was contended for

the plaintiffs, that the property in the plate vested in the

executors, but that on their assent the legacy vested in

£. the first taker for life, and of course was taken out of

the executors. That though E. had such a vested property,

it was qualified ; and not such a right as could subject the

plate to an execution for his debt ; for there were subse-

quent rights to the plate in specie : yet they were not such

as to entitle their owners to bring actions at law. The

executors and remainder-man must therefore come into

a court of equity for their remedy ; which was the proper

jurisdiction where parties Were entitled to the property in

specie. On the other hand it was contended, that as iiJ.

[412] had the use of the goods for life, his creditors were entitled

to that use, which was of itself of considerable value,

considering the rate of payment for the use of plate.

The Chancellor held, that if the property had been in

the trustees, any one however, remotely interested, might

have come to that court, to compel them to assert their

legal property ; but he was at a loss how to make -E. a

trustee, for he seemed to have both the legal and equitable

property. That if an account had been taken, the goods

should have been delivered to the first taker, and an in-

ventory would have been taken of them ; the use of which

would be, that it would make the first taker liable when

the remainder should take place. That the goods were

to be held and enjoyed by the persons who should have

the houses respectively ; one set of plate to go to, and be

enjoyed by the possessor of S. for the time being. That

if the creditors obtained the plate, they must succeed in

applying it differently from the testator's intention. That

it was clear, that the creditor of a trustee, taking the

goods in execution, would have himself been converted

into
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into a trustee. If a trustee had himself the use of a spe-

cific chattel during his life, the equitable property would

bind the legal. When the executors deliver the chattel,

it vests in the taker for life, and the estate of the executor

is devested. That here the legal interest was in E. and the

subsequent interests were legal interests, to be carried into

execution when they arose. That he might have let this

property together with the house. And if the court could

take it away, it was entitling the persons having the future

claims, to take from him the use, contrary to the testator's

intention. That the difficulty arose from hence, that the

testator, instead of vesting the property in trustees, had

vested it in E. subject to the springing uses. That there

was a strong principle of justice for preserving the goods

for the benefit of the persons entitled, if the court could

sso secure them.

. The Chancellor afterwards dismissed the bill in the above Vide infra,

cause upon apother point; which I shall have occasion to 521, et seq.

treat of in a future page of these sheets. ^^f ,^^',
XX- 1 1 1• 1 T 1 1 i- celior {Lord
His lordship, in the argument 1 have been noticing, put xhurloiu) in

the case of a bequest of a chattel interest to one for life, [413]

remainder to another in tail, that the ulterior devisee mig-ht gi'"i^'gj"'^g-

come to the court to prevent the destruction of the subject. l"^!l
'/*' '

\
'^

.
But upon

This case, we may observe, as well as the common in- looking over

stance of trustees for preserving contingent remainders the evidence,

being allowed to obtain an injunction from waste, against ^^ ^^*'

tenant for life of the legal estate, seems to warrant the Poleud e E)
interposition of the court, for the benefit of the persons had a son

entitled after a temporary antecedent interest in the first bornini'jyg,

taker, where the subiect of the property itself is at stake: ,., ,. ^'J ir tr J » after {iHjour-
notwithstanding the interest of such first taker, be clothed fg^n days), so

with the legal estate. Some other cases might be put in that the tvhole

support of the same conclusion. But will it not be suf-
i^tere^^'^eded

^ . n ^ -11 i
'" that child,

ficient for the present purpose, to consider, that executory ^^^ inEd-
dispositions of chattels personal, appear to have been xaard as ad-

originally founded in, and still rest on the doctrine and mtntstrator

interposition of a court of equity ? For if so, where j^^^^^k^^

can be the obstacle to that court's interfering in the regu- the bill must

latiou of interests, created by and dependent on its own bedismissed."

jurisdiction''

la
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In chattels real, the law has long recognized, and

adopted, the division of interests, between the devisee for

hfe, and those in remainder ; as appears by Manning's and

Larapett's cases before cited. And thence arose a legal

remedy, for the specific subject of the devise, to the

persons in remainder, as their executory interests came

into possession ; wherever the disposition operated on the

legal estate, without the medium of a trust.

But in respect to chattels personal, the division of the

interest, betAveen the tenant for hfe, and those to whom
they are limited over, seems yet to be a matter of equitable

cognizance, resting upon the execution of a court of

equity in specie, at the determination of the prior, and

commencement of the ulterior interests. But such a spe-

cific apportionment and execution of the rights of the

parties entitled, would be frustrated, if the court could not

.secure the specific chattels themselves, in the mean time,

against the disposition of the first taker, and all claiming

through or under him, beyond the extent of his hmited

interest therein.

It should therefore seem, that tlie interest of the first

r.
J

.-] taker may be well considered liable to the interposition

of a court of equity, for preventing his disposition or

destruction of the thing itself, and preserving it for the

benefit of those entitled after him, according to their re-

spective future interests therein ; to which they have as

full and decided a title under the will, as he has to his

immediate preceding interest in the same subject. And
as to the objection, of such an interposition entitling the

future claimants to take from the first the legal interest

given him by the testator, it may be observed, that to

permit him or any claiming through him, to dispose of, or

destroy that subject, would be no less a deviation from

the testator's intention, in respect to those in remainder,

than the court's interposition and restriction of his pos-

sessoiy right, for the preservation of the interests designed

for the ulterior legatees, could possibly be, in respect to

the usufructuary interest for life intended him.

In such cases, if the first taker does not acquire the

whole legal interest, upon the delivery from the executors^

where
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where is the obstacle to considering him as acquiring only

a right to the use or occupation, according to the limited

duration of his interest therein; and that the executor

should retain the absolute property in trust for him and
the legatees over; so as to preserve the right of such

ulterior legatees to the possession, when their interests are

to commence ? Or if the whole legal interest be acquired

from the executors, on their assent to the possession of

the first taker; why may not he be considered as taking

it in trust for the ulterior legatees, subject to his own an-

terior beneficial interest therein? Either of these con-

structions would clearly warrant the interposition of the

court, even in cases where the disposition was immediate,

and unattended with any express trust, as that of Foley

V. Burnell. And we may remember that the above cited

cases of Catchraay v. Nicholls, and Shirley v. Ferrers,

where the first taker being executrix was held in the

nature of a trustee for the legatees over, and that of Hyde
V. Parratt, where the use only and not the thing itself, was
held to pass when the first devise was for a limited time,

all avowedly treated the first taker in the plain light of a

feslni que trust (x) only. (x) Qucere,—

As the tenant for life of chattels personal, cannot sub- ^''"«^^^-

ject them to the demands of creditors, beyond his own r ^^\

life interest therein ; so neither can he pawn them, so Parker!

as to bind those entitled to the ulterior executory interests 2 Durnford

therein. Thus we find, that in a case where plate was ^ ^^^*' 37^-

bequeathed to trustees for the use of the testator's wife

durante viduitate, requiring her to sign an inventory, which
she did at the time of the delivery, and she afterwards

pawned them to a pawnbroker for a valuable considera-

tion, who had no notice of the settlement ; and after her

death an action of trover was brought by those claiming

under the remainder-man ; and upon the question, whether

the defendant was bound to deliver up the plate, without

being paid the money he had advanced on it, the court Et vide

said the point was clearly established, and the law must Hartop v.

remain as it was, till the legislature thought fit to provide ^oare,

that the possession of such chattels should be proof of 2„^ Eartof
ownership. Macclesfield,

In the prosecution of this essav, throuo-h the other '^- Davis, 3

titles
*'"•*» '6-
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titles or chapters into which I have divided the considera-

tion of Executory Devises, many instances of the several

kinds of executory interests, above noticed, will promis-

cuously occur for our attention, in a variety of views

unconnected with any regard to their specific distinctions

or relations ; but what I have said in respect to their spe-

cific distinctions and distributive arrangement, will, IO 7 7

apprehend, be sufficient to enable the reader, who may
feel occasion or inducement for it, to distinguish and class

them a9 they occur.
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CHAPTER THE SECOND.

GENERAL QUALITIES OF EXECUTORY
DEVISES.

(a)H AVING shewn the distinction between the

limitation of a Contingent Remainder, and of

an

(a) I. In this chapter, Mr. Fearne discusses the difference

between contingent remainders and executory devises, and the

bounds and limits of executory devises. He observes, that

the principal difference between contingent remainders and exe-

cutory devises is, 1st, That a contingent remainder may be

limited in conveyances at common law ; an executory devise is

admitted only in last wills and testaments : 2dly, That a contin-

gent remainder relates only to lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments ; an executory devise respects personal estates as well as

real : sdly, That a contingent remainder requires a freehold to

precede and support it ; an executory devise requires no pre-

ceding estate to support it : 4thly, That a contingent remainder

must vest, at furthest, at the instant the preceding estate

determines ; but in respect to an executory devise, if there be

any preceding estate, it is not necessary that the executory

devise should vest when such preceding estate determines

:

And 5thly, That the great and essential difference between the

nature of a contingent remainder and that of an executory devise

consists in this, that the first may be barred and destroyed or

prevented from taking effect by several different means ; but it

is a rule, that an executory devise cannot be prevented or

destroyed by any alteration whatsoever in the estate out of

which or after which it is limited.

In this and in other parts of his essay, Mr. Fearne annexes

great importance to the difference between conveyances at com-

mon law and conveyances which derive their effectfromthe statute

of uses. To lead to an accurate notion of this distinction, it may

be observed, that a feoffment, fine, and recovery, are conveyances

at the common law, so far as they convey the land to the feoffee,

F f conusee,
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an Executory Devise, and given some instances of the se-

veral sorts of executory devises ; I shall proceed to treat

more particularly of the essential difference between the

Til 7] natures of those two estates; and to consider the bounds

or restrictions, within which the law confines limitations

of the latter description.

conusee, or recoveror ; and that, if they are directed to operate

to, or to the use of the feotfee, conusee, or recoveror, they have

no other operation than as conveyances at the common law : but

tliat, if they are directed to operate to the use of any other per-

son, then, though tliey are conveyances at common law, so far

as they convey the land to the feoffee, conusee, or recoveror,

they derive their effect under the statute of uses, so far as the

use is Hraited by them to the person or persons, in whose favour it

is declared.—A lease and release has a mixed operation ; the

lease has the operation of a bargain and sale, and is in effect a bar-

gain and sale under the statute ; but the fee passes to the lessee

and enlarges his estate to an estate of inheritance by the

operation of the release at the common law ; and, if the re-

lease is directed to operate to, or to the use of the releasee, he is

said to be in by the common law ; but, if the use be declared in

favour of another person, the statute then again intervenes, and

executes the use in the person or persons in whose favour it is

declared. A bargain and sale enrolled, and a covenant to stand

seised, wholly derive their effect from the statute of uses ; the

first is considered a real contract, by which the bargainor, for

a pecuniary consideration, sells and contracts to convey the

lands to the bargainee ; the second is a real covenant by which

a person covenants to stand seised to tlie use of his or her hus-

band, wife, child, or near relation—Neither of those convey-

ances has any effect at the common law, or independently of the

statute of uses, in conveying the land from the party selling or

covenanting to stand seised, to those in whose favour they are

intended to operate ; so that at common law, they have no legal

operation, and are merely declarations of trust, binding tlie land

in equity. But the statute attaches on them, and devests the

land from the party selUng or covenanting to stand seised, and

vests it in the persons to whom it is limited.

On the effect of devises, in respect to the statute of uses,

see Mr. Powell on Devises, 272. Mr. Sanders on Uses, 1 vol. 195,
2d ed. Mr. Fonblanque's note (c) to a Treat. Eq. pa. 24. 2d ed.

Mr. Sugden's Practical Treatise on Powers, p. 118, 1st ed.

A con-
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A contingent remainder (we have seen) may be limited

in conveyances at common law ; it relates only to lands,

tenements, and hereditaments real or mixed ; it requires a

freehold to precede and support it, and must vest at furthest

at the instant the preceding estate determines.

An executory devise is admitted only in last wills and
testaments ; it respects personal estates as well as real •

it requires no preceding estate to support it ; and if there

be any preceding estate, it is not necessary that the exe-

cutory devise should vest, when such preceding estate

determines. But these are distinctions in the subjects or

modes of such interests, rather than in the consequential

natures or qualities of the estates, when created.

The great and essential difference between the nature of JV/iere there

a contingent remainder, and that of an executoiy devise, ';' '^ devise

(and that indeed which renders it material to distinguish the "^f^^'^"^^^^ ^'"

p ,
, . , . .

'^ executory
one Irom the other ni then- creation), consists in this ; that devise over,

the first may be barred and destroyed, or prevented from « question

taking effect, by several different means, as I have already ^^^'^^^^nmade

shewn ; whereas, it is a rule, that an executory devise can- limitation

not be prevented or destroyed, by any alteration whatsoever over may be

in the estate out of which or after which it is limited. barred by a
fine levied by

the tenant infee, and non-claim forjive years after the right of entry under the
executory devise accrues. Romilly, knight, v. James, 6 Taunt. 263. '274,

Thus where a man devised lands to his son T. and Cr0.Jac.5Q0.

his heirs in perpetmim, paying to R. 20 /. at his age of Pells v.

twenty-one years, and if 3". should die without issue, living |^''°^"j

W. his brother, then W. should have those lands to him GoS ^282.

and his heirs. T. entered and suffered a recovery; and it

was adjudged that T. took a fee, it being devised to him
andhis- heirs in perpetuum, and also paying 20/. to i^., both [4^9]

which clauses shewed the intention of a fee to him. And ^^^^ Tenny

the clause, if he died without issue, was not absolute or j^fl.
'''

indefinite whensoever he died without issue ; but with a i2£ftrf,253.

contingency, his dying without issue, living W. and that 259« &;c. and

the limitation to W. was a good executory devise to take n°^ \ ,

.

™ .

'^ -^ Barnefield v.
etiect on the contingency of T.'s dying without issue, m Wetton,

the lifetime of W. For it was ao-reed it could not be a 2 Bos. 8-^ P,

remainder, because one fee cannot be in remainder after
2^'^"

another. And they adjudged that the recovery of T. did

nut bar this executory interest to W. because he who
F r 2 suffered
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buffered the recovery had a fee, and W. had no estate de-

pending upon the estate of 2\ but a collateral and mere

possibility, which should not be touched by a recovery.

Ok this siib- But it is said in that case, if the person to whom the execu-

Ject see Mr. tory devise is limited, come in as vouchee, in a common
PoiocU s note

j-gcovery, that his possibihty is thereby given up.

-•_ ' "' II- (^) We are to remember, that in the last noticed

case the first limitation carried the fee. For we shall find

a material distinction between the first limitation being

in fee, and its being only in tail, in regard to the effect of

the ulterior contingent devise. In the first case we have

seen the limitation over upon a dying without issue living

[420] IK. was good as an executory devise; because the whole

fee being first limited to a person in esse, there was no con-

sidering the subsequent limitation as a remainder. But if

the first hmitation had been in tail only, then the subsequent

devise might have been considered as a contingent remain-

der depending on that estate tail; and as hmited to take

effect, only in case that estate tail determined in the life of

IF. ; that is, in case the first devisee in tail died without

issue in IF.'s lifetime.

Spalding v. Thus, where a testator having three sons J., T., and W.,

Spalding, devised lands to J. and the heirs of his body in fee, after the

g
."

* death of A. the testator's wife, and if J. died living A. that

Here the IF- should be his heir ; and he devised other lands to his

u-ords "with- other sons and the heirs of their bodies respectively ; and
out issue

if ^\\ his sons should die without heirs of their bodies, then
tvere supplied '

4 . fU
' (b) II' In the preceding paragraph, Mr. Fearne mentions, as a

similar in- mark particularly distinguishing an executory devise from a con-

stances, vide tingent remainder, that an executory devise cannot be prevented

Doe d. Leach or destroyed by any alteration whatsoever in the estate out of
V. i licklen,

whicli, or after which it is limited ; and exemplifies this position

\. r\'g by the case of a limitation to T. in fee simple, and if T. should die

d- Dacre v. without issue, living fV., to IV. and his heirs ; he now observes

Dacre, that as the limitation to 2\ carried the fee simple, the limitation

1 Bos. &f p. to W. necessarily operated as an executory devise, and remarks
^^^' that the effect of the ulterior devise would have been different, if

the devise to T. had been in tail, as the subsequent devise would

then have been considered as a remainder expectant on tliat

estate tail, and depending for its effect on the contingency of

7Vs dying without issue in the lifetime of W.
over,
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over, Sec. J. died in the the hfetime of ^.leaving: a son :

and after A.'s, death W. entered ; and upon the question

whether he was entitled in exclusion of J.'s son, the court

conceived that, upon the whole contents of the will, the

construction ought to be, if/, died without issue, living^.,

then W. should have it ; and that it should not abridge the

former express limitation, nor should W. have the lands

whilst J. had heirs of his body. So that here we observe,

that the devise over to W. though in strictness of expres-

sion limited upon the death ofX within a period indepen-

dent of the determination of the preceding estate tail, was

not considered as enuring in defeasance or abridgment of

it; but as serving only to introduce a contingent remain-

der dependent on the determination of the estate tail,

within that period. Indeed the words, be his heir, could

not be supposed to apply to a brother whilst there was an

heir of the body hving.

I might here also offer, to the reader's attention, the ob-

servations afforded by the variance between the construc-

tion in the case of Brownsword v. Edwards, and some
other cases, on a principle of distinction similar to that I

have been noticing ; which he will find in their more im- Vide infra

mediate place in the sequel of these sheets. 506-7.

III. (c) That executory devises or bequests, in chattels, [421]
are equally secure as in real estates against the disposi-

tion of the first devisees or legatees of the preceding or

limited interest therein, appears, in respect to chattels Vide supra
real, by Manning and Lampet's cases above noticed; in 402-3, & 4th

both of which it was resolved, that after the executor had resolution in

assented to the first devise, it lies not in the power of the case"^"^
^

first devisee to bar him who has the future devise ; for he 8 Co. Rep.

cannot transfer more to another than he has himself. 9^- a- And

And the cases of Cadogan v. Kennet, Foley v. Burnell, notiS^n"
and Iloare v. Parker, above cited, evince the existence of Lampet's
the same doctrine, in regard to executory dispositions of case, 10 Co.

personal chattels. ^*P "17- b.

(c) III. Executory devises or bequests in chattels are equally

secure as on real estates against the disposition of the first devisees

or legatees of the preceding or limited interests therein.

F F 3 IV. It
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IV. (</) It seems to follow, as a consequence of this

exemption of executory interests from the power of the

first devisee or legatee, that where there is an interest

devised to one for hfe, &.c. out of a terra, and then an

executory devise over of the residue of the term to

another, any subsequent union of the freehold or inherit-

ance with the interest so given to the first devisee, or a

feoffment or other act of forfeiture by such first devisee,

will not extinguish or affect the interest of the ulterior

devisee ; for if it could, the executory interest might easily

r4-2;:l be annihilated, without any prejudice to the temporary

interest of the first devisee, by collusion betwixt him and

the reversioner.

And therefore we find, that, in a case where IF. pos-

sessed of a house for a term of years, devised the profits

thereof to J. during the time she should continue sole,

Hammino;- and then devised the term to R. and died, .7. entered by
ton r. Rud- assent of the executor, and afterwards purchased the fee.

yard, cited
j^ ^^^^ resolved, that although the whole term was in J.

case^ loRep. qnousque, &.C. so that by the purchase of the fee simple her

52. a. interest became extinct
;
yet the same did not defeat the

executory devise to /?., but that after the marriage of /.

. and not before, he might enter.

Vide Lee v And so in another case, it was agreed by the whole

Lee. court, that if lands be devised for twenty-one years to A.
Moor 2G8.

^^^ 1^ i^g ^jg within the years, that B. shall have the resi-

due of the years, no act of A. can prejudice the remain-

der in B.

(d) IV. It seems to follow as a consequence of the exemption

of executory interests from the power of the first devisee or lega-

tee, that when there is an interest devised to one for life out of a

term, and then an executory devise over of the residue of the

term to anotlier, any subsequent union of the freehold or inherit-

ance with the interest so given to the first devisee, or a feoff-

ment or other act of forfeiture by such first devisee, will not ex-

tinguish or aifect the interest of the ulterior devisee ; but a release

from the person decidedly entitled to the future executory in-

terest unto the first taker entitled to, and in the possession of the

antecedent limited interest, will discharge that future executory

interest.

It
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It was indeed said to be otherwise, if one having a

term devised his term, with such remainder over; and

that the court agreed, that there, by the descent of the

inheritance on the first devisee, or unity of possession, or

his grant or forfeiture, the remainder would be defeated.

—

But that distinction was expressly referred to a ground

which no longer exists, namely the strict import of the Vide Dyer

word term, legally comprehending the whole interest ^53 h.

therein. For it was said the reason of the diversity was,
216-17.

that when one having a term devised his term, that was 1 Co. Rep.

the whole complete interest; by which power was given 153
h;

to the first devisee, over the whole term, during a certain ^^' ^*"^^" '

time ; but that it was not so, where the land was devised.

—However admissible such distinction might have been

before executory devises of terms were established, and

whilst a difference was . supposed between the limitation

of the term itself, and of the land or profits, or use or occu-

pation, 8ic. all pretence for it evidently vanished in Man-

ning's and Lampet's cases, above cited ; in both of which

it was unanimously resolved, that there was no difference

between a testator's devising his term for life, and his

devising the land, or his lease or farm, or the use or

occupation or profits of the land. For that in a will, the

intent and meaning of the testator was to be observed
; r,, qqI

and that the law would make construction of his words to

satisfy the intent.—And it has since been judicially de- vide Wright

cided, that the word term, even in a demise by indenture, d.Plowden v.

to one for 99 years if she should so long live, and after her ^^^^^^
»!,'

death, if she should happen to die within the said term,

or other end or determination of the said term, the re-

mainder thereof to another, for and during the residue of

the said term from thence ensuing and fully to be com-

plete and ended, meant the time or number of years, viz.

99 years, first expressed.

And in regard to forfeiture, where a testator possessed Cotton v.

of a term in lands, devised the profits thereof to his wife Heath,

for eighteen years, and then that his son E. should have -Po^^x, 26,

the lands for his life, and after his death that his eldest

issue male should have the profits, &c. ; after the eighteen

years expired E. entered, had issue a son J^. and then

made a feoffment of the lands ; whereupon the reversioner

F F 4 in
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in lee entered for the forfeiture; and upon the question,

whether the feoffment and entry for the forfeiture had

destroyed the executory devise to R., it was decreed that

they had not.

But though the first taker cannot destroy or disappoint

the ulterior executoiy interest, yet it appears that a release

Vide Lam- from the person decidedly entitled to the future execu-

pet's case, tory interest unto the first taker, entitled to and in pos-

^fi K
session of the antecedent hmited interest, will discharge

Infra\''i that future executory interest ; as I shall have occasion to

shew, when I come to speak of transferring executory

interests.

V. (e) And though, in general, an executory devise,

even of lands of inheritance, cannot be barred by the first

[424] taker; yet we are to observe, that where in lands of inhe-

ritance an estate tail is first limited, and then an executory

or conditional limitation is made upon that estate; a

recovery suffered by the tenant in tail, before the event or

condition happens on which the ulterior limitation was

to arise, will bar the estate depending on that event or

condition.

Page u.Hay- Thus in the case of Page v. Hayward, where the testator

ward, devised to A. and the heirs male of her body, upon con-

r> A ' dition and provided she intermarried and had issue male
J ig. Com. i

Rec. 176. by one surnamed Searl, and in default of both conditions,

he devised to E. in the same manner, &c. A. married one

whose surname was Cliff, and with him levied a fine and suf-

fered a recovery of the lands, in which she and her husband

(e) V. Though, in general, an executory devise, even of lands

of inlieritance, cannot be barred by the first taker, yet when, in

lands ofinheritance, an estate tail is first limited, and then an exe-

cutory or conditional limitation is made upon that estate, a reco-

Vide sunra ^^^V suffered by the tenant in tail, before the event or condition

p. 380, in happens on which the ulterior limitation was to arise, will bar

note. the estate depending on that event or condition. It is the same in

respect to collateral conditions subsequent and limitations. But

a common recovery hath this operation only when suffered by

tenant in tail ; for the recovery by tenant in fee will not bar an

executory estate, conditional limitation, or collateral limitation.

" (with
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(with another party not material to the present point)

were vouched. 1st, It was adjudged by the whole court,

that the estate devised to A. was a good estate in special

tail, that is, to her and the heirs male of her body be-

gotten by a Searl. 2dly, That the words, upon condition,

8cc. though express words of condition, should be taken to

be a hmitation; and so the sense was, that if she had no

issue by a Searl, upon her death without such issue, the

estate .should remain over, sdly. That her estate did not

cease by marrying one that was not a Searl, because she

might survive her husband and afterwards marry a Searl.

4thly, (and which is the point material in this place) That

if the estate had been to A., and the heirs of her body by

a Searl begotten, provided and upon condition, if she .

marry any but a Searl, that then it should remain and be

to J. S. and his heirs ; a common recovery, suffered be-

fore marriage, would bar the estate tail and remainders
;

and her subsequent marriage with another would not have

avoided the recovery.

By the same rule, if a gift be to one in tail, determinable [425!

on his non-payment of 100/. remainder to B. in tail; first Vid. 1 Mod.

tenant in tail, before the day of payment, suffers a common ^^
^*

recovery, and after fails in payment of the money
;
yet, ^^^ ^

_g

'

because he was tenant in tail when he suffered the recovery,

all is barred. So if tenant in tail be with a limitation so

long as such a tree shall stand, a common recovery will

bar that limitation.

So where lands were devised to several persons succes- Gulliver d.

sively in tail, and a claixse was inserted by the testator to Corrie v.

the effect following, viz. " Provided always, and this de- ^""ckburgh

" vise is expressly upon this condition, that whenever it
4.Burr.'iQ2Q

" shall happen that the said estates shall descend or come
^* to any of the persons hereinbefore named, that he or

" they do or shall then change their surname, and take

" upon them and their heirs the surname of W. only, and
" not otherwise," But there was no devise over upon

breach of the proviso.

A. the first tenant in tail, two years after his coming to

tlie possession of the estates, suffered a common recovery,

in which he was vouched ; but he never took upon him

the surname of W. The person next in remainder

entered.
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entered, for breach of the proviso iu yl/s not having'

changed his name. And it was contended in support of

his title, that the proviso was a conditional hmitation and

not a condition (for in the latter case none but the heir at

Vide ante law couki have title) ; that the taking the surname of W.

2G1. ought to have been complied with immediately; that by

the neglect of it, -4.'s estate ceased by virtue of the

conditional limitation, and before the recovery was suf-

fered by him ; consequently, the title of entry of the next

in remainder commenced before the recovery, and A. was

not tenant in tail when he suffered it ; and that this cir-

cmnstance distinguished it from the case of Page v. Hay-

ward ; for there the condition was not broken before the

recovery was suffered, but here it was.

However, the court held that this was not a conditional

limitation, for it was not expressly so, the estate not being

made to cease or go over upon it ; and it was not necessary

to effectuate the testator's intention, that such a limitation

[426] should be implied : so far from it, that it would totally

strip the issue of the tenant in tail, who neglected to

change his name; which could never be the testator's

intention. That it could not be a condition precedent : it

could not be complied with instantly. It was to take the

name for themselves and their heirs ; many previous acts

were to be done in order to oblige the heirs to take it ; as

a grant from the King, or an act of parliament ; and as a

condition subsequent, it was nugatory ; because tenant in

tail night immediately suffer a common recovery and bar

the estate ; and therefore Judge Yates thought it could

only operate as a recommendation or desire. But however,

the whole court agreed, that if it were considered as a

condition, it was collateral and subsequent, and would be

destroyed by the recovery, if not broken before the suf-

fering thereof.

Vide supra, In the above case was cited that of Rudhall v. Milward,

P- 259- which I have stated and made some observations upon, in

a former page of this treatise.

And in a subsequent case, a testator having devised

lands to his daughter E. to hold the same, after the death

of the testator's wife, to his said daughter and the heirs

of her body lawfully begotten ; and to his daughter M.
other
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other lands, to hold, from and after his wife's decease, to

the said M. and to the heirs of her body lawfully begotten; Driver d.

and declared his further mind and will to be, that in case Edgar

either of his said daug-hters should happen to die single; ^i* t>'
. . . ... Cowp. Kep.

married, or widow, without leaving children or child living ^tq.

at their decease, lawfully begotten, then the estate given

her by his will, should be void as to the inheritance of

heirs, and of none effect, and the lands so given her should

go to his heir male and his heirs male, he and they paying

to the surviving daughter an annuity during her life.

—

E.

after the decease of her mother suffered a common recovery

of the lands so devised to her, and afterwards devised

them and died unmarried. Upon a question whether the

recovery had barred the remainder over ; it being con-

tended on behalf of the claimant in remainder, that upon

the whole of the will the intention of the testator was not

to give his daughter an immediate estate tail, but an estate

for life only, with remainder to her children, in tail, if she

left any, and if not, then to the testator's heir male, &c. ; [427]

but if not so, still that in providing for the event that had

happened, he expressly revoked the estate of inheritance :

the court said, the validity of the recovery depended on

the point, whether the daughter was tenant in tail, or tenant

for life only ; and that it was necessary for the plaintiff to

support the proposition, that at the death of the testator,

E. was during her own life, tenant for life only.—That

the estate was given to her and the heirs of her body?

which was an estate tail ; that if she was tenant in tail to the

hour of her death, nothing was so clear as that all condi-

tions limited upon such estate tail, were avoided by the

common recovery which had been suffered. And the

court were of opinion, that she was tenant in tail.

Lord Mansfield, in delivering the opinion of the court

in the last noticed case, cited one, where the testator de- Fountain v.

vised lands to his son for hfe, and to the heirs male of his Gooch,

body begotten ; and for want of such issue, the said son
262^%h^ed

to have the said estate, but during his natural life and no under Lega-

longer, and then the testator's will was that the land should cies and De-

descend to his nephew.—The son suffered a common reco- vises, (D.)

very, to the use of himself and his heirs, and devised the

land, and died without issue male: and it was adjudged to

be
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be an estate tail in him ; and consequently that the remain-

der was barred by the recovery, notwithstanding what was
objected, that the gift to the son dm'ing his hf'e and no
longer, in case he had no issue male of his body, rendered

the estate tail contingent (on his having issue male); and
that he dying without issue male, it was become but an

estate for life ub initio.

Upon the two foregoing cases, we are to remark, that

the conditional limitation in the one, making void the

devised estate of inheritance, on the death of the devisee,

without leaving a child hving at her decease ; and that in

the other, reducing the estate tail before given to the devisee

to an estate for life only, for want of issue male, came too

late to avoid the effect of the recoveries, even if we could

consider the words of those limitations, as operating lite-

rally according to the expression to defeat the estates of

[428] inheritance before given. For the recoveries were suffered

before the contingencies were decided on which the es-

tates tail were to cease ; and consequently whilst the devisee

continued tenant in tail.

But however the expression in cases of this sort may

wear the complexion of conditions or conditional limi-

tations, they seem in fact, not to differ from remainders

;

as they are taken up from an event, which is in itself a

regular determination of the estate tail, viz. the death of the

tenant in tail without leaving" issue then living, so that the

express declaration, that the estate tail shall cease, deter-

mine, or become void in such event, being no more than

what is involved in the very nature of the estate itself, is

in strictness perhaps a mere nullity. And the ulterior limi-

tation not operating in any degree to abridge or interfere

with the estate tail, or accelerate its determination, may well

be considered as a remainder; not vested indeed, because

confined only to the event of the estate tail determining

by the decease of the tenant in tail leaving no issue then

living, but contingent on the expiration of the estate tail

by that event. And this will, in some measure, account

for an observation of the court in the said case of Fountain

V. Gooch, that the words " and for want of such issue, the

son to have but an estate during his natural life, " was no

more than the law implied ; for that if tenant in tail has no

issue, it resolves into an estate for life.

Here
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Here we are to observe, that a common recovery by te- Vide 1 Mod

nant in tail, bars all collateral conditions subsequent and m- and Pig.

limitations; as if a gift be to one in tail, determinable on ^
"

his non-payment of one hundred pounds, remainder to B.

in tail ; first tenant in tail, before the day of payment,

suffers a common recovery, and after fails in payment of

the money
;
yet, because he was tenant in tail when he

suffered the recovery, all is barred. So if tenant in tail

be with a limitation so long as such a tree shall stand, a

common recovery will bar that limitation.

But a common recovery has this operation only when Vide supra,

suffered by tenant in tail. For we have seen that a reco- p. 41 8.

veiy by tenant in fee will not bar an executory estate, con-

ditional limitation, or collateral condition, as was decided [429]

in the above cited case of Pells v. Brown.

VI. (/') This privilege of "executory devises, which

exempts them from being barred or destroyed, is the foun-

dation

( f) VI. In this paragraph, Mr. Fearne observes, that the pri-

vilege of executory devises, which exempts them from being

barred or destroyed, is the foundation of an invariable rule with

respect to tlie contingency upon which an estate of this sort is

permitted to take effect ; which is, that such contingency must

happen within a short space of time ; such as a life in being, or -

some few years after. He then states the leading cases, by which

the limits of this contingency have been settled.

The principle on which these limits have been fixed, is thus

stated by Mr. Hargrave in his second argument (a) in the The- (^s q^ fj^^

lusson causes, pa, 57. " Executory devise was not regularly ad- '^tJi Decem-
" mitted till about two centuries ago. The rules for circumscrib- ber 1798.

" ing it are consequently not of earlier date; and there are not

" any statutes for the purpose. It is impossible, thei*efore, that

" the rules should be derived from any other source than the »

'' discretion of the judges. For general utility and public con-

" venience they permitted executory devise. But it was seen,

" that if executory devise, or use or trust of a similar nature,

" was permited without some restrictions, great abuses might be

" generated. It was soon settled by the courts of law, that exe-

" cutory devise could not be barredby common recovery, that is,

" as early as the case of Pells and Brown in 1 7 James the First {b). (I) H, T.

" Afterwards, 1*^19.
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dation of an invariable rule with respect to the contin-

gency upon which an estate of this sort is permitted to

take efl'ect ; which is, that such contingency must happeii

within a short space of time ; such as a life in being or

some few years after; otherwise it would be in a testator's

power to limit an estate unalienable for generations to come
;

a power which the law very wisely denies to every man,

as the exertion of it would tend to render property in

great measure useless to the general purposes and calls of

a commercial society. For every executory devise, so far

as it goes, creates a perpetuity ; that is, an estate unaliena-

ble till the contingency be determined one way or another.

1 Eq, Abr. Upon this principle, although a devise to A. and his

186. pi. 1. heirs, and if he die without an heir, that B. shall have it,

is not good ; because of the remoteness of such contin-

" Afterwards, though not without much contest, it was further

" settled, that executory devise might be so shaped as to make
" the devisee uncertain (see the case of Snowe v. Cuttler, i Eq.

(c) T. T. " Abr. 188. c. 10.) (c) till the very instant appointed for risiug

1GG3. " of the executory estate. But executory devise, thus unbarra-

" ble by recovery or otherwise, and thus uncertain as to the

" person of the devisee till the moment of taking effect, if some

" limit had not been prescribed, would have been a shelter for

" perpetuity. To prevent such an abuse, the judges limited

" the time for the contingency, on which an executory devise

" was to operate ; holding, that unless the contingency was
'•' such, that if it ever happened, it would necessarily happen

" within a limited space of time, the executory devise should be

" deemed illegal, and considered as a nullity. Tims, as for the

" sake of general utility the judges exercised a discretion in per-

" mitting executory devise to be introduced ; so to prevent pub-

" lie inconvenience, they limited the time for the contingency,

" and proscribed all contingencies exceeding that time, as too

" remote, and therefore against law. The courts of equity fol-

" lowed the courts of law in this, and circumscribed trusts of the

" nature of executory devise in like manner. Hence gradually

' arose the boundary which now circumscribes executory devises,

" and limitations and trusts of the same nature ; namely, the

" rule confining the contingency for the springing up of future

" and executory estates to the compass of a life or lives in being

" and 21 years after, including a sufficient number of months

" for the birth of a child en ventre sa mere."

gency,
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gency, which may not happen for several generations
;
yet

a devise to A. and his heirs, and if J. S. die, hving A.,

that B. shall have it, is good; for this is a contingency Vide 3 Chan.

confined to the period of a life in being. Ca. 19.

So where a man devised land to A. and his heirs, pro-

vided that if he should die within age, that then the land

should remain to B. and his heirs; it was a good exe- [43 1]

. 1 • ,- \ Palm. 136.
cutory devise (g).

I must observe here, that in respect to estates of free-

hold, by the time of vesting, I mean the time of vesting

of the freehold ; for although land should be hmited for a

term of 200 years or upwards, with remainder to an un-

born son of a person then living, this executory devise to _

such unborn son would be good ; because the vesting of

the freehold is confined to the period of a life then in

being ; for upon the birth of such son, the freehold will

vest in him, or upon the death of such person without any

son, it must vest somewhere else (only subject, in either

case, to the preceding term).

As where A. devised his lands to trustees for 500

years upon trusts, and after the determination of that

term to the first son, &c. of B. (who had no son born at 2 P. W. 28.

the testator's death) this executory devise to the unborn Gore v. Gore,

son of B. was held good; because it was clear the free-

hold must vest, either on the birth of such son, or on JB.'s

death without having had any son.

So where one devised all his lands after the death of prec. Chan.

his executor, to A. his executor's son, and his heirs for 67. Fairfax

ever, but if A. died leaving no son, then to that son of his ""- Heron,

executor that he should think fit to give them by his will;

and for want of a son of his executor, then to B., it was

held a good executory devise to B. as confined to the

period of a life (//) in being.

(ff) And if one devise lands to his wife for life, remainder to

his son and his heirs, and if he die before his age of twenty-one

years, that then it shall remain to J. S. in fee, and the son die

under twenty-one, J. S. shall have the land after the death of

the wife, Mills>. Snowball, Cro. Eliz. 142. Note hy Mr. Powell.

{h) The statement of the case is here varied from the third

edition, but the alteration is from a copy corrected by Mr.

Fearne. Note hy Mr. Povtell
I In
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In all the foregoing instances, we may observe, the con-

tingency was confined to the compass of a life in being

;

and it is just the same thing if the executory devise be

[432] limited to take effect within the compass of several Hves

in being ; for whatever may be the number of such lives,

Vide 1 Salk. the whole period can amount to no more than the life of

2'-y- the survivor of them.

So likewise an executory use to vest within a short

time after the period of a life in being, is good. As where

lands were limited by marriage settlement to the use of A.

and his wife, for their lives, remainder to trustees and their

heirs during the lives of A. and his wife, to preserve con-

Loyd V. Ca- tingent remainders ; remainder to the first and other sons

rew. of the marriage successively in tail male, remainder to the

5^, cu'
^^^'

"o^* \i?^rs of -A.; with a proviso, that if the heirs of the

Tarl Cas'
'^^'^^^ should within twelve months after the death of the

137. supra, survivor of the husband and wife, pay 4,000/. to the heirs

P- 275. Qj. assigns of the husband, that then the fee should remain

to the use of the heirs of the wife : the House of Lords held

this executory limitation of the use to the heirs of the wife

to be good (j).

10 Mod. 420. So where a testator devised to his wife for life, re-

^larks u. mainder to C. his second son in fee, provided '^ i). his

, t-.
^'

third son should, within three months after his wife's
1 btrange, '

lag,. death, pay 500/. to C. his executors, &c. then he devised

the same lands to D. and his heirs ; it was adjudged a

good executory devise to D.

The limitations in the two last cited cases were con-

fined to vest within a certain number of months after the

Vide Countess end of a life in being. But these are not the utmost limits

of Lincoln v. allowed for executory devises, for the courts have gone so

Newcastle
^'^^ ^^ ^^ admit of executory devises, limited to vest within

12 Ves. 232. the compass of twenty-one years* after the period of a life

in being,

a Mod. 289. This was admitted in the case of Taylor v. Biddal,

1 Eq. Abr. where a man having only one sister and heir, who had
108.0. 11. i^sue A. and afterwards married B., by whom she had
laylor d.

-^

Smith V.
~~~~~

Biddal, or (i) The case is differently stated from what it was in the

Biddulpli, tliird edition, but the alteration is pursuant to a copy of Mr.
Freem. 243. Pcarne's. Note by Mr. Pouell.

issue
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issue C. and D., devised lands to his sister until C. should

attain twenty-one, and after C. should have attained that [433]
age, to C. and his heirs ; and if C. should die before

twenty-one, then to the heirs of the body of B. and their

heirs, as they should attain their respective ages of twenty-

one. Tesfator died, C. died before twenty-one, living B.,

afterwards B. died ; D. either as heir of C. in whom it

seems the fee was vested*, or as heir of the body of i?. *Vid.3Rep,

being of age after the death of B. took the estate by way i9'^I^o'as-

of executory devise. Here we see the heir of the body of p^im 100
B. could not take till after the death of B. for 7iemo est Goodtitle,

hares viventis, and since that heir of the body of B. who d.HajAvard,

should attain twenty-one, misrht not have been born be-
'^''

-^ ' ^'„,.„, Ill ^ Burrow,
fore his father's death, and the estate could not vest in 233. and in-

him till his age of twenty-one, it is evident the estate fra, 547.

might possibly not have vested under that limitation till

twenty-one years after the period of a. life then in being.

Again, where the testator devised lands to his grandson

W. and his heirs, and if W. should die under age, then to

his grandson T. and if T. should die under age, then to

such other son of the body of his daughter M. S. by his

son in-law T. S. as should happen to attain his age of

twenty-one years, remainder over. Testator died leaving Cas. Temp.

two o-randsons W. and T. who both died under ag-e, after- ^ i
^

® Stephens v.

wards another son A. of the body of M. S. by T. S. was Stephens

born, and it was decreed a good executory devise to this and infra

^

after-born son A. if he should attain his age of twenty-one 5i9-

years. This case was decided, it seems, upon tlie authority

of the decision in the above cited case of Taylor v. Bid-

dal; it is a very leading case, involving other points than

what arise out of the above state of it ; for which I shall

have occasion to state it more at large in a subsequent

part of this essay, where the ground of the decision will

appear.

In the preceding case, the limitation was not confined Vide same

to vest in the life-time of M. S. or T. S. for they might ^f
^'

'"^'"'^

both die leaving a son quite an infant ; but it was confined

to vest at the infant's age of twenty-one ; which must

necessarily happen within twenty-one years after the death

pf its mother M. S. who was then in being.

G te It
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It is the same in regard to personal estate. For where

the testator bequeathed the residue of his personal estate

to his niece A. for life, and after her death the interest to

be applied for the maintenance of such children as she

should have, until the sons attained twenty-one, and the

daughters eighteen years of age, and at such their ages

to be paid their portions, and for want of such issue,

then to the children of S. The niece died without

issue, and it was contended that the bequest over to the

children of S. Avas too remote ; for if the words for want

of such issue, should signify for want of such children of

A. as should attain the said ages, yet it would exceed the

rule which had confined these sort of bequests (especially

of mere personal estates) to lives in being. But Lord

Chancellor King held it to be a good executory devise,

and cited the case of Massenburgh v. Ash, where the

like executory devise of a term for years was held

good (k).

So where (x) money in the orphan's fund and bank

stock was limited by the testator in trust for such of his

brother's children then unborn as should attain their ages

of twenty-one ; it was adjudged a good executory

devise (/).

More

(k) So in a modern case, where A. devised to B. his son all his

estate until C. should attain his age of twenty-two years, and no

longer, and afterwards said, " Item, I give and bequeath unto

** C. all my messuages in H. and T. for ever, that is, if lie have
*' a son or sons who shall attain tvventy-one ; but if my kinsman

" C. shall chance to die without son or sons to inherit, my will

" is that the son of my son B. shall inherit:"—It was held, that

C. took an estate in fee, at twenty-two years of age, subject to be

defeated by an executory devise over, which was not confined to

vest on the death of C if he left issue, but awaited the event of

that issue's dying under twenty- one, which could not be decided

until a period of twenty-one years after a life in being. Heath

V. Heath. 1 Bro. Rep. Chan. 147. Mr. Potuell's note. See

2 Eden's Ch. Ca. 330.

(0 Since the publication of Mr. Fearne's essay, two cases of

great importance in the learning of executory devises have been

decided. The first is Long v. Blackall, 7 Durnford and East,

100, and
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More instances of the established hmits of executory

devises, will be given in the sequel of this essay, in the

case

100, and 3 Fra. Vesey 486. In that case, Mr. Blackall the tes-

tator devised a leasehold for years to trustees, in trust to permit

his wife to possess the mansion liouse during her widowhood,

and to receive the rents and profits of the residue of the pre-

mises, until she should marry or die, or until one of his sons

should attain 21, which should first happen : and subject thereto,

the testator bequeathed the premises " to his son Thomas for

" his life ; and after his decease, to such issue male or the de-

" scendants of such issue male of Thomas, as, at the time of his

" death, should be his heir at law ; and in case, at the time of
** the death of Thomas, there should be no such issue male,

" nor any descendants of such issue male, the testator be-

" queathed the premises to his son George Sawbridge for his

" life; and after his decease, to such issue male or the descend-
" ants of such issue male of his said son, as, at the time of his

«' death, should be his heir at law ; and in case, at the time of
*' the death of the said Geo. Sawbridge, there should be no such
" issue male, nor any descendants of any such issue male then

" living, then he bequeathed the premises to the child with

" which his, the testator's wife, was then ensient, in case it should

" be a son, during his life ; and after his decease, then to such
" issue male, or the descendants of such issue male, as, at the

" time of his death, should be his heir at law ; and in case, at

" the time of the death of such child, there should be no such
" issue male nor any descendant of such issue male then living,

" or in case such child should not be a son, then he bequeathed
" the same to Phillippa Long, her executors, administrators,

" and assigns." The wife of the testator, at the time of making

his will, and at the time of his decease, was ensient with a son,

who was afterwards born and called John Blackall. All the three

sons died without issue. This brought the validity of the be-

quest to Phillippa Blackall into consideration. The objection

to it was, that the contingency upon which it depended, included

a double allowance for the case of a posthumous child ; one, for

the son of whom the testator's widow might be ensient at the

time of the testator's decease ; the other, for the issue male who
might be in the womb at the time of that son's decease.

The case was heard by the Chancellor, and his lordship di- '

reeled a case to be made for the opinion of the judges of the

court of King's Bench, on the general question, " whether the

o G 2 " limitation
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case of the Duke of Norfolk, and other cases relating to

the Umitations of terms and personal estates in tail, &c.

;

only

" limitation to Pliillippa Long was good in the events which

" had happened." The judges were unanimously of opinion,

that the objection could not be supported, and certified for the

validity of the limitation.

The other case alluded to, is that of Thellusson v. Woodford,

4 Fra. Vesey 227, 1 1 Fra. Vcsey 112, and 1 New. Rep. 357. In

that case, the testator devised his real and personal estates to trus-

tees, in trust to invest the personal estate in the purchase of lands;

and he then proceeds as follows :
" I declare and direct that my

" said trustees, their heirs and assigns, shall, from time to time,

" during the natural lives of my sons Peter Isaac Thellusson,

" George Woodford Thellusson, and Charles Thellusson, and of

" my grandson John Thellusson, son of my said son Peter Isaac

" Thellusson, and of such other sons as my said son Peter Isaac

" Thellusson now has or may have, and of such issue as my said

" grandson John Thellusson may have, and of such issue as any

" other sons of my said son Peter Isaac Thellusson may have,

" and of such sons as my said sons George Woodford Thellus-

" son, and Charles Thellusson may have, and of such issue as

" such sons may have, as shall be living at the time of my de-

" cease, or born in due time afterwards, and during the natural

" lives of the survivors and survivor of the several persons afore-

" said, collect and receive the rents and profits of the manors

" or lordships, messuages, lands, tenements and hereditaments

" hereinbefore by me devised, and so to be purchased as afore-

*' said, and do and shall, from time to time, lay out and invest the

" money arising from such rents and profits, in such purchases as

" I have hereinbefore directed to be made with my said personal

" estate ; and so, from time to time do and shall collect and

" receive, and lay out and invest the rents and profits of the

" manors or lordships, messuages, lands, tenements and heredita-

" ments hereinbefore by rae devised, and to be purchased as last

" aforesaid, in the manner hereinbefore directed with respect to

" the rents and profits of the manors or lordships, messuages,

" lands, tenements and hereditaments hereinbefore by me de-

" vised, and to be originally purchased as aforesaid."—The

testator then directs, that, after the decease of the survivor of the

several persons aforesaid, the estates devised and directed to be

purchased, shall be divided into three lots ; and then continues

ifl these words, " And that the premises contained in one such

" lot
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only I shall observe in this place, that the law appears to

be now settled, that an executory devise, either of a real

or

*' lot shall be conveyed to the eldest male lineal descendant

" then living ofmy said son Peter Isaac Thellusson in tail male
;"

with limitations over in moieties to the respective future male

descendants of the two younger sons, and with cross remainders.

He then directs a settlement to be made of the two other lots

on the like plan ; but giving a preference in one of the lots to

the issue male of his son George Woodford Thellusson ; and in

the other, to the issue male of his son Charles ; and, on a gene-

ral failure of issue male entitled or inheritable under the entails,

he directs all the real and personal estate, ofwhich the trust fund

should then consist, to be converted into money, and bequeaths

it to the use of the Sinking Fund, towards payment of the na-

tional debt.—Finally, he authorizes his trustees to invest or con-

tinue the trust money upon government or i-eal securities, " until

" a proper purchase or purchases could be found, or until a suf-

<' ficient sum of money should be accumulated to make a proper

" purchase or proper purchases ; and that the intex-est, divi-

" denris, and annual produce of the said stocks, funds and

" securities should accumulate in the same manner, and for the

" same purposes, as the rents and profits of the lands to be

" purchased as aforesaid, were thereinbefore directed to accu-

" mulate."

The will gave rise to two suits in Chancery ; one, on a bill

brought by the widow of Mr. Thellusson, and his sons and daugh*

ters, and the husbands of the daughters, to invalidate the trusts

created by the will of the testator's general real estate, and the

residue of his personal estate ; and to substitute a resulting trust

for his heir and next of kin : the other, on a cross bill by the

acting trustees and executors, to substantiate the trusts of the

will and to direct the manner of carrying them into execution.

—

The property, which was the subject of the suits, consisted af a

landed estate of about 4,000 1. a year, and personalty consi-

dered to be above half a million sterling ; the probable amount

of the accumulated fund was stated at 19,000,000/. without

taking into account the possible minority at the end of the term,

which might involve the accumulation to a much greater sum.

The first objection to the validity of the trusts, was,—that exe-

cutory Limitations were originally illegal, and only allowed in

wills and as trusts in equity, when they were resorted to for the

G G 3 meritorious
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or personal estate, which must, in the nature of the Umi-

tation, vest within twenty-one years after the period of a

hfe

meritorious purpose of enabling persons to provide for the rea-

sonable occasions of their families; that, when a meritorious

purpose was wanting, there was no ground, on which a court of

equity could interfere in the execution of trusts created in this

mode of limitation ; tliat Mr. Thellusson's will was morally vi-

cious, as it was a contrivance of a parent to prevent his issue from

the enjoyment of his property during almost a century ; and

politically mischievous, as, in the end, it might create a fund, the

revenue of which would be greater than the civil list, and give

the possessor the means of disturbing the whole ceconomy of

the kingdom ; the trusts therefore were asserted to be such as a

court of equity could not execute.

The second objection to the trusts was,—that the use made

by Mr. Thellusson of the rule, which allows the suspense of the

absolute ownership of propert}' during lives in being, was a fraud

on that rule. It was said to be a maxim of law, which admits of

no exception, that nothing shall be effected by indirect means,

which cannot be done in a direct manner ; that a possible suspense

of property for 25 years was held to be void in Sir John Lade's

case, Amb. 479. 3 Burr. 1416, and that, in Proctor v. Bis-hop of

Bath and Wells, 2 Hen. Black 358, the Court of Common Pleas

had unanimously determined against the legality of a possible

suspense of property for 24 years ; that where property is

suspended through the medium of lives, if the lives were those

of persons connected with the ultimate owner, the persons whose

hves would form the period of suspense, would generally be the

parents of the parties ultimately benefited, and would not there-

fore furnish more than one or two lives at the utmost ; that the

probable duration of two lives falls short of a period of 2 1 years

;

but that, if an unlimited number of lives should be taken, it

would reach a century ; that it appeared from calculation, that

the probable duration of the lives assumed by Mr. Thellusson

reached 70 years ; and thus, if the rule were taken to extend to

any number of lives, it would follow, that though, when a num-

ber of years directly constitutes the term of suspense, property

cannot, according to the determination in the case of Proctor

r. the Bishop of Bath and Wells, be suspended during 24 years

from vesting absolutely, yet, by assigning for the period of sus-

pense, a number of lives, whose average duration was equal to

a given number of years, and thus indirectly making years not

lives
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life in being, is good ; and this appears to be the longest

period yet allowed for the vesting of such estates.

And

lives to constitute the period of suspense, property may be

suspended for a whole century ; that this indirect assumption of

years, under an apparent assumption of lives, was an attempt to

effect indirectly a protraction of accumulation which the law did

not permit to be done directly, and was therefore a fraud on the

rule respecting the suspense of the oAvnership of property

during lives, and ought not therefore to be sustained.

The third objection to the trusts was,-— that they were not

confined within that boundary which the law prescribes for

trusts of that description, even though it should be admitted that

all the lives, during which the accumulation should be carried

on, were in existence at the time of Mr. Thellusson's decease

;

because one circumstance, which materially affected the period

of suspense, and which entered into every case in which the

suspense of property had been held legal, did not enter into the

case before the court ; as in every case decided on limitations

like that under consideration, all the lives, during which the

period of suspense was directed to be carried on, were evidently

the lives of persons immediately connected with, or immediately

leading to the person in whom, under the trusts first limited to

take effect at the end of the suspense, the property was directed

to rest ; but that, in the case before the court, most of the lives

which served for the term of the accumulation, had no imme-

diate connection with, and did not immediately lead to the person

benefited.

The fourth objection to the trusts was,—that admitting the

childx-en in the womb, at the time of iMr. Thellusson's decease,

to have a legal existence for the purpose in question, it might be

found necessary, in order to satisfy the beneficial trusts, at the

end of the period of accumulations, to admit, at two distinct

periods, the fractional part of a year, which the law allows

for gestation at the expiration of the assumed life or lives. It

was said, that, in the former cases, with the exception of that

of Long V. Blackall, tlie law had admitted this fractional part

of a year at one period only, and that the courts had repeatedly

declared in those as in other cases, they would not permit the

then existing boundary to be exceeded ; that in Long v. Blackall,

the double period was allowed ; but that, on the hearings of that

cause, the point had not fully attracted the attention of the

court, so that its authority, as a case sanctioning the double

G G 4 period
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\[de supra, And here we may also remark, that the ground upon

P -75- 43'-- which the proviso in the case of Lloyd v. Carew, above
Llovd V. ^ J

Carew. ^
period for gestation, was questionable ; that, ddaiiiting the au-

thority of that case, the circumstances of it differed materially

from the case before the court ; first, because in Long v. Blaekall,

the object of the testator was to effect a provision for the person

coming into existence within the period, and the object of Mr.

Thellusson was to deprive that person of any benefit under the

trusts, and so render him a means of prolonging the unjustifiable

protraction he had in vi' w; and secondly, because in Long v.

Blaekall, the posthumous child of one person only was included;

but the trusts in Mr. Thellusson's will might be extended to the

posthumous children of several persons.

The fifth objection was,—that the term of suspense was not

confined within those boundaries which the law assigns to such

trusts, because the will affected to protract the accumulation

during the lives of persons who might be in the womb at the time

of the testator's decease. It was said that the luw denies legal

existence to such children, for all purposes, except for their own

benefit, and that the use made of the lives of such children, in

the case before the court, was to protract suspense of property

for the child's detriment ; that this circumstance was an objection

to the supposed legal existence of such children in the life-time

of the testator, and therefore carried the suspense beyond the

term allowed by law.

The sixth objection was,— that several lines of the issue,

during whose lives the accumulation was directed to be pro-

tracted, were not confined to issue born in the life-time of

the testator. This led to a minute discussion of the pro-

priety or necessity of referring the words, " as shall be living at

" the time of my decease, or born in due time afterwards,''

which were introduced at the end of the clause, to all the persons

before enumerated.

The seventh objection to the trusts was,—that the trust of

suspense exceeded the bounds prescribed for it by law, from

this circumstance, that instead of directing, as is usual in such

cases, that until the piuchases should be made, the income of

the trust fund should after the term of accumulation be paid to

the persons who would have been entitled to the rents of the

land, if the purchase of them had been actually made, the

testator directed the accumulation to be carried on till the actual

completion of the purchases, an event which possibly might not

happen
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cited, was admitted to take eff'^ct, affords us an inference^j

that future and shitting uses, and other springing and

executory

happen till a considerable time after the expiration of the sur.

viving lift;.

The eighth objection to the trust was, that the beneficial trusts

constituted by Mr. Thellusson's will to commence at the end of

the trust oi" accumulation, were so vaguely and obscurely worded,

that thev ought to be rejected for their uncertainty.

These were the general grounds on which the validity of the

trusts of Mr. Thellusson's will was disputed : the general purport

of the answers given to them is fully expressed in the Reason,

for which, on the Appeal to the House of Lords, the Respon-

dents, the devisees in trust, insisted, in their printed case, that

the decree of the Court of Chancery should be affirmed. It is

signed by Sir Arthur Piggott and Mr. Ridley, in these words :

" The validity of the disposition made by the late Mr. Thellus-

" son, of that part of his real and personal estate which is the

" subject of the present Appeal, depends solely on the question,

" whether the period, during which he directed the enjoyment

" of the property to be suspended, and the accumulation of the

" rents and profits of it to be carried on and continued, exceeds

" the bounds allowed and established by the laws of England
'•' for the suspension of the beneficial dominion of property, and

'' the complete and absolute power of disposing thereof. As
«' the law stood at the time of Mr. 'thellusson's decease, it was

" perfectly settled, that the absolute vesting of property might

(' be postponed, and the accumulation of it continued, during

" the lives of persons in being, and the life of the survivor of

«' them., and for 21 years after the survivor's decease, and a

" further number of months, equal to the duration of pregnancy.

" Now the term of suspense and accumulation, directed by Mr.

" Thellusson, is confined to the lives of persons in being at the

" time of his decease, or born in due time afterwards, i. e. en

" ventre sa mere at his decease, and the life of the longest liver

" of them ; and thus, being confined to lives in existence at

" the death of the testator, or to come in existence within the

" period of gestation immediately after his death, without any

" reference to any further number of years, it not only does

" not exceed, but it falls short of that boundary, to which,

" according to established rules, it might have been lawfully

" protracted."

The causes were heard in Lincoln's Inn Hall, in December
179^.
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executory interests which are not remainders, are to l)e

considered

1798, before the Lord Chancellor Loughborough, assisted by

Sir Richard Pepper Arden, Mr. Justice Buller, and Mr. Justice

Lawrence. The Lord Chancellor decreed the devises and limi-

tations to be valid, and gave directions accordingly. The widow

and children appealed to the House of Lords, from his lordship's

decree. The appeal was heard on the 25th of June, 1805, and

several other days. After the argument, certain questions wliich

embraced the leading points of the case, were proposed to the

judges, on the motion of Lord Eldon, who had succeeded Lord

Loughborough, The unanimous opinion of the judges was pro-

nounced by Lord Chief Baron Macdonald ; it was favourable to

the trusts of the will ; and upon the motion of the Lord

Chancellor, the Decree was affirmed. See 11 Ves. 112. and

1 Nev}. Rep. 357. Mr. Hargrave has favoured the public with

the Three Arguments made by him in those causes. The intro-

duction of executory devise, the gradual settlement of its limits,

and the principles of law by which it is regulated, are discussed

in them with great learning and ability.

The case of Thellusson v. Woodford gave rise to the Act of

(x) 40 Geo. the 3yth and 40th of his present Majesty, ch. 98 (x), " for

///. c 98. *< restraining all trusts and directions in deeds or wills, whereby
{and notsp « ^-j^^ profits or produce of real or personal estates shall be

p- A
" accumulated, and the beneficial enjoyment thereof postponed

tn'r's Statutes
" beyond the time therein limited ;" this Act will be the subject

at Large.— of a future note.

Roi/al Assent An expression used by the Master of the Rolls, (4 Fra. Ves.

28 Jw/yiooo.
22^^ when he delivered his opinion in the Court of Chancery,

deserves particular attention, as it appears to intimate that he

considered the period of 21 years, and a few month;* allowed after

lives in being, to be only allowable when it was referred to the

life of an infant or a child in the womb, and to have thought it

not allowable when it was not so referred. Alluding to an ex-

pression which had fallen from Mr. Justice Buller, he says, " As
" to the period of 31 years, with submission to the learned judge

" w+10 preceded me, it has never been considered as a term, that

" may at all events be added to such executory devise or trust.

" I have only found this dictum ; that estates may be unalienable

«' for lives in being and 21 years, merely because a life may be

" an infant, or en venire sa mere. Therefore I am clearly of

" opinion, that expression cannot be held to mean more than

" children at the womb at t|ie testator's decease."

^ But
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considered as subject to the same limits and restrictions

as executory devises.

But in the subsequent case of Beard v. Westoott, 5 Taunt. 393,

it was held, that an executory devise ivas good, though it was not

to take effect till the end ofan absolute term ofl\ years after a life

in being at the death of the testator, ivithoui reference to the in-

fancy of the person intended to take.
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CHAPTER THE THIRD.

OF EXECUTORY ESTATES LIMITED VPON
A FAILURE OF HEIRS OR ISSUE.

I. (a) Y\7HEREVER an executory devise is limited to

take effect, after a dying without heirs or

without

(a) I. Wherever an executory devise is limited to take effect,

after a dying without heirs or without issue, subject to no

other restriction, the hmitation is void.

The reader will probably consider the following extract from

Mr. Hargrave's argument in Wicker v. Mitford, (see his valuable

Law Tracts, p. 518) as a useful introduction to this part of Mr,

Fearne's essay.

" W^hen executory devises were first permitted, it was fore-

" seen that entails made in that form could not be barred by fines

" or recoveries. If they were of real estate, the executory

" devise could not be barred by fine ; because the title of the

" executory devisee is not through, or as privy to the immediate

" taker, but quite independent of him : nor could the executory

" devisee be affected by a recovery, it being soon settled, that

*' the recompence, which in the supposition of law is the ground

" of barring the issue in tail and those in remainder and reversion,

" doth not extend to an executory devise. If they were of

" personal estate, whether chattels real or personal, from the

" nature of the property they could not be the subject of either

" fine or recovery. Entails by executory devise being thus

" exempt from any legal mode of barring them, it became

" necessary to prescribe bounds and limits to this new species of

" settlement, lest otherwise entails should obtain a longer dura-

" tion, through the irregular and barely permitted medium of

" executory devise, than the law endures where the entail

" commences in the regular way, by creating estates for life

" and estates tail with remainders over. Hence originated the

" rule.
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without issue, subject to no other restriction, thehmitation

is void ; for the policy of our law will not suffer property

to be tied up and rendered unalienable in expectation of

such remote contingencies

As where lands are devised to A. and his heirs, and if [445]

A. die without heir, then to B. this limitation to B. is abso- 3 Leon. 1 1 1

,

lutely void.—So where A. devised to J. B. and his heirs [446]

for ever, and if J. B. should die without any heir, then he L^ ,^|^'

devised the estate to C. ; this hmitation to C. was held
g.^rbut.

void, because too remote.

" rule, both at law and in equity, that the contingency, on which

" executory devises depend, should be confined to a stated

" period ; and by analogy to the case of strict entails, which

" cannot be protected from fines and recoveries, longer than

" the life of the tenant for life in possession, and the attainment

•' of 21 by the first issue in tail, it was at length settled, that

" the longest period for vesting of an executory devise should

" be any life or lives in being and 21 years after ; to which may
" be added, a few months more for the case of a posthumous

<' child. Therefore every contingency, which is not such, that

'' if it ever happens, it must necessirily be within the period so

" described, is too remote for an executory devise. The con-

" sequence of thus circumscribing the limits of an executory

" devise is, that it is not lawful to limit an executory devise on

" a general and indefinite failure of issue; namely, a failure of

" issue of the person named whenever it happens, be the time

" of the event ever so distant. It is equally a consequence of

" the rule, that if the failure of issue is restrained to the death

" of any person or persons actually living, or to any period not

" beyond a life and lives in being and 2 1 years with a few months

'< beyond, then the contingency is good, and the executory

*' devise has its full effect. Perhaps if the doctrine of executory

" devises was res iyitegra, and was now to be settled, it might

" be thought a sufficient and more just check of them to hold

" that they should be good as far as the given period, whether

" the contingency was too largely and widely expressed or

" not. But our ancestors have not left us a choice ; it having jr^-^^
Grif-

" been long a fixed rule, that, if the contingency is too remote^ Jiths v. Vcre,

" the executory devise dependent upon it shall not be merely 9 Ves. 130.

" void, so far as il exceeds the line prescribed, but shall wholly ^"^ Leahe v.

a f„:i ')
,

Rohinson,

. . 2 Meriv-Z^Z-
Agam

389.
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,, . . Again, where il. having upon the marriage of his son B.

Parker, iLd. settled lands upon B. for life, remainder to the sons of that

Raym. 37. marriage successively in tail male, reversion to A. in fee.

4 . lod. 31 ). ^ afterwards, reciting the settlement, devised to the sons

E. " fV' 3- of B. &c. according to the settlement, and if B. should die

iG()5. without issue, he charged the land with 4,000/. and gave
Ft vide infra, ^ ^ power of making a jointure upon any second wife, and
'"

then devised to the issue of B. by any other wife in tail

male, and in case of failure of issue male of B. he devised

the lands to his own grandchilden by his daughter P. in

fee. After A.'b death, B. suffered a common recovery

and died without any issue male. The question was,

whether those claiming under the recovery, or the grand-

children of the testator, had the better title ?

Now it is obvious this question depended on two points
;

first, whether B. took an estate tail by the will ? Secondly,

if he did not, then whether the limitation over to the grand-

children after failure if issue of B. was good ? As to the

first point, the court agreed that it was impossible to make

it an estate tail in B. for nothing was given him by the de-

A'ide supra, vise ; and that here being two several distinct conveyances,

P- 7'^- the settlement and the will, tlie devise to the issue, &c. in

the will could not be tacked to the estate for life given to

B. by the settlement, and therefore he had only the estate

triven him by the settlement. And though it was con-

tended that he took an estate tail by imphcation by the

words in case of failure of issue male of B., yet this was

denied, as no particular estate was given him by the will

r -1 as a ground for implication to work upon ;
and so he took

nothing by the will. As to the second point, that again

must have depended on the validity of the limitation to

Of this, vide the issue male of B. by any second wife ;
for if that were

infra, 45O, good, then the subsequent limitation to the grandchilden

Ohservations ^^Z^^ ^^^^ ^^ g^°^' ^^ ^^^^"^ ^^ take effect, either upon

on the case the death of B. if he died without having any issue male

ofGoodman |)y a second wife, or if he should have any, then as a re-

d Wi£ms'^ mainder depending upon the estate tail given to such

issue. Now this hmitation to the issue male by any se-

cond wife, we are to observe, might be considered as a

devise of the testator's reversion expectant on the failure

of issue male of B. by his first wife; for such issue male

took
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took estates in tail mala under the settlement, and the re-

version expectant thereon was limited to the testator by

that settlement; and subsisting vested reversions or re-

mainders, though they Avait for a future possession, are

present fixed interests, and capable of being disposed of

and devised as such.

But here the devise of this reversion to the issue male

of B. by another wife, could not be a present disposition,

because it was to persons not yet in esse. And Holt,

Ch. J. seemed to question whether this immediate devise was

good to such issue not being m esse. He said, a devise Vide infra,

to an infant in ventre sa mere is good as a future devise, 456-7-8.

but not if it be devised in presenti ; and that here, if this

was a void devise, the devise over to the grandchildren must

be void also ; for it could not be good as a contingent re-

mainder, because there was no particular estate to sup-

port it. And that as an executory devise it must be void,

because it was to take effect upon the death of B. without

issue male. However, I do not find any decisive opi- Vide infra,

nion delivered respecting the validity of this limitation to 45^"7-°-

the issue male of B. by a second wife. For in Lord Ray-

mond and in Skinner the case adjournatur, and in Mod. it

is said, judgment was given, that it was not an estate tail;

so that no resolution at all appears upon the second point.

So where A. having the reversion in fee of lands, (which

upon the marriage of his son B. he had settled on himself

for life, remainder to B. for 99 years, if he should so long Cas. Temp.

live, remainder to trustees and their heirs during the life of Talb. 262.

B. remainder to the first and other sons of B. successively t 1 t
-^

11- 1 p 1 1 1 <. Ti L-auy L.ane.s-

in tail male, remamder to the heirs mate ot the body of B. borough v.

reversion to A. in fee,) devised all the lands mentioned or Fox.

contained in that settlement, on failure of issue of the

body of B.y and for want of heirs male of his own body, to

his daughter F, and the heirs of her body; and it was ad-

judged by the House of Lords, that this will did not give

an estate tail by implication to B., and therefore the devise

to F. was executory and void, as being on too remote a

contingency.

For we are to observe in this case, that the limitation to

the daughter was future, to arise after the failure of issue

of the body of B. and of heirs male of the body oi A.

Now,
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f. Drew,
inlra, 477,
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Vid. iSaund.

145-9-

Wade V.

Bache,

3 Mod.Entr.

234, and
cases there

cited.

10 Rep. 107.

3 Cro. 323.

(x) Vide su-

pra, p. 302-3.
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Now, there was no subsisting estate extending to the issue

of the body of 5. (generally), the settlement being confined

to his first and other sons and their issue male ; nor indeed

was there any estate tail in A. himself, to extend to the

heirs male of his own body, therefore the estate devised by

A. could not be considered as the devise of a I'eversion

depending or expectant on such preceding estates.

And though it should be granted, that as A. had but

one son, and there was a limitation by the settlement to

the first and other sons of such son in tail male, the devise

for want of heirs male of his (^.'s) own body, might have

been construed as a devise of the reversion expectant on

the failure of sons of his said son and heirs male of their

bodies
;
yet as there was no pre-existing estate extending

to issue female of the body of B., it was impossible to

consider the devise on failure of issue (generally) of the

body of B. as the devise of a reversion expectant on

failure of such issue ; there being no preceding estate

extending to that period; consequently, unless such a

preceding estate was raised by imphcation, which we see

was not admitted, the devise to F. was not the devise of

a reversion, but was an executory limitation unsupported

by any preceding estate ; and being not to take effect

till after a general failure of issue, was therefore too

remote.

But if in this case B. had by the settlement been tenant

in tail general, the remainder ioA. in tail male, with rever-

sion to him in fee, then I apprehend the above devise to

his daughter F. would have been a good immediate devise

of, or rather out of, his own reversion in fee.—For a grant

of the reversion when it shall happen after the death of

tenant for life, it seems, is construed a good grant of the

present reversion, notwithstanding the words seem to be

otherwise, and sound futurely. So in a case above cited (r),

where A. made a feofiment to the use of himself for hfe,

and after the death of A. and M. his wife, to the use of

B., &c. ; it appearing that M. by a former deed had an

estate for life. Hale Ch. J. held that the mentioning the

death of M. was only expressing when B. should be

entitled to the possesson.

And
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And the court agreed iii the case of Badger v. Loyd, 1 Salk, 232.

that if a man seised in fee devise his lands to A. if J. S. a 1 Ld Raym.

strano-er die without issue, that this is an executory devise ;
*^ '^' nn^j

*=
.

.' '
.

case 01 Bad-
because there is no particular estate to support it ; and o-er v. Loyd.

therefore it is void as being too remote ; but that if a man And vide

seised of the reverson after an estate tail, devise the lands 3 Atk. 449.

to another after "failure of issue of tenant in tail, it is an

immediate devise of the reversion expectant on the estate

tail, and therefore good.—So in the preceding case of

Lanesborouo'h v. Fox, as there was no estate tail in B. or

in A., the devise of lands upon failure of issue of the one,

and of heirs male of the body of the other, was a devise of

a future interest not dependent on any preceding estate

;

whereas if B. had been tenant in tail, with remainder to

A. in tail male, then would such a devise have been no

more than the devise of a present interest, expectant on

those estates tail, capable of being barred, and therefore

good.

We have seen that in the case of Lanesborough v. Fox, The points

the words on failure of issue of the body of B. were not discussed in

held sufficient to raise him an estate tail in remainder by .' ^^ Y^
•^ in some de-

implication, he taking no express or particular estate at all ^rree con-

by the will ; which resolution perfectly agreed with the nected with

doctrine in the above cited case of Moor v. Parker. And ^¥ ""?^^^"-

tioyt of CTOSS
it does not appear by the report, that any idea at all was remainders

entertained in the case of Lanesborough v. Fox, that these on tvkich sub-

words on failure of issue of the body of B. could, by impli- J^^ *^^

cation, raise estates tail in remainder to the issue of the 5^g„/,^,„' q„^
body of B. as purchasers, so as to support the subsequent [450]

limitation to F. ; and indeed such a construction was denied the aidhori-

by the opinion of the judges, when they said, " That F. 1^^^'^^'^^ ^,7
" took no estate whatsoever, but that the devise to her was

^J^|, ^^^^
" absolutely void in its creation, as being on too remote a 13 Vcs. 425.

" contino;encv :" for had such an implication been admitted, 4i9-
^"P},^'

it might have given etiect to the devise to r. However, ^ y^^^ ^og^

in a later case in Chancery, we find that an implication of Atherion v.

a nature not very different from this, was contended for, Pye, 4 T- R'

and endeavoured to be supported; and was even ex- ^ '

pressly admitted by the Judges of the King's Bench, in 2 ^^^^^ 36.

their certificate upon a case stated for their opinion; Doe d. Bur-

thondithe Lord Chancellor did not seem to approve of or ^V} ^•.^"''
^

,,
^ ••

1 . rile., cited
Hit adopt ii,id^^^,and
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Roe d. Ji'ren adopt it ; but appeared to found his decison on another

f. Clayton, grround (b).

6 East, Gc8.

In a deed, cross remainders may he raised hy general H'ords, Doe d. IVatts v.

Waine-vr!2,ht, 5 T. R. 427. though not hy implication, Doe d. Cock v. Cooper,

1 East, '2'iot- Doe d. Worsley, ihid. 416. In a tvill, cross remainders may be

ihvjlied amon^ more ihmi tivo where there are tenants in common, and the intention

is^that the whole estate should go over together. Doe d. Gorges v. IVchh, 1 Taunt.

234. As to the implication necessary in a tvillJhr disinheriting the testator's heir

at laxv, vide Trent Xh Manning, 7 East, 97. Right d. Compton %i. Compton,

9 East, 267. Goodright d. [Joskins v. Hoshins,ihid.^oQ. Denn d. Moor v.Mellor,

5 T. R. 55S. Doe d. Jackson v. Ramshottom, 3 M. S)- S. 516. Et vide 1 Bos.

Sf P. 30. 558. 2 Bos. Sf P. 247. 6 T. R. 175. 8 T. R. 503. As to intentions not

clearly expressed in a tvill, hut considered as manifestly and xuith certainty to be

implied, vide Driver d. Frank v. Frank, 3 Maule Sf Sclrvyn, 2j. Roe d. iValker

<o. Walker, 3 Bos. &; P. 375. and Sir James Mansfield's remarks in Trent v.

Manning, 1 Neiv Rep. 118, S. C. 7 East, 97. Doe d. Wright v. Child, 1 Neto

Rep. 335. Et vide Lord FJdon's observations in Bootle v. Blundell, 1 Meriv. 209,

as to the terms, manifest intention and necessary implication. Seefurther, on the

subject of implication, Tcnny d. Agar v. Agar, 12 East 253. Beard v. Westcott,

5 Taunt. 393. 404. Goodright d. Goodridge v. Goodridge, Willes, 3C9, and

the other cases cited in argument only in Bettison v. Rickards, 7 Taunt. 116.

Vide supra, 446-7-8-9, Sf 450 ; and vide Doe d. Cole v. Goldsmith, 7 Taunt.

209, noticed in margin, supra, 203.

The

{b) Between the case of Lanesborough and Fox, first cited

by Mr. Fearne, and the case of Jones v. Morgan, to which he

next proceeds, two cases had been determined, in which the

doctrine discussed by him in the text was much considered. The

first is French and Netterville v. Caddell (Bro. Ca. in Pari.

6 voL 58), where a testator, " upon default of issue male and

" female of his own body," devised the estate to trustees for

the payment of his debts and legacies ; and after the payment

ofthem, devised to his brother for his life, with remainders over.

Under the particular circumstances of the case, the court seems

to have thought, that the testator had in view a failure of issue

living at his decease, and decreed accordingly. The other case

is Wellington r. Wellington, 4 Burr. 2165. 1 Sir W. Black. 645.

in which, " in default of issue of his own body,'' the testator

devised to trustees and their heirs, in trust, out of the rents,

issues, and profits, to pay his sister an annuity until his debts and

legacies should be paid ; and after the payment of his debts

and legacies, to uses in strict settlement. The cause coming on

for hearing before the Chancellor, his lordship sent a case for

the opinion of the Judges of the court of King's Bench, upon

a question, " Whether the trustees in the will took any, and

«' v/hat estate under the will." The court certified " that they

*' were
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The case I am now alluding to, was that of Jones u. In Chancery,

Morgan, where A. upon his intermarriage with B. had . ^773-

settled certain lands, &c. in the counties of M. and G. Morgan,
upon himself for life, remainder to trustees to support con- Vide App.

tingent remainders, remainder (subject to a jointure rent -^° "^•

charge to his wife) to his first and other sons by the said

jB. successively in tail male, reversion to himself in fee, (sub-

ject to the several trast terms usually limited in settlements

for securing pin-money and raising portions for younger

children and daughters). Afterwards A. having two sons

of that marriage, W. and E., made his will, and after giving

certain specific things to his said wife and two sons, and

making a disposition of certain other lands in the said

counties which he had purchased since his marriage, pro-

ceeds in the words following, viz. " And forasmuch as it is

" my will, intent, and meaning, that in case my said two
" sons now living, or any other son or sons ofmine lawfully

" begotten hereafter to be born, should die without issue

" male of their bodies, or of the body of some or one of

^* them lawfully to be begotten, after their respective

^^ decease without issue male as aforesaid, that then all

" and singular my messuages, lands, &:c. in the several

''' counties of M. and G. not hereinbefore devised, shall

" be devised and settled to and for the several uses, &c.

" hereinafter mentioned, 8v.c. It is therefore my will, intent,

" and meaning, that in case my said sons W. and E. or

" any other son or sons of mine hereafter to be born as

" aforesaid, shall happen to die respectively without any

" issue male oftheir bodies, or of the body of some or one of

" them as aforesaid, and in such case if it shall so happen,

" then I give and devise the remainder of all and singular

^' my messuages, lands, &,c. in the several counties of M. [452]

" and G. and not herein and hereby before devised, and

" wqre of opinion, that the trustees took a fee, determinable

" when tl^e purpose of paying the testator's debts and funeral

" expences, out of the rents, issues, and profits of the devised

" premises, in aid of the pe sonai estate, should be performed,

*' and the Chancellor decreed in favour of the devise." To

tliese cases may be added Lord Northington's decree in the

case of Lytton r. Lytton, stated in the following note.

H H 2 " the
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" the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders

" of the same premises, to my (said) brother T. for and
" during the term of his natural hfe, without impeachment
'' of waste, but subject nevertheless to the several pro-

" visoes and payments mentioned and contained in my said

" marriage settlement, &.c."

And then the testator limits the same lands to trustees

during the life of T. to preserve contingent remainders,

remainder to T. M. son of T. during his life, remainder to

trustees to support contingent remainders, remainder to

the first and other sons of T. M. with divers remainders

over ; and he appointed his wife one of five guardians of

such of his (the testator's) children as should be under

age at the time of his death, and also one of the executors

of his will.

The testator died, leaving his said wife B. and his said

two sons and two daughters by her. And one of the ques-

tions upon this will was. Whether the said residuary de-

vise over to T. and his son, &,c. was not void, as being a

future limitation, not to take effect till after the failure of

issue of persons who took no preceding estate, namely, of

all other sons of A. by any future wife ; for this limitation

to T. &:c. was not expressed to take effect upon failure of

issue male of the testator's sons by his then wife ; in which

case it would have been good, as an immediate devise of

the reversion expectant on the estates in tail male limited

to such sons by the settlement ; but the words were general

and comprehensive, extending, in point of expression, as

well to the future sons of the testator by any after-taken

wife as by his then wife ; and if so, this limitation could

not be a devise of the reversion immediately expectant on

the estates subsisting or created by the settlement, but

was a future devise without any preceding estalte to support

it ; and then, as it could not take effect as a remainder,

it could be considered only as an executory devise

;

in which light it must be void, for it was too remote,

as being limited to vest on a general failure of issue.

In support of the devise, it was contended, that the

testator had not a future marriage in view, or any children

[453] not provided for by his settlement ; that this appeared

from his giving some specific legacies to his wife, naming

her
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her one of his executors and one of the guardians of his

children. Therefore the words or any other son or sons,

&c. were to be understood as confined to sons by his then

wife ; and under that construction, tJie hmitation in ques-

tion would be good as an immediate devise of the reversion,

subject to the estates created by the settlement. Or that

if those words did extend to children by a future marriage,

still the limitation in question might be supported by

raising implied estates tail to such children.

Upon a case stated for the Judges of the King's Bench

upon this devise, they certified, " That they were of opi-

" nion, that the event of a second marriage was not in

" the testator's contemplation ; but supposing that from
" the generality of the description, the words any after-

" born son, should be extended to the son of any future

<* marriage, they were of opinion, that from the manifest

" intent of the testator expressly declared in his will, such

^' son must take an estate tail ; consequently they were
" of opinion, that either way a remainder after estates tail

" was devised to T., who by virtue of the said limitation,

" upon failure of the sons of the testator without issue

" male, was entitled to all the lands in the counties of M.
" and G. devised by the residuary clause in the said will

" for life, with remainder according to the limitations in

" the said will."

The Lord Chancellor decreed accordingly. He concur-

red entirely with the opinion certified by the Judges, in

regard to the event of a future marriage not being in the

testator's contemplation, and consequently that the words

or any other son or sons were to be restrained to sons of

the first marriage. But as to the raising an estate tail to

any sons of a future marriage by implication, he expressed

himself inclined to the opinion, that he was bound by tho

decision of the House of Lords in the case of Lanes-

borough %\ Fox, as a direct authority against the admitting

such implication.

Upon an appeal to the House of Lords from this decree,

it was affirmed agreeable to the unanimous opinion of the

Judges; founded (as appeared by what was expressed by
[.^54]

the Chief Justice of C. P. in delivering their opinion) upon

the very same ground to which the Lord Chancellor seemed

to think himself confined, viz. upon the presumption that

K K a the
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the event of a future marriage was not in the testator's

contemplation ; and that therefore the words, or of any

other son or sons, &c. must be understood of sons of the

testator by his then wife (r).

Again,

(c) A full report of the case of Jones v. Morgan is contained

in Brown's Parliamentary Cases, 7 vol. 130. The reasons in

support of the original appeal were written by Mr. Fearne. A
full statement of the case and the proceedings upon it, Lord

Mansfield's argument in delivering the opinion of the judges of

the court of King's Bench, on the question referred to them by

the ccnxrt of Chancery, and the reasons in the printed cases in

the House of Lords, are inserted in the Appendix N. IlL

Since the case of Jones r. Morgan, the effect of a similar

devise has been fully discussed in the case of Lytton v. Lytton,

4 Bro. Cha. Ca. 441. In that case, John Robinson Lytton, on

his marriage vv^ith Leonora Brereton, agreed by deeds and re-

coveries to settle certain estates to the use of himself for his life;

and after his decease, to the use and intent that Leonora, if she

survived him, should receive for her life, the jointure rent charge

therein mentioned ; and so charged, to the use of trustees for a

term of 300 years, for raising portions for the daughters and

younger sons of the marriage ; and after the expiration of the

term, to the use of the first and other sons of the marriage

severally and successively according to their respective seniorities

in tail male : John Robinson Lytton suffered recoveries of the

estates, and directed them to operate to such uses as he should

appoint by deed or will, and in default of appointment, to the use

of himself in fee. He executed no settlement in pursuance of

the articles, and mortgaged a part of the estates. There was

issue of the marriage only one daughter, and she died under age

and without issue. . He afterwards made his will, and devised by

it, an annuity to his wife, in satisfaction of her provision under

the articles, and charged his estates, except a particular part of

them, with the annuity, and with his debts, funeral expenses, and

legacies, and then devised them, " on failure of issue male of

" his body," to trustees and their heirs, in trust, by mortgage

or sale of the estates, except a particular part, to raise money

for the payment of his debts and legacies, in aid of his personal

estate ; and to settle such of them as should remain unsold, to

the ui;c of Richard Warburton Lytton, the son of his sister

Barbara Warburton, for his life ; and after his decease, to the use

of his sons successively in tail, and for default of such issue, to his

first and other daughters in tail, and for default of such issue,

to
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Again, where tenant for life, remainder to his wife for

hfe, remainder to his own right heirs, devised in manner

following :
" Item, My lands at W. my wife is to enjoy for {d'Cil

" her life ; after her decease, of right it goeth to my daugh- Right or

" ter E. for ever, provided she hath heirs : if my said Wright r

" daughter jC. should die before her mother, or without
(^^ ^,

'

" heirs, and my said wife should marry again and have an 2 En. Abr.

—

^

] [ \

;

[

; 338, pi ^^-•

to his own right heirs, with a proviso, directing the persons in Via. vol. 8.

possession, to take the name and use the arms of Lytton. He P* ^ ^ °-

afterwards died, leaving Richard Warburton (who afterwards P • 3—

took the name of Ljtton) his heir at law. A bill was filed for

establishing his will, and directing the trusts of it to be carried

into execution. The cause came on to be heard before Lord

Northington on the 26th of June, 17C4. His lordship decreed

that the devise to Richard Warburton Lytton, after a general

failure of issue male, was void, the contingency being too remote ;

and that Richard Warburton Lytton would therefore take the

premises, subject to the charges thereon, as heir at law of the

testator. Richard Warburton Lytton attained the age of 21

years in 1 766. In 1 768 he married, and covenanted to settle

the estates in question, subject to the life interest of Mrs. Leonora

Lytton in part of them, to the use of himself for life; and after

his decease, and charged as to part with a jointure rent charge

to his intended wife, to the use of the sons of the marriage

successively in tail male ; and for default of such issue, to his

own right heirs. There was issue of the marriage a daughter,

and she filed her bill, praying that the devise by John Robinson

Lytton to his trustees might be declared to be good. The
cause came on before Lord Thurlow i)r|^he 24th of January,

1792. The principal question was fully argued, but his lord-

ship considered himself bound by Lord Northington's decree,

and therefore declined giving any opinion upon it, but, by consent

directed that the plaintiff should be at liberty to amend her bill,

so as to make it in effect a bill of review, with liberty for the

defendants to plead or answer as they might be advised. In

November, 1793, the cause came on for hearing before Lord

Loughborough. His lordship allowed the bill, and held, on

the principal point, that, from the situation of the testator and

his family, at the time he made his will, and from the general

tenor of his will, it was evident that he had not future issue in

contemplation, and an indefinite failure of that issue, but meant

to give an immediate estate in possession at his decease ; and

on that ground, decreed in favour of the devise.

" heir
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'•' heir male, I bequeath him all my right to that estate

;

" not thinking- 1 can sufficiently reward her love : if my
" said wife marrieth again and fails of heir male, after her

" decease, and my daughter's, she failing of heirs, I be-

" queath 50/. per annum of that estate to my brother J

.

" and his heirs for ever;" the testator died, the wife

married a^ain, and had issue male ; afterwards the daugh-

ter died without issue. Upon a question, whether the heir

at law of the devisor, or the heir male of the wife was

entitled to the estate? the court held the former part of the

will to be no devise, but only a declaration how the estates

were settled ; and therefore, there being no particular estate

to support the limitation to the heirs male of the wife, it

could not enure as a* contingent remainder; if it were an

executory devise, it must either be to take effect on the

dauo-hter's dying before her mother, and without heirs

(by taking the word or for and, and so construing it co-

pulatively), in which case the condition had not happened,

because the daughter survived the mother; or else it was

to take effect in either of the events of the daughter's

dying before the mother, or her dying without heirs : now

one of these events had failed, because the daughter

survived the mother, and the limitation upon the other,

viz. of the daughter's dying without heirs, was too remote.

So where A. upon the marriage of her niece B. cove-

nanted to settle lands (at or after such time as C. the hus-

band of her niece should settle his estate to the same uses)

to the use of herself for life, remainder to trustees for 200

years, remainder to C. for life, remainder to trustees to

preserve contingent uses, remainder to B. for life, remain-

der to the first and other sons of C. upon the body of B.

in tail successively, remainder to the first and other

daughters of C. upon the body of B. in tail successively,

remainder to the right heirs of A. ; afterwards, and before

any settlement was made, A. by her will reciting the

articles, and that she had agreed to settle the lands in

manner aforesaid, devised the said lands, &:c. and the

absolute inheritance thereof, to the use and behoof of

the heirs of the body of the said B. by any other husband

to be begotten, and for want of such issue, to the use of

her nephew L. and the heirs of his body, with several

remainders
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remainders over; remainder toiler own right heirs. A^

died seised; C. and /?. his wife entered and suffered a

common recoveiy, in which they were vouched; the uses

of the recovery were to C for hfe, remainder to B. for

hfe, remainder to trustees to support continoent remain-

ders, remainder to first and other sons of C. and B.
successively in tail male, remainder to the danghters in

like manner, remainder to the uses to be jointly appointed

by C. and his wife, remainder to the right heirs of B. B.
died without issue, afterwards C. died ; and the question

was betwixt the heir at law of B. and the daughter of L.

The points upon which this question depended, were,

1st, Whether the will was to be taken as an execution of

the articles ? 2dly, If not, whether the estate to the heirs

of the body of B. by another husband, should be tacked

to the estate given her by the' articles? 3dly, Whether the

devise to the heirs of the body of B. by any other hus-

band was not absolutely void, being a devise in verbis de

prcEsenti to a person not m esse ; and if so, whether L. did

not take immediately, as much as if there had been no

preceding devise; or at least, whether the preceding devise

to the heirs of the body of B. by any other husband,

ovight not to be laid out of the case, having become void

in event, since the event of her having issue by any other

husband never happened ?

After this case had been very fully argued, the court re-

solved, that if the will should be taken as an execution

of the articles, and as an actual devise of the particular

estates, according to the limitations contained in the

articles, then the subsequent limitation to the heirs of the

body of B. by a second husband, would vest in her as an
estate tail, (in remainder,) and consequently the recovery

suffered by her and her husband had barred the subsequent
limitation to L. But that it was unnecessary to enter

into the question, whether the articles and the will could

be tacked together ; because if a devise of the particular

estates expressed in the articles, could not be implied by
construction, and supposing the devise to the heirs of the

body of i^. by a second husband to be void, the limitation

to L. and the heirs of his body could not be a contingent

remamder (for want of a preceding- estate). And it was

too

45:

[45B]
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too remote as an executory devise ; being not to take

place till after an indefinite failure of issue of the body of

B. ; and being too remote in its creation, the event could

not vary the construction : so that the death of B. without

issue, could make no difference in the case. Therefore

either way, L. could have no title, unless it were considered

as a present immediate devise to him. But the court

held that neither the words nor the nature of the provision

would admit of that construction ; and that it could not

be imagined that A. intended to exclude the issue of

her favourite niece B. in order to prefer L. and his

issue (d).

I observe, in the report of the above case, the court

delivered no express decisive opinion, as to the validity

of the limitation to the heirs of the body of B. by any

other husband, taken as a future devise ; but it must be

inferred from the judgment, when compared with the words

of Lord Mansfield, that the court were inclined to avoid

admitting the validity of that limitation ; for Lord Mans-

field said, " And supposing the devise to the issue of B.

" by any second husband to be void, the limitation to L.

[459]
" could not take place as a contingent remainder." And
indeed supposing that limitation not to have been void,

then I apprehend, the subsequent limitation to L. might

well have taken place, even though the will was not

considered as an execution of the articles ; as it would

then either have taken effect in possession after the death

,

of C. and of B. without her leaving issue by a second

husband, or would then, if B. had left any such issue,

have vested in interest, as a remainder upon the estate

Vide infra, tail then become vested in such issue: vide the cases of
5p5-^-54i-2- Gore v. Gore and Brownsword v. Edwards, hereafter cited.

Gore 'and
^vhere a limitation after an executory devise in tail being

Brownsword so limited as to take effect, either in lieu of the preceding

I. Edwards.

(d) Here we are to distinguish between an executory devise,

which is properly a future devise to take effect at a period subse.

quent to the decease of the testator ; and a conditional devise to

take effect upon a contingent event, to be decided at or before

his death. Fearnc MSS. et vide Dougl. 495.

Note hy Mr. Fearne.

executory
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executory devise, if that failed, or else as a remainder to

depend upon it, if that took effect, was good. So her»

if the executory limitation to the heirs of the body of B.
had been held good, I don't see that there could have

been any objection to the subsequent estate hmited to i.;

for it must have vested, either in possession or interest

at the time Vi^hen the preceding limitation was limited to

take effect : and if it vested only in interest, it thenceforth

became hable to be barred by the tenant of the preceding

estate tail, and therefore could not be considered as ex-

tending to a perpetuity, beyond what the first limitation

itself would do.

However, though the validity of the limitation to the

heirs of the body of B. by any other husband appears to

have been questioned in this case, in the same manner as

the hraitation to the issue male of B. by a second wife

was, in the above cited case of Moor v. Parker, and some
ground seems to be afforded us, to infer that the court

were not inclined to admit its validity; yet there is no

direct or decisive resolution upon the point in this case,

any more than in the other of Moor v. Parker. But the

court in both cases seems to have avoided the point, and

declined entering into the real merit of the distinction

taken between an executory limitation to a person not in

esse, when made per verba de prasenti (as the phrase is) ^^^^ iniVs;

and when made j^er verba de futwo. Of this distinction, ^ "
., ,

however, I shall take occasion to treat in a subsequent ton Harris

page of this essay ; and endeavour to show, by some recent [460]

cases, that the distinction is no longer attended to. ''^' Barnes.

II. (e) The like rule holds in the limitation of a term or
^ jj^j ^j^j.

personal 610. p. 7.

Palaver 50.

Johnson and
(e) II. The like rule holds in the fimitation of a term or per- Lewknor's

sonal estate,—that a disposition thereof to take effect after a c^se,

failure of heirs of the body, or dying without issue, and without r' j
or btat-

,
...-^ IT, , ,

ford », Buck-
any other restriction, is too remote.—It has, however, been

^ ^ y^^
contended, that there is a difference between such a devise of sen. 171.

a term in gross, and such a devise of a term de 7igvo out of Pearse v.

the inheritance ; it has been said that in the former case it shall I^^^ve.

vest absolutely in the devisee, and if he die without issue, shall ° ^^' "^^"

so
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personal estate, viz. that a disposition thereof to take ef-

fect after failure of heirs of the body, or dying without

Rai 'li7is v
issue, without other restriction, is too remote (x).

Goldfrap, Thus, where there was a hmitation of a term in trust for

5 ^ «• 44°- R. during his Ufe, then in trust for his wife during her life,

and after their deaths in trust for their children during their

lives ; and if R. and his wife should die within the term

without issue, or having issue, if that issue die within the

term, then to W., this limitation to W. was held void.

There is a long series of cases to this purpose reported by

Pollexfen, from page 24 to 44, with which I think it unne-

cessary to trouble the reader in this place, in support of a

doctrine so fully established by later authorities ; though I

shall have occasion to mention some of them in the sequel

of these sheets, upon points of a different nature. I shall

here content myself with citing only two or three plain

leading cases upon the present point.

1 Rol. Abr. For instance, where a man possessed of a term, devised
ftn.pl. 1. jj- ^-Q Qj^e^ j^jjd the heirs male of his body, and for default

A 1 bi
of such issue to another, and the heirs male of his body,

this was adjudged a void remainder; for if it should be

suffered, a man might make perpetuities of a term. But

[461] the law will no more admit of a perpetuity in one sort of

estate, or species of property, than in another.

Again, where A. possessed of a term for 99 years, deter-

minable upon three lives, devised the lease to his wife for

J Ventr. 79. life, and after her decease to N. his son for life, and if 2V.

1 Lev. 290. should die without issue, then to B. ; it was held that the

Wvndham remainder to B. was void, for that the remainder of a term

Et Glover could not depend on a possibility so remote as the dying

V. Strothoff. without issue.
Bro. Rep.

Ch. 33. Et infra, 4G5, in note (a). And vide PoUexf. 24. & seq.

J Roll. Abr. And upon these cases we are to obseve, that a term or

611. pi. 1. personal estate cannot, properly speaking, be entailed ; for

y^uu-°
'^ where a term or other personal estate is limited to one in

JO Rep. 87. tail, it is an absolute and complete disposition of the whole

4 Inst. 87.

go to his executors and not revert to the heir ; but that, in the

latter case, it shall cease, on failure of issue, for. the benefit of

the heir:—but the better opinion appears to be against the

distinction.

term
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term to him and his executors ; he may dispose of it as he

pleases ; if he does not dispose of it, it goes to his execu-

tors and not to his issue ; and it does not revert for default

of issue. Though a distinction indeed has been taken,

between such a devise of a term in gross, and of a term

de novo out of the inheritance ; upon the opinion expressed

by Lord Coke in Leonard Lovie's case, that a devise of a

term de novo to one and the heirs of his body, shall endure 10 Rep. 87.

no lono^er than he has heirs of his body.

Thus where A. seised in fee, demised to B. his execu-

tors and administrators for 99 years, in trust for A. and Hayter v.

his wife for their lives and the life of the survivor, and °

after the death of the survivor, in trust for the heirs of • • o -

their two bodies, and in default of such issue, then in trust

for the heirs of the body of A. the husband, and in default

of such issue, in trust for the heirs of the survivor of hus-

band and wife ; they had issue a son, the husband died,

and then the son died without issue, and the mother ad-

ministered to the husband and son, and assigned the term.

After the death of the husband and wife, it was contended

by the heir at law of ^. that all the trusts of this term ex-

pectant on the death of husband and wife, either became

void by accident, or were originally so in their creation
;

for that the limitation to the heirs of the bodies of -4. and

his wife, ought to be considered as a contingent estate to

the person who should answer that description ; which

failed in event, because no issue of their bodies survived

them both to answer it ; for nemo est hares vivenfis ; and

then both the subsequent limitations were void, being limi-

tations of the trust of a term after a general failure of issue

;

and so the trust for the husband and wife being deter-

mined by their death, and the rest being void, the term had

no subsistence for the benefit of the personal representa-

tives of any of the parties, but should be considered as

attendant on the inheritance.

And in support of this, the above noticed distinction be-

tween a term created de novo, and a terra in gross, was

insisted upon, viz. that although where A. possessed of a

subsisting term of 500 years, devises it to B. and the heirs

male of his body, the whole shall vest absolutely in B.,

and though he should die without leaving issue, it shall go

to

[462]
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(t) Qi'cBre,—
revert— Uti-

der the de-

cree in Hay-
ter V. Rod,

supra, 461,
the assignee

of the mother

became enti'
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term.

Vide 1 Mod.
115.

{y) i. e.dies

without heirs

male of his

body.

3 Cases in

Chanc. 30.
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to his executors, and not revert for the benefit of the ex-

ecutors of the testator; yet that where one seised of land

in fee, devises it to B. and the heirs male of his body for

500 years, here this term, though it goes to B.\ executors,

and not the heirs male of his body, yet upon failure of such

issue male, the term shall cease {x) for the benefit of the

heir at law of the testator. But in this case it was decreed,

that the term should not be attendant on the inheritance;

for that the party who raised the. term, and had power to

sever it from the inheritance, showed his intention so to

do, by limiting the trust to the survivor of him and his

wife, and the heirs of such survivor ; which, though it was

a void limitation, manifested his intention to sever the

term from the reversion.

However, we are to observe, that Lord Keeper Finch, in

the case of Burgisv. Burgis, said, he did deny Lord Coke's

opinion in Leonard Ldvie's case, which saith, that in case

of a lease settled to one and the heirs male of his body?

when he dies (y) the estate is determined; for Finch said

it should go to his executors. So likewise Lord Notting-

ham, in the Duke of Norfolk's case, said it was Lord Coke's

error in Leonard Lovie's case to say, that if a term be de-

vised to one and the heirs male of his body, it shall go to

him or his executors no longer than he shall have heirs

male of his body ; for these words are not a limitation of

the time, but an absolute disposition of the term; and in-

deed the decision in the Duke of Norfolk's case seems to

contravene that opinion of Lord Coke.

IIL (/) That the limitation of a personal estate to one

in tail, vests the whole in him, is proved by many cases.

Stratton v.

Payne,

3 Bro. Ca.

Pari. 257. Pelham t'. Gregory, ibid. vol. 5. 43.5. et Duke of Montagu v.
" " " Lord

Penny, 1 Merir.

73-

Thus

Lord Ijeaulieu, ibid. vol. 6. 255. Et ride Ware v. Polhill, 1 1 Ves. 2

Southampton v. Marquis of Hertford , 2 ^>^ 4" ^- ^3- Donn v.

20. Brouncher f. Bagot, ibid. 271. and Elton v. Eason, 19 Ves.

(J^ III. The limitation of a personal estate to one in tail, ve.«ts

the whole in him.

With equal accuracy, but descending more into particular$,

thi.s rule ib thus expressed by Mr. It. S. Donuison Roper, in I)is

useful
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Thus where one devised that all his money in the go- 1 p. w. 200.

vernment funds should be laid out in the purchase of Sealet^.

lands, and settled on his eldest son A. and the heirs male ^^^'^' P'"^-

of his body, remainder to the second son C and the heirs

male of his body; and bequeathed the rest of his personal

estate to A. and the heirs male ofhis body, remainder over

in the same manner ; Lord Chancellor held that the per-

sonal estate, (viz. the residue after what was to be laid

out in purchase of lands), could not be entailed, but the

whole vested in the eldest son.

So where long exchequer annuities for 99 years were Dodi;. Dick-

given by will to trustees for the residue of the term, in ^"son, Vin.

trust for E. for so many years of the said term as she ^° V 'ff't^*'

should live, afterwards to the plaintiffs for so many years pi. 25.

of the said term as they or the survivor of them should

live, and after the decease of the survivor, in trust for the

heirs of their bodies lawfully begotten, for all the residue

of the said term, and for default of such issue, in trust for

the defendant ; Lord Chancellor King held the remainder

over to be void, and that the whole vested in the plaintiffs

to whom the limitation was for life, with remainder to the

heirs of their bodies ; and accordingly the annuities were

decreed to be sold, and the money to be paid to the plain

tifts. In this case the devise was only in trust, and yet

the rule was the same.

useful Treatise on the Law of Legacies, 2 ed. vol. 2. p. 393.
" If personal estate be given by testament to A. and the heirs

" of his body, as such words v/ould create an express estate

'' tail in the freehold lands if applied to them, so in personal

" estate, if applied to it, such words will have the effect to vest

" the absolute interest, because such property cannot be entailed,

*' (i. e.) the first taker will have the absolute interest in the be-

" quest ; and the remainder or executory limitation to the heirs

" of his body, and the subsequent limitations, if any, depending

" upon a failure of them, will be of no effect. It will make no
" difference in regard to the construction, that the interest or

*' profits only are given to the first taker, and the principal to

" his heirs." All the cases on which these conclusions depend

are cited by Mr. Roper.—And see the first paragraph of the

next chapter.

So
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So where a testator by his will devised that 400 /. should

be put out on good security for his son T. that he might

have the interest of it for his life, and for the lawful heirs

of his body, and if it should so happen that he should die

without heirs, it should go to his youngest son J. B.,

Lord Hardwicke decreed that the whole vested in the first

taker, and the limitation over was too remote.

The same point has been since adjudged in a late great

case, where B. T., by will, gave the profits and half-

yearly dividends of 4,000 /. capital bank stock to Sir

W. P. during his life ; together with the income and pay-

ments of six annuities payable at the Exchequer, to re-

ceive the payments during his life ; and gave his dwel-

ling-house in London (being leasehold), and the use of all

the furniture and household linen therein, to M. C. during

her life : and gave to L. A. P. (daughter of Sir W. P.) his

dwellinof house and estate at O., and the- use of all the

goods, furniture, and linen there, together with all the

cattle and cart horses, and the utensils in husbandry, as

well as some other estates and leasehold houses, during

the term of her natural life. And after the death of M. C.

he gave to L. A. P. his dwelling house in London, and the

use of all the goods therein during her life.—And after the

death of Sir W. P. he gave to L. A. P. the dividends on

the 4,000 I. bank stock, and all the payments growing due

on the said exchequer annuities, during her life ; and

after her decease, he gave, bequeathed, and devised all the

afore mentioned land, houses, bank stock, and exchequer

annuities, to the heirs male of her body lawfully begotten

for ever ; together with all the furniture in both his houses :

and for want of such issue, he gave and bequeathed all the

said respective estate, bank stock, and annuities unto

W. D. for life, remainder to the heirs male of his body,

remainder over.

Upon the death of R. T., L. A. P. entered on the estates

devised to her, suffered a recovery, and sold the real

estates: afterwards she devised and bequeathed all her

real and personal estate to the said Sir W. P. (her father)

his heirs, executors and administrators. Her father sur-

viving her, by his will, after giving several legacies, gave

and devised all his real estates, and all the residue of his

-< personal
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personal estate (which residue inchided the leasehokl

estates, furniture, bank stock, and annuities devised a3

above to L. A. P.) unto tiie defendant W. F. his heirs,

executors, administrators and assigns. After the deatli of

Sir W. P., the plaintiff W. D. claimed the leasehold estate,

bank stock, and Exchequer annuities, by virtue of the

remainder limited to him in the will of R. T. But the

Master of the Rolls held the limitation over to W. D. to

be void, and that the whole vested in L. A. P. and there-

fore dismissed the plaintiff's bill.

But upon a re-hearing before the Lords Commissioners J""^ i770'

of the Great Seal, they reversed the order of dismission,

and decreed, that the plaintiff should have the benefit of

the said leasehold estates, bank stock, and Exchequer

annuities during his life. Afterwards, however, upon Vide Earl

an appeal to the House of Lords, the Lords reversed Chatliam v

that decree, and thereby established the decision of the g o p .1

Rolls (g). Ca. 450.

Here v/e observe, that although only the dividends and i77^-

payments of the stock and annuities and use of the fur-

niture were devised for hfe to L. A. P. and not tlie stock,

annuities, or furniture themselves expressly; yet it was

held to be the same thing : for as a devise of the rents and

profits of land is tantamount to a devise of the land itself;

so pari ratione, a devise of the dividends and payments of [4<'if^]

stock and annuities, and of the use of furniture, seems Et vide

equivalent to a like limitation of the stock, annuities or ^'"'^ 2/"

furniture themselves ; for such dividends, payments or use.
Countess of'

are the only immediate produce or value of the stock, Lincoln,

annuities, or furniture (/?). 3 ^^^s 387.

IV. But J^^f^<^\l^^'
x. Amyalt,

-
4 Bro. Ch.

(g) See Glover v. StrothofF, 2 Bro, Cha. Rep. 33, Robinson (Ja. 542.

V. Fitzherbert, ib. 127. Wilson v.

[h) In Chandless v. Price, 3 Fra. Ves. 99, Lord Eldon thus I ansjttarl,

expresses himself on the case cited in the text :
" In Daw v. Lord ", ,, '.•\ ^

'

V,, , 1,1 , n 1
• ^"" Knight

" Chatham, the whole contemplation of the argument m support
^,^ £ij-g ^,.g^

" of the decree of the Lords Commissioners, was that tlie rule Ch.Ca. s'jo.

*' in Shelley's case could not apply to a bequest purely of per-

" sonal property ; the reason of it does not connect itself with

" personal property. The distinction taken by Lord Talbot in

*' Atkinson v. Hutchinson,, 3 P. W. 258, that where the words
,

li " would
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IV. (/) But we are to remember, however, that although

a devise over after a dying without heirs, is in general

void, vet this rule is not without exceptions ; for if the

Accord. Doe person to whom the Umitation over is made, be a relation

[467] of and capable of being collateral heir to the first devisee,

d. Hatch V.
j,j ^i^gt (,^gg t^i^e ftj-gt divisee takes only an estate tail

;

r ii^/'
, because the limitation over to the collateral heir plainly

o 1 aunt. . • J 1

485. denotes that only hneal heirs could have been intended-

Vide Cro. As where A. devised lands to B. and his heirs, and for

\v\ V- '^^'^^^^ °^ ^^^^*^ ^^ ^""' ^^ ^'' ^^ ^^^^ adjudged an estate

HeaiiiT'-. tail only in B. because D. was a near relation and heir to

3 Lev. "70. B, and tlierefore B. could not die without heirs so long

Parker v. ^^ ^y qj. ^^y Qf ^jg hneal heirs existed (k).

Ihacker.
g^ where (x) A. devised lands to his wife for hfe, then

Dans'n/ r, liis son //. for life, remainder to his son G. and his heirs

Grifiit/i% for ever, and if he should die without heirs, then to his

4 M. S{ S.
^^^,^ daughters : this was determinied to be an estate tail

^^P ^ ''

in G. ; for it was impossible he should die without heirs

(.r) Ca?. whilst his sisters were hving; consequently the testator,

Tcp-ip. ijy heirs, could onlv mean heirs of the body.
Talb. 1, .

Tyter. V, :1-
^^.^ j^^. ^jj jg Ljvforgan et Ux. vers. John Griffiths and

otliers, Covvper 234.. Noie by Mr. Fearne.

" would give an express estate tail, the construction of law

<'- must obtain, but where only an implied estate tail, it should

" not, was very much laboured in Daw v. Lord Chatham ; for in

" that case, there was manifestly an express estate for life, and

•' there were circumstances to show how anxiously the testator

*' endeavoured to restrain it to an interest for life. From the

" manner in which the question was left to the judges, and from

" some notes, I have concluded that that distinction is exploded ;

<' and that it is to be taken as a general rule, that where the

" words would raise an estate tail in real estate, they will give

" the absolute property in personalty ; and if there is no distinct

*' expression to restrain it to the time the law allows, the conse-

" qucncc must prevail, whatever is the intention."

{i) IV. But, though a devise over after a dying without heirs,

is in general void, this rule is not without exceptions; for if the

person, to whom the limitation over is made, be a relation of,

and capable of being collateral heir to the first devisee, iu that

caae :tlie first devisee takes only an estate tail.

The
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The rule holds the same where the remainder is limited 1 P. W. 23.

to the heirs of the testator himself, if such heirs must Nottingham

111- 1 /• 1 • A I 4 1 • 1 ''y- Jennings,
also be heirs to the nrst devisee. As where A. devised jj^cord. Doe
to his second son and his heirs for ever ; and for want d. Neville v,

of such heirs, then to the testator's right heirs ; here, -'^^^'•^'•^ ^>^^

thouo;h the devise to the testator's heirs was a mere nullity. ^ ''f. n\^r^
.

. .

J ^
'J

1 . K. •270.

as such heirs must be in by descent, yet, it w as held suf- [n like man-

ficient to manifest the intent and aid the construction of ner,theivords

an estate tail (Z).
'^ in default

^^

0/ such issue

may mean, in default ofsuch heirs, Sfc. Letvis d. Ormond v. Waters, 6 East) 336-

44. Romilly Knt. v. James, 6 Taunt. 263.

But, wherever the remainder, after dying without heirs,

is limited over to one who is not heir to the first devisee,

such after limitation does not alter the preceding positive

devise in fee ; nor will the courts, it seems, in that case, go

so far as to restrain the general import of the word heirs

to that of the words heirs of the body.

Thus where there was a devise to one and his heirs, and Attorney-

if he die without heirs, then to a charity ; Lord Chan- General v.

cellor said, the devise being to one and his heirs, and if he ^g
'

'

die without heirs, then over, such devise over was void, [4^8]
and the word heirs should not be construed to signify heirs

of the body, where the devisee over is not inheritable.

So where the testator devised to his son and his heirs, i V^ezeysen.

and if he should die without heirs, remainder over to ^-'^'^'^"'^'^

another who was half brother to the first devisee; upon
^, Barbut

a question made. Whether the first limitation was in fee 3 Atk. 617.

or in tail? Lord Hardwicke said, it was a plain case, and
one of those points which the court would not suffer to '

be argued, as having been determined before. This

was a devise over to a stranger, as the law considers him,

and who could not in any event inherit as heir to his

brother.

V. (m) Again, a devise may be to one and his heirs, with Accord. F^r-

an ''«« '^- Lyon,

^
^

8^c. 9 East,

170. and
(I) Brice v. Smith, Ca. temp. Willes, 1, adjudged accordingly ; Doe d. Smith

and see Preston d. Eagle t'. Funnell, ib. 164, and the notes to "" Webber,

that case. 1 B.S^ A.

{m) V. If a devise be made to one and hh heirs, and be followed
"^^ '^'

1 1 2 by
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an executory devise over, limited to take place on an

€vent which must happen within the compass of a hfe in

_,. c^ f ]
beino-. As where a testator devised to A. and his heirs^

lie. '^l 38. and if he shuold die before twenty-one, then to B. and

Gurnel v. his heirs, this was a good executory devise to B.
Wood-

Vide Duke VI. (») Upon the same principle, though an executory

of Norfolk's devise to vest on a dying without issue generally is nO(t

case, 3 Chan.
^-yQ^j because too remote: yet where the dying without

Cas. 1- <lc. o ' ' •;' ...
and infra issue is restrained to the period of a life in being, an ex-

p. 469. ecutory devise thereon limited will be good (.r).

{x) Et 'Ade

Pcnn V. Barclaij, 14 Ves. 122. Beachcroft, SfC. v. Broome, 4 T. R. 441.

and Doe d. &mith v. Webber, 1 Barnewall and Alderson, 713.

Child V. It is true indeed, that in the case of Child and Baylie,

Baylie. Cro. vvhere the testator possessed of a term devised it to his

Jac. 459-
^yjfe fgj. l[fe j^^d after to TF. his eldest son and his assigns,

1 Kol. Abr. -
. . . .

o '

[4.60! ^"^^ ^^ ^^® ^iQ^ without issue then living, to T. another

G12. p. 5. son ; it was held to be a void devise to T. And so again,

Palm. 48. where a testator devised a term to his son, and if he died

*^
u"^* ^ ' unmarried and without issue, then to his dauphter, and if

Abr. 522.
_

'
. ....

pi, r. his son be married, and had no issue then hvnig to enjoy

Gibbons v. it, then after his son's wife's death to his daughters ; the
Sunamers. court held that thouoh it should be intended a dying with-
.) Lgv 22. i* o

1 Eq. Ebr. ^^^ issue living at his death, yet it would be void according

193. pi. 6. to Child and Baylie's case.

But, however, the authorities of these and other cases

of the like nature, have been since over-ruled. The case

of Child and Baylie was cited and commented upon by

Lord Nottingham in the Duke of Norfolk's case, where

indeed he denied and decided directly against it ; and a

great many subsequent cases have been decided on the

by an executory devise over, liiuitcd to take place on an event

which must happen within the compass of a life in being, the

executory devise over is good.

(«) VI. Upon the same principle, though an executory devise

to vest on a dying without issue generally is not good, because

too remote, yet, where the dying without issue is restrained to

the period of a life in being, an executory devise limited thereon

will be good. »

principles
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principles upon which Lord Nottingham proceeded in his

decision of the Duke of Norfolk's case.

The Duke of Norfolk's case was in effect this. //. F. Duke of

havino; several sons, created a term of 200 years, and de- ^0"°^*'

^

. .

J
' Ccise. 3 Chan,

clared it to be in trust for his second son and the heirs q^ \

male of his body, remainder to his other sons
;
provided Pollex. 223.

that if his eldest son died without issue, or not leaving his

wife ensient with a child, living the second son, or that after

the death of the eldest son, by failure of issue male of his

body, the earldom of A. should descend on the second

son, then the trust should cease as to the second son and

his heirs ; and then the trust should be for the third son vide also the

and the heirs male of his body, with like limitations to case ofWood

the other sons: the eldest son died without issue, livine:
i^- ^^"""crs.

the second son, and the earldom of A. did descend to

the said second son. Whether the executory hmitation

over to the third son upon that event was good, was the

question. And Lord Nottingham, upon the ground of

its being a limitation to take effect upon the dying without

issue, within the compass of a life then in being, decreed

it was good limitation to the third son, contrary to the

opinion of the three chief justices who assisted him :

this decree was afterwards reversed (x) by Lord Keeper {x)\(jthjiine

North ; but that reversal was again reversed upon an appeal 1^85.

to the House of Lords, who established Lord Nottingham's

decree.

VII. (0) Here we are to observe, that an executory ^470]
devise of a term, and the limitation of the trusts of a term, vide \ Eq.
are governed by the same rules. Abr. \qi.

So where the testator possessed of a term for years, 1 Vern. 234.

devised the lands to B. and to the heirs of his body, and I , ^^f'
„ •

Lamb V. Ar-
it B. should die without issue, living C. then to C, the cher, S. C.

court held this a good limitation to C. the contingency Carth. 266.

being to arise within the compass of a life in beino;. x '^:
34o.

A 1 • 1 . ^ 1 • 1 1 • , • Comb. 208.
And again, where {y) a testator devised his term to his „ ^j.j^ 288.

wife for hfe, and after her death to R. F. for life, and after {y) i Eq.

her death to T. F. and his children, and if the said T. F. Abr. 193.
pi. 10.

Fletcher's
(o) VII. An executory devise of a term, and the hmitations case,

of the trusts of a term, are governed by the same rules.

I I 3 should
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should happen to die before the expiration of the said

term, not having issue of his body then living, then to go

over to D. for the residue of the term ; this hmitation to

jD. was decreed good, the contingency being confined to

a death without issue then living ; for though it was con-

tended, that the words then living related only to the

other words before the expiration of the term, yet it was

answered, that those words must relate to the time of the

death, otherwise there would be no difference between

this and the common limitation over of a term if one die

without issue ; for there it must be intended dying

without issue before the expiration of the term, there

being nothing to limit over after the expiration of the

term.

_, , So an appointment by will to A., and if he died without

Small V. issue under twenty-one, then over to others, was held a

Denny. good limitation by way of executory devise ; as it depended
J u lis. 270. ^^ ^ contingency to arise within the compass of a life then

in being.

"\i(le supra, VIII. (p) It is the same if the dymg without issue be

P- 43''^-J- confined to the compass of 21 years after the period of a

life in being.

[471] This appears in the case of Maddox and Stains above
Supra, 433. cited, and will further appear in the case of Stephens v.

Stephens, and in other cases cited hereafter, in respect to

the eventual validity of a subsequent executory limitation,

where a preceding one happens not to take effect.

Sheffield v. Again, in the case of Shefiield v. Lord Orrery, where the

Lord Orrery, testator, if he should leave no legitimate son or daughter

3 Atk. 382, ^yj^Q should leave any child behind them, in such case of

their dying without leaving issue behind them, willed and

directed, that C. should have his estate both real and per-

sonal, &c. one question was, whether the limitation of the

personal estate was not too remote ? Lord Hardwicke

(p) VIII, An executory devise over, to take effect en the

decease of the first devisee without issue, is good, if the dying

without issue be confined to the compass of 21 years after the

period of a life in being.

held
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held that the Hmitation being confined to the period of a
iife, was warranted by the rules of law ; and he observed,

that although it was certain that a limitation of a personal

thing, could not be allowed after a dying without issue

generally, yet if it were confined to the extent of a life

or lires in being, or within ten months (or the birth of a

child) after a life in being, or to the death of such child

before the age of 21 , the limitation would be aood. ^^^^ ^"^'''^*

* ^
514- 522. &

.
Penn v. Bar-r

IX. {q) Indeed with respect to executory devises of clay, 14 Ves.

terms for years, or other personal estates, the court of 122.

Chancery has very much inclined to lay hold of any words
in the will, to tie up the generality of the expression of

dying without issue, and confine it to dying without issue

living at the time of the person's decease.

Thus, where A. devised lands to his wife for hfe, remain- 1 P. W.
der to his son T. and his heirs

;
provided that if the said ^''chols v.

T. should die without issue of his body, then he gave 100/, °^P^^ ^9 •

a-piece to his two nieces C. and D., to be paid within six

months after the death of the survivor of his said wife and

son T. by the person who should inherit the premises;

and in default of payment as aforesaid, the testator devised [472]

the lands to the legatees for payment : this dying without

issue was construed a dying without issue living at his

death (for it clearly appears, that an indefinite failure of

issue at any time was not meant, by the legacies being

limited to be paid within six months after the death of the

survivor of the mother and son), and therefore, upon the

event of such a contingency, the limitation would have

taken effect : but as the son died leaving issue, though that

issue died within six months after the death of the son,

the court held the legacy not due ; as the contingency (of

dying without issue then living) had not happened.

It is said indeed, in the report of this case, that where a

legacy is given on a dying without issue, it shall be under-

{q) IX. In executory devises of terms for years or other per-

sonal estates, the court of Chancery has very much inclined to

fay hold of any words in the will, to tie up the generality of the

•expression of dying mihotit issue, and confine it to dying with-

«-ut issu€ living at the time of the persons decease.

J 1 4 stood
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Viile " \ik stood a dying without issue then living. But it is to be

313. observed, that such a construction was not necessary to

make the hmitation good in this case, for the reasons I have

given ; and that such a construction is not allowed, with-

out some restrictive circumstances in the limitation, vide

Fitz-Gibb. 68. Green v. Rod, and i Burr. 272-3, and other

cases hereafter cited.

Target V. So where a testator devised to his son A. for life, and

Gaunt. no longer, and after his decease to such of A.'s issue as^.

]; tj tP^' should by will appoint; and in case A. should die without

V. Maxvbeu] issue, then he devised the lands over ; these words, upon the

3 Bro. C/ta. whole of the will, were construed to mean issue Uving at

La. 82, and
]^|g ^q^\}i • because it was to be intended such issue as A.

J/enr/il'ldy
should or might appoint the term to, viz. issue then living.

filed Ca. Temp. Talbot, 56.

1 P. W. 534. Again where C having two nephews A. and B. devised
Hughes I'.

^i^g surplus of his personal estate to them, and if either of

Vide infra
them should die without children, then to the survivor;

484. n. 1. it was held that dying without children must in this case

be taken to be dying without children then living, because

the immediate limitation over was to the surviving devisee.

So where A. devised portions to his four children, payable

Clianc. Picc. at their respective ages of 21 or marriage, and in case any

^'c'l •

'*^^" ^ of them should die before the time of payment, or without
i;. Skinner. . 1

•

issue, then his or their portion to go to the survivors or

survivor, and his heirs : it was held this could not be a

[473] dyi'^g without issue generally, but so as the survivor might

take; which must be during the life of some or one of

them, and so was good,

riribury v. And where the testator made his wife executrix, and
!• Ikin. o-ave her all his goods and chattels, provided that if she

}..^' ^p'P^3- should die without issue by the testator, then after her

V Stratton decease 80/. should remain to the testator's brother ; the

infra, 494. words then after were taken to mean immediately after

and consequently to restrain the dying without issue to

the time of her death.

(x) 3 P. W. So where (x) a term was devised to A. for life, remain-

258, Atkin-
^j^^j, ^Q <ixxc\\ children as the testator should leave at the

insoii Vide" *'*^^ of his death, and if all such children should die with-

fiame point, out leaving any issue, then to B. : this was a good execu-

i l\ W. (j()3. tQ,-y devise to B., and the words " Without leaving any

" issue,"
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•** issue," were understood to mean " leaving any issue at Forth v.

" the time oftheir deaths." Again, where (?/) one devised
^ited bfra

a personal estate, in trust, to be settled on his daughter ^^6. Martin

or (r) the heirs of her body, but in case his said daughter v. Long,

should die leaving no heirs of her body, then over to
-i ^^c. L/ lanc.

others ; Lord Hardwicke decreed the limitation over good, (^y\ 2 Atk.

upon the contingency of the daughter's dying without 642, Read

issue living at her death; as he considered the word leav- ^':. i^'vi". ^

ing as relating to that time. So in another case, where ^ Heron
(s) the testatrix gave to her two nieces F. and L. each one supra, 431.

half of the produce of bank stock, and to their issue, and ^- L. as to

if either of them sfiould happen to die before the legacy (-~\^J"i ^L

became due to her, and leave no issue, the share of her r^gg^

sp dying should go to the survivor ; the words and leave Lampley

no issue were construed " leave no issue living at the time ""' l^^o^^^r.

of her death (s)."

It

(r) Nota. No express gift is here made to the mother for life, jg to con-

•but that was held by Lord Hardwicke not to be material, and struing'^mut"

observe that " or" was by him construed " and." as if''' or

Note by Mr, Fearne. '''«^,^^^'»
,

used, and
• • — ——-— rice versa,

vide Doe d.
(s) Since the first publication of Mr. Fearne's essay, some cases Everett v.

Jiave come before the courts, in which the construction of the Cooke,

word " leaving," in devises like those discussed in the text, has 7 -^^ff>
^69.

been considered. These were preceded by the case of Roe v. -^^">^^» ""•

Scott and Smart, in the Common Pleas, Easter term 27 Geo. 3. of -y" p
which Mr. Powell, in an annotation to this part of Mr. Fearne's ^8 Sc 52.

essay, gives, from a manuscript of Mr. Fearne, the following Denn d.

statement; and he informs us, it was tried in consequence of ^^'H^ins v.

and decided agreeable to an opinion which Mr. Fearne delivered ^^'"^j/*»
° ^

9 Last, 366
"I'°"^'-

. . .
ct375.J3oc

In that case, the testator devjsed certain lands to his son d. Usher v.

James, to hold to him, his heirs and assigns for ever ; and other Jcssep,

lands to his son John, to hold to him, his heirs and assigns for 'i^'^ East, 288.

ever; and other lands to his son Thomas, and to his heirs and j^\"^^'^ ^'

assigns for ever ; with this express condition, that his son Tho-
j J'aiint. 1 74.

mas, his heirs and assigns, should yearly pay to a grand -daughter S^ note in

of the testator the sum of 3/. till her age of 16, and the testator margin, i>ifra

«:harged the same premises with such payments : and then added, 5"b, Sfc.

that
'A.

'a
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Bmith v. C\0' It has indeed been held, that where the interest ofmoney

ver. was devised to one for hfe, and if he die without issue the

principal

that his will and mind was, that if either of his three sons should

depart this life without issue of his or their bodies, then the

estate or estates of such sons should go to the survivors or

survivor : and if all his said three sons should happen to die

without such issue, then he devised all the said premises to his

four daughters, and their heirs and assigns for ever. And he

further charged the premises so as aforesaid by him devised to

his said son Thomas and his heirs, with the sum of 40 1, to be

by him or them paid to his said grand-child, at its age of -21

years. The three sons survived the testator, and entered, and

John died some time after, intestate and unmarried. And it

was held that the devise to Thomas did not give him the fee,

but an estate tail, which descended to his daughter, and upon

her decease, without issue, the estate went over to James the

then survivor of the three brothers, and not to the heirs of the

said daughter, to whom James was only related of the half

blood.

This case was followed by that of Goodtitle on the demise of

Peake v. Pegden, 2 Durn and East, 720, where there was a

devise of a chattel interest to P. and the heirs lawful of him

for ever, but in case he should happen to die and leave no

lawful heir, then over : it was held that the testator, by " lawful

" heirs," meant heirs of the body," and that " leaving no lawful

" heir," must be confined to " leaving no issue at the time of

" his death."

In Porter v. Bradley, 3 Durn. and East, 143, which followed

soon after, the testator devised to his son P. his heirs and assigns

for ever, with a devise over in case his son P. should happen to

die, and leave no issue behind him. It was held, that the leaving

of issue was to be referred to the time of P.'a decease, and that

the limitation over was therefore good by way of executory

devise.

After it, the case of Roe d. Sheers v. JefFery, 7 Durn. and East,

589, was decided. Tliere the testator devised to T. Triswell and

his heirs for ever ; " but in case he should depart this life and

'« leave no issue, then to Elizabeth, Mary, and Sarah, his three

" daughters, or the survivor or survivors of them," to be equally

divided between them share and share alike : the court was

unanimou?ly
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principal to go over, that such a Hmitation was good ; 2 Chan. Rep.

upon a distinction taken, between the devise of the in- 410- & ^'de

terestof money, and of money itself. But that distinction
^^"^^^''^^^y

2 Vern. '\o.

has been repeatedly overruled and exploded, as appears in ^<;, .-q

the above cited cases of Butterfield v. Butterfield, and of supra, page

Daw V. Pitt. 4^4-

There is a case of a very different nature from the fore-

going, where a portion for a daughter limited after an in-

definite failure of issue male was allowed to take place. [47^]

It was the case of a settlement on husband and wife, for ^ ^^^- 35-

their lives, remainder to the first, &c. son in tail male, and r^,^
/^^" ^'

if the husband should die without issue male, remainder 1 Sid. 102.

for a term to raise 1,500 L for portions for daughters ; the Goodiar v.

husband died, leaving issue a son and a daughter, the son
'"'^•''^'•'' '^- ^•

died without issue ; it was adjudged that the daughter

should have the 1,500/. ; for that whenever the issue male

of the husband failed, he might properly be said to be dead

without issue male : here we observe, as there was a pre-

ceding estate tail, a recovery suffered by tenant in tail

would have barred this term, and the daughters portions
;

and therefore the allowing the limitation to take effect, was

not

unanimously of opinion that the devise to the three daughters

was good as an executory devise to take effect on the decease

of the first devisee without issue Hving at the time of his decease

;

but it is observable, that, in delivering the opinion of the court,

Lord Kenyon laid great stress on this circumstance, that the

persons to whom the estate was given over were in existence

when the testator made his will, and that life estates only were

given them.

The next case on the subject is that of Crooke v. de Vandes,

9 Fra. Ves. 197, in which the testator devised freehold estates

and leases for years to his daughter during her life, and at her

decease, to his grandson and the heirs of his body lawfull}^ issuing,

and if he had no such heirs, to the heirs of his daughter ; Lord
£ldon was of opinion, that as the words, *< if he has no such
" heirs did not point to any time less indefinite than a general
*' failure of such issue, they would not confine it ; and that

** the grandson therefore took an estate tail in the freehold, and
'* the absolute interest in the leasehold;' But his lordship ad-

mitted
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not running- into the inconveniences of an executory de-

vise, limited on so remote a contingency
; because this

limitation was liable to be barred, whereas an executory

devise is not.

X. (0 But tliough the courts, in the case of personal

estates, generally incline to pay attention to any circum-

stance or expression in the will, that seems to afford a

ground for construing a limitation after dying without

issue, to be a dying without issue living at the death of

Lee V. Vin- the party, in order to support the devise over, yet in the

cent, Cro. case of a real estate, it seems the construction is generally

T R
otherwise (.r); for there we are to consider the interest of

3 Leon! 106. the heir at law is concerned, which is always much
{x) Accord, favoured by our laws (7/).

Tenny d,

J^ar V. Agar, 12 East, 253. and Dansey v. Griffiths, /\.M. Sf S.6\.

(y) On the sid)jecl offavour to the heir at laxv, see Foster v. Lord Romney,

11 East, 594. 609. Anon. 6 Mod. 133. 2 Bl. Comm. 13. and Denn d. Gaskin

V. Gashn, Cotvp. 657. 661.

Therefore, where a testator gave the residue of his real

and personal estate to his nephews W. and G. and if either

iiiitted, " that where leasehold estate is given to a person and
" the heirs of his body, with a limitation over if he dies and

" leaves no such heirs, the settled construction was that it meant

" at his death, and that it was therefore a good executory be-

" quest, to take place at that event."

The last case on the subject, is tliat of Dansey v. Griffith,

4 Maule and Selwyn, 61, in which land was devised to R. D.

the testator's eldest son, and his heirs ; but if it should happen

that R. D. should die and leave no issue, then to the testator's

son JV. D. and his heirs ; and if he should die without issue,

then to the testator's son E. D.— It was held that R. 1). took

an estate tail.

(0 X. But tliough, in the case of personal estates, the courts

generally incline to pay attention to any circumstance or ex-

pression in the will, that seems to afford a ground for construing

a limitation after dying without issue, to be a dying without issue

living at the death of the party, in order to support the devise

over
; yet in the case of a real estate, it seems the construction

is generally otherwise.

of
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of them should depart this hfe, and leave no issue of their Forth x\

respective bodies, then he gave the said premises to D. :

^ j,
"^^

^q
here Lord C. Parker, observing that the devise carried a As to the

freehold as well as a leasehold, nevertheless, thought it [477]

might be reasonable enough to take the same word in two construction

,.,^ . , .1 ^

,

TA- 1 ,1 ,
oftliexvords

diiierent senses, as to the two dmerent estates ; and that f^^
^ devise of

as to the freehold, the construction should be, if W. or G. realgstate)

died without issue, generally, and as to the leasehold, the " "' case of

same words miffht be construed to mean a dying without '^ " ' ^'

=>
.

•' o G -person un-
leaving issue at their death (w). ^g,- aoe and

mthout leaving any lavoful isstie," vide Toovei/v. Basscti, 10 East, /^6o.

Mr. P. Williams, indeed, in a note upon this case, says,

that by the will the limitation over was expressly restrained

to the leasehold, though in Lord Macclesfield's notes that

word was omitted. But it seems that Lord Hardwicke, in Vide 3 Atk,

tlie case of Sheffield v. Lord Orrery, observed, that Mr.

Williams is mistaken in that note, for that upon looking

into the case, it appeared, that both freehold and leasehold

were devised by the same words.

Ao;ain, where a testator having two sons W. and R. de- Walter v.

vised, that if W. his eldest son should happen to die, and 7^'^^"u

leave no issue of his body lawfully begotten, that then and ^^^

,
- And vide

2 Vez. sen.

(u) In the case of Porter r. Bradley, 3 Durn. and East, 143, C15.

Lord Kenyon, referring to this part of Lord Macclesfield's argu- Et vide

ment in Forth v. Chapman, expresses himself in these words : " If ^ -ii
^ ^'

" only tlie first words " leaving no issue," had been used, they, gunra "^87

" according to the opinion of Lord Maclesfield in Forth v.

" Chapman, must have been restrained to leaving issue at the

*' time of his death. But it is contended that this rule is con-

" fined to chattel interests only : however, a great deal of

" argument is necessary to convince me, that in the case of

" realty, those words should be taken to mean an indefinite

*' failure of issue. It would be very strange if these words had
•' a different meaning when applied to real and personal property-

" If such a distinction existed in the law it certainly would not

" agree with the rule, Lex plus laiidatur quando rationeprobatur

;

*' but it is not founded in law."

In the case of Crooke v. De Vandes, 9 Fra. Vesey, 197, 203,

Lord Eldon appears not to coincide with these suggestions of

Lord Kenyon.

in
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in that case, and not otherwise, after the death of W^ h»
said son, he gave and bequeathed all his lands of inherit-

ance in L. unto R. to have and to hold the same after the

death of the said W. to him and his hers ; it was held, that

W. took an estate tail by implication ; and that the limi-

tation to jR. was a remainder, and not an executory

devise (a).(a) Accord.

Doe d. Ellis

V. Ellii, 9 Ka:\t, 382. See also Oxford ( University of)v. Cli/lon, Amb. 385. Denn

d. Csiiriiuj V. Shenton, C&ivp. 410. Goodtitle d. Winckles v. Bdlington, Doug..

7j3- 3^^- ^i/. ; find Baldwin v. Karver, Doug. 503. n. 1. 30?. ed. and Cowp. 30y.

(i) See At-

torney Gene-

ral I. Hall,

Fitzgib. 314.

Flanders v.

Clark, 1 Fez.

sen. Q.

Licutand v.

Agassiz,

2 Bro. Cha.

Ca. 1)15.

XI. (r) We may observe, that in all these cases of per-

sonal estates, where such restrictive circumstances as I

have been instancing appear, it matters not whether the

term ob other personal estate be limited to the first devisee

or legatee indefinitely, as in the above cited cases of

Hughes V. Sayer, and Forth v. Chapman ; or for life ex-

presslv, as in Target v. Gaunt above cited ; or to such lega-

tee and his heirs, or heirs of his body, or issue, or children,

as in the cases of Lamb v. Archer, Read v. Snell, Lamp-

ley V. Blower, and Fletcher's case, above cited ; for the

restriction it seems is equally valid under any of those

circumstances, and gives effect to the limitation over(Z»).

XIL (y) A diversity has in some cases been contended

for,

(.r) XI. In all these cases of personal estates, where such

restrictive circumstances as have been mentioned appear, it

matters not whether the term or other personal estate be limited

to the first deviuee or legatee indefinitely, or for life expressly, or

to him and his heirs or the heirs of his body, or his issue or

children, as the restriction is equally valid under any of these

circumstances, and gives effect to the limitation over.

{y) XII. It has been contended, that, when the words of a

will, if applied to an estate of inheritance, would give an express

estate tail, the same words, applied to a term, will pass the whole

interest in that term ; but that, when the words of the will, if

applied to a freeliold, would give an estate tail hy implication

only, there they will not enure to give the whole interest in the

term ; and consequently, where a term is limited to one, and if

he die without issue, remainder over, this limitation over is

always-
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for, between a limitation of a term, by such words as in

the case of a real estate would give an express estate tail, [479J

and a limitation of the same by such words, as in the case

of a real estate would only give an estate tail by implica-

tion ; upon this principle, that where the words of a will, if

used with regard to an inheritance, would give an express

estate tail, there the same words apphed to a term will Vide 1 P. W.
pass the whole interest in that term ; but that, where the ^'^?' „r ^... "i I • vV 200.
words of the will, if applied to a freehold, would give an
estate tail by imphcation only, there they will not enure to

give the whole interest in the term; and consequently, that

where a term is limited to one, and ifhe die without issue,

remainder over, this limitation will not vest the whole

term in him, as a limitation to the heirs of his body or to

his issue would do ; but are always to be understood re-

strictively, and to relate only to his dying without issue

living at his death, and therefore give him the term only

during his life.

The ground of the distinction is this : in respect to an
inheritance, the words, dying without issue, are taken to

mean an indefinite failure of issue, in order to create an

estate tail in favour of the issue, who are capable oftaking Vide 1 P. W.
C67.

always to be understood restrictively, as' relating only to the

party's dying without issue living at his decease. But the cases

do not support this distinction : on a comparative view of all

the cases, the rule appears to be, that, although in the limitation

of personal estate, after a dying without issue, these words shall

not ex vi termini, and without the concurrence of any other cir-

cumstance of intention, signify a dying without issue then living,

even though the limitation is in the nature of an estate tail by

implication only, yet, on the other hand, they shall not ex vi

terviini, where there is any other circumstance of intention, im-

port an indefinite failure of issue, even though the limitation

is in the nature of an express estate tail ; and that in either

case, if the limitation rests only upon the usual extent and

import of those words, the limitation over is too remote, and

therefore void, and the whole vests in the first devisee or

legatee ; but that in either case, the signification of these words

may be confined to a dying without issue then living, by a clause

or circumstance in the will, which can indicate or imply such

intention.

an
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nn iiilieritance ; but with respect to a term, such a con-

struction cannot benefit the issue, because a term cannot

descend to them. In some instances, it is true, tlie court

seems to have countenanced a distinction of this sort; as

appears in P. W.'s reports of some of those cases which I

have last cited from him ; but in all those cases, as I have

[480] before noticed, there were some circumstances in the will,,

which the court observed confined the generality of the ex-

pression, dying without issue, to dying without issue then

living. This appears in the reports of the respective cases,

Fortli V.
except in that of Forth and Chapman, in which P. Wms.

Chapman, does not notice the court's regard to the particular penning
vide supm. of the will. But Lord Hardwicke it seems, in the case of

" Atk '^n
Beauclerk v. Dormer, observed, that he was counsel him-

self in that case of Forth and Chapman ; and that by the

note he took on the back of his brief, it appeared that

Lord Macclesfield laid a good deal of weight on the words,

3 Atk.288. and leave no issue. And again, in the case of Sheffield v.

Lord Orrery, it seems Lord Hardwicke said that Lord Mac-

clesfield decreed the limitation in Forth -y. Chapman good,

upon the words leave no issue ; and in the case of Garth

i Vcz. 649, and Baldwin, it was again observed, that in Forth and

Chapman, the court went on the word leaving.

It is obvious, that if the court had grounded their deci-

sions on the distinction I am speaking of, it would have

been needless to have inquired into, or insisted upon those

circumstances of restriction, upon which, in delivering their

opinions, they laid so much stress. Besides, where no

such circumstances have appeared, it has been determined,

that the limitation of a term over after a dying without

issue, even in such cases where the limitation could only

have given an estate tail by implication in a real estate, is

to be taken in the legal extent ofthe expression ; and there-

fore the limitation over, being (in that sense) too remote, is

Supra i).4Ci
utterly void. This appears in the case of Love and Wynd-
ham before cited, where the first limitation was not even

indefinite, but was expressly restrained to the life of the

legatee.

aPreem. 210- ^o where a lessee for 1000 years without impeachment

Burford v. <)f waste, devised to L., and if he should die without issue,

^®^- then to B., the court held that the remainder was void,

and
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and that the whole vested in L., his executors and admi-

nistrators.—And where a personal estate was devised to 2Freem.287.

A,f and in case she should die without issue, then to B., it anon.

was resolved that the devise over to B. was void, and the

whole decreed to A.

Again, in a later case, where A. possessed of a personal [481]

estate, appointed by will, that it should be sold, and the Fitz. Gibb.

money arising from the sale be to the use of his sister M. z^'

and if she should die without issue, it should go equally j^od

between his other sisters; and in a subsequent clause it

was said, then after the death of his sister M. in manner

aforesaid, See. There it was contended, that although the

first limitation to M. contained nothins; to restrain the se-

nerality of the meaning, of dying without issue; yet the

words in the subsequent clause " then after the death"

amounted to a restriction, w^hich confined it to a dying

without issue living at the death of M. But the court

observed that the words in manner aforesaid, prevented

such a construction ; because they referred to the first li-

mitation, and were tantamount to a repetition of it; which

being a dying without issue generally, the limitation over

was too remote, and therefore void.

These authorities directly overturn the distinction above

mentioned in both its points, i. e. as well in respect to the

validity of the subsequent limitation over, as in regard to

the whole not vestins; in the first devisee or legatee.

And though Lord Talbot seemed to admit the distinction Atkinson t'.

in the case of Atkinson v. Hutchinson, yet it was only by HutchinsoK,

way of auxiliary argument ; he by no means appears to ^^P''^» 473-

have founded his opinion or decree in the case upon it;

nor indeed was there any call for it ; for the words there,

were, ' without leaving issue,' the import of which I have

considered ; and in regard to which words Lord Talbot

observed, the case of Forth and Chapman was in point,

as there could be no difference between the words without

leaving issue, and leaving no issue ; he founded his decree

therefore upon the precedents in point. And it is further

observable, that in Atkinson v. Hutchinson there was a

preceding limitation, upon the death of any of the

children without leaving issue, to the survivors of them -

now this strictly was not applicable to an indefinite failure

K K, of
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of issue, because confined to a survivor ; and it was bu£

reasonable to give the same v.ords the same construction

in the subsequent limitation, which they must bear in a

limitation immediately preceding, applied to tiie same

subject.

And so in a case of later date, v/liere the testator said,.

* 31. D. I make my sole heir and executrix, and if she

die without issue, then to go to L. B.\ Lord Hardwicke

held, that no authority came up to supporting the point,

that ex vi termini such a limitation of a personal estate

should be confined to a dying without issue living at the

death of the first taker; and that as the limitation was

general, and not restrained by any circumstance in the

will, the devise over was void. And his lordship was

of the same opinion in a subsequent case, when he said,

" Where there is a devise of a lease for years to a man,

" and if he die without issue, remainder over ; there is

" no doubt but the whole interest vests in the first taker.""

Indeed, since the case of Beauclerk v. Dormer, there

has been the case of Keily v. Fowler determined in

the House of Lords upon an appeal from the court of

Chancery in Ireland: where W. Cleft and bequeathed

unto his daughter and only child, all his worldly substance,

lands, stock, corn, debts, and household goods, provided

she married by the consent of his executors therein men-

tioned ; but in case she married without the consent of

his executors, she v,as to have only twenty cows and a

horse for her whole fortune : and after naming A. and B.

his executors, he appointed, that in case his said daughter

should die without issue, all his said substance should

return back to his executors, to be distributed as he should

thereafter direct.—And lastly, in case his daughter should

raarry without consent, or die without issue, he appointed

that all his said substance, 8cc. should return back to his

executors, to be hy them distributed in manner following

;

viz. to his nephew J. D. 100/. to //• G. 50 /. to each of his

executors afore.'said 50 /. to his daughter twenty cows and

a horse only, and the remainder to be equally divided

amongst the children of his sister E. F.

The question was, whether the limitation over of the

personal e.state after the death of the testator's daughter

without
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without issue was good ? The court of Chancery in Ireland

held it was; and their decree was confirmed by the House
of Lords here, upon the opinion of the Judges, that the

bequest over was to take effect on the death of tho;

daughter without issue then living.

Now, in this case, we may observe, a circumstance ad- [483]

mitted in construction as restrictive of the general import

of the words * die without issue ;' which was the supposed

reference of the word executors, and then in the defection

by her marriage without consent or death without issue,

that the estate should return back to his executors, to be

distributed by them, (viz.) the two executors named m
his will, because after, upon the same event, he gave U>

each of his executors aforesaid 50 /. Therefore this wa.;

considered as a personal trust in those particular execu-

tors, to be performed by them, after the determination of

the first estate by either of the two events, of his daugh-

ter's marriage without consent, or her death vv'ithout

issue. And taking the case in that liglit, we must sup-

pose the testator to have considered both these events

to be such, as if they happened at ail, would in all pro-

bability happen in the life-time of his said executors, or

one of them ; otherwise we make him repose a trust in

his executors, inconsistent with a probability of their

living to perform it.

As to any thing that might be inferred from the devise (x) Yei (hl.i

over to his sister's children being intended as a personal '^^^ insisted

provision for them, as much may in all cases be inferred 7'''^^
''">'^f'

from a devise over to any relation or other person ; and Rcspo}cd'';if

therefore seems to be of no weight (x). vide 6 Era.

[" Indeed the very circumstance I have noticed, and "*

^
'

,

which seems to have been the principal ground of the benue&i nf
decision, has been since treated as trivial; but when we personal ex-

consider the avidity of our courts to lay hold of any ^^^^^ ^"^ ^"^o

circumstance, however slight, to support these limitations
lenants in

of personal estates, and compare this with the distinction common, end
so often taken for that purpose, betv/een dying without ''' car.eom of

issue, and without leaving; issue, and other almost imper- ^i ''^^
'

. .
^

. .
^ •Without issue,

ceptiole shades of distinction in some of the cases I have then his share

cited, I think it may be deemed no violence of common io go to the

sense to allow this a place, at least, in the middle class of ^Y^'^'''?^
*2/"

i^ ' > them, has
^ K 2 ^^^^

; bser. held to
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be a bequest them ; and the nature of the chattels to be given to the

ofthe share j.^no-hter in the event of her dying without issue, (viz.

lo the

^"Y'' cows and horses) was not suitable to the supposition of

vor, in the an indefinite failure of issue."] {z.)

event ofthe I therefore

death of one

ofthem ivith-
j

out issue liv-

uif^athis
^^^

r^^^
passage in the text, which lies between the brackets,

VidTl'liKrhes """^^^ inserted in the edition published of this essay, soon after Mr,

T'. Siycr^^and Fearne's decease, by IMr. Powell, from a note in Mr. Fearne's

Sichols V. hand-writing, probably intended for this place. It seems to have

Sliinner,
1^^,^,^ occasioned by wh;it fell from Lord Thurlow in Bigge v.

supra, \.-fl-
j>gi^^iey^ i Bro. Qha. Rep. 187, where the testator bequeathed

all his personalty " to Frances Harris, her heirs, executors,

" administrators and assigns for ever ; but in case of her death

*' without issue, he gave the whole to the eldest son of his

" brother Richard, his heirs, executors, administrators and

" assigns, and if there should be no such son, to his said brother."

Lord Thurlow was of opinion, that the words, ' in case of her

death without issue,' must be understood of a general failure

of issue, and that the bequest over was therefore too remote. Li

delivering his opinion, his lordship is stated, in the report of

the case, to have used these expressions :
" I agree with you

" that the general sense of dying without issue, is at the time

" of the deatli. That is the grammatical construction, and

" is the sense in general of those who use the words. There

'< should be as little contradiction as may be in the determination

" of the courts ; the words leaving, and after, go far towards

" overturning the rule. It would be better sense to say, that

" in Keili/ and Foivler, there was no rule of construction, than

" Mr. Fearne's." Probably, the last of these expressions was

supposed by Mr. Fearne to imply a disapprobation of the general

conclusion drawn by him from his view of the cases on the

subject, and expressed by him in the following page. Mr.

Powell contends at large, in defence of Mr. Fearne's conclusion;

he cites, Hughes r. Sayer, 1 Pecre Williams 534, cited supra

472; Balguy or Balgney u. Hamilton, reported Mosely's Rep.

i86, cited Amb. 414 ; Smith v. Fisher, 2 Rep. Cha. 187; Doe d.

Lyde r. Lyde, 1 Durn. and East 593 ; Attorney Gen. v. Bayley,

2 Bro. Rep. Chan. 553. To these may be added the subsequent

cases of Glover z. Strothoff, 2 Bro. Cha. Rep. 33 ; Chandless t.

Price, 3 Fra. Ves.
f)f)

: and R.awlins r. Goldfrap, 5 Fra. Ves.

440.

In
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I therefore apprehend, the judgment in the case of Keily

and Fowler, does not at all clash with the decision of

Lord Hardwicke in the case of Ceauclerk v. Dormer.

But that both those cases concurred, iu confirmino- the

very same distiction in regard to the effect or validity of

an executory limitation of a personal estate after a dying

without issue, under different circumstance of latitude or

restriction, as the whole series of preceding cases seems

to have furnished us with, if we class and estimate the

resolutions in these cases according to the several grounds

on which they appear to have been founded ; and that

the distinction thus to be collected, from a general com-

parative view of all the cases upon this point, appears to

be no more nor less than this, viz.

That although, in the limitation of a personal estate. Accord.

after a dying without issue, those words shall not ex vi Porlcr v.

termini, and without the concurrence of any other circum- ^ ',?/ 5^' g

stance of intention, signify a dying without issue then and Weakley

living, even though the limitation is in the nature of an d- Knight

estate tail by implication only
;
yet on the other hand ^[ ^'^' "' ^

they shall not ex vi termini, when there is any other cir- 02-2.°^
'

cumstance of intention, import an indefinite failure of

issue, even though the limitation is in the nature of an

express estate tail ; but that in either case, if the limitation

rests solely upon the usual extent and import of those

words, the limitation over is too remote, and therefore

void, and the whole vests in the first devisee or legatee

;

but that, in either case, the signification of these words

may be confined to a dying without issue then living, by

any clause or circumstance in the will, which can indicate

or imply such intention (x). ^^^
J!'^

tvhole

^ ' 0/ this para-
graph is cited in Barloxv v. Salter, 17 Ves. 481.

XIII. (a) But however, it has been said, that where a [486]

personal ^ ^^q- Abr.
3b'2. pi. 12.

Et vide

In the Appendix, Note IV, the reader will find an interesting iMeriv. 670.

discussion on a grant of a lease for years, to take effect after the

decease of a person having no estate in the land, and a general

failure of issue of his body.

(a) XIII, With respect to the validity of the limitation over,

k is the c-ame thing in devises of personal estate, whether the fir&t

K K 3 devise
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personal estate was limited to one for life expressly, aucl

if he die \vitlio\it isisue, remainder over, such remainder

over Avas good, because the express estate for life should

not be enlarged by mere words of implication. The place

cited for this point in i Eq. Abr. is i Chan. Rep. 411,

which iimst be an error in the print, for there is no such

page or case in i\\e book; in 2 Chan. Rep. 410, indeed,

^ iile supra, there is the case of Smith v. Clever, which is also reported

r- 4/+-
j.j 2 A^ern. 38, in which case it was held, where interest of

money was bequeathed to one for life, and if she should

die without issue, tlie principal to remain over, that the

limitation over was good. But that decision turned upon

a different principle ; for that case was determined upon a

distinction taken between a, bequest of the interest of

money to one for life, and a bequest of the money itself.

Vide supra, A. distinction which appears to have been since exploded

P.4O+. 474-5 in the cases of Butterfield v. Butterfield, and of Daw
V. Pitt, before cited. And indeed from the general tenor

of the cases cited in the preceding pages, it may be col-

lected, that, with respect to the validity of the limitation

over, it is the same thing, whether the devise of a personal

estate be to one for life expressly, and if he die without

issue, remainder over ; or to one (indefinitely), and if he
Supra,

^jjg without issue, remainder over. Thus in the case of
*^' '^ " Lover. V/indham, the devise was to one for life expressly,

and if he die without issue, remainder over ; and yet the

remainder was held void.

[4^7] So in a case where a testator devised a term to trustees

Clare v.
j^^ trust for his son T. for so many years of the term as he

Cas Temn should live, and after hi^ decease, in trust for the issue

Talb. 21. m.ale of T. lawfully begotten, for so many years of the

unexpired term as such issue male should hve, and when

devise be to one for life expressly, and if he die without issue,

remainder over ; or to one (iudefinitely), and if he die without

issue, remainder over.—If there be any difference in the cases,

it may be that, though in the latter case, (where there are no

restrictive circumstances to confine it to a devise without issue

then living), the whole vests in the first devisee, yet in die former,

it might perhaps in some instances at least, be considered as re-

turning to the executors or personal representatives of the tes-

iator, tifitr the dcatii of the tenant ior life.

th«
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the issue male of his said son should happen to be extinct,

then in trust for his second son W. for life, remainder

over, Sec. and made T. sole executor and residuary legatee;

T. died without issue male : though Lord Talbot held in

this case that the subsequent limitation to the issue did

not enlarge the express estate for life given to the first

devisee
;
yet he also held that the remainder over upon

the extinction of issue male, (which is equivalent to a dying

without issue, when taken as an indefinite failure of issue)

was void ; and that T. became entitled to it by the resi-

duary bequest to him.

If there, is any difference between a limitation of a

term, &.c. to one for life expressly, and if he die without

issue, remainder over, and a limitation to one indefinitely,

and if he die without issue, remainder over, it might be

this ; that although in the latter case, (where there are no

restrictive circumstances to confine it to a dying without

issue then living) the whole vests in the first devisee
;
yet

in the former it might perhaps, in some instances at least,

be considered as returning to the executors or personal

representatives of the testator, after the death of tenant

for life.

That in the latter case (v/here there is no such restric-

tion as above mentioned) the whole vests in the first devisee

or legatee, appears from the above cited case of Burford Supra, 480

V. Lee, and the other case cited from Freeman ; as well as ^^}^ "^^'^^ ^

from other cases which might be cited: and possibly the ^' 1 o„Ug
*

above cited case of Clare v. Clare, where Lord Talbot t'. Saltern,

held, that the limitation to the issue did not enlarge the supra, p.482.

express estate for hfe ; and consequently that T. did not
Supra, mthis

take the whole term by virtue of the limitation, but that g^j yjjg

the residue of the term, after his life interest, vested in Boden v.

him as residuary legatee of his father, might be resorted Watson.

to as affording an instance of the residue entirely resulting ^„g^
*

to the executor in the former case.

For though it seems, that wherever a term is devised

to one for a day, or an hour, it is held to be a devise of ,. ,
' „^

Viu 1 P. \ V

.

the whole term, if the devise over be void, and it appear
qqq

to be the intention of the testator to dispose of the whole

from his executors, yet, if such intention does not appear,

then it has been held, that a lim.iiation of a term to one

K K 4 foJ^
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for life, does not vest the whole so absolutely in him as

to be at his disposal, but leaves a possibility (viz. upon
the death of the devisee within the term) of reverter in

1 Salk. 231. the executors of the testator. Thus where A. possessed
J^yrch V. ^j- ^ ^pj,j^^ ^-^j, years, devised it to B. for life, and then
l-uiilKland,

, , . .

and vide tx) C. for life, and so on to five others successively for life

;

rollcx. jvj. ufter the death of all seven, upon the question who should

liave the residue of the term, it was adjudged to revert to

t!ie executors of the testator.

XIV. (b) Upon the distinction between a dying^ with-

out issue generally, and a failure of issue confined to the

period of a life in being ; it seems to follow, that though

an executory devise in tail or in fee to one in esse after a

dying without issue, is void
;
yet an executory devise for

life to one in esse, to take place after a dying without issue,

Vide Doc d. iTtlay be gaod ; becavise in the latter case, the future limi-

Lyde r. tation being only for life of one in esse, it must necessarily

v:*^' .' . take place during that life, or not at all: and therefore the

East KcT). failure of issue, in that case, is confined to the compass

593. of a life in being.

Cakes v. Upon this principle it appears that the resolution in the

Chalfont, (;ase of Oakes v. Chalfont, may be accounted for and

e 7 / ^'" maintained: where a term was limited in trust for one for
Sea vide

n ^ -n n r, r
Barloivw li^G> then for his wife for life, then for B. for life, then for

Salter, his children for their lives, and for want of such issue, to

17 Fes.4»3, J ^^^j, ]j^g^ then to his children for their lives, and for want

soundness of ^^ such issue, then to S. C. for life, with other limitations

the decision over. The first devisee and his wife died, and B. and J

.

seems to be jj^j v.ithout issue ; and upon the question, Whether the

r n*
1

limitation to S. C. was good, it was adjudged that it was

good. Here we observe, the limitation to 'S". C. was only

for life, so that if all the preceding trusts did not fail or

expire in the life-time of S. C, that limitation could not

take effect ; and consequently itwas confined to the period

{h) XIV. Though an executory devise in tail or in fee to one

in esse after a dying without issue, is void, yet an executory devise

for life to one in esse, to take place after a dying without issue,

may be good.

o[
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of a life in being, viz. the life, of .S. C, and therefore did

not create a perpetuity.

So in another caae, where J. tenant for life, demised to 2 P. W. 676.

trustees for 99 years, if she should so long live, in trust for "i^'^^e ^^^

herself during her widowhood, and after her marriage,
.'"^ ^'

then in trust for C. her second son and the heirs of his

body, and if he died without issue, then in trust for D.
her next son ; upon the question, whether the limitation

over to D. was good, it was said, that, the only objection

to limiting a term to one and the heirs of his body, and
then over in default of issue, was, because it would make
a perpetuity ; but here the whole term being to determine

on ^.'s death, there could be no perpetuity; nor, indeed,

could there, for the subsequent limitation could not pos-

sibly take effect, unless it was in the life-time of A. The
court, it appears, gave no opinion on this point ; but the

reporter (with good reason, as it seems) adds " ideo quaire,

" though it seems rather to be a good hmitation of the
" trust, and within the reason of the Duke of Norfolk's

" case and the several other subsequent resolutions

" grounded thereupon."

And upon the same principle Lord Hardwicke observed, Vide 3 Atk.
that if a man limits a sum of money, on , failure of issue 449.

of the bodies of husband and wife, to any other person in

tail, it would be void as an executory devise, being too

remote, as depending upon a dying without issue gene-

rally ; but where the limitation over is for life, there it

is a reasonable construction to confine it to a failure of

issue during a life in being ; which had been held in the

cases of executory devises to be good, if it falls within

the compass of ever so many lives in being at the same W Forfur^

time(x).
therinforma.

^ '
lion on the

subject of the foregoing chapter, see Sheppard v. Lessingham, Amb. 122 ; Exel
V. Wallace, 2 Vez. sen. 117 ; Bullock v. Knight, 1 Ck. Ca. 265, 2 Ch. Ca. 114;
Kimpland v. Courtney, 2 Freem. 250, cited infra 549 ; and Attoryiey General v.

Milner, ^ At](. \\2.

The cases respecting devises of real estates, after payment of debts, are cited

and commented upon by Mr. Poivell, in a note at the end ofthejbregoing chapter,

in his edition of Mr. Fearnes tvork, vol. 2. p. 282.
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CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

OF OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO EXECU-
TORl DEVISES.

I. (a) T/V^E have seen, in the preceding part of this

treatise, that in respect to limitations of real

estates, where an estate for life is given to the ancestor,

Dod r. followed by a limitation to his heirs general or special,
Dickinson,

^-^^ subsequent limitation vests in the ancestor, and the
\m. vol. 0. *

Ti • 1 T • • f.

p.
4 -i.pl. a-, heir takes not by purchase. rJut in the limitation ot

Supra,p.463. personal estates, a similar rule does not always hold. If

2 Atk. 376. ^ term be devised to one for life, and afterwards to the

And vide
' heirs of his body, these words are generally words of

Daw V. Pitt, limitation, and the whole vests in the first taker ; as is

supra, p.464. evident from several of the cases before cited.
Et vide c^
iJonn V.

Penny,

1 Jleriv. 20.
^^^ j^ jf ^ j.gj.j^ ^Q devised to one for life, and afterwards to

, n„^f.f the heirs of his body, these words are generally words of limita-

ibid. 271. tation, and the whole vests in the first taker ; but if there appears

any other circumstance or clause in the will, to show the intention

that these words should be words of purchase and not of limi-

tation, then it seems the ancestor takes for life only, and his heir

will take by purchase.

On the general doctrine contained in these paragraphs of this

present chapter, see Doe d. Lyde v. Lyde, 1 Durn. & East 593 ;

ex parte Sterne, 6 Fra. Ves. 150'; and particularly Knight v. Ellis,

3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 570. In that case, the testator directed his trus-

tees to pay the interest of certain trust money to his nephew for

Ills life, and after his decease, gave the trust money to the issue

male of his nephew, and in default of such issue, to his nieces.

—

In his decree on this case, Lord Thurlow thus expressed him-

self; " I think it pretty plain that under this will, the nephew
" took only an interest for life, in the fund in question, and that

** it was only a contingency on Mhich it was to go to his i.-^sue

niale

;
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"So where a term was limited in trust fur S. during her Thcebridge

life, and immediately from and after her decease, to the ^' 5''^"^'"^'
*^ '2 Vez. sen.

heir

" male ; and that the plaintiffs take the fund in the alternative of
" that contingency. I observe that, in a book of great cha-
" racter, and which has treated the subject with great diligence

" and attention, I mean Mr. Fearne's Essay on the Learning of
** Contingent Remainders, after citing and discussing all the
" cases on this head, in the court of Chancery, he concludes it

" by laying it down as the rule of this court, that it will go every
" length possible, to carry the intention of the testator into exe-
" cution, for the benefit of those to whom the testator designed
•* a benefit. It must have occurred to the judges who decided
** those cases, that, under the idea of making the rules of deci-

" sion, as to leasehold estates, analogous to those which are ap-

" plied to estates of inlieritance, the intention of the testator

" must be much oftener disappointed than carried into effect ;

" and, then, there is no wonder that the court should try to get

" out of the technical rule by any means it can. Now, what do
** the cases come to? A man, by his will, devises to A. for life;

«« —there being plainly an interest only for life given, if that

" were all, the disposition would end there as to A., and any
" other gift would be effectual after his death. The testator then
" gives the same fund over to jB. afler the failure of issue of A.
** What is the court to do ? It is clear that a life interest only is

" given to A. It is clear that no benefit is given to B. while there

" is any issue of A. The consequence is, that, as no interest

" springs to B., and no express estate is given after the death of

" A; the intermediate interest would be undisposed of, unless A-
" were considered as taking for the benefit of his issue as well

" as ofhimself; and, as thewords,in this case, are capableof such

" amplification, the court naturally implies an intention in the

" testator that A. should so take, that the property might be
*• transmissible through him to his issue, and he was, therefore,

" considered as taking an estate tail, which would descend on

" his issue. Now, an estate in chattels is not transmissible to

" the issue, in the same manner as real estate, nor capable of any

" kind of descent ; and, therefore, an estate in chattels so given,

*' from the necessity of the thing, gives the whole interest to the

'* first taker ; but if the testator, without leaving it to the neces-

** sary implication, gives the fund expressly to the issue, they are

" not driven to the former rule, but the issus may take as pur-

" chasers.:

233-

"Vide infra,

p. 494.
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heirs of the body of S. lawfully to be begotten, if the term

should so long endure, and in default of such issue, then,

to B., Lord Hardwicke expressed himself of opinion, that

the whole term vested in S.

Garth v -^"^ again, where real and personal estate was devised

Baldwin, to trustees, in trust to pay the profits to G. during his life,

'2 ^ ez. sen. .^^d afterwards to pay the same to the lieirs of his body,
**" Lord Hardwicke held that the personal estate vested

absolutely in G. by this limitation.

However, if there appears any other circumstance or

clause in the will, to show the intention that these words

should be words of purchase, and not of limitation, then

it seems the ancestor takes for life only, and his heir will

take by purchase.—1 shall first instance this in two cases

of limitations of the trusts of a term in marriage settle-

ments. But I have before observed, that executory devises

Supra,p.470. and the limitations of the trusts of a term, are governed

by the same rules.

Peacock r. Thus where a term for 900 years was assigned in trust,

[493] to permit the husband and wife, and the survivor of them,
bpooner,

^^ receive the profits for so many years as they, or the

jqt * survivor of them, should happen to live, and after their

:iFreem.ii4. deaths, to the use of the heirs of the body of the wife by

the husband to be begotten ; Lord Chancellor. Jefferies

decreed that the whole vested in the wife ; but afterwards

the Lords Commissioners decreed that the heir of the

' body took by purchase, and that it did not vest absolutely

in the mother, who survived, so as to go to her adminis-

** chasers; and then there is an end of the enlargement, of any

" kind, of the estate of the tenant for life; for another estate

'*
is given, after his death, to other persons, wlio are to take by

" purchase; it no longer rests on conjecture. The word issue

" used in a will, certainly, is considered as creating an estate

"
tail, and that, because the context puts on the word an import

" which it has not naturally; but in a feoffment, it is not a word

" of inheritance, and a gift to A. and the issue of his body, gives

" only an estate for life. On the whole, I think that the issue, if

" any, would have taken as purchasers, and that in the event

" that has happened, of there bein^ no issue, the limitation to

" the uses took place."

trator
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trator. This last decree was afterwards affirmed in the

House of Lords, though the Judges were six to two

against it. The same point was afterwards decreed in a

similar case of Daffbrne v. Goodman ; where a term was

assigned in trust to permit J. to receive the profits for so

many years of the term as he should live, and after his

death to permit A. his intended wife to receive the profits

for so many years of the term as she should live, and after

both their deaths, to permit the heirs of the body of A.

to be begotten by the said J. to enjoy the lands for the

residue of the term. This latter decree was grounded on

the authority of the preceding.

It is true no particular expression in either of these

cases, determined the intent to be, that the heir of the

body should take as a purchaser ; but these being cases

of marriage settlements, it was reasonably enough in-

ferred, that the issue of the marriage were intended ob-

jects of the settlement, and the term not designed to vest

wholly in the mother. But afterwards, in a subsequent

case of a marriage settlement, a decree at the Rolls, ground-

ed upon the case of Peacock v. Spooner, was reversed,

and the Hmitation to the heir male decreed to be void.

The case was this : On the marriage of A., his grand-

father assigned a term for 100 years in trust for A. for

life, then to A.'s wife for life, and after their deaths for

the heirs of the bodies of A. and his said wife : the wife

died leaving issue, A. survived ; it was determined that

the whole term vested in A.—This last case appears to

have been the ruling authority ever since in cases of the

like nature ; and that of Peacock v. Spooner, it seems,

is only attended to in cases exactly the same in specie

with itself, as was that of Daftbrne v. Goodman, as reported

by Freeman (x). 1 P. W. 360. Hayter v. Rod, supra, p. 461. Vide

2 Vez. sen. 660. (x) The last sentence in the text is cited 1 Madd. 484.

But there have been other cases which have proceeded [494]

entirely upon circumstances of evidence of the intention. 2 Atk. 8g.

As where a term was settled in trust for one if she should Hodgeson v.

so long live, and after her decease, in trust for her husband l^"^^w^'

if he should so long live, and after his decease, in trust for Bradleu
s Vern. 23. Sands v. Dixioell, stated 2 Vez. sen. 652. atid Price 'w- Price,' stated

ibid. 234.

the

iP. W. 132.

1 Eden's

Ch. Ca. 8.

Webb V.

Webb.
IVehb V. Lord
Lipnin^ton,

S. C. Ef vide

note in mar-
gin, supra,

And vide
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the heirs of the body of the wife, begotten by the husband,

and their executors, administrators, and assigns; Lord

Hardwicke decreed, that the limitation to the heirs of

the body, &.c. were words of purchase, as beheld the addi-

tion of the words executors, administrators and assigns,

strong evidence of the intent to give only an usufructuary

interest for life, and to vest the property in the heirs of

the body.

The like point was decreed in the case of Read v. Snell,

before cited ; in which case the decision was grounded on

the words leaving no heirs of her body, which were con-

sidered as relative to the time of her death, and therefore

restrained the general import of the preceding limitation

to the life only of the first taker.

And in this case of Read v. Snell, Lord Hardwicke cited

the case of Paine v. Stratton ; where P. bequeathed per-

sonal estate to S. for life, and after her decease, to the

heirs of her body lawfully begotten or to be begotten, and

for want of such issue or heirs of her body, as aforesaid,

he gave the same to the children of M. immediately after

the decease of S. These words, after the decease of -S'.

it seems had been interlined, and afterviards erased ; and

Lord Macclesfield, and afterwards the Lords Commis-

sioners, though they held the limitation over void, because

these words were not admitted to be part of the will, yet

seemed to think it would have been otherwise, if these

words had not been erased.

And so indeed in the above cited case of Theebridge v.

Kilburne, though Lord Hardwicke was rather of opinion

that the Vvhole tenn vested in S. and that there was no

ground for any other construction unless from the word
' immediately,' which he thought was too precarious

;
yet

he seemed not to be very confident that the limitation to

the heirs of the body might not, even in that case, operate

as words of purchase; and held that the limitation then

v.'ould have vested in the daughter of S. who died an

infant, in her life-time, though she did not hve to answer

the description of heir; for that it would then amount to

the same thing as if it had been to the issue of her body

;

and that where the words heirs of the body, vv^hen taken

to be words of purchase in such a limitation, have been

construed
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construed in the sense of issue, it was never held necessary

that the issue should survive the first taker, so as in

strictness to be heir ; for that it was not hke a hmitation

to the heirof the body in the singular number, which would

be such a description as to show that such person as was

strictly heir should take.

And again, a limitation of a term to A. and to her issue Vide 3 Atk.

it seems, vests the whole in A. if the devise rests there ;
39o»

though the addition of the subsequent words, and if A. die Lamplev v

and leave no issue, Lord Hardwicke said, related to any Blower,

child living at A.'s death, and therefore showed that such s"pra)P.47,].

issue was to take after A.'s death, and consequently the

word issue there was to be considered as a word of

purchase.

But a devise of a term to A. for life, and afterwards to Warman v.

his issue, it seems, does not enlarp'e the estate to J.., but Seaman,

after his death the whole vests in the issue. -d'""
„2^"'

Rep. 279.
3 Chan. Ca. 209. And vide Clare v. Clare, supra, p. 487,
and Davis v. Giblns, 3 P. Wins. iQ.

II. (c) It seems formerly to have been held in some 1 Mod. 54.

cases, that an executory devise of a term to a person not Pollex.3'».

in esse was void ; but that point is long since settled to the

contrary ; and it is certain, that any executory devise. Vide Ste-

whether to a person in esse or not, is good, if confined to ph^^s %'.

take effect within the limits before expressed. » p,'
'

519. et seq.

III. (d) I shall next proceed to some observations in Thispara-

respect to certain limitations of subsisting leases for lives, graph is re-

which/f^^?.^''*3'
the Vice-

Chancellor in

(t) II. It seems, formerly, to have been held, in some cases, ^lo.ke v.Lux-

that an executory devise ofa term to a person not in esse was void ;
^^^' tooper,

but it is now settled, that any executory devise, whether to a

person in esse or not, is good, if confined to take effect within

the limits before expressed.

(cl) III. Certain limitations of subsisting leases for lives,

neither have the effect of regular limitations of estates of inhe-

ritance, nor yet operate as executory devises. If a person seised

of an estate pur auter vie, devise it to one (indefinitely or for life),

and to the heirs of his body, or in general to one in such man-

ner as would give him an estate tail in lands of inheritance, the

limitations.
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which neither have the effect of regular limitations of

estates of inheritance, nor yet operate as executory

devises. Thus it is if a person seised of an estate pur

outer vie, devises it to one (indefinitely or for life) and to

the heirs of his body, or to one and his heirs, and if he

dies -svithout heirs of his body, or, in general, to one in

such manner as would give him an estate tail in lands

of inheritance, remainder over, the limitation, in these

instances, makes no estate tail properly so called ; for all

estates tail must be of inheritance ; nor are these limi-

tations executory devises ; but it appears, that the limi-

tation to the heirs of the body may carry the estate to

them, and a remainder over may take effect, if the person

entitled by virtue of the limitation in tail makes no disposi-
Accoyt .

^i^j^ Q^ ^j^g estate. But the person entitled under the

ll'alters limitation in tail, it seems, may if he thinks fit dispose of

i(J Ves. 313, the whole, and bar as well the remainder over, as his owii-

nlakev.Lux. -^^^^^^
Inn, Cooper,

178, and Mngg. v. Mogg, 1 Merir. 690.

Low V. That a remainder over is not void, and that the issue

Burron, ^^^y j^g barred, appears in a case, where .7. C seised of
<> p_ W. '21)2

.

'
.

Ft vi'le Sir" ^^ estate for three lives, devised the lands to his daughter

James Shef- M. for life, remainder to her issue male, and for want of

Jield, Hart.

V. Lord Mid-
grave, j'i'.R. . . . .

'"i and in-
hmitations, n\ these instances, make no estate tail properly so

J~ra, .544. called, nor are such limitations executory devises, but the limi-

n. (1). tation to the heirs of the body carries the estate to thera, and a

remainder over will take effect, if the person entitled by virtue

of the limitation in tail makes no disposition of the estate. But

the person entitled under the limitation in tail, may dispose of

the whole, and bar as well the remainders over as his own issue,

by deed, surrender, or even articles.

See Coopers ^'^ Blake v. Blake, mentioned by Mr. Cox, 3 P. Wms. p. 10,

heports, note 1, the court of Exchequer held, that the mere renewal of a

J ^4--5' lease for lives, by the first taker in tail of it, even without the

concurrence of the trustees, acquired to him tlic absolute owner-

ship of the lease. In Doe, on the demise of Blake v. Luxton,

6 Durn. & East 289, all Mr. Fcarne's doctrine in the text was

recognized by Lord Kenyon, and his lordship appeared inclined

to think that such a tenant in tail of a descendible freehold might

dispose of it by his will.

such
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such issue remainder to L. Afterwards M. in consideration

of an intended marriage, conveyed the lands to the use

of herself and her intended husband, and the heirs of their

bodies, remainder to the heirs of her intended husband,

M. died without issue, and upon a claim under the re-

mainder man L., the question was, whether the remainder

of an estate pur auter vie to B. after a devise thereof to

-4. in tail, was good; and if so, whether it might be barred

by lease and release.

The court agreed, that the limitation of an estate pur

auter vie to one and the heirs of his body, makes no estate

tail ; for all estates tail are estates of inheritance, to which
dower is incident, and must be within the statute de donis

;

but in the limitation of an estate pur auter vie, there was
no inheritance nor dower, nor was it within the statute,

but was only a descendible freehold. And Lord Chancellor

held it was a good remainder to B. on the decease of A.

without issue, it being no more than a description who
should take as special occupant during the life of cestui que

vie. And his lordship said, that though by lease and

release, A. might bar the heirs of his body as in some

measure claiming under him, yet he inclined to think

that A. could not bar the remainder over to B. especially

by the conveyance by lease and release ; nay, indeed, it

seemed to him as if no act of A. could bar the limitation

to B.

But however, that the remainder over, as well as the Duke of

issue, may be barred in such cases, appears by another ^^^"0" v.

decision ; where D. a feme covert being tenant for life,
^ p ^y '^qq

remainder to her first and other sons by a former husband in the note.

in tail male, under a devise of lands held by lease for

three lives, S. the son of D. by her former husband, brought

his bill to have the lease renewed and settled on D. for

life, remainder to himself and his heirs; the court con-

ceived it could not be done, till a fine sur concesserunt was

levied by S. and D. and her husband, (for D. we find was

under coverture) but that being done, and an assignment

of the lease (by lease and release) to new trustees being

made, the court ordered that the new lease should be to

the new trustees upon the trusts so desired. The reporter

L L adds
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adcl.>, that it seems reasonable, that the first tenant in tail

(improperly so called) should be allowed to bar the limita-

tions over; for though the original lease be only for three

lives, yet it being the interest of both landlord and tenant

that the leases should be renewed, and it being the doctrine

of the court of Chancery that all such new leases are

subject to the old trusts, the estate might by this means

continue for ever, without any possibility of being barred.

And indeed, in a former case, where A. having settled

an estate, -which he held for three lives, to the use of

himself in tail, remainder to D., surrendered the old lease,

and took a new one to himself; D. brought a bill to have

the benefit of the remainder preserved to him ; the court

held the remainder void, and dismissed the bill, saying,

that if it were good, it might be barred by deed or sur-

render, or other conveyance, without a common recovery.

And so where N. holding lands to him and his heirs for

three lives ; upon his second marriage, settled the same to

the use of himself for life, remainder as to part to the

use of liis first and every other son in tail male, remainder

to his own right heirs ; and as to other part, to the use of

such child or children of the marriage, and for such estates

as he should by deed or will appoint, and for want of such

appointment, to the first and every other son in tail male,

remainder to his own right heirs ; there were several

children of the marriage ; and afterwards, upon the mar-

riage of R. the eldest son, N. by deed, which was also

executed by R. settles the lands in trust for himself for

life, remainder to R. for life, and if he should die without

issue male of his body, remainder over.

Upon a claim, after the decease of R. without issue, by

a son of a younger son of iV.'s second marriage. Lord

Ilardwicke was of opinion, that by virtue of the remainder

limited to the first and other sons in the first settlement,

the plaintiflT would be entitled, if nothing had been done

subsequent to bar his right. He said, that in the case of

Wastneys and Chappell, in the House of Lords in 1712, it

was determined, that in respect to estates thus granted in

fee determinable on lives, a person may take by way of

remainder as a special occupant ; but that as such an

,^ estate
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«sstate tail is not within the statute de donis, nor barrable

properly by a recovery as an estate tail, any limitations [499]

depending thereon are entirely in the power of the first

taker in tail, and may be destroyed by any conveyance or

even articles in equity, and that it was so determined in

the case of the Duke of Grafton v. LordEuston, in 1722,
^^'^^^fj'^^'^'

in which his lordship was counsel himself. That the
^^^^^ i^ ^^-^^^

latter settlement in the principal case, amounted to a good by the names

disposition by R. of all the interest claimable by him, or ?/ "'^ JJuke

any other in remainder after him ; clearly so with regard ^^^„J^^ /^
to the first part of the lands, tenant for life and remainder p. W.'s re-

man in tail of an interest vested, having joined in the j^^^^^-^^J'^

conveyance, and limited the estate to other uses; and as -^'^" ^"^*

to the other part of the lands, though no remainder was eldest son of
vested in H. {x) yet the father and son both joining the Duke of

amounted to a good disposition of it (y).
Grajton,

° ^ ^^^
the plaintiff;

and then (i. e. at the time of the plaintiff's bill,) an infant of the age ofseven years.

(x) QueBre,—^or it seems, that thepower ofappointment tuould not prevent the vest-

ing of the land in R. in the mean time, {y) See Forster v. Forster. 2 AtJc. 259.

So in another case. Lord Hardwicke said, that in the 2 Atk. 376.

case of a devise of a lease for lives to a man, and if he dies ^" jsaltern v.

without issue, remainder over, the first taker has a power

over it during his own life ; but if he makes no use of that

power, upon his death it vests in the remainder man, who
takes as special occupant.

So that now it appears to be settled beyond dispute,

that where leases pur auter vie are limited to one in tail,

he may, by lease and release or any other conveyance

proper for passing estates of freehold, bar his own issue

and all remainders over, and make a complete disposition (^) ^'^ide Grey

of the whole estate (2). ": ff^t^^ ' stated 6 1 .H.

292. and Blake v. Blake, cited supra 496 in note; and Blake v. Luxton, Cooper

184-5; and Mr. Powell's edition of Mr. Fearne's work, vo^. 2.^.322, ivhere

a case is stated Jrom Mr. Fearne's M.S. Opinions.

But an estate pur auter vie may be limited to one for

life, so as to confine his interest and power of disposition

to his own life estate only; as where an estate jjwr autervie

is limited to A. for life, remainder to B. for life, there the

first taker cannot bar the remainder. This was clearly

held by the court in the above cited case of Low v. Bur-

ron, for such a hmitation in remainder after a life estate

only, has no tendency to a perpetuity.

L L 2 And
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Williams v. A.nd in a case, where A. having a freehold lease for

Jekyl, and three hves to her, her executors, administrators and-as-

t',*'f "'•„ signs, assigned it, and all her right, title, and interest in
Ji»kvl, 2 Vez. 1

, ,

'
,

sen."6Bi.
^^'^^ t^"* "^^ same, to a trustee to the use of her son S. for

and during the term of his natural life, and from and after

[•5'^'^J his decease to the use of his issue lawfully begotten, and

for want of such issue to the use of -4. her executors and
administrators during the residue of the term ; Lord Hard-

wicke held, that S. took an interest for his life, and the

whole residue of the lease vested absolutely in the issue,

for he construed the words for want of such issue male, to

And vide mean not leaving issue ; and that the effect of the limi-
Uarmanv,

^.^tjon was to the son for life, and if he had any children,
b'jaman,

i i i i i
•

i i

supra, n.495, that they should have it absolutely, and if he should have

and Pol lex. no child, then to A. her executors and administrators (g).

''^f\: And
and Knight

.

"' ^'^'S; su-
(^g^

jj. j^^j^y jjg proper to notice, in this place, a class of execu-

not'^
tory limitations, apparently exceeding the boundary of second-

ary uses or trusts, which has not yet directly been the subject of

judicial discussion. It sometimes happens that executory uses

or trusts, limited to take effect at a period which exceeds the

boundary of such executory limitations, are created in estates or

interests, the extent or duration of which estates or interests does

not exceed that boundary, as in leases for three lives, or twenty-

one years. In all such ulterior limitations, the nature of the case

appears to make it necessary, that the clause introducing them

must be understood to be accompanied with a tacit or implied

condition, that the event on which it is to take effect, shall hap-

pen within the term or duration of the estate or interest, ia

which the use or trust is created : and, on this supposition, such

secondary limitations may be saved. If fee simple lands are

conveyed to A- and his heirs, and if A' shall have no son who

shall attain the age of twenty-four years, to B. in fee, or if a

monied fund be directed to be held in trust for A. his executors

and administrators, and if A. shall have no son who attains the

age of twenty-four years, in trust for B., in each case the limita.

tion to B. will be void for its remoteness, as in each case, the

event, on which it is limited to take effect, must not necessarily

take place, or become incapable of taking place, at the expira-

tion of a life or lives in being, and twenty-one years, a requisite,

as we have seen, essential to the legal validity of such executory

limitations. Now, if a leasehold for three lives, be conveyed to

A. and liis heirs, and if ]\^ shall have no son who attains the age

of
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And it is the same thing if the first Hmitationbe for 20 Vide 3 P.W
lives all spending at the same time, since it amounts to no -^5-

more than the life of the survivor ofthem. f'
^'', 'f!^'"S

j^^
Lea&elwuisJOT

rlere
y^^y.^ ^^^^^^

of twenty-four years, to B. and his heirs, or if a leasehold for ai
^"c/i/n/„<;f5(as

years be directed to be held in trust for ^. his executors and . •/f^/^'^v"'^

aclmmistrators, and ir he shall have no son who attains the age of may best cor-
twenty-four years, in trust for B., his executors, administrators, respond ijoiih

and assigns, in each case the limitation to B. may, at first view, certain uses

appear to be liable to the same objection of remoteness ; but it
f'^' ^'''usts li-

mustbe observed, that the lives, which in the first case, and the "'/ '^

? r̂ i

1 • 1 • 1 1 i- 1 /> , • , ,
clar.'dofreal

years, which m the second, form the term for which the property estate vide
is held, are within the legal boundaiy, . Now, the limitation over Duke ofNew
cannot be understood as meant to have any operation, except on cadle v.

the supposition that the event on which it depends, will take effect
^^icntess of

during the continuance of the term. This seems to make it ne- -.r 'o_
.

'^ yes. 307,
cessary to connect the continuance of the lives or years with the fpid Countess
ulterior limitation, so as to incorporate its continuance into and ofidiicolnv.

make it a part of the event, on which the ulterior limitation is to Duke of

arise. If fee simple lands were limited to A , his heirs and as-
^^^^'^^^"^}

signs, or a monied fund were hmited'to A., his executors and . J' ,/

^'

administrators, with a limitation over to B., if during the lives of
j^ i

.

three persons in being, or the lives or life of the survivors or sur- XII. Co.

vivor of them, or during the actual term of twenty-one years, ^^^^- 290. b.

no son of A. should attain the age of twenty-four years, there is I.' '5^"' ""

no doubt that the hmitation over to B. would be legally valid. -

Now, the limitation over in the cases suggested will be the Marquis of
same, if the continuance of the lives or years, for which the land Hertford,

is held, be considered as incorporated into, and making a part •^.
Ves-S^ B.

of the event introducing the ulterior limitation in the manner 3-4-

proposed. The clause introducing that limitation must then be

understood in the same manner, as if it had been thus expressed

:

" And in case, during the lives of the three persons for whose
" lives the lease is held, or during the lives or life (?f the sur-

«* vivors or survivor of them, (or during the term of twenty-one
'< years, as the case may be), A. shall die, and no son of A. shall

" within that period attain the age of twenty-four years, then

" and in that case, the lands shall go and remain to J5." It

seems clear that, in the cases we are speaking of, a limitation

over, introduced in these words, would be free from objection.

The question therefore is, whether in the words usually intro-

ducing such ulterior limitations, the supposed words must not

be implied. The rule of interpretation, quod necessario siibintsl-

ligitur non deestf is certainly in favour of their implication.

L L 3 If
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IV. {/) Here indeed it may not be improper to remark,

once for all, that any limitation in future, or by way of re-

mainder, of lands of inheritance, which in its nature tends

to a perpetuity, even although there be a preceding vested

freehold, so as to take it out of the description of an exe-

cutory devise, is by our courts considered as void in its

creation ; as in the case of a limitation of lands in succes-

sion, first to a person in esse, and after his decease to his

unborn children, and afterwards the children of such un-

born children, this last remaider is absolutely void ; and

there is no carrying the estate to them, but by comprising

them in the extent of the estate limited to their parents,

namely, to the unborn children of the person in esse ; that

is, by giving such unborn children of the person in esse, an

estate of inheritance, which is an estate tail.

502

Accord.
Main'waring

V. Baxter,

5 Vcs. 458,

aiid Beard V.

IVestcott, 5
Taunt. 393-

Jn the latter

case there

•Lvas a demise

to B.{a per-

son then in

esse) and his

male issue

{then unborn)

or descend-

antsfor
c\er, each to

takefor 99
years, fhe
should so ton n- live; and it ivas held, that only one of the persons unborn at the

testator s death could take after the decease ofhis parent, and that all the ulterior

limitations by "way of remainder tjuere void, as tending to a perpetuity.

And it is upon this principle, that the constant practice

of limitino- an estate tail to the first and other sons in mar-

riage settlements, is founded ; for though a child unborn

(x) Sec Love- might take an estate for life {x) as well as an estate tail, yet

[503] such estate would not extend to the issue of such child,

lace's case,

Sav. 75.

Leon. 35-

pl.^S- 8 Vin.

Abr. 239.

pi. 3. Demi d.

Briddon v.

Page, 3 T.

/?. 87. in

note. Hay
V. Earl of
Coventry,

3 T. R. 83.

Roidledge v.

Dorril, 2 Ves.

jun. 357. and
Brudenell

V. Ehves, I

East 442-^.

If this construction be tenable, it may be thought to deserve

consideration whether the reason of it can be thought to apply

to the limitations of leasehold property in which a tenant right

of renewal is considered to exist ; as under such leases, the te-

nant has, in the eye of the law, an interest beyond his subsisting

term, and to that ulterior interest, all the limitations and trusts

engrafted on the lease may be thought to extend.

(/) IV. Any limitation in future, or by way of remainder, of

lands of inheritance, which in its nature tends to a perpetuity,

even although there be a preceding vested freehold, so as to

take it out of the description of an executory devise, is by our

courts considered void in its creation.

On the effect of devises to a person in esse, and after his de-

cease, to his unborn children, and afterwards to the children of

such unborn children ; see the note at the bottom of page 203,

of this work. And see the opinions of Mr. Booth and Mr.

York, 2 vol. 432.

and
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and no estate limited to such issue, as purchasers, would

be good.

Therefore, where a testator devised lands to a corpo- Humberston

ration in trust to convey the said lands to M. for life, and ""• Humber-

after his decease to M.'s first son for life, and so to the p w
first son of that first son for life, &Lc. and if no issue male and vide

of the first son, then to the second son of M. for life, and 3 Burrow,

so to his first son, &c. with remainders over to about fifty ^ 22- et beq.

others for their lives successively, and their respective sons

when born, for their lives respectively, and so on without

giving an estate tail to any of them, or making any dispo-

sition of the fee ; Lord C. Covvper held this to be a per-

petuity ; but that the conveyance should be as near the / -> ^ . -

;

intent as the rules of law would admit, viz. by making all nmres doc-

the persons in being but tenants for hfe, and limiting trine, vide

estates tail to the sons unborn (y).
supra 203 et

seq. in note.

V. (o) With regard to executory devises, we are to yj^g Carth.

remember, that wherever one limitation ofa devise is taken 309, 310.

to be executory, all subsequent limitations must likewise Reeve and

be so taken. This is laid down as a rule by Serjeant Pem- ^*

^/ (^) Wherever one limitation of a devise is taken to be execu-

tory, all subsequent limitations must likewise be so taken.

An executory devise may confer either an estate in fee simple,

or a less estate. On eveiy estate conferred by an executory

devise, another executory devise may be limited ; and, if the

estate conferred by an executory devise, be an estate in tail for

life or for years, it may be followed by a remainder ; but, while

the executory estate, after which the remainder is to arise, is in

suspense, it is not properly a remainder, but a right which is to

be converted into a remainder, on a particular event. Thus, if

land is devised to A. and his heirs, and if A. should not leave

issue living at his decease, to B. for life, and after B.'s decease

to C. in fee, the limitation to C. would immediately vest in C.

a fixed right to a remainder in fee, if ^. should die without issue

in ^.'s lifetime, and to an estate in fee simple in possession, if

A. should survive B., and afterwards die without leaving issue ,*

but, during A.'f, life, C would only have an executory fee. This

will be more fully explained in a subsequent annotation.

L L 4 berton
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berton in the case I have cited in the margin ; for (says he)

[504] the several limitations of a devise of one and the same

thing, shall never be made to operate several ways (viz.)

some by way of executory devise, and others by way of

remainder. The court seemed to admit the truth of the

position ; but it may be worth while to consider upon

what reasons it is grounded ; for in the course of prac-

tice, questions frequently arise, which turn upon this very

point.

With respect to the devise of a term, it is clear, that if

there be 20 limitations of it after a devise to one for life,

S:c. every one of the 20 will be equally executory as the

first of them ; because all are equally hmitations of a term

after a disposition thereof for life, which cannot hold

otherwise than by way of executory devise. Therefore

the question can only arise in regard to the devise of a

Vide supra, freehold ; and there we are to consider, that every execu-

^ "^^^
tory devise is either the Hmitation of an estate after the

fee has already been disposed of (//), or else is a freehold

to commence in futuro without any preceding freehold to

support it. In the first case it is evident, that every limi-

tation subsequent to the first executory devise, must be

also executory ; because it is also a limitation of an estate

after the fee has already been disposed of. In the latter

case, the first executory limitation, being the first freehold

limited by the will, no freehold can vest in possession

under that will, before the time appointed for such limi-

tation to take effect ; if it could, then would that supposed

executory limitation be really not executory, because it

would in that case be supported by a preceding vested

freehold.

Vide supra, It is true, that in relation to contingent remainders a
P" ^^"^

subsequent remainder may vest in interest before a pre-

(A) It is apprehended that the text must be understood as

importing tliat every executory devise is either a limitation of

an estate after the fee is already wholly or partially disposed of,

and operating to the absolute determination of the fee, or of the

partial estate so created out of it, or else is a freehold to com-

mence infuturo without any such previous disposition.

ceding
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ceding contingent remainder, as I have before observed

when I was treating of contingent remainders ; but that is [505]

only where some preceding freehold vests in possession in

the mean time : but no subsequent remainder can first vest

in possession, and afterw^ards a preceding estate take

place; for wherever a subsequent limitation vests in Vide supra,

possession before a preceding contmgent one can arise P*^°^'^*"

and vest, such preceding one is utterly precluded and Lon<T.4Mod.
destroyed, as we have already seen. 282. etvide

But in the case, now under consideration, there is ^ ^ ^97-

no freehold limited to vest immediately in possession, jgg
We cannot make the preceding estate and the re-

mainder change places, and the latter come into pos-

session before the former; this would be absurd, and
directly contrary to the order of the limitations. If

this cannot be done, then no one of the subsequent

limitations can take place before the time limited for

the first ; they are all therefore equally freeholds to com-
mence in futuro, without any present limitation or estate

of freehold to suppor^ them ; and consequently are all

equally executory, till the time comes for the first estate

to vest or fail ; then all the subsequent limitations to

persons in esse and ascertained may vest, and no longer

continue executory.

Thus where A. having two sons B. and C. devised lands

to trustees for 500 years, upon trust to pay an annuity of 2 P. W. 27-8.

50/. per annum to B. for life, and after the determination Gore i. Gore,

of that term, to the first and other sons o? B. in tail, re-

mainder to C. for life ; B. at the testator's death had never

had a son born ; here it was held that till the event of B.'s

having a son should be decided one way or the other, by

the birth of such son, or by JS.'s death without one, the

freehold descended to the devisor's heir at law. There- vide infra,

fore till the birth of such son or JB.'s death without one, 541-2.

C.'s remainder must have been executory, being a freehold

limited to commence in futuro, without any preceding

estate of freehold to support it ; for the freehold descend-

ing to the heir at law of A. was no part of the limitation '

in the will, but only descended in consequence of its not

having been thereby limited, and therefore had no con-

nection
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nection with C.'s remainder in the light of a preceding

estate.

1 506] VI- (0 B"t here an observation is to be attended to

that notwithstanding the rule, that if one limitation be exe-

cutory, every subsequent one must be so Hkewise
;
yet a

preceding executory limitation may be uncertain and con-

tingent, when a subsequent limitation, though it be to take

effect in future, may not be uncertain or conditional, (other-

wise than in respect of the possibility of its expiration

before the former vests or fails), but may be so limited as

to take effect, either in default of the preceding limitation

taking effect at all, or by way of remainder after it, if that

should take effect. In either of those cases, we see, it

must vest at the time appointed for the preceding limita-

tion to vest ; for should the preceding limitation fail of

taking effect, the subsequent one will then vest in pos-

session; should the preceding take effect, the subsequent

one will at the same instant, vest in interest as a remainder

upon the preceding one, and then become liable to the

same modes of destruction as other remainders of the same

kind are subject to.—Thus, Avhere there was a devise to

two trustees and their heirs to receive the rents until B.

2 Vez. sen, should attain 21 ; and if B. should attain 21 or have issue,

243. Brown- ^^^^ ^^ jg ^nd the heirs of his body, but if B. should

1, Vide happen to die before 21 and without issue, remainder

supra, 240. over (t); B. attained his age of 21, and afterwards died

{x) To the without issue : Lord Hardwicke, considering the word and
testa or s

^^ used for or, and the condition as disjunctive instead of
daughter

.

'
.

•'

Sarah in tail copulative, decreed that the reraamder over should take

•with devises effect, upon the apparent intent of the testator, that it

over. —
And vide

(;,•) yj. Notwithstanding the rule that if one liaiitation be

„
^ip^^^fl

^' executory, every subsequent one must be so likewise; yet apre-

infra ^4."
' ceding executory limitation, may be uncertain and contingent,

when a subsequent limitation, though it be to take effect in

future, may not be uncertain or conditional, (otherwise than in

resjiect of the possibility of its expiration before the former vests

or fails), but may be so limited as to take effect either in default

of the preceding limitation taking effect at all, or by way of re-

mainder after it, if that should take effect.

should
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should take place, either in default of B.'s attaining 21, or (^) Here the

on his dying without issue ( y).
legalfee

vested in the
trustees, subject to be devested by the executory devise over to B. ifhe attained 2 1 , ^c.
Observe the cotiditional word " if " and vide supra, 24C. In Brotmsivord v. Ed-
wards, the limitation over toas infavour ofa daughter, who, without such a con-
struction as that put on the word " and'' in the principal case, woidd have been
left without any provision. In Doe d. Usher v. Jessep, 12 East, 288, a similar
case, " and'' was construed in its natural sense, on the groimd that words in a will

are to be construed according to their natural sense, unless some obvious incon-
venience or incongruity would result from so construing them. Now ifin Doe d.

Usher V. Jessep, " and " had been construed " or, " such a construction mi(rht have
worked an injury to the issue ofJohn Jessep the natural son, in case he had died
under age leaving issue ; and this objectiou to construing " and " as " or " seems to

apply to the case of Brownsword v. Edwa7'ds, cited by Mr. Fearne, p. 506 ; as
there B. m/ght have died under age, leaving issue. Yet the inconvenience or incon-
gruity, that the testator's daughter should take in exclusion of the issue of the
testator s son, is not so great as that a stranger should exclude the issue ofa son ;

and this might have happeyied in Doe d. Usher v. Jessep, if " and" had been
construed " or." Vide the other cases cited in margin, supra 473, and Right d.

Day V. Day, 16 East, 67. In Eastman v. Baker, 1 Taunt. 174, where there was
an executory devise over, in case A. should die under '21 or without issue, the
word " or " was construed " and.

"

And where feme covert, pursuant to a power, left her [507]

husband the profits of certain estates for life, and after his Southby v.

death her estates to her children, if she should leave any to
^^o^ehouse,

2 VGZ» S6II

survive her, but in case she should leave no such child or gio.

children, nor the issue of such child and children, and after

the decease of her husband, she gave the estates to J. K.

making him her sole heir in default of issue left by her
;

Lord Hardwicke held, that the children took estates tail,

and not in fee, and that the devise to J. K. was a vested

remainder, and not a limitation to take effect only on the

event of the testatrix's dying without leaving any child or

the issue of any living at her decease. He said the testa-

trix had only expressed the double contingency, which

there is in the case of every limitation in remainder after

an estate tail, viz, there being no issue at all, or all such

issue dying without issue.

We must be careful however to distinguish cases of this CoIIensou v.

nature, fi'om a case where a testator devised to B. his son Wright,

and heir, and if he died before twenty-one, and without '
• 4

•

issue of his body then living, the remainder over, &c. B.

survived the tv^renty-one years, and it was held that he had

a fee simple immediately, and that the estate tail was to

arise upon a contingency which never happened, as he

attained
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attained twenty-one : and likewise from a case, where the

testator devised land to his wife till his son came to his

1 Eq. Abr. age of twenty-one years, and then that his son should

188. pi. 8. have the lands to him and his heirs, and if he died without

issue before his said age, then to his daughter and her

heirs ; it was held to be an executory devise to the daugh-
And vide ter, if the contingency happened ; and that in the mean
ar -er r,

^j^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^ descended to the son, and if he attained
Suretees. ...
Stra. 1175. twenty-one, though he afterwards died without issue, or if

he should leave issue, though he died before twenty-one,

yet the daughter was not to have the lands ; because he

was to die without issue, and before twenty-one, to entitle

her.

For in these two last cases we observe the devise to the

son was in fee, so as not to admit a regular remainder after

it ; whereas in that of Brownsword v. Edwards, the first de-

vise was in tail ; upon which circumstance Lord Hardwicke

laid so much stress, as to say, that had the first devise

been to B. and his heirs, the construction he gave could

[508] not, he believed, be made ; for where there was such a

contingent limitation, he did not know that the court had

changed the word heirs into the heirs of the body, to make it

so throughout; and it may be remarked, that this distinc-

tion seems founded upon a principle nearly alhed to the

grounds of that distinction which I have stated above.

Supra, between the cases of Pells v. Brown, and Spalding v.

p. 418. 420. Spalding.

VII. (k) I have already observed, that where a devise is

made

(k) VII. When a devise is made after a preceding executory

or contingent limitation, or is limited to take effect on a condi-

tion annexed to any preceding estate, if that preceding limitation

or contingent estate never should arise or take effect, the remain-

der over will nevertheless take place, the first estate being con-

sidered only as a preceding limitation, and not as a preceding

condition, to give effect to a subsequent limitation.

This doctrine, as particularly applied to contingent remain-

ders, is f-.lly discussed by Mr. Fearne in a former part of this

work ; see Ch. 1, Sect. 10, p. 233. And see Bradford v. Foley,

Doug. C3. Doe d. Watson u. Shipphard, ib. 75. Taylor v. Taylor,

1 Atk.
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made after a preceding executory or contingent limitation,

or is limited to take effect on a condition annexed to any

preceding

1 Atk, 38C. Statham v. Bell, Cowp. 40, Doug. 66. Gordon v.

Adolphus, 6 Bro. Pari. Ca. 354. Jeffreys et Ux. v. Reynous et

Ux. 6 Bro. Ca. Pari. 260. Grascot v. Warren, 12 Mod. Rep. 128.

Comb. 437, 2 Eq. Ca. Abr. 361, pi. 5. Moorhouse v. Wain-

house, 1 Sir W. Black. Rep. 638. Rudsdell v. Rudsdell, 5 Burr.

2806. Horton v. Whittaker, 1 Durn. and East 346. Doo v. Bra-

bant, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 393, 4 Term. Rep. 706. Roundel v. Currer,

2 Bro. Ch. Ca. 67. Doe d. V'essey v. Wilkinson, 2 Durn. and East,

209. Mr. Powell, in his edition of Mr. Fearne's Executory Devises,

cites all these cases, and states the result of the decisions upon

them to be, that, in the construction of such devises, the courts

entirely proceed on the apparent intent of the testator, and put

such a construction upon the vehole of his vv'ill as best efiPectuates

his general intention, without paying a particular attention

to the letter, if a different construction will defeat the general

intent.

After these cases, it remained to be decided, what should be

the effect of a devise or trust limited to take effect on the failure

ofa previous limitation which was void for its remoteness. Mr.

Fearne's Posthumous Avorks, page 283, contain an elaborate opi-

nion given by him on a case of this nature, which arose on a con-

veyance to the use of A. for life, and after his decease to the use

of trustees and their heirs, in trust, to apply the rents in the man-

ner therein mentioned, until some son ofD. should attain the age

of twenty-five years, and to convey the estate to the use of the

first son attaining that age, and the heirs male of his body, and

for default of such issue, to the uses therein mentioned. Mr.

Fearne was of opinion, that the trust for the first son of 2). attain-

ing the age of 25 years, (he having then no son born), exceeded

the limits allowed for executory limitations or trusts ; and he in-

clined to think, that, as the estate intended for the first son did

not extend to the whole fee simple, the subsequent limitations

were not dependent on the contingency of the first son's attain-

ino- the ap-e of twenty five years, but took immediate effect in in-

terest o\it of the legal estate in the trustees, subject to the pre-

ceding charges, and to the contingent estate to the first son of

D. attaining the age of twenty-five years ; and that the devises to

tliem might be supported on this ground.—The point which is

the immediate subject of the text, has since received a judicial

determination, in the case of Proctor v. the Bishop of Bath and

Wells,
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Vide supra, preceding estate ; if that preceding limitation or contin-

p. 237. gent estate never should arise or take effect, the remain-

der over will nevertheless take place, the first estate being

considered only as a preceding limitation, and not as a

(x) This rule preceding condition to give eti'ect to the subsequent limi-

is cited in tation (x).

Brown V.

Higgs, 4 Ves. 718. in note. Et vide S. C 5 Ves. 495. 8 Ves. 561. and 18 Ves.

191. As to personal estate, vide Pearsall v. Simpson, 15 Ves. 29. and Meadouis
f. Parry, 1 Ves. and B. 124. Et vide Beard v. fVestcott, 5 Taunt. 412.

This I have instanced in the case of a devise to trustees

for eleven years, remainder to the sons of J5. successively

Wells, 2 Hen. Black. 358, which arose on a devise ofan advow-

son to the first or other son of Thomas Proctor that should be

bred a clergyman and be in holy orders, and to his heirs and

assigns, but if Thomas Proctor should have no such son, the tes-

tator devised the advowson to his grandson Thomas Moore, his

heirs and assigns. Thomas Proctor died without having ever

had any son. By the canons of the church, no person can be

admitted into deacon's orders before the age of twenty-three,

or be ordained priest before twenty-four; from which it was con-

sidered that no son of Thomas Proctor could have the benefit of

this devise unless he attained the age of twenty-three at the

least. The court was clearly of opinion that the first devise was

void for remoteness ; and that the devise over to Moore, as

it depended on the same contingency, was also void ; and the

court said, there was no instance, in which a limitation after a

prior devise which was void from the contingency's being too re-

mote, had been let in to take effect ; and tliat the contrary had

been expresslydecided in the House of Lords, in the case of the

Earl of Chatham v. Tothill, 6 Brown Ca. in Pari. 450, in which

the Judges founded tlieir opinion on Butterfield v. Butterfield,

1 Vez. sen. 134; and that consequently the heir at law of the

testator was entitled to the advowson. Sir William Grant,

M. R. appears to have been of the same opinion in the case of

Cambridge v. Rous, 8 Fra. Ves. 12—24. In that case, personal

property was bequeathed to A. for life, and after her decease, to

her children when they should attain the age of twenty-seven

years, and on the event of her having no such child, to the per-

sons therein mentioned : the trust for the children was held to be

too remote, and, on that account, both that limitation and the

limitation over were held to be void.

in
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in tail, provided they should take the testator's surname, Scatterwood,

and if not, or they should die without issue, remainder to i?-Edge,

the first son of C. ; and though the devise to the sons of ^"P'^^>P- 237*

J5. failed, yet the remainder to the son of C. took effect,

and the limitation to the sons of B. was not held to be a

condition precedent to its taking effect.

So where A. possessed of a term for years, devised it to

his wife for life, and after her death to the child she was ^ l^q* Abr.

then enseint with, and if such child should die before the Westcomb-
age of twenty-one, then one third part of the said term to Devise after

his said wife, and the other two-thirds to certain other per- ^ precedmg

sons ; one question was, whether this devise to the wife
Hfnitatim

was good, as the event happened ; because the wife was See Grascol

not enseint, and so the contingency upon which the devise '^- Warren,

was made to her, viz. the child's death under twenty-one ^^ ^J
^^^^

years of age, never happened. Lord Harcourt held that it 12 Mod. 128.

was good. Comb. 437. 2 Eg. Ca. Ahr. 361. j?/. 5.

However, where lands were devised to A. in fee, upon [5n]

condition he should pay the testator's debts, &c., if he did p^t'^' "• '

not, then to B., A. died in testator's lifetime, and it was Rep. 184.

held that B. took nothing.

But the authority of the last case has been repeatedly Hopkins v.

over-ruled, by several subsequent determinations. Thus Hopkins,

in the case of Hopkins v. Hopkins, where the first devisee
^^s. lamp.

died in the lifetime of the devisor ; the contingent re- vide supra,

mainders over, as they were not vested at the devisor's death p. 304.

and the preceding freehold failed, were held to enure by

way of executory d&vise.

And again, in a case in B. R. where the above men- r.
^11

'^'^^^^ ^'*

°.
. .

rulham, or
tioned limitation in the case of Jones v. Westcombe was Andrews d.

brought into question again ; Lee C. J. delivered the Jones v. Ful-

opinion of the court, " That the limitation over Avas good, ™' ^^

" that the devise to the infant being ineffectual, was out .01,

" of the case, and the law the same, whether the devise 1 Wils. 107.

" immediately preceding the limitation over was orio-inallv 3 B'n'i'- 1624.

.
^. • V'/d" Mr" void, or became so by non-existence or non-entity of /?^j^L.'c w^

" the person ; for, that since the law allows such limita- supra, 508,
" tion over, it allows the waitino- for it ; that it was one nndthe ^fh

" of those executory limitations which depend on some '^'::f^y'p'l^'"-

,
, . . . Lroodrig/it V.

"' contmgency, on the failure of a preceding limitation
; Cornish.

" none 1 Salk. •2'2'j.
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Roe V. \^ ic-

kett, or Roe
d. Fulliain r.

Weket, cited

1 Vez. sen,

4-21.

1 Wils. 107.

{ Burr. 1634.

(x) Vide

note{y) in

margin,

supra, 476.

Gulliver v.

Wickett,

1 Wils. 105.

[512]

Deiise after

a preceding

contingent

limitation.

Fonnereau v.

I'oniiereau,

J Atk. 315.

OF OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO
'• none of which take in all the ways of failing, but still

* it was the same thing."

This resolution was upon the leasehold part of the estates

which passed by the will. But afterwards the same point,

in regard to the freehold lands, came into question before

the C. B., which court was of opinion, that the event of no

child's being born, was a casus omissus, concerning which

no direction was given by the will ; that the rule was, that

an heir at law is not to be disinherited but by express

words or necessary implication ; so that upon that ground

the devise over could not take effect ; that Andrews v.

Fulham, being a determination on the leasehold, was dis-

tinguishable; that the plaintiff there had assented to the

devise over, and so was concluded ; and that there was a

difference of construction between the leasehold and free-

hold, because of the favour shown to an heir at law (x).

Upon this, another ejectment was brought in B. R.,

when Lee Ch. J. delivered the opinion of the court, that

the devise over was to be considered as a limitation sub-

sequent ; the first as a preceding limitation (not a condi-

tion), which, whatever way it was laid out of the case, the

other took effect.—That the true construction of the will

was, that there was a good devise to the wife for life, with

contingent remainder to the child in fee, with a devise over,

which they held a good executory devise, as it was to

commence within twenty-one years after a life in being

;

and if the contingency of a child never happened, then the

last remainder was to take effect upon the death of the wife
;

and the number of contingencies was not material, if they

were all to happen within a life in being, or a reasonable

time afterwards.

Again, in another case, where the tesfator gave a sum of

money to trustees, to pay the yearly interest and produce

thereof to his children after their ages oftwenty-one, equally

between them, and after their respective deceases, to divide

the share of each child among the issue of such child, as the

parent should appoint, and forwant ofappointment,amongst

such issue equally, at their respective ages of twenty-one

years ;and in case any such i ssue should die under that age, the

share of the issue so dying to go to the survivors ; and in case
'

all
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all the issue of any of the testator's children should die

under twenty-one, to be divided equally among all the tes-

tator's other children : P. one of the testator's children,

died, after attaining the age of tv/enty-one, without having

had any issue. And the question Vt-as, ^vhether his share

was absolutely vested in him, and if not, then as the testa-

tor had made no provision for the share of any child who
should have no issue, it was contended it should fall into

the residuum of his personal estate : for that the only case

in which any child's share was given over to the surviving

children, was upon the contingency of all the issue of such

child dying under twenty-one, which here had not hap-

pened, because P. never had issue.

Lord Hardwicke was clear tliat it never vested in P. him-

self, for nothing was given to the children themselves but

the share of the yearly produce or interest of the principal

sum. But he was of opinion that it went according to the

devise over ; and though a distinction was taken between

that and the case of Jones v. Westcomb, upon the ground [513]
of its being a disposition merely of personal things, and

therefor^ not to be considered as disposed of by way of

remainder, but as to take effect strictly according to the

contingency upon which they are limited; yet his lord-

ship said the case of Jones v. Westcomb, was an autho-

rity directly contrary, according to Lord Harcourt's

opinion, and that he was of Lord Harcourt's opinion upon

the reason of the thing ; that there could be no reason for

a devise over in case of the issue of a child dying, and

jiot in the case of a child itself dying without any issue

at all.

He thought there appeared an intent that it should go

over absolutely ; that the introductory words of the resi-

duary clause were, after payment of all debts and legacies,

&,c. he gave the residue ; that this was a particular legacy

divided from what he intended to be the residue ; and his

lordship was of opinion, the share of P. ought to go among
the surviving children.

So in the case of Avelyn v. Ward, where A. devised his Avelyn v.

real estate to his brother B. and his heirs, on condition Ward,

that B. should give a release v/ithin three months after the ^ Vezey, ten.

•testator's death j but if B. shpuld neglect to give such

release, he devised it to R. ; the first devisee died in the

M M lifetime

4'20.
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lifetime of the testator, and it was decreed that the devise

(x) See Simp- over should take place (x) ; and though a distinction was
contended for, between the case of a remainder over

after an executory particular estate only, and those cases

wherein an executory devise was introduced after a dis-

position of the whole fee, yet Lord Hardwicke exploded

that distinction, as he did not find (he said) any authority

to warrant it ; and he thought the case of Jones v. West-

comb ( ?/), above cited, a strong authority, that the con-

struction ought to be the same, whether it be the case of

a remainder limited conditionally after a particular estate,

which never takes effect, or whether it be a contingent

limitation after a fee : for, in that case, it was so in respect

to tlie freehold, notwithstanding the devise for life which

was precedent to the limitation in fee to the child ; for as

that fee. to the child stood before the limitation over, the

preceding estate for life did not alter the case as to that

point (r).
iion to tn c

cases cited in the second paragraph of the note, supra 508, see Calthorpe v.

Goucrh, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 395. i}i note ; Davis d. Feirce v. Norton, 2 P. Wms. 390;
White V. Barber, 5 Burr. 2703 ; ajid Doe d. Watson v. Shipphard, DougL 75.

smi r. rickers,

14 Vcs. 341.

And vide

Hayward r.

Stjllingfleet,

infra, 542.

{1/) Quccre,—
Gulliver v.

Wickett.

N. B. Jonex

V. Westcomb,
Andrevos v.

Fulham, Roe,

V. Wichett,

and GuUiver
T. Wickelt,

all appear to

relate to the

same mil.

(r) In addi

[514]
4 Mod. 259.

in case of
Goodright v.

Cornish,

cited infra,

533-4-
Vide Mogg
v. Mogg,
1 Meriv.

66^-660.

Vin. (/) It has been said indeed, that in cases of exe-

cutory

(/) VIII. "Wliatever number of limitations there may be, after

the first executory devise of the whole interest, any one of them,

which is so limited, that it must take effect, (if at all), within

twenty one years after the period of a life then in being, may be

good in event, if no one of the preceding executory limitations,

which would carry the whole interest, happens to vest. But,

when once any preceding executory limitation, which carries the

whole interest, happens to take place, that instant all the subsequent

limitations become void, and the whole interest is then become

vested. But, if the preceding executory limitation does not carry

the whole interest, a subsequent one does not necessarily fail if the

preceding limitation takes effect ; therefore, during the suspense

of that limitation, it may be considered as capable either of be-

coming a vested interest as a remainder expectant on the pre-

ceding estate, if it should take effect, or of becoming an estate in

posscstlou at the time limited for the preceding estate to vest, in

case that preceding limitation fails to take effect.

Thus, if real estate is limited to A. and his heirs, and if he shall

leave no child of his body living at his decease, to the first son of

li.. who shall attain the age of twenty-one years, and his heirs,

but
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cutory devises there can be no limitations over; by which, (x)SeeGon}er
it is presumed, was meant, that where the whole interest (x) u. Grosvenor,

Barnardist.
Ch. La. 62-3 ; Beachcrqft v. Broome, 4 T. R. 441 ; Perry t. Phillips, 1 Ves.
jun. 251, and Right d. Bay v. Day, 16 East, 6-]; and vide supra, 437, and
1 Meriv. 667, 669, 700, 70 1

.

but if B. shall have no such son, to all the daughters of B. who
shall attain the age of twenty-one years or marry, and their re-

spective heirs and assigns, to be divided between or among such
daughters, if more than one, in equal shares, and if there shall

be but one such daughter, to the use of that one daughter and
her heirs, and if there shall be no such daughter, to the use of
C, and his heirs : in that case, during the life of A., the limita-

tions to the son and daughters of B. and the limitation to C. are

executory
; but, being so framed that they must take effect (if

at all) within twenty-one years after the decease of A. or B, as

the case happens, they may be good in event. Then, {^ A. dies

leaving a child living, at his decease, the fee simple limited to A.,
which, till then, was defeasible, being subject to the contingency
of his leaving no child, becomes absolute, and the limitations to

the son and daughters of B. and the limitation to C. become
void. If A, leaves no such child, and a son of B, attains twenty-
one, the fee vests in him, and the limitations to the daughters of
B. and the limitation to C. become void. If, in the event of A.'s

leaving no child, a daughter of B. attains twenty-one, or marries

while B. has no son who has attained twenty-one, that daughter

acquires a fixed right to the fee simple if 5, has no son who at-

tains the age of twenty-one years, and the limitation to C. then

becomes void. This fixed right of the daughter of B. continues

such, while B.'s, having a son who attains twenty-one is in sus-

pense : if B. has a son who attains the age of twenty-one years,

an estate in fee simple vests in the son, onliis attaining that age ;

if he has no such son, an estate in fee simple vests in the daugh-

ter. If, either while the daughter's right is executory, or after it

becomes an absolute estate in fee simple, B. has another daugh-

ter who attains twenty-one or marries, the right or estate of the

first daughter opens, and lets in that other daughter to a parti-

cipation of it.

The same holds in respect to personal estate. If personal

property is settled in trust for A. his executors, administrators,

and assigns, and if he shall leave no child living at his decease, in

trust for the son of B. who first or alone shall attain the age of

twenty-one years, and if he shall have no such son, in trust for

the daughters of B. who shall attain that age or marry, to be di-

vided between such daughters, if more than one, in equal shares,

and if there shall be but one such daughter, in trust for that one

M M 2 daughter,
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is once given or included in any executory devise, it cannot

r^ii";'! be again limited over on another contingency; for where

the

daughter, and if there shall be no such daughter, in trust for C. ;

in that case, during the life of A., the trusts for the son and

daughters of ii. and for C. are executory, but being so framed

that they must take ettcct (if at all,) within twenty-one years

after the decease of A. or B. as the case happens, they may be

coou in event. Then, if A. dies leaving a child living at his

decease, the interest of A. in the property, which till then was

defeasible, being subject to the contingency of his leaving no

chikl, becomes absolute, and the trusts for the sons and

daughters of B. and for C. become void. If A. leaves no such

child, and a son of B, attains twenty-one, the property vests ab-

solutely in him, and the trusts for the daughters of B. and for C\

become void. If, in the case of ^.'s leaving no child, a daughter

of B. attains twenty-one, or marries while B. has no son who has

attained twenty-one, that daughter acquires a fixed right to the

absolute interest of the property, if no son of B. attains the age

of twenty-one years, and the trust for C. becomes void. This

fixed right of the daughter of 23. continues such, while B.'s hav-

ing a son who attains twenty-one years, is in suspense; and if B.

has a son who attains the age of twenty-one years, the absolute

interest of the property vests in him on his attaining that age ; if

jB. has no such son, the absolute interest of the property vests in

the daughter. If, either while the daughter's interest is execu-

tory, or after she obtains an absolute interest in the property, jB.

has another daughter \\ho attains twenty-one or marries, the

right or interest of the first daughter opens and lets that other

daughter into a participation of it.

In each of these cases, the limitation to A., the limitation to

the son of />., the limitation to the daughter of £., and the limi-

tation to C, carries tlie whole interest : it follows, tliat the

limitation to the son of B. is not a limitation to take effect after

the expiration of the prior limitation, but a limitation operating

to determine that prior limitation, if A. leaves no child. The
limitation to the daughters of 7)'. operates in the same manner

in rc.s])ect to the limitation to A.; but, in respect to the limita-

tion to the son of B., it operates neither to take effect after, nor

to determine that limitation, but as an alternative substituted in

its room, if it should fail in consequence of B.'s having no son

who attains that age. In like manner, the limitation to C. ope-

rates in respect to A.'s estate or interest as a determination of

that estate or interest; but in respect to the limitation to the son

of B. and the limitation to the daughters of i»., it operates neither

to take effect alter, nor to determine those limitations, but as an

alternative substituted in their room, if both ofthe.m fail, in con-

sequence
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the whole interest was not limited in the first executory

devise, it should seem, there could be no question as to [o^7l

tlie validity of a further limitation, becausG there still

sequence of jB.'s having no son who attains twenty-one, or daugh-

ter who attains that age or marries.

Such is the case when the executovy devise carries the whole

interest ; but supposing it had conferred a particular estate or

interest only, as if lands had been limited to the use of A. and
his heirs, and if he should have no child living at his decease, to

the first son of /?. v/ho attains twenty-one years, in tail, remain-

der to C. in fee ; in this case, during the life of A., both the sub-

sequent limitations are executor_y, and the limitation to B.'s son

conferring an estate tail, and not an estate in fee simple, the limi-

tation to C. operates as conferring on him a fixed right to an

estate in fee simple in possession, if A. leaves no child, and B.

has no son v.ho attains twenty-one years, and to an estate in fee

simple in remainder expectant on the estate tail of the son of B.,

if A. should leave no child, and B, should have a son who attains

that age.

But it should be observed, that the expression, " whole in-

terest," used in the text and in the annotation in this place, must
be understood to denote, when applied to real estate, an estate of

inheritance in fee simple ; and, when applied to personal estate,

the ownership of the whole interest in it ;—and the " vesting,"

which, when it takes place, is said to defeat the ulterior execu-

tory limitations, must be understood of an absolute vesting, or

of an estate or interest so vested as to be subject to no ulterior

executory limitation, by which it is liable to be defeated. It is

evident, that, after a " whole interest," thus understood, has been

limited, and has thus absolutely vested, no further limitation can

have effect. But, if the executory limitation confers the fee sim-

ple of a real estate, or the OMuership of personal estate, it may
be made defeasible by a second executory limitation engrafted

on it. Thus, where real estate is limited to A. and his heirs,

or a term for years is limited to A. his executors, administrators

and assigns, with a proviso, that if A. die under twenty-one, the

real estate shall devolve to B. and his heirs, and the personalty

to B. his executors, administrators and assigns ; the limitation

to B. may be followed by a similar exccutorj^ limitation in favour

of C. and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, if B.

should die under twenty-one.—This is obviously the meaning of

Mr. Fearne's doctrine, in this place.

The case of Stephens v. Stephens, cited by Mr. Fearne, p. 519,

proves his position, and shews the sense in which the words,
' whole interest," and " vested," used by him in this place, mutt

be understood,

M M 3 remained
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remained some interest undisposed of, and consequently

something more to limit.

It is true, it formerly was held, that wherever the first

executory limitation.was in such words as would convey

the whole interest, there any subsequent limitation was

void, notwithstanding the preceding limitation never took

effect ; as where a terra Avas limited to a man for life, and

afterwards to his first and other sons in tailsuccessively, and

for default of such issue, remainder over ; this remainder

was held void, though no son was ever born ; because the

PoUexf. 33. first limitation to the sons in tail was an executory devise

}5ackhouse s ^f ^}^g whole interest : so that wherever an executory
case, or

Revise would, if it had vested, have carried the whole
Backhouse r. "•

,. .
'

,
, , ,

Bellin"-hani. interest, no hmitation over could be good, even though

Vide same the preceding never vested.

point.
jg^|. ^i^g doctrine in those cases has been long since de-

Burgis's case Jt^i^d ; and it seems now to be settled, that whatever number

or Burgis t\ of limitations there may be, after the first executory de-

Burgie. ^,jgg gf ^j^g -whole interest, any one of them which is so

limited, that it must take effect (if at all) within twenty-one

years after the period of a hfe then in being, may be good

in event, if no one of the preceding executory limitations,

which would carry the whole interest, happens to vest.

But when once any preceding executory limitation, which

carries the whole interest, happens to take place, that

instant all the subsequent limitations become void, and

the whole interest is then become vested.

Massenburgh Thus where a term of years was settled, upon marriage,

r. Ash, in trust for the husband and wife, for their lives and the life

1 Vern. 304. ^^ ^^^ longer liver of them, then in trust for the mainten-

[518] ance of the eldest son until his age of twenty-one years,

and then to be assigned to him for the remainder of the

term, and in case he should die under that age, then in

trust in the like manner for the second and other sons of

that marriage, in like manner one after another till one of

them should attain the age of twenty-one years, and in

case there should be no such issue, or all should die under

twenty-one years of age, then to J. M.; husband and wife

died, leaving a son who died an infant : upon a case stated

for the opinion of the Judges of C. B., they were unani-

mously of opinion, that the contingent limitation over to

J. M. was good, because it was so circumscribed, that it

must
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must take effect (if at all) within the space of twenty-one

years, (after a life then in being).

So where a term of years was settled in trust for the Higgins v.

husband for life, then to wife for life, then to the first son Dowler, or

of the marriage and the heirs male of his body, and in the ^f^ J' y^
same manner to all the other sons successively, and for 1 Salk. 156.

want of sons then to daughters ; husband and wife died S. C.

without having had any son, but leaving a daughter ; and

the question was, whether she could take under this

limitation, it being after a limitation in tail to the sons ?

Lord Cliancellor Cowper held, that if the limitation to the

sons had taken effect, that to the daughters must have been

void; but as there was no son, the latter limitation was

good, for the construction must be, if a son then to him,

if no son then to a daughter.

But Salkeld says, upon reading the settlement, it ap-

peared to be, and in default of issue male of the body of

the husband, then to the daughters, and so the husband

took an estate tail, and therefore the subsequent limitation

to the daughter was void. However, Sir Joseph Jekyll

afterwards, in the case of Stanley v. Leigh, said this was

a mistake. And indeed it is observable, that although

an indefinite failure of issue male of the body of the

husband would have been too remote, yet as he took an Vide supra,

express estate for life before, and this was not the case of P- 495> 4.99»

an inheritance, it by no means follows that he took any
y^^'^j^^J^ ^^

estate by words of implication ; and the words in default Farrer,

of issue male, might well refer to such default of issue male 2 Vez. sen.

as was before expressed. ^ ^'

Aoain, where a testatrix devised a term of years in trust [519]

(after payment of debts, &c.) for R for life, and after his
gj^j^jg ^,

decease iPor his first son and the heirs male of his body, Leigh,

and in default thereof to the second and other sons of F. 2 P. W. 686.

severally and respectively, in order and course, as they

should be in seniority of age and priority of birth, and the

several heirs male of the respective bodies of such son

and sons, and in default of such issue, to the us© of the

daughter and daughters of F., and if more than one, to

be divided among them share and share ahke, at their ages

of twenty-one or marriage, and in default of daughters,

or in case of their death before twenty-one or marriage,

to P. for the then residue of the term ; F. died without

M M 4 having-
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Vide Ste-

phens r. Ste-

phens, infra,

in this pajje,

decided by
L". Talbot

himself.

Studholme
V. Hodgson,

y P. \V. 300.

Stephens v.

Stephens,

Cas. Tenjp.

Talb. 228,

and supra,

433-

[520]
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having had any issue. Sir Joseph Jekyll, after a very

learned and elaborate argument, and a thorough examina-

tion of the several authorities on the point, and investigation

of their principles, held that the limita.tion to P. was good

in event, as the limitation to the sons, Sec. had not vested.

Indeed in the case of Clare v. Glare, above cited, Lord

Talbot seems to have held a different opinion; but, however,

the uniform tenor of subsequent decisions has thoroughly

established the doctrine which prevailed in these cases of

Higgins V. Dowler, and Stanley v. Leigh.

And so where a testator devised Exchequer annuities,

plate, and the residue of his real and personal estate to M.

at twenty-one years of age, and in case ill. should die

before twenty-one, tlien to ikf.'s mother and such other

child or children as he should thereafter have, and for

want thereof, to her executors and administrators, and

afterwards by a codicil declared, that in case M. should

die before twenty-one, and his mother should die without

any other children or child by C. her husband, then all

the premises should go to W. his heirs and assigns ; upon

a question whether thi.'i devise over was good, the court

held clearly that it was.

And in another noted case, where a devise was in these

words :
" I give and devise unto my grandson W., after

" the decease of my wife, all the lands, &c. to him, his

" heirs and assigns for ever ; but in case my said grandson

" TV. shall happen to die before he attains the age of

" twenty-one years, then I give and bequeath to my grand-

" son T. all the said lands, &.c. to him, his heirs and assigns

" for ever ; but in case my said grandson T. shall happen

" to die before he attains twenty-one years, then I give all

" the said lands to such other son of my daughter M. S,

" by T. S. as shall happen to attain his age of twenty-one

" years, his heirs and assigns for ever ; the elder of such

" sons to take place before the younger, one after another,

" in order and course as they and every of them shall be

" in seniority of age and priority of birth, and of the

" several and respective heirs male of the several and re-

" spective body and bodies of all and every such son and

" sons, and the heirs male of his and their body and bodies

" issuing; and for default of such issue, then I give and

" bequeath the said lands. Sec, to all and every the daugh-
« "ter
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" ter and daughters of the said T. S. on the body of my
" said daughter to be begotten, and to the heirs of the

" body and bodies of all and every the said daughter and

" daughters, as tenants in common, and not as joint

" tenants ; and for want of such issue, then I give, devise

" and bequeath the said lands to Sir R. S. his heirs and
" assigns for ever." And the testator gave all the residue

of his real and personal estate to the said T. S.

W. and T. both died under age and without issue ; T. S. N. B. W. and

havino- a son A. and tlau2;hter B. by his said wife M. S. -'• both sur-

. . . vived the tes-
(and having had other daughters who died infants) the

^^^^^ j^^^

said T. S. claimed the lands as residuary devisee under T. died in

the said will. His wife M. S. claimed the same lands as i7H; «"«?

heir at law of the testator, while A. and B. and Sir R. S. ,-' pu^^iQ
claimed under the limitations in the will. Whereupon a Cas. Temp.

case was stated for the opinion of the Judges of K. B. Talh. 230.

what estate, right or interest, either present or in con-

tingency, any of the said parties had in the lands in

question ?

The Judges, after observing that the principal point was,

whether the devise over, upon T.'s dying under twenty-one

years, to such other sons of M. S. as should attain twenty-

one years of age, was good by way of executory devise;

said, that they found no other case but that of Taylor v. Supra,

Biddal, where an executory devise of a freehold, suspended P* ^

till a son vmborn should attain the age of twenty-one years,

had been held good. Yet, upon the authority of that, and

its conformity to several late determinations in cases of [5^0

terms for years, and considering that the power of ahena-

tion would not be thereby restrained longer than the law

would restrain it, viz. during the infancy of the first taker,

which could not reasonably be said to extend to a per-

petuity, they were of opinion the said devise was good by

way of executory devise.

That then, all the subsequent limitations would be good;

for the estate would vest in A. at his age of twenty-one, in

tail male, pursuant to the clause directing the order of suc-

cession between the sons to be born. If A. died under

that age, it w'ould vest in any other son of M. S. by T. S.

who should attain twenty-one, in the same manner as it

would have vested in A.; and if A. died under that age,

and there should be no such other son who should attain

that
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that aoe, the estate would go to B., and all the daughters

of the said 31. «S. and T. S., as tenants in common in tail,

with remainder in fee to Sir R. S. ; and if A. should die

' under that age, and B. should then be dead without issue,

and there should be no other son of T. S. and M. S. who

should attain the said age, nor any other daughter of

them, then the estate would go to Sir R. S. by virtue of

the remainder to him in fee.
(j)Bainar is

. ^^^^ where (x) there was a devise ofan estate to A. for life.
Rep. in L nan. ^ ' '

54. Gower f. remainder to trustees to preserve contnigent remamders,

Grosvcnor ; remainder to his first and other sons in tail male, re-

t' <f
' ? - mainder over to T., and the testator willed that his plate,

Trafford jewels, library of books, furniture in his mansion-house

3 Atk. 347 ; and in his dwelling-house, should go as heir looms, as far

and Duke of ^g ^^ley could by law, to the heirs male of his family suc-

E<^erton
cessively, as his real estate was thereby settled.

2 Vez. sen. 121-2, infra, 545, cited as to another point. For other cases respecting

personal estate settled as heir looms, sec Pelham v. Gregory, 5 Bro. Pari. Ca. 435.

and 1 Edens Ch. Ca. 518. Spencer v. Duke of Marlborough, 5 Bro. Pari. Ca. 592,

andsee 1 Edens Ch. Ca.4.04. S. C Foleyv. Burnell,cited supra, ^w.andVaughan
r. Burslcm, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 101. And see the Duke of Neivcastle v. Countess of
Lincoln, and vice versa, 3 Ves. 387, and 12 F(?«. 218, aiid the cases cited there.

A. died without issue; the question was, whether the

limitation of the said plate, &c. over to B. was good in

event, as A. had never had any issue? For it was agreed,

that the clause respecting the plate, &c., by referring to the

settlement of the real estate, amounted to the same thing

as expressly limiting the said personal chattels to A. for

life, remainder to his first and other sons successively in

tail male, remainder to 7'., and thereupon it was insisted

that the limitation of T. was void, after an express limita-

tion in tail to the sons of -4. Lord Hardwicke, without

[522] delivering a decisive opinion upon the point, declared, that

And vide
jj^ ^j^g reason of the thing, there seemed to him to be a great

R D
' Chan difference between such sort of limitations vested, and the

59, and like limitations when contingent; as if a personal estate

2 Vez. sen. be bequeathed to A. for life, the remainder to B. and the
*^^*

heirs male of his body (supposing B. a person in esse) re

mainder to C, the whole remainder in that case is vested

in B., and C. can never, under that limitation, come in

for any 'part of it ; but if the first remainder were contin-

gent in its creation, then the remainder over to C. would

be good or bad, according to the event of the contingency

;

that
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that is, if a limitation which would have been a contingent

remainder in case of a real estate, should become vested

during the life of any of the tenants for life, or if a post-

humous child should be born who would have had the

benefit of the remainder, if it had been within the statute ^ , ,,.

,

of W. III. (.r), then the remainder over would be bad in ^^ oo8-q

event; but if no such contingency should happen, then it and note in

would be good. margin there.

So in the case of Green v. Ekins, where there was a be- Green v.

quest of personal estate to the first son of the testator's p"^^

daughter who should attain twenty-one, and in case she ^.qQ j^Qj-g r^\

should have no son who should attain that age, then to 4th ed. and

J. S., the hmitation over to J. S. was held good upon that seePlei/dell

{
^ ^

v.Pleydell,
event.

J p ^,„^^

748 ; and the addenda in the 3 vol. ofP. Wms. by Mr. Cox ; Sheppard v. Lessing-

ham, Amb. 122 ; a7id Spencer v. Duke ofMarlborough, 5 Bro. Pari. Ca. 592.

And in the case of Sheffield v. Lord Orrery, above cited, 3 Atk. 287.

Lord Hardwicke said, it was clear and certain, that no And vide the

limitation of a personal thing can be admitted after a , p,
"

dying without issue generally ; but if this is confined to a j^ins, and

life or lives in being, or within ten months, or the birth of Maddox v. -

a child, or in case of the death of such child before the ^*^\"^' ^"^

„ r-T • 1 • babbartonr.
age 01 twenty-one, or 11 limited on a contingency to a per- gabbarton

son who never takes, the limitation is good. before cited,

IX. (w) In the foregoing cases, we are to observe, that

wherever

(m) IX. When there is a preceding vested limitation, and

a future estate or interest is limited to take effect at too remote a

period,—or where there is no preceding limitation, and a future

estate or interest is immediately limited to take effect at too re-

mote a period, the future limitation is void in its creation, and

no subsequent accident can make it good.

It should be observed that, when Mr. Fearne mentions execu-

tory limitations being limited to take effect at too remote a

period, he must be understood to have in view such executory

limitations as are limited on estates in fee simple, or terms for

years ; for, speaking generally, no period is too remote for the

limitation of an executory estate or interest engrafted on an

estate tail previously limited. Thus if land were limited to A.

in fee simple, or for ninety-nine years, and if A. should have no

child who attains the age of twenty-seven years, to B. ; in each

case, the limitation to JB. would be void for its remoteness ; but

if land were limited to A^ in tail, and if A. should have no child

who

P- 434-
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wherever a preceding executory limitation carried the

r-.,^-j whole interest, a subsequent limitation was not considered

as a limitation upon the preceding, and to take effect after

it, but only as an alternative substituted in its room, and

to take eiiect only in case the preceding should fail and

never take effect at all ; and where a preceding executory

limitation did not carry the M'hole interest, a subsequent

one was considered, either as becoming vested in interest

as a remainder expectant on the preceding estate, as soon

as that took effect, or else as taking eflect in possession at

the time limited for the preceding estate to vest, in case that

preceding one failed of taking efiect ; so that in either case

it follows, that if the preceding limitation was not too remote

in its creation, the subsequent one could not be so, being to

take effect at the time limited for the first, or else not at all.

[524] And therefore we must be careful to distinguish between

instances of this kind, and those cases wherein, either the

preceding limitation is not executory but vested, or there

is no preceding limitation at all ; for in either of such

cases, the future limitation cannot be merely an alter-

native, but is absolutely limited to take efi'ect either after

the expiration of the preceding limitation, or else, (if

there be no preceding limitation), upon the happening of

some future event. And, therefore, if the expiration of

that preceding limitation, or if that future event, be of too

remote a nature, the future limitation is void in its crea-

tion, and no subsequent accident can make it good ; be-

cause it is not (as in the former cases) limited to take effect

or to fail upon the event of a contingency, which must be

determined one way or other within the period allowed by

law for the vesting of an executory devise, but is

limited absolutely to take effect on an event which may
not happen within such a period.

who attains the age of twenty -seven years, to /]., the limitation

to B. will be good. The reason is, that a common recovery by

a tenant in fee simple will not discharge his estate from an exe-

cutory limitation engrafted upon it : but an executory limitation,

engrafted on an estate tail, is discharged by the recovery of the

tenant in tail ; so that, where an executory limitation is en-

grafted on an estate tail, it is always liable to be defeated by the

recovery of the tenant in tail, and therefore tlie remoteness of

the event on whicli it depends, does not suspend the absolute

ownership of the property so as to effect a perpetuity.

Thus,
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Thus, although in the case of a devise of lands in fee to VideCas.

the first son of yl. who shall attain twenty-one years of Temp. Talb.

a2:e, and in default of such issue, remainder to B. in fee
;
^^^* ^ u^^'... ,,/.-, 1 ri- T ton r. Sab-

such a hmitation would fail or take effect according as barton su-

the first limitation should vest or not
;
yet, if a devise be pra, p. 434.

to the heirs male of the body of C, and in default of

such issue, remainder to 1). in tail (n) ; here, if we suppose

the first limitation void, the subsequent one is an absolute

future limitation to take effect after a dying without issue ;

and therefore, though no heirs male of the body of C.

should ever exist, such event will not make good the limi-

tation to Z). *, which was too remote in its creation, and * Vide 2

could not be considered (as in the former case) merely as ^"rrow, 878.

an alternative to a preceding limitation, and v/hich must

vest at the time limited for that preceding one to vest, or [525]

else not at all.

X. (0) I have before shewn that whenever a contingent

(?i) The text, in this place, appears to be imperfect. The de- See lord

vises, mentioned by JMr. Fcarne, are evidently devises of real Mansfield s

estate ; and a devise of real estate, to the heirs male of the body ^oierta^^oTJ*

zn Jjoe d.
of C. is good, either with or without a previous de\nse to C, him- Ponnereau v
self. Probably Mr. Fearne meant to propound a case, where, Fonnereau,

without any devise to C, or the heirs male of his body, there Doiigl. 486,

was a devise, " after a failure of heirs male of the body of C," 3" ^«' «""

to D. in tail. Such a devise over has been shewn to be void in .'1^°
tiotc tflO'C

a former part of this work.—To such caso, Mr. Fearne's ob- ^ -Qr

servations in this place, evidently appl}'.

(o) X, Though, speaking generally, wherever a contingent

limitation Is preceded by a freehold capable of supporting it, it

is construed a contingent remainder, and not an executory de-

vise, it is possible that the freehold so limited, may by a subse-

quent accident become incapable of ever taking effect at all, (as

by the death of the first devisee in the testator's lifetime) ; in

which case, the subsequent limitation, if the contingency has not

then happened, will be in the same condition at the testator's

death, (that is, at the time when the will is to take effect), as if

it had been limited without any preceding freehold : now, in this

case, it has been held, that where such subsequent limitation

could not vest at the testator's death, it should enure as an exe-

cutory devise, rather than fail for want of that preceding free-

hold which had never taken eifect. But when a preceding

freehold has once vested, it seems no subsequent accident will

make a coutingeut remainder operate as an executory devise.

limitation
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limitation is preceded by a freehold capable of supporting

it it is construed a contingent remainder, and not an exe-

cutory devise ; but it is possible that the freehold so

hmited, may, by a subsequent accident, become incapable

of ever taking effect at all, (as by the death of the first

devisee in the testator's lifetime) ; in which case, the sub-

sequent hmitation, if the contingency has not then hap-

pened, will be in the same condition at the testator's

death (that is, at the time when the will is to take effect)

as if it had been limited without any preceding freehold

:

now, in this case, it has been held, that where such sub-

sequent limitation could not vest at the testator's death, it

should enure as an executory devise, rather than fail for

want ofthat preceding freehold which had never taken effect.

Hopkins r. Thus, in a case above cited, where yl. devised lands

Hopkins, su- ^q trustees in trust for B. for life, and after his decease for

pra, p. 304-
^i^g f^j,g|. ajjjj other sons of B. successively in tail male,

remainder to the future sons of C. for life successively,

with divers mean remainders, remainder over to D. ;
B.

died without issue in the lifetime of the testator, and

afterwards the testator died before any of the contingent

remainders were vested ; the question was, whether the

mean contingent remainders were not become void,

there being no preceding estate to support them? For if

[526] so, then would the whole have been vested in possession

in D. ; and it was held they should enure by way of exe-

cutory devise.—And, in this case, a son being afterwards

bom to C, it was held that the executory devise having

thereby once vested, the subsequent Hmitations there-

upon became contingent remainders; and though such

son afterwards died before the subsequent limitations

1 Vez. sen. vested, yet were they not destroyed ; because it was held,

268. that the inheritance vested in the trustees, was as siiffi-

Hopkins v.
^,jg^^ ^^ support them, as if there had been estates limited

Hopkins, ^1 • ,

1 Atk. 581. fo^ ^'^^^ particular purpose.

The like observation may be made in regard to the case

Supra, of Stephens v. Stephens, before cited ; that until the estate

P- 519^ became vested in some son of T. S. and M. S. who

attained twenty-one, the limitations over to the daughter

and to Sir li. S. must have been executory devises ; but

Vide supra, as soon as ever the estate should become vested in a son,

p. 504, 505. then those subsequent limitations must of course take

effect
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effect as vested remainders upon the preceding estate tail

in such son.

And so in the case of Brownsword v. Edwards,. Lord Vide supra,

Hardwicke held, that the hmitatiou over would enure by P;5o6.

way of executory devise if B. died without issue under gg^. 243-g^'

iwenty-one ; and that if he died without issue after twenty-

one, when the estate had vested in him, then the limitation

over would go by way of remainder.

But when a preceding freehold has once vested, it seems Vide Carth.

no subsequent accident will make a contingent remainder 309-10.

enure as an executory devise. This is a direct consequence j^^'^'^'^
^'

of the rule above treated of, that wherever a devise may vide sSaund.
be construed a contingent remainder, it shall never be .380.

considered as an executory devise. ^ yez. sen.
^

.

616.
XI. (p) I have had occasion to notice, in the case of Supra,

Jermyn v. Arscot cited in a former page, that a condition p. 255.

or proviso to determine an estate tail as to a particular [527]

person only, was held to be void ; upon the principle, that

estates in land cannot be determined in part only, and con- and v. Plowd.

tinue as to the residue, or vest and then cease, and again ^56. b.

revest. The opinion held in that case appears to have Gulliver v.

been cited and assented to, as an authority in point, by the Shuckburgh

Judges of the court of King's Bench, in the above cited Ashby, su-

rase of Gulliver v. Shuckburgh Ashby. ^^j Ijjjg^^*
And upon the same principle, it was said by Walmesley 4 Burrow,

J. in Corbet's case above cited, if a man make a feoffment 1941j & seq.

in fee, upon condition that if the feoffee die, his heir being ^"P^"^' ^53-

under age, his estate should cease during the minority of i Rep. 87.

the heir, that such a condition is utterly void. And so

in the case of a feoffment to the use of A. and his heirs

every Monday, and of B. and his heirs every Tuesday, &c.

that these limitations were void, for that the law knows no
such fractions of estates. And that in case of a partition

between coparceners, that one should have the land from

(p) XI. Though a condition or proviso to determine an estate

tail as to a particular person only, is void, it has been held that a

rent may be granted on a condition to cease during the nonage

of any heir of the grantee : and that, if a rent is limited in use to

a man and his heirs, a power may be given to the grantee and
his heirs, if the rent be in arrear, to enter and hold till the pay-

ment of the arrears, and will follow the descent and alienation of

the rent.

• Easter
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• But. V. 1.

Inst, 4. a.

where Lord
Coke says

they have se-

veral inhe-

ritances.

Brook Judg-
ment, pi. 41.

[528]

i Rep. 87.

Ibid.

And vide

Plowd. 15C.

b.

Havergill v.

Hare, Cro.

Jac. 510.

2 Roll Abr.

48.

Grants (N)

pL p,.

OF OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO

Easter to 1st of August, and the other from 1st of August

to Easter in severalty, it was good only in respect to the

possession and taking the profits, but no * severance of

the estate of inheritance ; any more than a partition to

present by turns, which was only a partition as to the

possession, and they should notwithstanding join in a writ

of right (</).

However, it appears that a distinction has been taken in

this respect, between lands and a rent newly created;

for we find a case where rent was granted with condition,

that when any heir of the grantee was within age, the rent

should cease during his nonage, and the feme of the grantee

recovered dower during the nonage, with cesset executio

till the full asce of the heir. In this case Lord Coke ob-

serves, that the writ of dower was brought against the

ter-tenant, which, he conceived, proved that, for the time,

the rent newly created should cease J3er modum concessiotiis;

and inde' d the suspending the execution till the heir should

come of age, seems to prove this.

This, case of the rent, Walmesley observed, was not

against his opinion in respect to the land ; for he said, it

was good as parcel of the quality of the new thing ; and

he put a case of a common newly created, and agreed that

such quahty might belong to rents and commons newly

created, as being modus donationis. But that it was other-

wise in regard to estates in land ; for if they should so

cease, vest and revest, it would be dangerous to the pracipe

of a stranger ; which inconvenience does not extend to

the case of a rent or common newly created. And Glan-

ville agreed with him, that a rent newly created might be

made to cease in that manner, but land not.

Indeed, in a case where a rent-charge in fee was granted,

and a fine was levied of the lands, to the use, intent, and

purpose, that if the rent should be behind, and no suffi-

cient distress be found upon the premises, or any rescous^

&c. should be made, that then the grantee, his heirs or

assigns, might enter, till the rent and all arrears thereof

(q) But now by statute 7 Anne, c. 18, where coparceners,

tenants in common or joint tenants, make partitions to present

by turns ; each shall be seised of his or her separate part of the

advo'.rson, pnd to present in his or her turn.

Note by Mr. Fearne,

should
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should be paid and satisfied ; this was held to be no con-

dition, but a limitation of the use ; and this contingent

and future use to arise upon non-payment of the rent, was
held not only to be good and effectual, but also to be

transferrible and capable of being assigned with the rent
^

that it being a matter of inheritance, and for 'securing the

payment of the rent, and waiting upon the rent, it might
well be transferred with the rent ; but that if it had been a

mere possibility, or contingent estate not coupled with any
other estate, it had not passed or been transferrible.

XII. (f/) So it seems that a rent de novo may be granted [529]
, Brook Grant_^ ___^__ ^^- P^°^^-

'""
'

156, b. 2.

(q) XII. A rent de novo may be granted to commence i?i Ventr. 204.

Juturo, though a freehold in land, or a rent in esse may not. ^ ^ev. 144.

Offices and dignities, not previously subsisting, may be granted ^ ^^^'

by the king, to commence infuture. j
_ '

But, if rents are created to commence at a future time, care 1 Shower
must be taken that the period, at which they are created to Rep. 300.

commence, do not exceed the bounds for which the law allows

the inheritance of lands to be suspended.

When it is proposed to make a rent the subject of limitations

in strict settlement, the better way seems to be to grant the rent

to a person and his heirs, and for the grantee to make a new
grant of it to another and his heirs, to the uses proposed. This

will avoid a doubt, which has some time been entertained of the

effect of the statute in executing such uses, on the general

ground that the statute does not operate on any propertj', which

is not in existence before the conveyance to the uses. It also

obviates an objection, which sometimes arises on' the grant of a

rent to one for life, and after his decease to his sons successively

in tail male, on the ground, that each of the persons, to whom
the rent is limited, takes a distinct rent ; the consequence of

which would be, that, during the life of the tenant for life, the

rents could not be barred by a recovery, and the rents of the

second and younger sons would be void for remoteness, as com-
mencing after an indefinite failure of issue.—It should, however,

be observed, that the case of Weekes v. Peach, 2 Lut. 1218, is

a strong authority to show, that, even at law, words apparently

creating different rents will be construed a modification of the

same rent. The mode suggested will also enable the tenant in

tail to acquire the fee simple by a recovery, which he cannot do

N N ' unlew
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to commence in futuro, tliough a freehold in land may not,

froQi any more than in a rent in esse. And the same observation

may be extended to grants, by the king, of offices not pre-

1 Ld. Raym. viously subsisting in fee. And something of the like nature
5'-- mav be noticed in regard to grants of dignities in remainder
Shower Cas. r^ . ,, -. i • ^ * t • f *

in Pail. 11. as it IS called, which, it seems, operate in tact as new

grants.

Lade r. Hoi- XIIL (r) Here we are also to notice another late case,
^^^"^'3 Bur.

^l^icl,
1410.

Et vide — •

—

—

Q Fes. Sf B. unless the remainder be limited over in fee. It also has the

^'*
effect of giving the persons beneficially entitled legal interests

in the rent, which they will not take, if the lands, out of which

it is proposed the rent shall issue, are conveyed to the use and

intent that a person and his heirs may receive a rent, and he is

directed to stand seised of it to their use or for their benefit, as,

under such a conveyance, the use is executed by the statute in

the person to whom it is limited, and his heirs. See Smith v.

Farnaby, Carter 52, 1 Sid. 285, 2 Keb. 29, 5;^, 84, and Chaplin

V. Chaplin, 3 P. Wms. 229. It should seem, however, that

there is no real objection to a grant of a rent dc novo to uses,

in the first instance. See Mr. Sanders's Essay on Uses and

Trusts, 2 ed. 1 vol. 111, 112.

(r) XIII. Estates shall not cease as to part, and vest and

revest.

Edens Cases The case of Lade v. Holford, cited in this place by Mr.

in Ch. Fearne, from 3 Burr. 1416, is also reported in 1 Sir W. Black.

Rep. 428, and Amb. 479 : but it is to be wished that we had a

more full report of it.

The short state of the case is, tliat Sir John Lade devised his

estate to Ann Lade, John Fuller the elder, Hugh Offley, and

John Fuller the younger, their heirs and assigns, to the use of

his cousin, John Inskip, (who afterwards took the surname

of Lade, and wlio was the father of the present Sir John Lade,)

for his life ; remainder to the trustees and tlieir heirs during his

life to preserve the contingent remainders ; remainders to his

sons successively in tail male ; remainder to the use of the same

trustees and their heirs, during the life of Anna, afterwards the

wife of Mr. Holford, for her separate use ; remainder to her sons

successively in tail male ; with remainders over ; and with a pro-

viso that, so often as any tenant for life or in tail male in pos-

«ession should be under the age of 26 years, the trustees and

their
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whicli seems to fall within the above mentioned rule, that

estates shall not cease as to part, and vest and re-vest; [53^1

and

their heirs should enter and receive the rents and profits, and

maintain out of them the tenant in possession, and accumulate

the residue of the rents, and invest the accumulation in the pur-

x;hase of other estates to be settled to the same uses.

Mr. Rose Fuller was the heir at law of the surviving trustee.

Sir John Lade, the first tenant for life, left his wife ensient of

the present Sir John Lade.

Mr. Holford and his wife contended, that, on the birth of Sir

John Lade the infant, an estate or interest vested, under the pro-

viso, in Mr. Rose Fuller, as the heir at law of the surviving de-

visee, and that he should enter upon the estate, and receive the

rents, and dispose of them in the manner directed by the tes-

tator's will.

Sir John Lade, the infant, contended, that the proviso would

operate to take from him the profits of the estate for the purpose

of accumulation, and was therefore contrary to tlie policy of

law, and on that account, wholly void.

To determine the point, a bill was filed by Sir John Lade, the

infant, against Mr. and Mrs. Holford and others. The cause

was heard before Lord Keeper Henley, who ordered a case to

be made for the opinion of the judges on the question, whether,

on the birth of Sir John Lade, the infant, Mr. Rose Fuller, the

heir at law of the surviving trustee, took any, and what estate,

by virtue of the proviso. The Judges certified, that Mr. Rose

Fuller did not take any estate. The Lord Keeper, who was

then become Lord Chancellor, confirmed the certificate, and de-

clared he was of opinion that " the directions and provisions in

*' the testator's will, by which he attempted to direct the accu-

" mulation of the rents and profits of his real estate, being

" repugnant to the limitation of an estate tail to Sir John Lade,
*' the infant, were void, and ought not to be carried into

" execution."

It seems to have been understood, from the language of the

reports and the decree, that the ground, on which the proviso

was decreed to be void, was its repugnancy to the general rule

expressed shortly in the text, that " Estates shall not cease

*' as to part, and vest and revest." The rule Is more fully dis-

cussed in a former part of this essay, (see ant. 252), where, on the

authority of Corbett's case, 1 Rep. 83, b, and Mildmay's case,

6 Rep, 40. a. Mr. Fearne contends, that a condition or limitation

N N a must
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and which nearly resembles the case of the feoffment put by

[53"^] J. Walmeslev, first above cited. It was where a testator,

having devised lands to trustees and their heirs, in trust

for J. in strict settlement, with divers remainders over in

strict settlement, subjoined a proviso in the will, that so

often as, and during such time as the person who for the

time being (in case the testator had not otherwise directed)

would have been entitled in possession as tenant for life

or tenant in tail, should be under the age of 26 years,

then the trustees w-ere to enter and receive all the rents

and profits of the lands ; out of which they were to allow

certain sums for the maintenance of such tenant for life

or tenant in tail, and the rest was to accumulate, to be

laid out in the purchase of lands to be settled to the same

uses.

J. died upwards of 26 years of age, leaving his wife en-

sient of a son ; and, upon a case sent from the court of

Chancery to the court of King's Bench, for their opinion,

must determine, or avoid the whole of the estate to which it is

annexed, and not determine it in part only, and leave it good for

the residue.

But it ia apprehended that the repugnancy mentioned In those

cases, is not that kind of repugnancy which was imputable to

the proviso in Sir John Lade's will. That proviso was not in-

tended to suspend the estate tail for a particular time, and to

continue it for the residue, but to interpolate the trust, power,

or term devised to the trustees, and place the estate tail after it.

(x) Aocord- This is the effect of every use created under a power, and of

in^y under every other springing use {x).

a devise to A.
, •

s t 7; • 7

for life, remainder to the testators children as A. (his 'wife) shall appoint, the fee

simple becomes, on the testators death, vested in remainder in all his children then

livino-, subject to b& devested bij the appointment. Morgan d. Surmanv. Surman,

1 Tau7it. 28'j. Et vide infra 560.

The real objection to the limitation in the proviso was, that it

directed a dry accumulation of the surplus rents, for a period of

'id years : this exceeded the period, for which the law allows

such an accumulation to be continued ; and in this sense, the

(5/) Et vide proviso v/as repugnant to law, and void.—See Gale v. Gale, cited

Lord South- 2 ¥n\. Ves. 220, and Phipps v. Kelynge, App. N". V, (^.)

amplon v.

Marquis of Hertford, 2 Vcs. Sf B. 57.-62. and vide ibid. 369.

whether
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whether the trustees, upon the birth of the said son of /.

took any and what estate in the lands, by virtue of the

said proviso ; they certified their opinion, that the trustees

did not take any estate in the lands by virtue of the said

proviso.

XIV. (5) It has been held, that where an executory de-

vise is limited, per verba de presenli, that is, where the

devisee is mentioned as a person in present existence, and [533]
the commencement of the estate devised is not expressly

deferred to a future period, there the devisee must be a

person capable at the death of the devisor, or otherwise

the devise will be void ; as if one devise (immediately) to

the heir of J. 5. and J. S. is living at the death of the ^ ^J"}^:
^'^^•

-111- 1 n . 1 1 4 Mod. 256.
testator, it is said the devise shall not be construed an Qoodrishtv.

executory devise, and therefore must be void; but that, if Cornish,

it were to the heir of J. S. after the death of J. S., that H-sWS^M.

would be clearly good as an executory devise, because a
2 Menu 220.

future time is mentioned.

So it has been said, that a devise to the first son of ^., Ibid 229.

havino: none at that time, is void ; but that if it were to the ' 9 ^'
o ' '

1007.
first son of A., when he shall have one, it would be good :

though Bridgeman, Ch. J,, said, that a devise to J. S. for J^
xn%'x

1 5 years, remainder to the right heirs of J. D., is not good, f„ Bate v.

but that a devise to one for 15 years, remainder to the first Amherst and

son of J. D., is good ; becaiuse the devisor takes notice tf^^^^"'

that J. D. hath not a son, and intends a future act.
^QG-z.

So it was formerly disputed, whether a devise to an in- j Lev. 135.

fant in ventre sa mere was good, or not ; some held that it Snowe v.

was not, upon the principle I have been mentioning, whilst ^""g
J;

(a) XIV. It has been held, that where an executory devise is

limited per verba de presenti, that is, where the devisee is men-

tioned as a person in existence, and the commencement of the

estate devised, is not expressly deferred to a future period, there

the devisee must be a person capable at the death of the devisor,

or otherwise the devise will be void ; but it is now understood

that this distinction between executory limitations 'per verba de

presenti and per verba de futuro, can affect those cases only,

where there is not the least circumstance from which to collect

the testator's intention of any thing else, than an immediate

devise to take effect in presenti.

N N 3 othera

1663.
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otlicrs contended that it was ; but all agreed, tliat a de-

vise to an infant A\hen he should be born, was good.

However, I have not found any case determined upon

this distinction between verba dc presentl and verba de

fuiuro. For, in the two cases I have cited, the judgments

Goodi ieht did not rest upon that point. In the first, the limitation

V. CorniA, was to A. for 50 years, if he should so long live, remainder

[534] to *^^ ^^"'^ ^^^^^ o^ ^^ ^°^y ^^ ^•' ^^^ court, upon the

1 Salk. 2'2G. distinction I have mentioned, seemed to incline to the

^T ^a^
'^ opinion, that this devise to the heirs male of the body of

A. was not a good executory devise; biit whatever it was

Vide supra, jn its creation, they held it became void in ev^nt, for A.

P' •^^~"
died without issue ; so that whether it was originally void,

was no direct point of their decision : the like observation

may be made with respect to the other case, where a limi-

Scatterwood tation was to trustees for 1 1 years, and then to the first

^
' ?-1F'

^°^^ ^^ ^' ^^^^^" unborn) ;
it was there said, upon the same

J-'' ^y ., principle, that this limitation should not enure as an exe-

1697. cutory devise to the first son of B. because limited per

VideiMerk. verba de presenii ; but, however, since B. died without

267. issue, it became void in event, whatever it was in its crea-

(x) In each tion ; therefore I apprehend the judgment did not decide

^'^'j ^."f^-?/ that point (X).
Goodright v.

'

Cornish, and Scatterwood v. Edge, the court held the Imitation over good, whether

the preceding executory devise xmis void originally, or in event only. Had the

court considered the limitation over good only in case the preceding executory de-

vise tvas originally void, then their judgment vuould have reached the point in ques-

tion. Vide note, supra, 508.

Vide supra, Indeed, in the cases of Moor v. Parker, and of Good-

p. 446. 456. man v. Goodright, cited in a former page, the court

seemed unwilling to admit the devises to the issue of the

body of a man by a future wife, and to the heirs of tlie

body of a woman by a future husband, to be good ; or rather,

inclined to avoid the question whether they were so or

not. But it is obvious, neither of those cases decided the

point in question, as I have observed when I cited those

cases ; and, indeed, the doubt of the court respecting the

validity of the limitations in those cases, would not be

supported upon the distinction I am now speaking of;

laecause a devise to the issue by a future wife or husband,

as much implies the testator's knowledge that such issue

does not yet exist, and is as strongly expressive of a

futur«
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future time, as the case put and admitted by the court'

(Salk. 226.) of a devise to the heirs of J. S. after the

death of J. S.

And the hke observation may be extended to the case

of a devise to an infant in ventre sa mere ; there certainly

can be no doubt that a devise to such infant, necessarily

implies a future disposition to take effect at its birth, as

much as if the words when he shall be born, were added
;

for surely we cannot imagine an intention, that the chilcj.

should take the estate before it is born.

In the infancy of executory devises, before their limits [535]
were ascertained and estabhshed, and whilst they were
scarcely yet distinguished from limitations in conveyances vide Mr.
at common law, there is no wonder that a distinction of Butlers note

this nature should have been taken ; and that it should *«P''^j 429»

have prevailed to a kind of rigid absurdity, in order to

guard against and prevent too great a freedom and lati-

tude, in what was then esteemed an innovation upon the

old common law {t) ; but even then it seems to have been
grounded upon some supposed, or upon the want of some
required evidence of the testator's intention ; as appears

(f) General restrictions in these matters, if universally ad-

hered to with literal strictness, will necessarily involve some
apparent absurdities, when applied to the circumstances ofcertain,

particular cases. But to leave it in the breast of the judge to

relax or supersede general restrictions and rules, whenever he

shall think particular cases not within the reason of them, may
perhaps, by some, be thought a more important absurdity, and a

matter of greater mischief in its tendency and consequences,

than that which is intended to be obviated by it ; for this is in

fact making the discretion of the judge the only law in such

cases. An error which our forefathers seem to have been even

illiberally studious to keep clear of. For their creed seems to

have been, what I have read expressed, in so much energy of

terms, by a great judge even of these times. The discretion Vide Lord
©F A JUDGE IS THE LAW OF TYRANTS; IT IS ALWAYS UNKNOWN; Camden's ar»

IT IS DIFFERENT IN DIFFERENT MEN; IT IS CASUAL, AND DE- gumentinthe

PENDS UPON CONSTITUTION, TEMPER, AND PASSION. In THE ^'^t^
^^

V. Kersev,
BEST IT IS OFTENTIMES CAPRICE; IN THE WORST IT IS EVERY Pasch f^C 1
VICE, FOLLY AND PASSION TO WHICH HUMAN NATURi; IS I765. C. P.
i-iABLE. Note bjj Mr. Fearne.

N N 4 in
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in the several cases put by the court in the places above

cited, from Salkeld and Raymond.

iFreem,244. But at this day it is clearly agreed, that a devise to an

^93- 1" ray- [^fr^^^ /,j ventre sa mere is good, though he be born after

H. iG"!
' the testator's death, and he shall take by way of executory

Gulliver V
tlevise. Per North Ch. J. So in the case of Gulliver v.

AVickott, Wickett above cited, the court held, that the hmitation to

iWils.105-6. the child of which the wife was supposed ensient, was a
^"' '^'''

M goo^ contingent remainder (the wife taking a preceding

19 Geo.'i. estate for life) to a supposed child in ventre sa mere-, and

[536] that if there had been no devise to the wife for life, the

*74o- devise to the child for life, being infutnro, (by which I

conceive must be meant being in its own nature future)

would have been a good executory devise.

Cas. Temp. And indeed, in the case of a future limitation to the

Talb. 145, imborn children of the testator's grandson. Lord Talbot

150. Cliap- thought its being limited per rerfta de presenti no objection

sett supra ^^ ^^^ taking effect as an executory devise, w^here the inten-

p. 304. tion was clearly future. So where (a) a testator devised

M. T. 1735' to his wife for three years, remainder to his son for 99

22'c

*'
years, if he should so long live, remainder to him for 99

Doer. Carle- years, if such wife as he should marry should so long live,

ton, 21, <S: remainder to the heirs of his son's body, and their heirs of
22 Geo. 2,

tiieij. bodies; the court held the devise to the heirs of the

' * son's body good, as an executory devise, being to take

place infutnro, within the compass of a life in being.

Harris r. Again, where a testator devised his lands to C for the

harnes. term of 90 years from his (the testator's) decease, if

4 liurr.
j^g should so long live, and after the determination of that

2157. . °
term, he devised the lands to the heirs of the body of the

said C, remainder over ; upon a question referred to the

Judges of K. B. whether the heirs of the body of C. took

any and what estate under the will ? they certified their

opinion, that the clear manifest intent of the testator was

to give an estate tail to such person as sliould be heir of

the body of C. at his death, (the only determination of the

90 years term in the testator's view) to him and to the

heirs of the body of the said C, with remainder over as in

the will ; which intent of the testator might by law take

effect as an executory devise, for the contingency must

happen within the compass of a life in being; and the

freehold
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freehold in the mean time being undisposed of", descended

to the heir at law («).

This inference at least, I think, may be fairly drawn
from the last cited authorites ; namely, that whatever [.537]

force is to be allowed to the distinction between executory

limitations per verba de presenti and jjer verba de futuro, it

can only affect those cases, where there is not the least

circumstance from which to collect the testator's contem-

plation or intention of any thing else, than, an immediate

devise to take effect in presefiti.

XV. (x) It is a rule, that wherever theffe is an execii- Under a de-
tory devise of a real estate, and the freehold is not in the vise to A. in

trust for B.
(the testator s^ heir at latv) till B. attains 21, and tvhen B. attains 21, then B.
rvas to be put into possession ofthe estates, tvhich ivere to be his onhj and at his dis-
posal, subject to certain annuities, and a pouter of distress and a power of salefor
securing the same, tvith an executory devise over'to C. infee, in case B. dies under
'2.1, A. takes only a chattel interest till B. attains 21, or dies, and B. takes the
freehold and inheritance, not by purchase, but by descent, subject to the annuities
and thepotvers of distress and sale, and also subject to the executory devise over.
Doe d, Pratt r. Timins, 1 Barnewall and Alderson, 530.

{u) The following lines of this paragraph, were expunged by
Mr. Fearne in his copy. Note by Mr. Poivell.

mean

(x) XV. It is a rule, that whenever there is an executory de-

vise of a real estate, and the freehold is not in the mean time

disposed of, the freehold and inheritance descend to the heir at

Jaw.

The case of Beverley v. Beverley," 2 Vern. 131, ant, 23, may
be urged as an authority to show, that, when a person is entitled

to a contingent interest in tail, it may be barred by a recovery,

in which he is vouched. But this is extremely doubtful : Mr.
Preston says explicitly, in his Treatise on Conveyancing, vol. 1.

p. 6, that " A recovery suffered by a person, who has a contiu-
'* gent or executory interest in tail, either under a contingent
" remainder or executory devise, cannot bar the entail or re-

" mainder;" and cites, Pigot on Recoveries, 133.—Against
such opinions, a title depending on a recovery so suffered, cannot
be safely accepted.

Trusts in equity and executory devises, have given rise to a
modification of property, not only unknown at the common law,

but
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mean time disposed of, the freehold and inheritance descend

to the testator's heir at law. As where the testator devised

lands

but contrary to one of its most important and best established

principles. At the common law, it was a rule, which admitted

of no exception, that the freehold never could be in suspense.

This was a necessary consequence of the law of tenure ; but the

principles which gave rise to it, evidently do not apply to the law

of contract or moral obligation upon which the law of trust is

founded ; it was, therefore, considered to be no objection to a

trust, that it did not vest in any person an actual equitable

estate of freehold, or even any other actual beneficial interest

;

and, by degrees, it became a rule of equity, that a testator might

direct the rents and profits to be accumulated for the period

during which he might direct that the title should not vest, and

the property remain unalienable; (Thellusson v. Woodford,

ix) Vide 11 Fra. Ves. 112. 146) {x). The abuse which was thought to be
Lord South- made of this rule, in Mr. Thellusson's case, gave rise to the act
ampfonr. of the 39 and 40 Geo. III. (y), " for restraininor all trusts and
Marquis of ^^ ,. . . , , .,,

Hertford,
directions m deeds or wills, whereby the profits or produce of

2 Vcs. S)- B. " real or personal estate shall be accumulated, and the benefi-

6i. *' cial enjoyment of it postponed beyond the time therein

(y) 40 Geo.3. u limited." Mr. Preston has favoured the editor with the fol-

t^n I±ci
^o^^'^"g observations on this act, and has given him leave to pub-

SfC.)inPick- hshthem:

erings sta- " To understand this act properly, it will be necessary to ad-

tutes at large, vert to the learning concerning Executory Devises, Future Uses,

p ^^P^J ^"d Future Trusts, and the rules established against perpetuities,

setit 28//
^^^ ^^'^ purpose of prescribing the boundaries within which these

Julu iSoo. Executory Devises, Future Uses, and Future Trusts must be

confined. Tlie history of Executory Devises, &c. will be found

in a note of Mr. Hargrave's in his Co. on Litt., in his argument

in the cause of Thellusson v. Woodford and others; and in

Mr. Fearne on Executory Devises.

The general rule is, that any limitation may be made by way

of Executory Devise, &c., so as the same is to take effect within

a life or lives in being, including, among those lives, children then

in ventre sa mere, and 2 1 years beyond the death of such life or

lives, and the time of gestation, so as to allow for the birth of a

child in venire sa mere. In short, this rule against perpetuities is

framed from analogy to settlements made on marriage, in which

the children of the marriage are generally made tenants in tail,

2^ so
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lands to ^. for five years from Michaelmas then next, Cio. EI.878.

remainder to B. in fee, and died before Michaelmas ; it ^^y '^ ^^^^>

supra, 400^
was ^

so that the power of ahening the inheritance may be suspended

till 2 1 years afrer the death of the survivor of the persons made

tenants for life.

Under this rule, prescribing the boundaries to limitations by

executory devise, it was in the power of the owner of the estate

to suspend not only the ownership of the inheritance for the

limited time, but also to suspend the right to the intermediate

enjoyment, so as to accumulate the income and add it to the

principal, and thus aggrandize the remote issue of the family at

the expense of the present, and perhaps the two or three suc-

ceeding generations. Availing himself of this rule, Mr. Thel-

lusson fixed on the lives of all his sons and all his grandsons born

in his lifetime, orwho should be living at his death, or then in ventre

sa mere (for such seems to be the construction of his will), as the

period during which the income of his immense property should

accumulate for the benefit of those branches of the respective

families of his sons, who, at the end of that period, should an-

swer the description of the heirs male of the respective bodies

of these sons ; thus dividing his property into three parts, and

giving one third part to the family of each son.—The calcula-

tion is, that this period of accumulation will continue for 70 or

probably 80 years, and if it should happen that the person then

answering the requisite description should be an infant, the ac-

cumulation will necessarily continue till that person shall be

adult, and this maybe for another period of 21 years, so that if

this event should happen, every £.100 of the fortmie of Mr.

Thellusson will, at the end of a century, be increased an hundred

fold, and during all that time the income will be withdrawn from

all the useful purposes of commerce, and the right of alienation

be suspended.

This will being considered as an abuse of the rule of law, and

a contrivance to avoid its principle, though it kept within its

letter, the act in question was passed. It must be observed, that

the act" does not at all affect the rule respecting the property or

the principal itself, but merely regulates the extent to which the

income may be accumulated. Instead, therefore, of its being

l^ft to the power of a party to create a trust for accumulation

during lives in being and 21 years, and the period of gestation,

(as he might have done at the common iaw)iiei«now restrained,

except
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\\-as held that the freehold and fee (simple descended to'

the heir at law till Michaelmas. So where A. seised in,

fee,

For circum'

stances under
which main-
tenance is

allowed, not-

tvithsianding

a trustfor
accumula-

tion, vide

Errat v.

Barlow,

14 Ves. 202.

except in particular cases, from creating a trust for accumula-

tion to continue fo; any further period, than,

1st. During his own life
;

sdly. For 21 years from his own death
;

3dly. During the minority of any person living at his death,

or then in venire sa mere.

4thl3\ During the minority of any person who for the time^

being would be entitled to the rents, &c. if of age.

1st. He is at liberty to select anyone or more of these periods

for the purpose of accumulation, or he may adopt each of them

if such is his wish: but all inconvenience is avoided by these

different restrictions ; for, in the first place, there is no policy in

restraining a man from saving his income, instead of spending it

during his life. In short, he is only giving his income by antici-

pation, instead of giving it as received from time to time.

2dly. The trust for accumulating during 21 years certain from

his death, is the only period which can be considered as a direct

accumulation : but this period seems to have been allowed merely

to take away the encouragement of giving to an infant rather

than to an adult, as an option of adopting a definite and precise

period of accumulation during the utmost period of minority, in-

stead of giving to an infant as a means of obtaining the right to

accumulate.

3dly. The right to accumulate during the minority, is founded

on the idea that if the minor had the beneficial ownership, the

income, &c. except as far as was necessary for maintenance,

would accumulate during the minority, so that no more is done

by the party under this power of accumulation, than would be

done under the rules of law if such power of accumulation was

denied to him. But as this provision may be made as well during

the minority of a stranger, as during the minority of any person

to whom an estate is limited, it is considered, with reference to a

stranger, merely as an alternate or concurrent right to that of

accumulating for a direct period of 21 years, since if both pe-

riods are named, they necessarily must be concurrent.

4thly. This provision is founded on the same principle as the

former ; indeed, there is no difference in the two provisions, ex-

cept that one is for the minority of a person living at the death

of the settlor, &c., while the other is for the minority of any

person who may afterwards become entitled to the estate, &c.

The
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fee, devises to B. in fee, to commence six months after 1 Lutw. 798.

^.'s death, during those six months the estate descends Percuriamm

and ^^".'•'^^ ''

oniith, su-— pra, 395-

The exceptions are,

1st. To provisions for payment of the debts of the grantor,

settlor, or devisor, or the payment of the debts of any other per-

sons, and this trust cannot be considered as a trust for accumu-

lation. Instead of saving the income for persons not ascertained,

it gives the income to the honest creditor in discharge of his

debts, and thus places the income in a channel in which it has

circulation ; so that in fact, the income is given to the creditors,

which, as far as the policy of the law is concerned, is full as bene-

ficial as if it was given to any of the family of the settlor, &c.,

and even more beneficial than if it was so given.

2dly. To provisions for raising portions for any child or

children of any grantor, &c., or of any person taking any interest

under any such conveyance, &c. The reason of this exception

seems to have been founded in a great degree on the same prin-

ciple as the former exception, with the additional circumstance

that the nobility, &c. must have disposed of their landed pro-

perty to raise portions for their younger children, or the children

of those for whom they were providing, unless they were left at

liberty to make this provision by a trust of accumulation ; but

this exception admits of a latitude which may be productive, in

a great degree, of all the inconveniences which were felt or ap-

prehended under the rules ofthe common law; because, by a will

or settlement artfully prepared, every purpose aimed at by Mr.
Thellusson may be accomplished.

3dly. To provisions or directions touching the produce of

timber or wood.

This exception was probably added partly to encourao-e the

growth of timber, but principally on the foundation that a long

period of time must elapse before timber can arrive at its matu-
rity ; also, that timber is considered by the generality of owners

of estates, as no part of the annual income, but merely as a re-

source for some particular occasion, as a provision for the por-

tions of children, for payment of debts, and the like, so that any
direction concerning timber circumscribed within the rule of
perpetuities, cannot be considered as withdrawing any part of
the income of the estate from the owner for the time being.

Besides, by the rules of the antient common law, as well as of
the law at this day, the owner for the time being, unless he is

the
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and continues in the heir at law. And where a testator

seised in fee devised to trustees for 500 years, remainder

a P. W. 28. to the first and other sons of B. in tail, (and B. had no
Gore r. Gore, ggn born at the testator's death) remainder over in fee ; it

was held, that the freehold descended to the heir at law

till the birth of a son to B., or till his death, without

having had a son.

So where a testator gave 550 /. to his daughters, and de-

vised bis lands for a teim of 99 years in trust, that in case

Hayward v. Jiis wife should, within four years, pay off the 550 1. then

to his son H. and his heirs male and female, and for want

of such issue, to him and his heirs for ever, and the same

term to wait on the inheritance. The wife did not pay the

money, and the estate was sold under a decree upon a bill

filed against H.; afterwards a bill was filed against the devi-

see of the purchaser, by the son of H. as heir in tail, for

the reversion expectant on the term of 99 years, there

having been no fine levied to the purchaser by the son, to

bar the estate tail, and such purchaser having notice of

the title.

the owner of the inheritance, has no power over the timber ex-

cept for repairs, &c,, unless that power is expressly given by

the settlement under which he claims.

In future, whenever a trust for accumulation is attempted,

care must be taken to keep in view the different periods of limi-

tation marked by the statute, and in the most explicit and defi-

nite terms, to keep within the boundaries marked by the statute

;

because any excess in the limits, will render tlie gift itself, and

consequently the accumulation void. But if several periods of

accumulation are fixed on, and they are distinctly marked, some

may be good, the others void.

It is now decided that the time of accumulation may be ap-

(x) Yet the portioned {a). So that part of the trust may be sustained,

trust must not though part is void as contrary to the statute [x).

exceed the

Yjeriod allowed for accumulation before the statute; othertv'ise it seems that the

trust will he void in toto. On this subject, vide Lord Southampton v. Marquis of

Hertford, 2 Ves. 4- -B. 54. 61, 62, and Leake v. Robinson, 2 Meriv. 363. 389.

And vide Pennv Barclay, 14 Ves. 122.

(fl) Griffiths u. Vere, 9 F. Ves. 127. Longdon v. Simson,

1 2 F. Ves. 295.

Lord
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Lord Hardwicke held, that this was a conditional limita-

tion in the wife for life, taking place as an executory devise,

(for that it could not be a contingent remainder, for want
of a freehold to support it) and that H. took an estate tail,

with remainder to him in fee. And though in this case

the estate for life in the wife was a preceding executory [543]

limitation which never took effect, because she did not

pay the money and perform the condition on which it was Vide supra,

to arise; yet the estate tail to H. was well limited, and P" ^37-

«

-, rr 1 r. ,
seq. and

took ettect expectant on the term of 99 years ; and that ro8 et seq.

this being an executory devise, the freehold descended to

H. as heir at law to the testator, till the four years were
elapsed or the wife had performed the condition. And
his lordship accordingly decreed in favour of the plaintiff's

title to the inheritance.

So where there is a preceding estate limited, with an
executory devise over of the real estate, the intermediate

profits, between the determination of the first estate and
the vesting of the limitation over, will go to the heir at

law, if not otherwise disposed of. As in the case of Hop-
kins V. Hopkins, above cited, where the testator devised

lands in trust for B. for life, remainder in trust for his

sons successively, remainder in trust for the future sons of

C, remainder over ; and the testator provided for the dis- Cas Temp,

position of the rents and profits during the minorities of Talb. 44.

those who were to take in future ; B. died in the lifetime Hookins
**'

©f the testator ; it was decreed the contingent limitations Supra,

should enure as executory devises, and that the profits, P- S'^S-

from the death of the testator till the birth of a son of C,
should go to the heir at law; and afterwards a son being

born to C, upon the death of that son it was decreed, 1 Vezey sen.

that the rents and profits should belong to the heir, until ^^y^ o

some other person should become entitled under the limi- Hopkins v'
tations in the will. Hopkins.

So where a testator devised his real and personal estate

to trustees, and willed that the first son of A. when he

should attain twenty-one, should have it, and his heirs

male, and that he should be well educated ; J., had no

Bon at the testator's death; Lord Hardwicke held that Bullock w.

the intermediate rents and profits of the real estate Stones,

2 Vez. sen.
belonged ^21
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belono-ed to the testator's heir at law ; but that the heir

at law's interest would determine on the birth of ^.'s son,

because the education of that son was to be paid for by

these rents and profits.

XVI. (b) But a devise of all the rest and residue of the

real estate (x) will pass, as well the profits from the tes-

tator's death to the time of the estate'si vesting, as from

the detennination of the first estate to the vesting of a

subsequent one. As in the case of Stephens v. Stephens ( j/)

above cited, upon a devise to the testator's grandson T. in

fee, and if he should die before the age of twenty-one,

then to such other grandson, then unborn, as should attain

the age of twenty-one, with mesne remainders, remainder

over to Sir Jt. .S. in fee ; T. died under age, and it was

decreed, by advice of the Judges, that the intermediate

profits between the death of 2'. and the vesting of the

estate by virtue of any of the subsequent limitations, passed

to Sir R. S.hy force of the residuary devise, as an interest

in the real estate not otherwise disposed of. So where (2)

the testator devised all the rest and residue of his real and

personal estate, of what nature or kind soever, to such

child or children as his daughter should have; it was

held that the profits from the testator's death to the birth

of a child of his daughter, should pass under this devise.

So hkewise in the case of an executory devise of a per-

sonal estate, the intermediate profits, as well before the

estate is to vest, as between the determination of the first

estate and the vesting of a subsequent limitation, will pass

by virtue of a residuary devise. As where the testator

devised his estate real and personal, upon trust, to pay his

son B. a certain annuity, and gave all the rest and residue

of the yearly rents of the said trust estate to be applied

during the life of his son B. to the education and benefit

of the future children of his said son, and after B.'s death

{b) XVI. But a devise of all the rest and residue of the real

estate will pass as well the profits from the testator's death, to

the time of the estate's vesting, as from the determination of the

first estate to tlie vesting of a subsequent one.

one
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one moiety of the said trust to the said children, and the

other moiety to somebody els6 ; it was decreed, that the

profits, from the testator's death to the birth of a child of (.r) Before

B., should go entirely to Zi.'s children (1).
Mr. Fearnes
ride can be

applied, a previous question may sometimes arise, tvhether leasehold estates pass

nnder a general devise of lands, S^c. On this subject, see Davis v. Gibbs, 3 P.
Wtiis. 26 ; Thompson v. Laivley, 5 Ves. 476 ; and 2 Eos. S^- P. 303 ; l\ose v.

Bartlet, Cro. Car. 293 ; Knotsjord v. Gardiner, 2 Atk. 450 ; Chapman v. Hart,

1 Vez. sen. 271 ; Pistol d. Randal v. Riccardson, 2 P. Wms. 450. in note, and
1 H. Black. 26. in note; Addis v. Clement, 2 P. IVms. 455; Turner v. Hnsler,

I Bro. C. C. 78 ; and Lane v. Earl Stanhope, 6 T. R. 345.

And where a testator gave a house with the appurte- [545]

nances to his wife during her widowhood, then to his

eldest son for the time being, who should attain twenty-

one years of ag-e, &c., the wife married again durino- the Duke of

minority of the eldest son. There being a residuary dis- ^"S^^^ ^^

...
1 r" 1 PI T 1

'"• Egerton.
position as well of the real as of the personal estate, Lord 2 Vez. sen.

Hardwike held, that as to the intervening profits between 121-2.

the determination of the wife's interest and the eldest

son's attaining twenty-one, so much of them as was real

would fall into the real residue, and so much as was per-
(^) For cases

sonal into the personal residue (3/).
respecting the

effect of a

residuary devise on settled lands, of tvhich the reversion is in the testator, and

leasehold property, see Goodtitle d. Daniel v. Miles, Q> East, 494; Bettison v.

Richards, 7 Tatmt. 105; Doe d. Lord and Lady Chohnondeley v. Wcatherhy,

II East, 321 ; Goodright d. Earl of Buckinghamshire v. Marquis of Doivn-

shire, 2 Bos. 4' P' 600 ; and Sir J. Sheffidd, Bart. v. Lord Mulgrave, 5 T. R.

571-

XVII. (c) But where there is no residuary devise, or

other

(c) XVII. But, whgre there is no residuary devise or other

particular disposition of them, it seems the profits of a personal

estate between the death of the testator, and the vesting of an

executory estate, orbetween the determination of the first limita-

tion and the vesting of a subsequent one, will accumulate for the

benefit of the person next to take by virtue of theiimitations.

Particular attention should be paid to this doctrine, when per-

sonal estate is made a provision for children, and it is intended,

that, during the suspense of its vesting, the income of it should

be applied for their maintenance. If the trustees are directed to

O stand
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other particular disposition of them, it seems the profits

r -4(1] of a personal estate between the death of the testator and

Accord, vide the vesting of an executory estate, or between the deter

Chambers v. ^lination of the first limitation and the vesting of a sub-
7,/a/ .yor

,

ggqygj^j. qj^^^ ^^.\\\ accumulate for the benefit of the person

tV2-l/mr.2j! next to take by virtue of the limitations.

Barnardist. Thus, where a testator devised a share in the brewery

Rep. in to an infant, provided that infant should attain the age of

Cnan. 74. twenty-one years, but if he should die before that age,

V' Turner ^^^^^^ *° -^•' ^^ ^^^ decreed, that the profits from the tes-

tator's death until the infant should attain the age of

twenty-one, should belong to the infant on his attaining

such aoe. The infant died before that age, and it was

stand possessed of the fand in trust for the children in equal

shares, with the usual proviso, that if any one or more of them,

being a son or sons, shall die under the age of 21 years, or being

a daughter or daughters, shall die under that age, without being

or having been married, as well the original share or shares of

the child or children so dying, as the share or shares which shall

have survived or accrued to him, her, or them, shall accrue to

the other or othersof them ;—in that case the sliares will become

vested in the children as they severally come into existence, sub-

ject to the executory proviso's divesting it from them, on the

event of their respective deceases within the time prescrihed

;

and, during this intermediate time, they will be entitled to the

income attending their respective shares of the fund : but, if the

trust be declared for the children, who, being a son or sons, shall

attain the age of2 1 years, or who being a daughter or daughters,

shall attain that age or marry, in that case, the rights of the

children to the provision intended for them will be contingent, as

they will depend for their vesting on their attaining the age or

time prescribed ; and, therefore, according to the doctrine in the

text, the chiklren will not be entitled to the income, but it will

belong to the person ultimately becoming entided to the fund or

to the portion of the fund from which it shall have proceeded.

It is therefore necessary, in the latter case, to provide that,

during the suspense of tbe vesting of the portions, the income of

the presumptive portion of each child, or a competent part of it,

shall be applied for his or her maintenance, and the residue

accumulated for the benefit of the person ultimatdy becoming

entitled to the capjtal.

decKeed
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decreed, that the intermediate profits belonged to B., and
not to the infant's administrator. So where a testator (^) Indud-
devised a personal estate {x) to M., an infant, and if M. ing several

should die before twenty-one, and his mother should have ^^«*^^o^^

no other child, then to^ W.- M. died during his infoncy, l'^ar7£'
and it was decreed, that the rents and profits from the .S7. James.

death of 71/. till the contingency should happen, were to 3 P- W. 300,

accumulate and be added to "the capital, and if M.'s
^^'ho^^'^^j^

mother should have no other child, they should go to W. supra ^10
And so in the case of Bullock v. Stones above cited, rr/i 7!

Lord Hardvvicke held that the personal estate passed by Supra,p.543.

the will to the trustees ; first, indeed, for the payment of

debts ; but that the whole surplus of it would belong to

A.'s son upon his attaining twenty-one, and that in the

mean time the profits thereof should accumulate.

XVIII. (d) But here we are to attend to an observation Vide Boras-

that where an absolute property in lands is given, and a ^^^'^ case,

particular interest in the mean time, until the devisee ^Pyj^'P-242-

comes of age, the particular interest operates only as an r, Biddal

exception out of the devise, which is so made subject to supra,p.432.

it ; and such limitation is not considered as a condition Manfield

precedent, to make the subsequent devise contingent, i'eq. Abr.
upon the event of such devisee's coming of age, and so 195. c. 4.

make it an executory devise ; but is only taken as a

{d) XVIII. But where an absolute property in lands is given,

and a particular interest in the mean time, until the devisee

comes of age, the particular interest operates only as an excep-

tion out of the devise, which is so made subject to it; and such

limitation is not considered as a condition precedent to make the

subsequent devise contingent upon such devisee's coming of age,

and so make it an executory devise ; but is only taken as a

description of the time when the devisee is to have possession

;

and the estate vests in him immediately, subject to such parti-

cular interest.

But, this observation cannot apply to cases, where the devisee

is not a person in esse, or where no present interest is devised in

the mean time, or where there are express and operative condi-

tional words to suspend the vesting. For a further exposition

of this doctrine, see the text and notes, pages 241 —248.

O o 2 description «
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Goodtitle d.

Havward
V. Whitby,

supra,p.245;

and vide

Toinkins

[54^]
I'. 1 omkins,

cited 1 Burr.

i34 ; and
vide Cham-
bers V.

Brailsford,

l8 Ves. 368.

S. C.2Meriv.

25, ff> afur-
ther instance

of the rule-

(x) Vide su-

pra, p. 50G.
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description of the time when the devisee is to have pos-

session ; and the estate vests in him immediately, subject

to such particular interest. Thus, in the case of Good-

title I'. Whitby, above cited, it was determined that the

two nephews took immediately, and that the trustees had

only a chattel interest out of the freehold in the nephew.

This observation, however, cannot apply to cases where

the devis;ee is not a person in esse, or where no present

interest is devised in- the mean time, or where there are

express and operative conditional words to suspend the

vesting ; as in the above cited case of Bullock v. Stones,

the devisee not being in esse, the estate could not vest in

him immediately ; but must, as to him, operate futurely

as an executory devise : and in the case of Brownsword

V. Edwards (a:), the words preceding and introducing the

limitation to B. viz. if he should live to attain the age of

twenty-one, or have issue, then to him, Sec. made the

devise to him expressly conditional, and to depend upon

the events there mentioned; and of consequence prevented

any estate from vesting in him until one of such events

should happen. These two cases were limitations in tail

;

but had they been in fee, the same reasons would have

existed against their vesting immediately.

XIX. (e) I have, in a former part of this treatise, ob-

served, that contingent estates in lands of freehold or

inheritance, are not devisable, i. e. whilst they are contin-

gent (f). But it is otherwise in regard to contingent and

executory

(e) XIX. Possibilities of personal estates are devisable and

aiisignable in equity.

(_/) In a former part of this work, (page 366,) Mr. Fearne ob-

serves, that contingent remainders appear formerly to have been

held not devisable by the person entitled thereto ; but that

recent determinations, particularly Roe d. Perry 1;. Jones, 1 H.

Jones V. Roe Black. Rep. Com. pi. 30 (t/), seem to have established the power
d. I errij, of testamentary disposition over contingent and executory estates

' 'v '7^ R8 '^^ possibilities accompanied with an interest, and over such as

S. C. cited
^vould be descendible to the heir of the object of them dying be-

lyTw. 182. fore

(^) AJjfirmed

in K. B. in
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executoiy interests in terras and other personal estates. 2 Roll. liep.

It appears, indeed, that at common law a possibility has 1 29.

been held not to be devisable ; though a distinction in "^ ^^^1'- ^^- ^•

this respect, it seems, has been taken between interests b^iiTliS!'
in contingency, and naked possibilities. Nor was a pos- 127. 152.

sibility assignable, though it might be released in certain [549]

cases ; but, however, there are many determinations by ^y"'' ^'^^^

the court of Chancery, which prove that at this day pos- 4] 1.

sibilities of personal estates are devisable, as well as (x) Contin-

assignable, in equity (x). tingent in-

.
terests are

devisable, S^c Scatven v. Blimt, 7 Ves. ,300. As to a right of action and a rivht
of entry, vide supra 370-1, 7iote in margin; and Attorney General v. Vigor and
others, 8 Ves. 256.

Thus, where a testator possessed of a term, devised it

after his wife's death to his son, and made his wife execu-

trix, who proved the will, and consented to the legacy

;

afterwards the son died in the life-time of his mother, Veizyu. Pin-
having devised the lands comprised in the said term ; and well,

the court held that the devisee of the son should enjoy ^^^llex, 44.

under his will, against the representatives of the mother.

So where a testator possessed of a term for 1000 years, Kimpland

devised it to B. for 50 years, if she should so long live, and ^'•Courtney,

after her decease to C. and died; C. assigned it to D. Vide note^n'
during the life of B. ; this assignment was held good. margin, infra

So in another case, a tesj;ator devised his term to his 552-

wife for life, remainder to his son and daughter, and died ; Theobalds

the daughter and her husband, in the lifetime of the wife, ^' ^""^y,
11- • 1 r 1 T 1 /> 1 1 1

reported
assigned their moiety ; and alter the death 01 the brother, ,> Mod. loi •

living the mother, they assigned the other moiety ; this and cited

assignment was established in Chancery, and also by the ^ "• ^^- ^°^>

House of Lords.

So where a term was devised to A. for life, remainder yj-.j^A

to B. ; B. in the lifetime of A. devised his remainder to v. Jekyl and

J. S. who devised it over; and Lord Chancellor Parker Albone,

decreed, that the administrator cfe ftowzs wo?^ of iJ. should * "1 a' And vide
assign over the term to the devisee of J. S. to whom B. 2 P. W. C08.

had devised it.

fore the contingency or evenfe on vvhich the vesting or acquisition

of the estate depended.—With this qualificatiou, the first sen-

tence of this paragraph of the text must be underitood.

O o 3 Again,
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,,. J Aoain. -where there was a devise of lands to be sold.

"WiHiamson. and the money arising therefrom to be paid to such of the

3 P. W. 132. children of B. as should be living at her death; one of

her children in her lifetime became a bankrupt ; and it

Avas held, that the assignment by the commissioners,

passed the contingent share which he became entitled to

upon his mother's decease, as he survived her.

The court, it seems, will go so far as to estabUsh assign-

ments of contingent interests against volunteers, even

where such assignments are made, not for consideration

T'ool of money, but in consideration of love and affection, and

advancement of children.

,,' • , . Thus, where a testator devised lands to his two daugh-
\\ riijlit ' '^

V. Wrio^ht. ters and their heirs, but tliat if either of them should

1 Vez. sen. marry without tlie consent of his executors, the daughter
^°^'

so marrying should have only an estate for life therein
;

and if either of them should die unmarried, his son R. or

his heirs should take it to him and his heirs, paying 500 /.

to the other daughter; J^. in the lifetime of both his

sisters, in consideration of natural love and affection to

his youngest son G. and for his advancement, grants to

his son G, the said lands. Sec. and all his estate, claim, &c.

After E.'s death, one of the daughters died unmarried,

and thereupon the eldest son of E. brought his bill to have

the estate, on payment of the 500/. to the other daughter,

who had married with consent.

Lord Hardwicke said, it was a claim by the heir at law

acrainst the act of his ancestor, done for what the court

calls a consideration in the second degree, a provision or

advancement for a younger child ; that this was an execu-

tory devise to jR. and his heirs; in which case, if t)ie first

person dies before the contingency happens, his heir takes

Vide infra, by descent through him : that the court admits the con-

!'• ^S\' tingent interests of terms for years, to be disposed of for

valuable consideration, though the law does not; and

further permits them to be disposed of by will ; and that

he should not doubt, that in the case of an assignment of

a contingent interest in a term for years, not for money,

but for a younger child, the court would make it good.

That as to the principal case being a possibility of an in-

heritance, there was no difference in the reason of tlie

thino'
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thing, between that and the allowing an assignment of the

possibility of a chattel real.

That the cases of Beckley v. Newland, and of Hobson

V. Trevor, were considerable ; and the latter went a great

way ; in the former of these cases, the court established Beckley

an asjreement between two husbands, that all leoacies '^'t; ^^^ o

'

. .
^ ^ 2 P. W, 182.

which should be given to either of them by the will of T., 23-^

whose presumptive coheirs they had married, should be

divided between them, their respective executors and ad- [551]

ministrators ; and in the latter, an agreement by A. on Hobson
the marriage of his daughter, to settle one-third part of u. Trevor,

all such real estate as should descend to him on the death ^ ^^^'

of his father, was carried into execution by the court

;

notwithstanding the expectancy of an heir at law in the

life of his ancestor, is less than a possibility ; but yet it is

such as he might bind : in law, the heir may levy a fine of

the lands in the life of his ancestor, which could operate

by way of estoppel after the descent (x). (x) Accord.

That in those cases, the transaction was established on "''ide Helps et

the footing; of an agreement for valuable consideration, ^^\^'r,
^'^'

1-1 •
1 11- 1 r> 1

' jord,iBarne-
to which an assignment seemed nearly allied ; for that an ^^n ^^„^/ jn,

assignment operates by way of agreement or contract ; derson, 242

;

which the court considers as the engagement of the one ^'^"' "^^"^

to transfer and make good a right and interest to another, ^ '^' '

That the consideration in the principal case was not so

strong as for money ; and if the question had been be-

tween the child so advanced and a bona Jide creditor, the

equity of the creditor would have prevailed. But such

advancement was a consideration, as against any claiming

voluntarily from the father, as executor, administrator, or

heir at law.—Upon these grounds, Lord Hardwicke held,

the eldest son of R. had no right to the redemption of the

lands upon the payment of 500/., and dismissed the bill

with costs.

By this case, it seems that an assignment of a contin-

gent interest, even in lands of inheritance, for valuable

consideration, may be carried into execution by the court

of Chancery ; upon the ground of its being such a contract

or agreement, as the court may think fit to decree a spe-

cific performance of.

O o 4 And
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And that such contingent executory interests or possi-

bihties in hmds of inheritance, may be passed at law by

fine by way of estoppel, appears by the authorities and

cases I have cited above, when treating of contingent re-

Si.ipia,p.3 )5.
j^^.^ij^(jgi.g . for it is wholly immaterial as to the operation

Vicl. Bro. of 3- fii^^j whether the future interest of the person levying

I'ino?, pi. 10. it, in the lands of which it is levied, is a contingent re-

Su' W
.
Jones

injiiii(Jer, or any other future or executory interest , the

p .^-| fine equally operates by way of estoppel to the person

(x) The Lord levying it, and those claiming under him (x).

Keeper {Sir

^'at/iati JV}ii2,'it) having taken time to consider of the case of Kimpland v.

Coiirfnci/ [riled supra 5-^'j), held the assignment to be good, and said, this "was a

stronger case ihau Lampctt's, because thejirst devise beingJor a term for 50 j'ears

onlv, the devisor had a remainder in him /o>- the residue of the term ; hut in

Lampelt's case the devise being for life, the devisor had nothing but a mere possi-

bility ; and he said, this is the case of Sheriffand Wrotham, 2 Cro. 509, and uas

like Locro/l's case, cited in the Rector of Chedingtons case.

XX. (g) There still remains another property of execu-

tory

(g) XX. An executory interest, whether in real or personal

estate, is transmissible to the representatives of the devisee,

when such devisee dies before the contingency happens.

The application ofthis doctrine to legacies payable at a future

time, depends on several distinctions.

A legacy payable to a person at a future time, is, notwithstand-

ing the postponement of the time of its payment, vested in in-

terest in the legatee, if his right to it is so fixed in him, that, if

he dies while the time at which it is payable is in suspense, his

representatives, when the time of the payment of it arrives, will

be entitled to it, as part of his personal estate. When a testator

intends to make such a bequest, it is proper that the will should

direct, in express terms, that the legacy shall become an interest

vested in the legatee, immediately upon the testator's decease,

but that the paymentof itshall be postponed till the time intended

;

or, after directing, in the first instance, that the legacy shall be

paid at a time specified, the will may direct, that, notwithstand-

ing the postponement of the time of payment, the legacy shall

become vested immediately.

On the other hand, a legacy payable to a person at a future

time, is contingent from the circumstance of its postponement,

if the legatee's right to it is made to depend on his being alive

at
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tory devises to be taken notice of; which belongs to

them in common with continoent remainders : what I L553J
Vide supra,

mean
^g^

at the time fixed for its payment. When a testator intends to

make such a bequest, it is proper to declare that the legacy shall

both vest and be paid at the time specified.

These are the regular terms of expressing these different be-

quests ; but it frequently happens that such bequests are not

expressed with accuracy ; it then becomes the business of the

courts to collect the intention of the testator from the language

and circumstances of the will. The cases on this head are

numerous, but seem reducible under certain general rules of

construction, some of which are applicable to legacies payable

out of personal estate only ; others, to legacies payable out of

real estate only ; others, to legacies payable both out of real and

personal estate,

I. As to legacies payable out of personal estate only :

The courts appear to have taken this distinction.— 1st, That

a bequest to a person at 21, or any other certain determinate

term, confers on him a contingent interest, which depends for its

vesting on his being alive at the day specified ; and, 2dly, that

a bequest to a person, payable at 21, or any future certain and

determinate time, confers on him a vested intei'est. In the first

case, the time is said to be annexed to the substance of the

legacy ; in the second, the interfering word " payable," is sup-

posed to disannex the time from the gift of the legacy, and to

annex it to payment of the legacy, so as to leave the gift imme-

diate, in the same manner, in respect to its vesting, as if the

bequest stood singly, and contained no mention of time.—In

this regard, the words, " if, and when, provided," and other

words of a similar import, afford the same construction. On this

distinction, two cases in particular, Monkhouse v. Holme, 1 Bro.

.Ch. Ca. 298, and Hanson v. Graham, 6 Ves. jun. 239, and the

cases cited in them, may be usefully consulted.

These are the two leading rules, but there are several excep-

tions from them.

From the first rule, those cases are exceptions ; 1st. Where a

testator bequeaths a legacy to a person at a future time, and

either gives him the intermediate interest, or directs it to be

applied for his benefit ; the court there considers the disposition

of the interest to be an indication of the testator's intention

that
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mean is, that an executory interest, whether in real or

[554] personal estate, is transmissible to the representative of

the

that the legatee shouhl in all events have the principal, and on

this ground holds such legacies to be vested.

In the late case of Hanson v. Graham, 6 Ves. jun. 239, this

doctrine and the cases on it were fully discussed.

2dly. Where a person bequeaths a sum of money or other

personal estate to one for life, and after his decease, to another;

the interest of the second legatee is vested, and his personal re-

presentatives will be entitled to tiie property, if he dies in the

lifetime of tlie person to whom the property is bequeathed for

his life ; as in Monkhoiise v. Holme, 1 Bro. Ch. Ca. 298. Benyou

11. Maddison, 2 Bro. Ch. Ca. 75. Wadley v. North, 3 Ves. jun.

3C4-

3dly. But, in some cases, as in Billingsley v. Wills 3 Atk. 219,

Batsford v. Kebbell, 3 Ves. jun. 363, where the principal itself

was not bequeathed, but the intei'est or income only was be-

queathed to a person for life, or for some other period, and at the

decease of the first taker, or the end of the period, the capital

was bequeathed to another, the gift of the income and the gift

of the principal have been considered distinct gifts, and when

the legatee of the principal has died during the preceding period,

the legacy has been held not to have vested in him.

4thly. On the same ground, those cases are exceptions from

the first general rule, where the legacy is engrafted by way of

executory bequest to take effect on a contingent event defeating

the first bequest, as when personal estate is bequeathed to A.,

and ifhe shall have no child who shall attain the age of 21 years,

to B.; the interest of/?, is contingent, as it depends for its vest-

ing in him in possession on the ^vent of ^i.'s not having a son who
attains 21 ; but this contingent interest is so far immediately

vested in him in right, as to be transmissible to his personal

representatives, the interests of the first and second taker vesting

in them at the same time. The consequence is, that, if the

second legatee dies while the event defeating the first bequest

is in suspense, and that event afterwards happens, the personal

representatives of the first taker become entitled to the legacy.

See Barnes v. Allen, 1 Bro. Ch. Ca. 181.3 Ves. jun, 208, note.

5tliiy. But it should be observed, that the rule, which makes

a legacy vested, when the gift and time ofpayment are distinct,

applies
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the devisee, when such devisee dies before the contin-

gency happens ; and if not before disposed of, will vest in [555]

such representative when the contingency happens.

Thus,

applies to those cases only, where the time, on which the legacy

is payable depends, for its happening, on an event, which tlie law

for this purpose considers to be certain and fixed, as the legatee's

attaining a certain age ; but, if it depends on any other event, as

his marriage, the event is considered to be contingent ; and the

contingency is then held to be attached to the substance of the

gift, and the gift is therefore held to fail, if the contingency do

not happen. Atkins v. Hiccocks, l Atk. 500. Elton v. Elton,

3 Atk. 504.—But, in respect to this exception, the court has

sometimes, as in Booth v. Booth, 4 Ves. jun. 399, made a dif-

ference between a particular or general legacy, and a bequest

of a residue ; for, when the bequest of a residue fails, the party

dies intestate to that extent of his property ; against such an

intestacy, the courts are generally disposed to make every in-

tendment ; and, in conformity to this opinion, consider that the

uncertainty we are speaking of, does not prevent the bequest of

a residue from being vested.

II. As to legacies payable out of real estates only :—the rule

adopted in respect to legacies payable out of personal estate,

that, when the gift and the time of payment are distinct, tha

legacy vests immediately, does not hold generally in regard to

legacies charged on real estate. The reason of this distinction

is, that, in the civil law, a bequest to a person to be paid at a

future time, Avas held to confer on him a present right to the

legacy, notwithstanding the time ofpayment was future ; so that,

immediately on the testator's decease it became, in the eye

of the civil law, a present debt payable at a future time, debitum

in presenti, sohendum in fuiuro. Now, antiently, legatory

matters arising on personal estate, were solely under the jurisdic-

tion of the ecclesiastical courts, and the decisions of those

courts were regulated by the civil law. By degrees courts of

equity took cognizance of them, and with a view to uniformity

of decision, adopted the rule in question, in respect to such lega-

cies. But legacies payable out of real estate never fell within

the cognizance of the ecclesiastical courts; there was not,

therefore, the same reason for applying this rule to that de-

scription of legacies ; and, as it appeared contrary to the favour,

which the law shews to the owner of the inheritance, courts of

equity
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Pinburv Thus, in the case of Pinbury v. Elkin, above cited,

V. Elkiii, where the testator, in case his wife should die without
supra, p. 473. issue
Vide 1 P. W.
563. — ^

equity rejected it as a general rule, in respect to all such legacies.

Poulet V. Poulet, or Pawlett v. Pawlett, 2 Vent. 366. 1 Vem.

204, 321, is generally referred to, as a leading case establish-

ing this distinction. In respect therefore to legacies charged on

real estate, it became a general rule, that legacies payable at a

future time, whether by ihe language of the bequest, the time is

annexed to the substance or to the payment of the legacy, as a

As io the bequest to a person of a sum of money at 21, or a bequest to a

effect ofa person of a sum of money payable to him at 21, equally sink into

residmnjdis-
^j^^ |^j^,^ f^^ the benefit of the inheritance, if the legatee die

position upon
devises or under 21.

bequests The rule of law laid down in the case of Pawlett r. Pawlett,

•which become has been adopted in a numerous series of cases ; but a distinc-

lapsed or
^j^j^ observable in the apparent motives for the postponement of

Jr^T^lb' legacies, has given rise to an extensive exception from it. When

re^on ofthe a legacy is bequeathed to a child on his attaining 21 or marrying,

death ofthe or on any other event personal to him, the legacy is evidently

devisee or postponed to the time specified, from its being considered that

legatee be-
^j^g legatee will then want the benefit of the legacy ; but, when

fore th£j£-
J

.

^gyjggj^ t^, ^ person for life, and after his decease is
cease Of the

testator, and charged with a legacy, the legacy is evid«^ntly postponed till the

the distinc- decease of the devisee for life, from its being incompatible with

tions in this his life estate, that it should be raised in his lifetime. The pay-

respectbe-
yxicm of the legacy is therefore considered to be postponed, in

•A Z"^" tT"^ ^^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^' ^''^"^ regard to circumstances personal to the

tnakhK' of legatee ; and, in the second, from regard to the circumstances of

the tvilland the estate; and it has been inferred, that in cases of the first

dying after description, the testator does not intend the legatee shall receive

ike ma/angof ^-^^ legacy, unless the circumstance happens on which the tes-

Doe^d
*^^°'' ^^^^ ^' payable ; and that in cases of the second descrip-

Stevoart v. t'on* the testator intends the legatee shall receive it at all events.

Sheffield, In the former cases, therefore, it has been held that, if the lega-

13 £05^,526; tee dies while the time of payment is in suspense, the legacy

and Lord
^.j^^j.^ j^^j^ ^^^ j^^^j ^^^ tl^e benefit of the inheritance ; and in

mark in

^'
the latter cases it has been held, that if the legatee dies during

Dau/son v. the continuance of the preceding estate or interest, his personal

Clark, representatives will be entitled, on its determination, to have the

15 Ves. 409. legacy raised for their benefit. The case of King v. Withers,

"^^^^ Ca.Temp.Talbot,ii7, 3P.W.414, Prc.inCha. 348, 4 Bro. Par.

Ca.
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issue by him, then, after her decease, he gave 80 /. to his

brother; after the testator's death, the brother died in

the

Ca. 228, is the leading case which proceeded on this distinction.

It has been adopted in a multitude of subsequent cases ; see

Goodwin c. Munday, i Bro. Cha. Ca. 191, and the cases cited

in that case, and in the note to it.

Ill, It sometimes happens that legacies are charged on a

mixed fund, that is, both on real and personal estate ;—in that case,

the personal estate is considered to be the primary fund, and

the real estate to be the auxiliary fund for the payment of the

legacies. So far as the personal estate will extend to pay them,

the case is governed by the same rules as if the legacies were

payable out of personal estate only ; and, so far as the real

estate must be resorted to for the payment of the legacies, the

case is governed by the same rules as if they were charged on

real estate only. Duke of Chandos v, Talbot, 2P. W. 6oi.

Prowse V. Abingdon, i Aik. 482.

For a fuller exposition of the doctrine respecting the vesting

of legacies, see Mr. Roper's Treatise on the Law of Legacies,

particularly ch. v. sect. 1, 2, where the principles of this doctrine

are perspicuously laid down, and fully illustrated by authorities.

And see Mr. Cox's excellent note, 2 P. W. 612.

IV. The doctrine respecting the vesting and payment of por-

tions, stands on different grounds, and is decided by different

principles from those of legacies. Hubert r. Parsons, 2 Vez.

sen. 261-2 ; Lord Teynham r. Webb, 2 Vez. sen. 198. 207.

V. It may not be improper to add in this place, some points,

to which particular attention should be paid in framing provi-

sions for portions and legacies. 1st, The time at which they

are to vest, and the time at which they arc to be paid, should

be distinctly expressed ; and nothing respecting either, should

be left to implication. 2dly, When it is intended that, if the

legacy do not become vestel in the first legatee, it should

vest in another, the cbuse introducing the substitution should be

framed so as to have t loct, if the event on which the legacy is

to vest in the first taker do not happen, and not on an event either

wholly distinct, or exceeding or short of the former event. Thus,

speaking generally, there is an evident incongruity in directing

S. legacy to vest in a person at 21, and providing that if he die

unmarried, or if he die under the age of 2 1 years without leav-

ing issue, another shall have the legacy, sdly, When a legacy
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the lifetime of the widow, who afterwards died without

leaving any issue. The court held that this possibility

devolved

is to vest at one time and to be paid at another, and it is intended

that if it fail of vesting, some other person should have the le-

gacy, the substitution should be directed to have effect on failure

of the period of vesting, and not on failure of the period of pay«

ment. Thus, where a sum of money is to be given to the parent

for life, and after his decease to his children in equal shares, to

vest at 21, but not to be paid till the decease of the parent, and

it is intended, that, on the decease of any one or more of the

children, their shares should accrue to the other children, it

will be accurate to provide, that, if any child die before his share

becomes vested, his share shall accrue to the other children, but

it will be inaccurate to provide, that the other children should

have the share of any child whose portion should not become

payable. 4thly, Where it is the intention, as almost always is

the case when children are intended to be provided with por-*

tions, that, If more than one of them die without acquiring a

vested interest in his share, both the original and the accruing

share intended for the deceased children, shall survive to the

other children, the provisions of survivorship and accruer should

be expressly extended to the accruing or surviving shares, as

without an expression or manifest implication of such an inten-

tion, the share accrued to the deceased child will not accrue to

the other children. Pain v. Benson and Palmer, 3 Atk. 78.

Burgrave t. Whitwick, 2 Ch. Rep. 131. Perkins xk Micklethwaite,

1 P. W. 274. Rudge V. Barker, Ca. Temp. Talb. 124. Ex parte

West. 1 Bro. Ch. Ca. 575. 5thly, When it is intended to be-

queath a fund as a provision for children, and invest either the

parent or a stranger with a power of appointing it, either among

them all, or in favour of one or more of them exclusively of the

others, it should not be left in doubt whether the children are

to have the fund ifno appointment is made, as in Davy v. Hooper,

'2 Vern. 665. Wilson u. Vansittart, Amb.562. Madoc v. Jackson,

2 Bro. Ch. Ca. 588. Hockley v. Mawbey, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 82.

1 Fra. Ves. 143; it should therefore be expressed, whether the

children are or are not to be entitled to the fund, in default of its

appointment. 6thly, Where such a power ofappointment is given,

it should also be provided, unless (which is very seldom the case)

the party has a contrary intention, that, if the power is only

partially executed, the appointed child shall have no share of

the
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devolved to the executors of the brother, though he died

before the contingency happened ; and decreed the legacy

accordingly, with interest from the widow's death.

And so, wliere the testator devised land to his son B., Cas. Temp,

but if he should die without issue male of his body then ",. ^^7-

livmg, or which might be afterwards born, that then his ^ Withers
daughter should receive, at her age of twenty-one, or day

of marriage, which should first happen, the sum of 3,500/.

(over and above a portion before bequeathed her;) but in

case the contingency of his said son's dying should not

happen before his daughter's said age or day of marriao-e,

that then she should receive that sum whenever such con-

tingency might happen, and charged the said legacy or

portion on the real estate. The daughter married, having

attained her age of twenty-one, and died in the lifetime

of her brother B., who afterwards died without issue male :

Lord Talbot decreed, that the legacy should be raised, for

the benefit of the administrator (the husband) of the

daughter : and he held, that though it did not absolutely

vest, because it might never arise, yet it so far vested

as to be transmissible to the representative. This decree 3 P. W. 414.

was afterwards afnrmed in the House of Lords.

So where a testator devised to A. and his heirs, and if

A. should die before twenty-one, then to B. and his heirs :

tlie unappointed part of the fund, without bringing his appointed

share of the fund into hotch-pot, and accounting for it ac-

cordingly ; as without such a provision, he will share the unap-

pointed part equally with the other children. See Alexander v.

Alexander, 2 Vez. sen. 640. Bristow v. Warde, 2Ves. jun. 336,

—

and Mr. Sugden on Powers, 471, 1st ed. 7thly, When a monied

fund is settled on husband and wife successively for their lives,

and, after the decease ofthe survivor of them, on their children, it

may be found convenient to authorize the trustees, vi^Ith the con-

sent of the parents, during their joint lives, to pay or transfer to

the childi'en, who acquire a vested interest in the trust fund,

the whole or any part of the property, in which they shall have

acquired a vested interest, either under the actual provisions of

the deed, or under an exercise of the powers it contains; as,

on account of the wife's future life interest, a payment or transfer

of it, without such a power, will not be warranted.

A. died
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A. died before twenty-one, but B. died before him. The

[560] question was, whether B.'s heirs should take. It was
Vin. V. 8. objected, t}iat the Hmitation to B. upon A.'s dying before

p. 112. ca. 30. twenty-one, was but an executory devise, and that such

V. Wood. devises have always been construed as possibihties only.

But the court held clearly, that although B. died in the hfe-

time of A., yet jB.'s heirs might well take under the execu-

tory devise ; as such devise was to be considered equi-

valent in point of interest, to a contingent remainder, and

Chauncy consequently transmissible. And so where legacies were
v. Graydon, devised to children, to be transferred to them at their re-

^ spective ages of twenty-one, or days of marriage (1); and
{jc) See Whit- that in case any of them shovdd die under that age, or
}rca V. on

j^j^j.j.y -without consent, &c. his or her share should go to

io?>5. 152; the others at their ages of twenty-one ; Lord Hardwicke

Gilbert u. held, that a share accruing by the forfeiture of a child's

booriiian, marrvino; without consent, vested in another child who
1 1 Ves. 238' .

Walker v
' attained twenty-one, but died before such forfeiture, so as

Share,! 5 Ves. to entitle the personal representative of such deceased

122-5, and child, to an equal share thereof, with the other surviving'

Prescotl ibid
children ; for (said he) where either real or personal estate

501 ; and is given upon a contingency, and that contingency does

vide532,note not take effect in the lifetime of the devisee; yet if real,

2)1 margin.
|^j^ heir, and if personal, his executor, will be entitled to it

:

for though in law a possibility is not assignable, yet in

equity, where it is done for a valuable consideration, it

has been held to be assignable, and is transmissible to the

representative of the devisee.

Peck V. Par- So w'here B. in consideration of natural love and affec-

rot, 1 Vez. tion for her niece, and to secure to her separate use her
sen.

3 . personal estate after her own decease, granted all her per-

sonal estate to trustees in trust for herself during her

natural life, and after her decease and payment of her

debts and funeral expences, in trust for the sole and sepa-

And vide rate use of her niece alone, and not for her husband, or

1 Vcz. sen.
f^j. g^.]^ person as she should appoint; the niece died

sen
118*^^ ^^ *^^ hfetime of B., and after JB.'s death, her (J5.'s) exe-

119. cutor and residuary legatee filed his bill against the per-

sonal representative of the niece, for this personal estate.

Lord Hardwicke said, that under a trust, a contingent

interest might go to the executor or administrator^ though
*• not
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not vested in the person during his hfe ; and that in the

same manner the contingent interest here would go to the

representative of the niece, and accordingly dismissed the

bill.

And in another late case of an executory devise of real Goodright

estate, where the testator devised lands to his son G. his ""' '^^^^^^'

heirs and assigns for ever, but if he happened to die under
*

the age of twenty-one years, leaving no issue, then he

devised the lands to his (the testator's) mother P. in fee
;

after the decease of the testator, his mother died, in the

lifetime of G., who afterwards died under age and with-

out issue ; and it was held, that by virtue of the executory

devise to P., the lands vested in her heir at law upon the

happening of the contingency, viz. upon the decease of G.

under age without issue ; and that this interest, whilst it

was contingent and before the event happened, did not so

attach in G. who was heir at law of P. upon her decease,

as to carry it on his death to his heir at law, who was not

heir at law to P., but that it vested in that person who
was heir at law of P. (the first purchaser) at the time the

contingency happened.

(x) And this, indeed, is agreeable to that rule of descent, Vide Co. Lit.

which requires that a person who claims a fee simple by ^^'"- ^4- ^•

descent from one who was first purchaser of the reversion ^' ' "^ ^'

or remainder expectant on a freehold estate, must make (^x) The fol-

himself heir to such purchaser, at the time when that re- lowing para-

version or remainder falls into possession. So here the ^^^f ^ .f

.

n rt r- ill r ^ n ^^^ '^"^ Cited
niterest of P. was future, she had no seism of the free- jy Lord AU
hold ; and therefore the person claiming by descent from vanley in

her, must, by analogy to the above rule, be heir at law to jr^^
'^"'

her when the estate fell into possession. And as to the
jj^iffQ^

question started in that case, whether this executory in- ^^os.S^P-

terest did not by the descent of it from P. at her decease ^43 ;
«"<^

r< 1 iu 1. 1, i 1 1 J • ^lis lordshrti
upon G. who was then her heir at law, become merged in , ,

'

the fee which he took by descent from his father (the {ibid. 655)

testator), it vanishes, when we consider that the executory that the case

fee devised to the mother, could have no existence before ^ ^oodrig

the decease of the son under age without issue ; for upon 2 JVils. 20.

that event only could it arise. Now, how was it possible appeared to

for it to merge before it had any existence? If it could '"''^ ^^ ^^ "'

P p be
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pohif. In be extinguished by merger, it must be by its union with a

Goodri<yht ;
, oveater estate out of which it was to arise, and of which

'^r^r--y'\^
it might be considered as part, or at least as an extrac-

coitrt after tion. Bat how are two estates to unite, or one to become

t-jLO argu- blended and confounded with or absorbed in the other,

77ients, seem
-^yhg^ both are of equal measure, viz. both fee simples

;

ao-reedin fa-
'^^^^ of which the one cannot commence or partake of ex-

zoMr of a dc- istence at all, but in an event which destroys and annihi-

.w«# ex parte j^tes the other?
niaterna,

fhoiig/i,asthe

case ivas compromised or oihcnvise interrupted, no S7ich opinion ims ever delivered;

and Mr. Fi-arne's reasoning upon t/ie case, seems to have been approved of and

foUoived lif Lord AlvaiiJey in Doe d. Andrew v. Hufton, and by the courts of
' Common Fleas and King's Bench in the later cases of Goodtitle d. Castle and Vin-

cent V. JVhitc, 2 Neto Rep. 383, and Goodtitle d. Vincent v. White, 15 East, 174.

See also Mr. Frestons observations on these cases, in his Treatise on Convey-

ancing, vol. 3. {on Merger), p. 259. 341. 494. 549; and Mr. Wathins Essay

on the Latv of Descents, ch. 3. s. 2.

XXI. (//) Lastly, I shall observe, that in cases of con-

tingent or executory interests, the court of Chancery will

interfere

Qi) XXI. In cases of contingent or executory interests, the

court of Chancery will interfere in behalf of the persons entitled

to such interests, to prevent unreasonable waste being committed

by the tenants in possession.

Sec Williams v. Duke of Bolton, 3 P. W. 268. n. Robinson v.

Litton, 3 Atk. 209.

At the end of tliis work, it may not be improper to present the

reader, with a succinct account of the rise, progress, and actual

state of the law of England, respecting the settlement or entail

of real and personal property. With this view, an attempt will

be made to give,— 1st. A general outline of the variations of

the English law respecting the settlement of real estate,—2dly.

A short statement of the original principle of the law of perpe-

tuity,—sdly. Its application to the entail of real and personal

estate, and its ultimate result ;—and 4thly. Mention will then

be made of the laws of some other nations respecting the entail

of.
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interfere in behalf of the persons entitled to such interests, ^ ^1- A**'"-

to prevent unreasonable waste being committed by the |^°' P,*. "*'

tenants Champness.

of landed property, and some miscellaneous observations oflPered

on the general tendency and effect of the English law of entail.

1. Under {he feudal polity, as it stood in its original simpH-

city, when land was granted to a man and his heirs, the lord was

entitled to the services of his tenant, and to the reverter of the

land, if the tenant died without heirs ; the tenant was entitled to

the actual enjoyment of the land, and its warranty and acquittal

by the lord ; and the heir was entitled to the inheritance, on tlie

decease of the tenant ; but the heir derived his title, under the

terms of the grant, and was therefore said to claim the fee above,

not under his ancestor. Thus, land was then subject to the

three distinct rights of the lord, the tenant, and the heir. And
though the lord and the tenant might join in the disposition of

the inheritance, yet, the concurrence of the heir in such dispo-

sition not being to be had, as in the view of the law he did not

exist in the lifetime of the ancestor, it was, therefore, ixiholly in-

alienable, and consequently could not be modified into any form of
settlement. The feudal incidents of dower and curtesy were

attached by law to estates of inheritance, and were the only

provisions that could be claimed against the lord or the heir.

By degrees, the rights of the lord and the heir, so far as they

restrained the tenant's alienation of the land, ceased to be con-

sidered : it is supposed that, as early as the reign of Henry the

Third, a free alienation of land was allowed.

2. This general power of alienation introduced Conditional

Fees ; one species of them was formed by a grant of land to a

person and the heirs of his body. This mode of limitation

operated as a settlement of the Jand, so far, that till the donee

had issue inhei'itable under it, he could not alien or charge the

land ; but, after he had issue, the condition was supposed to be

performed, and he might dispose of it at his pleasure : if he made

no such disposition, the land descended to the heirs of the body

of the grantee ; and, on a failure of such heirs, it reverted to the

lord. This was the first attempt in our law at a settlement of

real property ; and Bracton, 2 lib. c. 6. fol. 18. b., mentions that

these limitations might be so far multiplied, that, on failure of

heirs of the body of the first donee, the land might be succes-

sively limited to others and the heirs of their bodies.

3. But, after the grantee had issue, he and every person, who

p p 2 came
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euants in possession, as appears in the case of Dayrell v.

Ohampness. The court has even gone so far as to decree

a restitution

came into possession of the land, under such a grant, might

dispose of it, and thus neither the lieir nor the donor had any

security for its devolving to him. Therefore, the statute of the

19 Edw. I., commonly called the statute de donis conditionalibus,

was passed : it made the alienation of such property unlawful,

and thus secured it to the heirs, while there were heirs to suc-

ceed, and on tailure of heirs, to the lord. This gave rise to the

settlement of real property by way of Estates tail and Remainders.

Thus a considerable restraint arose on the alienation of pro-

pcrtv and a large proportion of the land of the kingdom was

takeii out of commerce. To evade this restraint. Fines and

Eecoveries were introduced; by the former, the issue in tail, by

the latter both the issue in tail and the persons in remainder

and reversion, might be barred of their estates, and the tenant

in tail might acquire the fee simple of the land.

4. Estates tail and remainders over being thus completely

subjected to the power of the tenant in tail, a further extension

and security of settlement was made, by limiting the land to a

person for his life, and entailing it, after his decease, on his children.

But this was found to leave the children too much at the parent's

mercy; for, while there was no such child in existence, the

tenant for life might destroy the limitations to the children; and,

if the inheritance was vested in him, might by his own act, and if

not vested in him, then with the concurrence of the person in

whom it was vested in remainder or reversion, acquire the abso-

lute ownership of the fee.

5. To remedy this, the limitation to trustees for presoving con-

tingent remainders, was introduced about the time of the com-

mon-wealth. That limitation supports the remainders to the

children, and all other remainders in contingency, against the

acts of the tenant for life. On this footing, the settlement of

real property, by way of remainder, continues at this day.

6. A new mode of settlement of real property gradually found

its way into the jurisprudence of England, by the introduction

of Executory Uses. By these, on a given event, land, which

had been limited or permitted to descend to a person, might be

divested from him and vested in another. Such limitations

might take effect either on an event specified in the instrument

prescribing it, or by a future direction of the party himself, or of

some
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a restitution of the value to a contingent remainder-man,

for waste committed before the contingency happened,

by

some person appointed by him, Wlien they were limited in the

latter mode, they were termed Powers. Such are the powers of

jointuring, of charging with portions, of leasing, of making ex-

changes and sales, now generally inserted in settlements.

Thus, a settlement of real property, as it is now usually framed,

either by deed or will, operates partly by way of remainder, and

.

partly by waj^ of executory use. So far as the limitations created

estates for years, for life, in tail, or in fee simple, to take effect

after the regular expiration of previous estates, the settlement

operates byway of remainder; so far as the limitations create

estates for years, for life, in tail, or in fee simple, which deter-

mine estates previously created, the settlement operates by way
of executory use.

II. The reception of executory uses into the law of England

gave rise to that important part of its jurisprudence which re-

spects the doctrine of peri)etidtii, or excessive restraint on aliena-

tion. No question of perpetuity could arise at the com.mon law,

or under the statute de donis. It has been shewn, that, after the

statute de donis, and before the introduction of executoiy uses,

future estates could only be created by way of remainder. The
remoteness of a remainder, however great, was no objection to

it, on its creation. If the event, upon which it was to vest, took

place during the continuance of the preceding estate, or at the

instant of its determination, the remainder would vest in posses-

sion immediately on the determination of the preceding estate

;

if the event did not take place during the continuance of the

preceding estate, or at the instant of its determination, the re-

mainder would wholly fail of effect : during this period, there-

fore, of our law, all inquiry respecting perpetuity was out of

question.

The cases of a possibility upon a possibility, (see ante page

251) may be considered as exceptions from the rule. They pro-

ceeded on a different ground, and gave rise to this important

rule, that, if land is limited to an unborn person during his life,

a remainder cannot be limited, so as to confer an estate by pur-

chase on that person's issue.

After the introduction of executory uses, the question of per-

petuity necessarily forced itself on the attention of the courts.

The introduction of fines, and still more, th^ introduction of re-

p p 3 coveries,
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by the tenant in possession in collusion with the person

entitled to the inheritance in remainder. As where A.

being

coveries, which originated in an arbitrary decision of the Judges,

in direct opposition to a positive statute, sufficiently shewed

that such a modification of property, as rendered it perpetually

unalienable, or postponed the power of alienating it to a period

excessively remote, would not be endured. It was, therefore,

incumbent on the courts to fix the boundary, beyond which

executory limitations should not be permitted to operate. In

fixing it, they proceeded by way of analogy to the legal effect

of remainders at common law, in postponing the exercise of

powers of alienation. The usual effect of such a settlement was

to limit the lands to a person during his life, with an immediate

remainder to his children or some of them in tail. In all such

cases, the tenant for life was in existence when the settlement

began to operate ; and it has been stated that the law did not

allow such limitations of it as conferred a life estate on his

children, with remainders in tail to their children.

Thus the utmost restraint upon alienation, which the law, as

it stood after the statute de donis, allowed in the settlement of

real property, was the limitation of one or more life estates to

persons in being, and a limitation of one or more estates tail in

remainder expectant on the expiration of the preceding estate

or estates for life.

A power of alienation by fine or recovery, was inseparably in-

herent to the seisin of an estate tail ; but the exercise of it was

necesssarily suspended during the minority of a tenant in tail.

Supposing, therefore, an estate to be limited in the usual manner

to the father for life, remainder to his sons successively in tail,

and that the father died leaving an only son just born, or his

wife ensient, the land would be inalienable during the life of the

tenant for life, and after his decease would remain inalienable

during 2 1 years, (the term of the son's minority), with a possible

protraction of that term for a few months, to allow for the period

ofgestation. This was the utmost period to which the restraint

on alienation could be protracted. In reference to this obvious

case, and without perplexing the general law on the subject by a

further attempt at analogy, the courts, by a long series of deter-

minations, fixed the actual boundary of executory limitation at

an event so limited, that it must, from its nature, cither take

effect or become incapable of taking effect within the period of

one or more life or lives in being, and a further term of 21 years,

with
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being tenant for 99 years determinable on his life, without 1 Vezey, sen.

impeachment of waste, except voluntary, remainder to 524. 546.

trustees ^f^\\:
^!''

John linid

. . . . Cotton ; and
Dick. Rep.

with an allowance of a few months, or at the immediate expira- igo. s. C.

tion of that period. from Lord

But, as it was understood that an executory use engrafted on Hardwicke's

an estate tail was liable to be defeated by the recovery of the

tenant in tail, it was obvious that the danger of pcqietuity did

not arise on such limitations. Leaving, therefore, at large, those

executory limitations which were engrafted on estates tail, the

courts required that those executory limitations should be con-

fined within tiie boundary assigned, which were engrafted on

estates in fee simple, permitted to descend or actually limited.

III. It has been mentioned, that our law never allowed of

limitations of Personal Estate by way of remainder, in the proper

sense of that word. It is observable, that, while the civil law, in

respect to heirship and alienation, and the other general rights

of property, makes little perceptible distinction between real

and personal estate, except in the term of prescription, the na-

ture of them in the English law is wholly dissimilar, and scarcely

any rule of law which applies to the one is applicable to the

other. This is owing to the universality which prevails in Eng-

land, of the law of tenure, in which personal estate is of no

account.

Hence probably it proceeded, that, till a late period of our

law, personal property was not considered to be susceptible of

modification. When, at length, it attracted the attention of the

courts, it was held, that it could only be settled by way of exe-

cutory bequest or executory trust, and that executory bequests

and executory trusts of it should be confined within the period

assigned for the boxmdary of executory limitations engrafted on

estates in fee simple.

Thus the general result of the English system of the modifi-

cation of property is, that both real and personal estate may be

so far fixed in settlement as to be confined in a particular course

of devolution, and rendered absolutely inalienable,during one life,

or any given number of lives in being at the same time, and a

further period of 2 1 years and a few months ; but that, at the

end of this period, the property again becomes open to alienation,

with this difference, that, at the end of the period, the real estate

must either vest in some person for an absolute estate in fee

simple, which includes a general power of alienation, or must

p p 4 vest
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trustees to support contingent uses, remainder to the first

and other sons of A. successively in tail, remainder to B.

vest in some person for an estate tail ; in which hitter case, by a

fine or common recovery, he may acquire the absolute fee ; but

at the end of the same period, personal estate must vest abso-

lutely.

IV. The laiv of other countries is different. In Scotland a

tailzie of simple destination limits the estate in a particular line

of devolution, subject to a full power of alienation in each suc-

cessive possessor ; a tailzie with prohibitory clauses, limits the

estate in the same manner, but it may be disposed of or charged

for a valuable consideration, and it is attachable by creditors,

unless the substitutes or persons in remainder, by a process,

which is called an inhibition, secure their rights against future

debts or contracts ; a tailzie with irritant and resolutive clause*;,

is a strict entail which cannot be opened.

In the civil law, entail finally rested on the 159th Novel, by

which it was stopped at the fourth degree, including the party

himself who instituted the substitution. The Ordonnance of

1747, fixed the French law of entail to two degrees; the Code

Napoleon, Art. 896, prohibits all substitutions, with an exception,

(Art. 1048), in favour of parents, who are authorized to give

life estates to their children, and to limit over the property abso-

lutely to the children of those children ; and a further excep-

tion, (Art. 1049) which authorizes persons who die without

issue, to give life estates to^their brothers and sisters, or any of

them, and to limit over the property absolutely to the children

of those brothers and sisters.

Whatever may be the merit of those laws, it seems clear, that,

whether it be considered in reference to the general polity of

the country, or in reference to the objects of individuals, the

English system of the settlement of property has a wise and salu-

tary tendency. The limits, within which it confines the restraints

on alienation, prevent the subtraction from commerce of an

undue proportion of the national wealth, and leave as much of

it for circulation as is sufficient to answer the wants of those

who wish to purchase ; and while a perpetual entail is avoided,

such an entail may be framed as will effect all those provisions

which it is consistent with the limited reach of human prudence

to design; and, when the entail is discharged, it most fre-

quently happens that the rights or views of the parties interested

in
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in fee ; A. having no son then born, agreed with B. to See Stans-

fell timber and divide the profits ; a son was afterwards
j^f^^^j^^j^^"''

born, and Lord Hardwicke decreed that the son should jq y^^^ 278.

recover against the representatives of B.

in the property, lead wholly or partially to a renewal of the

entail ; and thus, while individuals have the means of effecting

reasonable arrangements, that succession of respectable pro-

prietors is preserved, which conduces so much to public and

private happiness.

APPENDIX.
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No. I.

GOODTITLE ex dem. WESTON v. BURTENSHAW (a).

Trinity Term 1772.

[From a Manuscript Note of the late Mr. Serjeant Hill, and
a Manuscript Note in the Editor's Possession.

1

TN ejectment, the jury found the case specially, That

Nich. Newingden, being seised in fee of certain pre-

mises, by lease and release of the 23d and 24tli July 1755,

conveyed the same to trustees, to hold to them and their

heirs, to the following uses, viz.

To the use of Nicholas Newingden and his assigns for the

term of 99 years, if the said Nicholas Newingden should

so long hve, without impeachment of waste ; Q.ndJrom and

after the decease of the said Nicholas Newingden, to trustees

and their heirs, during the life of Nicholas Newingden,

to preserve contingent remainders, remainder to Mary
Calverley for life, in case the marriage between the said

Nicholas Newingden and the said Mary Calverley should

take effect; and from and after their decease and the

decease of the survivor of them, then to the first and other

sons of the said Nicholas by the said Mary, and the heirs

male of such first and other sons lawfully issuing ; and for

default of such issue, to their other sons as far as the 10th,

in the same manner, and then to all the other sons succes-

sively, and the heirs male of their respective bodies ; then

to the trustees and their heirs in case of Mary's being

ensient at the death of Nicholas, until her delivery, in trust

(a) Referred to in note page 25, and in note page 214^

for
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for a posthumous son, with remainder to posthumous sons

successively in tail male ; and for want of such issue, to

the use of the heirs female of the body of the said Nicho-

las Newingden to be begotten on the body of the said Mary

and her or their heirs ; and for want of such issue, to the

use of the right heirs of the said Nicholas Newingden

for ever.

The marriage took effect, and there were three sons of

the marriage, two of whom died without issue ; the third

son left a son, who died leaving a daughter and only child.

There were besides six daughters of the marriage, all of

whom died except one, who was the wife of the lessor of

the plaintiff. Nicholas Newingden survived his wife:

defendant claimed under a purchaser from the daughter of

the surviving son of the settlor, who was his grand daugh-

ter and heir at law.

The question was, whether the plaintiffwas entitled to

recover. The case was argued several times in different

terras. It was argued, whether the plaintiff had any title

at all to recover in the ejectment; for, although she were

heir female, yet she was not very heir, but the grand-

daughter was heir, and therefore the plaintiff did not

answer the description in toto. But this objection was

clearly overruled.—It was then argued, that all the con-

tingent uses in the tettlement were void, as there was

no freehold to support them, the first use of Nicholas

being for 99 years, which is but a chattel ; and the in-

terest of the trustees not being to commence till after his

death. That was attempted to be answered on the foot

of a resulting use in the settlor for life; but the court

was of opinion there could be no resulting use in the

settlor in this case.

It was then argued, that a sufficient estate passed to

the trustees, to support these several contingent limita-

tions in the marriage settlement, and the court was of that

opinion.—Lord Mansfield delivered the opinion of the

court on that point to the following effect

:

His lordship observed, that this being by way of feoffees

to uses, no such thing as a springing use could arise in

the trustees to support the subsequent estates, analogous

to executory devises.

A case
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A case has been cited by Mr. Serjeant Glynn, in which

many rules are laid down, which we think are all well

founded according to law.—I agree to that, which has

been laid down at the bar with proper restrictions, that the

intent must be pursued, in a deed as well as a will. In a

deed, indeed, legal words of limitation must be technically

expressed : in a will they may be supplied, as the words

" for ever," or a charge to raise a sum of money, may

supply the want of words of inheritance. But, except

where that distinction holds of legal technical words being

required, the intent must be equally pursued in both ; and

the court are as much bound to give effect to the intent of

contracting parties in a deed, as to that of a testator in a

will ; and this is the effect of the several rules laid down by

Lord ChiefJustice Willes in the case that has been referred

to of Smith d. Dormer v. Parkhurst.—What is laid down

in that case is, that words that are absurd and nonsensical

may be rejected ; now no words in the language are non-

sensical otherwise than as they go to frustrate and destroy

limitations that are good ; as, if an estate was given to A.

for the life of B. to take effect after B.'s death, these last

words would be plainly nonsensical, and must be rejected

without there were other words to supply the intent.

The very meaning of this limitation to trustees was to

support these contingent uses. For this, being a marriage

settlement and a provision for children unborn, the limita-

tions must be necessarily contingent, and the words " the

decease of said Nicholas Newingden," after the limitation

of the use to him for 99 years, are plainly insensible and

nonsense ; and to lay a stress upon them, would be to

overturn the intent of the settlement. But suppose the

words, " the decease," were to stand, yet the words, " or

other sooner determination of the term," might be imphed.

Upon the whole, I am of opinion, in the first place, that

the words, " the decease," may be rejected ; but if not,

still the words, " other sooner determination," may be im-

plied, which will equally serve the plaintiff's turn, and she

is therefore entitled to the judgment of the court in her

favour.

[573] Burtenshaw afterwards brought an ejectment in the

Exchequer ; and the case was there argued three times on

a special
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a special verdict; and once by Mr, Hargrave very ably

for the plaintiff. The outlines of this argument are in his

notes on the First Institute ; but the court 2:ave judgment

for the defendant AVeston, on the ground of Lord C J.

Lee's opinion in Dormer v. Fortescue.

GOODTITLE ex dem. BAILEY v. PUGH.

Ilil. 1784.B. R.

[ From a Manuscript Note of the late Mr. Serjeant Hill.']

The question arose on the following words in the will

of Alderman Behn

:

" As to my real estate, after the decease of my wife,

" I give and devise to the eldest son of my son begotten

" or to be begotten, all my estates in London and Middle-

" sex for his life, he being obliged to keep them in good

" repair, insure them from loss by fire, and pay the annui-

" ties left chargeable on them ; the second son, all my
" estates in the county of Hertford for his hfe, subject to

" pay all charges of a man I have appointed to look after

" them, keep them in good repair, insure them from fire,

" and so in the same manner to all the sons my son may
" have ; if but one son, then all the estates to him for his

" life, and for want of heirs in him, to the right heirs of

" me Calvert Behn the testator, for ever, my son excepted,

" it being my will he shall have no part in my estate

" either real or personal."

The testator died September 1770, leaving Ann Behn

his widow, since dead, and WiUiam Behn his son and

heir at law, and three daughters, three of the lessors of

the plaintiff. William Behn, on the death of his father,

entered on the premises and enjoyed them for his life,

and died without issue. The defendants claimed under

him.

That this was a sufficient description for the plaintiffs to [574]

take by purchase. LorJ Eoym. 185. Long v. Laming. Wil/es

and Palmer, 5 Burr. 261 5. 2 Blacksf . 687. and Goodlitle on

dem,
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dem. Weston v. Burtensfiaw in K, B. and afterwards in the

Exchequer, were cited.

And as to the objection that it could not take effect as

an executory devise being too remote after an indefinite

See DoucrJ. failure of issue, he cited Fonnereau v. Fonnereau in Dough

487, 3d. ed. 470.

Bearcrofi contr. gave up the last objection since Fonne-

reau V. Fonnereau, but insisted that in none of the cases

cited, the word " heir" standing alone, and without any

qualification, had been held a sufficient description to

make such heir take as a purchaser.

{x)orBrouon. Lord Mansfield.—Since Nevvcomen (jt) v. Barkham the

doubts about the necessity of being very heir have been at

an end. Lord Cowper ordered his judgment in that case

to be entered in the Register's Book, and a very able

opinion it is. The case was brought on afterwards on a bill

ofrevivor before Lord Hardwicke, who in a solemn decision

confirmed it
;
yet I remember the prejudice was so strong

in consequence of a passage in Co. Lit. that Sir Martin

Wright never forgave him while he lived. As to " right

heir " being a term of description, where a man gives to

his own right heir, he don't take by description, but

by his better title, by descent. The meaning here is such

as would be my right heir, if my son were dead. There

is no difficulty as to that.

As to the point of its being too remote, that is solemnly

(v) This case determined in Fonnereau v. Fonnereau. Per Cur. Judg-

%joent to the ment for the Plaintiff (y).
House ()f

Lords upon a writ of error, and thejudgment given in the court of Kings Bench

ivas reversed. See the case cited accorditigly in 2 Meriva/es Rep. ,348-9.
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No. II.

Lord Chief Baron Gilbert's remarks on the doctrine in

Chudleigh's case respecting the supposed Scintilla Juris,

from his Laiv of Uses and Trusts, page 127 (b).

TF a feoffment be made to J. S. in fee, to the use of A.

for life, remainder to his 1st, 2d, and 3d son, the re-

mainder to B. in fee, there are three plain preliminaries

to this inquiiy.

First, there ought to be a person seised to the use at the 1 Co. 126. a.

time when the use is executed ; and this, as is said before,

is plain by the words of the statute ; viz. If any person

stand or be seised.

Secondly, The estate for life is immediately executed Pop. 74.

in A., the remainder in fee to B. by the statute ; because

the use is immediately in them, and they have the posses-

sion in the same manner they have the use.

Thirdly, No possession can be immediately executed in 1 Co 126. a.

the sons, because they are not in being ; and therefore Pop- 72-

capable of no property, neither in use nor possession. * ^^
'

The non-performance of all these rules, caused two

false opinions in this matter in the debate of Chudley's

case.

First, some thought, according to this second rule, that

the whole possession must be executed in A. and B., and Pop. 73.

therefore that the contingent use, when it falls, was exe- ^ ^^' ^32>

I'^'i 114-
cuted out of the first livery ; and the estate formerly in

feoffees ; and this by the words of the statute ; the estate

that was in the feoffees shall be in cestiii que use ; and

hence they inferred, that since the estate was executed

by the power of the statute, it must be preserved till such

execution by the same power ; and therefore they said,

the contingent remainders were in abeyance, and not ex-

tinguishable by the alienation of tenant for life.

But this is a mistake, first, because this is contrary to 1 Co. 126. a.

the first preliminary ; for that supposes an estate in J. S. ^ ^^"^- 332.

at the time of the execution.

Secondly, because it is contrary to the nature of an [576]

(b) Referred to in page 295.

abeyance
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abeyance by the rules of law ; for if there be tenant for

1 Co. 135. life, remainder to the right heirs of .7. .S'. living, if tenant

for Ufe dies, or ahens, during the life of J. S. the remain-

der is destroyed.

Thirdly, because it would create a perpetuity.

1 Co. 138. Some add another consequence of this doctrine, that a

9 Pop- 79- use would rise out of a use.

°'^^P
" "

Others held a different opinion; and they thought there

1 Co. 136. was an immediate remainder vested in J. S. to serve the

Cro. El. 139. contingent use when it falls, and that this estate was de-

1 Co. 1 29. a. tenninlable upon the rising and execution of the estate in

the sons, &c.

But this could not be, first, because this is contrary to
'

the second preliminary ; for thereby an estate is immedi-

ately vested in A. and B., but by this opinion, the estate

1 Co. 129. a. in B. is only executory; for it arises to him upon the

same contingency that the estate of J. S. rises, for he

could not have a fee before ; for then there would be a

double fee.

1 Co. 12S. Secondly, because J.S. would have a remainder with

out any grantor, and the law leaves it to parties to limit

their own estates ; and where nobody has limited an estate,

there can be no legal limitation.

Thirdly, if a remainder be vested in J. S. he must punish

waste, and enter for a forfeiture ; but the party designed

him no such benefit, but made him only an instrument to

convey it to others.

The true opinion is, that the legal estate is executed in

A. and B. but the contingent remainders are not utterly

lost, because the possession by the statute must be exe-

cuted in the same manner as the use is limited ; therefore

there remains a possibility of possession to the feoffees,

to this purpose only, that when the contingency happens,

then the possession may be transferred to the remainder-

man, and if this is an estate not known before, and so has

no determination at common law, yet it is such a one as

must be raised by the intent of the statute, and all its ends

could not be answered without it; and therefore to sup-

pose, as in the other opinions, no estate in the feoffees, or

to reduce it to the standard and rules of common law, is

equally false and impracticable.
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13 6c i^May By the settlement executed previously to the marriage
^733. of Sir William Morgan, knight, a general of his Majesty's

forces, with Lady Rachael Cavendish, he conveyed his

estates in the counties of Monmouth and Glamorsfan.

to Lord James Cavendish and Henry Berkeley, and their

heirs;

As to the manor of St. Bride's and certain other

estates.

To the use of the Marquis of Hartington and Lord

James Cavendish for a term of 100 years, in trust to

pay, during the joint lives of Sir WilUam Morgan and

Lady Rachael, the clear yearly sum of 500/. for her

separate use

;

As to the manors and other hereditaments comprised in

the said term of 100 years, after the expiration ot

that term, and as to all other the hereditaments, im-

mediately after the solemnization of the marriage,

To the use of Sir William Morgan for his life, without

impeachment of waste ; remainder

To Lord James Cavendish and Henry Berkley, Esquire,

and their heirs, during the life of Sir William, in trust to

preserve contingent remainders ; remainder

As to the hereditaments comprised in the said term

100 years.

To the intent that Lady Rachael, (if she survived Sir

William Morgan), should receive thereout, during her life,

a clear yearly rent charge of 2,000/. for her jointure, in

bar of dower, with usual powers for recovering and en-

forcing the payment of the same when in arrcar ; and

subject thereto,

To the use of the Marquis of Hartington and Lord

James Cavendish, their executors, administrators and

assigns, for a term of 99 years, for better securing the

payment of the said jointure:

And as to several manors and other hereditaments

situate in the county of Monmouth, and all Sir Wil-

liam's other estates in that county, immediately from

and after the death of Sir William,

I579] ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ Duke of Rutland, Lord James Caven-

dish, Henry Berkley and John Hanbury, Esqrs. their exe-

cutors, administrators and assigns, for the term of 500

years,
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years, for raising portions for the daughters and younger

sons of the intended marriage

;

And as to all the manors and other hereditaments therein-

before granted and released, with their appurtenances,

immediately after the determination of the several

uses and estates thereinbefore tliereof respectively

limited, and as the same uses and estates should re-

spectively end and determine.

To the use of the first and other sons of Sir William

Morgan, by Lady Rachael, severally and successively

according to their respective seniorities, in tail male •

remainder.

As to the estate comprised in the said term of 500
years,

To the use of the Marquis of Hartington and Andrew
Charlton, Thomas Lewis and Edmond Probyn, Esqrs.

their executors, administrators and assigns, for the term

of 1,000 years, for raising portions for the daughter or

daughters of the intended marriage, in default of issue

male;—and after the determination of the precedent

uses,

As to all the estates,

To the use of Sir William Morgan and his heirs.
'to'

Sir William Morgan, after his marriage, purchased the

fee simple of several freehold estates in the counties of

Monmouth and Glamorgan, and several customary-hold

estates in the county of Monmouth ; which customary-

hold estates were surrendered to trustees, in trust for Sir

William Morgan and his heirs ; and which freehold estate

so purchased, lying in the counties of Monmouth and Gla'

morgan, he, in January 1 730, mortgaged to Mr. John

Pagett for securing a sum of 5,000/. and interest; and he

also mortgaged all his freehold estates in the county of

Brecon to other persons, for securing the sum of 1 1,000/.,

but he did not mortgage his customary-hold estate in that

county.

Sir William Morgan had issue by Lady Rachael, two [580]

sons, viz. William his eldest, and Edward his yougest son,

and two daughters, viz. Rachael Morgan, and Ehzabeth,

afterwards the wife of William Jones, Esq.

By his will, after making some specific and pecuniary 3d Apr. 1731,

q Q 2 'bequests.
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bequests, and after a general bequest of the residue of his

personal estate, for the payment of his debts, he devises

in the following words :

" I give and devise all and singular my freehold and

" customary-hold messuages, lands, tenements, and here-

" ditaments whatsoever, and wheresoever, and by me
" purchased since my intermarriage, and whereof I am
" seised in fee simple, or I have any equity of redemp-

" tion therein, and situate, lying and being within the

" counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan, with their and

" every of their appurtenances ; and also, all and singular

" my manors and lordships, messuages, farms, lands, tene-

" ments, and hereditaments whatsoever, situate and lying

" within the county of Brecon ; and the reversion and

" reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, pro-

" fits, and equity of redemption of all and singular the

" said premises, with appurtenances, unto the said Wilham
" Duke of Devonshire, Sir Edmond Probyn, Thomas
" Morgan and John Hanbury, and the survivor of them,

" and the heirs of such survivor, for ever ; in trust never-

" theless, and to and for the several and respective

" estates, uses, intents and purposes, and subject never-

" theless, and charged and chargeable for and with the

'' payments, and under and subject to the provisoes, limi-

" tations, entails and appointments hereinafter mentioned,

" created, limited, appointed and declared of and con-

*' cerning the same, (that is to say), to the intent and

" purpose, and upon trust, that the said William Duke of

" Devonshire, Sir Edmond Probyn, Thomas Morgan and

" John Hanbury, and the survivor of them, and the heirs

*' and assigns of such survivor, shall, in the first place,

" raise and lay by the yearly rents, issues and profits of

" all and singular the said premises, with the appurte-

" nances, or by sale or mortgage of the same premises, or

" .«ome convenient part thereof, as to them, or any of

" them, may be thought most proper and convenient,

" such sufficient and competent sum and sums of money,
*' to be in aid of my personal estate hereinbefore be-

" queathed, for and towards the payments of my just

" debts, funeral expenses, and legacies hereinafter raen-

" tioned and bequeathed.

" And further, my will and meaning is, that my said
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" youngest son, Edward Morgan, when he shall have
" attained the i^ge of 21 years, shall by good and suffi-

" cient surrender or otherwise, as counsel shall and will

'* advise, pass and surrender, all and singular the right,

" title, and interest whatsoever of him the said Edward
" Morgan, of and in all and singular the customary-hold
" and copyhold messuages, lands, and tenements vvhat-

" soever, that I shall die seised of within the county of
" Monmouth, to the use and behoof of my said eldest

" son, WilKam Morgan, his heirs and assigns for ever.

" My further will and meaning is, that the said Wil-
" liam Duke of Devonshire, Sir Edmond Probyn, and
" John Hanbury, and the survivor of them and his heirs,

" shall stand and be seised of all and singular the mes-
" suages, farms, lands, tenements, and hereditaments
" whatsoever, and situate, lying and being within the

" several parishes of Ustrodgunlais, Ustrodvelly, Vayner,
^' CantrifF, Penderrin, in the said county of Brecon ; and
" also all my messuages, farms, lands, tenements and
'' hereditaments, now or late in the several occupations
" of Llewellin Edwards and Thomas Powell, respectively

'' tenants thereof, at the yearly rente of 37/. igs., situate

" lying and being within the parish of Devynock, in the

" county of Brecon, immediately from and after all my
" debts, funeral expenses and legacies, and payments
** hereinafter mentioned, well and fully paid and dis-

" charged, and also all charges and expenses as my said

'* trustees and executors herein named, be put to, be
'* fully reimbursed and paid them in the execution of this

'* my will and testament, and the trust in them respec-
** tively reposed; to the use and behoof of my said young-
" est son, Edward Morgan, and his assigns, for and
" during his natural life, without impeachment of or for

" any manner of waste ; and from and after his decease,

" to the use and behoof of the heirs male of the body of

" the said Edward Morgan lawfully to be begotten, seve- [^82!
" rally, respectively, and in remainder, the one after the

" other, as they and every of them shall be in priority

" of birth-.and seniority of age ; and for default of such
" issue male, to the use and behoof of my said son William
" Morgan, for and during the term of his natural life, without

Q Q 3 " impeachment
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" impeachment of or for any manner of waste ; and from and
" after the decease of my said son WiUiam Morgan, to the

" use and behoof of the heirs male of the body of my said

" son WilUam Morgan, lawfully to be begotten, severally,

" respectively and in remainder, the one after the other, as

" they and every of them shall be in seniority of age and
" priority of birth ; and for default of such issue, to the

" use and behoof of such other son of mine lawfully be-

" gotten, as shall or may hereafter be born, for his life,

" without impeachment of or for any manner of waste

;

*' and from and after the decease of such after-born son,

" to the heirs male of his body lawfully issuing, in re-

" mainder, the one after the other ; and for want of such

" issue, to the use and behoof of my said brother Thomas
" Morgan and his assigns, for and during the term of his

" natural life, w ithout impeachment of or for any manner
" of waste ; and from and after his decease, to the use

" and behoof of the heirs male of the body of my sard

" brother, Thomas Morgan, lawfully begotten and to be

" begotten, severally, respectively and in remainder, the

" one after the other, as they and every of them shall be

" in priority of birth and seniority of age; and for want
" of such issue, in remainder of all and singular the same
" premises, with appurtenances, to the use and behoof of

" my said son Edward Morgan, his heirs and assigns for

" ever.

" And my further will and meaning is, that the said

" William Duke of Devonshire, Sir Edmond Probyn and
" John Hanbury, and the survivor of them and the heirs

" of such survivor, immediately from and after all my
" debts, funeral expenses, legacies and payments herein

" mentioned, be well and fully paid and discharged, and

" also all charges and expenses as my said trustees, and

" also my executors hereinafter named, be put to, be fulty

" reimbursed and paid them in the execution of this my last

" will and testament, and the trust in them respectively

[.383] " reposed, shall also stand and be seised of all my mes-

" suages, farms, lands, tenements, and hereditaments, and

" the equity of redemption thereof herein and hereby be-

*' fore devised and mentioned to be in the several counties

<' of Monmouth and Glamorgan, and all my manors, royal-

s' ties.
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" ties, messuages, farms, lands, tenements, and heredita-

** ments whatsoever, situate and being within the county

" of Brecon, (except the messuages, farms, lands, tene-

" ments, and hereditaments hereinbefore mentioned and
" devised to my said son, Edward Morgan, in manner
" as aforesaid), to the use and behoof of my said

" eldest son, Wilham Morgan, and his assigns, for and
" during the term of his natural life, without impeach-

" ment of or for any manner of waste ; and from and

" after his decease, to the use and behoof of the heirs

" male of the body of my said son William Morgan, law-

" fully to be begotten, severally, respectively and in re-

" mainder, the one after the other, as they and every of

" them shall be in priority of birth and seniority of age
;

" and in default of such issue male, to the use and behoof
** of my said youngest son, Edward Morgan, and his as-

" signs, for and during the term of his natural life, without

" impeachment of or for any manner of waste ; and from

" and after his decease, to the use and behoof of the heirs

" male of the body of my said son Edward Morgan,

" lawfully to be begotten, severally, respectively and in

" remainder, the one after the other, as they and every of

" them shall be in priority of birth and seniority of age
;

** and for default of such issue male, to the use and be-

" hoof of such other son of mine, lawfully begotten or to

" be begotten, as shall or may hereafter be born, for his

" life, without impeachment of waste ; and after the de-

" cease of such after-born son, to the heirs male of his

" body, lawfully to be begotten, in remainder, the one

" after the other; and for want of such issue male, then to

" the use and behoof of my said brother Thomas Morgan,

" for and during the terra of his natural life, without im-

" peachment of or for any manner of waste ; and from

" and after his decease, to the use and behoof of the heirs

" male of the body of my said brother, Thomas Morgan,

" lawfully begotten and to be begotten, severally, respec- p„g ,

" tively and in remainder, the one after the other, as they

" and every of them shall be in priority of birth and se-

" niority of age ; and for default of such issue male, the

" remainder of all and singular the said last mentioned

" premises, with the appurtenances, to the use and

Q Q 4 behoof
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•' behoofof the right and next heirs of ray said son William
*' ISIorgan, for ever.

" And forasmuch as it is my will, intent and mean-
" ing, that in case my said two sons now living, or any
" other son or sons of mine, lawfully begotten, hereafter

" to be born, should die without issue male of their bodies,

*' or of the body of some or one of them lawfully, to be
" begotten, after their respective decease without issue

" male as aforesaid, that then all and singular my mes-
" suages, manors, royalties, advowsons, parks, lands,

" tenements, and hereditaments whatsoever and where-
" soever, with their and every of their appurtenances,

" situate, lying and being within the several counties of

" Monmouth and Glamorgan, and not hereinbefore devised,

" shall be devised and settled to and for the several uses,

" intents, and purposes hereinafter mentioned, limited,

" expressed and declared : It is therefore my will, intent

" and meaning, that in case my said sons, William Mor-
<' gan and Edward Morgan, or any other son or sons of

" mine hereafter to be born as aforesaid, shall happen
" to die respectively without any issue male oftheir bodies,

" or of the body of some or one of them as aforesaid, and
" in case, if it shall so happen, then I gave and devise the

" remainder of all and singular my messuages, manors,
" royalties, advowsons, parks, lands, tenements, and
*' hereditaments, whatsoever and wheresoever, with their

" and every of their appurtenances, and situate, lying and
" being wuthin the several counties of Monmouth and
" Glamorgan, and not herein and hereby before de^dsed,

" and the reversion and reversions, remainder and remain-

" ders of the same premises, to my said brother Thomas
" Morgan, for and during the term of his natural life,

" without impeachment of or for any manner of waste ;

" but subject nevertheless to the several provisoes and
" payments mentioned and contained in my said marriage

Trfj-j " settlement, bearing date the 14th day of May, in the

" year of our Lord 1723. And from and after the said

" estate hereby last mentioned, limited to my said bro-

" ther Thomas Morgan, I give and devise all and singular

" the said last-mentioned premises, with their and every

" of their appurtenances hereby devised, to Tliomas

Lewis,
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" Lewis, of St. Peer, in the county[of Monmouth, esquire,

'* and Charles Van, of Lanwern, in the said county of

*' Monmouth, esquire, and their heirs, for and during the

" natural Ufe of my said brother Thomas Morgan, to the

" intent to preserve and support the contingent uses and

" remainders hereinafter limited (in case my said two
" sons, or any other son or sons of mine hereafter to be

" bom, shall happen to die without issue male of their

*^ bodies, or of the body of some or one of them, lawfully

•' to be begotten), but nevertheless, if it should so happen,

" in trust to permit my said brother Thomas Morgan to

" receive the rents, issues, and profits thereof during his

" natural life ; and from and after the decease of my said

" brother Thomas Morgan, then to be and remain to

" Thomas Morgan, the only son of my said brother

" Thomas Morgan, for and during the natural life of him
" the said Thomas Morgan the younger, without im-

" peachment of or for any manner of waste ; and after

" the determination of that estate, to the use and behoof

" of the said Thomas Lewis and Charles Van, and their

" heirs, during the natural life of the said Thomas Mor-
" gan the younger, upon trust to support the contingent

" uses and estates hereinafter limited from being defeated

" and destroyed, and for that purpose to make entries and

" bring actions as the case shall require, but nevertheless

" to permit and suffer the said ThomasMorgan the younger

" to receive and take the rents, issues, and profits of

" all the said premises, with the appurtenances, during his

" natural life ; and from and after the decease of the said

" Thomas Morgan the younger, to the use and behoof of

" the first son of the body of the said Thomas Morgan
" the younger, and the heirs male of the body of such first

" son lawfully issuing; and for default of such issue, to

*' the use and behoof of the second son of the body of

" the said Thomas Morgan the younger, and the heirs [586]
" male of the body of such second son lawfully issuing;

•* and for default of such issue, to the use and behoof of

" the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and

" tenth son, and all and every other the son and sons of

" the body of the said Thomas Morgan the younger, law-

fully
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" fully issuing, severally and successively, and in remani-

" der, the one after the other, as they and every of them
" shall be in priority of birth and seniority of age, the

" elder of such son and sons, and the heirs male of his

" body issuing, to be alvi^ays preferred, and to take place

" before the younger of such son and sons ; and for default

" of such issue, to the use and behoof of the second son

" of the body of my said brother Thomas Morgan, and
" the heirs male of the body of such second son lawfully

" issuing ; and for default of such issue, to the use

" and behoof of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,.

" eighth, ninth, and tenth sons, and all and every other

" the son and sons of the body of my said brother

" Thomas Morgan lawfully issuing, severally and succes-

" sively, and in remainder, the one after the other, as

*' they and every of them shall be in priority of birth and
" seniority of age, the elder of such son and sons, and
" the heirs male of his body issuing, to be always pre-

" ferred, and to take place before the younger of such

" son or sons ; and for default of such issue, to the use,

" and behoof of my right and next heirs for ever, and to

" and for none other use, intent, or purpose whatsoever." .

And he appointed William Duke of Devonshire, his

Wife Lady Rachael, Sir Edmond Probyn, his brother

Thomas Morgan, and John Hanbury, esquires, guardians

of such and so many of his children as should be under

age at the time of his death ; and he committed the whole

care and management of his said children, and their re-

spective persons, educations, estates, and fortunes, to their

care and management during their respective minority.

Edward Morgan, the testator's younger son, died on the

7th February 1 743, an infant of the age of sixteen only^

and without issue.

William Morgan, the testator's eldest son, attained his

age of twenty-one in 1 746, and entered upon the said

estates ; and enjoyed the same during his life, and died on

the 16th July 1763, unmarried and intestate, and without

having barred the entail created by the said settlement

or will, leaving Ehzabeth, his only surviving sister and

sole heiress, (her sister Rachael Morgan having died on

the
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the 11th March 1738, an infant and unmarried); and the

said Elizabeth attained her age of twenty-one on the

29th March 1750.

Immediately upon the decease of Sir William Morgan,

his creditors instituted a suit in chancery, to have the trusts

in his will for payment of his debts carried into execution.

Upon the death of Mr. WiUiam Morgan, the son of Sir

William, without issue male, Mr. Thomas Morgan, the

brother of Sir William, entered on the whole estate, both

freehold and copyhold, and filed a bill in chancery against

Mrs. Jones and others ; and a cross bill was afterwards

filed by Mrs. Jones against Mr. Thomas Morgan and

others. Issue was joined in the causes, and publication

passed ; but before any further proceedings were had, Mr. '

Thomas Morgan, the testator's brother, died, leaving issue

two sons, Thomas and Charles, and the proceedings were

revived.

The causes came on to be heard before the Lord Chan- 8 Dec. 1 769.

cellor Camden. His lordship referred it to the Master

to inquire what estates Sir William Morgan the testator

had at the time of his decease, and their nature and

quality, and gave other directions ; and reserved the

consideration of the leading points in the cause, till the

Master should make his report.

The causes came on to be heard before Lord Chancellor 4 July 1772.

Bathurst. The great point in them was, whether the resi-

duary devise in Sir William Morgan's will, to his brother,

Mr. Thomas Morgan, was not too remote. His lord-

ship ordered, that a case should be made for the opinion

of the judges of the court of King's Bench, upon the

will of Sir William Morgan, and that the question should

be, " Whether Thomas Morgan, the brother of the testa-

" tor, and Thomas Morgan the younger, and Charles

" Morgan, or any or either of them, took any and what [588]

" estate in the lands in the counties of Monmouth and
" Glamorgan, by the residuary clause in the said will ?"

In pursuance of this order, the case was argued in

Hilary Tenn 1773, by Mr. Kenyon for Mr. Morgan, and

by Mr. Serj. Hill for Mrs. Jones : and in Easter Term fol-

lowing, by Mr. Dunning for Mr. Morgan, and by Mr.

Mansfield for Mrs. Jones. The substance of their argu-

ments
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merits will be found in the reasons to the printed cases of

the House of Lords, where both causes were brought on

appeal. The reasons to the case of Mr. and Mrs. Jones

were prepared by Mr. Fearne and settled by Mr. Booth.

The judges of the court of King's Bench, before whom
the case was argued, were Lord Chief Justice Mansfield,

Sir Richard Aston, and Sir William Henry Ashurst.

Lord Mansfield delivered the opinion of the court in the

following words :

—

" The question for the opinion of the court is, whether

the limitation over of all the lands comprised in the settle-

ment, is void? If it is void, then they descended to Sir

William's heir at law, and that is his daughter, for Sir

William had in him the reversion in fee.

" The reason, upon which it is contended that it is

void, is this,—that the construction must be, that it is an

executory devise to the brother, after a failure of issue

male of Sir W^illiam's then marriage, and a failure of

issue male of any subsequent marriage ; and that, with re-

gard to any subsequent marriage, no estate being limited to

the issue male ofthat marriage, the hmitation to his brother

Thomas must operate as the limitation of a fee upon a fee.

This can only be supported within the term which the law

has laid down for preventing perpetuities. If this con-

struction prevails, the limitation to Thomas is evidently

a limitation by way of executory devise after an inde-

finite failure of issue, which exceeds that term. From

this it is argued that the devise to Thomas is void, and

that the estates have descended to Mrs. Jones, the testa-

tor's heiress at law. This is the whole ground upon which

rrRft] the question turns, and the point to be determined is,

whether that is the true construction of the will ?

" Now, it has been truly said, that, to construe a will,

the intent of the testator is to be taken from the whole

will together, applied to the subject matter to which the

will relates : if that be agreeable to law, it must govern
;

if the intent is clear, but not agreeable to law, it is void

and null. If the intent is clear and agreeable to law, no

matter what words the testator has made use of, the

courts of justice, where the questions arise, must model

the testator's intent in such manner, as he himself would

have
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have done, if he had made use of apt and legal terras.

Much has been said, at the bar, on the meaning of the

words, necessary implication. It is unfortunate when
words happen to be made use of in the determination of
causes, without a precise, clear, definite idea annexed to

them ; the great disputes of the world arise upon words.

It has been said that a necessary implication must mean,
when there is a natural impossibility that it should be

otherwise. There never was such a construction put
upon those words. A necessary implication is that impli-

cation arising upon the words the testator has made use

of, which clearly satisfies the court what was his meaning.

It is put in opposition to conjecture. Conjecture is,

when you suppose what would have been the testator's

meaning if he had had the whole case before him ; and
what, if he had thought of such an event, he would have
said upon it. That is a conjecture; but for implication,

you must find out his meaning, whether expressed or

implied, from his words. If they have an express mean-
ing, and he has made use of inaccurate v/ords, you must
construe his words ; if they are words of sense, or decla-

rations which are no ways accurate in legal phrase, you
must see clearly what is the testator's meaning : and, if

the testator's meaning is doubtful, if a court of justice

cannot say they are satisfied his intention was so, the

whole will be void for uncertainty.

" Necessary implication, therefore, is that which leaves

no room to doubt. It is not an implication upon conjec-

ture : you are not to conjecture what he would have done
in an event he never thought of; that will not do, though [590]

many cases have been determined with a view to such an
event. One I mentioned,—the great case of Coryton
and Hellier(x), in 1745, determined by Lord Hardwicke. (x) Cited

There a man, by his will, devises to J., and to prevent ^ ^^^~' ^^"•

the entail being barred, he devised it to J. for 99 years; ^^^'

and then went on to make the usual settlement, and the

drawer omitted to say for 99 years if he should so long

live. The great question there was, whether by implica-

tion the words " if he should so long live," should be
added ? It was not a necessary implication, it was not

impossible that he meant a term of 99 years ; but then

Lord
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Lord Hardwicke, upon going through all the arguments

and the nature of the thing, was convinced, as also was

every body else, equal to a demonstration, that the testa-

tor meant 99 years, " if he should so long live," and not

a term of 99 years ; and so that case was adjudged.

" There is no doubt the testator did mean that : and it

is a very strong fact, for it is adding words, which the

testator had not made use of, to the limitation which

stood of itself. In all those cases, the grand question is,

as has been truly stated, to find out from all the will

taken tooether, what was the testator's real intention.

And upon the last argument, as I have taken a note of it,

Mr. Serjeant Hill set out by saying there could be no

doubt of the testator's intention ; but he contended the

testator's intention could not take effect, because he

had not devised the estate according to law, but has

limited it upon a contingency which made the devise void

in point of law. When the testator's intention is admitted

to be clear, it goes a great way in the determination of

the question, especially when the counsel that argue on

the other side are forced to admit that it is clear, (and Mr.

Mansfield, to-day, has made no doubt whatever as to the

intention), and, indeed, it is impossible to make a doubt

Vfith regard to the intention.

" Sir Wilham Morgan, a gentleman of a Welch family,

an antient family I believe, having a great family estate,

having wherewithal to provide most amply for the daugh-

[591] ter, has a mind the family estate shall go on in the family

as long as it can in the male line. What then? Having

the estate settled upon the issue male of his present

family, he makes a provision for the reversion in fee.

What was his meaning? Why, that if there was a failure

of issue male of his own body, it should go to his brother.

That is clear ; but if he meant that his brother should

take by way of executory devise, his intention was con-

trary to law, and shall not take effect : but if he clearly

meant this, that his issue male should take successively,

and that when there were a failyxe of his issue male, it

should go to his brother, the devise to his brother is

good : it is also good, if the testator meant to give it on

the event of Lady Rachael's surviving him, and there

beins:
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being no issue male of his marriage. In either of these

cases, it is an intent according to law, and must be effec-

tuated ; and, if it can, the court ought to do it ; and no

man can doubt but that it was his intent that his estate

should go to his own issue male, and, failing that, should

go to his brother. There is no person who reads the will,

but must be clear that such was his intent : and it is as

clear that neither he, nor the drawer of the will, ever

thought of an executory devise.

" How, then, may this be effectuated ? I think it may
very clearly, by the construction of the testator's intent,

in one or two ways ; and it is quite indifferent, as the

event has happened, which way it is construed ; and the

arguments to both conclude for each of them. From the

intention, it cannot be otherwise ; for if the testator had

said, " Whereas my estate is settled upon my first and
" every other son in tail male by my marriage g'ettlement,

" therefore, in case they all die without heirs male of

" their body, I give it to my brother ;"—If he had said so

in express words, it would have given the reversion in

fee : If he had lived years after the death of his wife, and

had married another wife, and had had sons of that mar-

riage, and had not made any settlement, and had not

revoked the will, still the very circumstances of the sub-

sequent marriage, and the birth of children by that mar-

riage, would have been a revocation of the will. Mr. [.'iQ'i]

Dunning very properly made this observation. That point

is now settled with regard to real estates, as it had been

before of personal estates. It was settled by three of the

judges, and afterwards confirmed by that case which Mr.

Punning alludes to ; and very rightly determined : for it is

impossible that a batchelor having made a will, and having

no family, but who afterwards marries and has children

of that marriage, though by negligence or forgetfulness,

or some accident or other, he do not revoke or cancel his

will, should mean that a will made by him upon a suppo-

sition of having no children, and no family, should stand.

The very presumption would have been, that the dievise

over to his brother was not intended, if he had had issue

by a second marriage. The second way, by which the

intention of the testator may here be effectuated, is that

which
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which 1 verily beUeve, in my own mind, was the true case,

that neither Sir Wilham, nor any body concerned for him

at that time, had an idea of making the least provision, or

havino- the least view to the contingency of a second mar-

riage : the whole will goes upon the supposition of the

children of his actual marriage surviving him; it was

made in his sickness, made but three weeks before his

death ; there is a provision in it that his son Edward shall

have the benefit of his marriage settlement ; there is a

provision in it, appointing his wife, Lady Rachael, one of

the guardians of his children, and one of the executors

;

he makes a full disposition of all the estate of which he

was seised in fee.

" What then was immediately his object? Why, his

settlement : for there is a distinction betw een the two

sorts of his estate, a plain distinction taken up by him.

Having disposed of all the estate he was seised of in fee,

then as to the other he comes by way of recital: he does

not dispose of that immediately, but says. My mind is,

that " if my son or sons now living, or any after-born

" sons, shall happen to die without issue male ;"—He does

not say " Any after-born son of Lady Rachael," (but that

[.593] was plainly his intention) should take. All the arguments

on this part of the case will easily go to the second light

in which it is to be considered to effectuate his intention.

What is he to give in case that shall be ? Not the lands ;

—He says, I have nothing but the remainder in fee ; 1

give the remainder in fee ; that is very remarkable, for

the remainder is to denote the quality of the estate he is

to give ; he has all the conveyancer's words to give the

lands, messuages, manors, royalties, advowsons, parks, 8cc.

Then he follows them with the words reversion and re-

versions, remainder and remainders. His recital of his

intent must be applied to the limitations ;
" it being my

intent, that if the issue male fail, the remainder shall go

another way." What remainder ? The remainder after the

estate tail.

So it is very strong, and to conviction, that he really

meant to make a devise only on the event of his dying

without any subsequent marriage ; and that the only limi-

tations which could take effect before the remainder was

to
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to operate, were the limitations created by the marriage
settlement. But, not to rest upon that, as the words are

to be sure, " after-born sons," without saying by Lady
Rachael, or upon her body begotten, let us suppose, that

he meant " after-born by any other marriage;" and,
that the point of revocation had been doubtful, and that

Sir William had married a second wife, and left a son by
that second wife, and that a question had arisen between
the brother and the son, whether that son was disinherited

or not by that devise. In case there was a doubt on the

point of revocation, to be sure the court, from the inten-

tion of the testator, would have leaned very strongly to

effectuate his real intention ; which certainly was, not to

disinherit any issue of his own body.

Supposing it then to have that extensive meaning, what
would be the consequence ? Why, that every son to be

born of a subsequent marriage, by the necessary declara- [594j
tion of the testator, should have an estate tail. In this

view of the case, the preamble is very strong to this

effect: for it is just as declarative, and as operative of

his intent, as if there had been binding words. The
words of it are, " My intent and meaning is, that in case
" my two sons now living, or any other son or sons of
" mine lawfully begotten hereafter to be born, shall die

" without issue male of their bodies."—By the construc-

tion now assumed, we must extend these words to the

sons of any future marriage. Then, according to this

construction, the testator expresses his intention, that

such sons by a future marriage shall take. In what way
are they to take ? Why, the example is put by the two

sons that are alive ; the answer therefore is, they must

take estates tail successively. Thus, if the words " any

after-born son of a subsequent marriage," are to be con-

strued that way, the future sons must take estates tail.

Upon this part of the case, the powers of jointuring, leas-

ing, and portioning, would be excessively material, if it

were clear that they must relate to the settled estate,

which is not so certain, because they may have an effect

by relating to the other estates ; but as far as they war-

rant the argument that they relate to both estates, (and I

do think the power of leasing must neces-sarily relate to

R R
'

both).
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both), these powers are decisive. If he had said, I mean-

them all to take estates tail, one after another, he would

not have said it more strongly. I have already expressed

my opinion that the testator had not the issue of a future

marriage in contemplation : but if he had such issue in

contemplation, this clause decisively shews, that he in-

tended such after-born sons should take successive estates

tail : and the devise over is a good devise of the remainder

expectant on those estates.—Now what is desired of the

[595] court ? Will the court labour to suppose Sir William to

have had a meaning which it is certain he never had, and

of which he had no idea, to introduce that meaning in

order to defeat his whole intention, v/hich both sides

agree to be so clear as to be indisputable? That certainly

ought not to be done. Therefore, we shall make our

certificate according to the ideas 1 hare already expressed:

in case we should alter our opinions, v/e shall signify, if

we desire a future argument."

The Judges made the following certificate :

—

"" Having heard counsel on both sides, and considered

the case, we are of opinion that the event of a second

taarriage was not in the testator's contemplation : but,

supposing that, from the generality of the description of

the words, " any after-born son," should be extended to

the son of any future marriage, we are of opinion, that

from the manifest intention of the testator, expressly de-

clared in his will, such son must take an estate tail.

Consequently, we are of opinion that either way, a re-

mainder after an estate tail is devised to Thomas, the testa-

tor's brother, who, by virtue of the said limitation, upon

the failure of the sons of Sir W^illiam, the testator, without

issue male, was entitled to all the lands in the counties of

Monmouth and Glamorgan (devised by the residuary

clau e in the said will) for life, with remainders according

to the lim'tations in the said will."—Mansfield, R. Aston,

W. H. Ashurst, May 7, 1773.

By an order, made on the hearing of the said causes

before the said Lord Chancellor Bathurst, his lordship

ordered that the said certificate of the Judges of his

Majesty's court of King's Bench should be confirmed

;

and
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and did declare, according to the said certificate, that Mr.
Thomas Morgan, the fatlier, was entitled to all the lands

in the counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan, devised by
the residuary clause in the will of the said Sir William
Morgan, with remainders according to the limitations in

the said will.

Both parties appealed from this decree. The following

are the reasons, contained in the printed cases, for re-

versing the decree as to the lands comprised in the mar-
riage settlement of Sir William Morgan, and which were
decreed to pass to Thomas Morgan and his sons by the [596]
residuary devise in Sir William Morgan's will.

That clause in the will by which the testator disposes of
the new purchased lands (these being such as could not
be comprised in the settlement of the 13th and 14th

days of May 1723) and of the Brecknockshire estates,

contains a devise of these premises to certain trustees

for that purpose expressly named in the will, upon trust

that they should by mortgage or sale of the said pre-

mises, levy and raise so much money in aid of his per-

sonal estate as should be sufficient to pay the testator's

debts and legacies, and then that they should stand

seised of the residue of those premises. To the use (but

thi^ is really a trust) of the several persons for the

several estates therein mentioned.

This is expressly devising the legal estate to the trustees

for executory purposes, viz. first, for that of paying

debts, and then for the enabling them to make a settle-

ment, which settlement was undoubtedly to be modified

and framed under the directions and according to the

rules of courts of equity.

But the clause under which the present questions arise,

concerning the Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire

estates, is of a quite different nature, and is worded and
penned in a quite different manner.—It begins with

making no particular disposition of the legal estate on
any special trust, but disposes of the whole beneficial

interest withoutany distinctionbetween legal or equitable

estates, for the benefit of the persons therein named„
ladeed^ the testator, in this clause, by way of preamble,

R R 2 begins
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begins with saying, that " forasmuch as it was his in-

" tent and meaning that in case his said two sons then
*' hving, or any other son or sons of liim lawfully

" begotten, thereafter to be born, should die without

" issue male, &.c. that then all and singular his mes-
" suages, manors, &.c. in the counties of Monmouth
" and Glamorgan, not thereinbefore devised, should be
" devised and settled to the uses thereinafter men-
" tioned (all this being still but a recital of his inten-

[597] " tion by way of preamble), he therefore declares it to

" be his will, intent and meaning, (which words have
" an imperative import) that in case his said sons,

" William Morgan and Edward Morgan, or any other

" son or sons of him thereafter to be born as aforesaid,

" should happen to die respectively without any issue

" male. Sec. and in such case, if it should so happen,

" then (he adds) 1 give and devise (which words are

" meant to be operative, and to pass to the devisees

" what is intended for them) the remainder of all and
" singular my messuages, manors, &:c. in the said

" counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan, not herein-

" before devised, and the reversion and reversions, &c.

" to my brother, Sec."

Now it is plain that the words which come subsequent to

the word " forasmuch," so far as that part of the clause

extends, are only used by the testator by way of in-

troduction, and as a key whereby to open and expound

his intention ; the devise itself, under which the estate

and interest are intended tp pass and be transmitted,

stands upon the subsequent or latter part of the same

clause which contains the words " and in case if it

" shall so happen, Then I give and devise," &,c. It is

here, and here only, that these lands in the counties of

Monmouth and Glamorgan are given to the brother

Thomas and his sons who now claim to be entitled to

these premises.

Thus much is said to clear the way for the faiding out the

true meaning of the testator.

Now the subject matter upon which the devise contained

m this clause was to operate, was all the rest and resi-

due of all the lands and hereditaments in the counties

S of
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of Monmouth and Glamorgan, to which the testator at

that time was entitled in possession, reversion, or re-

mainder, other than those which fell within the descrip-

tion ofbeing lands. Sec. purchased since his marriage, and

those customary or copyhold estates in the county of

Monmouth, which the testator directed his son Edv/ard

to surrender to the use of his son William and his heirs.

But as to the lands which had been comprised in the

testator's marrige settlement, the subject matter of such [59^]

devise was the ultimate reversion in fee of those lands

in which there had been, by that settlement, reserved

to the testator an estate for life in possession, with re-

. raainder (subject to a jointure rent of e,ooo/. per annum
for the wife, and portions for younger children) to the

first and other sons of the marriage successively in tail

male.

Immediately after the marriage, the aforesaid ultimate re-

version in fee became a fixed, certain, and settled estate,

divided from the possession, and capable ofbeing granted,

devised, transferred, aliened, settled, conveyed, and

disposed of, like any other kind of real property in lands

;

but it was necessary that every such conveyance, devise,

transfer, alienation, and disposition should be framed

according to the established forms and rules of law. And
here the testator has attempted to make a disposition

by his will of this reversion in fee in these premises
;

but then that disposition is conceived in words that

sound futurelif, and that declare that it shall not take

effect otherwise than upon certain contingencies hap-

pening, therein specified, viz. the events of certain per-

sons therein mentioned, dying without issue male.

Now every limitation either by grant or devise of any

estate or interest in lands to take effect n future must

be so penned as to be made to pass eith by way of

EXPRESS REMAINDER, or by way of FUTURE or

SPRINGING USE or TRUST, or by way ol iixecutory

DEVISE.

As a reversion or remainder in fee, where it is subsisting

and vested under some prior or former settlement or

other act, is a fixed and settled interest (as has been

before mentioned), it will not be disputed but that it must

B R r> be
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be transferred, aliened, devised and disposed of much

in the same way as lands in possession ; and though

«uch reversion -wears the aspect of being an interest or

estate to comixiQuceJut urelj/, yet in fact it iso. present and

actual interest, as appears from the old law which made

the attornment of the tenant in possession a necessary

circumstance to render the grant of the reversion valid

and effectual.

{599] Now in limiting of remainders by grant or devise oflands,

no grant or devise of such remainder can be good, un-

less there is a precedent particular estate capable of

supporting such remainder, and unless the remainder

is created at the same time with such particular estate.

It is the same with respect to reversions.

It hath been held, that where a reversion in fee, expect-

ant on the determination of several precedent estates

of inheritance, was granted by lease and release, haben-

dum to the releasees and their heirs J)om and after the

determination of the severalprecedent rises and estates, such

habendum will be too remote; and that the law will not

suspend the taking effect of such reversion for so long

a time as during the continuance of the several prece-

dent estates, where come of them are estates of inherit-

ance ; there cannot therefore be a remainder created of

a reversion in fee, without a precedent particular estate

created of that reversion capable of supporting it, and

without such remainder being created at the same time

with that particular estate.

Now here the testator, without hmiting any precedent

particular estate to any person certain, puts off" or pro-

longs the vesting of this reversion to a remote or dis-

tant day ; the words are, " In case my said two sons now
" living, or any other son or sons of mine lawfully

" begotten, hereafter to be born, should die without

" issue male, Sec. and in such case if it shall so happen,

" I give and devise the remainder of all, See. to my
" brother Thomas Morgan for his life, &c." Now these

words vest no present estate at all in any person certain
;

they say, indeed, that in case all the testator's sons,

born or to be born, shall die without issue male, the

brother Thomas and his sons shall have the lands ; but

who
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Tyho shall have them in the mean time .' If the testator

has omitted to ascertain who shall be the intermediate

taker, here will be a remainder created without a par-

ticular estate; and that, if the old rules of law are to be

adhered to, will be an incurable defect, and it will not

be possible to support this limitation by way of

REMAINDER.
Invention indeed is so fertile, that endeavours may be fGool

used to point out some intended or implied particular

estate in this case ; but we hope that upon examinatioii

such endeavours will be found to be fruitless and of no

avail.

The other way of giving legal effect to the disposition made
by this clause of this reversion in fee, is to consider it

as an executory devise, where no precedent par-

ticular estate is required to support it. It is sufficient,

though it be a future devise, if the future estate given

thereby be made to take effect within the compass of

a life or lives in being, and the space of 21 years after-

wards ; for that space of time the law will permit landed

property to be unalienable ; but if the devise be not

made to take effect till a general failure of issue of any

person or persons, there the law will not permit such

landed property to be withheld for so long, because a

failure of issue may not happen till after the tenth,

twelfth, or twentieth generation, or even till later.

it may be said, that there is a way of making good this 01 jection

devise of the reversion in fee by way of re.mainder, if
^^^'

we suppose that there are precedent particular estates of

inheritance necessarily implied in the devise, which may
operate as particular estates for supporting this devise

by way of remainder; that is, That all future sons of

the testator by any after-taken wife, should necessarily

take estates tail after those limited by the m.arriage

settlement, precedent to the taking effect of the remain-

der to the brother Thomas and his sons.

But it is insisted, that the admitting such an implication Answer.

is contrary to the most estabhshed rules and maxims.

If there is a devise to A. B. indefinitely, or to A. B. for

life expressly, and then follow in the same instrument,

words that say, that if the said A. B. dies without i^sue

R R 4 of
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cf his body, the lauds shall go ever to /. S., there A. B.

the first devisee shall take an estate tail by necessary

implication, because in both cases he has a precedent

citate for life, and then the subsequent words enlarge

that estate to an estate tail ; but if there are no other

words in a devise, save only, that if ^. B. (a stranger)

[601] dies without issue of his body, then I. S. shall have the

lands, there A. B. shall take nothing at all by the devise,

for the will carries no expression from whence neces-

sarily to infer that A. B. shall take any estate or

interest in the land whatsoever, and then this is a de-

vise after a general failure of issue of a stranger, which

cannot be made good either by way of remainder or

by way of executory devise, and so it is void.

Admit, for argument sake, that where A. is, under a

former settlement, tenant in tail, with remainder to B.

in tail, with remainder to C. in tail, with the ultimate

reversion in fee to the said A., there if ^4. devises, that

in case neither he himself, nor B. nor C. shall have

any issue male, the land shall go over to /. -S'. and his

heirs, this will be a devise of the reversion upon the

failure of issue male of the testator, and of the said C.

and B. Be it so ; this will not warrant the going farther,

and asserting that, if in this case, ^.the testator should

devise, that if he himself and the said B. and C. and

likewise D. and E. two strangers, should all die without

issue male, then the lands should go over to /. S. and

his heirs, that would gave estates tail by implication to

D. and E. ; the words, if D. and E. die without issue,

only denote the event upon which /. S. is to have those

lands ; and if you go further, and say they tacitly imply

that D. and E. are first to have estates tail in the lands,

it is contrary to all the rules, which expressly say, that,

under the bare words, that if such an one, and such an

one (being strangers) shall die without issue, any one

else shall have the lands, no estate at all shall arise by

implication to the persons whose issue is so supposed

to fail ; there must be some precedent estate capable of

being enlarged, otherwise the words above mentioned

V, ill give nothing at all to such strangers.

The words here are as general as any words under any

supposition
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supposition can possibly be, " in case my said two sons
*' now living, or any other son or so?is of mine lavfulli/

" begotten, hereafter to be born, should die without issue

" male, &c. and in such case, if it shall so happen, I

" give and devise the remainder of all, &:c. to my bro-
" ther Thomas Morgan for his hfe, &c."

Great abihties and great fertihty of invention may say, [602]
that this testator had not the sons of any future mar- Objection

riage (that is, sons by any woman taken to wife after
^'^•

the death of Lady Rachael) in contemplation ; which is

in a manner to say, that he had only in contemplation
the sons he had already by Lady Rachael, or should
thereafter have by her.

Where is there one single syllable in this will that so far Answer,

abridges the expression, any son or sons of mine hereafter

to be born, as to make them mean only son or sons of
the testator thereafter to be born by Lady Rachael ?

Let every clause, let every sentence, let every word, let

every syllable of this ^N'l\l be scanned and examined
with the most minute and critical attention ; nay, let

them be warped into every shape, and tortured in every

mode that can be thought of, it will not be possible to

find any thing that can favour such an exposition.

But the words are " any other son or sons of mine here- Objection
" after to be born as aforesaid:" And how was it be- 3^-

fore said that the sons (of whom it was predicated

before) were to be begotten ? Why, It was predicated Answer,

of those sons that they were to be la iifulfy begotten.

It is natural that the testator should exclude all sons

that were not born in lawful wedlock ; and therefore

he could mean to introduce by the words as aforesaid,

nothing else than lawfully begotten.

But he made his wife guardian of his children after his Objection

death, and therefore could have no thoughts of surviv- 4th.

ing her so as to marry a second wife ; and he knew he

was a dying man, for he died in three weeks after the

date of his will.

He made his wife, with four other persons in whom he Answer,
had confidence, guardians of his children. A guardian-

ship is an authority coupled with an interest, and will

therefor? survive. This devise therefore amounts to

this.
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this, that he thereby directs that the wife and the said

four other persons, or the survivors or survivor of them,

should be the guardians of his children, but it no where

necessarily imports that his wife should be one of those

r6oQl survivors ; he must know that she had the same chance

of dying in his lifetime as any other of her co-guardians

had; and if she had died either in the lifetime of the

testator, or in the hfetime of any of the other guardians,

the appointment would have stood good to the others,

and the guardianship would have survived, and the

children would have been properly taken care of; so

the inference from this circumstance of appointing the

wife a co-guardian with other persons, affords not the

least argument for what it is adduced to prove.

Then as to the testator's being conscious that he was a

dying man ; what place is there in the will from whence

it can be made apparent that he had this conscious-

ness ? Or from whence does it appear that he had the

least impression upon his mind that he was a dying

man ? He does not in any part of his will say that he

was languishing in his health, or that he was infirm in

his body ; on the contrary, he says, that he was of sound

mind, memory, and understanding ; for a perfect sanity,

a firm soundness of mind, it is commonly understood

that there must be mens sana in corpore sano ; and here,

as conscious as he might be of approaching death, he

supposes that he might live to see some of his four

children (all then infants under six years of age) attain

the age of 21 years; for in the appointment so made

by him of guardians for his children, he says, he ap-

points those persons guardians of such and so many of

his children as should he under age at the time of his death,

which undeniably supposes, that he thought it possible

at that very time to live till some of his said children

should attain that age ; thus looking forward, as it

were, to a period of fourteen or fifteen years at the very

least.

Objection The brother, Thomas Morgan, was not, by the will, to

5th. take these estates otherwise than subject to the pro-

visoes contained in the marriage settlement of 17^3 i

therefore, by the wordf* '' any other son or sons ofmine
* hereafter
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" hereafter to be bom," the testator must mean
nothing but son or sons of him by Lady Rachael, who
were to be takers by that settlement.

Here is a conclusion not contained in the premises, and [604]

here are premises that do not warrant the conclusion ;
^'^swer.

Thomas, the brother, was to take the lands in reversion,

which were comprised in the settlement of 1723, sub-

ject to the provisoes and payments directed or contained

in that settlement, but not under or by virtue of the

uses or limitations therein contained : If Lady Rachael
survived the testator, then Thomas, the brother, was to

take the lands subject to her jointure rent, and to the

powers of distress and entry thereby given her for re-

covery thereof, and subject also to the paying of the

maintenances and portions by that settlement provided

for the younger children, so far as either the said

jointure rent or portions should be demandable. Does
that necessarily imply that Lady Rachael should survive

the testator?—No, no more than it necessarily implies

that the younger children should die before their por-

tions should be demandable. In fact, two of the

younger children are dead, and by their deaths, the

portions are in part discharged : Will the respondents

say, that they take these estates subject to such part

of the portions which is so discharged?—No, so much
is sunk ; and if Lady Rachael had died before the tes-

tator, would not her jointure have sunk in the same

manner ?

There is, therefore, nothing in these words that necessarily

imports that the testator conceived that he was to die

in the life of Lady Rachael, and that the words " any
" other son or sons of mine hereafter, to be born,"

necessarily meant future sons by Lady Rachael, and by

her only ; they are clearly and manifestly applicable to

every son and all sons of the testator by any wife what-

soever.

The following are the reasons, in the printed cases, for

affirming the decree on the point in question :—

I. The point of the greatest value in the cause is that

which the appellants, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, have brought

in

60s
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in question by their appeal, respecting the settlement

intended to be made by the \\all, of the reversion of the

estates settled by Sir William Morgan '^to the uses in

[605] his marriage settlement, (viz.) Whether the limitation*

in the residuary clause in Sir William Morgan's will, in

favour of his brother, Thomas Morgan, and his sons

successively, and their issue, are well created.

The respondents, in the original appeal, are in pos-

session of the unanimous opinion of the Judges of the

King's Bench and of the Lord Chancellor, that these

limitations were good ; and it is conceived these opi-

nions are well founded.

When Sir William Morgan made his will, he was

seised in fee of the reversion of all these estates, sub-

ject to the estates created by his marriage settlement.

It has not been doubted, nor can it be doubted, but he

mio-ht have limited that reversion in fee to his brother

and his sons, and their issue, for such estates as are

mentioned in the will.— It can as little be doubted, but

he meant so to limit it ; for that was apparently a main

object of his will.—He was capable of devising, the

property was subject to a disposition by devise, he has

expressed his intention to devise, and the parties to

whom he meant to devise are capable of taking.

Objection. But still it is said, the limitations in the will cannot take

place, because they are introduced by the following

words :
" In case my said two sons nov/ living, or any

" other son or sons of mine lawfully begotten, here-

" after to be born, should die without issue male of

" their bodies, or the body of some or one of them,

" lawfully to be begotten, after their decease, without

" issue male," &.c.

These words, it has been said, postpone the time for

the limitations in the residuary clause to take effect,

till a general failure of issue of Sir William Morgan, as

well by any after-taken wife as by his then lady ; and

that the children he might have by any after-taken wife,

not being provided for by the settlement, the limitations

in question, could only take effect as executory devises ;

and that, as executory devises, they would be too re-

mote, being after failure of issue generally.

It
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It is conceived that these hmitations do not take effect as Ansv^er.

executory devises, but as immediate devises of the re-

version in fee, subject to the estate created by t!ie [flo6]

settlement,—It certainly would be so, according to Lord

Holt's opinion in Badger t;. Lloyd, unless the will post-

pones these limitations to failure of issue of Sir William

by a second marriage.—The question then arises, had
he a second marriage in view ? The will was made in

the month in which he died, probably when he lay on
his death-bed, within eight years after his marriage,

when he had four children living by Lady Rachael, and

it was not improbable she might be then with child.

By the will, he gave some specific things to Lady
Hachael, and named her one of his' executors, and one

of the guardians of such and so many of his children as

should be under age at the time of his death, and she is

sdll living.

These observations, drawn from the will, oust every

presumption that Sir William had in view a future mar-

riage, or any children not provided for by his settlement.

The will was adapted to the then circumstances of his

family ; he had such children, and only such in view as

Lady Rachael might be guardian to ; if the situation

of his family had varied, his will was subject to his

controul, and would have been varied also
; he knew

the issue male of his marriage were provided for by the

settlement, and the objects to whom he destined his

large and antient family estate, in failure of the issue

male then provided for, were his brother and his sons,

who would then become the male heirs of his name and
blood.—If he had happened to outlive Lady Rachael,

and had married again, and had issue, such subsequent

marriage, and having issue, would have revoked the

will, and consequently the children of a future marriage

would not have been disinherited.

11. Supposing that, upon the fair construction of the will,

it should be taken, that the residuary devise was post-

poned till failure of children of a future marriage, still

it is conceived, that it may well take place as a

disposition of the reversion, by raising implied limita-

tions in favour of his children and their issue male

—

That
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That estates may be raised by implication, as well as

by express words, will not be denied.—As to other

parts of Sir William's property not included in the set-

tlement, but disposed of by the will, he limits the same
to his sons and their issue in tail male successively, and
in failure thereof to his brother Thomas Morgan and
his sons, and their issue male. These dispositions

shew, that the family of his brother were the objects he

meant to provide for in default of his own issue male.

The powers of jointuring, portioning younger chil-

dren, and leasing, extend to the testator's sons then

born, and his after-born sons. These powers shew con-

clusively, either that the sons of his then marriage

were the only sons he had in view, or that he meant

to give estates in tail by implication to the sons of a

future marriage ; for, if the sons to whose estates he

postponed the limitations to his brother and his issue

male were not the sons provided for by the settle-

ment, or sons meant to take particular estates under

the will, all such powers were nugatory, as sons to take

neither by the settlement nor the will, must have taken
' the fee simple, and therefore wanted no such power.

—

He had given estates tail by the settlement to the sons

of that marriage ; if he had in prospect sons of another

marriage, he meant the like interest for them.—^It is not

new to construe one part of a will by another.

—

Nosci-

tur ex sociis is a rule of construction approved of and

used by Lord Chief Justice Hale.

The authority rehed upon on this part of the case by

the appellants, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, is that of Lady

Lanesborough and Fox, cases in time of Lord Talbot,

262 ; but it is conceived this case is different. In that

case, by the settlement of 1676, James Lane had an ex-

press estate for gg years limited to him, with remainder

to the use of the heirs male of the body of James.

By the will, on failure of issue of the body of James

Lane, and for want of the heirs male of the testator^

the limitation is to his daughter Frances Lane : The

opinion of the judges, as delivered, was, " That Lord

[fioS] " James had by the settlement but an estate of gg
" years, and that he took no other estate by the will

;

" neither
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" neither was his estate for 99 years any ways enlarged

" by that will:" And " that as it did appear by the ex-

" press words of the devise, that the testator did not

" mean that Frances's interest should commence in

" point of time till after the failure of issue of the body
" of Lord James, &c. it was a void devise of the rever-

" sion to her, because it was future and too remote.''

There, by the settlement, the estate of James was a

chattel interest only for 99 years. An express limita-

tion in the will to his issue, or the heirs of his body,

would not have enlarged that estate for years to an

estate tail ; and if it could not have been done by ex-

press words, certainly it cannot by implication.—The

Judges therefore went on the clearest grounds, when

they delivered it as law to the Lords, that Lord James's

estate for 99 years was not enlarged by the words of

the will.

The words of the will could not operate to give by

imphcation a different estate from that carved out of

the settlement.—No intention appeared to give the

heirs general of James estates as purchasers ; and

therefore, as they could not take, it Avas of consequence

that Frances, if she took at all, must take by way of

executory devise, and as an executory devise (x) the
(j.) Here the

estate it was too remote. ^'ord of,

IIL It is also conceived, that the limitations in favour of ^''^^^^
^f

,^^

^, ,_ ,,. ....
,

omitted bu
Thomas Morgan and his sons, and their issue male, may

fm^i^ke.

take effect, by considering the will as having two conr

tingencies in prospect—if the testator should have

children by an after-taken wife, the estate should go to

those children—If he should not have such children,

then the limitations to his brother and sons should take

effect. The first of these contingencies not having

happened, nothing stands in the way of the second.

The other objection in the original appeal of Mr. and

Mrs. Jones is, as to the copyhold and customary-

hold estate in the county of Brecon, which they

insist did not pass by the will.

The presumption is, that the party who makes his [609]

will does not mean to die intestate as to any part of "'j'"^^!^^^ '?

his property.—But here the respondents stand in need
a^out the

of
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Brecon
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[610]

APPENDIX.

of 110 presumption, as the words are comprehensive

enough to include this property, and the appellants can

only found their hopes of success in the words being

narrowed by the construction put upon them from their

general import.

The words are, " All my manors, royalties, messuages,

" farms, lands, tenements, and hereditaments what-

" soever, situate and being within the county of Bre-

" con."—Not only the words comprehend this disputed

property, but if they were less clear, the more reason-

able presumption would be, that they were included,

for this property lies in the manor of Brecon, of which

the testator was lord, and which undoubtedly passed

by this devise, and is intermixed with the antient pos-

sessions of the family.

Die LimcE, 2" Maij, 1774.

Counsel being fully heard in this cause, the following

question was put to the Judges :
—" Whether Thomas

" Morsfan the brother of the testator, and Thomas Mor-

" gan the younger, and Charles Morgan, or any or either

" of them, took any and what estate in the lands in the

" counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan, by the residuary

" clause in the will?"

The Lord Chief Justice of the court of Common Pleas

having conferred with the rest of the Judges present, de-

livered their unanimous opinion upon the said question,

" That Thomas Morgan the brother took an estate for

" life in the estates in Monmouthshire and Glamorgan-

" shire, with remainder to Thomas Morgan the younger

" and Charles Morgan in tail male."

Whereupon,

Ordered and adjudged. That the original appeal be

dismissed, and that so much of the order as is therein

complained of be affirmed. And it is further ordered,^

That the cross appeal be dismissed, and that so much of

the order as is therein complained of be affirmed.

The Reasons, in the printed case of the Appellants in

the House of Lords, were signed by Mr. Thurlow and Mr.

Hill ; and the Reasons, in the printed case of the Re-

spondents, by Mr. Wedderburn and Mr. Dunning.

Other
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Other points of great importance arose in this cause.

See ante 134. and 1 Bro. Cha. Cas. 206, and the printed

cases in the House of Lords for the year 1 784. It appears

from Mr. Brown's report of the case, 1 Cas. Cha. 219, that

Lord Thurlow was dissatisfied with the judgment of the

House of Lords on the vahdity of the residuaiy devise.
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No. IV. (a.)

Tlie following observations on the effect of a lease for

years, to commence after the decease of a person with-

out issue, are copied from a MS. in the possession of

the Editor. He does not know who was the writer of

it ; but, from some expressions in other parts of the

MS. he has reason to believe it was written by one of

liis Majesty's judges, about the beginning of the last

century.

yj makes a lease to B. for lOO years, to commence
after the decease of C. without issue. C. dies

having issue, and then the issue dies without issue

;

whether the lease shall ever commence, and I hold it shall

not.

This hath been a point that hath long walked in West-

minster Hall ; and, because this case so often falls out in

all the great settlements of men's estates, (for by the

common course of conveyancing, these leases are con-

stantly made for the provision of daughters and their

portions), therefore I have now made it a point in my
case.

And now the great question is, when this tenn for

years shall commence, cither from the immediate death of

C, or from the death of the issue of C. without issue?

And I hold that it must commence from the imrnediate

death of C. or not at all. Now, it cannot commence from

the immediate death of C. because C. had issue at the

time of his death ; and the term is to begin after the de-

cease of C. without issue. And because that did never

happen, therefore the lease can never commence ; for it

shall be construed as if it had thus been limited to com-

mence after the decease of C. if he die without issue

living at the time of his decease. But, on the other side,

if it shall be construed to commence after the decease of

C. and also all his issue, then this lease for loo years will

be well extended, which I must oppose.

(a) Referred to in page 485.

1. I do
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1

.

I do agree that this lease is good, in point of creation.

2. I do agree that this future interest, being made by a

distinct lease, is not to be cut oflP by any common reco-

very, and that was agreed by all the Court.

3. It shall commence from the immediate death of C.

or not at all, for these reasons ; because,

1

.

If it shall commence after the death of C. and the

issue, then it must commence upon a double contingency

:

for, 1 . It is contingent whether C. shall have issue living

at the time of his decease. 2. Whether this issue shall

die without issue ; and in 1 Co. 156. b. it is a rule, that a

lease shall not commence upon two possibilities ; but ad-

mit in our case that C. doth die, privatement ensient, when

and how shall this lease commence ? And now the law

will fix it upon the nearest contingency, viz. the death of

C. without issue living at the time of his decease, because

that this lease shall never commence unless it may then

commence.

2. This is the common sense and meaning of the vul-

gar, viz. when they speak of the death of a man without

issue, this is to be intended of the death of him without

issue living at the time of his death : and deeds are to

be expounded according to the intention. Hob. 304. And

therefore, if one had asked a countryman whether C. had

died without issue, he would have answered, " No,"

(although that issue died afterwards) " because he had

issue living at the time of his death ;" and that expositions

are to be made according to common intendment. Vide

1 Cro. 10.2. Strafford's case (a). Dyer 361. Yelverton 149, ^^>j q^^^^
Poole and Nedham's case. Lord Staf-

. And admit that a man gives lands to J. N. in this man- .ford's case,

ner ; if J. S. dies having issue, then to hold to him for 50 ^P' *

years, but if he die without issue, then to hold to him for

100 years. Now the time of the death is the critical

time, when the term shall begin; and in this case it is

most clear, that the lease shall begin from the hour of his

death, and not from any other time ; for, if he die with-

out issue, then the 100 years shall begin from the death

of him. But if he had issue at the time of his death, and

after this issue dies without issue, yet he shall have the

lands but for 50 years, to commence from the death of C.

s s 2 And
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And there is no difference between this case and our

case.

3. If this lease shall commence after the death of C.

and his issue without issue, then perpetuities will be

erected and created ; for, by the same reason that a man

may make a lease for 100 years, he may make a lease for

•1,000 years; and by this way a man may first grant a

lease to T. S. for 1 ,000 years to commence after the death

of his son, in tail with remainders over, and by this means

the son shall never have any power by any way to dock

this lease, for no recovery can possibly do it. 2. Pur-

chasers shall be deceived by this way, for they see

nothin"- but an estate tail in possession ; and they believe

that a common recovery will bar all estates expectant

-after this estate tail, and think nothing of this lease for

100 or 1,000 years, which cannot be barred by such reco-

•very, and all frauds ought to be suppressed.

4. These leases are commonly made for provision for

•daughters and heirs females when there is a failure of

issue male. Now, suppose that heirs male should con-

tinue 6 or 7 descents, perhaps a00 years, what provision

can this then be for daughters, when those daughters and

perhaps their great grandchildren are dead ? 2. Shall

executors have the benefit of this term after a great re-

moteness in time ? This was never the intent of the par-

ties to the lease. 3. Perhaps this lease may arise 1,000

years hence, for the issue may continue 20 or 40 descents,

and then the commencement will be uncertain; and

therefore it is good to make such a construction, which

may stand with the rules of law, and the intention of the

parties.

But it hath and may be objected, that when a man

speaketh of the death of J. S. without issue, it is in-

tended of the death both of him and his issue without

issue, and this is the legal sense, and therefore in all for-

medons in remainder, the entry is " et quce post jnoitem J.S.

" sine exitu fje coqyore sno legitime procreato prfrfato A. B.

'' remanere debet." ^SE.^.'^Q; Dy. 14
; '8C0. 88 ;

&.c.

There is a great diversity between,

rgi
.]

1 . The limitation of remainder after the decease of a

man and tlie lieir^; of his body ; for there both he and

• his
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hia issues must all first die ; for so are both the words'

of the deed, and the meaning of the parties. 2. A. dis-

tinctly grants, by a distinct deed, a term for years, to

commence after the decease of J. S. without issue or

heirs of his body : there, the meaning of the parties is

not to be interpreted, that the lease shall commence
after the decease of J. S., and also all his issues which

were in being at the time of his decease, but shall com-

mence in case he die having no issue living at the

time of his decease, and the great reason is that which

I gave before ; because that, in the case of a remainder

limited for years to commence after an estate tail, there

a common recovery will bar this remainder for years.

But, in our case, where the demise is by original grant,

there no common recovery can possibly bar it ; and then

here will be an unavoidable way to set up perpetuities,

which the law doth abhor, and all Judges have sup-

pressed, as being destructive to the common vealth.

For authorities, they are only modern.

And first, it must be objected, that by the then Chief

Justice St. Johns, and the court of Common Pleas, it

was adjudged, that the term should commence not

only from the death of C, but also after the death

without issue of all those issues, which were in being

at the decease of C. But since that time, it hath been

twice adjudged in the court of King's Bench to the

contrary. 1 . By RoUes, Nicholas, and Ask, so that I

oppose one court against the other; and again, since See Goodiar

the King's return, by the whole court of King's Bench, \ <^ij^^q^ .

between Goodyeare and Gierke upon a special verdict, ^^^ 5;. c.

12 Car. 2. Rol. 1043. Goodmnv.

And this very case, in 13 Car. 1. in Cane, did come ^^"'^^^^ ^ ^^^

in question between Pilgrim and Brett plaintiffs, and

Gold defendants ; and a case was made of it, and it

was referred to Jones, Croke, and Berkeley for their

opinions ; and the case was this :—A marriage agree-

ment was put into articles ; and in this it was agreed

that, if the woman to be married die within two years

then following, without issue of her body, then her

intended husband should repay 500/. to the father [615]

of the wife ; and she died within the two years having

s s 3 issue,
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issue, which issue afterwards died within the two

years. Yet the three Judges did resolve that the 500^.

should not be repaid ; and that the words should be

construed, without issue living at the time of his death.

So, here have been three judgments by three several

sorts of Judges, against the judgment in the Common

Vide 1 Col' Pleas ; and then if the lease for years is become void,

ledanea Ju- and can never commence, then the extent is made im-
ridtca, 214. mediately upon an infant, and therefore is certainly

void.
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No. V.

The case of Phipps v. Kelynge, referred to in page 53^ ;

from Mr. Powell's edition of Mr. Fearne's Executory

Devises, page 84.

T^HE Duchess of Buckinghamshire, by her will, gave Vide 2 Ves.

certain leasehold estates to her son in trust, from time ^ ^- 57>

to time during the term of years therein, to lay out the 7
'.-,

yearly profits in the purchase of lands of inheritance, and case of

to settle the same to the use of Phipps, during his life, Phipps 77.

remainder to the use of trustees to preserve contingent re- ^ v^'^Tt^i
mainders, remainder to the first and other sons of Phipps y).^^^ ff^g jig,

successively in tail male, with several remainders over, gisters booh-,

Phipps had a son who attained ai years of age; and the and vide ibtd.

^K ,
. .

*^ „ . * ' 369. n. b.

question was, to what extent, ni pomt 01 time, the accumu-
j^^ j^^^.^

iation, and investing the rents, was good ? Southamp-

The case was argued before Lord Camden on Monday ion v. Mar-

the 20th of July 1767. His lordship decreed, that the ^"^ ^ Ves'
trust declared by the will of accumulating the rents of the Sp B. 54 to

leasehold estates, to be laid out in the purchase of lands Qpy Sir Wil-

to be settled as therein directed, ceased^, and became void l^"^^ Grant

on the said son's attaining 21 years of age, the law not served that,

permitting a leasehold interest to be settled, unahenably, '' he had exa-

bevond the time of the first unborn person entitled thereto, mined the

ccisc of
his or her arriving at the age of 21 yeaT&. Phipps v.

Kelynge, and

found it 'was in substance as stated in Fearne's Executory Devises ; but vchen the

circumstances voere attended to," {his Honor added), " he did not think, it

•would befound to be an authorityfor the proposition, that, a Trustfor accumu-

lation exceeding the allotued limits, is void onlyfor the excess."

Indeed, it appears to be 7ioxu settled, that, a Trust for accumidation exceeding

the limits alloiuedfor executory devises in general, is void in toto; bid that a trust

for accumulation, merely exceeding the restricted limits prescribedfor that pur-

pose by the act of the 39 and 40 Geo. 3. and not exceeding the limits alloixedfor

accumulation before the passing of the same act, may be apportioned, so that

part of the trust 7nay be sustained, though jyart is void, as contrary to the statute.

Accord, vide the notes supra, 542, and the cases there cited.

554
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No. VI. (^0

CASE.

'J'HOMAS HENEAGE, Esq. by will, dated February 28,

1 735, devises his real estate,

To the use of his son George Fieschi Heneage, Esq. for

life ; remainder

To trustees to preserve contingent remainders ; re-

mainder

To his first and other sons in tail male ; remainder

To testator's son Thomas Heneage for life ; remainder

To trustees to preserve contingent remainders; re-

mainder

To his first and other sons in tail male

;

(Thomas died unmarried ;) remainder

To the third, &c. and all and every other testator's sons

in tail male respectively, (testator had no other sons); with

the ultimate remainder or reversion in fee

To testator's own right heirs.

And in the said will is contained a proviso to the effect

and in the words following

:

" Provided always, and my will expressly is, that in

" case it shall happen that 7ni/ said son George Fieschi

" Heneage, or any son or sons of his, to whom the said

*' manors, lands and hereditaments hereinbefore men-
" tioned are limited as aforesaid, shall ever inherit or take

" by descent, or by any grant, gift, or devise, or otherwise

" become seised in possession for his or their life or lives,

" or for any greater estate, of the whole or so much of the

" real estate of my said brother, George Heneage, as shall

" exceed the yearly value of the estate by this my will

" limited in use to him and them, by 100/. by the year;

(a) Referred to in page 355.
" that
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" that then and from such time as my said son George
*' Fieschi Heneage, or any son or sons of his, shall so inherit

" or take by descent, gift, grant, or demise, or otherwise

" become seised and in possession of such or so much of

" the said real estate of my said brother George Heneage [6 1 8]

" as aforesaid, for the term of his or their life or lives, or

** for any greater estate, all and every the use and uses, limi-

*' tations and estates hereinbefore created and declared of and
" concerning the said manors, lands, tenements, hereditaments,

" advowsons and premises hereinbefore mentioned, to and for
" or in favour of my said son George Fieschi Heneage, or

" any son or sons of his so coming into possession of such and
" so much of my said brother's estate as aforesaid, shall cease>

" determine and be utterly void; and, in such case, my will

" and meaning is, that the next in remainder, according to

" the uses of this my will, shall succeed to, and have and enjoy

" my said estate hereby devised, as if my said son George

" Fieschi Heneage, or any such son or sons of his, icas or were

" respectively dead, any thing herein to the contrary thereof in

" anywise notwithstanding."

Mr. Fieschi Heneage, who is married, and has several

sons, entered into and received for his own use the rents

and profits of his late father's estate till he came into

possession of his uncle's estate, to which he is now entitled

for life, without impeachment of waste, with remainder to

his first and other sons in tail male, under and by virtue

of the limitation contained in his uncle's will.

Since Mr. Fieschi Heneage came into possession of his

uncle's estate, he has received the rents and profits of his

late father's estate for the use of his eldest son, who is a

minor, to the amount of near 5,000 /., upon a supposition

that he was entitled thereto, but a doubt now arises whether

his eldest son is entitled to receive the same or not. Mr.

Thomas Heneage (the second remainder man for life) died

unmarried, and before his brother, Mr. Fieschi Heneage,

came into possession of the uncle's estate.

Q.—Under the several circumstances of this case, do
you apprehend, when Mr. Fieschi Heneage came into

possession of his uncle's estate, that his eldest son imme-

diately
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diately became seised as tenant in tail in possession of the

testator Mr. Thomas Heneage's estate ? And ifso, must he

forfeit that estate to his brother (the second son ofMr. Fies-

chi Heneage) as the next in remainder, when he comes into

possession of Mr. George Heneage's estate ? Or, by the

[619] before-mentioned restrictive clause, is both Mr. Fieschi

Heneage, as tenantfor life, and all his sons excluded, and

who is now entitled to take? Will it be understood thatupon

the death of Mr. Thomas Heneage, (the second remainder

man for life), his brother, the said Mr. Fieschi Heneage, im-

mediatehi became seised infee in possession of the reversion of

his father's estate, as his heir at laio ? Or will the said re-

strictive clause, which affects him as tenantfor life, extend

to the reve7'sion, and affect him also as tenant infee 1 And in

what latitude, and under what restrictions, are the words

of the proviso to be taken ? And to whom (if to any body)

is Mr. Fieschi Heneage accountable for the rents and pro-

fits of his father's estate received by him since he came

into possession of his uncle's estate ?

Opinion.

I AM of opinion, as I was when this case was laid before

me, that upon George Fieschi Heneage's accepting the

devise under his uncle's will of an estate for his life, ex-

ceeding in yearly value the lands devised to him by his

father by more than 100 /., his estate for life in his father's

lands, determined, by virtue of the proviso in his father's

will ; which proviso, I conceive, only defeats the estate of

himself or sons respectively coming info possessio7i of so

much of his uncle's estate as is mentioned in the will, and

could not affect the estate of any one of his sons not so

coming into possession. The consequence, I apprehend,

would have been, if there had been no estate limited to

trustees to support contingent remainders, that the re-

mainder to his first and other sons, not being vested at

the time his own particular estate so determined, must

have failed, unless as to the lands limited to the testa-

tor's widow for life if she was then living, because a con-

tingent remainder, if, it cannot become vested by the time

the
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the preceding particular estates determine, can never take

effect at all ; and then his own estate for life, and the con-

tingent remainders to his sons, being defeated, the rever-

sion in fee, which descended to him from his father, would

have fallen into possession in him, and he would thereby

have become seised in fee simple ; for the reversion

limited by the will to the right heirs of the testator, and

which accordingly came to Mr. George Fieschi Heneage

as such heir, I conceive, was not affected by the proviso [620]

in question, because, as I observed in my former opinion,

the only estates expressly made void by the proviso are

all and every the use and uses, limitations and estates therein-

before created and declared, &;c. to andfor or infavour of the

testator's said son George Fieschi Heneage, or any son or sons

of his so coming into possession. Now, the limitation to the

testator's right heirs does not (as I said in my former

opinion) seem to fall under that description, it being not a

limitation to or in favour of the said George Fieschi

Heneage or his sons, but a limitation to the testator's

right heirs in general, whoever such heirs might be, and

who possibly might not have been George Fieschi Heneage,

or any son of his, seeing he might have died in his father's

lifetime without leaving any son. Besides, this limitation

(as I have before observed) is totally inoperative, and the

heir takes by descent, and not by such limitation. Again,

this proviso expressly declares, that upon the ceasing of

the said estates thereby directed to cease, the next in

remainder, according to the uses of the said will, should

succeed and enjoy the estates thereby devised. Now^

there was not, nor could not be any remainder subsequent

to the said reversion in fee, nor of course any next in

remainder for to succeed to it. But though, as I have

observed, had there been no estate limited to trustees to

support contingent remainders, I should have thought Mr.

Heneage would have become entitled in fee, yet, as there

was a hmitation to trustees during his life, that estate, I

conceive, preserved the estates to Mr. George Fieschi

Heneage's first and other sons from being destroyed, by

the determination of his estate for life ; for the trustees

were next in remainder, and the proviso did not reach or

affect
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affect their estate ; it consequently still subsisted as'

capable of supporting the contingent estates, as it was-

before.

But ther the question arises, to whom did the interme-

diate rents and profits, from the accession of the uncle's

estate to Mr. George Fieschi Ilcneage, till the birth of

his first son, belong ? The trustees themselves clearly ac-

quired no right to it, for no beneficial interest at all was

intended them. Nor do I see how any son of Mr. Heneage

[6'2i] can claim these rents, for the estate limited to them, I

conceive, could give them no title to any rents accrued,

before their estates commenced, that is, before their birth.

I think the case stands upon the same principle, as where

there is an executory devise of a real estate to a person

unborn, and no disposition made of the profits, from his

decease to the birth of the intended devisee ; in which

case, it has been several times determined that the rents,

accruing, until some person becomes entitled under the

limitations in the will, must go to the heir at law, as part

of the real estate undisposed of; though a residuary de-

vise of all the rest and residue of the real estate would carry

them to such residuary devisee. Whether there is such

a residuary devise in the present case, I don't know. But,

if there were, I think that residuary devise would noi

cany the said intermediate profitis in this case, they having

been once disposed of by the testator's will in the estate

for life limited to his son, though that disposition after-

wards became defeated. So that, in this respect, I con-

sider them rather in the nature of a lapsed devise, than of

an interest never disposed of at all. Now, in the case of

a lapsed devise of real estate, the law gives the land to

the heir at law, and not to the residuary devisee. There

may be, and I think are instances, where, in the case of

an estate for life limited to an heir at law, with remainders

over, upon his abandoning that estate for life, by claiming

an interest against and in derogation of the will, in part of

the lands to which he had a title paramount the will, the

rents during his life, of so much of the lands as the testa-

tor had a right to devise, have been directed by equity to

accumulate, and be invested in the purchase of other lands
'^

for
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for the benefit of those in remainder : but this is grounded

on a rule in equity, that a person claiming against and in

derogation of the will, shall be entitled to no benefit under

it; and likewise proceeds on the principle of making the

other devisees a recompence, as far as possible, for the

loss occasioned them by the claim of the person so op-

posing the will. There is nothing of this kind in the

present case : Mr. Heneage does not claim, or set up any

title against the will ; nor do I see, in this respect, any

thing, in the case, to distinguish it from the case of a

lapsed devise ; and therefore, considering the rents from [62 21
the determination of Mr. Heneage's estate, until the birth

of his son, as part of the testator's real estate, not diposed

of by him in the event which has happened, I conceive

Mr. Heneage is entitled thereto, as heir at law.

We may view the case in another light, and arrive at

the very same conclusion, by only considering Mr. Geo.

Fieschi Heneage as entitled to the whole estate, subject

only to the contingent estates to his first and other sons

;

which he certainly would have been without any devise

at all to him, as heir at law to the testator. Now the in-

termediate rents and profits are part of that whole estate,

and yet are no part of the estates hmited to the first and

other sons. The consequence is, that, if he is entitled,

except only so much as was devised to his first and other

sons, he must be entitled to them ; they are not given to

Mr. Heneage's sons by the will ; nor does he claim them
against the will, so as to deprive his sons of any thino-

given to them by the will, for' which these rents might be

decreed them as a recompence. I therefore cannot see

how they can be entitled to them ; if not, they must of

necessity belong to Mr. Heneage himself; and in what-

ever light I view the case, I am of opinion they do belong

to him.

But, from the birth of his first son, I conceive his title-

to the rents and profits ceased, and that such son became
entitled to the estate upon his birth, by virtue of the pro-

viso, as next in remainder, just as if his father were then

dead ; and consequently, from that time, I conceive that he

ia accountable to such first son,—(and should he die,

leaving
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leaving issue male, during Mr. Heneage's possession of

the same estate, then from his death, to his issue male,)

—

for the rents and profits of the said estate. But, if that

son dies without issue male in his father's lifetime, and

durino- his continuance to receive the rents of the said

estates, and he should still continue to receive them, I

conceive he, Mr. Heneage, will, from the death of his

said first son without issue male, be accountable to the

next son, or his issue male, as entitled to the possession

from the death of his first son without issue, and so will,

during his continuance to receive the rents of the said

[623] estate, be accountable for them, to such of his sons or

their issue, as shall for the time being be entitled to the

said estate in possession under the said will.

But, as to the question, whether Mr. Heneage's eldest

son must lose his grandfather's estate, upon coming into

possession of his uncle's, that is a point of further

consideration. For, although a conditional limitation of

this sort, may, as I conceive, be allowed to take effect

within the period of a life in being, and 21 years after,

that is, within the limits to which the law confines exe-

cutory limitations, and future or springing uses
;
yet, I take

it, the effect of such proviso must be confined to those

limits, and cannot be extended to be of force during the

Ufe of a person unborn, unless there is something in the

nature of the case that renders the effect of the proviso

capable ofbeing barred or destroyed within, or at the end

of 21 years after the expiration of the first life. The

inconvenience of perpetuities, is the reason for confining

executory limitations and future uses to the above-men-

tioned limits. Limitations of the present sort, are of that

kind, and equally tend to create perpetuities, and are

therefore equally to be guarded against and restrained

within the very same limits. But the effect of any limitation

or proviso in respect to creating a perpetuity, ceaseth,

whenever such limitation or proviso becomes subject to

the power of the person on whose estate it is to operate
;

and the moment it becomes capable of being barred or

destroyed by him, it can no longer be said to tend to a

perpetuity, any more than an estate tail with remainders

over
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over does ; which estate and the remainders over are

capable of being barred by the tenant in tail. Now it is

established beyond dispute, at this day, that all collateral

conditional limitations and provisos annexed to an estate

are barred by acommon recovery ofa tenant in tail, suffered

before the condition or event happens, on which the pro-

viso or limitation is to take effect. The sons of Mr.
Heneage, in this case, take estates tail in the lands to

which the above proviso is annexed ; therefore a recovery

TJiffered by any son then tenant in tail in possession of
these lands, before the accession ofhis uncle's estate to him,

would bar and destroy the effect of the proviso, and pre-

vent the estate from going from him to the next in remain- [624]
<ier, when such accession afterwards happens. But any
such son might suffer a recovery, immediately after his

attaining 21 years of age, and even the youngest son,

supposing Mr. Heneage to have twenty, must attain that

age within 21 years after the decease of his father, whose
life was in being at the time when the will took effect

;

consequently the effect of this proviso could not at farthest

continue so in force as to be incapable of being barred,

beyond the period of a life in being, and 21 years after:

because, within that period, it must be within the power
of some person in possession, to bar the conditional limi-

tation over. And though he should not use this power,

still as he possesses it, the limitation which is subject to it,

is thenceforth no more as perpetuity, than a remainder

after an estate tail is, when the tenant in tail does no act

to bar it. For these reasons I incline to the opinion, that

the proviso in question will hold good between Mr.
Heneage's sons till barred by a recovery ; that the first

son attaining 21 years of age, and then in possession of his

grandfather's estates, may, by suffering a recovery thereof,

bar and destroy the proviso entirely; but, if he does not,

that it will, upon the accession to him of his uncle's estates,

carry the grandfather's estates, to the next in remainder :

that, of consequence, if Mr. G. F. Heneage's eldest son

shall become entitled to the possession of his uncle's

estates, before the attaining the age of 21 years and suf-

fering a recovery of his grandfather's estates, the latter

will.
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A\nll, upon his so coming into possession of the former,

See Doe d. go to the next in remainder, by virtue of the proviso.
Hencagev. gut that, if he attains his ag-e of 21 years, and suffers a
Henea^e, r t ^r ^ , t •

4 T R'i3. recovery 01 his grandfather s estates, previous to his

coming into possession of his uncle's, the proviso will

thenceforth have no operation at all.

February 13, 1779. Charles Fearne.

INDEX
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jibeynnce,

Not of the freehold, 41. n. y.

Not where there is a feoffment to uses,

353-
Not where there is a devise for life^ with

remainder in contingency, ib.

Not by reason of a devise in remainder
in fee in contingency, 354,
A possibility remains after abeyance,

entitling the heir of the devisor, or

the grantor, to enter for a forfeiture,

354-5-

If admitted, should be to preserve a

remainder, and not to destroy it, 355.
Whether by devise to trustees, and the

heirs of tlae survivor, in trust to sell,

356.

Vick V. Edivards,

Not sufficiently considered to be

relied on as an authority against

the descent of the inheritance to

the heir, in such a case.

The opinion of lord Talbot being ex-

tra judicial, and opposed by a aeries

of cases to the contrary, 359.

A contingent remainder at common law.

Different opinions whether the fee

is in abeyance, 359. n. d.

A contingent remainder in fee, is said

to be in abeyance, or in niibibus, or in

gremio legis, 360.

But how can it pass from the donor

until the donee exists i*

Alienation resting in abeyance, 363.

By construing a limitation into an ex-

ecutory devise, 378.
See more concerning Abeyance, 29. 30.

85. 86. 87. 318. 353.

A C
' Abridgment,

Of particular estate, 1 7.

Absolute Fee, 13. n. h*.

Absolute Interest,

Or for life only ? See Implication, 518.

Absurdity (Apparent),

Involved in the application of a rule of

law to a particular case, whether less

than the absurdity of making thedis-

cretion of a judge the only law in

such a case, 535. n. t.

And see Discretion, ib. and Executory

devise, SZ5-

Accruer,

See Survivorship, 552. n. o-. V.
See also 18.

Accumulatioii,

Directed by will, during tlie lives of

several persons, and the lives and
life of the survivors and survivor of

them, 434. n. /. 436. n.

See National debt, 434. n. /. 437. n.

Directed by Mr. Thellusson's will.

Olyections made to the trusts, Ckc.

:

—
1. That the will was morally vici-

ous, and politically mischievous.

2. That it was a fraud, in being

an indirect assumption of years,

under an apparent assumption of

lives, 434. n. /. 438. n.

3. That most of the lives had iio

immediate connexion with the

person benefited, ib.

4. That it included a double period

for gestation, ib, 439. n.

5. That it included the lives of

persons who might be in thg

womb at the testator's decease ;

T T W
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A C

Accumulot'iiiii,

to whom the law deiik^s existence

for all purposes, except for iheir

own benefit, &c. 434. n. /. 440. n.

6. That it was not confined to the

lives of persons born in the testa-

tor's life, or in due time after, ib.

7. That it exceeded the limits pre-

scribed by law, being to be carried

on till the actual completion of

the purchases, ib.

8. That the trusts to commence at

the end of the accumulation were

. vague and uncertain, ib. 441. n.

The general purport of the answers

to these objections; viz. that the

accumulation directed, not only did

not exceed, but fell short of the

boundary then allowed, ib.

The case of Thdlusson v. Woodford
gave rise to 40 Geo. 3. c. 98. for limit-

ing the period of accumulation, 434.
n. /. 442. n.

See Use springing, 530. &c.

Of the profits or produce of real or per-

sonal estate.

Mr. Preston's observations :

—

The general rule for executory

devises, 537. n, x.

Mr. Thellusson's will, directed an

accumulation so enormous, that

it was considered an abuse of

the rule for executory devises, ib.

The act of 40 Geo. 3. c. 98. for

restraining all trusts and direc-

tions, in deeds or wills, whereby
the profits or produce of real or

personal estate shall be accumu-
lated, and the beneficial enjoy-

ment of it postponed beyond the

time therein limited, 537. n. x.

Periods (within the act) during

which a person, B., may direct

an accumulation, ib. .'^40. n.

1. During his, iJ/s, own life.

2. For 21 years from his,

B.'i, own death.

3. During the minority of

any person living at his,

-B.'s, death, or then in

ventre sa mere.

4. During the minority of

any person who for the time

A D
Accumulation,

being would be entitled to

the rents, if of age, ib.

Circumstances underwhich

maintenance is allowed,

notwithstanding a trust

for accumulation, 540. in

mar.

Other exceptions, as to

debts, portions, and tim-

ber, 537. n.x. 541- la-

in future, care should be taken to keep

within the periods ;Tiarked by the

statute, 537. n. x. 542. n.

Where several periods of accumulation

are fixed on, and they are distinctly

marked, some may be good and others

void, ib.

Trust (for accumulation),

Not exceeding the limits allowed

before the statute, may be appor-

tioned, ib. and in mar.

Exceeding such limits is void in

toto, ib. and in mar.

See Profits, 545-6. &c.
See also 547.

Accruer, See Trust, 545. n. c.

Act of Parliament,

See Will, 120.

Private act, See Bill, 380. n. x.

For removing a doubt, See LegiJa-

ture, ib.

See Condition, 426.

Action,

Right of action, See Remainder con-

tingent, 286.

Right of action distinguished from a

right of entry, 286. n. e.

Possessory, ib.

The gist, ib.

Of trover, 410. and see Heirlooms, 415.

At law, See Heir looms, 41 1.

Right of action, whether devisable or

assignable, 371. 549, in mar.

Administrators,

See Heir looms, 413. Volunteers, 551.

Remaitiders contingent, 552. and

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Admittance,

(To copyhold) of particular tenant is

admittance of these in remainder, 70.

Se8
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A G

A(hn'iltance,

See more concerning Admittance, 67.
68. 69. 71.

Adtancement

,

Of children, See Pourr, 552. n. g. V.

Aihowson,

Devised to the first son of T. P. that

should be in holy orders, &c. with a

devise over if T. P. should have no

such son.

Both limitations are void for remote-

ness, 508. n. k. 509. n. 510. n.

See Canons of the church, ib. Parti-

tion, 52^.

Age,
Of 21 years,

Devise to one until another attains

twenty-one, and then to such other

and his heirs, and if he (the latter)

dies before twenty-one, then over

to another, when he attains twenty-

one, 433.
Devise to B. in fee, until C attains

twenty-one, and then to C. in fee,

if he have a son who attains twenty-

one ; but if C. dies without a son to

inherit, then to B. Sec. 434. n. k.

Double allowance, See Executory

devises, 434. n. I.

See Executory devise, 477.

Heirs, 507.

Enseiuf, 510-

Residue, 512.

For the vesting of future or executory

uses or trusts. See Trusts, &c. 514.

n. /.

Chattel interest till age of twenty-

one, or death, 537. in mar.

Devise to A. until BI. attains twenty-

one, and then to M. and his heirs.

A. takes only a chattel interest,

and M. a vested remainder in

fee, 547- n-^-
^ ,, . ,

Cases in which M. would take by

executory devise on attaining twen-

ty-one, ib.

See Legacies, 560.

Heirs, 561.

Full age of infant, 308.

Of 23 years\(as to remoteness). See

Of 24 years/ Advowson, 508. n. k.&ic.

A N
Age,

Of 27 years (as to remoteness), See
Personal estate, f,o8. n. k. &c.
Of 26 years, See Use springing, 530.
&c.

Agreement, See Articles, 112.

To suffer a recovery. See Recovery,

256. n./.

See Pi/^«/-e (that is, uftor-acquired) j)ro-

pcrty, 550.
^ee Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable), 550.
&c.

See Expectancy of an heir, &c. 551.
and Fine levied, ib.

Aid,

Of personal estate, See Fee detenvin-

able, 450. n. 1. Executory devise, 454.

n. c.

Alienation,

Opposed by feudal institutions, 85.

See Tail, 174.

Provisoes against alienation, 249. n. a.

and see Tail, 164. Fine levied, 258-9,

See Condition, 256. n. in mar.

Estates, 256-7.

Restrained until the age of thirty, 261,

See Baron and Feme, 329. n. in.

Tortious, 327.

Resting in abeyance, 363.

See Executory devises, 430.

Perpetuity, 521.

Settlement, 562. n. g.

See more concerning Alienation, 3.

n. c. 1. 59. n. (/. or 62. n. 86. 88. n. .?.

169. 249. n. a. 562. n. g. or 564. n.

56a. n.g-. III. IV.

Ambition (laudable), 165.

Analogy,

Kept up between legal and equitable

estates and assurances, 59. u. d. or

62. n.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 85.

Of construction between legal estates

and trusts, 133-4-

See more concerning Analogy, 73.

Ancestor,

See Heirs, 196. 562. n.g. 563- "•

See more concerning Ancestor, 41. n.y.

1^2 Aiidf
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A P
And,

IMade disjunctive by or, after used, 19.

lu a will, See Or, 456.

!May be construed as if or had been

used, and rice versa, 473. and ib. n. r.

Construed as or, 506.

Construed (in a similar case) in its

natural sense, ib. in mar.

An'niicuh-irsion,

By Mr. Douglas, on the distinction

between conditional limitations and

contingent remainders, 15.

Annuitii,

Directed to cease, if aliened, 249. ix.a.

See DidrCSS, 537. in mar.

Anomaly,

In the law, as to a quasi entail, 82. n. p.

Bagshaw and Spencer is an anomalous

case, and applicable (if at all) only to

itsyflf simile in specie et terminis, 136.

Anticipation, J49. n. a.

Antiquity,

Remnants of ancient strictness, 166.

Appeal,

To a superior court, See Titles, 172.

See more concerning Appeal, 100.

Appointment,

Powers of, as to the rule in Shelley's

case, 7,5.

Power of, 76. and ib. n. m.

See Articles, 105.

Power of appointment does not suspend

the vesting of limitations in default of

appointment, though a contrary opi-

nion prevailed in some instances, 226.

But see 532.
Powers of appointment distinguished

from contingent remainders, 229.

A general power of appointment,

until exercised, no more amounts to a

limitation of the fee than it does of

an estate-tail, for life, or for years,

230,

Mr. Fearne's opinion, that there is

no distinction in this respect be-

tween a general power of appoint-

ment and a power confining the

appointment to the fee alone,

230-1-2.

This opinion is confirmed,— 1. By
Sir Wni. Grant, M.R.; and, 2. By
the Lord Chancellor, 233. n. e.

A R
Appointment,

How the power of appointment in tliar

limitations for barring dower should

be framed, 347, n. *. n.\.
See Poicer, 352. 380. n. x.

l^'asesfor lives, 498. 499. in mar.
Whether a power of appointment after

a life-estate suspends the vesting of the

limitations in the mean time, &c.
;

(10 Rep. contra.) or they may vest,

subject to be devested by an appoint-

ment, 532. and ib. in mar.

Power of appointment as to portions

and legacies, 552. n. g. V.

By feme covert. See Trust (of personal

estate), 560.

See more concerning Appointment, '59.

n. d. 74. 251.

Apportionjnent,

See Accumulation, 537. n, .r. 542. n. Sx.c.

Arguendo, cases put, 30.

Arms, and Name, 254. n. e.

Art (terms of), 172.

Articles,

Before marriage, 90.

Marriage articles.

Enforced by bill for specific per-

formance, 91.

Said to be stronger against the rule

in Shelley's case than a will, ib.

See Covenant, 92.

Cannot be defeated by any act of the

father or the trustees, ib.

Importing an estate-tail in the hus-

band, of his land, are to be executed

in strict settlement, ib.

Importing an estate-tail in the wife,

of her land, are to be executed in

strict settlement, 93.

Importing an estate-tail in both hus-

band and wife, of his land, are to be

executed in strict settlement, ib.

See Bond, ib.

Importing an estate- tail in the wife,

of land moving from the husband,

need not be executed in strict settle-

ment, 94.

Whether the statute 11 H. 7. c. 20.

extends to gifts by the husband's

will, ib. in mar.

Power for baron and feme to bar the

issue of the marriage jointly, i.^

not unreasonable, 94.
Importing
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A R
Articles,

Marriage articles

—

continued.

Importing an estate-tail in the wife,

the husband surviving, and an es-

tate-tail in the husband, the wife

surviving, are not to be executed
in strict settlement. [Case of copy-
hold land of the husband.] 95.

Containing two sets of limitations,

showing a distinction between a

strict settlement on the issue and
an entail in the parent, are not to

be executed in strict settlement in

the latter respect, 96.
With a settlement afte the mar-
riage, should sometimes be dis-

tinguished from articles with a
settlement before the marriage,

98. 107.

See Settlement, 98.
The case of Burton v. Hustings is

done away with by subsequent

cases, 99. 106.

JFest V. Errissey is to be distinguished

from Poicellv. Price, lOO. 101-2-3.
See Evidence, 101.

Heirs, ib.

Portions, 102.

West V. Errissei/, and Powell v. Price,

are not clashing authorities, 103.

How far modified into a strict settle-

ment, 104.

The word issue comprehends male
and female, 1 05.

Power of appointment in the husband
does not prevent articles being ex-

ecuted in strict settlement, ib.

Hart V. Middlehurst differs materially

from Poicell v. Price, and rather

classes with TFest v. Errissei/, 106.

Construed to be executed in strict

settlement, ib.

See Issue, 106.

Are to be set up against a settlement

made after marriage ; and generally

not against a settlement made be-

fore marriage, 107.

This general rule is not contra-

dicted by the case of IFest v.

Errissei/, &c. ib.

General doctrine on the subject, as

to the settlement to be made in

pursuance of such articles, ib.

AS
Articles,

Marriage articles

—

continued.

The terms of marriage may be

altered before marriage, not after-

wards, 108.

Will not prevail against a purchaser

'for a valuable consideration, and
without notice, ib.

Words making a legal estate-tail, are

not construed in strict settlement,

without articles, 109.

Must be produced, in order that a
settlement may be rectified, 110.

The construction depends on the

whole instrument, ib.

Distinguished from a defective set-

tlement without articles, ib.

General principle on which a court

of equity interposes to execute mar-
riage articles by a strict settle-

ment, 111. 112.

Are heads of agreement to provide

for the issue, &c. 112.

The issue claim under the articles,

as purchasers for a valuable consi-

deration, ib.

Distinguished from wills, as to the

rule in Slielley's case, ib.

Are stronger than a will, against

the rule in Shelley's case, 113.

See Devise, ib.

The issue are looked upon as pur-

chasers, 125.

See Rule in Shelley's, case, 185-6,

?ra,457.
Implication, ib.

Or wills, directing a conveyan<;e, are

to be construed according to the in-

tent, and not according to improper

or informal expressions, 119.

In equity. See Leases for lives, 498-9.

See more concerning Articles, and
Marriage Articles, 65. 90. 105. 137.

146. 197. 338. 391.

Aspect,

Double, See Contingency, 267. Tee,

Contingency with a double aspect, 373.

Assent,

Of executors, See Heir looms, 410.

411.

T T 3 To
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Assent,

To a legacy, See Intircsts contingent

(lis being assignable in equity and de-

visable), 550. ^:c.

Assis^nmcnt,

Of contingent interests, See Bank-
rupt, 549. Interests contingent (as

being assignable in equity and devis-

able), 550. &c.

Attainder, 251. -2S-2. 283.

Attempt,

To surt'er a recovery, See Puxotcry,

256. n. /.

Attornment, 256.

Authorities, 17.

Authoriti/, 380. n. x.

Authors,

Mr. Douglas, 16.

INlr. Vernon, 25. n. k.

Wr. Preston, on the rule in Shellej/'s

case, 28. n. /.

KoUe, 30,

Perkins, 31.

Keble, ib.

&:c. See.

Award,
Of writ of seisin, See Recovery, 181,

B.

Bankrupt,

Bankruptcy of husband, 249. 11. a.

See Baron and feme, 409.
Assignment of contingent interests by
the couimissioners is good, 549.

See more concerning Bankrupt, 249.
n. a.

Bank Stock, See Executory de-vise, 434.

Bargain and Sale,

An indenture with words of bargain

and sale only, and a letter of attorney

therein to make livery, may be a

good feofi'mcnt, 274.
^aa Destruction, &c. 321-2. n./".

And recovery, form one conveyance,

368.

And fine, 380. n. x.

Enrolled, See Couxcijances, 416. n. a.

Or lease for a year, Sey Cunvci/ances,

ib.

Baron and Feme,

Taking estates by entireties, 36.
___.__-^_ moieties, ib.

Are one person in law, 40.

Operation of a grant to them, ib.

Their heirs may mean their children, ib.

Trust for separate use, 56.

See Articles, 94.

Anticipation of her separate income,

202.

See Forfeiture, 288.

Eftc'ct of feoffment by tenant for life,

with remainder to his wife for life ;

as to forfeiture, 289.

Baron and Feme in her right, and a

stranger, being joint-tenants for life,

the stranger surrenders his moiety to

the baron and feme, 311.

Taking by entireties a reversion by

fine, her life-estate becomes merged,

and a contingent remainder destroyed,

317-18.
Alienation,

By women, oflands movingfrom their

husbands, is prevented by 11 H. 7-

and 32 H. 8. 329. n. m.

By husbands seised in right of their

wives, is prevented by 32 H. 8. ib.

The wife's fortune may be settled on

her, for' her separate use, on the hus-

band's failure, 409.
See Leases for lives, 496.

Fine sur concesserunt, 497-
Future (that is, after-acquired)

property, 550.
A monied finid, in which the wife has

a future life-interest, cannot be ad-

vanced to the children in her life-

time, without a power for that pur-

pose in the settlement, 552. n. g. V.

See Legacy, 559.
Portions (as being transmissible),

ib.

Trust (of personal estate) for the sole

and separate use of the feme alone,

and not for her husband, or for such

person as she should appoint, 560.

See more concerning Baron and Feme,

37-S. 55. 63. Qs. 407.

Bastard, not in esse, 249.

Beneficial interest.

See Ritk in Shelley'i case, 35.
Bequests,
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Bequests,

Of personal estate, See Cypres doc-

trine, 208. n.
^

See Executory devises, &c. 421.
Executory, See Dying without issue,

485.
Residuary, See Profits, 544.
Lapsed, or otherwise ineffectual. See

Residue, 556. in mar.

Bill,

Prepared for removing a doubt consi-

dered as unfounded, respecting the

operation of a fine, was not allowed to

pass, 380. n. X.

Filed for establishing a will, and di-

recting the trusts to be carried into

execution, 454.0.0. 455.0,
Of review, with liberty for the defend-

ants to plead or answer, as they might
be advised, ib.

For making a settlement, is equivalent

to articles, and importing an estate-

tail in husband and wife of his copy-

hold land, is to be performed by a

strict settlement, 93.

Borough English, 245. n. ^.

Books,

Settled as heir looms, See Personal

estate, 521,

Calculation, 20. n. 1.

Canons of the church.

No person can be a deacon before

twenty-three, nor a priest before twen-

ty-four, 508. n. k, 509. n. 510. n.

See Advoxvson, ib.

Caprice, See Discretion, &c. 535. n. t.

Case,

Decided, 17.

For opinion of court, 66.

Casus omissus,

No direction being given by the will,

511.

And see Implication, 508-9.

Century,

See Accimiulation, 434. n. I. 438 n.

Certainty, See Intentiojis, 450.

C H
Cesser,

Proviso for cesser of a life -estate, 130.
A proviso for cesser may make it pro-

per that there should be a limitation

to trustees and their heirs, from the

cesser and during the su.spence of the

next remainder ; and there should be

some disposition of the rents and pro-

fits, 221. n. c. II. 222. n.

Of preceding estate, 252-3,

See Condition, 257-8.

Tail, 526-7.

Estates, ib,

Roit, 527-8.

Of an estate in land in part, and vest-

ing and revesting. See Use springing,

530-31-
See more concerning Cesser, 13. n. h*.

18. 254.

Cessct Executio, See Dower, 528.

Cestui que Trust,

In tail, 333.
See more concerning Cestui que Trust,

305. n. 7n. and Trusts generally.

Chancery,

Court of, 156. See Equity.

The opinion of a court may become ex-

tra-judicial when a new right is dis-

closed before the decree, 146.

The court distinguishes between legal

and trust estates, as to the rule in

Shelley's case, 154. See Waste, ^62.

See more concerning Chancery, 145.

146.

Charge,

In equity, 59. n. d. or 62. n.

Charges, See Devise, 131.

Chattels,

An uncertain interest may be only a

chattel interest, 127-8.

Real,

Chattel interest or fee determinable ?

Devise to trustees and their heirs

until N. attains twenty-one ; and

when JV^. attains twenty-one, to

JV^. for life, with remainders over,

226. n. d.

Term of years in esse devised to one

for part of the unexpired years,

with remainder to another, 402. in

mar.
T T 4 Limitations
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Chattch,

Keiil

—

continued.

Limitations over, after a devise to

one for life, are good, at law, as ex-

ecutory devises, 404.

See Executory devises, 473. n. s.

476. n.

Personal,

Limitations over, after a devise to

one for life, are good, in equity, as

executoiy devises, 404.

See Executory devises, 405. 406.

Eleir looms, 413.

Contingent interests devisable, See

Personal estate, 368.

See Heir looms, 408. 409.
Fraud, 409.
Executory deiises, &c. 421. •

Personal estate, 463-4-5-6.

Construction of dying without issue.

See Executory del ises, 471-2. Lega-

cies, 472.
See Dying xiithout issue, 486-7.

Rule in Shelley's case, 490.

Executory devises, &.c. 490. n. a.

491- n.

Chattel interest, till age of twenty-

one, or death, 537. in mar.

See jige of twenty-one, 547. n. d.

'See Interests contingent (as

being assignable in equity

and devisable), 550. kc.

llemainders contingent,

5,52. &c. and Executory

devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Children,

Children, &c. living at the decease of

the surviving parent, 251. n. c.

En ventre sa mere,

vSee Executory devises, 429. n. f.

For what purposes they have a legal

existence, 434. n. /. 440. n.

Unborn, See Perpetuity, 502.

Not in esse, 510.

See more concerning Children, 333.

China, See Jleir looms, 410.

Civil Law,
See Legacies, 552. n.g. Equity, ib. II.

Civil List,

Sf,e Accumulation^ 434. n. /, 438. n.

Real, -

Personal,

CO
Class,

First, of contingent remainders :

The nature of the contingency, 19,

Second, of contingent remainders ;

The nature of the contingency, 6.

7. 8.

Third, of contingent remainders :

Exception, 20. and ib. n. i.

Fourth, of contingent remainders :

Exception, 28-9.

See Remainders contingent generally.

Clause, Shifting, 254. n. e.

Collateral Line,

Where the succession of a quasi entail

is to a collateral heir or relation of the

last or only previous taker, it is not

strictly a descent, 81.

Collusion, See Waste, 566.

Commerce,

Opposed by feudal institutions, 85.

See Executory devises, 430.
See more concerning Commerce, l6g.

562. n. ^. IV. 564. n.

Common, Tenancy in, 311. And see 7 e-

nants in coinmon generally.

Common Law,
Conveyance cannot make the granto/s

heir a purchaser, 52.

Conveyances, 63.

See Conveyances, 416. n. a. Freehold,

537. n. X. 538. n. Trusts, ib.

See more concerning Common Law, 3.

n. c. 1. 15. 17. 88.

Commons,

And rents newly created, differ from
lands, because the latter cannot cease,

vest, and revest ; and if they could it

would be dangerous to the prcecipe of

a stranger, 528.

See Rents, 527-8.

Conclusion,

To suffer a recovery, See Recovery,

256. n. /.

Condition,

Broken, 3. n. c. 4.

Precedent, when performed by the heir,

entitles him to take by descent, 32.

Distinguished from the time of vesting

in possession, 242.

By the word if, 246. ib. n. h.

Subsequent, 247.
Defeating,
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Condition,

Defeating, Szc. 248.

Repugnant to law, &cc. ib.
1

Contrarient, &c. ib.

Of re-entry, 249. n.a.

For shifting an estate, 254. n. e.

To defeat an estate, should defeat the

whole estate, 255.

To have fee, 256.

To live on the land, is good, ib. n. in

mar.

Not to alien, except to particular per-

sons, seems to be good, ib. n. in mar.

Against suftering a recovery, See Re-

covety, 256. n.f.

For cesser, may be inconsistent, &c.

and void, 257-8.

See Recoxenj, 258.

Fine levied, ib. 259.

Against a feoffment or hne at common
law, 260.

Against discontinuance, ib.

Not to alien before the age of thirty,

seems to be good, in the case stated,261.

Who may take advantage thereof, See

Maxim, ib.

That on payment of 20 1, by a stranger,

the land shall remain to the stranger,

is void, as a condition, 262.

By the words, if, &ic. then, &c. the land

shall remain, &c. may not, when
performed, avoid the particular estate,

but only vest the remainder or limita-

tion over, 263.

(Properly), shortens the estate before

given, 264.

Cannot be taken advantage of but by

the lessor and his heirs, ib.

To enlarge an estate, 265.

To defeat a preceding estate, and give

efi'ect to a subsequent estate, at com-

mon law, distinguished from a con-

dition to defeat a preceding estate,

without relating to the remainder over,

270.

A remainder over, at common law,

cannot be defeated by a condition an-

nexed to the particular estate, ib. 271.

Annexed to the particular estate. See

Reversion, 271.

In expression, held to be a limitation

in effect, 272.

Annexed to a preceding estate, with

Condition,

a devise over, on the breach, &c. ope-

rates as an executory devise, ib.

Annexed to a preceding estate, with-

out an express devise over, on the

breach, &c. is not always construed

as a conditional limitation, 273-4.
Exception to the rule at common law,

that an estate limited to take effect

on a condition which is to affect the

particular estate, is void ; viz. where
the particular estate is to be enlarged

by the condition, 279.

To enlarge an estate at common law,

ought to have four incidents, ib.

See Descent, ib.

To enlarge an estate, may take the re-

version out of the king, and vest it in

the grantee, without petition, or mon-

strans de droit, or other circumstance,

280.

The reason, ib.

Conditions and rents, differ from uses at

common law, See Privity, 290. n. h.

To enlarge an estate, 338,
_______ — --is destroyed by
an alteration in the quality of the

estate to be enlarged, 339.
The reason of this does not apply to

a contingent remainder, ib.

See Feoffment, 349.
Destruction ofcontingent I'emainder,

ib.

Lessee for life, 350.
Broken, and re-entry, &c., See For-

feiture, ib.

To enlarge the estate of feoffee for

years info a fee, 361.

For the non-performance of a condition

only the donor or his heirs could enter,

381. n. a. 382. n.

By entry for breach, the first estate

and the remainder over (if any) were
equally destroyed, 381. n.a. 383. n.

Express words of condition (in a will)

taken to be a limitation, 424.
(Upon an estate-tail) to take a testator's

surname without a devise over, upon
the breach of the condition ; held

not to be a conditional limitation, but

either a condition subsequent, barred

by a recovery, or a mere recommen-
dation or desire, 425.

To
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Condition,

To take a testator's nanip, requires

many acts to oblige the heirs to take

it, 426.

Subsequent, upon an estate-tail, is nu-

gatory", and therefore the words may
onlv operate as a recommendation or

desire, ib.

In appearance onl}', See Remainder

contingent, 428.

See Revuvcn/, ib.

Apparent words of condition not ope-

rating as a condition precedent. See

Conditional limitation, 508-9. ^c.

Erccufori/ devise, ib. Remainder vested

or contingent, ib.

Or proviso to determine an estate-tail

as to a particular person only, is void,

526-7.
See Use springing, 532.

That a rent shall cease during a mi-

nority, is good. See Rod, 527-8.

See Age of twenty-one, 545. n. d.

Supposed to be performed by having

issue, ?)ee Settlement, 562. n. g. 1.2.

See more concerning Conditions, 3. 4.

5. 15. 239. 252-3.

Conditional Devise,

To take eflect upon a contingent event

to be decided at or before the testa-

tor's decease, 458. n. d.

Conditional Fees,

At common law, introduced as estates

upon condition ; so that only the

donor or- his heirs could enter, 381.

n. a. 382. n.

Conditional Limitations,

Distinguished from contingent remain-

ders of the first class, 9.

General difference between them and

contingent remainders, particularly

those of the first sort, 10. n. k.

Differ from contingent remainders, not

only in the framing of the limita-

tions, but also in their legal construc-

tion, and in several legal consequences

of great importance, 13. n.

Distinguished from conditions and from

remainders, 15.

After a life-estate, treated as remainders

by Mr. Douglas, 16.

In wills, are reducible to executory de-

co
Conditional Limitations,

vises or contingent remainders, (Mr.
Douglas,) 17.

On vested estates-tail, are barrable by
the recovery of tenant in tail, ib.

Other conditional limitations cannot

be barred, ib.

Are void in conveyances at common
law, 18.

Are good in wills, as executory devises,

ib.

Remainders, 18. 19.

Not remainders, ib.

In wills,

Contingent remainders, ig.

Executory devises, ib.

See Remainders vested, 237-8.

Limitations oxer, 238.

Over, on second marriage, 239,
See Remainders, 240.

Limitations, 249.
Over, on alienation before the age of

thirty, 261.

Reasons assigned againstthe validity of

conditional limitations at common law,

265.

Distinguished from remainders, See

Remainders, 267—8.
See Condition^ 272-3-4.

Ride in Shelley's case, 276.

Uses conditional, 278.

Future estates, &c. 381 . n. a. 383. n.

Uses, 381. n. a. 3.

Compared with remainders and titles

of entry for a condition broken, are of

a mixed nature, 381. n. c. 3.

Are either secondary, future, springing,

or shifting uses, or executory de-

vises, ib.

May arise by an execution of a power, ib.

Generally, See Executory devises, ib.

Do they disturb the whole fee before

limited, or do the uses before given

open, to let in the conditional use ?

,389-
See Uses springing, 390.

Executory devise, 423-4.

In appearance only, See Remainder

coidingent, 428.

See Uses, 440-41-42-43.

By way of use or trust, limited to take

effect at a period which exceeds, or

appears to exceed, the boundary of

bucli
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dmditional Liitiilations,

such executory limitations, may be

good, if created in estates or interests,

tlie extent or duration of which estates

or interests does not exceed that

boundary, 500. n. e.

But it is necessary to incorporate the

continuance " of the lives or years

into the ulterior limitation, ib.

The clause requisite to be understood

or expressed for introducing such

ulterior limitation, ib.

Whether the supposed words must not

be implied in the usual clause, ib.

Whether the reason of this construc-

tion applies to leasehold property,

subject to a tenant right of renewal,

ib.

See Perpetuiti/, 502.

To take eftect on failure of a preceding

limitation (after it shall have vested)

in a certain way expressed, may take

eftect, in some way or other, though

such preceding limitation fails by

never vesting, and notwithstanding

the deed or will is silent on the sub-

ject, 508-9-10. 542-3.

Whether it is the same where the pre-

ceding limitation is void for remote-

nessj ib.

See Remoteness, 522. n. m.

Feoff'ment to the use of A. and his

heirs, every Monday, and of B. and

his heirs every Tuesday, &c. 527.

These limitations are void, ib.

After an estate-tail, See Uses, 562.

n. g. II.

See more concerning Conditional Limi-

tations, 3. n.c.l. 10. n. h, or 13. n.

14. 247.

Conjecture, 173-

Consideration,

(Feoffment without) and with notice,

324-
(Alienation without) or with notice,

before the statute of uses, 325.

Valuable, or for money, 550 ; and see

Possibility/, 560.

In the second degree ; for instance,

a provision or advancement for a

younger child, 550.

$ee Interests contingent (as being as-

Consfrucfiun,

signable in equity and devisable), 550.

&c.

Constitution, and temper, &c.

See Discretion, ike. 535. n. t.

Construction,

Of wills, 5. n. d. or 7. n. 129-30-31-

32. 146. 239. 337.
- - - - contingency expressed, 397.
_______ - _ - implied, ib.

differently from the letter, 508.

n. k. 509. n.

See also,as to the construction of wills,

JFills, 115. 120. 170-1-2. 212. 344.

370-71. 387. Rule in Shelley's

case, 171-2-3. Heirs, 375. 467-8.

Implication, 377. 420. Or, 456.

Intestacy, 552. n. g. 1. 5thly.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 85. 172.

Parenthesis, 129.

By a court of equity, 131.

Of infonnal words in a will, 135.

Discretionary, See Titles, 172.

Of the word heir, in a popular sense,

209. n. a.

Of devises, in event of second mar-

riage, 262.

Of deeds, 263.

See Remainder contingent, 389.
Reversion, 449.
Re?nainder vested, 508-9.

Implication, ib.

Intention of testator, 272,

See Maxim, 267.

Condition, 272-3-4.

Devise, 357-8. '

Remainder cofernporary, 378.

Limitations, ib.

Of a deed of settlement, See Marriage,

391-2.

Executory devise or a remainder? See

Re7naind€r, 395.

Of the word term, in wills, 422.
_____._-. -in deeds, 423.

Of dying 'without issue, applied to

personal estate, See Executory de-

vises, 471-2. Legacies, 472.

Of leaving no laxiful heir, 473. n. s.

Of
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Consf ruction,

Of leaving no issue behind him, See

Executoru dciise, 473. n. s. 474.. n.

Of if he has no such heirs, See Es-
ccutorv deiise, ib. 475. n.

Of having no heirs of the hodii. Sea

Executor}/ devise, ib. 476. n.

Of duing -without issue. See Executory

devise, 476.
Of d}iing under age, and tcithout leav-

ing anu hrxjul issue, See Executory

devise, 477.
Of the words di/ing without heirs or

issue, as to personal estate, See Ex^

ccutory devise, 4.'/S.

Words in a subsequent limitation of a

will should be construed as in a pre-

ceding limitation applied to the same
subject, 481.

Dying without issue, ex vi termini. See

Executor]/ devise ofpersonal estate,\%2.

Of dying -without issue. See Executory

devise of co-ws, horses, &cc. ib.

Of the words, dying -without issue,

and dying xvithout leaving issue, as

to personal estate, SeeDistinction,^S^.

(G rammatical). SeeDying without issue,

484. n. z.

Of the words immediately from and
after the decease, &c. 491-2. 494.
Of the words leaving no heirs of th^

body, applied to personal estate, 494.
See And, 506.

Dying, ib.

Or, ib.

Of the expressions, when, Sec. then, &c.
vntil, ike. and then, &c. if, &c. then,

&CC. 547-8.

And see Age of twenty-one, 547, n. d.

Of the words if, when, provided, See.

See Legacies, 552. n. g.

See more concerningConstruction, l3.n.

22. 23. 84. 134. 167. 183.

Contingencies, concurrent, 378.

Contingency,

Whether extending to all the subse-

quent remainders, 2 1

.

Or abeyance, 29.

With a double aspect, 267. 373.
See Remainders contingent, 552. &c.
Executory devises (as being transmis-

sible), ib.

C O
Contingency,

See more concerning Contingency, 5.
n. d.

Contingent Interests,

Must necessarily be future, - "1

Some are remainders, - - -
1
385.

Some only executory devises, J
See Personal estate, 368.

Contingent Limitations,

Remainders,

Not remainders, 18.

Contingent Remainders,

Defined, 3.

Four sorts, 5.

1st. On a contingent determination

of the particular estate ;

2d. On an independent contingency;

3d. On a condition certain in event

;

4th. To a person not ascertained, or

not in being, 5.

Of the 1 st class :

Examples, 5.

Expectant on an estate for years
;--__-._..__ fyj- life-

- tail, 5. n. d.

Distinguished from the 3d class, a«

to the nature of the contingency, ib.

Distinguished from conditional limi-

tations, 9.

Of the 2d class

:

Examples, 6. 7. 8. 9.

Distinguished from the 1st class, 8.

n. e.

Of the 3d class

:

Distinguished from the 1st and 2d

classes, 8. n.f
As to the time of vesting, ib.

Exception, 20. ib. n. i.

Cases, eighty years, 21. 22.

sixty years, 22.

ninety-nine years, ib.

seventy years, 25. n. k,

three thousand years, 25.

Of the 4th class :

Examples, 9.

Exception, 28-9, See Rule in Shel-

ley's case, generally.

Other sorts might be enumerated,

9- n. g.

How far all contingent remainders are

reducible under one head, as to the

event
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event on which their vesting de-

pends, 9. n. g.
Instance of a remainder depending- for

its vesting on the happening of every

kind of event constituting the four

sorts of remainders, ib.

Void contingent remainder for want of

a freehold to support it, 8.

Distinguished from conditional Hmita-

tions, 10. n. h.

_-.-_._ from a mere contingent

right, ib.

The difference between them and con-

ditional limitations, consists, not only

in the different framing of the limita-

tions, but also in their legal construc-

tion, and in several legal consequences

of great importance, 13. n.

Destroyed by the fine or feoffment of

tenant for life, after a demise for

ninety-nine years, in trust for him-
self, 18.

Whether the contingency extends to

all the subsequent remainders, 21.

In copyhold, 65.

Or (by the rule in Shelleji/'s case) not ? 74.

See more concerning Contingent Re-
mainders, 4. 10, n. /i. or 13. n. 83.

84. 249. n. a. And see Remainders

contingent, generally.

Contingent Right,

Distinguished from a contingent re-

mainder, 10. n. h.

Contrariety, 252.

Controverji,

A doctrine (as to powers) which has

long since transcended the limits of

controvery, 74.

Conxenience,

See Rule in Shelley's case, 173.

Conveyances.

At common law, 63.

Directed by articles or wills, See Ar-
ticles, 1

1
9.

Tortious, 355.
One conveyance by deed and fine, 380.

n. .r.

At common law, so far as, &c.

:

Feoffment,1

Fine, - - J>4i6. n. a.

Recovery, J

• C O
Conveyances,

By the statute of uses :

Bargain and sale, •• - - "^ .

(Covenant to stand seised, j
4 ' " '

Of a mixed operation :

Lease and release,
"]

Feoffment, - - - .,

rme, ----- f

Recovery, - - - J

See more concerning Conveyances, 68.

Coparcenary, 154.

Coparceners, ?iee Partition, 527.

Copy, or grant from the lord, 67.

Copyhold,

See Rule in Shelley's case, 60.

Surrendered to the use of a will, 62.

Surrenders are construed as convey-
ances at common law, 63.

Descendible to youngest son, 64.
Covenant to surrender, whether execu-
tory, 6.5.

Effect of a surrender by a copyholder
to the use of his heirs general, 66.

Distinction taken by Coke, between
freehold and copyhold land, ib.

Conclusion, that the distinction is

now exploded, 67.

As to the reversion, 68. 69. 71. n./j.

As to admittance, 70.

Devised, ib.

See Tail, 95.

Surrender which would have barred an
entail in copyhold if well settled, bars

the right to the entail where the

copyhold is not so settled, 1 1 1

.

The statute n H. 7. c. 20. does not

extend to copyhold, 114. n. jr.

Copyhold or customaiy land, 245. n.g.

See Uses shifting, &C. 276-7.

Whether there might be a general oc-

cupant of copyhold, 311.

Whether springing or shifting uses are

good in surrenders of copyhold es-

tates, 315. n./'.

Mr. Sanders' late publication is in

favour of their validity, ib-

is not within the statute de donis, but

may be entailed by custom, 319.
The ordinary fee is in the lord ; a sub-

ordinate fee only is in the copy-

holder, ib.

Remainder
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Remainder contingent:

Not destroyed by tenant for life's ac-

quiring the reversion, 320.

Destroyed bv enfranchisement, il).

Remainder contingent expectant on a

life estate

:

Is destroyed by the death of the

tenant for life before the contin-

gency happens, though not by his

forfeiture or surrender, ib.

See more concerningCopyhold, 61. 65.

^7- 319- 339.

Covenant,

To stand seised, 38. 41-2. 91. 282-3.

See Conveyances, 416. n. a.

To stand seised admits of a resulting

use, 42.

In marriage articles for ever subsists,

until a proper settlement is made, 92.

Against suffering a recovery, See Rc-

coveiy, 256. n. f.

By a feoffee, in the very deed of feoli-

ment, to stand seised to uses on a con-

tingency, seems no more than a

declaration of the uses of the, feoff-

ment, and not properly a covenant to

stand seised, 274.

To stand seised does not admit of an

estate in strangers for preserving con-

tingent rcnrainders, 326.

Courts,

Of justice, 17. 88.

Of law, - \ their respective province.

Of equity, J 59.

Of law can only pronounce established

laws, 89.

See Trusts, 36. n. p.

Of equity are not tied up to the rules of

law in cases of executory trusts, 1
1
7,

Of law, 145.

Of equity, 146.

Of chancery, ib, 156.

Of law and equity, See Ride in Shel-

ley's case, 148.

Sanction of a court of justice, See

Titles, 172.

See more concerning Courts, 5. n. d. or

7- n- 39-

Coxus,

See Executor)/ devise of coxis^ &c. 482.

Creditors,

Bond fide. See Interests contingent (as

being assignable in equity and devis-

able), 550. &c.

See Fraud, 409. Heir looms, 41 0-11-12.

See more concerning Creditors, 249.

n. a. 332-3-4. 408.

Cross Rernainders,

In a deed

:

INIay be raised by general words, not

by implication, 450.

In a will

:

May be implied, even among more
than two, &c. ib.

Crown {The),

Cannot stand seised to a use, 282-3.

See more concerning the Crown, 283 ;

. and see King {The), generally.

Curtesy,

Of a trust, 55.

Not inconsistent with a trust for the

wife's separate use for her life, ib.

Descent of the inheritance on the te-

nant for life, does not give a title to

curtesy, unless the inheritance is ex-

ecuted in possession, 341-2.

See Settlement, 562. n. g.

See more concerning Curtesy, 56.

Custom,

Of manor, 65. 111.

For youngest son to inherit, 245. n. g.

Against suffering a recovery, 256. n./.

See Copyhold, 319.

Of devising lands. See Future estates,

&c. 381. n. a. 2.

Customary Estates, 34.

Customary Freeholds, 319 ; and see Copy-

hold, generally.

Custoinary Land, 245. r\. g.

Cypres doctrine.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 204. n.

U^ill, ib. 205. n.

Was carried to the utmost verge by

Pitt \. Jackson, 208. n.

Is not applicable to bequests of personal

estate, ib.

And has never been applied to a deed,

in any decided case, ib.

Should not be acted upon in practice,

without great consideration, ib.

See Ferpeluity, 502.
Danger,
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Danger,
To a stranger's prcecipe, See Co7n-

mous, 528.

Deacon,

Sec Canons of the church, 508. :i. k.

&c.

Death,

Or second marriage, 5. n. (h or 7. n.

See Construction, 491-2. 494.
Of the first devisee in the testator's

life-time, 510. 513.
See Lapsed devise, 525.

Of legatee before the legacy becomes

payable, See Legacies, 552. n. ^.

Maxims, ib. II.

Of legatee before the making of the

will, 556. in mar.
- - - - after, and in the life-time of the

testator, See Residue, ib.

See more concerning Death, 5. n. d.

13. n. 254.

Debt,

(The national,) 436. n. /. 437. n.

Debts,

See Executory devise, 122. 454. n. c.

Use for payment of debts may absorb

the whole fee, and therefore carries

the fee, 136.

See Fraud, 409.

Heir looms, 411-12.

Implication, 450. n. b.

Fee detcrininable, ib.

Of testator, 510.

See Accumulation, 537. n. x\ &c.

Interests contingent (as being

assignable in equity and devis-

able), 5.50. &c.

Debitum in prcesenti solvendum in fu-
turo. See Maxims, 552. n. g. II.

See more concerning Debts, 86. 125.

143. 332-3-4- 408. 513- 547-

Decisions, judicial, 39.

See Rules, 444. n. a.

Declaration,

Plain or necessary implication, 126;

and see Implication, generally.

Decree,

On appeal to the lords, 100.

Reversed, See Term of years, 469.

D E
Decree,

For restitution of value. See Waste,

564-5-6.

For recovery, See Waste, 567-8-9.

See more concerning a Decree, 146.

Deeds,

Expression, 28. n. /.

Intention, ib.

Intention of grantor, ib.

Deed and line, 43.

Deed to lead the uses of a fine, See

Settlement , 111.

See Cypres doctrine, 208. n.

Remainder contingent for years,

285.

Deed and fine levied, forming one con-

veyance, 380. n. X.

See Intention, ib. 492-4.
Remainder contingent, 389.

Construction of a legal settlement, ex-

ecuted very imperfectly, and inaccu-

rately penned, 391.

Of settlement

;

Construction, ^ee Marriage, 391-2.

Intention of the parties, 391

.

The legal operation and effect of a cer-

tain deed, ib.

Deed construed by reading a proviso

as if it had been inserted in a paren-

thesis or exception in a former part

of the deed, ib.

See Equity, 392.

Settlement, 408.

Reversion, 449.
Cross remainders, 450.

Showing a certain intention, by a void

hmitation, 462.

See Term, 469.
Concerning personal estate, Sec Rule

in Shelley's case, 490.

See Issue, ib. n. a.

Evidence of intention, 493-4.
Perpetuity, 502.

Implication, See Remainder vested,

508-9. &c. Implication, ib.

Defeasance, 16. 17.

Defective Settlement, See Settlement, ill.

Definition,

Of a contingent remainder, 3.

Of a remainder, 3. n. c. and ib. 2. 3.

Lord Coke's ; - 1

Noy's Maxims, j
Degrees,

i6.
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Decrees,

Of equitable estates, ;,9. n. t/. or 6-2. n.

Demand, See Htir loo/us, 410.

Demise.

For ninety-nine years, in trust for te-

nant for life, 18.

Descent,

See rowrf/V/on.' 32.

Per fovmmn doni, 40. 181-2.

Of an estate-tail.

In the strict legal sense ; viz. to a

lineal heir, 46.

Ter fonna/n doni, to a collateral

heir, 47.

Formedon calling the devolution of a

quasi entail to a collateral heir or

relation of the last taker a descent, ib.

Of an estate-tail to the half blood, ib.

Of copyhold, 62.

See Rule in S/iellci/s case, 60.

The legal course of descent cannot be

altered, 64.

Of land which never vested, or could

vest, in the ancestor, 75,

To appointee, as heir of the appointor,

may preclude the appointment, 76.

The devolution of a quasi entail, per

formam duni, is not strictly a descent,

nor yet a purchase, 81.

See Collateral line, ib.

Effect of a limitation to the heirs gene-

ral of a person taking no estate in the

land, 192.

Ktlect of a limitation to the heirs spe-

cial of a person taking no estate in

the land, ib.

See Rule in Shelley s case, 193.

Tj . rSpecial, "ISee R.ule in Shelley

s

[General,/ case, 194.

All heirs, taking as heirs, must take by

descent, ib.

See Ilcirs, 196.

Not reconcileable with a tenancy in

common, 197.

Quodam modo, fiom the grantee of a

particular estate, to be enlarged upon

condition, to his heir, though the

grantee dies before the enlargement,

279-
Taking away entry, 286. n. e.

Taking away a right of entry,

At common law, ib.

Since 32 H. 8. c. :>,3. il).

DE
Descent,

Tolling entry, 287.

See Merger, 341. 353.
Curtesy, 341-2.

Of the inheritance on the particular

estate, does not merge the latter,

where the same is not created by the

will of the ancestor from whom tlie

inheritance immediately descends,343.

It is otherwise, where there is such

an immediate descent of the inhe-

ritance, ib.

Instances, ib.

Reasons of the distinction, ib.

Of vested inheritance. See Remainder
contingent by "will, 343-4. Will, ib.

Conditional and imperfect, not de-

stroying a contingent remainder, 344.
Absolute and perfect, destroying a con-

tingent remainder, ib.

Of vested inheritance until, &c.. See
Remainder contingent, 35 1

.

Subject to a devise in contingency, 353.
And no abeyance, 354.
To the heir, of whatsoever estate is not

disposed of by the testator, 355.
Contingent interests pass to the real or

personal representatives, &c. except

in certain cases, 364.
Descendible interests are devisable^

368.

See Uses contingent, &c. 369.
Contingent or executory limitation to

the right heirs of J. S. is not de-

scendible or transmissible from any
person during tbe life of/, S. 371-

The reason, ib.

Subject to an executory devise over,

399. n. (/.

Notwithstanding a devise to a son

(heir at law) and his heirs, &c. 401.

Prevented by implying an estate-tail

in the testator's eldest son, without

any express devise, 477"^-

Descendible freehold, See Leases for

lives, 495-6. and n. d. there. Tail,

497-
Of the foe, subject to an executory de-

vise, 507.
Of freehold and inheritance, subject to

certain annuities and powers of dis-

tress and sale, and also subject to au

executory devise over, 537. in mar.

Of
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Or purchase? See Descent, 537. in

mSr.
Of the freehold and inheritance, to the

testator's heir at law, in the mean
time and until, &c. 542. And see

Executory devises, 537.
All contingent and executory interests

and possibilitieswhich are descendible,

are also devisable, See Remainders
contingent, 548. n. f. &c.

See Expectanci/ of cm heir, &c. 551.
Fine levied, ib.

The interest, under an executory de-

vise to P. in fee, does not, on P.'s

death, so attach in G., heir to P., as

to go to G'.'s heir, not being heir to

P., 561.

The reason ; viz. the rule of descent

from the first purchaser of a rever-

sion or remainder, ib.

Ex parte matema, 56-2. in mar. And
see Descent, 561, &c.

See more concerning Descent, 9. 18.

29. 43-4. 65-6. 78. 80. 82. ib. n. p.

84. 86-7. 135. 153.4. 183-4- 194-

195-6. 200. 209. n. a. 213. 310.

345. 506-7.

Desire, See Condition, 426.

Destruction,

See Remainders contingent, 293.

Condition, 281. u. a. 383. n.

Of contingent remainders, 316.

Ileniedy of cestui que vse against

feoftees for their destroying con-

tingent remainders, 295.

For want of privity of estate, 296.

By the feoffment of tenant in tail

;

but not by his being disseised, 317.

By the feoffment of tenant for life, ib.

By fine, ib.

By recovery, ib.

By the reversion in fee being con-

veyed to husband and wife by fine,

whereby the life-estate of the feme

was merged; ib.

By surrender of tenant for life, 318.

By death of tenant for life, ib.

Equity will not execute the estate

in law to tenant for life of a trust,

to enable him to destroy contingent

remainders, 321.

D E

Destruction,

Of contingent remainders,

(In particular cases, being evcop-

tions to the general rule,) by the

bargain and sale, or lease and re-

lease, of the tenant for life, 321.

322. n. /'.

Not (in general) by the bargain and

sale of the tenant for life ; nor by

his lease and release, 322.

Exceptions, See Destruction, &c.

321-2. n./.

Not by such acts of forfeiture by te-

nant for life as devei3t no estate, un-

less advantage is taken of the for-

feiture, 323.

Intermediate between the life-estate

of A. and the remainder in fee of

B. by A. and J).'s joining in a fine

to a stranger, ib.

By way of use, is effected by the

same means as that of contingent

remainders at common law, 324.

See Merger, ib.

By trustees, &c. See Trustees for

preserving contingent remainders)

327. ib. n. /.

See Equity, 328-9.

By tenant for Hfe, 329.

Equity will not interfere, ib.

With the concurrence of the trustees

to preserve, &c. ib.

In some cases, equity has refused

to punish the trustees, ib.

Whether in cases affected by 1 1 H. 7.

c. 20. and 32 H. 8. c. 36. s. 3.

and 32 H. 8. c. 28. s. 6. 329.

n. ?ff.

By trustees, to preserve, &c. 330,

"without punishment, See Equity^

ib.

See Voluntary settlement, ib.

By the trustees, to preserve, &c. and

the tenant for life, with the direc-

tion of equity, under peculiar cir-

cumstances, 331.

Instances, 331-2, &c.

See Equity, 333. 33(^-7-.

Distinction between punishing, &;c.

and compelling, &:c. See Trustees

for preserving, &c. 335.

Danger, See Trustees, &c. 337.

\J V Of
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Of contingent remainders,

Not by, cS:c. See Joint-tenants, 338.

Fariiliun, ib. JFilly 343-4- Descent,

344-
Not by an alteration oi the quality

merely, of the particular estate, but

only by an alteration in its quan-

tity, 338.

It is otherwise of a condition to

enlarge an estate, ib.

By merger of the particular estate

in the reversion. 340.

Instance, ib.

See Merger, ib.

Descent, 342-3.

In one case - jseeMer-er, 345-6-
Not m another,/ * '

^^"^

By a feoffment upon condition by

the tenant for life, unless he enters

for the condition broken before the

contingency happens, &c. 349.

Obser\ations on the contrary opi-

nion in Bacon's Abr. ib.

By entry for forfeiture (by feoffment)

before the contingency happens, ib.

(By will) by the line of the testator's

heir, being the tenant for life,

353-4-
Whether a contingent remainder in

fee to the survivor of trustees of the

freehold, is destroyed by their fine.

356.
In fee, by merger, &c. See Titles,

359-
In fee, at law, by the lessor's recover-

ing against the lessee for life in a

writ of waste with execution, 362.

By fine of the remainder-man, See

Fine levied, 366.

Tlie doctrine includes the operation

offines and recoveries, &c. 380. n.x.

By entry for breach of condition,

381. n.o. 383. n.

Of powers, See Poxvers, 380. n. x. Fine

levied, ib.

Of vested or contingent remainders in

leasehold. See Leasesfor lives, 498-9.

Determinable Fee, 13. n. h*.

Devise,

To wife, during widowhood, 5. n. d.

or 7. n.

D E
Devise,

Of copyhold, 70.

Devisees as such are volunteers, il2.

Of money to be laid out in land to be

settled, may be construed as an im-
mediate devise of the land, as to the

rule in S/iellei/'s case, ib.

It is otherwise, where the words to he

settled mean by a conveyance, 115.

For settling land, is construed diffe-

rently from marriage articles, as to

the rule in S/icliiy's case, 113.

In trust, is construed dili'erently from
marriage articles, as to the rule in

Shcllci/'s case, ib.

In trust, to convey, &c. is construed as

marriage articles, as to the rule in

Shellei/'s case, 116, 117,

In trusts executed, or immediate de-

vises, the construction of courts of

law and equity ought to be the same ;

seats of trusts executory, 117.

In trust to convey, is construed as mar-
riage articles, yet without any devia-

tion from the rule in Shelkys case,

118.

Legal devises distinguished from trusts

executory, 124.

For payment of debts, carries the legal

fee, 125.

See Intention, ib.

To trustees and their heirs, in trust,

out of the rents to raise certain sums
of money, may carry the legal fee,

notwithstanding ulterior limitations

by the word use, 128.

To trustees in fee, for payment of

charges, may carry the legal fee, 131.

Of money to trustees, in trust, to be

laid out in lands, and to be settled on
B. for life, &c may create an execu-

tory trust, 145.

Over, See Marriage, 240. Condition,

272-3-4. Intention of testator, 272.

In event of a second marriage, 262.

To trustees, may pass a fee without

words of limitation, &c. 304.
"With contingent remainder;—the in-

heritance descends until, &c. See

Remainders contingent, 351.
In contingency. See Descent, 353.
To LiUotees and tiie survivor, in trust,

to sell, 356-7.
Ta
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I'o trustees and the survivor and his

heirs, seems to be included in a de-

vise to the trustees and their heirs

;

for the survivor equally takes, 357-8.

(Indefinite) upon a trust reaching the

whole fee, passes the fee, ib.

To trustees and the survivor, in trust,

to sell, clearly passes the equitable (if

not the legal) estate, 358. n. c.

To three, and the survivor and survi-

vors, and the heirs, &c. of the sur-

vivor, held to give a life-estate, with

a contingent remainder to the sur-

vivor, ib.

See Joint-tenants, 358.
(Beneficially) to two for life, with con-

tingent remainder in fee to the sur-

vivor, 358-9.

in this case, the concurrence of the

heir precludes the occasion of a

line, ib.

Contingent remainders were formerly

held not devisable, 366.

Contingent and executory descendible

interests are devisable, Ity modern de-

cisions, 368.

By tenant in tail in remainder, after

making (with tenant for life) a te-

nant to the pntcjpe by bargain and

sale, and before the return of the writ

of entry, is good, on either of the

two grounds stated, ib.

See Uses contingent, 369.

Possibility, 371.
Implication, 377.

How devises are atlccted by the statute

of uses, 416. n. a.

See Age of twenty-one years, 433.

To an infant in ventre sa mere ;

Said to be,

Good as a future devise ; but

Not as a devise in pncsenti, 447.

See Cross remainders, 450.

Executory, See Ter^ns of years, 488.

and Executory devises, generally.

See Leasesfor lives, 495. n. d.

Perpetuity, 502.

Preceding, failing by never vesting or

attaching. See Failure, 508-9, ^c.

Lapsed, 513.
Residuary, See Pro;??^, 544.

Geneial, See Pr/>/lii, 544-5.

Devise,

See Interests coaiingcnf
, 550. ^C.

Lapsed, or otherwise ineft'ectual, See

Residue, 556. in mar.

Difference,

In framing limitations, 10. n. //. or

13. n.

Dignities,

Not previously subsisting in fee, itiaj

be granted by the king to commence
in futuro, 530.

Discontinuance,

Of remainder, 25C.

See Fine levied, 258-9.

May be restrained by condition, 260.

Feortment,") distinguished as to de-

Disseisin, / stroying, or not, a con-

tingent remainder, 288.

See more concerning Discontinuance,

36. 317- 340-

Discretion,

Of a judge. See Rule in Shelley s case,

170. IFills, ib. Titles, 172.

Whether making the discretion of a

judge the only law in particular

cases, to which a general rule of

law cannot be applied without some
apparent absurdity, is not a more
important absurdity, and a greater

mischief? 535. n. t.

Lord Camden's statement, 'what the

discretion of a judge is, ib.

And see Executory Devises, ib.

Of trustees, 336.

Disseisin,

Of tenant for life devests, but does not

destroy, a contingent remainder, 287.

Distinguished from a feoffment or other

discontinuance, as to destroying, or

not, a contingent remainder, 288.

Of trustee by cestui qve trust, 321.

Cannot be of mortgagee by the mort-

g-agor, ib.

Acquires a tortious fee-simjile, 325.

See more concerning Disseisin, 286.

n. e. 308. 317.

Distinction,

Taken by Rolle, 50.

See Tail, 39.

Between a limitation t* the right heir*

u u 2 •!
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of baron and feme, and the right

heirs, (S:c. of two other persons, 40.

^Vithout a difference, 129.

Between dying without issue and with-

out leaving issue, and other almost

imperceptible shades of distinction,

in cases of executory bequests of per-

sonal estate, 483.

See Dying xdthoitt issue, 485,

See more concerning Distinction, 10.

n.h. or 13. n. 14, 15. 17. 18,

Distress,

(Power of,) See Descent, 537. in mar.

Double Period,

See Accumulation, 434. n. /. 439. n.

Doubts,

See Recovery, 59. n. d. J'ine levied,

380. n. X. Legislature, ib. Executory

devisesfor life, kc. 488. in mar.

See also, 10.

Dower,
It has been a question, whether a re-

mainder or reversion, executed only

sub modo, may entitle a wife to dower,

346.
^lode of preventing its attaching on

purchased lands, 347. n. *.

JNIr. Fearne's form, ib.

Mr. Butler's form, ib. n. f.
And his observation, that it is suf-

ficient that the pov/er should be

to appoint, by deed legally exe-

cuted, witliout requiring any

specified numl)er of witnesses,

and without extending the power

to appointments by will, ib.

A purchaser's wife is not entitled to

dower during the life of the vendor

(the tenant for life) where the vendor's

trustee, to prevent dower, does not

join in the c^jnveyance, il).

Is prevented by a limitation to a trus-

tee and his heirs during the life of

tenant for life, such limitation being

a vested renaainder, 348-9.

See Tail, 497.
Recovered by the feme of the grantee

of a rent, &c. against the ter-tenant,

with ccsset erecutio, till the full age

of the heir of such grantee, ,528.

D Y
Doiver,

See Sctilement, 562. n. g.

See more concerning Dower, 343.
Diling,

Without issue.

See Executory devises, 468.

How construed when applied t<^

chattels. See Executory devises,

471-2-3. 476, S:c. Legacies, 472.

See Survivors, 481.

Construed dying without issue then

living, See Executory devises ofcous,

horses, 6i.c. 482.

Devise over thereon. See Personal

provision, 483.

Or without leaving issue, as to per-

sonal estate, See Distinction, 483.

The grammatical construction is at

the time of the death ; and that is

the sense in general of those who
use the words, 484. n. z.

Observations of lord Thurlow, in a

case where he held the words- (as

applied to personal estate) to mean
an indefinite failure of issue, ib.

Distinction to be collected from all

the cases of an executory devise

over of personal estate, on a dying

without issue, 485.

^Vhether an executory bequest of

personal estate (after an express

estate for life) on a dying without

issue, enlarges the express estate

for life by implication, unless, 486.

Such a bequest is, in general, void

as a limitation over, ib.

And is said to differ from an exe-

cutory beuest over (after a devise

to one indefinitely) on a dying

without issue, in this, that in the

latter case the whole vests in the

first devisee, unless, &c, whereas

in the former it might perhaps,

(sed vide Boden v. Watson) return

to the executors, &:c. after the

death of thetenant for life, 487.

See Executo y devises for life, &c.

Trust (of a term for ninety-

nine years, if A. should so

live), 489.

Without issue, generally, See Exccu'

tor
J/

devises, 444. 460.
Without
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'Without issue generally,

No limitation of a personal thing ran

be admitted on such a contingency.

But, <!vc. 522,
Without heirs, See Executory devises,

466-7. Heirs, 466-7-8. Issue, 467.

Without issue f/>c?i living, 470.

Then not referred to the nearest an-

tecedent in the case stated, ib.

Without heirs or issue, 478. 489.

As to personal estate, See Executory

devises, 478.
Without issue ex vi termini, See Exe-

cutory devises of' personal estate, 482.

Without leaving issue, 483.

As to personal estate, See Dis-

tinction, ib.

Before twenty-on-e and (construed or)

without issue, 506.

Under twenty-one or (construed and)

without issue, ib. in mar.

In the testator's life-time, 510. 513.

See Lapsed devise, 525.

E.

Ecclesiastical Courts,

See Equity, a5'^. n. g.U. Legacies, ih.

Education, See Projts, 543. 545. n. c.

Fjectmejit,

Relating to copyhold, 65-6. 69.

Eldest Heir, &c.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 179.

Election, 105.

Enfranchisctnenf,

Destroys contingent remainders in

copyhold or customary land, 320.

Enjoyment,

(Peaceful) under titles, See Maxim,

171.

Enlargement,

Of estate, 268.

By condition, 279.

Enseint,

With child.

Devise over on the child's death

under twenty-one, may be good,

though the child is never born, 510.

Entail, See Tail generally.

E Q
Entails,

Strict, See Executory Devises, 444. n. a.

445. n.

Entireties, 36. 40.

Entry,

For a condition broken, 3. n. c. 4.

For forfeiture, 5. n. d. or 8. n.

Right of entry

;

The usual limitation to trustees for

preserving contingent remainders is

a legal estate, and not merely a

right of entry 221.

On condition broken, See Maxim,

261.

Right of entry may be taken away by

office found, 283.

Right of entry is not taken away by a

special office found, ib.

Right of entry, See Remainders con-

tingent, 286. 288.

Right of entry distinguished from a

right of action, 286. n. e.

Tolled by descent, 287.

Right of entry may be taken away,

By descent, 286. n. e.

By other acts, ib.

To restore or revest contingent uses,

298. n. i.

There must be a present right of entry,

or a particular estate in esse, when

the contingency happens, or else the

remainder will never arise, although

the particular estate be after replaced;

only, &:c. 315-

See Rigfit of Entry, 327. n. /.

Forfeiture, 350.

Right of entij. See Forfeiture, 360.

Writ of entry in a recovery, 368.

Right of entry, whether devisable, 37 1

.

Right of entry on breach of condition.

381. n. a. 382. n.

See Executory devises or bequests in

chattels, 423.

Right of entry, whether devisable or

assignable, 549. in mar.

See more concerning Entry and Right

of Entry, 288. 294. 298. '316.

Equitable Contingent Remainder, 304.

Equitable Estate,

Or legal? 128,

Passing (if not the legal estate,) See

Devise, 358. n. c.

u u 3 Equitable
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Equitable Freehold, legal remainder, 52

Rules of equity, 59.

See Jitides, 104. &c.

Aiding a defective settlement, See

Settlement, 111.

J?ee Courts, 117.

Exeeutory IVusts, 118.

In deviating from the rule in Shelley's

ease, does not depart at all from any

rule of law by which it \yas ever

bounden, 124.

Yet, in Bagshaxc v. Spencer, equity

departed from it as its own adopted

rule to be observed if not against

manifest intention, ib.

Rule of equity adhered to, 1 26.

Courts of equity. See Ihile in Shcllcj/s

case, 148.

See Destruction of contingent remain-

ders, 321.

Decrees all parties to join in restoring

contingent remainders destroyed at

law by a conveyance from the trus-

tees to preserve to a third person, xcit/i

notice, 328-9.

See Maxim, 329,

Destruction, Sec. ib.

Vuluntarii Settlement, 330.

"SVill not punish trustees for concurring

with A. and his eldest son in destroy-

ing a contingent remainder to the

heirs of the body of A. where the bill

is tiled in yi.'s life-time by his second

son (the eldest being then Jead, s. p.)

330*
Because the second son may never

be the heir of his father, ib.

Directing the destruction of contingent

remainders, "i^e Destruction, ike. 331.

Has repeatedly refused to direct trus-

tees to concur in destroying contingent

remainders, in cases where no pecu-

liar circumstances called for such in-

terposition, 333.
Will not decree the destruction of con-

tingent remainders where, &c., See

Trustees for preseriing, Sec. 334.
Reason of the cases in which equity

has interfered or not, on a bill lilcd

against a trustee to compel him lo

join in destroying contingent remain

ders, 336.

Equitif,

Though it may not interfere, yet views

the destruction of contingent remain-

ders in the light of a wrong, which it

is anxious to prevent, 337.

See Support, &c. 338.

Contingent interests are assignable in

equity, 366.

IMust determine according to the legal

operation of a settlement (executed and

not executory) though the eldest son

may (by subsequent acts) be disinhe-

rited, and left wholly unprovided for,

392.

See Chattels personal, 404.

Heir looms, 411.

Jurisdiction, iiee Heir looms, 413.

As analogous to law, See Executory

devises, 429. n./.

See Accunmlation, 434. n. /. 438. n.

Articles in equity. See Leases for

lives, 498-9.

Hee Future (that is, after-acquired) jsro-

perty, 550.
Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

ib. (Ic.

Courts of equity :

Legacies payable out of personal

estate

;

Antiently were solely under the

jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical

courts.

By degrees, courts of equity took

cognizance of them, and with a

view to uniformity of decision,

adopted the rules of the ecclesi-

astical courts, 552. n, g. II.

See Legacies, 552. n. g.

See Waste, 562.

See more of Equity, 59. n. d. or 62. n.

145-6-

Equivocal Words,

Whether, in default thereof relate to

the children of M. or the heirs of such

children, 378.

Erasure, of words in a will, 494.

Escheat, See Uses conditional, 278. Re-^

verier, 381. n. a.

Estates,

By purcha?>e, 28. n. /.

By debcent, ib.

Jlxecute
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Esiutes,

Executed mb modo, 36-7.

- -, for a moiety, 39.

Old estate, 67.

New estate, ib.

Estate for life, or in tail ? 121-2.

Legal, See Legal estaics generally.

Legal, 1

Trust;r 45.

May mean only the thing devised, and

not the interest therein, 163.

Have incidents and qualities which

cannot be restrained or prohibited by

any proviso, &c. 256-7.

Executed,
jgee £?.«Yy, 392.

Executory,

J

^ jj ^o

Pur aider vie, See Leases for lives,

495-6. Tciil, 497.
In land cannot be determined in part

only, and continue as to the residue,

or vest and then cease, and again re-

' vest, 526-7.

See Uses spriiiging, 532.

JEstoppel,

^ee Fine levied, I20i. 357. 551.

By fine levied of a contingent remain-

der, 356.
(By line) binding the heir of a contin-

gent remainder-man, 365.

Lease by way of. See Leases, ib.

See Remainders co7itingent, 366.

Expectancy of an heir, &c. 551.

Event, illegal, 249.

Evidence,

That a strict settlement was intended,

101.

See Recitals, 114. n, x.

Heir looms, 415.

Of intention that the words heirs of

the body, in a settlement of personal

estate, should be words of purchase,

493-4-
Of testator's intention. See Executory

devises, 535-
See more of Evidence, 159.

Exception,

From 3d class of contingent remain-

ders, 20. ib. n. i.

To the 4th class of contingent remain-

ders, 28. 29.

Referring to a subsequent proviso, See

Deeds, 391.

E X
Exchange, See Powers, 562. n. g. 565. n.

Exclusion, 16.

Executed,

Sub modo, 2,^- 36-/. 346.

Until contingent remainders arise, 37,

Quodam niodo, ib.

For a moiety, 39.

In possession, See Curtesy, ^4.1-^'

Executed "1

^^^f g^g Equity, 392.
Executoryj

' " '^' "'^

Execution,

On a writ of waste, 36'2.

Upon a judgment for debt, 408.

See Heir looms, 410.

Executors,

Etiect of their assent, &c. See Heir

looms, 410.

Assent, See Heir looms, 411.

Devisees of cows, horses, &c. See Ex-

ecutory devises of cows, &c. 482.

Personal trustees. See Legacy, 483.

See Executory devises, 488.

Volunteers, 551.

Remainders contingent, 552. &c.

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Executory Bequests,

Or other executory dispositions, See

Heir looms, 412-

Executory Devises,

An executory devise for the issue, is

as strong as marriage articles, against

the rule in Shelley's case: it is other-

wise of an actual devise, 115.

An executory devise, after all debts

indefinitely paid, is too remote at law,

but may be good as a trust in equity,

122.

See Remainders contingent, 237-8.

Maxim, 267.

Condition, 272.

Rule in Shelley's case, '2']6.

Executory devise and not a remainder,

302,

Executory devise being such, because

a preceding limitation could not ope-

rate as a remainder in tail, 303.

Per verba de prcestnti, 304
For life, vesting and making the sub-

sequent limitations contingent re-

mainders, 305.

u u 4 Giving
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Executor)/ Devises,

Giving a title to one person, and after

opening and admitting others, 315.

n.f.

Executory devises, Sec. with reference

to Mogg V. Mogg, ib.

Executory devises after a fee-simple

vere in former ages unknown, 373.

Kot where, <Scc. See Ranaindc rs con-

tingent, 374-5.

Executory devise, or remainder ? See

Limitations, 378.

See Heirs, 473. u. s.

Executoiy devise, or contingent re-

mainder ? 380.

See Future interest, 386.

The definition conmionly given, 381.

See Future estates, 381 . n. a. 383. n.

The part of ^Ir. Fearne's work on ex-

ecutory devises is referrible to all

.conditional limitations generally, 381.

n. a. 3.

The common definition of an executory

devise is too general, 385. n. b.

The strict definition :

Executory devises are contrary

to the rules of limitation in con-

veyances at common law ib.

This gives rise to two rules of

construction

:

1st. A future interest, capa-

ble of taking eft'ect as a

contingent remainder, shall

never take effect as an exe-

cutory devise, ib.

2d. (Understood) a future

interest,not capable oftaking

effect as a contingent re-

mainder, may take effect

as an executory devise if

it falls wiihin the limits

prescribed for executory es-

tates, ib.

Executory bequests,

Of lands or chattels real, 386.

Of chattels personal, ib.

The definition such as it should strictly

be, ib.

Are admitted only when the devise

cannot take effect any other way, 387.

Po executory devises disturb the

whole ice before limited in evcrv case,

E X
Executorii Devises,

or do the uses before limited open^

in some cases, to let in the executory

use ? 389.

See Uses springing, 390.
Limitations, ib.

The ptirpose of the introduction of exe-

cutory devises, 392.
Distinguished from a fee upon a fee,

ib.

See Remainders, 393-4-5.

Limitations good as executory devises,

•See Limitations, 395. &c.

See Remainders contingent, 397.
Limitations, 398,

Generally distinguished into three

l^inds, 399.
Two relative to real estate, ib.

1st. sort. To arise at a future time

after a mesne departing with the

whole fee-simple, ib.

. The event may be cettain or

uncertain, ib. n. el.

2d sort. To arise at a future time

without any mesne disposition

of the fee, 400.

The event may be certain or

uncertain, 399. n. d.

IMore extended description of

the second sort, 400.

The third sort relates to chattels, 401

.

Of these a devise over after a

devise for life was void at com-
mon law, and the whole proper-

ty vested in the devisee for life,

402.

Distinction taken between a devise

of the use of a personal thing, and
of the thing itself, ib.

Such limitations over are now
held good in a will or by way
of trust, ib.

See Freehold, 400.

Executory devise, because a devise to a

son (heir at law^) and his heirs, &c.
is inoperative as a devise, and the son.

takes by descent, 401.

See Terms of years, 403.

^ , fat law, '\^QQ Chattels real and
\in equity,/ personal, 404.

Of chattels personal

:

Difetincliun between a beqiiG.>t of the

J U^
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¥ixcailon/ Devincx,

Of chuttels personal,

use of a thing and of the thing itself,

405-
This distinction modified in cer-

tain cases, ib.

Yet in these cases the legatee

for life was the executrix, 406.

The distinction removed entirely,

ib.

By the old rule of the court, a bill

might be exhibited against the le-

gatee for life to give security, (Sec.

ib.

The later practice is for an in-

ventory to be signed by the de-

•visee for life, &c. to be deposited

.with the Master, ike. 407

•

As to the degree or quality of the

property acquired by the persons

taking the limited or restricted in-

terest for life, &c. ib.

The essential difference between an ex-

ecutory devise and a contingent re-

mainder, 418.

1st. In the subject or modes of such

interests, ib.

2d. In the consequential natures or

qualities of the estates, when cre-

ated, ib.

After a devise in fee.

Whether barrable by fine and non-

claim, ib. n. in mar.

An executory devise (after a devise in

fee) is not barrable by recovery, un-

less the executory devisee comes in as

vouchee, 419.

An executory devise (after a devise to

T. in fee) on T.'s death without issue

living, IV., passes only a collateral and

mere possibility duruig the joint lives

of T. and W., ib.

Executory bequests in chattels are

equally secure as in real estates against

the dispositions of the first devisees

or legatees, &c. 421.

iixecutory bequests in chattels,

Not destroyed by the merger of the

life interest, ib.

Kor by the feoffment or other for-

feiture of the first devisee or legatee,

ib.

/^j'or by entry for the fuaiciture, 423.

E X
Executor)/ Devises,

Executory bequests in chattels,

i\lay be discharged by release from

the executory devisee unto the

first taker, ib.

See Terms, 422, 423.

An executory devise or conditional

limitation made upon an estate-tail,

may be barred by a recovery suf-

fered by the tenant in tail, 423-4.

See Condition, 424.

Their privilege, exempting them from

being barred or destroyed, is the

foundation of the rule against perpe-

tuities, 429.
Mr. Hargrave's statement of the prin-

ciples on which the limits against

perpetuity were fixed, ib. n.f.

May be to a devisee uncertain, till the

very instant appointed for the rising

of the executory estate, ib.

May be unbarrable by fine or recovery,

ib.

Thus unbarrable and thus uncertain

would have been a shelter for a

perpetuity if some limit had not

been prescribed, ib.

This limit was fixed at law by the

judges, ib.

The courts of equity followed the

courts of law, ib.

Statement of this rule against per-

petuity, ib.

So far as they go, create a perpetuity

or an estate unalienable, till, (Sec. 430.
Of freehold estates

:

By the time of vesting (as to the

rule against perpetuity) is meant
the time of vesting of the freehold,

and not the time of vesting in

possession, 431.

An executory devise over (by the

word remain) may determine a re-

mainder in fee, without affecting the

life,-estate, ib. n, g.

Are good, if to vest,

Within a life in being, 431-2.

Or within the compass of several

lives in being, ib.

Or within a short time after, as

twelve months, &c. 432.

Or within twenty-one years after a

life in being, ib.

See
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Executory Devises,

See Jge c/" tivenfi/-one years, 433.

Carrying the whole interest, ib.

Devise to JF. in fee, and if JF. dies

under age, then to T. in fee, and if

T. dies under age, then to X. when

he attains twenty-one. T. dies

under age in JV. 's life-time ; then

W. dies under age, and after X. at-

tains twenty-one, ib.

Of money, &c. and bank stock, may be

good by way of trust, for such of A.'s

children as shall attain twenty-one,

434.
See /ige of tuenfy-one years, ib. n k.

Two cases of great importance decided

since the publication of Mr. Fearne's

Essay.

1

.

Double allowance for the case of

a posthumous son (leasehold for

years), ib. n. I.

2. Accumulation during the lives of

several persons, and the hves and

life of the survivors and survivor of

them, &c. ib.

See Accumulation, ib. 436. n.

An executory devise, either of a real or

personal estate, which must, in the

nature of the limitation, vest within

twenty-one years after a life in being,

is good, 437-8.

As to their limits, 439.

INIr. Hargrave's three arguments refer-

red to ; as to the

Introduction of executory devise,

434. n. I. 442. n.

Gradual settlement of its limits, ib.

Principles of law by which it is re-

gulated, ib.

It was doubted whether the period of

twenty-one years and a few months,

after lives in being, was allowable,

when it did not refer to the life of an

infant, 6ic. ib.

This doubt is now removed by a late

case, in which it was held, that, an

executory devise is good, though

not to take effect till the end of an

absolute term of twenty-one years

after a life in being, &c., without

reference to the infancy of the per-

E X
Executory Devises,

son intended to take. 434. n. /.

443. n.

An executory devise of real estate.

To take effect after a dying without

heirs, or without issue, is void, be-

cause too remote, 444.
Cannot be barred by fine, ib. n. a.

The reason, ib.

Cannot (unless limited upon an es-

tate-tail) be barred by a recovery, ib.

The reason, ib.

Of personal estate,

Cannot be barred by the first taker,

ib.

See Tail, 444. n. a.

The limits of executory devises were

settled by analogy to the case of strict

entails, 444. n. a. 445. n.

Too remote at law,

Are wholly void ; and not good so

far as they do not exceed the line

prescribed, ib.

If it were res Integra, it might be a

sufficient and more just check to

hold such devises void for the ex-

cess only, ib.

See Reversiofi, 447.
Implication, 453.

On failure ofissue male of the testator's

body, 454. n. c.

Held void by lord Northington, as

too remote ; and

So considered by lord Thurlow, ib.

Held good by lord Loughborough,

on tlie ground of implying the

words lixing at the testator's de-

cease, the devise being in trust for

payment of debts and legacies, in

aid of the personal estate, 454. n. c.

See Ifriplication, 450. n. b.

In verbis de pra:senti, to a person not

in esse, 457*

Distinguished from conditional devises,

to take effect upon a contingent event,

to be decided at or before the testa-

tor's decease, 458. n. d.

Distinction between an executory de-

vise to B.'s issue in tail void in its

creation, and such an executory devise

which may become void in event

only ; viz.

In
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^ccuiory Devises,

In the former case, the devise over

is void as too remote, 458-9.

In the latter case, the devise over is

good as a remainder expectant on

the estate-tail, if that takes efi'ect

;

and if it does not, then as an execu-

tory devise to take eilect on B.'s

decetise, 458-9.

The same limitation may be a remain-

der in one event, and an executory

devise in another event, ib.

The distinction between an executory

limitation to a person not in esse, when
made per verba cle prcesenti, and when
made per verba defuturo, is no longer

attended to, 459-60.

Of personal estate, after a dying with-

out issue generally, is also too remote,

460.

^fter a dying without heirs, is in gene-

ral void, 466.

Exception in certain cases, where the

devisee over is capable of being

collateral heir to the first devisee,

ib.

Further exception, where the limi-

tation over is to the heirs of the

testator himself, if such heirs must

also be heirs to the first devisee,

467.
Void, See Heirs, 467-8.

An executory devise over (after a de-

vise to one and his heirs) may be good,

if limited to take place on an event

which must happen within the com-

pass of a life in being, 468.

An executory devise to vest on a dying

without issue, within a life in being,

is good, ib.

An executory devise,

Of a term of years, - -"1 governed

Of the trusts of a term,jby the same

rules, 470.

Executory devise over of a term in

case A. should die before the expira-

tion of the said term, not having issue

of his body then living.

Held good, by referring the words,

then living, to the time ofthe death,

and not to the other words, before

the expiration of the term. ib.

E X
Executory Devises,

An executory devise over is good, if

to take effect on a dying without issue

within twenty-one years after a life

in being, 470-71.

Of terms of years or other personal

estates, 471-2.

'J'he court of Chanceryhas very m.uch

inclined to lay hold of any words in

a will to confine dying without issue

to dying without issue living at the

person's decease, ib.

See Legacies, ib.

fiee Survivor, 472.

Of personal estate, 473.
Then after her decease, construed im-

mediately after her decease, though

j)receded by the words if she should

die without issue, &c. ib.

Of a chattel interest, ib. n. s.

Leaving no lawful heir, construed

having no issue at the time of
death, ib.

Of real estate, ib. 474. n.

Leaving no issue behind him, referred

to the decease, &c. ib.

Of personal estate, 473. n. s. 475. n.

If he has no such heirs, construed in

default of heirs of the body, ib.

Of chattels real, 473. n. *. 476. n.

Leaving no heirs of the body, referred

to the decease, &c. 473 . n. s. 476. n.

Executory devise of real estate, or re-

mainder? ib.

Leaving no issue, construed as qua-

lifying heirs to heirs of the body,

ib.

No distinction between a devise of the

interest of money, and of the money
itself, to one for life, 474-5.

Of real estate, 476.
The words dying xvithout issue are

generally construed in the general

sense of the words, 476.
The reason, ib.

The same words, viz. dying xvithout

issue, taken in two difterent senses,

being applied to both real and per-

sonal estate, 476-7.

And this against lord Kenyon's

opinion, but not against lord

Eldon's opinion) 477. n. it.

In
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Executory Devises,

Of real estate,

In case of tlie death of a person

under age, and without leaving any

lawful issue, 477.
Ivxecutory devise, or remainder ? ib.

Of personal estate, 478.

On a dying without heirs or issue

may be restiained as before men-

tioned, whetlier the limitation to

the hrst devisee or legatee is inde-

linitely, or for life expressly, or to

such legatee and his heirs, or heirs

of his body, or issue or children,

ib.

Distinction taken in some instances

between a limitation of a term by

such words, as in the case of a real

estate, w ould give an express estate-

tail ; and a limitation of the same

b}' such words, as in the case of a

real estate, would only give an es-

tate-tail by implication, 479.

The grounds of this distinction, ib.

Authorities directly overturning

the distinction in both its points

;

viz. as well in respect to the

validity of the subsequent limita-

tion over, as in regard to the

whole not vesting in the first de-

visee or legatee, 48].

On a dying without issue, See

Survivors, ib.

The expression, (h/ing uithovt issue,

cannot, ex vi termini, be confined to

a dying without issue living at the

death of the first taker, 482.

Of cows, horses and other personal es-

tate to the testatoi-'s executors, on a

dying without issue, to be by them dis-

tributed, construed to be on a dying

without issue then living, ib.

Of personal estate. See Personal pro-

vision, 483. Distinction, ib.

Executory bequests of personal estate.

See Distinction, ib.

Executory bequest, ^eeDying voithout

issve, 484. n. z. 485. 6-7.

See I'crni of years, 488.

Eor life to one in esse, to take place after

• a dying without issue generally, may,

it has been held, be good, ib,

'J'he reason, ib.

E X
Executory Devises,

The soundness of this decision seems

to be doubted, ib. in mar.

Of chattels, 490. n.a. 491. n.

By words which would imply an

estate-tail in real property, ib.

See Issue, 495.

Executory bequest, See Terms, 495.
See Leasesfor lives, 495-6.

To take effect at a period which exceeds,

or appears to exceed the prescribed

boundary, may be good, if created in

leasehold for lives, or in leasehold for

twenty-one years. See Conditional

limitations, 500. n. e.

See Perpetuity, 502.

Whenever one limitation of a devise is

taken to be executory, all subsequent

limitations must likewise be so taken,

503.

Explanation of this rule, ib.

Questions frequently arise in practice

which turn on this point, 504.

Yet a subsequent limitation may be

so limited as to take effect either in

default of the preceding limitation

taking effect at all, or by way of

remainder after it, if that should

take effect, 506.

Executory bequest after a bequest for

life, See Terms dfyears, 504.

Every executory devise is

Either a limitation after the freehold

has been disposed of, ixc.

Or a freehold to conmience in fu-

furo, 504.
Explanation of the text, ib. n. h.

See Dying, kc. 506. in mar.

Heirs, 507.
Descent, ib.

Implication, 508-9.

To take effect, as such, on failure of a

preceding limitation after it shall have

vested, may take efiect in some way
or other, though such preceding limi-

tation fail by never vesting, and not-

withstanding the will is silent on the

subject, 508-9-10. 542-3.

Whether it is the same, where the

preceding limitation is void for re-

moteness, 508. n. k. 509. n. 510. n.

A*
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E X
Executory Devises,

As to remoteness,

Age of 33,) See Advowson, 508. n.A-.

24,/
- - - 27, See Personal estate, ib.

Preceding.

Failing by never vesting or attaching,

See Failure, 508-9. &c.

As to limitations over, See Whole

interest, 514. &c.

See Remoteness, 522, n. ???.

An executory devise to the heirs male

of the body of C is good, 524. n. n.

the text in page 524. being imperfect.

A contingent remainder supported by

a freehold once vested, cannot by any

subsequent accident enure as an execu-

tory devise, 526. See Lapsed devise,

525-
To J. and his heirs every Monday, and

to B. and his heirs every Tuesday, &c.

See Conditional limitations, 527.

An executory devise per verba de

pncsenti, 532-3.

Whether good where the devisee

is not a person capable at the death

of the devisor, ib.

No case appears to have been de-

termined upon this distinction be-

tween verba de prwsenti and verba

defuturo, 533.
To an infant in ventre sa mere is at

this day clearly good, though he

be born after the testator's death,

635.
Certain cases which only this dis-

tinction can now affect ; viz. where

no intention of any thing else than

an immediate devise to take effect

in proEsenti can be collected, 533.

n. *. 536-7-

Yet some lines to this effect were

expunged by Mr. Fearne in his

copy, 536. n. u. and see xxxi.

In the infancy of executory devises

there is no wonder that a distinction

between verba de pntsenti and verba

de futuro should have been taken,

and that it should have prevailed

to a kind of rigid absurdity, 535.

The distinction appears to have been

grounded upon some supposed, or

upon the want of some required,

E X
Executory Devises,

evidence of the testator's intention,

ib.

See Discretion of aJudge, ib. n. f.

Void originally.

In event only, 534, in mar.

The vested freehold and inheritance not

being in the meantime disposed of,

descend to the testator's heir at law,

537-
See pages 542-3. and Executory de-

vises, 503-4. 508-9-10.

Executory devise over. See Descent,

537. in mar.

In tail,

. Whether barrable by a recovery suf-

fered by the person entitled to such

contingent interest, See Ta//, 537.
n. X.

As to accumulation, See Freehold,

537. n. .r. 538. n. Trusts, ib.

Executory devise over (of real estate)

after a preceding limitation, 543.
In this case the intermediate profits

between the determination of the

first estate and the vesting of the

limitation over will go to the heir

at law, if not otherwise disposed of,

ib.

See Profits, 544.
To a person on his attaining twenty-

one, 547. n. d.

Cases in which such a devisee takes

a vested remainder in fee, imme-
diately, to come into possession on

his attaining twenty-one, ib.

An executory interest, whether in real

or personal estate, is transmissible to

the representative of the devisee, when
such devisee dies before the contin-

gency happens ; and if not before dis-

posed of, will vest in such rej)resenta-

tive when the contingency happens,

552-3-4-5-

Application of this doctrine to lega-

cies, 552. n. g.

See Legacies, ib.

See Descent, 561.

JVaste, 562,

See more of Executory Devises, i8. 23.

247.

Executory Estates,

See Recovery, 428,
F.xfcutori/
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F F.

Ktecuton/ Itifcrcsts,

Descendible are devisable, 368.

All contingent and executory interests

and possibilities which are descendi-

ble are also devisable, See Rcniain-

ders contingent, 548. n./". &c.

E.recuto)y Limitations, 17.

See Conditional limitations, 500. n. e.

Extcutory Trusts,

In wills (no less than in articles), may
be modelled in equity, 118.

Are well understood, 139.

See more of Executory Trusts, 113-14.

197- 391- And see. Trusts e.irciitoiy

generally.

Executor}/ Uses, &c.

Or future uses or trusts, See Trusts,

514. n. /. Uses, &c,

Krpectajicj/,

Of an heir in the life of his ancestor,

though less than a possibility, maybe
bound in equity by an agreement, and

in law by a tine levied by the heir ;

and the line operates by estoppel after

the descent, 551.

Expettse,

Of litigation and distress to the living,

173-

Expression,

Of a deed, 28. n. /.

Plain, or necessary implication, 126.

Extent, 85.

Failure,

In the world, 249. n. a.

Of a preceding limitation, by a way

not taken in by the introductory words

of an executory or other limitation

over, viz. by never vesting or attach-

ing at all, does not prevent the limita-

tion civer from taking effect, 508-9.

510. 542-3.

Fator,

Shown to the heir at law, 476, 511.

Which the law shows to the owner of

the inheritance, 552. n. g. II.

Fee,

The whole fee being first limited leave?

no remnant to be limited over, 12.

F E
Fee,

Determinable, 13. n.h.*.

Legal, See Devise, 125.

Legal or equitable ? 131.

Fee determinable, or chattelinterest

?

226. n. d.

Devise to trustees and their heir.s

until N. attains twenty-one, and
when N. attains twenty-one, to N,

for life, with remainders over, ib.

Fee or not ? See Devise, 304.

Fee-simple conditional, 319.

Fee or tail? 352. 379. 418-19.

See Heirs, 395-6. 466. 507.
Executor]^ devises, 466-7.

Issue, 467.
Remainder or executory devise ?

&c. 473. n. *. 476. n.

Tail, 477-8.

Fee-simple conditional at common law,

355.
Fee or life-estate? Devise in trust to

sell, 356-7.

A fee passes by a devise upon a trust

reaching the whole fee, 357-8.

A fee cannot at common law be

mounted on a fee; and this in three

sets of cases, 372. n. a.

First set:

Fee-simple qualified or determin-

able, with a limitation over, on

its regular expiration, ib.

Second set

:

Fee-simple absolute, with a limita-

tion over on a general failure of

heirs, ib.

Third set

:

Fee-simple limited, with a limita-

tion over, if a particular event

happens within a limited time,

ib.

These sets of limitations do not in-

clude limitations to one and his

heirs, either ;;wr outer vie or reduced

by implication to an estate-tail, ib.

A fee cannot at common law be li-

mited on a fee, 372-3.

A base and determinable fee as a limi-

tation to one and his heirs, so long as

/. S. has issue, 373.

A fee limited on a fee, may at this day

be good in a v/ill or by way of use,

ib.

Two
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F E
'ee,

Two or more several contingent fees

may be limited as substitutes or alter-

natives one for the other, 373.
Fee in children, or tail in father? 375-
Fee with a double aspect, 378.

Base fee, See Fine levied, 380. n. x\

Conditional, See Conditional fees, 381

.

n. a. 382. n.

Fee determinable on payment of debts

and fufieral expenses out of the rents,

&c. in aid of the personal estate,

450. n. b.

Fee determinable with lives, See Leases

for lives, 498-9.

Fee simple, Seeile?»o^ene5S, 522. n.m.

Legal fee in trustees, See Support, &cc.

526.

See more concerning a Fee, 3. n, c. 1.

13. ib. n, //.* 14.

Feme Covert,

See Fine siir concesserunt
, 497.

Feoffment,

By tenant for life after a demise for

ninety-nine years, in trust for himself,

18.

Use resulting, 42.

fie& Fine levied, 220.

Feoffment or fine at common law, may
be restrained by condition, 260.

Feofiment by indenture, with words of

bargain and sale only, with a letter of

attorney therein to make livery, with

covenant in the same indenture by the

bargainee or feoftee, to staiid seised to

certain uses :—these uses were held to

be raised upon the contingency, ac-

cording to the limitation, 274.

A feoffment or other act working a

discontinuance, may destroy a contin-

gent remainder where a disseisin

would not, 287-8.

See Forfeiture, 288.

By tenant for life, being the person

having the seisin supposed requisite

to serve the contingent remainders,

has been considered to destroy the

contingent remainders, ib.

By tenant for life, not being such per-

son, may, or may not, destroy the con-

tingent remainders, according to cir-

cumstances, ib.

F I

Feoffment,

See Baron andfeme, 289.

A feoffment by tenant for life, though

with notice, 6ic. devests all estates,

and destroys privity of estate, 297.

Feoffment of ecstiii que trust for life,

where the legal estate is created by

one deed, and the trust by another,

321. n. e.

Feoffment being a forfeiture, 324.

A feofiment on condition by tenant for

life, may, or may not, destroy a con-

tingent remainder, 349.

A feoffment to the use of a will, 351.

A feoffment to uses, 353.

Feoffment to one for years, with condi-

tion to have fee, 361.

Feoffment divesting or disturbing es-

tates, 380. n. X.

See Conveyances, 416. n. a.

Executori/ devises, &c. i?i chattels,

421.

See more of Feoffments, 5. 21. 298.

317. 321. 323. 327. n. I. 352.

Feudal,

Burthens, 84.

Institutions opposed alienation and com-

merce, 85.

Principles, ib. 307.

Tenures, 87.

Restraints, 88, n.s.

Polity, See Settlement, 562. n. //.

Feuds,

Ancient rules of property are of feudal

tincture, 88.

Fiction,

Of descent. See Rule in Shelley's case,

193-

See also, 194.

Fine levied.

By tenant for life after a demise for

ninety-nine years, in trust for himself,

18.

See Tail, 34. Trtists, ib.

Use resulting, 42.

A deed to lead the uses of a fine, is

not to be considered as marriage

articles, See. Settlement, ill.

A fine to make a tenant to the prcrcipe

may operate by estoppel without ac-

quiring the freehold, as a feoffment

would have done, 220,

A fine
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F I

Fine leiicd,

A tine (by statute) of an estate-tail

cannot be restrained by condition,

258.

A tine (at common law) being a

discontinuance, may be restrained by

condition, -259.

A fine with proclamations, ib.

A fine at conmion law, or a feoffment,

may be restrained by condition, 260.

A fine by the reversioner, and five years

non-claim, may bar a contingent re-

mainder for years expectant on a term

of years, 28.5.

Fine and non-claim, 286.

A fine by the reversioner does not dis-

turb a term of years, in trusst for him,

See Pi.ciersion, ib.

The reversal (by act of parliament) of

a fine, will restore a contingent re-

mainder destroyed by the fine, 315.

A reversal for error will not, ib.

A fine accepted by tenant for life, 323.

Fine by tenant for life and remainder-

man in fee, See Destruction, ib.

A fine by tenant for life and remainder-

man in tiiil, is no discontinuance, 340.

A fine accepted from a stranger by

lessee for life is a forfeiture, &c. 350.

See Destruction, &ic. 353-4.
Fine good by estoppel, 356.
Fine levied by trustees, and intended to

bind a contingent interest in them by

estoppel, 357.
Efl'ect of such a fine, ib.

Heir concurring and precluding the oc-

casion of a fine. See Devise, 358-9.

Eflect of a fine by devisees for life, with

a limitation in fee to the survivor,

358. n.c.

Fine passing a contingent remainder by

estoppel, 365.
Fine in fee by contingent remainder-

man, operates as the fine of a disseisee

to a stranger, 366.

A fine by a person having the particular

estate, as well as the contingent re-

mainder, destroys (not passes) the con-

tingent remainder, ib.

A fine operating by estoppel, See Rc-

mainders contingent , ib.

Fines divesting or disturbing e.$tates,

3B0. n. ,r.

F J
Fine levied.

See Poiwrs, 380. n. x.

Fine or recovery, whether it necessar-'

rily operates at common law as a
forfeiture of a life-estate and a de-
struction of the powers, ib.

A fine directed to confirm uses previ-

ously limited, does confirm them,
ib.

The divesting operation of a fine

may be controuled by the previous

agreement of the parties, ib.

Whether controulable by a subse-

quent agreement, ib.

Fine and deed forming one convey-
ance, ib.

Fine enlarging (or confirming) an
estate-tail conveyed by bargain and
sale into a base fee, ib.

Fine levied by tenant in tail, confirms

prior charges or incumbrances, as

leases not warranted by the statute;

judgments, mortgages, &c. ib.

Why should not a fine levied by
tenant for life with reversion to

him in fee, operate as a fine by
tenant in tail ? ib.

Fine and a deed. See Poxvcjs, ib.

Fine and a deed executed ten days
after, held not to destroy a power
of revocation which the fine singly

would have destroyed, ib.

Fine levied by tenant for life for con-
firming a lease, does not destroy a.

power of revocation, ib.

Case in which the doubt founded

on the supposed unavoidable effect

of a fine in divesting estates, &c.,

was much considered and treated, as

without any substantial ground, ib.

Doubt, See Bill, ib.

See Conveyances, 416. n. a.

Executory devises, 418. n. in mar.

429. ib. n. /.
Leasesfor lives, 495-6.

Fine sur concessernnt.

By a ferae covert for conveying her

interest in leasehold for lives, 497.
See Expect aiicij of an Iicir,&cc. 551.
Fines pass at law by estoppel, not only

contingent remainders, but also any
other future or executory interest in

lands of inheritance, ib.

See
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Fine levied.

See Settlement, 562. n. //. II.

A fine cannot be effectually levied by a

minor, ib.

See more of a Fine levied, 5. 38. 49.
51. 220. 256. 317. 327. n. /. 352.
562. n. g. ib. II. 564. n.

First Heir, SfC.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 179.

Fixtures, See Heir loorns, 410.

Folly, See Discretion, &c. 535. n. t.

Forfeiture,

Is one of the regular modes of deter-

mination incident to an estate for life,

16.

Of a life-estate, 84.

By discontinuance, 260.

For treason, 282. 283.

Feoffment by tenant for life, with re-

mainder to his wife for life, is a for-

feiture of his life-estate and of his

wife's estate in remainder, during the

covei'ture, 288.

^ee Baron andfone, 289.

Forfeiture not divesting any estate,

See Destruction, Sec. 323.

Forfeiture by tenant for life's accepting

a fine, ib.

Forfeiture by feoffment, 324.

Forfeiture by tenant for life, 326.

Forfeiture of particular estate, 345.

Forfeiture by feoffment of tenant for

life, on condition, 349.

Forfeiture by tenant for life's accepting

a fine from a stranger, 350.

Re-entry for condition broken after a

feoffment on the condition, reduces

the reversion to the lessor, and the

estate for life to the feoffor ; but the

right of entry for the forfeiture re-

mains, ib.

Forfeiture by levying a fine, 352. 356.

Forfeiture by lessee for life with con-

tingent remainder over, 353.
Whether the lessor may enter ? ib.

See Abeyance, 354-5.

Forfeiture by suffering a recovery, 355.

Forfeiture by feoffment by tenant for

life ^vith contingent remainder in fee

at common law, 360.

F R
Forfeiture,

Whether the grantor can enter, 360*
Forfeiture by tenant for life. See Ime
levied, 380. n. .r.

Not by recovery by tenant for life with
a mediate remainder to him in tail, ib.

See Executory devises, SjC. in chattels,

421.

See more of Forfeiture, 5. n. d. or 8. n.

15- 43-

Formedon,

In discender, 82. n. p.

In remainder, 362.
See more of Formedon, 47. 82.

Franktenemcnt, 30.

Fraud,

On tenure, 87.

See Uses conditional, 278,
A marriage settlement of chattels as

heir looms is not fraudulent, merely
because the husband is in debt at the

time, aaid continues in possession as

the tenant for life
; particularly if the

lady is a ward of Chancery, and the

settlement is approved by the Master,

&c. 409.
It cannot be left to the jury in such a
case to find the settlement fraudu-

lent, ib.

See AccunniJation, 434. n. /. 438. n.

See more of Fraud, 83.

Freebench, 245. n. g.

Freehold,

To support a contingent remainder, 8.

To commence infuturo is allowed in a
will, 23.
-_-__...... is void as a re-

mainder, 24. 41. i\. y.

Commencing in prcesenti and not in

futuro, ib.

To commence in futuro, 26. 27. 42.

49. 361.

Resulting freehold, 27.

In what cases, 41 . n. y.

Whether in case of a term of years

expressly limited to the ancestor,

ib. 42-3.

Not where the use is expressly limit-

ed away to a stranger during the

life of the grantor, 43.
X X Freehold
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Freehold,

FreelioUi in trust, roniaiiulcr to the

lieii"s, (kc. of the freeholilcr, See Rule

in S/it'l/ti/'s case, 35. ^c.

Freehold by iaipUcatioii, 40. 41. n. ?/.

7-2.

The freehold cannot be in abeyance,

4i.n.j/.

A freehold by implication supports a

remainder over, 42.

To support, &e. 49.

Freeholds to baron and feme succes-

sively, remainder to their lieirs, &c.

63.

Freehold by one deed, &c. with a limi-

tation to the heirs, See. of the free-

holder, by another deed, &c. 71.-

The freehold is a portion of the inherit-

ance ; and the rule in Shelley s case,

only prevents apportioning the inhe-

ritance between the ancestor and his

successors, ike. 196.

Freehold requisite to support contin-

gent remainders, 281. 304.
The freehold cannot be in expectancy;

and yet may pass by an executory

devise, 400.

Vesting, See Executory devises, 431.
Descendible freehold, See Leasesfor
lives, 495. n. d. 495-6. Tail, 497.

See Perpetuity, 502.

Freehold to commence in futuro. See
Executory devises, 504. Roit, 529.
&c. Offices, 530. Dignities, ib.

Freehold descending to the heir, See
Remainders contingent, 505.

Freehold estates, 511 ; and see Impli-

cation, 508-9. &c.

The freehold (in hind) or a rent in esse,

cannot be granted to commence in

futuro, 529.
It is otherwise of a rent de novo,

See Rent, ib.

The freehold.

At common law,

Could never be in suspense,

537. n.x. 538. n.

In equity,

May be suspended by a trust for

accumulation, ib.

Freehold and inheritance, 542 ; and

F U
Freehold,

see Descent, 537. F^xecutory devises,

ib. &c. Pro/its, 543-4.

See also, 13. 308.

Freeholds, Customary, 319.

Funeral Expenses,

See Fee dcterniinahle, 450. n. h.

Furniture,

Mousehold, 407,
See Heir looms, 410.

Settled as heir looms. See Personal

estate, 521.

Future Estates and Interests in Real Pro-

perty,

1

.

By the common law, 381. n. a.

Reverter, ib. 382. n.

Possibility of reverter, ib.

Escheat, ib.

Reversion, ib.

Remainder, ib.

Right to enter on breach of condi-

tion, ib.

Before the statute of uses, execu-

tory devises generally, and other

conditional limitations, would not

have been allowed by the courts of

law, 381. n. a. 383. n.

2. Conditional limitations, as trusts in

equity and in legal devises, 381 . n. a.

Void at law before the statute of uses,

and good as trusts in equity, ib. 2.

Good in legal devises by custom,

before the statute of uses, ib.

3. Void at common law, and good as

legal estates, since the statute of uses,

381. n. a. 3-

Conditional limitations

In deeds, ib.

In wills, or executory devises, ib.

Future Interests,

See Contingent intci'ests, 385.
A future interest capable of being a

contingent remainder, is not an exe-

cutory devise but a contingent re-

mainder, 386.

A future interest descendible, is also

devisable. See Remainders cqntingent,

548. n./. &c.

Future Limitation,

Sec Perpetuity, 502.

Future
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H A
Future (that is, after-acquired) Property,

Case in which equity established an

agreement between two husbands, that

all legacies which should be given to

either of them by the will of T. whose

presumptive co-heirs they had mar-

ried, should be divided between them,

550.

Future,

Trusts, See Trusts, 514. n. /. &c.

Uses, See Accumulation, 537. n. .r.

&c. Uses, &c.

G.

Gavelkind,

Lands cannot descend to females as

well as males, 154.

Gestation,

See Accumulation, 434. n. I. 439. n.

Settlement, 562. n. h. II.

Gist,

In a possessory action, 286. n. e.

Goods, &c.

Bequeathed to a wife, for life, may be

used any where, &c. or let to hire,

407.
Household goods, 407.

See Settlement, 408.

Grant,

Of copyhold, 67.

Of a reversion, See Seisin, 288.

From the king. See Condition, 426.

See Reversion, 449.
Rent, 529. &c.

A grant of rent de novo to uses, in the

first instance, seems liable to no real

objection, 529. n. q. But, see Rent,

ib.

See Offices, 530.

Dignities, ib.

H.

Half Blood,

Is no impediment to the descent of an

estate-tail, 47.

See Heirs, 467-8.

ME
Happiness,

l'".'^^^'; 1 See Land, 5G2. n. /^ IV.
Private,)

'

Having,
Construction of the word having, in

the statute of wills, 370-71.

Heirs,

Of the body, &c.

Descriptio personx, 27.

GeneraH , .

c • 1 > heir, 29.
Special J

' ^

Of the body, &c. See Tail, 38.

The word heirs referred to the bodies

of both husband and wife, 38-9.

Right heirs.

Of husband and wife, 40.

Of two other persons, ib.

Heirs of baron and feme may mean
their children, ib.

Heir of the body, performam doni, ib.

Heir special, to take by purchase, 44.

46.
- taking by descent, per

formam doni, 46.

Heir per formam doni, 47. 181-2.

Right heirs of grantor, after an express

limitation of the use away during his

life, are not words of purchase, 51-2.

Heirs of the hodi/, &c. of grantor, after

an express liniitation of the use away

during his life, may be words of pur-

chase, ib.

Heirs special, of grantor, cannot take by

purchase in a conveyance at com-

mon law, 52.

In a conveyance at common law, a

limitation to the heirs special of the

grantor is void, ib.

The reason, ib.

Heirs to copyhold, 69.

Heirs, &c. when words of purchase,

and when of limitation, 79.

The word heirs, in the common limi-

tation to a man and his heirs for ever,

is a word of limitation, 80.

Heirs male of the body, &c. as vi^ords of

purchase, have an equivocal eflect, ib.

Heirs, as purchasers, See Rule of law,

86.

Heirs female,

How construed in marriage articles,

101.

X X 2 Heirs
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H E
Heirs,

Heirs male,

How construed in marriage articles,

101.

Heirs of body of husband by his wife,

how construed in marriage articles,

102.

Heirs female distinguished from heirs

of the body, 103.

Heirs of the body, 104. 123.

Heirs of the body, include daughters

of a son as well as daughters of the

marriage, 1 ti

.

Heirs of body of cestui que trust, may
be construed as words of purchase in

other instruments than marriage

articles, 114.

Heirs of the body, held words of pur-

chase in Bags/iaic v. Spencer, con-

trary to former determinations, 1 30.

Heir male, whether a daughter's son

can take by purchase as heir male to

the daughter's father ? 132.

Heirs of the body, qualilied by other

words, may be words qf purchase,

e\ en at law, notwithstanding the rule

in Shelley's case, 149.

Heirs or heir may be qualified by re-

ference, &c. and words of limitation

engrafted, &c. as to the rule in Shelley's

case, 152.

See Issue, 153.

Heir male cannot take by descent,

where he is not to have the inherit-

ance, ib.

Heirs of the body, may be explained

to mean sons, 154.

Heirs male (in plural) cannot be re-

strained, nor a settled rule of law

broken into by uncertain or doubtful

words, 161.

Heir,

^t'*^^ '
' See Rule in Shelley's case,

>-ext,-^
17Q

Eldest, J
^'^'

May be either notnem coUectivnjn, or

designatio personce, 180.

r •
1 1 ^^^ llule in Shelley's

Heirs <
^^^^'^

I
> ca.se 191-2. and

|^general,J
c.sce^^, 192.— — ._._ takingly purchase, or

descent ? 1 94.

See Denccntj ib.

HE
Heirs,

Heirs taking as such, that is, as answer-

ing that description, can only take by

descent, the ancestor taking a free-

hold, &c. 196.

Heir presumptive, 197.

Nana est hceres viienfis, 2og. n. a. 210.

See ]]Ia.ii))is, 213. &c.

Heir,

In its strict technical sense, 209, n.a.

In a popular sense, ib.

May be dcscriptio pcrsonw, 210.

In a more general sense, may sig-

nify heir apparent, 211.

Heir apparent, may be intended by the

words heirs male in a will, 212.

Heir (in a will) may mean heir appa-

rent, ib.

Heir special, to take by purchase, need

not be heir general, 213. n. b.

Heir(s^"'.'f')2i3. ib.n.6. .

l^special, J

Heir special, to take by purchase, 213.

Heir at law, See Cesser, 221. n. c
Heir concurring and precluding the oc-

casion of a fine, ^ee Deiise, 358-9.

Heirs (in a will) whether meaning heirs

generally or heirs of the body ? 375.

Heirs, tS:c. not qualified to heirs, of the

body, &c. by words introducing re-

mainders over, in the three cases

stated, 376.

Heirs, &c. may be qualified to heirs of

the body, &c. by the words intro-

ducing the remainders over, 376-7-

See Tail, 378.

Heirs of B. &c. (in a will) not construed

heirs of the body, by reason of a de-

vise over on B.'s death without issue

hving. A., 395-6-

Heirs of T. not qualified to heirs of the

body of T, by a devise over on jT.'s

death without issue living,/^., 418-19.

Ileir disinherited, See Implication, 450.

Heirs of A. for ever,

Qualilied into heirs of the body of ^.

By a devise over to a person ca-

pable of being collateral heir to

A. ike. 466.

By a devise over to the heirs of

the testator himself, where such

heirs must also be heirs to A. 467.

See Issue, 467.
Heirs
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HE
Heirs,

Heirs not restrained to lieirs of the

body where the limitation after a
dying without heirs is limited over to

one not inheritable to the first devi-

see, even though such limitation over
should be void, 467-8.

Heirs male of the body, as applied to a
term of years, See Terrn, 469.

Heirs of T. for ever,

Restrained to heirs of the body of

T. by a devise over to the survi-

vors and survivor of T. and his two
brothers, &c. 473. n. s.

Heir lawful, See Lazif/ilHeir, ib. 474.n.

Heirs qualified to heiis of the body
by the words leaving no issue, &c.

473. n. s. 476. n.

See Favor, 476.
Heir of testator, See Tail, 477, Ln-
plication, ib.

Heirs of the body.

Applied to personal estate, See In-

tention, 492 -3-4.

Heirs of the body (in a deed).

Operating as words of purchase, as

to personal estate, and construed in

the sense of issue, may apply to

the issue, though such issue should

not survive the first taker, so as in

strictness to be heir, 494-5.

Heirs of the body, ^ee Leasesfor lives,

495-6.
Devise to a son and heir not reduced

to giving an estate-tail by a devise

over on his dying before twenty-one,

and without issue of his body then

living, 507.
Devise to a wife until the testator's

son and heir attains twenty-one, and

then to him and his heirs, not reduced

to giving an estate-tail to the son by

a devise over on the son's dying

without issue before his said age, ib.

Heir at law,

Not to be disinherited but by ex-

press words, or by necessary im-

plication, 511.

Favor shown to an heir, ib.

Heirs male of the body of C.

Devise of real estate to such heirs

male, is good, either with or with-

out a previous devise to C. f ? 1. n. n.

H E

Ilcirs,

the text in page 524. being imper-

fect.

Heir at law of testator, 542 ; and

see Descent, 537. Executor]/ decises,

ib. &c. Profits, 543-4.

Co-heirs presumptive. See Future,

(that is, after-acquired
)
propcrfi/, 550.

Heir apparent, ^c. See Exyectancy,

551. Fine levied, ib.

Heir at law. See Volunteers, 551.

See Remainders contingent, 552- &c.

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Heirs not qualified to heirs of the body

by a devise over on dying under

twenty-one, leaving no issue, &c. 561,

The heir deriving his title under the

terms of the grant, was therefore said

to claim the fee above, not under,

his ancestor, 562. n. h. 563. n.

See more of Heirs, 9. 200.

Heir Loofns,

Cannot be used or let to hire separate-

ly, &c. 407-8.

But may, with the house, &c. ib.

Are very common in great families,

and cannot be taken by creditors, 408.

Orders of a court of law, in a case

where part of heir looms had been

taken and sold by creditors, ib. n. *.

I\Iay be let with the house ; and if let

at one rent for the house, and another

for the furniture ; or if the rent can

be apportioned, the creditors would

be entitled to the rent, &c. 409.

See Fraud, ib.

Creditors are entitled to the dividends

of money in the stocks, &cc. ib.

Execution by a creditor, 410.

Demand by trustees and executors, ib.

Action of trover by them, ib.

Verdict for the amount, ib.

Where the legal title is in trustees,

the legal remedy for recovery resides

in them, ib.

Whether the legal estate in china, linen,

&c. resides in the trustees and execu-

tors after their assent to the possession

thereof by the cestui que vie .* ib.

If it does not, the legatees in remain-

der may, perhaps, find a remedy in

a court of equity, 411.

X X 3 Service
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Hdr Looms,

Service of plate taken possession of by

legatee for life vith assent of execu-

tors, and after taken in execution on

a Judgment, 411.

Bill filed by legatee in remainder

praying a restoration, an inven-

tory, and security, ib.

j\ctions at law cannot be brought by

the legatee in remainder, nor by

the executors, &c. after their as-

sent, &c. ib.

Trustees may be compelled (in equity)

to assert their legal title, 412.

"Whether equity can preserve the heir

looms where there are no trustees,

and the executors have assented to

the possession, &c. and the creditors

taken the goods in execution ? ib.

Difficulties or considerations attend-

ing or respecting

:

1st. The creditor's obtaining the

goods, ib.

2d. The legatee in remainder's

obtaining the goods, ib.

3d. The testator's intention, ib.

4th. The justice of preserving

the goods, ib.

Creditors of a trustee taking the goods

in execution, become themselves trus-

tees. If the trustee had the use, &c.

during his life, the equitable property

would bind the legal, ib.

Belong absolutely to the first tenant in

tail, sutiject to the life-interest, and

may be disposed of by the legatee for

life, as administrator to such tenant

in tail (an infant son) deceased, 413.

Executory dispositions of chattels per-

sonal still rest on the doctrine and

interposition of equity, ib.

^Vhy then may not equity interfere

in the regulation of interests created

by its own jurisdiction ? ib.

In chattels real, the law recognizes a

division of interests between the de-

visee for life and those in remainder,

ib.

Thence arose their legal remedy, ib.

In chattels personal, such division of

interests is only u matter of equitable

cognizance, ib.

HU
Heir Looms,

In chattels personal, &c.

Reasons for which the interest of the

first taker of chattels personal may
be well considered liable to the in-

terposition of equity for preserving

the same, 413-14.

Answer to an objection founded on

the intention of the testator, &c.

414.
If the first taker does not acquire the

whole legal interest, why may not

the executor retain the absolute

property in trust, &c. ? ib.

If the whole legal interest is ac-

quired from the executors, why
may not the first taker be a trustee,

subject to his own beneficial inte-

rest, &c. ib.

Cases in which the first taker, being

executrix, was held in the nature

of a trustee, ib.

Chattels personal, being heir looms,

cannot be pawned, &c., and trover

would lie against the pawnbroker, 415.

The possession of chattels personal is

not a proof of absolute ownership, ib.

Personal estate settled as heir looms by

reference to the limitations of real

estate, 521.

Hire,

See Goods, &c. 407. Heir looms, 407-8.

Holy Orders,

See Canons ofthe church, 508. n. k. &c.

Honorary,

Trustees,! „ ,/j

Trust, - / 336.

Horses,

See Executory devises of cows, &c. 482.

Hotchpot,

As to portions and legacies subject to

a power of appointment, 552. n.^. V.

Household,

Furniture, 407.
Goods, ib.

See Heir looms, 410.

House of Lords, See Decree, 100.

Husband and Wife,

See Baron and feme generally.
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IM
If,

1 M

Distinguislicd trom ivhcn and then, &c.

246.

&c. then, &c. See CoHs^rwtTlion, 547-8.

Age of twcnhf-onc, 547. n, d.

See Legacies, 552, n.g.

Implements,

Of household furniture, See Heir lou?ns,

410.

Implication,

Of a freehold, 23. 40-1-2.

In what cases the freehold results,

41. n.y.

Whether in case of a term of years

expressly limited to the ancestor,

ib. 42-3.

Not where the use is expressly li-

mited away to a stranger during

the life of the grantor, 43.

Of freehold^ in grantor after a term of

years in a stranger, 42.

The freehold results to the grantor

only, and no other person can take a

freehold by implication, 50-1.

On a deed, 73. 284.

Necessary implication, 126. 189.

In construing a will, 131.

Auxiliary, on a will, ib.

Of a testator's intention is at best un-

certain, 171.

Of life-estate in a will, 174.

See Intention, 186.

An estate-tail to A. cannot be implied

under a devise where nothing is given

to A. by the will, 302.

On a will, See Power, 358.

Necessary implication on a will, 358.

n. c. 387.

On wills and deeds, 364.

On deeds or wills, 372. n. a. 373. n.

Reducing a limitation to one and his

heirs to an estate-tail, ib.

On deeds, See Tail, 377.

Not of a greater estate on a devise to a

person expressly for life, ib.

On a will. See Tail, 387. Remainders

contingent, 397-
Implication (on a will) of the words

without issue, 420. ib. n. in mar.

Not of a devise over upon breach of a

condition, where it is not necessary to

effectuate the testator's intention, 425.

Implication,

On a will,

Not of an estate-tail in 71. tenant for

life under a prior settlement, if no

particular estate is given to B. by

the will as a ground, &c. 446-7-8.

Of cross remainders.

Cases cited, 449. in mar. 450. in mar.

See Cross remainders, 450.

Implication necessary in a will for dis'

inheriting an heir, ib.

On a will. See Intentions, ib.

Implication (on a will) of the words

living at the testators decease, after

the words upon default of issue of the

testator's body, and before a devise

over in trust for payment of debts and

legacies, ib. n. b.

Similar implications ou wills, ib.

See Executor!/ devises, 454. n. c.

Implication (on a will)

Either of the words- uy the testator's

then wife;

Or of estates-tail, without any devise

as a groundwork, Sec;

Each being admissible by the

Judges certificate, and only the

former being approved of by the

Chancellor and the House of

Lords, 453-
Implication en a will, See Settlement,

454. n. c. 455. n.

Implication (on a will) whether of hmi-

tations contained in marriage articles,

the will merely reciting the articles,

457-8-

See Rule in Shelley's case, 466. n. h.

Implication on a will, of an estate-tail

in the testator's eldest son, without

any express devise, 477-8.

Implication of estate-tail, with reference

to personal estate, See Executory de-

vise, 479.
Implication of estate-tail, 480.

See Di/ing xvithout issue, 486-7.

jRh/c in Shellcfs case, 490.

Tail, 490. n. a. 491. n.

Executory devises, ib.

Conditional limitations, 500. n. e.

Where a devise is made after a pre-

ceding executoi-y or contingent limi-

tation, or is limited to take etlect on

a condition annexed to any preceding

X X 4 estate,
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IN
Implication,

estate, if that preceding limitation or

contingent estate should never arise

or take effect, the devise over will

nevertheless take place, 508-9.

Whether it is the same where the

preceding limitation is void for re-

moteness ?

1st. Mr. Fearne's opinion, 508.
n. k. 509. n.

sdl}'. A judicial determination

since, ib.

Implication necessary for disinheriting

an heir at law, 511.
A devisee for life of a term does not

take any estate (in the term) by im-
plication, merely because there is a

devise over of the term to his sons

and the heirs male of their bodies,

and in default of issue male to his

daughters, 518.
The reason, ib.

See more of Implication, 43. 44. 48.

49- 50- 53- G8. 72. 164. 184. 238.

Income,

Hee Profits, 545. n.c. Trust, ib.

Incongruity, 506. in mar.

Inconsistency,

Of a condition for cesser, 252.

See Condition, 257-8.

Incomenience,

(Public) See Executory devises, 429.

n.f.
Danger to a stranger's prcecipe, See
Commons, 528.

See Discretion, &ic. ,^35. n. t.

See more of Inconvenience, 566. in mar.

Incumbrances, 331.

Infafit,

Disagreement at full age, 308.
En venter sa mere. See Executory de-

mises, 532-3.

Inference,

Or presumption, See Intention, 492.
493-4-

Inheritance,

In nubibus, 318.

Executed in possession, See Curtesy,

342.
Executed only sub niodo, 34G.
Attended, See Terms, 4G2.

IN
Inheritance,

See Tail, 497.
Perpctviti/, 502.

Tiitercsts contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550. &c.
See more of Inheritance, 85.

Injunction, See Waste, 413.

Insolvency, See Baron and Feme, 409.

In fail, 82.

See Tail generally.

Intend7nent oi law, 251.

Intention,

Of grantor (as to a deed), 28. n. /.

^ee Articles, 96. 119.

Evidence, 101.

Of testator. See Wills, 120. 211.

Intention was originally the great guide

in the creation of trusts, 124.

INIanifest intention, See Equity, ib.

A testator's intention must be presumed

to be consistent with the rules of law,

125.

See Trusts, 126.

Manifest intention of testator, 130.

Presumed intention of a testator, 132.

General intention of a testator, ib.

Testator's intention to give only an
estate for life, 1 35.

Testator's intention. See Rule in Shel-

ley's case, 162. 166-7. 171-2-3. 188.

190-91- 199- 200. 202-3-4-5.

There is nothing contrary to law in a
mere intention that heirs of the body
should be words of purchase, 166.

Testator's intention implied, is at best

uncertain, 171.

See JPills, 171-2.

Conjectural intention of the dead, 173.
Testator's intention expressly declared,

that a devisee shall have only a life-

estate, with power given to the trus-

tees to do all necessary acts to effec-

tuate the intention. See Rule in

Shtllcy's case, 177.
A testator's intention is more consider-

ed in executory trusts, than in trusts

executed, as to the rule in Shelley's

case, 185.

Intention expressed or clearly implied,

is the controuling rule of construc-

tion in wills, 186.

lnc<niipatiblfc
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Iniehtion,

Incompatible intentions of a testator,

See iiw/e in Shelley's case, 191-2.

Testator's intention,

Primary, ^
\s to the Cypres doc-

trine, 204. n.

IN

Secondary
General, (

Particular, J

Testator's intention, See Remainders

contingent, 234. Limitations over,

238. Remainders, 394. Implication,

425. 453- Cross remainders, 450.

Settlement, 454. n. c. 455. n. Exe-

cutory devises, 466-7. Heirs, 466.

Issue, 467. Ter?ns of years, 488.

Tail, 490. n. a. 491. n.

Apparent, in devises in event of se-

cond marriage, 238-g. 240.

Not according with law, cannot take

effect, 272.

Effectuated by construing a condi-

tion into a conditional limitation, ib.

Apparent intention of testator, 358.

A deed declaring the intention of the

parties, in levying a fine, may con-

troul its operation, 380. n. x.

Intention of parties to a deed, 391.
______ to a deed of settle-

ment, See Marriage, 391-2.

Intentions not clearly expressed in a

will, but manifestly and with certain-

ty to be implied, 450.

Intention appearing on a deed, by a

void limitation, 462.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 466. n. k.

Intention concerning personal estate,

See Rule in Shelley's case, 490.

Intention that the words heirs of the

body (applied to personal estate) should

be words of purchase, make them

operate so, 492-3-4.

Such intention is not to be inferred

merely from the circumstance, that,

the deed is a marriage settlement,

ib.

See Evidence, 494.

Intention of parties to a settlement.

See Evidence, 493-4-

See Perpetuity, 502.

Apparent,! intention of testator, 508.

General, J n. k. 509. n.

Intention,

'I'estator's intention.

As to the distinction between verba

de prcesenti and verba de futuro,

See Executory devises, 532-3-

See Executory devises, 535.

See more of a Testator's Intention, 5.

n.d.OY'j.n. 23.55.58.68.115.122.
123. 128. 130-31. 136. 139. 141-2.

153. 157- 159- 1^1- 163-4. 17S. 189.

190. 195-6. 201. 206. 209. ib. n. a.

210. 211. 239. 304. 336-7-8. 355.

358. 376-7- 419-. 506. 513.

See more of Intention, 54. 114. 137-

167.

Interest,

Mortgage, 99.

Of money, or the money itself, devised

for life, See Executory devises, 474-5-

Of money, once distinguished from the

money itself, 486.

The distinction exploded, ib.

See Dying "without issue, 486-7.

(The whole), See Executory devises,

433. Whole interest, 514. &c.

Interests contingent,

In terms of years, or in an inherit-

ance, are assignable in equity

(though not at law) for a valuable

consideration, 550.
And even in case of an assignment,

not for money, but for a younger

child (except as against a bond

fde creditor) ; and are also de-

visable, ib. ; and see Remauiders

contingent, 548-9. Bankrupt,

549-
The assignment operates by way
of agreement or contract ; which

equity considers as the engage-

ment of the one to transfer and

make good a right and interest

to another, 551.

Executory, ~1 See Remainders contin-

Contingent, J gent, 552. &c. Execu-

tory devises (as being transmissible), ib.

Contingent,

(In a legacy).

So far immediately vested in right,

as to be transmissible, 552. n.^.

Contingent or executory. See Waste,

562.

Interlineation,
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Interlineation, in a \Vill, 494.

Intcstacii,

Prevented bv construction, 55c. n. g.

Inrentorif,

Of jiersonal chattels, See Executory

devises, 406.

See Heir luorns, 411-12.

See also, 415.

Iniestifiire, -298. n. 2.

Issue,

Is, in legal construction, a word of pur-

chase, 106.

How construed in marriage articles,

ib.

Is not, even in legal construction, so ap-

propriated a word of limitation as the

word /leirs, 11 7. 161.

See Articles, 125.

Not of the same established legal im-
port and extent as heirs, &c. 149.

Is often a word of purchase where /icirs

or /leir is not, 153.

Is a woi"d of purchase, 163-4.

The words, " such issue, " may properly

enough be referred to the words " heirs

male," antecedent, 377.
Such issue male referred to sons, before

mentioned, and not to the words, heirs

0/ their bodies ; because the word znalc

could not be rejected, 379.
The words, in default of such issue,

may mean, in default of such heirs,

467.
Dying without issue, See Executory
devises, 476.
Lawful issue, See Executory devises,

All-
See Tail, 490. n. a. 491. n.

Issue of A. may operate as words of

purchase, after a devise of personal

estate to A. for life, where the will

gives tlie fund exjjressly to such issue,

490. n. a. 492. n.

Though in a devise of refil estate, the

words might create an estate-tail,

ib.

Not so in a deed, ib.

A limitation of a term to A. and to her
isjue, vests the whole in //. unless

JO
Issue,

there are the subsequent words, and if

A. die and leave no issue, 495.
But a devise of a term to A. for life,

and afterwards to his issue, does not

enlarge the estate of A. &c. ib.

See Leasesfor lives, 495-6.

issue not in esse, See Perpetuity, 502.
See Heirs, 507. 561.

Whether the words, " in default of such

issue male, " relate to sons before men-
tioned, or to the heirs male of their

bodies? (as to a term), See hnplica-

tion, 518.

J.

Jewels,

Settled as heir looms, See Personal

estate, 521

.

See more of Jewels, 407.

Joint-tenancy,

Notwithstanding the words, in equal

proportions, share and share alike,

268.

For life,

Effect of severance, 311.

Consists in a joint claim by the same
conveyance, and the time of vesting

may not be material, 313.
See more of Joint-tenancy, 36.

Joint-tenants,

As to the rule in Shelley's case, 36.

See Baron and Fane, 311.

By way of use, and tenants in common
at common law. See Remainders con-

tingent, 312.

By way of use,—vesting and devesting

as to a proportion, See Remainders
contingc?it, 312-13.

In fee, by a devise to a mother and her
children and their heirs for ever,

313-

Not by a devise to A. and his sons in

tail, ib.

See Remainders contingent, ib.

Uses future, 315.
Severance of the jointure, 339.
Release from one joint-tenant to the

other, does not destroy contingent re-

mainders
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JU
Joint-tenants,

mainders expectant on the joint

estate, 339.
Joint-tenants in fee, or for life with con-

tingent remainder in fee to the sur-

vivor? See Devise, 357-8-

Devise to three as joint-tenants, and the

survivors and survivor, &c. and the

heirs &c. of the survivor, held to

make a joint-tenancy in fee, 358.

As to executory or future uses or trusts.

See Trusts, 514. n. /. &c.

See Partition, 527-8.

See more of Joint-tenants, 338.

Joint Freehold,

See Rule in Shelley's case, 35.

Jointure,

See Powers, 380. n. x. 562. n. g.

565. n. Marriage, 29^-2.

Judge,

His discretion. See Rule in Shelletfs

case, 170. JFills, ib.

See Discretion, 535. n. t.

Judgment,

See Recovery, 181.

Confessed by tenant in tail. See Fine

levied, 380. n. x.

For debt, 480.

See Heir luoms, 411-12.

See more of Judgment, 331.

Judicial,

Arguments, 17-

Decisions, ib. 39.

Jurisdiction,

Of equity, See Heir looms, 413.

Of the ecclesiastical courts, as to lega-

cies, See Equity, 552. n. g-. II.

See more of Jurisdiction, 59.

Jury,

See Fraud, 409. Heir looms, 410.

Justice,

Court of, 17.

See Executory devises of chattels per-

sonal, 406-7.

Heir looms, 412.

King (The),

See Condition,

K.

•280.

LA
King (The),

Cannot stand seised to a use, 282-3.

Grant, See Condition, 426.

See Offices, 530. Dignities, ib.

See also, 283.

L.

Land,

A succession of respectable proprietors

may be preserved by an entail renewed

from time to time, which conduces

much to public and private happiness,

562. n.g.lV.

Landlord and Tenant,

See Reneical, 498.
See more of Landlord and Tenant,

249. n. a.

Landlords, See Land, 562. n. h. IV.

Lapse,

By death of devisee, See Rule in

Shelley's case, 1 74-5-6.

Of devise, 195. ib. n. *.

A contingent limitation, preceded by a

freehold capable of supporting it as a

contingent remainder, shall enure as

an executory devise, rather than fail

for want of such preceding freehold,

where the same becomes incapable of

ever taking effect (as by the death of

the first devisee in the testator's life-

time), 525.

See Remainders contingent, 526.

Lapsed devise or bequest, or not? See

Residue, 556. in mar.

See more of Lapse, 62. 510. 513.

Lawful Heir,

(In a devise of a chattel interest), con-

strued heirs of the body, 473. n. s.

474. n.

Lawful Issue, See Executory detises, 477.

Laws, ,

Of marriage, See Possibility, 36.

Operation of law, 37. 68.

Necessary consequence of law, 41.

n. y.

Rules of law, 59.

The origin of laws cannot be traced in

many instances, 87.

Traced up to a circumstance which does

not now exist, are not of less force, ib.

Are
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Laus,
Are intended to obviate uncertainty,

confusion, aiid inconvenience, 88.

Once establislied continue till altered

by tbe legislature, ib.

Made by courts of judicature without

or contrary to the legislature, ib. n. s.

Courts of law, 145.

See Rule in S/icllrj/'s case, 148.

Rule of law, 16 1.

Principles, "|

Authorities, [ r.
Old cases,

[

^"
Old times, J

The science of the law, 166.

Intendment of law, 251.

See Chattels real, 404.

Actions of law, See Heir loof>is, 411.

Common law. See Conveyances, 416.

n. a.

Law as distinguished from equity, See

Executory clevises, 429. n.J.

See Rules, 535. n. t.

See more of Laws, 248.

Leases,

To commence in futuro. See Uses

conditional, 278.

Lease for years, with a contingent re-

mainder for years, to a person not a

party, 285.

A lease for years operates by way of

contract, 285.

Qucere, of the effect of a lease for

years with a remainder for years ?

lb.

For years,

How far disturbing or binding a con-

tingent remainder, 296-7.

Lease to two, with condition to have

fee; in this case, if they mai<.e par-

tition of the term, the condition is

destroyed, 339.

A lease for years by contingent re-

mainder man is good by way of estop-

pel, to take effect when the con-

tingency happens, 365.

Sec Poicers, 380. n. x.

A lease by tenant in tail, not warranted

by the statute. See Fine levied, 380.

n. X.

See Heir looms, 408.

Lease or bargain and sale for a year,

See Conveyances, 416. n. a.

LE
Leases,

Leasehold for years,

See Executory Devises, 434. n. /,

Rule in S/iclley's case, 490.
Settled upon such trusts as may best

correspond with certain uses or

trusts limited or declared of real

estate, 501. in mar.

For lives,

Limitations which are neither estates-

tail nor executory devises ; viz. of

leasehold for lives to one in such

manner as would give him an
estate-tail in lands of inheritance,

with limitations over in default,

&c. 495-6.

May be devised to A. (indefinitely

or for life) and to the heirs of A.'s

body, (which makes no estate-tail

properly so called) or to A. and

^.'s issue, with a good remainder

over ; and A. (if not a feme covert,

^c.) may dispose of the whole,

without fine or recovery, and bar

as well the remainder over as ^.'s

own issue, 496.
If no such disposition is made, the

estate may go to the heirs of the

body, and the remainder over

may take et^ect, ib.

A mere renewal of the lease, even

without the concurrence of the

trustee, may amourrt to such a

disj^osition as well as lease and
release, &:c. ib. n. d. 496. n.

And perhaps a will may also, ib.

See Tail, 497.
Occupant, ib.

Renewal, 498.

A person may take estates thus

granted in fee determinable on lives

by way of remainder, as a special

occupant, 498-9.

'i'he remainder, &c. may be de-

stroyed by the first taker in tail,

by any conveyance, or even

articles in equity, ib.

Conveyance of leasehold for lives

to uses, 499.

Vesting in the mean time not sus-

pended by a power of appointment,

ib. in mar.
Limited
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LE
Leases,

For lives,

Limited to A. for life, remainder to

B. for life, 499.
A. cannot bar the remainder, be-

cause it has no tendency to a

perpetuity, ib.

For lives - - \ See Conditional limi-

For 21 years, J tations, 500. n. e.

For years, 511. And see Lnplication,

508-9. &c.
See Profits, 644-5.
Whether leasehold estates pass by a

general or residuary devise, ib. in

mar.

See Powers, 562. n. h. 565. n.

See more of Leases, 249. n, a.

Lease and Release,

See Destruction, &c. 321-2. n. /.

By trustees for preserving contingent

remainders, 327, n. /.

See Conieyancts, 416. n. a.

Leasesfor lives, 495-6.

Leaving,

No issue behind him, See Executory

devises, 473. n. *. 474. n.

Issue, as to real estate. See Executory

devises, 477.
No heirs of the body, applied to per-

sonal estate, 494.
No issue, See Heirs, 561.

Legacies,

See Remainders tested, 210-11.

Tmplication, 450. n, b.

Charged on land, and bequeathed on a

dying without issue, See Executory

devises, 471-2.

Where such a legacy is given, the

words dying without issue, are not

to be understood of a dying without

issue then living, without some
restrictive circumstances in the

limitation, 472.

See Executory devises, 454. n. c. 478.

To executors on a certain event, may
create a personal trust, 483.

See Di/iiig xcithout issue, 4^5-

Future (that is, after-acquired)

property, 550.

Interest contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

ib. iStc.

L E

Legacies,

See Remainders contingent, 552. &c.
and Executory devises (as being

transmissible), ib.

A legacy payable to a person at a future

time

;

Is vested in interest if, &c. ib. n. g.
Directions proper for such a be-

quest, ib.

Is contingent in interest, if, &c. ib.

Declaration proper for such a be-

quest, ib.

Frequently these difterent bequests

are not expressed with accuracy,

ib.

The court then collects the in-

tention, ib.

Cases on this head :

As to legacies payable out of

personal estate only, ib. I.

1st rule, Bequest to a per-

son at a future time, con-

fers a contingent interest,

which is not transmissible

before the time, ib.

Exceptions

:

Bequest over after a

bequest for life, &c. ib.

Distinction :

Bequests over on con-

tingent events defeat-

ing the first bequests,

ib.

2d rule. Bequest to a

person payable at a cer-

tain time, confers im-
mediately a transmissible

interest, ib.

Exceptions

:

Where the law con-

siders the time uncer-

tain, ib.

Time which the law
considers certain :

The legatee's attain-

ing twenty-one, ib.

The time of mar-
riage, as to a resi-

due and to prevent

intestacy ,not other-

wise, 552. n.^.

Time
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Legacies,

A legacy, kc. Frequently, &c. The

court, &c. Cases, &c. As to, 8:c.

•2d rule, &c. Exceptions :

Time which the law

considers uncertain

:

The time of mar-

riage, as to a par-

ticular or general

legacy, 552. n. g.

See E(juiti/^\b. II.

As to legacies payable out of

real estate, ib. II.

The second rule, for lega-

cies payable out of per-

sonal estate, does not

apply generally to le-

gacies payable out of real

estate, ib.

The reason of the dis-

tinction ; viz.

The former legacies

are cognizable in the

ecclesiastical courts,

which are regulated

by the civil law, ib.

The latter legacies

were never cogniza-

ble by the ecclesi-

astical courts, ib.

General rule in equity for

legacies charged on real

estate, ib.

Such legacies, whether

given at twenty-one or

payable at twenty-one,

equally sink into the

land if the legatee die

under twenty-one, ib.

This rule has been

adopted in numerous

cases, ib.

An extensive excep-

tion from the rule,

arises from the

distinction between

postponing the pay-

ment from regard to

circumstances per-

sonal to the legatee,

and postponing the

payment from re-

gard to the circum-

Legacies,

A legacy, &c. Frequently, &c. The
court, &c. Cases, &c. As to, &c.

General rule, &c. Such, &c.

An extensive, &c.

stances of the estate,

552. n. g. II.

See Equity, ib.

As to legacies charged on a

mixed fund, ib. III.

The rule, ib.

Reference to a fuller exposition of the

doctrine respecting the vesting of

legacies, ib.

Points to which particular attention

should be paid in framing provisions

for portions and legacies, ib. V.

A legacy charged on real estate by will,

and to be raised on a contingency, is

transmissible, 559 ; and see Remain-

ders contingent, 552. &c. Executory

devises, ib.

Construction of the words, if, -when,

provided, &c. ib. n. ^.

See Transmissible, ib.

Interest contingent, ib.

Dehitum in pnesenti solvendum infuturo,

See Maxims, ib. II.

General or particular, distinguished

from a residue, as to vesting, ib.1. 5thly

.

See Residue, 556. in mar.

To be transferred to the legatees at

their respective ages of twenty-one

years, or days of marriage, 560.

Other similar cases referred to, ib.

in mar.

See more of Legacies, 121-2. 513. 559.

Legal Construction, 10. n. //. or 13. n.

Legal Estates,

Distinguished from trusts, 124.

Legal or equitable estate ? 128.

And trusts, ^gg Analogy, ly^.

See Trusts, 154.

Legal estate or a trust ? 168. 177.
_--_-- and not merely a right of

entry, viz. the usual limitation for pre-

serving contingent remainders, 221.

See more of Legal Estates, 35. n. p.

145-6. 148. 156-7. 304.

Legal Fee,

See Devise, 1 25.

In trustees, See Support, See. 526.
Legal
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Legal Freehold, 59. 11. d.

Legal Interests, See Rent, 529, n. q.

Legislature,

Would be wrong in admitting on its

records any intimation of tiiere being

a ground for an unfounded doubt,

380. n.x.

Lessee,

For life,

Effect of his feoffment on condition,

and subsequent entry for condition

broken, 350.
Libraries,

See Heir looms, 408.

Settled as heir looms, See Personal

estate, 521.

Life,

Improbability of its exceeding a term of

years determinable thereon, 23.

See Accumulation, 434. n. I. 438. n.

See also, 20. n. i. 24,

Life Estate,

Until C. returns from Rome, 13.

Or tail? 121-2.

See Implication, 174.

Rule in Shelley's case, 178.

Or fee ?

Devise in trust to sell, 356-7.

See Implication (on wills), 377.

See Executory devises, 431. n. g.

Dying wit/tout issue, 486-7.

Or tail? See Tail, 490. n. a. 491. n.

See Perpetuity, 502.

Or absolute interest ? See Implication,

518.

See Uses springing, 530. &c.

See more of Life Estates, 5. n. d.

10. n. h. 13. n. /i. *.

Life Interest,

Or absolute interest ?

In personal estate, See Isstce, 495.

Limitation,

Words of limitation, 63. 78-9. 166.

Words of limitation turned into words

of purchase, by superadded words,

129.

Words of limitation, See Issue, 161.

See more of Limitation, 80.

Limitations,

The usual limitation for preserving

contingent remainders is a vested re-

anainder, 5. n, d. or 7. n.

L I

Limitations,

Originally absolute and independent,

10, n. h.

Originally determinable and de|>endent;

viz.

By incorporated qualities, ib.

Determinable and dependent, but not

originally ; viz.

By extrinsic qualities, ib.

Efiect of the usual limitation to pre-

serve contingent remainders, as to the

rule in Shelley's case, 176.

The usual limitation to preserve, &c.
See Rule in Shellei/'s case, 178.

To heirs special, \of a person taking no
- - - - general,/ estate in the land,

192.

The usual limitation for preserving

contingent remainders is a legal estate,

and not merely a right of entry, 221.

A limitation to trustees and their heirs,

during the life of a tenant for life,

is sometimes improperly omitted, ib.

n. c.

To trustees and their heirs, from the

cesser of a limitation, and during the

suspence of the next remainder, ib. II.

222. n.

Over, See Remainders contingent, 234.

Remainders vested, 237-S.

Conditional, See Conditional limita-

tions generally.

Limitations over, after a conditional

determination of a preceding estate,

will not take effect where the preced-

ing estate takes place, and the con-

ditional determination does not take

place, unless in those cases where the

intention of the testator calls for it,

238.

Limitations may be so penned as to

take effect either as conditional limi-

tations or as remainders, 240.

A limitation to B. when he attains

twenty-one, may be a vested remain-

der ; if there is a previous limitation

to A. until B. attains twenty-one,

241-2.

In the decided cases (cited by Mr.
Fearne,) the rents were disposed of

until the devisee attained twenty-

one, 241. n.y.

Case where the intermediate rents

were
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Limitations,
\

were not disposed of; with Mr.

Fearne's opinion, 241. n.J\

Limitations, though void as remain-

ders, may be good as conditional limi-

tations, &:c. 249.

Limitation against suftering a recovery,

See Rtrortiy, 256. n. /.

Contingent limitations to the grantee

or devisee of the particular estate,

cannot restrain, abridge, or exclude

the particular estate, and may be good

as remainders, though they should not

pursue the particular estate in quality
;

and in this respect ditl'er from a limi-

tation at common law, to enlarge an

estate on condition, 264-5.

Limitations at common law, to enlarge

an estate upon condition, recjuire the

continuance of the particular estate

till they vest, and must pursue the

particular estate in quality ; and in

this latter respect differ from a con-

tingent remainder to the grantee or

devisee of the particular estate, 265.

Condition in expression held to be a

hmitation in etVect, 272.

Shifting limitations, See Uses con-

ditional, 278.

Contingent or executory limitations,

See Descent, 371.

Are never construed into executory

devises, where they may take effect

as remainders, 378*

Are never construed into contingent

remainders, where they may take

effect as vested remainders, ib.

^Vhich can possibly take efl'ect by way
of remainder, should never take effect

by way of springing use or executory

devise, 390.

Which may take effect as executory

devises, if within the limits against

perpetuity, 395.
1

.

Future, without a preceding estate,

ib.

2. Contingent, and unsupported by

any preceding freehold, ib.

3. After a preceding vested fee-sim-

ple, ib.

4. After a preceding contingent fee-

simple, and to take effect in defeaz-

ance of the estate first devised, on

M A
Limitations,

an event subsequent to its becom-
ing vested, 396.
This sort of limitation may take

effect as a remedy if the preced-

ing fee is a contingent remainder,

and it becomes impossible that it

should ever vest, ib.

5. After a particular estate of free-

hold, and not immediately to com-
mence from the expiration of such

particular estate, 397-8.
(By devise, or by way of use,) void as

remainders, may be good as executory

devises or springing uses, if, &c. 398.
Express words of condition, with a

devise over, taken to be a limitation,

424.

See Recovery, 428.

A void limitation, even in a deed, may
indicate the intention, 462,

Executory limitations, See Conditional

limitations, 500. n. e.

Preceding limitation failing by never

vesting or attaching. See Failure,

508-9. &c.

Limits,

Of executory devises, 439.
See Executory Deiises, 466. et seq.

Linen, 407.

See Heir looms, 410.

Litigation, 173-

Livery of Seisin,

See Feoffment, 274.

At common law, 298. n. i.

Lives,

In being, and twenty-one years, &c.

after, 562. n. g. III.

Lord,

Of whom lands are holden, 84.

And tenant, ib.

Tenant and heir, 562. n. //. 563. n.

Lords, See Decree, 100.

M.

Maintenance,

Of the wife and children, in case of the

husband's attempting to alien, 249, n.o.

See Uses springing, 530. &c.
Allowed,
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M A
Ma'intcfiance,

Allowed, SecAcatmiilafian, f):\.o.in mar.

See Projits, 543. 545. n. r.

Trusts, 545. n. c.

Manor, as to copyhold, 65.

Manuscript,

Reports, 25. n. ^.

Of chief baron Gilbert, on remainders,

84. 85. n. r.

Marriage,

Second, or death, 5. n. d. or 7- "•

See Possibility, 36.

Articles, 94-5.

The terms of marriage, See Articles,

108.

Second marriage, 240.

See Remainders, 238-g.

Devise over on marriage v/ith a Scotch-

man, ib.

Second marriage of devisee for life,

262.

Marriage for twelve or twenty years

without issue, is not a reason for

setting aside a settlement, 333.

The second marriage of a wife having-

the "whole estate of her tirst husband for

her jointure, might leave the children

of the first marriage wholly unpro-

vided for during her life ; and this

consideration may lead to the inten-

tion and true construction of the set-

tlement, 391-2.

See Settlement, 454. n. c. 455.

Day of marriage, See Legacies, 560.

See more of Marriage, 13. n. 65. 331.

332.

Marriage Articles,

See Implication, 457-8. and Articles

generally.

See more ofMarriage Articles, 90. 1 97.

Marriage Settlement,

The principle upon which the constant

practice of limiting an estate-tail to the

first and other sons is founded, 502-3.

See Intention, 4Q'2-2-4- ^nd Settlement,

generally.

See more of Marriage Settlements, 37.

43. 169.

JWarmge, (in Tenure), 84.

Maxims,
Nemo est hares viventis, 9. 209. n. a.

U E
Maxims,

210-11. 213-14. 309. 311. 317.

330. 433. 462. 562. n.^. 563- 1'-

A person cannot during his life have an
heir, 30. 31.

Expressio eonim quce facile insunt nihil

operatur, 85. 160.

Old maxims, 166.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 170.

Certain established maxims, as to the

effect of technical expressions, are the

most sure grounds for titles to rest

upon. For, under .titles so founded, a
peaceful enjoyment may be expected,

171.

Potentia remotissima nunquam venit in

actum, 249.
An estate in land cannot cease for a

time and vest and revest afterwards,

255-

At common law, none shall take

advantage of a condition, but the

party from whom the condition moves
(i. e. the grantor) and his heirs, 261.

An estate shall not be construed an
executory devise or ppringing use, if

it can take effect as a renjainder, 267.

Quce incontinenti Jiunt in esse viden~

tur, 280.

Mquitas scquitur legem, 329.

I^ex plus laudatur quandu raiione proha-

tor, 477. n. «.

Quod necessario subintelli:j^ilur non

deest, 500. n. e.

Maxim of the civil law,

A bequest to a person to be paid at a
future time, is delntum in prcescnti

solvendum infuturo, 552. n. g. 11.

See more of Maxims, 172.

Merger,

As to the rule in Shelley's case, 36-7.

Not of a trust for separate use, in the

inheritance, 56.

Of particular estate in the remainder,

265.

Of a particular estate, in its union with

the remainder, is incidental to its

original nature, 269.

As between the parties, and not as to

strangers, See Surrender, 318-19.

Merger may take place by the union of

estates in the grantee, which though

Y Y united
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Merger,

united in the grantor did not mergs,

321-2. n./.

Merger of the [(articular estate in the

inheritance, by their union in a third

person, may destroy mesne contingent

remainders, 324.

The particular estate merges in the

inheritance, where both coalesce by

the conveyance or act of the parties,

340.
Except where both estates are created

bv the same instrument, ib.

Whether the particular estate merges
in the inheritance, where the latter

becomes united to the former by de-

scent, 341,
Apparent difference in our books on
the subject, ib.

Distinction reconciling these seem-

ing differences, 343.
The reasons of the distinction, ib.

The particular estate does not merge
in the inheritance, where both estates

are created by the same conveyance

with a mesne contingent remainder,

345-6.

It is otherwise where the accession

of the inheritance is by a distinct

conveyance, accident or circum-

stance, ib.

Not of a life-estate in the fee descend-

ing immediately from the devisor of

the life-estate, 353.

See Titles, 359.
"^ Executory/ devises, Sfc. in chattels,

421.

Whether an executory fee descending

on the vested fee is merged, 561.

^Ir. Fearne's opinion that it is not,

and his reasons, ib.

The reasoning of Mr. Fearne, on

this point, has been followed by the

courts in several recent cases,

561-2. in mar.

References to Mr. Preston's Treatise

and Mr. Watkins' Essay, ib.

See more of Merger, 41. n. 3/. 78.

176. 268. 279. 317-18. 322. 345.

Measure (original),

Of limitations, 10. n. h. 14.

Meritorious Purpose, 434. n. /. 438. n.

N A
Metaphysical Subtleties, 300. 301,

Minorit<i,

See Age oft-u-enty-one years, 433-4. n. ^.

,547. n. d. Executory devises, 477.
Rent, 527-8. Uses springing, 530.
(SlC, Accumulation, ^^J. n. j. &c.
Settlement, 562. n. h. II.

Mischief,

See Discretion, &c., 535. n. t.

Mistake,

May be the ground of relief in equity,

109.

See more of Mistake, 114. n. x.

Moieties, 36. 40.

Monday (every), &c.
See Conditional Iwiitations, 527.

Mone)/,

To be laid out in land to be settled,

as to the rule in Shelley's case, See
Devise, 112.

In the stocks, See i7'«!<f/, 409. Heir
looms, ib.

See Evecutory devises, 434.
Money itself, or the interest, devised for

life, See Executory devises, 474-5.
Money to arise by the sale of land^

See Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550. &c.

Monstrans de droit.

As to the king, See Condition, 280.

Months,

See Acciwudation, 434. n. I. 439. n.

Mortgages,

By tenant in tail, See Fine levied,

380. n. X.

See more of Mortgages, 99. 109. 331

»

333-4-

Mortgagor,

Cannot disseise his mortgagee, 321.

N.
Name,
And arms, 254. n. e.

Of testator, ^ee Condition, 426.

National Debt,

Direction (by will) that at the end of a
(probably long) period of accumu-
lation, all the real and personal estate

should be converted into money,

434. n. I. 437. n.

Bequest
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National Debt,

Bequest of such money to the use of

the sinking fund, towards payment
of the national debt, 434. n. /.

437- "•

Next Heir, SfC.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 179.

Non-age,

See Rent, 527-8. Uses springing, 530.
&c. Age uftwenti/-one, 547. n. d.

Non-claim,

See Fine levied, 285.
On a fine, 286.

See Executory devises, ^iS. n. in mar.

Notice,

See Articles, 108.

Proof of notice, 109.

Notice of uses, 324.
- - - - contingent remainder, 328.
See Equity, 328-9. i

See more of Notice, 109. 297. 325. '

O.

Occupancy,

General occupancy,

Not of a rent, strictly, though before

the statutes of Car. 2. and Geo. 2.

the terre-tenant might be considered

in the nature of an occupant, 306.

Until 29 Car. 2, and 14 Geo. 2., there

might be no particular estate before

the entry of an occupant, and yet the

rent might continue good, 308.

See Copyhold, 311.

Special occupancy,

Of leasehold for lives, under a limi-

tation in remainder, after a limi-

tation to A. and the heirs of his

body, 497-8-9-

Office found.
Of a seisin in fee may take away a

right of entry, and destroy a contin-

gent remainder, 283.

OJice,

Finding the special matter, does not

suppose a fee, 283.

A general office found supposes a fee,

ib.

P A
Office,

Oflice not previously subsisting in fee,

may be granted by the king to com-
mence in futuro, 530.

Old estate.

In copyhold, 71.

See also, 43.

Old Reversion ( The), 50.

Or,

May make copulatives before used,

disjunctives, ig.

(In a will) may be construed a.s and,

456.
May be construed as if and had been

used, and vice versa, 473. ib. n.r.

Construed as and, 506. in mar.

Orders {Holy),

See Canons of the church, 508. n. k. &c.

Ownership, See Heir looms, 415. &c.

Particular Estates,

At common law, 3. n. c. i.

Since the statute de donis, ib.

See Merger, 269,

Condition, 270-71.

Reversion, 271.

And the remainder in fee, form one

tenure of the lord, 298. n. i.

See Occupancy, 308.

Remainders contingent, 3IP.

Alteration,

In their quality, 338.

quantity, ib.

A particular estate in joint-tenants, is

not destroyed by release or severance

between them, 340.

(The reason); and continuing as to

a vested remainder, must continue

as to a contingent remainder, ib.

Particular estate reduced by entry for

condition broken, 350.

Particular estate faihng by never vest-

ing or attaching, See Failure, 508-9-

&c.

See more of Particular Estates, 3.n.c. 1.

3. & 4. 5. n. d. or 8. n. 12. 13. 15.

16. 264. 304. 308. 381. n. a. 382.0.

ParaphenxQlia, 407.
y Y 2 Parceners,
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Parceners, 338.

See Partition, generally.

Parenthesis,

(In a will) by construction, 129.

bee Deeds, 391.

Parliament,

(Act of), See Condition, 426.

Partition,

Dees not destroy contingpiit remain-

ders expectant on the estate in respect

of which, 6:c. the partition is made,

338.
Between coparceners, so that one

should have the land from 1st August

to Easter, in severalty, &c. is good

;

for what purposes? 527.

Of an advowson by coj)Lirceneis, tenants

in common, or joint-tenants, to present

by turns, is good ;

For what purposes ?

At common law, ib.

By statute 7 Anne, c, i8., 527.

n. </.

See more of Partition, 338.

Passion,

See Discretion, kc. 535. n. t.

Pawnbroker,

See Heir boms, 415.

Payable, 9)ee Legacies, 552. n.^.

Per formam duni, 40.

Perpetuity,

Distinction between a will and '^con-

veyance directed by the will, 1 19.

See Executorydevises, 122. 429. ib. n.f.

431. 444.
Uses, '2'j6. 285.

The rule against perpetuity, 430.

Perpetuities of a term, &c.

Are no more admitted than of real

estate, 460-61.

I^ord llardwicke's statement respecting

the rule against perpetuity, 471.

See Evecutory devisesfor life, &c. 488.

Trust (of a term for ninety-nine

years) if J. should so long live,

489.
Leases for lives, 499.
Conditional limitations, 500. n. c.

Any limitation in future, or by way of

remainder of lands of inheritance.

P E
Perpetuity,

which in its nature tends to a pef--

pctuity, &c. is void, 502.

Thus, after a limitation to a person

in esse for life, with remainder to

his unborn children, a remainder

over to the children of such unborn

children is void, ib.

This rule prevailed in a case of a

devise to B. {in esse) and his issue

male (then born) or descendants

for ever, each to take for ninety-

nine years, if he should so long live,

ib. in mar.

References to a note, and opinions

on the subject, 502. n. f.

See also ISlarriage Settlement, 502-3.

Case and reference as to the Cypres

doctrine, 503.

Not, by restraining the power of alien-

ation during the infancy of the first

taker, 521,

^ee Remoteness, 522. n. m.

Rent de novo, 529.
Rent, ib. n. q.

Settlement, 5^2. n. h. II.

See more of Perpetuity, 76. 145. 392.

Personal Chattels,

See Executory devises, &c. 421.

Personal Estate,

Bequests, See Cypres doctrine, 208. n.

See Remainders vested, 238.

Contingent interests of chattel or per-

sonal interests, were allowed to pass

by testamentary dispositions, though

inheritable interests were not so [i. e.

before the statute of wills), 368.

See Executory devises, 406. 476. &c.

47«-9-

Flxecutory bequests of personal estate

may be good, if to vest within a life

in being, or twenty-one years after,

433-4-

Aid of personal estate. See Executory

devises, 454. n. c.

Personal estate cannot properly be en-

tailed, and when limited to one in tail-,

may be disposed of by him as he
pleases, &c. 461.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 462. 466.

n. h. 490,
Personal
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Personal Estate,

Personal estate limited to one in tail,

vests in him absolutely, 463.
Mr. Roper's statement of the rule,

ib. n./.

The rule applies equally to a devise

in trust, 464.
And though the trust is for A.
and B. for so many years, &c.
as they or the survivors of them
shall live, and after the decease

of the surxhor, for the heirs of

their bodies, ^'C. and for default

of such issue, for C. ib.

The rnle applies as well where only

the dividends ofstock and annuities,

and the use of furniture, are devised

for life,as where the stock, annuities,

or furniture themselves expressly

are so devised, 465-6.

Construction of dying without issue,

See Executory devises, 471-2. Le-

gacies, 472.
. Viz. cows, horses, &c., See Executory

devises (f cows, &c. 482.

See Di/ing without issue, 4S4. n. z.

485-6-7.^
Executory devisesfor life, &c. 488.

Settlement, See Intention, 492 3-4.

See Issue, 495.
Bequest to A. for life, and after her

decease to her children when .they

should attain the age of twenty-seven

years, and on the event of her leaving

no such child, to the persons therein

mentioned, 508. n. k. 509. n. 510. n.
j

Both the limitations over were held
j

void for remoteness, ib.

Personal estate settled as heir looms,

by reference to the limitations of real

estate, 521.

See Dying, &c. 542,

Profts, 544.
Trusts, 545. n. c.

Personal estate passing by will to trus-

' tees, first forpayment of debts, &C.547.

See Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550. &c.
Remainders contingent, .552. &c.

and Executory devises (as being

transmissible), ib.

Bequests, See Residue, 55Q. in mar.

P O
Personal Provision,

i\Jight in all cases be inferred from a

devise over, on a dying without issue,

to any relation or other person, as

much as from such a devise over to a

sister's children, 483.

Personal Trust, 483.

Petition,

To the king, See Condition, 280.

Pictures, See Heir looms, 410. '

Plate,

See Heir looms, 408.

c-i ' > See Heir looms, 410.
Silver,/ '

^

Table services. See Heir looms, 411.

Settled as heir looms, See Personal

estate, 521.

See also, 407.

Pleading, 47. 36B.

Policy of Law,
See Rule in Shelley's case, 173. Uses

springing, 530. &c.

See more of Policy of Law, 86. 88. 166.

172.

Porcelain, See Heir looms, 410.

Portion, of the fee, 13.

Portions,

May be an actual satisfaction of all de-

mands under articles, 102.

Portions for daughters, may be limited

after an indefinite failure of issue

male ; viz. by a term of years in re-

mainder, in trust, &c. 475-6.

See Accumulation, 537- "• ^- ^^
Portions charged on real estate by will,

and to be raised on a contingency, are

transmissible, 559 ; and see Reinain-

ders contingent, 552. &c. Executory

devises, ib.

The doctrine respecting the vesting

and payment of portions is different

from that of legacies, 552. n g. IV.

Points to which particular attention

should be paid, in framing provi-

sions for portions and legacies,

ib. V.

See more of Portions, 104. 331.

Possession,

See Vesting, 242.

y Y 3 Coming
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Possession,

Coming into possession, 263.

See Remahhlers, -268-9.

Mere possession \vithout presumption

of right, 286. n. e.

Possession ciist upon the heir, by de-

scent, ib.

Long possession by the cestui que tntst,

Sec. 305. n. ;//.

See Remainders contingent, 504. n. h.

Age of ixocnttf-one, 547. n. d.

Possessori/ Action, 286. n. e.

The gist, ib.

P O

Possibiliti/,

Common, 24.

Of a Hfe's exceeding a term of years, ib.

The degree sufficient to create a con-

tingent remainder, ib.

Of issue ;

Common ;

INIore remote

;

Inconsistent with the laws of mar-

riage, 36.

Common, 250.

Too remote, 251.

A possibility upon a possibility is

against law, ib. 252.

This rule must not be intended in

too large a sense, 251. n. c.

Possibility of seisin to serve contingent

uses, whether after being devested, it

must be revested before the contin-

gent uses can be executed, 290.

See Uses contingent, 290. n. h. 294. n.

The usual limitation to a trustee during

the life of the tenant for life, to pre-

vent dower, is a vested remainder,

and not a possibility, 349.

A possibility remains (after abeyance)

and entitles the heir of the devisor or

the grantor to enter for a forfeiture,

354-5-

Of reverter, without a reversion, 3.

n. c. 4. 355.
See Reverter, generally.

A bare possibility is not devisable, and

is to be distinguished from a possibi-

lity accompanied with an interest,

which is devisable if descendible, 371.
Of reverter, distinguished from re-

verter, 381. u. a.

Possibiliti/,

A possibility of reverter could not be

granted, 381. n. a. 382.0.

A collateral and mere possibility, See

Executory devises, 419.

Possibility of reverter to executors,

See Terms of years, 488.

A mere possibility or contingent in-

terest not coupled with any other in-

terest, is not transferrible, 528.

I

All contingent and executory interests

and possibilities which are descendi-

ble, are also devisable. See Remain-

ders contingent, 548. n.J". &c.

Distinction between a naked possibility,

and a possibility accompanied with an

interest ; viz. only the latter is assign-

able in equity and devisable, 548-9.

The former, though not assignable

at law, might be released in certain

cases, ib.

Possibilities accompanied with an in-

terest. See Interests contingent (as

being transmissible in equity and de-

visable), 550. &c.

See Expectancy of an heir, Sfc. 551 •

Fine levied, ib.

Terms of years, 552. in mar.

Remainders contingent, 552. &c.

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Not assignable at law, 560.

Assignable in equity for a valuable con-

sideration, ib.

Possibility upon a possibility, 562.

n. L II.

Land cannot be limited by remain-

der or otherwise to the issue of an

unborn person, by purchase, ib.

See more of Possibilities, 16. 21. 24.

248-9. 367. 558. 560.

Posthumovs Child,

See Rule in Shelley s case, 181-2.

Born alter the determination of the

particular estate, could not take before

statute 10& 11 W. 3. c. 16., 308-9.

See Executory devises, 429. n. /. 434.

n. /.

Accumulation, 434 n. /. 439. n.

Perpetuity, 502.

"Within Stat. 10 6; H W. 3. c. 16., 5*2.

SecsJso, 510.

Posthumous
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Posthumous Works,
Of Mr. Fearne, 59. 11. d.

Powers,

Of alienation, 3. n. c. 1.

Of appointment,

As to tlie rule in Shelley's case, 75.

See Articles, 105.

Appointment, 226. 229-30. 347.
n. *. n. f.

Whether a power of appointment, af-

ter an estate of freehold, suspends

the vesting of a subsequent limita-

tion, 352.
See Leases for lives, 498.
See more of Powers of Appointment,

59. n. d. 74. 76. ib. n. tn. 251. n. c.

380. n. X.

To bar the issue, See Articles, 94.
Given to trustees to do all necessary

acts to effectuate atestator's intention,

do not necessarily convert the uses

into executory trusts, for the sake of

preventing the application of the rule

in Shelley's case, 177.
At least a power to convey the fee is

implied by a devise in trust to sell,

358.
Ofrevocation. See Fine levied, 380. n. .r.

Whether powers of jointuring, leasing,

and of selling and exchanging, are

destroyed by a tine or recovery di-

rected to confirm such powers, 380.

n. x.

Powers may be exercised by a fine and

deed, and yet not be destroyed by

the tine, ib.

See Conditional limitations
,
381. n. a. 3.

Of distress and sale, See Descent,

537. in mar.

As to legacies and portions, See Ap-

pointment, ^f^i. n. 0-. V.

A power to advance children, is proper,

where the wife has a future life-in-

terest in a monied fund, ib.

Of jointuring,

Charging with portions,

Leasing,

Making exchanges and sales,

Are all executory uses, 562. n. h.

565. n.

Tractice,

A case frequently occurring in practice,

5.n. d. '7. n.

Practice,

Case not to be relied upon in practice,

54. n. a.

Of the profession, 74. 380. n. x.

See Ci/pres doctrine, 208. n.

Marriage settlement, ,'502-3.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 185.

The modern practice of the profession

is to accept titles depending on a
devise similar to that in l^lck v. Ed-
wards, without a line, and without the

concurrence of the heir, 357.
Of chancery. See Eiecutoty devises of
chattels personal, 407.

See Executory devises, 503-4.

Prcecipe,

Of a stranger, See Commons, 528.

See also, 308.

Precedents,

See Rules, 444. n. a.

See more of Precedents, 165-6.

Presentation, See Partition, 527.

Presumption,

On a will, 132,

That testators generally know that some
further conveyance of the estates de-

vised to trustees must be made, 1 39.

(By lord Hard wick e) that a testator

knows that some further conveyance

of an estate devised to trustees, is to

be made, 140.

That a testator is apprised of the dis-

tinction between uses and trusts, &c.

is in favor of the rule in Shelley's

case, ib.

That a testator is acquainted with a

rule of law, ib.

Testators may be supposed as well to

know that a conveyance will be re-

quisite, when they expressly direct it,

as not to entertain any such suppo-

sition when they do not expressly

direct it, 140-41.

Of testator's intention, as to trusts ex-

ecuted, 1411.

The presumption that a testator is a

lawyer, operates to exclude all preten-

sion for any departure from the ex-

press words of a vvill, il).

Of right, 286. n. e.

Of law, 305. r\.m.

Y y 4 See
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fnuiinption.

See Heir looms, 415.
ImpUcutiun, 453.
Intention, 492-3-4.

See more ol Presumption, 125. 167.

201,

Friest,

See Canons ofthe church, 508. n. k. &c.

primogeniture, 87.

Frinciples,

Now obsolete, 39.

See more of Principles, 380. n. x.

and Maxims, generally.

Trivilege,

Of tenant in tail to levy a fine and

sufi'er a recovery, 256. i\. f.

Priviti/,

In person,"! according to Chudltigh's

In estate, J case, as to uses at common
law, are both collateral to the estate ;

and so dirler from rents and condi-

tions, 290. n. h. ,

Of estate is requisite to standing seised

to a use, S96.

Of estate, 297. 327. and see Uses,

325-
Of estate, was at common law requisite

to the standing seised to a use, 324-5.

Probability,

Of the death of cows and horses, &:c.

before an indefinite failure of issue of

the devisee, See Executory devises of
coivs, SfC. 482.

Proclamations,

See Fine levied, 259.

Prodvce,

Of personal estate, See Profits, 544.

Profession (The),

See Rule in Shelley's case, 185.

Practice, 357.
Practice of the profession, See Mar-
riage settlement, 502-3.J

Profits,

Of land, 52.

See Cesser, 221. n. c.

Inlennediate prolits of real estate,

Between the end of the first estate

and the vesting of the limitation

over, will go to the heir at law, if

not otherwise disposed of, 543.
J3etween the death of the testator

P R
I'rqfits,

Intermediate profits of real estate,

and the birth of a son of A. belong

to the testator's heir, where the de-

vise is to th^ first son of A. when
he shall attain twenty-one, and his

heirs male, and that he should be

well educated, ib. *

But a devise of all the rest and resi-

due of the real estate, will pass as

well the profits from the testator's

death to the time of the estate's

vesting, as from the determination

of the first estate to the vesting of a

subsequent one, 544,
So in case of an executory bequest

of personal estate ; the intermedi-

ate profits, as well before the estate

is to vest, as between the determi-

nation of the first estate and the

vesting of a subsequent limitation,

will pass by a residuary bequest, ib.

A previous question may be,

whether leasehold estates pass

under a general devise of lands ?

ib. in mar.

Cases respecting the effects of a

residuary devise on settled lands,

of which the reversion is in the

testator, and on leasehold pro-

perly, 545. in mar.

But when there is no residuary bequest

or other particular disposition of

them, the profits of a personal estate

between the death of a testator and

the vesting of an executory estate,

or between the determination of the

first limitation and the vesting of a

subsequent one, will accumulate for

the benefit of the person next to

take by virtue of the limitations,

545-6.

The rule is so expressed by Mr.
Fearne. Rut see Wyndham v.

Wyndha^n, 3 Rro. Ch. Ca.58. and

Shawe v. CunliJ/'e, 4 Bro. Ch.

Ca. 144. and Mr. Roper's Trea-

tise on Legacies, 2 vol. 200.

Diflerence between a trust (of per-

sonal estate) for children in equal

shares, with the usual proviso for

survivorship or accruer, and a trust

(of personal estate) for the children,

whu
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Trojita,

who beinfj a son or sons shall at-

tain twenty-one, or being a daugh-

ter or daughters shall attain that

age or marry, with respect to main-

tenance out of the income or profits

of the fund, 545. n. c.

See Trusts; ih.

' Of timber felled, See Waste, 567-8.

Troof, See Heir looms, 415.

Fronoxm
Relative, his, may properly enough be

referred to the last antecedent, 377.

Froperiy, the rules of, 145.

Proprietors, See Land, 56i2. n. h. IV.

Provided, See Legacies, 552. n. g.

Province,

Of courts of law and courts of equity,

59-

Proviso,

Of conditional limitation, 10. n. h.

For cesser, &c. 18. 252-3.

Against alienation, See Estates, 256-7.

Purchase,

Whether a person may take as special

heir by purchase, though not also

complete heir, 44.

Heir special to take by purchase need

not be heir general, 47.

Words of purchase, 63. 76. 77. 79.

123. 129-30. 149. and see Issue,

106. 490. n. a.

Sense of the expression " words of

purchase," 77-

The meaning or import of the expres-

sion " words of purchase," in lord

Coke's interpretation of the rule in

Shellej/'s case, 78.

The devolution of a quasi entail, per

formam 'io«i, is not strictly a purchase,

nor yet a descent, 8i._

See Collateral line, ib.

A purchase for a valuable considera-

tion and without notice, is a bar to

marriage articles, io8.

See Issue, 161.

Rule in Shelley's case, 170. 191-2.

193

[See Rule in Shelley's

case, 194

,- . [special,
"1*

^^^^
(general, /

Q U
Purchase,

See Heirs, 1 96.

Tail, 213. n. b.

Heirs special, ib.

Words of purchase, See Intention, 492.

493-4- Perpetuity, 502.

Purchase of other estates, to be settled

to the same uses, See Uses springing,

530. &c.
Or descent ? See Descent, 537. in mar.

Purchase by way of remainder, See

Possibility upon a possibility, 562.

n. h. II.

See more of Purchase, 28. n. i. 29. 30.

43- 47-50. 51.66. 73. 78. 80. 82.

ib. n. ;>. 84. 86, 131. 153. 164-5.

194-5- 195- n-*- 200. 213. 562.

n. //. IV.

Purchaser,

For a valuable consideration. See

Articles, 108. 112. 125.

Whether a purchaser is compellable to

accept a title depending on the de-

struction of contingent remainders,

329. n. m.

See Doner, 347. n. *. &c.

Effect of a conveyance to him in fee

without the concurrence of the ven-

dor's trustee to prevent dower, 347.

n. *. n. t.

See Titles, 359.
First purchaser of the reversion or re-

mainder, See Descent, 561.

See more of Purchasers, 52. 57. 109.

326-7.

Q-

Qualijicationf

Required in order that Mr. Douglas's

doctrine may be correct, 18.

Qualities,

(Determining) of limitations, See Li-

mitations, 10. n. h.

Quality,

Of estate to be enlarged on condition,

265.

Quasi Entail,

See Collateral line, 81.

See more of Q«fls? Entail, 40. 80. 82.

ib. n. p.

IQuodarn modo, executed, 37.

Real
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ft E
Real Estate,

And household goods, See Settlement,

408.

See Kifcuforj/ devises, 476. &c.

Perpttuitii, 50.2.

Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550. &c.

Remainders contingent, Sf>-- ^^•

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Devise of real estate, See Residue, 556.

in mar.

See Land, 562. n. //. IV,

Reason.

Of the thing,

And opinion accordingly, 513.

Recitals,

jNIay be legal evidence, 114. n. .r.

In a will, See Implication, 457-8«

Recognizance,

Against suffering a recovery, 256. n.y.

Recommendation,

See Condition, 426.

Record,

Searched for, and produced, of Edwards
V. Hammond, 245. n. g.

Recovery {Common),

Objected to, 22,

!May bar an equitable estate-tail with-

out the concurrence of the trustees of

the legal fee, 56. n. b.

Whether a recovery by equitable te-

nant in tail, after a conveyance in fee

to a mortgagee or trustees bars the

entail, 59. n. d. or 61. n.

Recoveries in equity of an equitable

estate, and recoveries at law of a legal

estate, have the same operation in

barring estates-tail, &c. ib.

A recover^' may be void at law, for want
of a legal tenant to the prcecipc, ib.

As to a proviso against alienation, See
Tail, 164.

See Tail, 174. 537. n. x.

Judgment, 181.

Award of writ of seisin, ib.

Death of tenant in tail, ib.

Writ of seisin executed, ib.

See Rule in Shellei/'s case, 181-2.

R E
Recovery (Common),

Recovery not well sufl'ered for want of

a good tenant to the prcecipe, 220.

A recover}' by tenant in tail cannot be

restrained by condition, limitation,

custom, recognizance, statute, or co-

venant, 256. n.y.

An attempt, conclusion, or agreement
to suffer a recovery, cannot be re-

strained, ib.

A recovery cannot be restrained by
condition, 258.

A recovery by devisee for life, with

contingent remainder in fee over, bars

ever}' body but the heir at law, 267.

A recovery by contingent remainder-

man, who is vouched, 366.

A recovery from a tenant to the prcecipe

by bargain and sale, relates to the

date of the bargain and sale, and with
it forms one conveyance, 368.

Return of writ of entry is not a revo-

cation of a will, ib.

A recovery by tenant for life does not

bar a vested remainder, 379.
Recoveries divesting or disturbing es-

tates, 380. n. X.

See Fozcers, ib.

Fine levied, ib.

A recovery by tenant for life, with a

mediate remainder to him in tail, is

not a forfeiture, ib.

See Conveyances, 416. n. «.

Executory devises, 419. 423-4. 429.

ib. n./.

A recovery by tenant in tail, so long

as such a tree shall stand, will bar

that limitation, 425.

See Condition, ib.

A recovery,

By tenant in tail.

Bars all collateral conditions sub-

sequent and limitations, 428.

By tenant in fee.

Will not bar an executory estate,

conditional limitation, or colla-

teral condition, ib.

See Leasesfor lives, 495-6.
Renewal, 498.
Remoteness, 522. n. ;«.

Rent, 529. n. q.

Titles, 537. n. ^.

Recoveries
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R E
Mccovery {Common),

Recoveries were introduced by the

judges, in direct opposition to a positive

statute, See Settlement, 562. n. //. II.

A recovery cannot be efl'ectually levied

or suffered b}' a minor, ib.

A recovery by tenant in tail defeats

an executory use engrafted on the es-

tate-tail, See Uses, ib.

See more concerning Common Recove-
ries, 17. 36. 53. 57. 73. 88. n. s.

130. 259. 317. 3QI. 331-2. 335.
562. n. h. ib. III. 564. n.

Re-entry,

See Forfeiture, 350.
See also, 249. n. a.

Reference,

To the limitations of real estate, See

Heir looms, 521.

Refine7nenf,

(Too great a), according to Mr, Doug-

las's opinion, 16.

Register's Book, 25. n. k.

Release,

Pur mittcr le droit, See Right of en-

try, 327. n. /.

See Joint-tenants, 339.

(Lease and), See Conveyances, 416. n. a.

See Executory devises, Sfc. in chattels,

421.

To be given by the first devisee, 513.

At law. See Possibility, 548-9.

Remain,

The word may apply as to the pos-

session to one event, and mean com-

mencement only in interest upon a

prior event, 362.

Re7nainders,

Defined by lord Coke, 3. n. c. 11.

After the whole fee is first limited,

there can be no remainder, in the

strict sense of that word, 12.

A remainder is void as a freehold to

commence in futuro, 24..

Remainders or other dispositions, on

event of second marriage, are some-

times extended in construction to

death without marriage, 240.

A limitation may be so penned as to

take eftect either as a conditional

iimitation or as a remainder, ib.

R E
Remainders,

A remainder cannot defeat the preced-

ing estate, 248.

Remainder on a life-estate to take ef-

fect on the tenant for life's alienation,

249. n. a.

A remainder, properly so called, cannot

defeat the preceding estate, 261-2.

A remainder or limitation over, at com-

mon law, is void if it defeats the par-

ticular estate ; and also, if it defeats

a preceding remainder, 263.

See Condition, ib.

A remainder lies in grant, 264.

See Maxims, 267.

Merger, 269.

Remainder over. See Condition, 2']0-']l.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 276.

A remainder in fee and the particular

estates form one tenure of the lord,

298. n. i.

Not a remainder, but an executory

devise, 302-3.

A remainder may be carved out of a

remainder, by a deed subsequent to

the deed creating the particular estate,

303-

A remainder and the particular estate,

are but several parts of one whole

estate, 308.

Remainders, at common law, distin-

guished from executory devises and

springing or shifting uses, with refer-

ence to Mogg V. Mogg, 315. n./.

A remainder is not necessarily con-

nected with the quality of the parti-

cular estate; the latter should only

continue the same in quantity, 339.

340.
Remainder executed only sub niodo,

346.

Remainder reduced by entry for con-

dition broken, 350.

A remainder or reversion should not

be put in nubibus, or in abeyance,

against a testator's intention, 355.

Baron Gilbert's reasoning, that all re-

mainders must pass out of the donor

at the time of the grant, and that,

therefore, a remainder at law, which

cannot vest, is in abeyance, 362.

Baron
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R E
Remainders,

Baron Gilbert's answer to the ob-

jection as to escheat, ib.

Mr. Fearne's observations on Baron
Gilbert's answer, 36'2-3.

The definition of a fee does not admit
of a fee upon a fee by way of remainder,

373-
A remainder after a remainder in fee

cannot vest immediately, 375.

Remainders over,

Three cases in which the words in-

troducing the remainders over
were not allowed to abridge or

qualify the extent of the words
heirs, &c. 376.
These cases are to he distinguished

from Beck's case, &c., in which
the words heirs, &c. were held

to mean heirs of the body, 6cc.

ib.

Remainders cotemporary, arid not

expectant one after another, are never

admitted by construction, without ab-

solute necessity, 378.
See Future estates, &cc. 381. n. a.

382. n.

Remainder (by devise) on an estate-tail

by implication, 387.

A remainder must have a particular es-

tate to support it, 390.
The reason, ib.

An estate which can take effect as a

remainder, shall never be construed

an executory devise or springing use,

393-
No exception to this rule is allowed,

even though a limitation cannot, as

a remainder, by possibility, take

place in the order pointed out by the

will, ib.

The general rule that denies the con-

struction of an executory devise to a

limitJition that may take effect as a

remainder, is inflexible, even though
there should be a possibility or pro-

bability of its not taking effect as a

remainder, 395.
A remainder, in the strict sense of that

word, cannot be in personal property,

401. n. e.

See Executory/ devises, 431. n. g.

R E
Rtmaindcrs,

The same limitation may be a remain-
der in one event, and an executory
devise in another event. See Exe-
cutory devises, 458-9.
Remainder (of real estate) or executory

devise ? 473. n. s. 476. n.

Leaving no issue, &c. construed as

qualifying heirs to heirs of the

body, ib.

Remainder or executory devise ? See

Executory devises, 477.
Remainder (in leasehold) destroyed.

See Leases for lives, 498-9.

A remainder distinguished from a fixed

, right to a remainder on a particular

event, .503. n. g.
Remainder preceding.

Failing by never vesting or attach-

ing. See Failure, 508-9. &c.
See Dignities, 530.

Offices, ib.

Rent, 529. &c.
Terms of years, 552. in mar.

Descent, 561.

Remainder, in the proper sense of that

word.

As to personal estate, 562. n. ^. HI.

See more concerning Remainders, 3.

n. c. 1. & 2;—4. 10. 13. 16. 17.

26. 32. 76. n.m. 84. 85. n. r. 249.

263. 562. n. h. 565. n.

Remainders Contingent,

Distinction absolutely requisite to com-
plete an accurate notion of a contingent

remainder, 216.

Contingent remainder changed into a

vested remainder, 217.

Viner is inaccurate in part of his re-

port of Smith d. Dormer v. Pack-

hurst; viz. in making the court state

a limitation, such as the usual one to

a trustee for preserving contingent

remainders, as an instance of one

sort ofcontingent remainders, 2 1 8-19.

The passage from Viner was quoted

in Bacon's Abiidgment, and is pro-

perly omitted in the 4th edition

of the latter work, 219.

Contingent remainders intervening, &c.

In fee-simple, prevent the limita-

tions over from being vested, 222.

Not
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R E
Remainders Contingent,

Contingent remainders intervening, &c.

Not in fee-simple, and
To persons not in esse, do not in

general prevent the remainder

over from being vested, '2'22-3.

224-5.

To persons in esse, may or may
not prevent the remainders over

from being vested, ib.

Whether a determinable fee prevents

the limitations over from being

vested, 22,5.

^ee. Appointment, 226.

Contingent remainders distinguished

from powers of appointment, 229.

Limitations over, after a preceding

limitation, which depends for its vest-

ing on a contingency which never

takes efiect, may or may not depend

on the same contingency, according

to the intention of the testator, 234.

See Limitations over, 238.

A remainder to take effect on a wife's

second marriage, may be either vested

or contingent, according to the tes-

tatoi-'s intention, 238-9.

Remainder contingent, by reason of the

conditional word ij, 246. n. /i.

A contingent remainder is void, if it

depends on an illegal event, 249.

ib. n. a.

Contingent remainder to the grantee

or devisee of the particular estate.

See Limitations, 264-5.

Contingent remainders of the first class,

distinguished by i>lr. Fearne from

conditional limitations, in answer to

Mr. Douglas respecting Goodtitle v.

Billingtu/i, 267-8.

As to the support necessary for contin-

gent remainders, 281.

A contingent remainder, amounting to a

freehold, requires a freehold to sup-

port it, ib.

Because the freehold must pass out

of the grantor at the time, ib.

A contingent remainder may be de-

stroyed by an office found of a seisin in

fee, 283.

Contingent remainder of freehold. See

Uses (before and since the statute

27 H. 8. c, 10.) 284.

R E
Remainders Contingent,

Contingent remainder void for want of

a freehold to support it. 285.

Contingent remainder for years does

not require a freehold to support it, ib.

The reason, ib.

Contingent remainder for years, See

Fine levied, ib.

Contingent remainder for years to a

person not party to the deed, ib.

Contingent remainder of freehold, may
be supported by a right of entry, but

not by a mere right of action, 286.

Contingent remainder devested but not

destroyed, See Disseisin, 287.

A contingent remainder may be sup-

ported by a right of entry, but not by
a right of action, 286. n. e.

Acontingent remainder may be destroy-

ed by feoffment or other act working a

discontinuance, where it would not be

destroyed by disseisin, 287-8.

Whether a contingent remainder is sup-

ported by a right of entry, where the

seisin, supposed requisite to serve the

contingent remainders, has been de-

stroyed, 288.

A contingent remainder is not sup-

ported by a future right of entry, nor

bv a right of entry not existing before

the contingency happens, 289.

A contingent remainder, by way of use,

differs from a contingent remainder

at common law, if the former requires

actual entry to restore a seisin in the

feoffees, &c. 290.

Contingent remainders considered with

reference to the doctrine in Chid-

leigh's case, as to the nature of a con-

veyance to uses, ib.

Contingent remainders are destroyed,

when the estates limited in the con-

veyance are devested, so as not to

leave a right of entry in any preceding

estate, 293.
Contingent remainders devested, have
been considered incapable of being

executed, unless by entry the de-

vested estates and possibility of seisin

are revested, 295.

See Destruction, ib. 296.

Leasesfor years, 296-7.

A contingent remainder, at corrjmon

law.
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Remainders Confhige/if,

law, requires, no more than a right of

entr)- in some preceding estate, 297.

A contingent remainder, by way of use,

requires, according to the third system

in C/iudlcig/i'.'i case, not only a right

of entry in some prece-ling estate, but

also a seisin in the feotiees, tscc. to

serve the contingent use, ib.

A contingent remainder (by way of

use) to an unborn son, is capable of

being executed, if the seisin, out of

which it is to arise, subsists at or

after the birth of such son, ib.

Entry cannot restore the seisin of a

person or his heirs contrary to his

own feoffment, 298.

A contingent remainder (at common
law) is supported by a mere right of

entry, without any actual entry made,
ib.

Whether it is necessary to make an

actual entry to restore or revest con-

tingent uses, after they have been

devested, ib. n. i.

A contingent remainder and the estate

supporting it, should both be created

by the same instrument, 302.

Contingent remainders do not require

any preceding particular estate to

support them, where the legal estate

is in trustees, 303-4.

P>quitable contingent remainders, 304.
Contingent remainders made such by

the vesting of an executory devise for

life, 305.

Contingent remainders (being mere
trusts) whether supported by a legal

freehold, created by a previous instru-

ment, 305. n. m.

Contingent remainder in a rent, whe-
ther capable of being supported, be-

fore 29 Car. 2. 0.3. andj 14 Geo. 2.

c. 20., by the estate in the terre-tenant

,

306. See Remainders vested, 305-6.

See Support generally.

Vesting, 307.
Remainders, 308.

A contingent remainder may, since

lo&il W.3. C.16. become vested

in a posthumous child, as if such

child were born in the father's life-

time, 309.

t n E
Remainders Contingent,

A contingent remainder may be so li-

mited, as not to vest until the very-

instant in which the particular estate

determines, 310.

A contingent remainder expectant on
particular estates in several persons

in common or in severalty, may fail

as to one part, and take effect as to

another, ib.

A contingent remainder may take ef-

fect in some, and not in all,the persons

to whom it is limited, 312.

A contingent remainder (at common
law) to the right heirs of J. and K.
expectant on ^.'s life-estate, makes
the heirs of J. and K. tenants in com-
mon when J. and K. die, &c. ib.

By way of use,to such right heirs,

makes them joint-tenants, ib.

A contingent remainder, limited to the

use of several, may vest in one capa-

ble, and devest as to a proportion, and

vest in another becoming capable;

andyetthey may take jointly, 312-13.

A contingent remainder may vest and

devest for a share, as well for tenants

in common as for joint-tenants, 313.
Contingent remainder to daughters as

tenants in common in tail, after vest-

ing in the daughter first born, does

not, as it seems to have been asserted,

cease as to the estate of the first

daughter in one moiety, but only as to

the other moiety, 314. n. e.

The reason, ib.

A contingent remainder is destroyed

by such a determination of the par-

ticular estate as leaves no right of

entry, 316.

Contingent remainder destroyed, See

Destruction, generally.

A contingent remainder is not pre-

served by a feme's possibility ofavoid-

ing a fine, &c. 318.

Contingent remainder in fee at com-
mon law, puts the inheritance in

nubibus, ib.

A contingent remainder in copyhold,

is not destroyed by the surrender of

the particular tenant for life, 319.

See Copyhold, 320.

A contingent remainder is not de-

stroyed
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Remainders Contingent,

stroyed (upon principle) by the feoff-

ment of fw^»i que trust for life, though
the legal estate is created by one deed
and the trust by another, 321. n. e.

Contingent remainder,

Not destroyed (in other cases) by
the feoffment of cestui que trust for

life, as a right of entry remains in

the trustees, 321.

Barred by the recovery of cestui que

trust in tail, ib.

Reason of the distinction, ib.

By way of use ; and at common law,

See Vesting, 324.
Contingent remainders supported, &c.

See Support, &c. 325. 338.
Contingent remainder (by will), 343-4.
The vested inheritance, ifnot devised,

descends to the heir till the contin-

gency happens, ib.

Contmgent remainder,

Not destroyed, &c. 345.
Contingent remainder, by way of use

or by devise, 351.
The vested inheritance, if not other-

wise disposed of, remains in the

- grantor and his heirs, or in the

heirs of the testator, until tlie con-

tingency happens, &c. ib.

In tail or in fee ? 352.
A limitation in fee after a contingent

fee does not vest, and may be a con-

tingent remainder, ib.

Contingent and concurrent remainder

in fee, to the heirs of ^. the tenant for

life, ib.

Contingent remainder in fee to the

survivor of trustees of the freehold,

whether destroyed by their fine, 356.

Contingent remainder in fee to sur-

vivor of tenants for life, See Devise,

358-9-

Contingent remainder to survivor of

tenants for life. See Devise, 358. n. c.

Contingent remainder at common law,

See Aba/ance, 359. n. d.

Contingent remainder in fee is said to

be in abeyance, or in nubibus, or in

gremio legis, 360.

But how can it pass from the donor

until the donee exists .? 361.

A contingent remainder is transmis-

R E
Remainders Contingent,

sible to the heirs, except in certain

cases, requiring the existence of the

devisee at a particular time, 364.

A contingent remainder may, before

it vests, be passed by fine by way of

estoppel, 365.

A contingent remainder, though assign-

able in equity, cannot be passed or

transferred at law, otherwise than by
estoppel, by tine, or recovery, 366.

Contingent remainders are devisable,

See Devise, ib. 3G8.

Contingent remainders, not being es-

tates of which a person is seised,

would have been ranked with estates

acquired after the time of the will, if

the word having, in the statute of wills,

had meant seised of, 368.

Contingent remainder.

Not devisable at common law, See

Personal estate, 368.

Devisable since the statute of wills,

by modern decisions, ib.

When a contingent remainder is not

transmissible nor descendible. See

Descent, 371.

Several contingent remainders in fee,

See Fee, 373.
Contingent remainders, with a double

aspect, ib.

Destroyed by a recovery, ib.

A limitation after a freehold sufficient

to support the former as a contingent

remainder, cannot enure as an exe-

cutory devise, 374-5.
See Destruction, 380 n. .r.

Contingent remainder or executory

devise? 380.

See Future Interest, 386.

Contingent remainder (in a deed) li-

mited by words of exception and a

subsequent proviso, 389.
Contingent remainder or springing

use ? ib.

Contingent remainder (by will) on a

contingency implied, the expressed

event being for an executory devise

over, 397.
The essential difference between a con-

tingent remainder and an executory

devise. See Executory devises, 418.

Contingent remainder (after a devise

to
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Remainders Contingent,

to T. in taih on T.'s death without

issue living, U^., 419-20.

Contingent remainder by implying

certain words, without which the li-

mitation must have been an executory

devise, 420.

Contingent remainder introduced by

words wearing the complexion of

conditions or conditional limitations,

428.

See Reversion, 447.
Leasesfor lives, 495-6.

Perpetuity, 502.

A contingent remainder may vest in

interest, notwithstanding a subsequent

remainder has previously vested in

interest, but not after such subsequent

remainder has vested in possession,

504-5-

A contingent remainder cannot be

supported by the freehold descending

to the heir, 505.

See Support, &c. ,5*" 6.

A contingent remainder, supported by

a freehold once vested, cannot by any

subsequent accident enure as an exe-

cutory devise, 505.

See Lapse, 525.

Contingent remainder in tail.

Whether harrable by a recovery by

the person entitled to such contin-

gent interest, See Tail, 537. n. x.

Contingent remainders were formerly

held not devisable, 548. n. f.
Have been since held to be devisable,

as well as all other contuigent and

executory estates and possibilities,

accompanied with an interest, and

such as would be descendible to the

heir of the object of them dying

before the contingency or event on

which the vesting or acquisition of

the estate depended, ib. 548-9. &c.

A contingent interest, whether in real

or personal estate, is transmissible to

the representative of the party, when

such party dies before the contingency

happens ; and if not before disposed

of, v/ill vest in such representative

when the contingency happens, 552.

553-4-5-

See fVaste, 562,

R E
Remainders Contingent,

A remainder by purchase, cannot be

limited to the issue of an unborn

person, 562. n. //. II.

See more concerning Contingent Re-

mainders, 213-14-15. 248.

Remainders Vested,

A vested remainder in tail is given to

C, a son of J5., by a devise (after a

life-estate to B.) to the heirs male of B.

{in esse) now living, and such other

heirs male or female as he thereafter

should have of his body, 210.

A vested remainder in tail-male is

given to C, eldest son of £. L., by a

devise to /. jS. for ninety-nine years,

remainder to the heirs male of E. L.

lawfully begotten, and for default of

such issue to the testator's right heirs,

the will giving a legacy to E. L.

and a legacy to C. and an annuity

out of the lands to the heir at law,

210-11,

Vested remainder in fee under a will,

by construing heirs male of R. in the

sense of heir apparent, 212.

A remainder may be vested though

uncertain of ever taking effect in pos-

session, 215.

A vested remainder distinguished from

a contingent remainder, 216.

A remainder is vested in interest, if ac-

tually cai)able of vesting in possession,

should the possession become vacant,

217.

Remainder vested in interest, though

uncertain of vesting in possession, ib.

„ • J f Vested, - 1 distinguish-

^^^^^"^^'^(Contingent,/ ed, ib.

A vested remainder is given to B. by

a lease to J. for life, remainder to B.

during the life of ^. ib. 218.

See Remainders contingent, 237-8.

I .imitations over after a conditional de-

termination of a preceding limitation

which never takes effect, are not on

ihat account originally contingent,

but may be vested remainders ab

initio, 237,

The like rule prevails as to personal

estate, 238.

See Implication, 508-9.
Remainder
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R E
Remainders Vested,

Remainder vested or contingent ? on

second marriage, 238-9-40.

'See Limitations, 241-2.

A remainder subject to be defeated by

a conditional limitation over, vests

immediately, 247.

A remainder may take effect by merely

vesting, when it cannot take elfect by

coming into possession, 268-9.

A vested remainder in a rent, supported

by the estate in the terre-tenant, after

the determination of the particular

estate in the rent, 305-6.

A vested remainder may in some few

instances take eftect, though the pre-

ceding estate be defeated. But the

event on which a contingent remain-

der is limited to take effect, must hap-

pen by the time the precritling estate

determines, 308.

See Trusteesfor prescrtifig, See. 335-6.

Vested remainder to prevent dower,

See Possibility, 349.

A remainder to a person in esse may
be vested if the preceding contingent

remainder be not in fee, 353.

Whether vested or contingent re-

mainders ? or executory devises ? See

Limitations, 378.

See Terms ofyears, 401. n. e.

Age of twenty-one years, 433.

Reversion, 447-
Vested remainder in leasehold. See

Leases for lives, 495*6.

Remainder vested, notwithstanding ap-

parent words of contingency, 507.

See Implication, 508-9.

A limitation to take effect as a vested

or contingent remainder expectant on

a preceding limitation (after such pre-

ceding limitation shall have v'ested)

may take eftect in some way or other,

though such preceding limitation fails

by never vesting, and notwithstand-

ing the deed or will is silent on the

subject, 508-9-10. 542-3-

Whether it is the same where the

preceding limitation is void for re-

moteness ? 508. n, A:. 509. n.510. n.

Vested remainder in fee in M. imino-

uiately, by a devise to /I. until M-

R E

Remainders Vested,

attains twenty-one, and then to M.
and his heirs, 547. n. d.

C.*ases in which the devisee on attain-

ing twenty-one, takes by way of

executory devise, ib.

See more of Vested Remainders, 20.

n. /. 209. n. a.

Remnant, 13. 16,

Reinoteness,

See Executory devises, 444.
Implication, 508-9. &c.

Age ot
23Asee^f/tw.$on, 5o8.n.A-.&c.
24, f

- - - 27, See Personal estate, ib.

Limitations on estates in fee-simple or

terms for years, may be too remote,

522. n. m.

But no limitation on a vested estate-

tail, is too remote, ib.

The reason of this distinction, ib.

See Rent, 529. n. q,

Rcneival,

See Leasesfor lives, 495. n. d.

Renewal of leases for lives, 497.

The new leases are subject to the old

trusts, 498.
Tenant right of renewal. See Condi-

tional limitations, 500. n. e.

Renewal of an entail, See Tail, 562.

n. //. IV.

Rents,

See Cesser, 221. n. c.

Intermediate rents, 241. n.J.

Rents and conditions dilfer from uses

at common law, ^ee Privity, 290. n. h.

Rent granted to A. par aater vie, re-

mainder over, 305.

Rents pur autcr vie.

Are not strictly capable of general

occupancy, 306.

Are held to continue in the repre-

sentatives of the grantee, since

29 Car. 2. c. 3- and 14 Geo. 2.

c. 20., 306.

Rent granted to the tenant of the land

for hfe, remainder in fee, 308,

See Occupancy, ib.

Rent newly created, differs from lands,

527-8.

1st. Because the former may be

granted on condition to cease dining

Z 7. the
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Kent newly created, &c.

the non-age of any heir of the

grantee; 5.27-8. and

2d. Because a power may be given to

the grantee of a rent (limited in

use to him and his heirs) to enter

and hold till payment of the ar-

rears ; and such power will follow

the descent and alienation of the

rent, ib.

And the like of commons newly
created, ib.

See Commons, ib.

PossibUitii, ib.

Rent de novo,

j\Iay be granted to commence in

futuro; though a freehold in land,

&CC. may not, 529.

But such rent de nolo, to com-
mence infuturo, should be within

the rule against perpetuity,

ib. n. q.

Rent in esse, cannot be granted to

commence infuturo, 529.

The better way of making a rent the

subject of limitations in strict settle-

ment, 529. n. q.

This way avoids a doubt as to the

effect of the statute of uses, and ob-

viates an objection as to remoteness,

ib.

The doubt, however, may not be

well founded, ib.

Tlie mode suggested will enable the

tenant in tail to acquire the fee

simple by a recovery, ib.

And gives the persons beneficially

entitled legal interests in the rent,

ib.

Rents and profits of land during mino-

rity, See Uses springing, 530. &c.

Rent-charge, See Descent, ,537. in mar.

Intermediate rents, See Prq/its, 543.
See Profits, 544-

Reports, Mr. Vernon's, 25. n. k.

Representatives,

(Real or personal), aa to contingent in-

terests, 364.

See Remainders contingent, 552. &c.

Executory devises (as being trans-

missible), ib.

R E
Repugnancii,

To a rule of law, 252.

See Uses springing, 530. &c.

Residuary,

Devise or bequest, See Residue, 544.

Residue,

Of personal estate, does not include

money devised over on the death of

children under twenty-one, even

though no children are born, 512.

Residue of personal estate, 513.

Rest and residue. See Pro/its, 544.

?:t„;i,}s^'=-''™>"' 644-5.

A residue distinguished from a general

or particular legacy, as to vesting,

552. n. 5-. 11.5thly.

Etfect of a residuary disposition upon

devises or bequests, which become
kpsed or otherwise ineffectual by the

death of the devisee or legatee before

the decease of the testator, 556. in

mar.
Distinction between a devisee's dying

before the making of the will, and

his dying after the making of the

will, ib.

See more of Residue, 16.

Rest and Residue,

See Profits, 544.

Resulting Freehold,

In what cases, 41. n. y.

Whether in case of a term of years

expressly limited to the ancestor,

ib. 42-3.

Not where the use is expressly li-

mited away to a stranger during the

life of the grantor, 43.
See more of Resulting Freehold, 27.

Resulting Trust, 72.

Resulting Use,

In remainder, 48.

Immediate, ib.

See more of Resulting Uses, 26. 42.

43- 49-

Return,

From the East Indies, 18.

Reversal,

()f decree, See Terms ofyears, 469.

Reversion,
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R K
Rerersion,

The old reversion, 43, 50. 51. 66.

Reversion of copyhold, 68-g.

Reversion or old estate in copyhold, 69.

Reversion in copyhold, 71. ib. n. //.

A reversion at common law, granted

to a stranger, cannot be defeated by

a condition annexed to the particular

estate, 271.

Reversion in the king, See Condition,

280.

See Fine levied, 285.

Reversioner in fee being entitled to the

trust of a term, may yet, as to the pos-

session, be only tenant at will to his

trustees, and his fine does not disturb

the term, 286.

Grant of reversion. See Seisin, 288.

See Remainders, 303.

Reversion executed only submudo, 346.

Reversion reduced by entry for con-

dition broken, 350.

Reversion in fee,

Whether in abeyance or in the tes-

tator's heir ? 354.
Reversion distinguished from a possi-

bihty of reverter, 355.
Reversion in abeyance, See Remain-

ders, ib.

See Reverter, 381. n. a. 382. n.

Vested reversion or vested remainder,

on an estate in tail male special in B. is

a present tixed interest, and capable

of being devised, &c. as such, 447.

But cannot be devised as a contin-

gent remainder to persons not in

esse, ib.

Nor as an executory devise to take

effect on the death of -B. without

issue generally, ib.

Grant of a reversion, when it shall

happen after the death of tenant for

life, is construed a good grant of the

present reversion, even in a deed, 449.

Reversion (upon an estate-tail in A.)

devised to B. after failure of issue of

A. passes immediately, ib.

See Implication, 450. n. b. 453.

Reversion of settled lands.

Whether it passes by a general or re-

siduary devise, 544-5. in mar.

See Profits, 544-5.

§ee Descent, 561.

R I

Reversion,

See more of Reversions, 3. n. c. 4.

66-7. 256. 317.

Reverter,

Possibility of reverter, 3. n. c. 4.

Distinction between a possibility of re-

verter and a reversion, 355.
Reverter or escheat distinguished from

a possibility of reverter, 381. n. a.

Reverter distinguished from escheat,

ib.

Reverter and reversion became syno-

nimous after the statute de donis,

381. n. a. 382. n.

A possibility of reverter to executors,

See Terms ofyears, 488.

See more of Reverter, 562. n. h. 563. n.

Review,

Bill ofreview with liberty, &c. 454. n. c,

455- n.

Revocation,

Of will, 68. 70.

Not by return of the writ of entry,

in a recovery, 368.

Powers of revocation, See Fine levied^

380. n.x.

Right Heirs as Purchasers,

See Rule of Law, 86.

Rights,

Right of entry for forfeiture, 5. n. f/. or

8. n.

Of entry, 1 286-7; B-nd see Remain-

Of action, / ders contingent, 286.

2!^^"^'"^' \ distinguished, 286. n.e.
Of action, J

Right of entry, 294. 298.

May pass by lease and release, as a

release pwr milter le droit, 327. n. /.

See Forfeiture, 350. '

Rights of action or of entry, whether

devisable, 371.

Right to have a remainder on a future

event,

Distinguished from a remainder, 503.

n. g.

Right of action,"! Whether devisable

- - - - entry, J or assignable, 549.

in mar.

Rides,

General rules of law, 27.

z z '2 Rules
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R U
Rules,

Rules ot" law,

As to the time when a contingent

remainder should vest, 8. n.^'.

Against abeyance, 41. n. ?/.

Prohibiting a man from raising a fee

simple to his own right heirs as

purchasers, 86.

Ancient rules of property are of feudal

tincture, 88.

Rules of law.

Having no objects, must cease, ib.

Otherwise of rules having the same
objects, but not the same state of

things, ib.

"Whilst the same subject continues,

some rule is necessary, ib.

R U
Rules,

Rules of law,

See Trusts, 126.

Will, 344.
Perpetuity, 502.

Certain rules, 173.

Long tixed rules.

Do not leave us the choice of another

sufficient and more just rule, 444.
n. a. 445. n.

See Maxims general!}'.

General rules of law.

Involving apparent absurdities, when
applied to particular cas?s, 535. n. t.

And see Discretion of ajudge, ib.

Rules of property, 145.

Rale in Shelley's Case,

This rule of law is of early antiquity :

Statement of the rule, 28. n./.

Origin of the appellation, ib.

Division of Mr, Fearne's discussion on the subject into three heads

:

1st. As to legal limitations in deeds, ib.

2d, As to equitable limitations in deeds and wills, ib.

3d, As to legal limitations in wills, ib.

RoUe's distinction opposed by,

1st. Two authorities, 31-2.

2d, Brook's principle, ib.

3d. The rule, that, the performance of a condition precedent after a person's

death, entitles his heir to take by descent, ib,

4th. The rule, that, contingent remainders and executory devises are trans-

missible, ib,

5th, Lord Coke's case of a lease to two for their joint lives, remainder to

the right heirs of the one who dies first, ib.

Applies to

A limitation for life to | With a limitation over to

A.

29.

A. 1

ibid,

A. (by deed) determina-

ble originally on an

event which may hap-

pen in A.'^ life-time, -

30.

A. pur auter lie, or du- I

rante tiduitatc, - -
j

31

Husband and wife dur-

ing their joint lives, -

ibid.

(Mediately or immediately) heirs of A.

(Mediately or, &c.) heirs male of the body of ^.,

(Mediately ) heirs of A.,

(Mediately or, &cc.) heirs of A.,

Heirs of the body of the wife by the husband,

Applies



Rule in Shelley'}! Case,

Applies to

A limitation for life to

Two (by deed) for their

joint lives - - - -

INDEX, 693

With a limitation over to

Right heirs of the one who dies first,

33-

Heirs, or heirs of the body, of ^., on a contin-

gency,

34-

A. and B. jointly for I Heirs of A. and B.
life or in tail, - - -

|

35-

A. and B, successively,
|

Heirs of A. and B.

36. 63.

A. and B. jointly or

successively, -

36.

36-7-

Heirs of B.,

(After mediate contingent remainders,) heirs

of A.

Heirs, &c. of A.A. (by implication on

a deed) - - - - -

40. 41.

A. (by schedule as part I Heirs, &c. of A. by the prior will,

of a will), - - - -
j

50.

A. (by will ;—trust exe- I Heirs, &c. of A. (trust executed),

cuted), -----
j

55-6.

A. (in copyhold), - -
|

Heirs of A.

60.

A. (by will), - - -
!

Heir male of A.'s body,

153.

A. (by will), - - - -
I

^.'s heir of his body begotten for ever,

158.

A. (by will) under con-
J

Heirs male of ^.'s body,

ditions, &c. - - - -
|

ibid.

Heirs male of ^.'s body now living, and to such

other heirs, male and female, as he shall after-

wards have of his body,

ibid.

Heirs male of A.'s body, &c. and his heirs for

ever ; but if A. should die without such heir

male, then over,

A. (by will), s. w.

A. (by will), -

A. (by will), -

160.

161,

Heirs of ^.'s body and their heirs ; and if A.
died without such heir of her body, then over,

z z 3 Applies
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Rule in Shellci/'s Case,

Applies to

A limitation for life to |
With a limitation over to

4 (by will), s, w. - -
j

Issue of ^.'s body, remainder over,

161.

A. (by will), with a

limitation to trustees

and their heirs during

^.'s life, to preserve,

&c. ----- -

A. (by will) -

J. (by will),

ibid.

162,

163-4.

N.'s sons (by schedule

to a will), - - - -

Heirs of the body of A., Sec.

Heirs of ^.'s body, &:c. with a subsequent de-

vise in the same will to R., to preserve con-

tingent remainders,

^,'s issue male and their heirs, &c, with a

proviso against alienation, &c.

(By the will) the heirs maleof JV.'s sons, and to

any of their heirs male during their lives, of

which none of them were to be tenants any
longer, with restriction against alienation, &c.

173-4.

E. (by will), with a limi-

tation to preserve, &c
Heirs of the body ofE., &c. remainder to C.for

life, with a limitation to preserve, &c., with

remainder to heirs of the body of C. &c.,

so that if E. dies in the testatrix's life-time, and leaves a daughter

B. who survives the testatrLx, B. takes nothing, and C can make
a good title to the estate,

174-5-

A. (by will), -

178.9.

A. (testator's son) for

ever, _ - - - -

179

A. (by will) indefinitely

The next heir male ; and for default of such heir

male, then over,

(After A.'s death) the heir male of his body for

ever ; and for default of such heir male, to

testator's other son,

(By the word and) such heir of .^.'s body as

should be living at A.'s death ; and in default

of such, then over.

ibid.

A. (by will), - - -
I

The heir of ^,'s body, &c.
ibid.

Difference between this case and Archer's case, ib.

A. and his wife (by I The next heir male of their two bodies,

will), .....
I

ibid.

And the wordsjirst, next, or eldest, make no difference, ib.

A. (by will), - - -
) The first heir male of his body, remainder over,

ibid.

Applies
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Rule in S/ielley's Case,

Applies to

A limitation for life to

j4. and his wife (by deed),

indefinitely,

ibib.

^9^

With a limitation over to

(By the words and to) one heir of their bodies,
&c. and to one heir of that heir only,

^.(by deed) indefinitely,
|

(By the word and) his heir,

180.

Lord Coke co«/^/a, ibid.

A. (by fine) indefinitely,
j

Hctredi masculo de corpore suo procreafo,
ibid.

The real ground of Archer's case is not simply the ground stated in that
case, ibid.

>4. (by will) indefinitely, (By the word and) the heirs male of his body
and their issues,

182.

A. (by will), - - - The issue male of his body, &c. and the heirs
male of the body of such issue male ; and for

want of such issue male, remainder over,
182-3.

A. and B. (by deed) dur-
j

The right heirs of him who dies first,

ing their joint lives, -
j

310.

A. (by deed), remainder I (Mediately) heirs of .4.

to B. in tail, - - -
|

352.

A. (by deed), with con-

tingent remainder to

B. in fee, - - - -

ibid

A. (by will).

(In alternate contingency) heirs of A.

Heirs male of A.'^ body, &c. and for want of

such issue, A. to have the estate but during

his life, and no longer, &c.

The rule in Shelley's case extends to cases where the ancestor's freehold may
determine in his life-time, as well as to other cases, 33.

Applies to

Trusts executed, where the rule would apply to legal limitations, 55-6.

Limitations upon surrenders of copyholds equally, 60.

Marriage articles sometimes, but generally not, 90. 94. See Articles generally..

A devise of money to be laid out in land, to be settled ii. e. immediately after

the purchase, and without or previously to a conveyance), 112.

A devise for settling land, 113.

A devise in trust, ib.

Applied on the ground of the testator's manifest intention, 130.

Prevailed in Wright v. Pearson, even against a combination ofoppugning circum-
stances, 133.

Applies to

A devise to trustees and their heirs in trust, to permit A. to receive the rents

for his life, remainder to the heirs of his body, with power for the trustees

and ^. to jointure, 159.

z z 4
'

Applies.
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Rule in Shtlic/i> Case,

Applies to

A devise of money to be laid out in lands, to be settled, (i. e. immediately,,

^c. and without or before a conveyance), on B. for life, remainder to the heirs

male of his body, and the heirs male of the body of every such heir male, 160.

Applies, where, after a devise of 11. to J. for life, remainder to the issue male of

J. and to his and their heirs, share and share alike, remainder to the issue female

of J. and her and their heirs, &c. the same will contains a devise of ill. to /.

for life, remainder to the issue male of the body of J. and to their heirs,

remainder over, with a proviso against aliening //. or M., 163.

Applies to

A devise to A. and his issue, remainder to B. and his issue, remainder to the

heirs of A. ; so that if A. dies in the testator's life, the heir of A. takes nothing,

165.

A devise to trustees and their heirs, to the use of

D. for life, witha limita- I Remainder to the heirs of the body of D.,

tion to preserve, (Sec. -
|

notwithstanding a declaration that D. is to have only an estate for life, (Sec.

and no power to defeat the intent of the testator ; and notwithstanding

powers given to the trustees to do all necessary acts to effectuate the

testator's intention, 177.

Applies,

^Vhere a recovery is suffered by E. tenant in tail.

To the use of E. for

life

Remainder (mediately) to the use of the heirs male
of E. lawfully begotten, and of the heirs males of

the body of such heirs males lawfully begotten,

remainder over,

181-2.

And the recovery is good, though E. dies after judgment, and the awarding

of the writ of seisin, but before its execution, and E.'s posthumous son

takes by descent as heir ferformam doni, ib.

Applies only to remainders, and not to conditional limitations, 276.

Does not apply to

A limitation for life to I With a limitation over to

A. -.-.--,
I

Heirs of A. and B.

38. es'

A. (in equity only) - -
|

Heirs of yi.(at law),

52-

A, (at law) - - - -
I

Heirs of A. (in equity only).

Heirs of A. in equity only (by appointment
under a power in the settlement),

A. (by settlement) at

law ; remainder to trus-

tees and their heirs

(generally) to preserve,

&c.

59. n. d.

A. (by one deed, &c.) -
|

Heirs, &c. of A. (by another deed, &c.)

71- 73-

W. (by deed) - - -
I

Heirs of the body of W. and of G. and of M.
I their heirs e:j«ecutors and assigns,

120.

^. (by will) - . - .| Heir of ^. and the heirs of such heir,

150.

Does
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Itule in Shelley's Case,

Does not apply to

A limitation for life to

A. (by will) - -

With a limitation over to

The next heir male of A. and the heirs male of^

&c. such next heir male,

150.

A. et non aliter - -
\

The sons of his body,

ibid.

A. (by fine) - - - - I Right heir of A. to be begotten after A.'s sixth

I
son, and the heirs male of such right heir.

151.

A. (by deed), - - - 1st, 2nd, 3d, and 4th, sons of A. successively in

tail-male, (by proper woids), and so severally,

&c., to every of the heirs male of A. kc. and their heirs male,

&c, with a provision for the daughters oi A. in case oi A.'s death

without issue male ;—so that A. takes only a life-estate,

ibid.

A. (by will), s. w. - -
I

^.'s issue male and his heirs for ever, &c.

152.

.4. (by will) for life only, I ^.'s issue male, &c. and the heirs male of the

I
bodies of such issue male,

ibid.

A. (by will), with power

to make a jointure,

Heir male of ^.'s body for the life of such heir

male,

153-

Secus, if the wordsybr the life of such heir male, had been omitted, ib.

A. (by will)

ibid.

A. indefinitely (by will),

of gavelkind lands,

154-

A.
18?..

A' (by executory trust

in a will), indefinitely.

(By the word and) his heirs lawfully begotten ;

that is to say, his first and other sons severally

and successively in tail-male,

(By the word and) the heirs of ^.'s body, &C.
as well females as males, and to their heirs,

&c. for ever,

His heirs and the heirs female of their bodies,

The heirs male of A.'s body, to take in suc-

cession and priority of birth, and for default of

such issue male, &c. {by executory trust,)

^. (by surrender), - -
|

The ri^giit heirs of yl. and her husband,

311-12.

A. (by deed),

446.

Issue of A. &c. (by will disposing of the rever-

sion),

Does not apply,

Where the ancestor takes no estate of freehold, 82. n. p.

To marriage articles, except in a few instances, 90. 94.

See Articles generally.

To certain trust-estates, called executory trusts, ib. 113.

To an executory devise for the issue, 115.

Does
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A. (by deed),

698 INDEX.
Rule in Slullcy's Case,

Does not apply

To a devise of money to be laid out in land, to be settled, (i. c. by a convey-

ance, See Rule in S/ieUci/'s Case, 11 -2. 160.) 115.

To a devise, in trust to convey, ike. 116-17.

General statement of the instances in which a limitation to heirs, &c. has vested

by purchase, 193.

Riile not applying, See Implication, 302.

Cannot apply to a life-estate by one conveyance, and a limitation to heirs

male by another, 303.

AVhether the rule applies to a limitation to the use of A. durmg the life of B.

in trust for B. remainder to the use of the heirs of the body of A. 35-6.

Mr. Fearne's opinion, that the rule does not apply, ib.

Mr. Butler's opinion, that the rule applies, 35. n. p.

The rule may or may not apply to trusts executory for A. for life, remainder for

the heirs of A.'s body, 54-5.

>Vhether the rule applies to,

With a limitation over to

The heirs, &c. of A. (under an execution of a

power of appointment contained in the deed),

74.

Objections to the application of the rule, and Mr. Fearne's answer to the

objections, ib.

Mr. Preston's objections, 76. n, 7».

The rule is controulable by intention, as to certain trusts, 54.

The rule expresses no position, in respect to identity of time in the declaring, but

only of the instrument creating the two limitations, 75.

Terms in which the rule is laid down, 76-7.

Mr. Douglas's animadversion, 76.
• , • r

Mr. Justice Blackstone's observations on a gift to A. and to his heirs for ever,

^'C- 77« , »> o
Meaning or import of the expression " words of purchase, 78.

Origin of the rule in Shelley's case, 83-4.

Chief Baron Gilbert's opinion, 84.

Mr. .Justice Blackstone's opinion, 85.

Mr. Hargrave's opinion, 86.

Short amount of the rule, ib.

Mr. Fearne's observations, ib.
, , i- • •

Analogy between the limitations to which the rule apphes, and the limitation

to A. and his heirs, &c. ib.

The rule was lirst established in 18 Ed. 2, 85.

fpolicy, "1

-^^^^
debts, -(

Iright heirs purchasers, J

The rule is of the highest antiquity, ib.

The rule was not a settled rule in 18 Kd. 1. [Qii(erc, Ed. 2.] 87. _
The rule, even if of feudal institution, should not cease, because the original reason

of it has ceased, ib.
,. , , ^ , , ^ j -tu

Primogeniture, and most ofour English laws of property, have not ceased with

their original grounds, ib.

The rule prevails in wills as well as in deeds, 89.

The rule has prevailed near 500 years, ib.
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Rule in Shellci/'s Case,

As to legal limitations in deeds, 90. n. t.

As to equitable limitations,

In marriage articles, ib.

In other instruments, ib.

The rule may prevail in wills, where it would not prevail in marriage articles, 112.

See Devise, ib. &c.

The rule is not binding on equity, otherwise than as a rule adopted as its own by.

equity in some cases, See Equitj/, 1 24.

The rule considered, by lord Thurlow, never to have been shaken at all, 135.

The rule as stated by lord Thurlow, ib.

See Presumption, 140.

The argument urged (on the ground of inconsistency) in favor of a greater

latitude of construction in courts of law, is in fact an argument the other way,

148.

Courts of law and courts of equity might soon difler, but in name, if legal estates

and trusts executory were no longer to be construed differently, ib.

See Heirs of the body, 1 49.

Until Perrin v. Blake, no decided case at law had disregarded the rule in Shelley's

case, ib.

Nature of the other cases said to be against the rule, ib.

Objection, that courts of law should give into the construction of the court of

chancery, to avoid inconsistency, 144.

Answer, founded on the different subject matter of the limitation, ib.

The breaking into this rule, would occasion the utmost uncertainty, 146.

Difference between a limitation to sons, &c. and a limitation to heirs of the body,

&c., 150.

See Trusts, 154.

Legal estates, ib.

Chancery, ib.

Terms of years, 155.

No case is analogous to Perrin v. Blake, 154.

Whether heirs of the body standing clear, &c. and unexplained, and preceded

by a hmitation to the ancestor for life, have ever been construed words of pur-

chase, except in Perrin v. Blake, 155.

Reference to a full statement of Perrin v Blake, 155. n. b.

The cases before Perrin v. Blake had settled the law, so as to authorize probable

conjecture, ifnot opinion, upon any question concerning the rule in Shelley's case,

and therefore Perrin v. Blake is to be regretted, 155-6.

Statement of the case oi' Perrin v. Blake, 156.

As to legal and trust limitations, 157.

The rule holds in a devise as well as in a deed, 158.

Perrin v. Blake was adjudged in K. B., Yates, justice, cowi^m, 157.

And the decision in K. B. was reversed m the Exchequer Chamber ; and

after, on appeal to the Lords, the dispute was compromised, 158.

Burchett v. Durdant, denied (by Holt, C. J.) to be law, i. e. as to the point, that,

the legal estate remained in the trustee, 159.

The rule has prevailed against arguments of intention, 160.

See Heirs, 161.

The rule must prevail against intention ; and breaking into the rule would create

the utmost uncertainty, ib.
.

The intention of a testator to give only an estate for life, is not alone sufficient

to prevent the application of the rule in Shelley's case, 162.

The case of King v. Bmchcll is erroneously cited in 2 Burr. 1 103., 164.

Altering
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Rule in SJiclle/s Case,

Altering settled rules is the most dangerous way of removing land marks, 165.

Answers to the arguments generally used in support of the case of Perrin v,

Blake, 166.

Perrin v. Blake is said to be supported by cases, in which heirs of the body were
taken as words of purchase, ib.

See Intention, ib.

The intention, that heirs ofthe bodi/ should be words of purchase, is in many cases

shown as strongly by other circumstances, as by a limitation to trustees to pre-

serve, Sec. ib.

It is not illegal to construe heirs of the body words of purchase, in cases not falling

within the rule in Shelley's case, ib.

The rule is sufficiently strong to controul the intention, when not more decisively

declared than by a limitation to trustees to support contingent remainders, 167.

The limitation to trustees to preserve, &c. sets the two arguments upon the in-

tention, and upon the testator's being inops concilii, in direct opposition to each
other, ib.

Authorities prior to Perrin v. Blake, equally contained limitations to preserve,

6cc. ib.

The intention of a testator should not prevail over a rule of law inviolably ob-

served for more than 300 years past, ib.

The arguments of convenience and policy urged by the court of K. B. in favor

of Perrin v. Blake in K. B., do in fact afford reasons against the decision, 168.

Difficulty in determining, whether a limitation gives a trust only or a legal estate,

very rarely can occur, whilst old distinctions prevail ; and for every such

difficulty, at least a hundred disputes must arise about discretionary construc-

tion, if the same were admitted, 168-9.

The decision of the court of K. B. in Perrin v. Blake, though said to unlock

property, did in fact impose a more strict clog upon it than the settlements

commonly used, 169. See Wills, 170.

If rules and maxims of law were to ebb and flow with the taste of the judge, &c.

no person would venture to purchase an estate, without the judgment of a

court of justice on the identical title, and hardly then, ib.

In Perrin v. Blake, it was laid down in K. B. that, the intention of a testator

should be the sole rule of construction, 171,

It is true, a principle of this nature prevails under certain limits, but not in the

latitude there laid down, ib.

The intention of a testator should not controul all established rules of construc-

tion, 172.

It is better to sacrifice a testator's intention often, than to depart from established

rules of construction, 172-3.

There is neither convenience nor policy in attempting to substantiate the con-

jectural intentions of the dead, at the expense of litigation and distress to the

living, 173.

Cases subsequent to Perrin v. Blake, ib.

Lord Mansfield's attention to established rules, ib.

Judgment of K. B. in Ireland, in Hayes d. Foorde v. Fuorde, reversed by lord

Mansfield, 174.

The rule may occasion a lapsed devise, 176.

Effect of the usual limitation to preserve contingent remainders, ib.

Giving an estate to a person for life, s. w. and interposing trustees to preserve

contingent remainriers, all clearly import or confirm the intention, that, the

first devisee shall take only for life, as much as an express declaration to this

effect, 178.

Kins
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Rule in Shellei/'s Case,

King V. Burchell, in 2 Burr, is reportetl as against Archer s case, but a correct

report of the case is otherwise, 181.

See Intention oftestator, 185.

Trusts executed, ib.

The origin of the rule does not much concern the profession, in practice, ib.

The rule is pretty well established over limitations of legal estates in deeds, as

well as its succumbency to more prevalent principles of construction in marriage

articles. But, as to wills, our conclusions are not so well determined, 185-6.

The rule is no medium for finding out the testator's intention, 188.

The rule, according to Mr. Hargrave's opinion, is imperative, if the testator

intended to include the whole Une of heirs, &c., not otherwise, 188-9.

Mr Butler's statement of the several points of inquiry, as to the rule in Shelley's

case, ib.

With his observations on the subject, 189.

The application of the rule to wills, involves an insuperable obstacle to the at-

tainment of certainty, as it depends, in some way or other, on the testator's in-

tention, 190-91.

The difference between investigating, whether the testator intended that the

rule should apply or not, and deciding in what sense he used the word heirs,

&c. falls short of removing the whole difficulty attending the construction of

a testator's meaning, 191.

Mr. Hargrave's opinion may be thought to bear against the leading principle in

the construction of wills. But it is only striking the balance between two in-

compatible intentions ; the one, that, the ancestor taking for life, the whole line

of heirs, &c. and those only, should take ; the other, that they should take by

purchase; and these intentions are incompatible, as well in the case of a limita-

tion to heirs special, as in the case of a limitation to heirs general, 191-2.

Instances in which limitations to the heirs special of a person have vested by pur-

chase, are authorities only in analogous cases, 193.

Would not the law, which feigns a descent where a freehold in the ancestor is

wanting, unequivocally avow a genuine perfect descent, where there is an

estate of freehold in the ancestor ? ib.

May it not be fairly concluded, that, the law will not admit an heir special, any

more than an heir general, to take the inheritance by purchase, &c. except

where the ancestor takes no estate of freehold, &c. ? 194.

Lord Thurlow's observations upon the application of the rule, ib.

Lord Thurlow's observation as to the intention of the testator, 195.

Words of purchase meant by lord Thurlow in the sense of a limitation to first

and other sons, ib. n. *.

Mr. Fearne's hypothetical conclusion, that, lord Thurlow's doctrine embraces the

subject to the full extent of his expression, 196.

The rule as stated by lord Thurlow, ib.

See Freehold, ib.

The rule delineated so as to comprehend two discriminating lines, whose con-

currence seems to decide its application, 197.

Statement of the rule, with a reference to several decided cases as not being, or

being, within the rule, ib.

The reader may find ample recompence in applying lord Thurlow's distinction to

all the decided cases on the subject, 198.

Agreement between lord Thurlow's distinction and Mr. Hargrave's principles,

respecting the conclusion to which they bring us, ib.

I^Ir. Hargrave's observation, as to the intention to comprise the whole line of heirs,

suppose^
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supposes the concurrence of the lines of distinction contained in lord Thurlow's

positions, 199.

These lines reduce the inquiry to two simple questions ; and a negative answer

to either seems to exclude the rule, whilst an affirmative one to both seems

to bring the case directly within it, ib.

And such an affirmative answer, if a sufficient criterion of the intention, affords

an answer to INIr. Hargrave's previous question, ib.

The intention of a testator even on points not in the least implicated with technical

learning, is frequently inexplicable by the testator himself; and how can he be

supposed to have any intention as to the rule in Shelley's case ! ib.

The question stated in its true shape, with observations on the resolution of the

inquiry suggested by Mr. Fearne, and respecting the scope of the testator's

general intention, 199. 200.

"None of the positions in INIr. Fearne's discussion of the rule in Shelley's case have

been shaken, and several of them have been confirmed by subsequent cases,

201. n.g.

Several instances of subsequent cases confirming INIr. Fearne's positions, ib.

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. and in mar.

The rule is assisted, in doubtful cases, by the Cypres doctrine, 204. n.

Nature of the cases in which the Cypres doctrine has been received, ib.

See Cypres doctrine, 208. n.

The rule cannot be freed from the difficulty, which must exist in some instances,

of ascertaining the testator's intention, equally to include the whole line or de-

nomination of heirs expressed, 202-3-4-5.

But in the great majority of cases, the answer to the inquiry suggested by

Fearne, will be pretty readily decided ; and if so, the principles afforded by

the several authorities referred to, reduce the difficulty to little more than

what accidentally attends the application of every rule of law or construction,

207-8.

See Implication, 457-8-

A rule similar to that in Shelley's case, applies to a term demised in trust for A.

and B. for their lives and the life of the survivor, and after for the heirs of

their two bodies, and in default, &c. for the heirs of the body of A., and in de-

fault, (S:c. for the heirs of the survivor, 461-2-3-4.

See Personal estate, 463-4.

The rule so far applies to personal estate, that, where the words would raise an

estate-tail (expressed or implied) in real estate, they will give the absolute

property in personal estate, 466. n. ^.

A rule similar to the rule in Shelley's case, applies to personal estate. See Terms,

469.
And generally holds in the limitation of personal estate, unless a contrary in-

tention appears in the will or deed, 490. •

Lord Thurlow's observations,

That, in making the rules of decision as to leasehold estates, analogous to those

which are applied to estates of inheritance, the intention of the testator

must be often disappointed, 490. n. a. 491. n.

And that, it is no wonder the court tries to get out of the rule by any means

it can, ib.

His lordship's statement, what the cases come to, ib.

As to personal estate. See /.ssj<e, 495-

See more of the link in Shelley's case, 27-8-9. 129.

Sakj
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S E
Sale,

Of an estate in settlement, could not
take place, because equity would not
decree a trustee for preserving con-
tingent remainders to join in destroy-
ing them, 334,
See Trust to sell, 356-7.
Sale and exchange, See Powers, 380.
n. ,r. 562. n. k. 565. n.

Power of sale, See Descent, 537. in

mar.

Satisfaction, See Portions, 102.

Schedule,

Found by special verdict to be part of a
will, 174.
Of household goods annexed to a set-

tlement of real estate, 408.

Sciences,

Other sciences spoken of, with reference

to the science of the law, 165.
Science of the law, 166.

Scintilla Juris,

Why not supposed to serve the contin-

gent uses without actual entry ? 300.
Why supposed necessary at all ? ib.

The wording of the statute of uses ap-

pears to negative the necessity of re-

curring to any scintilla juris, ib.

The doctnneoi scintilla juris is hardly
reconcileable to the express force of

the statute, without metaphysical sub-

tleties, 301.

See more o( Scintilla Juris, 2S8. 290.

Securitj/,

For chattels personal being forthcoming,

&c.. See Executori/ devises, 406.
See Heir looms, 4ii'i2.

Seisin,

Of trustees, 42.

Writ of seisin, See Recovery, 181.

Seisin supposed necessary to serve

contingent uses when they come in

esse, 282.

Seisin supposed requisite to serve con-

tingent remainders, See Feojftnent,

288.

The seisin supposed requisite to serve

contingent uses, may pass by grant of

a reversion, where the contingent
uses are to be executed out of the re-

version, ib.

S E
Seisin,

Seisin to serve contingent uses. See
Remainders contingent, 288. 290.

See Possibiliti/, 290.

Possible seisin to serve uses, 290. n. k.

295. n.

Before the statute, seisin to the use of

the persons entitled under contingent

remainders, was really possible; since

the statute, it is virtually impossible,

ib.

See Remainders contingent, 297.
Seisin of the fee, 298. n. i.

Seisin carved into particular estates,

with remainder in fee, forms one te-'

nure of the fee of the lord, ib.

Seisin to the use, is necessary to the

execution of a use, il).

See more of Seisin, 297-8.

Services,

Due to the lord, 308.

Of tenant, 562. n. h. 563. n.

Settlement,

Strict, 55. 139, 184.

Of copyhold, 65. 67.

Of copyhold, as to the ultimate rever

sion, 68.

After marriage, 90.

See Articles, generally.

A settlement made before marriage,
and expressly in pursuance of articles,

may be rectified after the marriage,

98. 107.

Distinction between a settlement made
after articles and before marriage;
and a settlement made after articles

and after marriage, ib.

Strict settlement. See Evidence, 101.

Settlement not rectified for want of

production of articles, 110.

Settlement defective, and aided in

equity, though there were no articles,

ib.

Defective settlement (without articles)

distinguished from marriage articles,

110-1 1.

A settlement by deed to lead the uses
of a fine, is not to be considered as
articles, but as a defective settlement,

to be considered in equity as if the
fine had been duly levied, 111.

Settlement without articles, 114. n. ,r.

Marriage
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Scftlcjiient,

IMarriage settlements, 169.

Settlement containing a voluntary limi-

tation. See Vu/indan/ settlement, 330.
See Sale, 334.
Settlement executed, See Deeds, 391.
Settlement (by deed) of real estate and
household goods in the same wav,

408.

See Fraud, 409.
Marriage settlement, founded on a de-

cree of lord Northington, that a cer-

tain executory devise was top remote,

and with lord Thurlow's opinion in

favor of such decree, afterwards set

aside by lord Loughborough's decree,

that the executory devise was good,

454. n. c. 45.5. n.

Settlement of personal estate, See In-

tention, 492-3-4.

See Perprtiiiti/, 502.

Strict settlement, See Rents, 529. n. q.

^Vhether the reversion of settled lands

passes by a general or residuary de-

vise, 544-5. in mar.

Settlement of a money fund.

As to advancement of the children.

See Baron and Feme, 552. n. g. V.

Pouers, ib.

Succinct account of the rise, progress,

and actual state of the law of Eng-

land, respecting the settlement or en-

tail of real or personal property, 562.

n.h.

I. A general outline of the varia-

tions of the English law, respecting

the settlement of real estates, ib.

I. 1. Under the feudal polity, land

was wholly inalienable, and con-

wqucntly could not be modified

into any form of settlement,

though dower and curtesy might

be claimed against the heir, ib.

As early as the reign of Henry
the 3d, a free alienation of

land was allowed, ib.

I. 2. This general power of aliena-

tion introduced conditional fees,

ib.

Their nature, ib.

This was the first attempt in

our law at a settlement of real

pfoporty, ib.

S E
Settlement,

Of real or personal property, &c.
These limitations might be mul-
tiplied, ib.

I. 3. The statute de donis gave
rise to the settlement of real pro-

perty by way of estate-tail and
remainders, and made the alien-

ation of such estates-tail unlaw-
ful, ib.

This restraint was evaded by
fines and recoveries, ib.

I. 4. Settlement, by limiting the

land to a person for his life, and
entailing it after his decease on
his children, ib.

I. 5. The limitation to trustees

for preserving contingent remain-

ders, was introduced about the

time of the Commonwealth, an<l

continues in use at this day, ib.

1. 6. New mode of settlement by

the introduction of executory

uses, ib.

Thus a settlement of real pro-

perty usually operates at this

day, partly by way of remain-

der, and partly by way of exe-

cutory use, ib.

II. A short statement of the original

principle of perpetuity, and its ap-

plication to real estate, ib.

No question of perpetuity could

arise at the common law, or

under the statute do donis, ib.

Future estates at common law,

could only be created by way of

remainder, ib.

The remoteness of a remainder

was no objection to it on its crea-.

tion, ib.

Except in cases of a possibility

upon a possibility : for, a limi-

tation to the issue of an unborn

person, cannot take effect by

purchase, ib.

Executory uses gave rise to the

question of perpetuity, ib.

And fines and recoveries (the

latter in direct opposition to a

positive statute) showed that a

perpetuity would not be en-

dured, ib.

In
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Settkmeiit,

Of real or personal property, &:c.

In fixing the boundary against a

perpetuity, the courts proceeded

by way of analogy to the legal

effect of remainders at common
law, which could not postpone

the exercise of powers of aliena-

tion (by fine or recovery, or other-

wise) longer than during the life

of tenant for life, and twenty-one

years after, and possibly a few

months longer, for the period of

gestation, 562. n. h.

So that, by a long series of deter-

minations, an executory limita-

tion must, from its nature, either

take effect, or become incapable

of taking effect, within the period

of one or more life or lives in

being, and a further term of

twenty-one years, with an allow-

ance of a few months, or at the

immediate expiration of that pe-

riod, ib.

Exception :

An executory use, engrafted on

an estate-tail, may be defeated

by the recovery of tenant in tail;

and therefore, not being within

the danger of a perpetuity,

may be limited on any event,

however remote, ib.

III. Application of the law against

perpetuity to personal estate, ib.

Our law never allowed of limita-

tions of j>ersonal estate, by way

of remainder, in the proper sense

of that word, ib.

By the civil law, the nature of

real and personal estate was si-

milar in some respects, ib.

By the English law, the nature of

real and personal estate is wholly

dissimilar, ib.

The reason ; viz. the prevalence

of the law of tenure in England,

ib.

It was at length held, that per-

sonal property might be settled,

but only by way of executory be-

ijuests or executory trusts, ib.

S T
Settlement,

Of real or personal property, &c.

General result of the English sys-

tem of the modification of real

and personal estate, ib.

Distinction between real and per-

sonal estate ; viz. the former

may ultimately vest, either abso-

lutely or in tail, the latter must

vest absolutely, ib.

IV. Observations on the laws of some

other countries respecting the entail

of landed property, iic, ib.

The laws of Scotland, ib.

The civil law, ib.

The laws of France, ib.

Ordonnance of 1747, ih.

Code Napoleon, ib.

Miscellaneous observations on the

general tendency and effect of the

English law of entail, ib.

See more of Settlements, 37. 43. 354-

n.«. 332-3- 338-

SeveraltI/, 311.

Scierancs,

Of the jointure, 339,

See Partition, 527.

See more of Severance, 311.

Sherif, 86.

Shifting,

Uses or trusts, 247. ib. n. k.

Clause, 254. n. e.

Limitations, See Uses conditional, 278.

Sinking Fund,

See National debt, 434. n. /. 437- "•

So,

Means eodem modo, 152.

Socage Tenures, 87.

Sons,

Not of the same established legal im-

port and extent as heirs, 6^'C. 149.

The word, sons, does not, in expression,

extend to grandsons, or remoter issue,

150.

Springing Uses,

See Maxims, 267. and Uses springing

generally.

Standards,

See Heir looma^ 41 o,

3 A Statue
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su
Statute Merchant, &c.

Against suffering a recovery, See lle-

coven/, 256. n./.

See more of Statute Mrrclmnt, 86.

Statutes cited,

13 Edw. I. Dt'DoHW, 3. n. c 1. 319.

a. 38c rS2. n. /i. II.381

564. n.

See Tail, 497.
1

1

Hen. ^'II. c. 20. Estate-tail, e,r J3/0-

risione viri, 94-5. 114. n. x-

Alienation by wives, &:c. 329. n.m.

27 Hen. ^'^I. c. 10. Of uses, 3. n.c. 1.

290. 325- 381- n.a. 3.

See Uses, 327. n. /.

Future Estates, &c. 381. n,fl.2,

Cotiiei/ances, 416. n. a.

Its effect on devises, ib.

See Rent, 529. n. q.

Of wills, 368.

Construction of this statute, as to

the word hating, with reference

to contingent remainders, &c. 370,

371.

32 Hen. Vni. c, 28. S.6. Alienation

by husbands, (ScC. 329. n.m.

32 Hen. VIII. c. 33. Descent tolling

entry, 28(5. n. e. 287.

32 Hen. Vni. c. 36. s. 3. Alienation

by wives, &c. 329. n. m.

33 Hen. VIII. c. 8. Attainder, 283.

12 Car. II. c. 24. Tenures, 87.

29 Car. II. c. 3. s. 11. Rents, 30C.

29 Car. II. c. 3. Estate pur outer tie,

308.

10 & 11 Wm. III. c. 16. Posthumous

child, 308-9. 522.

7 Anne, c. iS. Partition; Advowson,

527. n.g.

14 Geo. II. c. 20. Rents, 305. Estate

pur outer vie, 308.

Same Act.

39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 98. Accumula-
or < tion, 434.

40 Geo. III. c. 98. n.l. 442. n.

537.n.j?.&c

Strict Settlement,

See Articles, 104.

Sub modo, 3 1

.

Executed, 36-7. 346.

Succession^ 80.

SU
Successive Freeholds,

See Rule in Shelley's case, 36.

Suit,

In one court, generally produces an

appeal, in certain cases, See Titles,

172.

Support,

Ui a contingent remainder, See -Re-

maindcrs contingent, 302.

Of a remainder in a rent, 305-6.

Of contingent remainders,

By estates limited in trust to pre-

serve them, 325.

The nature of these estates, ib.

Not by a limitation to strangers in a

covenant to stand seised, 326.

Ai this day, constantly, by limita-

tions for preserving them, ib.

By inserting in a conveyance a li-

mitation to trustees for that pur-

pose, though not expressed in the

will directing the conveyance, 338.

And the court has gone greater

lengths, as to articles, settle-

ments, &c. ib.

Support of a remainder, 390.

Support of a contingent remainder,

iS'ot a freehold descending to the

heir, 505.

The legal fee in trustees, 526.

Vesting of a freehold capable of sup-

porting a contingent remainder,.

See Remainders contingent, 526.

Surname,

Of testator, 18.

And arms, 254. n. e.

Surplusage,

See JVill, 130.

In a will, 132.

Surretider,

Of life estate, 43.

Of copyhold, 61. 65-6-7. 69. 71. 319.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 60.

Tail, 95.

To the use of a will, 68.

To bar a right to an entail, See Copy-

hold. 111.

By lessee for life (with contingent re-

mainder in fee) to the lessor; whether

it can occasion merger, as between the

^
parties,
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T A
Surrender,

parties, aiul not as to atrangeis, 318.

319-
By tenant for life, 326,
See Renewal, 498.

Survirors/iip,

As to the Rule in Shelley's case, 75.
Executory devise of personal estate to

the survivor of two persons, if either

dies without children, 472.
See Heirs, 473. n. s.

Limitations to the survivors of persons

on the death of any of them without

issue, are not applicahle to an indefi-

nite failure of issue, 481.

See Personal provision, 483.
Trusts, 545. n.c.

Survivorship and accruer,

As to portions and legacies, 552.
n. ^. V.

Suspense,

After the cesser of a limitation, and

before the vesting of the next remain-

der, See Cesser, 221. n.c. II.

See Accumulation, 434. n. /. 438. n.

Tail,

An estate-tail, though supported by a

trust, is barrable by fine, 34.
Limitation in tail,

To several men or to several wo-
men, after a joint estate for life,

&LC. 36.

To persons who cannot lawfully

marry, ib.

Tail executed until contingent remain-

ders arise, 37.

Distinction between heirsof,&c. by,&c.

and heirs on, &c. by, &c. 38-9.

Joint estate-tail in husband and wife,

39-
Estate-tail,

Jomtly, 40.

In moieties, ib.

Quasi entail, 40, 80.

Tail execuT:ed, 42.

Descent per formam doni, 44.
An estate-tail may descend to the half-

blood, 47.

T A
Tail,

Curtesy, 5,5.

An equitable estate-tail is not incon-

sistent with a trust for the separate

use of the tenant in tail, 56.

Equitable estate-tail. See Rccoverij,

ib. n. l>.

Legal or equitable estate-tail ? 59.

Or no estate tail at all in the an-

cestor ? ib.

Or life-estate only in the ancestor ?

ib.

Equitable tenant in tail, mortgages in

fee or conveys in fee upon trusts,

leaving the ultimate beneficial owner-
ship in himself, ib. n. d. or 6i n.

Whether a subsequent recovery suf-

fered by the tenant in tail, bars the

entail, ib.

Tail after possibility of issue extinct,

63-4.

Tail (in copyhold) or life estate ? 66.

Devolution of an estate-tail, taken

Absolutely by purchase, 80. 81-2.

Neither by purchase nor by descent,

strictly, hwi performam cloni, ib.

Estates-tail were not alienable nor sub-

ject to debts in 18 Ed. 2., 87.

See Statute cited, 94.
Estate-tail ex provisione viri, 95.'

See Articles, ib.

An estate-tail in copyhold, may be

barrable by surrender, ib.

Tail female, lOO.

Words making a legal estate-tail, are

not construed in strict settlement,

without marriage articles, 109.

Right to an entail in copyhold, may be

barrable by surrender. See Copyhold,

m.
Tail or life-estate ? 121.

A proviso (after an estate-tail) against

alienation, is either void or may be

barred by a recover}', 164.

Alienation by recovery cannot be re-

strained, 174.

Wliether a person must be hen- gene-

ral, in order to take by purchase under

a limitation to the lieirs male oi his

ancestor, 213. n. 6.

An estate-tail cannot cease in part

only, 25C-3.

3 A 2 Cesser
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T A
Tail.

Cesser of aii estate-tail, 2,'",4. n. e.

Inaccuracy in clause for cesser, ib.

How the shifting clause should be

worded, ib.

A proviso for cesser, as if tenant in

tail were dead, is void, 255.

Fine, - - 1 cannot be restrained, 2,56.

Recovery,/ n-f. But see L'eqfmmt,

260.

See Implicatiou. 302.

Entail of copyhold,

By custom, :319-

Tail or fee? 352. 379. 41R-19.

Tail by implication, reducing a limi-

tation to one and his heirs, 372. n. fl.

373- n.

Tail in father, or fee in children ?

Tail by implying o/'^/ze bodif, kc. after

the word he.rs, 377.
Tail by devise to A. and his children,

ib.

Not by devise to A. and his children

if he sitould haxe umi, ib.

Tail l)y devise to one and his heirs,

and in default of heirs, then to a per-

son who may be a collateral heir of

the ilrst devisee, 378.

See Fine hried, 380. n. .r.

Tail (in heir at law) by implication on

a will, 387.

Tail or fee .? See Heirs, 39,0-6- 466.

507. Executory devises, 466-7. Issue,

467. Remainders ov executory dexisc,

inc. 473. n. s. -476. n. Tail,/^']'J-S.

See Executory devises, 423-4.

Tail, so long as such a tree shall stand,

See Recoxery, 425.

Entails by executory devise v/ere ex-

empt from any legal mode of barring

them, 444. n. a.

Strict entail, See Executory devises,

ib. 445. n.

See Jfiiplicafion, 446-7-8. 453.
Personal estate, 461. 463-4-5-6.

Tail in eldest son of a testator, by im-

plication, without any express devise,

477-8.

Tail by implication, with reference to

personal estate, ii^e Executory devises,

479-
Tail by implication, and taking the

T E
Tail,

words dying without issue, to meant

an indefinite failure of issue, ib.

'J he reason of this, as to real estate,

does not appl}^ to personal estate, ib.

Tail by implication, 480.

Tail implied by a devise to A. for life,

and a gift over after the failure of issue

of A., :j90. n. a. 491. n.

See Issue, 490. n. a.

Leases for lives, 495-6.

All estates-tail are cf inheritance,^ to

which dower is incident, and must be

within the statute de donis ; but es-

tates pur outer vie are only descen-

dible ij-ceholds, 497.
See Perpetuity, 502.

Remoteness, 522. n. ?«.

An estate-tail cannot cease as to a par-

ticular person only, 526-7.

See Uses springing, 532.
Strict settlement, See Rents, 529. n. (7.

See Ihes springing, 530. &c.

Case which may be urged as an au-

thijrity, that a contingent interest in

tail (by way of remainder or executory

devise) may be barred by a recovery

in which th.e person entitled to it is

vouched, 537. n. x.

But this is very doubtful, ib.

The reasons, ib.

See Settlement; 562. n. h.

An estate tail, followed by a conditional

limitation. See Uses, ifj. II.

In England, while a perpetual entail is

avoided, such an entail may be framed

as will ertect all those provisions which

it is consistent with the limited reach

of human prudence to design, ib. IV.

By a renewal of the entail from time to

time, a succession of respectable pro-

prietors may be preserved, ib.

See more of Estates-tail, 3. n, c. 1,

5, n, d. iO.n./i. 13. 17. 29. 52. 73.

82, 239. 253-4.317. 333. 562.0.^.

ib. III. 564. n.

Technical E ipressic/ns,

In a will, 167-8.

^ee Maxims, 171.

Technical Sense, 10.

Temper,

See Discretion, &c. 535. n. f.

Tenants^
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Tenants in Comnou,

As to the rule in Shelkvs case, 36.

See Dfscent, 197.

A tenancy in common, in real tsiate,

is not created by the mere words, in

equal proportions, share and share

alike, 268.

Tenancy,
In common, 1

In severalty, j
'^

Tenants in common at common law,

and joint-tenants by way of use. See

Renhiindtrs contingent, 3 1 2 - 1 3

.

Tenants in common by a devise to A.

for life, remainder to ^^.'s children and

their heirs for ever, equally to be di-

vided, &.C. share and share alike,

313-14-

The remainder vests in the child first

born, and devests for a share, and

vests for the same share in the child

next born, ib.

See Cross remainders, 450.

As to executory or future uses or trusts,

See Trusts, 514. n. /. &c.

See Partition, 527. &c.

See more ofTenants in Common, 1 54.

Tenants bij the Curtesy,

See Curtesy, 341-2.

Tenants for Life,

See Lessee for life, 350.

Tenant to the Prcccipe,

(Equitable) made by lease and release

and a fine, 56. n. b.

Whether good in equity, See Recovery,

59. n. d. or 61. n.

Tenant-right of Renexval,

See Conditional, limitations, 500. n. e.

Tenants in Tail,

See Fine levied, 3S0. n. x. and Tail

generally.

Tenants at Will,

See Reversion, 286.

Tenure,

The fruits of tenure, 83-4.

See more of Tenure, 83-4. 87. 124,

298. n. i.

Terms of Art, 172,

Terms of Years,

The cases relating to the trusts of a

term, have nothing to do with the

T E
Terms of Years,

case of an inheritance, as to the rule

in Shelky's case, 155.

A term of years in trust for tiie rever-

sioner, is not disturbed by his fine, See

Reversion, 286.

Term granted by contingent remainder-

man. See Leases, :](ij.

Term in esse devised to one for part of

the unexpired years, with remainder to

another, 402. in mar.

See Executory devises, 401-2.

A limitation over of a term, &c. after

a disposition thereof to one for life,

is construed as an executory devise,

with an intermediate disposition, &c.

403.
And this, whether the devise over is

to a person in esse and ascertained,

or not, ib.

Term, in its strict legal import, compre-
hends the whole interest therein, 422,
llie supposed distinction between a
limitation of the term itself, and of

the land, &c. no longer exists, ib.

Term (in a will) may be construed to

me?..n ihe land, lease or farm, &c. to

satisfy the intent, ib.

(Even in a deed) it has been con-

strued to mean the time or number
of years, 423.

See Perpetuities, 4G0-61.

A term of years, or other personal

estate, cannot properly be entailed,

and being limited to one in tail, may
be disposed of by him as he pleases,

kc. 461.

Lord Coke's distinction between a de-

vise of a term in gross to B. in tail,

and of a term de novo, kc. to B, in

tail ; '. iz.

I'hat the former term vests abso-

lutely iii B., while the latter term

endures no longer than B. has heirs

of his body, ib.

But the better opinion appears to

be against the distinction, 460.

n. e. 462.

A term of years considered as attend-

ant on the inheritance, 462.

A term of years created de novo, ib.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 461-2, &c.

490.

3 A 3 See
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Terma of Years,

See Personal estate, 463-4-5-6.

Exieiitori/ (lexises, 4G8. 470-71.

A term of years declared to be in trust

for A. and the heirs male of his body,

may be limited over on B.'s dying

without issue living, A., 469.
Decree by lord Xottingliam ; three

chief jus-tices contra, ib.

The decree reversed by lord keeper

North, ib.

The reversal reversed bj- the house

of lords, ib.

Construction of c?>/?/7^ nilliout hsite. See

Executory devises, 471-2. Legacies,

472.
A term of years in remainder in trust,

&c. See Portions, 475-6.

Devise of a term for years to one for

a day, or an hour, held to be a devise

of the v.hole term, if the devise over

be void, and it appears to be the in-

tention of the testator to dispose of

the wliole from his executors ; but

otherwise, to leave a possibility of re-

verter in the executor^, 488.

See Eridence of intention, 493-4.

Issue, 495.
An executory devise of a term, whe-

ther to a person in esse or not, is good,

if confined to take eflect within the

limits prescribed, ib.

'i'erm for twenty-one years. See Con-

ditional liy/iitation.i, 500. n. e.

Term for ninety-nine years, if the

tennor so long lives, See Perpetuity/,

502.

After a devise of a term to one for life,

all other limitations of the term are

executor)', 504.

Life-estate or absolute interest? See

Implication, 518.

See Remoteness, 522. n. m.

Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550. &c.

Distinction between the devise of a

term of years for life (which leaves a

mere possibility, &c.) and the devise

of a term of years for a less term of

years only (which leaves a remainder

for the residue of the term, &c.) 552.

in mar.

TR
Terms of Years,

See more of Terms of Years, 20. n. /.

24. 41. n. 1/. 42.

Then,

See When, 246.

Construction, See Executorij devises,

473.
Then, &c. See Construction, 547-8

Jge of txcent)/-ojie, 547. n. d.

Timber,

See Accumulation, 537. n. x, &c.

Waste, 567-8.

Time,

Of vesting, 16.

See Vesting, 242.

Titles,

Doubtful title, 57.

^ee Rule in S/iellefs case, 170. 174-5.

Maxims, 171.

Titles depending on discretionary con-

' struction, cannot be relied on until

they have received the sanction of a

court of justice ; and a suit in one

court generally produces an appeal to

a superior court, in such a case, 172.

Titles depending on the destruction of

contingent remainders, 329. n. ?».

Titles depending on a devise similar to

that in Vick v. Edwards, See Practice,

357-
. ,.^

Title completed by merginga life-estate,

destroying a contingent remainder in

fee, and passing the fee from the heir

to the purchaser, 359.

Objection raised on the supposed ope-

ration of a fine in devesting estates,

&c. 380. n. .r.

Titles depending on a recovery siiflered

by a person entitled to a contingent

or executory devise in tail, cannot be

safely accepted, 537. n. .r.

See Tail, ib.

See more of Titles, 1 73.

Tortious Conveyances, 355.

Tradition,

Erroneous, as to Bale and Coletnan,

126.

Transmissible,

Quality of contingent rfemlinderS or

executory devises, 31.

See Remainders contingent, 3(54. 559.
See
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Tiunsmisnible,

See Uses future, 364.
"When a contingent remainder is neither
transmissible nor descendible, 371.

See Executory dvvisen, 559.
Contingent interest in a legacy, 552.
n. g.

Transtnutation,

Of possession, 42.
Transposit'iGn,

In construing a will, 131.
Treason, 282. 283,

Trover {Action of,)

By trustees of a settlement, against a
judgment creditor, 408.
See Heir looms, 410.

Against a pawnbroker, See Heirlooms,

415.
Trustees,

Pur auter tie, 44.
A man cannet be a trustee for himself,

59-.

Limitation to trustees and their heirs

(generally, and not during life only),

to preserve contingent remainders,

59- n. d.

A trust to support contingent remain-

ders, implies that, the previous limi-

tation was meant to be for life only,

131.

To preserve contingent remainders,

See Rule in Shellei/'s case, 167. 178.

Limitations, 221. ib. n. c.

See Devise, 304.
Trustee disseised by cestui que trust,

321. in mar.

For preserving contingent remainders,

326.
The nature of their estate, ib.

The origin of it, ib.

The prevalence of it at this day, ib.

Take a vested remainder, and have

a right of entry in case of forfeiture,

ib.

Commit a breach of trust, in joining

in a conveyance to destroy the con-

tingent remainders, ib.

Remedy of contingent remainder-

man, after such a conveyance for

valuable consideration, and with-

out notice, ib.

Purchaser under such a convey-

ance, with notice of the contin-

TR
Trustees,

For preserving contingent remainders,

gent remainders, whether with

or without consideration, shall

hold the lands subject to the

former trusts, 32G 7.

Their lease and release, after their

estate is turned to a right of entry,

destroy (at law) the contingent re-

mainders, 327.
Mr. Butler suggests a doubt whe-
ther their lease and release,

before their estate is devested,

could destroy the contingent re-

mainders, ib. n. /.

The ground of the doubt, ib.

(Then vested in first and second

sons), not decreed to join in making
a tenant to the prcecipe, at the suit

of the father, termor for ninety-nine

years, and eldest son, because the

second and only other son would
not consent, 334.

Distinction between punishing trus-

tees for joining in the destruction

of contingent remainders, and com-
pelling them to join, 335-6.

Are in effect trustees for all vested as

well as contingent remainders, ib.

See Equity, 336.
Have been called honorary trustees,

ib.

It is dangerous for them to destroy

such remainders, without the di-

rection of the court, 337.
Waste by tenant for life in collusion

with the remainder-man, 568-9.

Do not commit a breach of trust in join-

ing with the cestui que trust in tail, in

any conveyance to bar the entail, 333.
The i-eason, ib.

Honorary trustees, 336.
The discretion of trustees in certain

cases, ib.

The discretion of trustees does not ex-

tend to do whatever the court have
done, or may do, under particular cir-

cumstances, 337.
See Heir looms, 410-11-12-13-14.

Leases for lives, 495-6.

Renewal, See Leasesfor lives, ib.

Renewal of leases for lives, 497.
Of tl;e legal fee. See Support, &:c. 526.

.3 A 4 See
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J'rustfes,

"See Uses springing, 530. &c.

See more ofTrustees, 41 . n. v. 304. 547.

Trusts.

An estate-tail, though supported by a

trust, is baniible by tine, 34.
See Rule in S.'ulhys case, 35.
Trusts cannot be noticed by a court of

law, ib. n. p.

Trust to permit and sufl'er C. to take

the proHts of land, not executed in C.

in the case stated, 52,

Trust for separate use, ib. 54. 56.

Trust to pay, Sec. tor separate use, not

executed, 53.
Latitude of constniction assumed by

the court of chancery, in the construc-

tion of trusts, 54.

A trust to pay legacies and annuities,

carries the legal fee, ib. n. a.

Tru?ts executor)', 54-.5. 113-14-15-16.

137. 14-,. 148. 156. 197. 391.
See Lxecutoni trusts, 118.

Devise, ib.

Perpetuity, 502.

Trust executed or executory ? 55.

A trust for a wife's separate use for

her life, is not inconsistent with cur-

tesy, ib.

A trust to convey, carries the legal fee,

ib.

Trust for wife for life, 56.

Trust in tail, See Recovery, ib. n. b.

Trust to pay taxes and repairs, may
carry the legal estate pur avter vie,

51' ^

A trust tor separate use for life, is not

incon.^istent with an equitable estate-

tail, ib.

A tiust during a person's life, to re-

ceive rents, <!Scc. for his subsistence,

carries the legal estate, .58.

A trust for suV^sistence and mainte-

nance, seems to carry some discretion,

ib.

A man cannot be a trustee for himself,

.59-

1 be trust or heneficial interest, and the

legal estate, cannot be distinguished

wht-u diiiud in the same person, ib.

Pifisulting trusts, 73.
Trusts treated (by lord Hardwickc) as

aW e.vecutoj-y, 1 14.

TR
Trusts,

Trusts executed, distinguished from

trusts executory, ib. 134. 139-40.

A trust (in a will) to settle, may mean
to convey, and so may be an execu-

tory trust, 114-15.

Trust to convey, 116-17,

See Devise, 118.

Rule in Shelley's case, 112. 160.

Trusts < '
, ' y'^QQ Devise, 117.

I^executory, j
' '

Trust executory, distinguished from a

legal devise, 124.

Trusts originally, ib.

Trusts are totally distinct from legal

estates, ib.

See Intention, ib.

Trusts of a real or personal estate are

construed as limitations of the legal

estate, if no contrary intention (con-

sistent with the rules of law) appears,

126.

Trusts or uses executed ? 127.

Trust to raise and pay money out of

rents and profits, may prevent the ul-

terior uses from being executed, ib.

Trusts fully limited, should be con-

strued as legal estates, 128.

Imperfect trusts, ib.

Trusts and legal estates, See Analogy,

^133-
I'rusts are to be construed in the same
manner as legal estates, 136.

Trusts executory and executed are to be

distinguished ; and the distinction is

sulhcieiitly explained by other cases,

though lord Ilardwicke set himself

against it in Bags/iaiv v. Spencer, ib.

I'rusts executory, in wills, explained,

137-

Trusts executory, need not be executed

in the very words of the will, 138.

Trusts executed, ought to be construed

in the same manner as immediate de-

vises, ib.

Trusts executory, are to be executed in

a more careful and accurate manner, ib.

IVusts executory, are to be carried into

execution by the court, ib.

'iVusts executory, to be executed after

performance of antecedent trusts, ib.

The trusts executory, spoken of by lord

Hardwickc, arc not trusts generally,

in
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Tiusls,
^

i Trusts,

in opposition to legal estates, con-

sidered as uses or trusts executed,

138.

Trusts executory, are raised by a de-

vise to trustees, in trust to convey,

139-

Trusts executory, arc well understood,

ib.

Trusts, said by lord 1 lardwicke to be

all, in notion of law, executory, and to

be executed by the court, ib.

Trusts, though all, in notion of law, ex-

ecutory, may yet be distinguished into

trusts executed and executory, 140.

Trusts executed, and legal estates,

should be construed in the same man-

ner, 142.

Trusts executory, leave something to

be done, first, by the trustees; and

secondly, by the court, ib.

Trusts, imperfect only, are to be con-

strued differently from legal limita-

tions, ib.

Trusts, when to be modelled by the

court, and when not, ib.

Lord keeper Henley carried the dis-

tinction between trusts executed and

executory, to its utmost limits, ib.

Trusts executed and executory, 142-3.

The distinction was alluded to by

lord Thurlow, in Jones v. Morgan,

ib.

Trusts executed and executory, finally

distinguished by Mr. Fearne : with

further remarks on Al/good and IFi-

thers, and Spencer and Bagshaw, as

the only cases against the distinction,

and on other cases in favor of the dis-

tinction, 143.

Trusts executed

;

Any occasional conveyance of the

legal estate may well be deemed a

matter of form only, 144.

Trusts executory,

Are in a state of embryo till delivered

by the directed conveyance, ib.

Trusts executory, distinguished from

legal estates, 145.

The general rules of property respect-

ing legal and trust estates are the

same, but the modes of construing the

limitation? of them vary, ib.

'i'rusts executory, are, where the party

must come to the court, in order to

have the benefit of the will, 146.

Trusts executory,

The words, to be settled on B. for

life, remainder to trustees, (generaUy

uithout naming or rejerring to any

persons in particular), &c. are equi-

valent to the words to be convei/edy

ike. J47-
Cases of trusts are no authority for

cases of legal estates, 154.

rp . fexecuted, \ , _^
Trusts < . }^5T-

1^executory, J

Trust or legal estate ? 168. 177.

Trusts executory, not created by a de-

vise to the use of D. for life, with a

limitation to preserve, tSc, remain-

der to the heirs of the bodi/ of D. not-

withstanding a declaration that D. is

to have only an estate for life, iScc,

and no power to defeat the intent of

the testator, and powers given to the

trustees to do all necessary acts to ef-

fectuate his intention, 177-

rx, . fexecuted, ~| distinguished by

\executory,J lord Camden, 184.

See Intention of testator, 185.

Trust executory, created by a bequest

of a personal estate to trustees, in

trust, to lay out the same in land

to be settled and assured, as counsel

should advise, unto, kc. upon trust,

and to and for the use of, &ic. 184.

Trusts executed, are construed accord-

ing to the legal expression, (though

contrary to the testator's intention), as

to the rule in Shcllefs case, 185.

Trust to pay rents, during the sus-

pence of a contingent remainder, to

the person actually entitled to the

next vested remainder, 221. n. c. III.

223. n.

Shifting trusts, 247.

Trust for husband, and yet treated as

excluding his creditors, 249. n. a.

Trust of a term. See Reversion, 286.

Trusts since the statute of uses, are be-

come what uses were before the sta-

tute, 290. n. h. 294-5. n.

Possible trusts, 290. n. h. 295. n.

See Devise, 304.

Se«
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Trusts,

See Remainders contingent
, 305. n. m.

Cestui que trust in tail, 333.
Honorary trust, 336.

Trust lor preserving contingent re-

mainders, transposed to anotlier part

of the will, to answer the intent, 337.

A trust (.in a will) to sell, I\Ir. Fearne

contends, carries a fee or a power to

convey the fee, 356-7-8.

Trust to sell. See Devise, 358, n. c.

Trusts in equity, See Future estates,

&c. 381. n.a.

Trusts for life, of chattels personal, are

analogous to bequests of the same for

life, 407.
Trust conditional. See Executory de-

vises, 429. ib. n. /.

Trusts of the nature of executory de-

vises. See Executory deiises, 429. n.^".

See Executory devises, 434.
Trust to accumulate. See Accumulation,

434. n. /. 436. n.

See Implication, 450. n. h.

Bill, 454. n. c. 4,55. n.

Trust of a term, See Terms, 460. n. e.

461-2.

Trust of a term of years, See Tertn,

469.
Trust (of a term of years in remainder)

to raise, &c. See Portions, 475-6.

Personal trusts, 483.
Trust (of a term for ninety-nine years,

if A. should so long live), 489.

For C. and the heirs of his body, and

on C.'s dying without issue, ib.

For D. &c. ib.

The executory devise to D. is good,

ib.

The reason, ib.

Trusts of a term, See Evidence of in-

tention, 493-4.

See Rcnetml, 498.

Executory trusts. See Conditional limi-

tations, 500. n. e.

Corresponding trusts. See Leases for

years, 501. in mar.

Trusts executory, or future uses or

trusts, for daughters attaining twenty-

one, 6ic. 514. Ti.l. 515. n. &c.

May vest in a daughter, and on the

birth of another daughter, open and

let that other daughter into a parti-

U N
Thrusts,

Trusts executory, for daughters, &c.

cipation of the trusts, as well in the

case of real as in the case of per-

sonal estate, ib.

Trusts in equity, and executory de-

vises, have (in directions for accumu-
lation; given rise to a modification of

property, contrary to one of the most
important and best established prin-

ciples of law, 537. n. X. 538. n.

Future trusts, See Accumulation, 537.
n. X. &c.

Trust for accumulation, See Accmmda-
tion, ib. 542. n. &c.

Trust (of personal estate),

For children, in equal shares, with
the usual proviso for survivorship

or accruer, 545. n. c.

In this case, the children are en-

titled to the income, without any
proviso for maintenance, &c. ib.

For the children, who, being sons,

shall attain twenty-one, or being

daughters, shall attain that age,

or marry, ib.

In such case, the whole of the

income, in the mean time, would
accumulate for the person ulti-

mately becoming entitled to the

capital, without a proviso for

maintenance, ib. But see Profits,

54.5-6. ike.

For the sole and separate use of A.
alone, and not for her husband, or

for such person as she should ap-

point, 560.

See more of Trusts, 4. 59. n. d. 88.

n.;y. 90. 125. 155.

Tyrants,

(Law of). See Discretion, &c. 535. n. t.

U.

Uncertainty,

See Intentions, 450. SettleTTicnt, 454.
"• ^- 455- n« Discretion, &c., 535.
n.t.

Until,

The devisee attains twenty-one, 241.

242.

Until
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Until,

Until, (Sec. ami llien, &:c. See Construc-

tion, 547-8. Age of twenty-one, 547.
n. d.

Uses,

Resulting uses, 26. 42. 49, 68. 353.
Implied or resulting use, 27.

The use undisposed of, results, 4Q.

The use not limited during a cove-

nantor's life, ib.

Resulting use in remainder, 48.

The use not disposed of, remains in

the grantor, ib.

Use not disposed of, 49.
The old use, 51.

Uses resulting on a deed, 284.

Use resulting, or inheritance descend-

ing, See Remainders contingent,

351.
Use executed or not ? 53.
Uses upon uses are trusts not executed

by the statute, ib.

Uses limited under an execution of a

power of appointment contained in

a conveyance to uses, operate, in

general, as uses created by and
arising under that conveyance itself,

74-

A use for payment of debts may absorb

the whole estate, 143.

Shifting uses, 247. 275.

^ Shifting or secondary uses, 270. n. i.

Uses changing from one person to

another by matter ex postfacto, as

by payment and entry, 274.
Shifting or secondary uses are al-

lowed within the limits against

perpetuities, 276.

The reason, ib.

It has been doubted whether shifting

or secondan^" uses are good in sur-

renders of copyhold estates, 276-7.

Remark respecting the opinions of

Mr. Feame and Mr. Watkins on

this point, 276. n.q.

Mr. Sanders' late publication, See

Copyhold, 315- n./.

f«tHre uses, &c. 249. 275.

A limitation void as a remainder,

%t wa\it of A freehold to support it,

mAy be good as a future use, 284.

A future use limited to two, where

U S

Uses,

Future uses,

one becomes capable before the

other, may be taken by them joint-

ly, 315.
Are transmissible to the heirs, &c.

364-^

See Future estates, &c. 381. n.a.

Future and shifting uses, and other

springing and executory interests

which are not remainders, are to be

considered as subject to the same
limits and restrictions as executory

devises, 440-41-2-3.

See Accumulation, 537. n. ,r. &c.
Descendible, are also devisable. See

Remainders contingent, 548. n.f
&c.

Springing uses,

See Maxims, 267.

A springing use limited to the heir of

B. cannot be barred by a fine levied

by B. though B. may have a life-

estate, 275-6.

See Rule in Shelley's case, 276.

Springing uses, with reference to

Mogg V. Mogg, 315. n./.

Whether springing or shifting uses

are good in surrenders of copyhold

estates, ib.

Mr. Sanders* late publication is in

favor of this validity, ib.

A springing or shifting executory

use, 373.
A springing use or a contingent

remainder? 389.

Origin of springing uses, 390.

Peniiitted to arise within a reason-

able time, as, &c. ib.

Are in deeds what executory devises

are in wills ; and the same rules

are applicable to both, ib.

See Limitations, ib.

The whole estate that is to be dis-

placed, vests in the mean time, ib.

The purpose of their introduction,

392.
Distinguished from a fee upon a fee,

ib.

Are not created m the middle of

other uses; but always determine

the uses first limited, 6rc. and this

whether the whole fee is given

away
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Uses,

Springing uses,

awav at once, or in particular estates

and by way of remainder, 392.

See Rtiiioinclers, 393-4.

Limitations, 398.
Fcrpttuitii, 502.

Though estates in land shall not

cease as to part, and vest and re-

vest, yet a proviso may, during the

minority of a tenant for life or in

tail, interpolate a trust, power, or

term in trustees for the purpose of

maintenance and accumulation, and

place the whole estate-tail after it,

530-31-32- and 530. n.7-.

This is the effect of every use created

under a power, and of every other

springing use, 530. n. r.

Yet such a proviso would be repug-

nant to law, and void, if it directed

a dry accumulation of the surplus

rents for a possible period of twenty-

six years, ib.

See in p. 717, Use intent andpurpose,

ib.

A use upon a use is not allowed to be

executed by the statute, 278.

Conditional uses.

In a feofi'ment of freehold estates,

(to the the use of ^. for life, remain-

der to the use of ^.'s wife for life,

remainder to his right heirs), have

been held incapable of taking effect

after a lease for years by ^., to com -

mence after thedeath of his wife, 278.

Held void as fraudulent, being in-

tended to prevent an escheat, ib.

Mav in particular cases, be void,

without in the least affecting the

general validity of shifting limita-

tions, ib.

See Conditional limitations, 389.

Executory devises, 429. ib. n.f.

Contingent uses.

See Seisin, 28a. 288.

How executed by the statute, -Accordi-

\n% io Chudlcigh's case , 290.

As to the operation of the statute of

uses, 290. n. h. 293. n.

First inquiry, ib.

The question, whence the difficulty

arose, ib.

US
Uses,

Contingent uses,

Operation of the statute of uses,

The three systems which oflfcred,ib.

Objection to the first system,

290. n. //. 294. n.

Objection to the second system,

ib.

The third system was proposed

to obviate the difiiculties at-

tending the two other systems;

and it supposed a possibility of

seisin which was not a legal

estate, and yet amounted to a

sufficient seisin to serve the

contingent uses when they

came/rt esse, or became vested,

ib. 290. n.h. 294. n.

Difficulty attending the third

system; viz. the virtual im-
possibility of a real seisin to

uses since the statute, 290.

n. //. 295. n.

Explanation of the second sys-

tem; viz. that, the original sei-

sin is in itself suflicient for

serving the contingent uses

when they after arise, ib.

Mr. I'earne's opinion inclines

to the explanation of the se-

cond system, and is supported

by INIr. Sugden, ib. 296. n.

See Remainders contingent, 297.
After being devested, cannot be re-

stored without actual entry, accord-

ing to the doctrine laid down in

JVegg v. Villers, 299.
Arguments against such a doctrine

holding at this day ; viz.

1st. Its effect upon the common
cases of strict settlement, ib.

2d. The point was not before the

court, in JVegg v. Villers, 300.

3d. The opinion on the other

cases being extra-judicial, and
founded on reasoning too subtle

and metaphysical, ib.

See Scintilla Juris, ib.

See more of Contingent Uses, 290.

298.

A voidable contingent executory use

to arise out of a subsequent common
recovery, 369.

All
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Uues,

Contingent uses,

All contingent, springing, and execu-

tory uses, if descendible, are also de-

visable, et vice versa, 369.
Since the statute of 27 Hen. VI 11.

c. 10. uses limited as contingent re-

mainders of freehold, equally require

a freehold to support them, as the

like estates at common law, 284.

It was otherwise before the statute

27 Hen. VII. c. 10., ib.

A use may be void as a contingent

remainder, for want of a freehold to

support it, and not valid as a fu-

ture use, being too remote,&c. 285.

As to the doctrine in Chudleigh's case,

290.

As to the operation of the statute of

uses, 290. n. k. 293. n.

Uses at common law,

Depended upon privity in person and

privity of estate, 290. n. /^.

Their nature, according to Chud-

kigh's case, 2^1. n.h.

Possible uses, ib. 295. n.

Vested uses.

As to the operation of the statute of

uses, 290. n. /i. 293. n.

See Priiiti/, 296. 324-5.

Distinction between a conveyance at

common law and a conveyance under

the statute of uses, 298. n. i.

As to the lords, of whom the lands are

holden, cestuis que use, s,ince the sta-

tute, are in the same situation as if the

feoffment had been to the latter, ib.

Wording of the statute of uses, See

Scititilia juris, 300.

Uses vesting by way of remainder, and

devesting as to a proportion. See Re-

mainders contingent, 312-13.

Uses giving a title to one person, and

after opening and admitting others,

314. n./.

Difference between the feoffment of

feoffees to uses, before, and since the

statute of uses, as to privity of estate,

325-
The statute of uses executes the pos-

session in those persons only who
would have been cestuis que trust at

common law, 327. n. /.

V !•:

Uses,

Mr. Butler's conclusion from this

principle, as to the effect of lease

and release by trustees to preserve,

&c, 327. n. /.

Statute of uses. See Future estates,

381. n. a. Conveyances, 416. n. a.

Statute of uses, ib. Rents, Ty'^g. n. q.

Whether the statute of uses should ex-

ecute such modifications of property

as were illegal at common law, as it

does in the case of con.iitional limita-

tions, 381. n. a.

Uses declared of leasehold for lives,

including a power of appointment,

498.

Uses limited to j4. and his heirs every
Monday, and to B. and his heirs every
Tuesday, <S:c., See Conditional limita-

tions, 527.
Use intent and purpose, &c.

Viz. a power to enter and hold till

payment of the arrears of a rent-

charge, is good, See Rents, 527-8.
That trustees may enter and receive

the rents and profits.

During the minority of tenant in

tail, is good, 530. n. r.

During the time tenant in tail

shall be under the age of twenty-

six years, is repugnant and void,

ib.

See Uses springing, 530. ^-c.

Separate use.

Of a feme. See Trusts of personal

estate, 560.

Executory or future uses, 562. n. ^. ib.

II. 565. n.

See Conditional limitations, 500. n. e.

Trusts, 514. n. /. 515. n. &c.

An executory use, engrafted on an
estate-tail, may be defeated by the

recovery of tenant in tail; and
therefore, not being within the

danger of a perpetuity, may be
limited on any event, however re-

mote, 562. n. h. ir.

See more of Uses, 3. n. c. i. 15. 68.

V.
Verba,

De prcesenti,\

Defuturo, J
304-

See
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Verba,

See Devise, 447.
Exeeutoiy devises, 459-60. 532.

533-
VeprcTsenti, See Execiifoni devises, 4.5'j.

Verdict, See Heir looms, 41 0.

Vesting,

^'ested remainder,

Devise to a wife during widowhood,

with remainder over, in case of her

second marriage, 5. n. (/. or 7. n.

Viz. the usual Hmitation for pre-

serving contingent remainders, ib.

Time of vesting, 8. n. /".

Of contingent remainders, 9. n. g.

(Of a remainder), ;

In possession, lo. n. /i. ,

In interest, ib.

^'ested estates, may fall literally under

the third or fourth classes of contin-

gent remainders, 20. ib. n. i.

Vested freehold, 23.

Vested interest, 27.

Vested remainder in tail, 29.

The impossibility of a contingent limi-

tation's vesting in the life-time of the

ancestor, is no obstacle to its attach-

ing, as a contingent remainder, in

him, 34.

Time of vesting, &c. as to the rule in

Shelley s case, 75.

Vested remainders, See Rejnainders

vested, generally.

See Appointment, 226.

Vesting of limitations over,

As to real estate, 237.

As to personal estate, 238.

Vesting in possession, distinguished

from the performance of a condition,

242.

Vesting in interest, - ")

^q
- - - - possession,/

See Reniaindcrs contingent, 504.

See Remainders, 268-9. 3"^- 353-

Executory devises, 305. 431-2.

468,

A remainder must vest either during

the particular estate, or eke at the

instant of its determination, 307.

Foundation of the rule, ib.

Consequence, that the particular es-

tate must continue until the con-

gent remainder v^ts, ib.

V O
Vesting,

\'esting in a child en ventre sa mere,

309-
i>ee Remainders contingent, 310.

Vesting and devesting for a share. Sec

Tenants in cotn?iion, 313-14.

See Joint-tenants, 313.

Vesting and devesting, See Remainders

contingent, 314. n.c.

A contingent remainder, by way of use,

ought to vest by the time at which

a contingent remainder at common law

should be vested, 324.

Not after a contingent fee before li-

mited, 352.

See Personal estate, 433-4.

"\^esting absolutely. See Personal estate,

463-4-5-6.

See Leases for lives, 498. 499. in

mar.

A'ested remainder. See Remainders,

508-9. &c.

Vesting in one daughter, and after-

wards opening and letting in another

daughter. See Trusts, 514. n./.

Vesting of a freehold capable of sup-

porting a contingent remainder, See

Remainders contingent, 526.

See Profits, 544.
Age of tiicnty-one, 547. v\.d.

Remainders contingent, 552.
Executory devises, (as being trans-

missible), ib.

Vesting,

Absolutely, 559.
Not absolutely, yet so far vesting as

to be transmissible to the repre-

sentative, ib.

\'esting, notwithstanding postponement

of payment. See Legacies, 552. n. g.

Vesting and payment, directed to be at

the same time, See Legacies, ib.

See Residue, ib. I. 5thly.

Vesting of portions, ib. V.

See more of Vested Remainders, 13.

n. //.*. 19. 21-2. 24. 31. 209. n. a.

See more of Vesting, 4. 5. n. d. 13.

n. h.*. 15. 16. 20. 63. 210. 366.

Vice, See Discretion, &c. 535. n. t.

Void Limitation,

Over, 23.

Being of the old yse^ ^1.

B«iBg^
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Void Limitation,

Being to heirs special of grantor at

common hiw, 52.

See more of V^oid Limitations, 462.

Void Remainder,

Being the old use or reversion, 51.

See more of Void Remainders, 23-4.

26. 41. n.y. 43. 49.

Voluntary Conveyance, 73-
Volunteers, 109. 335.

See Devise, 112.

Jf'^itls, 335-6.
Voluntary settlement,

A settlement is not to be aided in

equity, in favor of a person claim-

ing under a voluntary limitation

therein, where the settlement has

been set aside by the destruction of

contingent remainders, by trustees

to preserve, and tenant for life, 330.

331 -'-2.

Voluntary conveyance or agreement,

See Interests contingent (as being as-

signable in equity and devisable),

550- «^^c.

Volunteers,

An executor, administrator, or heii

at law is said to claim voluntarily

from the testator or intestate, 551.

Vouchee, See Recovery, 366.

Voucher, 36.

W.

Ward,

Of chancery. See Fraud, 410.

Wardship, 84.

Warranty, 562. n. h. 563. n.

Waste,

Writ of, 362.

Injunction may be obtained by trustees

for preserving contingent remainders,

413-
In cases of contingent or executory

interests, the court of chancery will

interfere in behalf of the persons

entitled to such interests, to prevent

unreasonable waste being committed

by the tenant in possession, 562.

VV II

Waste,

Waste committed by the tenant in pos-

session, in collusion with the person

entitled to the inheritance iu remain-

der, 565-6.

Decree for a restitution of the value

to a contingent remainder-man for

such waste, 564-5.

^'^oluntary waste,

A. being tenant for ninety-nine years,

determinable witli his life, without

impeachment of waste, except vo-

luntary, (kc. fells timber^ and di-

vides the profits with B. a vested

remainder-man in fee, to the preju-

dice, of mesne contingent remain-

ders, 567-8.

Decree, that A."?, son, afterwards

born, should recover against the

representatives of JB. 569.

When,
&c. See Words, 240.

When the devisee attains twenty-one,

241-2.

When, &c. and then, &c. distinguished

from the conditional word if, 246.

When, &c. then, &c. See Construction,

547-8. Age oftxcenty-one, 547. n, d.

See Legacies, 552. n. g-.

Whole Interest,

See Executory devises, 433.
The presumed meaning of the propo-

sition, that in some cases of executory

devises there can be no limitations

over; viz, tliat where the whole inte-

rest is once given or included in any

executory devise, it cannot be again

limited over on another contingency,

514-15. cS:c.

But any limitation over, to take effect

(if at all) within twenty-one-years

after a life in being, may be good in

event, if no preceding executory limi-

tation, which would carry the whole

interest, happens to vest, 514. n. /.

517-
Notwithstanding some cases for-

merly to the contrary, ib.

Here the expression, '' whole inte-

rest," must be understood to denote,

as to real estate, an inheritance

in fee-simple, and as to personal

estate
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Whole Interest,

estate, the ownership of the whole

interest in it ; and the " vesting,"

which when it takes place, is said

to defeat the ulterior executory li-

mitations, must be understood of an

absolute vesting, or of an estate or

interest so vested as to be subject to

no ulterior executory limitations,

by which it is liable to be defeated,

514. n. /. 517. n. See also 503.

n. g.

Examples and explanations :

As to real estate, 514. n. /.

515. n.

As to personal estate, ib.

^Vhere the preceding executory

limitation is to confer a particu-

lar estate or interest only, a sub-

sequent limitation does not ne-

cessarily fail, if the preceding

limitation takes etfect, 514. n. /.

Explanation, ib. 517. n.

All these cases must be distin-

guished from those cases wherein

either the preceding limitation is

not executory but vested, or

there is no preceding limitation

at all, 524.

JVidowhood,

See Remainders, 238-9.

See also, 5. n. d. or 7. n. 240.

Wills,

Devising copyhold, 62. 68. 70.

>Vill and schedule may be parts of the

same instrument, 74.

Wills distinguished from marriage ar-

ticles, as to the rule in Shelley's case,

112. 125.

Devisees, as such, are volunteers, 112.

Wills are not construed as marriage

articles (as to the rule in Shelley's

case) unless in certain cases of execu-

tory trusts, 113.

To settle, may mean to convey, 114..

115-

Rule of construction, 115.129.

iieeDcii.se, 115. 304. 351.

Execvtory trusts, 118.

Wills directing a conveyance, See

ArdtUs, 119.

A will directing a conveyance, autho

Wills,

rizes a conveyance to a person, unborn

at the testator's decease, for life, with

remainder to such person's first and
other sons successive!}' in tail male, ib.

A will altered by act of pailiamcnt in

one respect, and confirmed by the act

in other respects, is to be construed

in such other respects according to the

intent of the testator, 120.

See Intention, 125. 186. 450.

Parenthesis, 129.

Construction, 130.

Words in a will may be surplusage, ib.

The rule, never to reject words, may
give way to support the testator's in-

tention, ib.

See Implication, 131. 171. 377. 420.

45.3- .'ioS-g. &c.

Transposition , 131.

Words expunged by construction, ib.

Construction of informal words, 135.

Will directing a conveyance, 137.

See Presumption, 140-41.

Technical expressions in wills, should

be allowed their fixed legal import

and operation, and then any man may
secure his property from litigation

and arbitrary construction, by apply-

ing for professional assistance ; other-

wise no testator can make his own
will even with such assistance. For

the force of his expressions must de-

pend upon the discernment or con-

structive talents of other persons,

167-8.

References to cases on the construction

of technical expressions in a will, ib.

in mar.

To construe wills merely by the dis-

cretion of the judge, would enable

him to dispose of the property accord-

ing to his own mind, and in this sense

only would unlock property, 170.

A testator is often at a loss to expound

his own intention, and it is no wonder

that other men should dift'er widely in

their constructions of it, 171-2.

See Titles, 172.

Rule in Shelley's case, 172-3. 185.

186. 109. 200.

How far the intent of a testator should

prevail in construing a will, 172.
See
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mils,

See Schedule, 174.

Rules of interpretation, 188.

As to the Ci/prcs doctrine, 204. n.

Construction according to the gene-

ral intention, 205. n.

Some cases stated in which the Cj/-

pres doctrine was adopted, ib.

See Cypres doctrine, 208. n.

Personal estate. See Cj/pres doctrine,

ib.

A limitation by a testator to his own
right heirs in default of issue, though

void, may show an intention that the

right heirs are not to take while there

is issue, 211.

See Remainders tested, 212. 508-9. &c.

Words of a testator are generally taken

in a popular sense, ib.

Tenant at will, '&&& Reversion, 286.

All persons claiming under a will,

take as volunteers, and are therefore

all equally to be considered, 335-6.

Will marshaled according to the in-

tent, by transposing a trust for pre-

serving contingent remainders to ano-

ther part of the will, 337.
Will limiting a particular estate to the

testator's heir, with a contingent re-

mainder over, and no ulterior vested

remainder, is not void in its creation ;

and therefore the descent of the inhe-

ritance from the testator to the heir,

does not merge the particular estate,

343-4-

The general construction gives effect

to the testator's intention, so far as it

can be done consistently with the

rules of law, 344.

Feoffment to the use of a \\41I, 351.

See Descent, ib.

Abeyance, 355.
Trust to sell, 356-7.

Construction, See Devise, 357-8.

Contingent remainders devisable, See

Devise, 366. 368.

Statute of wills. See Remainders con-

tingent, 368. Personal estate, ib.

See Rcxocation, ib.

Statute of wills.

Construction of the word " having,"

\V O
iritis,

with reference to contingent re-

mainders, &c. 370-7^-

See Possibility, 37 1

.

Heirs, 215-
Words not to be rejected, See Issue,

319-
See Future estates, &c. 381. n. «. 2.

Two rules of construction
;

1. It is immaterial which words

comb first or last, the constiuction

being on the whole will, 387.

2. No limitation is an executory de-

vise, if it may be a remainder, ib.

See Heirs, 395-6.

How affected by the statute of uses,

416. n. a.

See Condition, 426.

Cross remainders, 450.

Will disinheriting, &c. See Implication^

ib.

Construction, See Or, 456.
Whether an execution of marriage ar-

ticles, in the case stated, 457.
See Construction, 481.

Of personal estate. See Rule in Shel-

ley's case, 490.

See Leasesfor lives, 495. n. d.

Perpetuity, 502,

Interests contingent, 550. &c.

Residue, 556. in mar.

See more of Wills, 15. 23. 122. 146.

164. 209. n.a. 254. n.e. And see

Devise generally.

Wi7te, See Heir looms, 410.

Words,
Of limitation,"Ig

Of purchase, J

Of purchase.

Meaning or import of the expression,

78-9-

What are words of limitation, 79.

See TVills, 130.

Informal words. See Wills, 136.

See Issue, 149. 153- 161. 163-4.

Sons, 149-50.

So, 152.

Heirs, 154.

Uncertain or doubtful words, 161.

Sec Estates, 163.

3 B First,



I N D !•: X. "¥^.

^^ o
lizards,

-^V*"J' 1 Heir, &c. See Rule in Slicl-

EldeJt,]
^'^'''"''' '79.

When, kc. accompanying words of li-

mitation over, '240.

See Jllieii, 241-2.

Until, ib.

Adverbs of time, -dhen, &c. t/ien, Sec,

242.

When, -
1

Then,kc. } See When, 246.

^y; - - - J

i/; &c. TAfw, &c. See Condition, 263.
" Haling," in the statute of wills, 370.

371.
His, See Pronoun, 377.
Equivocal words, 378.

In wills are not to be rejected^ See

Issue, 379.^
Then, See Executory devises, 473.

a'j f
constniction, 473. ib. n. r.

Leaving no issue behind him, 473, n. s.

474. n.

ly he has no such heirs. See Executory

devises, 473. n. s. 475. n.

See Construction, 473. n. s. 476. n.

and generally.

Of purchase, See Issue, 490. n. a.

Immtdiatebj from and after the decease,

&CC., 491-2. 494.

Y E
Words,
Leaving no heirs of the body,

Applied to personal estate, 494.
how coiistru

When, SfC. then, Sjc

Until, Sj-c. and then, SfC.<

If, SfC. then, S^c

ed,547-8.and

see Age of
txvenfy-one.

See Legacies,If, xchen, provided, kc.

552. n.g.

iVrit,

Of seisin, See Recovery, 181,

Of entry, in a recovery, 368.

Of right, ^ee Partition, ^2'].

Wrong,
Cannot be taken advantage of by the

wrongdoer, 355.
See also, 248.

Y.

Years,

Estate for, 5. n. <^. and see Terms of
years generally.

See Accumulation, 434. n. I. 438. n.

Fractional part of a year. See Accu-

mulation, 434. n. I. 439. n.

Twenty-one years, See Accumulation,

537. n. X. &c.
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